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Message from the Conference Chair, Programme Chair/Co-Chairs and Local Chair
We would like to welcome all participants to ICCE2011. This year, the conference is held in Chiang
Mai, a historic city situated in the northern part of Thailand. Building on the previous successful
meetings, the program aims to foster international exchange and friendship in the pursuit of Computers in
Education. You will discover an intense intellectual exchange in a relaxed and informal atmosphere.
We are delighted to have invited four keynote speakers and three invited speakers addressing
different application aspects of Computers in Education in ICCE2011. Kurt VanHeln will give a talk on
the studies related to the achievement of a 2 standard deviation effect size based on three methods with
promising preliminary results: (1) using machine learning to improve tutorial decision making; (2)
teaching and fading an explicit meta-cognitive strategy; and (3) prompting reflection during problem
solving. Tinsiri Siribodhi will talk about the key success factors and issues that need to be considered
when integrating technology into education, particularly pedagogy. Rose Luckin will give a talk on the
concept of context and its relationship to learning with technology. Heinz Ulrich Hoppe will give a talk
on Applications and Benefits of Network Analysis in Technology-Enhanced Learning with examples
taken from semantic modeling as well as from learning and competence development in online
communities. The three invited talks are Harmonizing content technology with standards technology
from Yusuke Hayashi, Advantages of using mobile devices in learning situations from Makiko Takenaka,
and the Praxis of Designing 3D Learning Games with the Sustainment of Theories and Strategies from JuLing Shih. These speeches will surely be informative and enlightening to the audience leading to many
innovative research ideas. We are excited about it and are looking forward to them.
Organizing a conference of the scale of ICCE2011 (with over 250 participants) is never easy. We
worked closely as a team in the past ten months. It is really not easy for us to express our gratitude to any
one individual. The names of the hard working conference officers, the track chairs, the workshop chairs,
the program committee members as well as the reviewers are enlisted in the proceedings. We owe
everyone a billion thank you. Without their hard work, ICCE2011 would never have reached this stage.
So please help me praise and thank them when you meet them at the conference.
Chiang Mai is a cultural city full of history and traditions, with many famous attractions such as its
melodious colloquial language, Lanna style of clothing, mellow taste of food, etc. We are sure that
ICCE2011 in Chiang Mai will give you a unique experience.
Dear friends and colleagues of the world ICCE communities, honorable guests of Chiang Mai, we are
glad to see you at ICCE2011. We hope you find the technical program useful to your research and can
discover something insightful at the end. And before closing, as one often said “seeing is believing”, we
urge you to spare some time after the conference to explore and to enjoy the city.

Khob Khun Khrab (thank you)
Fu-Yun Yu
Conference Chair
(Taiwan)
Tsukasa Hirashima
Programme Chair
(Japan)

Gautam Biswas
Programme Co-Chair
(USA)

Thepchai Supnithi
Local Chair
(Thailand)
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PREFACE
The 19th International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE 2011) is a series of annual
conferences encompassing a broad range of issues related to using information technology for education.
ICCE are organized under the auspices of the Asia-Pacific Society for Computers in Education (APSCE).
Though the conference is rooted and has ever since been held in the Asia-Pacific region, it is truly
international in character, as can be attested by the constituents of paper reviewers and participants. This
year, ICCE2011 is being held from 28 November to 2 December 2011 in Chiang Mai, Thailand. This is
the first time that Thailand hosts this prestigious event. ICCE 2011 is composed of following six subconferences:
C1: ICCE Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education/Intelligent Tutoring System (AIED/ITS) and
Adaptive Learning
C2: ICCE Conference on Computer-supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) and Learning Sciences
C3: ICCE Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies, Open Contents, and Standards
C4: ICCE Conference on Classroom, Ubiquitous, and Mobile Technologies Enhanced Learning
(CUMTEL)
C5: ICCE Conference on Game and Toy Enhanced Learning and Society (GTEL&S)
C6: ICCE Conference on Technology, Pedagogy and Education
The Program Committee for ICEE 2011 comprised a strong team of 236 experts in the field of Computers
in Education from 32 countries with five experts acting as additional reviewers. In total, the conference
received 244 paper submissions (168 full papers, 53short papers and 23 poster papers) from 32 countries
(Table 1) for the main conference held from November 30 to December 2, 2011.
Table 1: Distribution of Paper Submissions for ICCE 2011

Country
Australia
Austria
Bangladesh
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Denmark
Germany
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Iran
Japan
Kazakhstan
Total

Submission
15
1
1
1
2
3
2
3
3
4
9
1
2
1
60
1

Country
Korea
Kuwait
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
Philippines
Portugal
Singapore
Spain
Switzerland
Sweden
Taiwan
Thailand
United Kingdom
United States

Submission
11
1
6
1
1
1
3
1
7
2
1
6
60
21
4
9

244

All papers were subjected to a rigorous review process by at least 3 reviewers. These papers were then
meta-reviewed by the Executive Co-Chairs and Co-Chairs of the respective sub-conference. The
conference finally accepted 39 (23.2%) full papers, 90 short papers and 58 poster papers as shown in
Table 2. As can be seen in Tables 3-8, the acceptance rate of full papers for each sub-conference is almost
below 25%. This is testimony to the quality of our conference.
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Accept

Accept

Accept

Accept

Accept

Accept

Accept

Table 2: Overall results of paper review for ICCE2011
Submission
Full paper
Result
168
Full
39(23.2%)
39
Short
90
69
Poster
58
28
Reject
57
32
Table 3: Results of paper review for C1
Submission
Full paper
Result
30
Full
6 (20%)
6
Short
15
14
Poster
12
8
Reject
5
2
Table 4: Results of paper review for C2
Full paper
Submission
Result
26
Full
6 (23 %)
6
Short
10
8
Poster
8
4
Reject
14
8
Table 5: Results of paper review for C3
Submission
Full paper
Result
21
Full
5 (23.8%)
5
Short
9
9
Poster
9
4
Reject
6
3
Table 6: Results of paper review for C4
Submission
Full paper
Result
23
Full
5 (21.7%)
5
Short
12
10
Poster
6
3
Reject
9
5
Table 7: Results of paper review for C5
Submission
Full paper
Result
21
Full
5 (23.8%)
5
Short
9
7
Poster
11
6
Reject
4
3
Table 8: Results of paper review for C6
Submission
Full paper
Result
47
Full
12(25.5%)
12
Short
35
21
Poster
12
3
Reject
19
11

Short paper
53
21
19
13

Short paper
5
1
3
1

Short paper
6
2
2
2

Short paper
6
0
4
2

Short paper
8
2
3
3

Short paper
5
2
3
0

Short paper
23
14
4
5
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In addition to the above accepted papers, 23 reviewed Work-In-Progress Posters was also included in the
main conference. The first two days of the conference was devoted to pre-conference events, which are
composed of ten workshops, four tutorials, one interactive session and Doctoral Student Consortium.
These papers are published in a separate proceedings with ISBN.
We would like to thank everyone who was involved directly or indirectly in making ICCE2011 a reality.
Thank you for your commitment and effort. We hope that you will enjoy the conference as you embark on
an exciting journey to acquire rich academic and cultural knowledge.
Conference Chair:
Fu-Yun YU, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Program Coordination Committee Co-chairs
Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Hiroshima University, Japan
Gautam BISWAS, Vanderbilt University, USA
Local Organizing Committee Chair:
Thepchai SUPNITHI, National Electronics and Computer Technology Center, Thailand
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER:C1
Now that ITS are as effective as human tutors, how can they become even better?

Professor Kurt VanLehn, Ph.D.
School of Computing, Informatics and Decision Science Engineering
at Arizona State University, USA
Abstract
It is often said that human tutors are 2 standard deviations more effective than classroom instruction
and that ITS are 1 standard deviation more effective. This hypothesis, which inspired many important
studies of human tutoring and many efforts to replicate human tutoring with natural language tutoring
systems, now seems false. Although research continues, the current best fitting hypothesis is that both
human tutors and ITS have the same effect size, namely 0.75 standard deviations above no-tutoring
instruction. The first part of the talk will support this claim with a meta-analysis of relevant experiments,
illustrated with specific experiments from several labs. However, this finding does not imply that ITS
researchers should declare victory and retire. The studies found that both human tutors and ITS were far
from perfect. ITS researchers should continue to try to achieve a 2 standard deviation effect size. The
second part of the talk discusses three methods with promising preliminary results: (1) using machine
learning to improve tutorial decision making; (2) teaching and fading an explicit meta-cognitive strategy;
and (3) prompting reflection during problem solving.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER:C2
Applications and Benefits of Network Analysis in Technology-Enhanced Learning

Prof. Dr. H. Ulrich Hoppe
Department of Computer Science and Applied Cognitive Science (Engineering Faculty)
at the University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
Abstract
Particularly in the area of computer-supported collaborative learning, the methodology of social
network analysis (SNA) has gained considerable attention. It has been used to identify roles and internal
structures in learning groups and is an important tool to provide information and insight for managing
learning communities. With a formal basis in mathematical graph theory, SNA has a long history in social
psychology and sociology. Under the heading of "network science", graph-theoretical models and
analyses of network structures have recently been extended beyond social networks. The extended scope
includes the evolution of technical networks (such as the WWW) as well as biological or semantic
networks. The model of "scale-free networks" based on the mechanism of "preferential attachment"
explains important differences in the evolution of real-world networks as opposed to the characteristics of
randomly wired graphs. It will be shown that these models and analytic mechanisms are also relevant in
various areas of technology-enhanced learning with examples taken from semantic modeling as well as
from learning and competence development in online communities.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER:C6
The Ecology of Resources, a Pedagogy of Plenty for Contextualized Learning

Professor Rose Luckin, Ph.D.
Learner Centred Design
at the London Knowledge Lab, UK
Abstract
In this talk I will discuss the concept of Context and its relationship to learning with technology.
Context is a complex concept (Nardi, 1996) and one that is difficult to ‘pin-down’ in a way that can be
used to inform the design and use technology to support learning. Research from the past decade has been
drawn together in the formulation of The Ecology of Resources, which is a model of context that is
grounded in a definition of context that conceptualizes a learner’s context as their lived experience of the
world. Context is not something that a learner is exposed to, but rather a dynamic evolving entity that
reflects a learner’s interactions with the people, artifacts and environments they encounter. The Ecology
of Resources model is used as the basis for a 3-phase design framework that drives a participatory design
process. I will briefly present the framework and will discuss the recent projects in which it has been used
to design ways in which learners and teachers can be supported to take best advantage of the plentiful
resources, including technologies, that are available to support their learning and teaching.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Host Country
Lessons-Learned in Technology, Pedagogy and Education

Tinsiri Siribodhi, Ph.D.
Deputy Director, Administration and Communication
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization Secretariat
(SEAMEO Secretariat), Thailand
Abstract
We now in the 21st century, we have been integrating technology in education for many centuries.
With the high potential of technology to enhance and improve quality of Education, technology is
considered a promising tool. What have we learned from integrating technology into Education from the
past centuries? Based on the ICT in Education projects of UNESCO Asia-Pacific Regional Bureau of
Education and the SEAMEO Report of ICT integration in Southeast Asian Countries, a publication of the
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization, this presentation will provide the synthesis of key
lessons learned from integrating technology in Education in Southeast Asia region.
The presentation will point out the key success factors and issues that need to be considered when
integrating technology into education, particularly pedagogy. It is hope that by sharing the lessons-learned
from these practices, policy makers will be able to formulate appropriate policy to support technology in
education; and educators and teachers will be able to make the best use of technology to improve teaching
and learning to benefit their students.
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Theme-Based Invited Speakers: C3
Harmonizing content technology with standards technology

Associate Professor Dr. Yusuke Hayashi
Information Technology Center, Nagoya University, Japan
Abstract
Dissemination of fine quality learning contents requires standards to exchange data as well as support
for ensuring the quality of them. Currently, standards technologies have been developed by standards
bodies, for example, ISO SC36, IEEE LT, IMS. These standards provide formats of data related learning
contents and have been shaping the foundation to share and reuse them. For the next step, I believe it is
critically important to make it easier for practitioners to access standards technologies. Concerning IMS
LD, for example, it is hard for teachers to use it directly for designing lesson plans of high quality. I see
there are two reasons for this. From the programming language point of view, IMS LD can be viewed as
an assembly language which provides a great flexibility to express lesson plans at the cost of big effort to
learn and a high possibility of producing low-quality lesson plans because of the lack of guidelines.
In this talk, I discuss requirements of a high-level language for learning and instructional scenario
descriptions (lesson plans) as a next-generation IMS-LD programming environment and propose a system
named SMARTIES which enables teachers who do not know how to use IMS LD to describe a learning
and instructional model in IMS LD. SMARTIES is an interactive system which helps lesson-plan authors
break-down an abstract learning/instructional goal into executable actions interactively with useful
guidance to output a high-quality learning and instructional scenario in IMS LD format. As an approach
to realize this, I developed an ontology of learning and instructional theories named OMNIBUS and a
theory-aware authoring system named SMARTIES with my colleagues. OMNIBUS defines concepts for
organizing learning and instructional knowledge from both of theory and practice. SMARTIES helps
users design learning and instructional scenarios with such knowledge modeled on OMNIBUS. Added
values of SMARTIES from the viewpoint of standards technology include (1) it keeps the design rationale
of learning and instructional scenarios with explicit intermediate goals of a sequence of actions and (2) it
can explain many items in the scenario. I also mention my recent deployment activities of SMARTIES
into a schoolteacher group in Tokyo in which SMARTIES has been extensively used to improve teachers’
lesson plans.
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Theme-Based Invited Speakers: C4
Advantages of using mobile devices in learning situations

Associate Professor Makiko Takenaka, Ph.D.
Center for Research in Education and Human Development, Oita University, Japan
Abstract
I present two aspects of the use of mobile devices in learning situations. The first is their use as
learning tools, similar to pencils and notebooks. The learning resources are in the outside of mobile
devices. Classroom teachers design lesson plans, learning strategies, and activities. Mobile devices serve
as tools that support learning activities and work behind the scenes. In the research field of m-learning,
although the appropriateness of the use of mobile devices as learning tools, similar to pencils, may be an
open question, the features of mobile devices, such as portability and the convenience of access to a
network, have a positive influence on learning. The second aspect is the construction of standard mlearning environments where learning activities can be carried out using learning resources prepared in
the mobile device or obtained by communicating with the server. Almost all elements of the learning
activities, such as instructions, information, and scaffoldings, are embedded within the learning contents
provided by learning system constructors.
In this presentation, I describe both aspects by using examples of experimental lessons that use
mobile devices and indicate future directions in mobile device supported learning.
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Theme-Based Invited Speakers: C5
The Praxis of Designing 3D Learning Games with the Sustainment of Theories and Strategies

Associate Professor Dr. Ju-Ling Shih
Department of Information and Learning Technology National University of Tainan, Taiwan
Abstract
Digital games have been used widely for the teaching and learning purposes across various fields and
levels. Related research proliferated in the recent decade. Nevertheless, designing digital learning games
is exceptionally different from those for commercial or entertainment purposes since educational
practices require much more considerations in aspects such as learning context, content, involvement, and
so forth.
As the 21st century education is supported and mediated with digital technology, digital games start
to take the role as learning instruments. They are purported to provide customized, participatory, and
immersive environments for learning. Thereupon, theories, models, and strategies pertaining to game
designs shall be apprehended with educational perspectives. A 3D Role-play Game entitled as “Taiwan
Epic Game” is aimed to present the history and culture of Southern Taiwan that has gone through its
preparatory phase with the sustainment of educational conceptual framework. This talk is aimed to
present the praxis of designing 3D learning games with the sustainment of theories and strategies.
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Speakers of Highlighted Sessions: C2
Differentiating Four Levels of Engagement with Learning Materials: The ICAP Hypothesis

Professor Dr. Michelene T.H. Chi
Department of Psychology at Arizona State University, USA
Abstract
A conceptual framework that defines cognitive engagement will be described and defined in terms of
overt activities that students can undertake, and these overt activities can be differentiated and classified
into four levels: interactive, constructive, active, and passive. A hypothesis (ICAP) can be generated,
based on the cognitive processes underlying each activity level, and ICAP predicts that interactive
activities are likely to facilitate learning more so than constructive activities, which are better than active
activities, which are better than passive activities: Interactive ≥ Constructive > Active > Passive.
Passive engagement is operationally defined as learners receiving information only. For example,
merely listening to a lecture without asking questions is passive. The cognitive processes underlying
passive activities can be postulated as the direct storing of information in an episodic way, resulting in
inert knowledge. With active engagement, learners undertake observable manipulations, such as
underlining sentences, selecting from a menu of choices, or reading out-loud. Overt actions allow learners
to activate relevant prior knowledge and assimilate new information into an activated schema, resulting in
more complete knowledge about the learning topic. Constructive engagement activities encourage
learners to generate inferences and other externalized outputs that contain new content-relevant ideas,
going beyond the information given. For example, drawing a diagram is considered constructive since the
generated diagram goes beyond the presented learning materials. The cognitive processes of generating
new knowledge allows learners to enrich, change, and repair knowledge, beyond just filling gaps in
existing knowledge. Interactive engagement activities refer to discourse activities in which both
participants constructively and (relatively) equally contribute to the dialog. The cognitive processes of
interactive dialog subsume cognitive processes of construction, but carried out mutually, with the
potential of emergent knowledge.
The ICAP hypothesis is supported by many studies from the cognitive science and learning science
literature, as well as classroom studies. It also recommends appropriate control conditions for learning
studies and ways that learning activities can be improved from one engagement level to another.
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Speakers of Highlighted Sessions: C6
Bringing Ideas into Practice: An overview of ICT Masterplans for Education in Singapore

Dr. Horn Mun CHEAH
Educational Technology Division, Singapore’s Ministry of Education (MOE), Singapore
Abstract
We have witnessed 2 paradigm shifts in the last 20 years or so in the use of technologies for
education. The advent of the Internet in the early 90s brought about a fundamental change in both the
extent and the way information can be shared through an easily assessable platform. It dramatically
reduced barriers to how people communicate globally, and more importantly, hinted at possibilities on
how teaching and learning (T&L) interactions can move beyond traditional settings. However, the early
promises of ICT did not quite match expectations as the lack of interactivity placed limits on T&L
interactions. This was addressed through the introduction of web 2.0 capabilities, which brought about the
2nd shift in providing the interactive tools that allowed for true collaboration in cyberspace to take place.
These capabilities have greatly enhanced and revised the potential to transform and redefine the
environment for T&L.
The work of the ICT Masterplans for education in Singapore tracked and paralleled the development
of web technologies. Since the 1st Masterplan in 1997, which aimed to level up the system in terms of
physical infrastructure and teacher capacity, to the current 3rd Masterplan which started in 2008, the focus
on the use of ICT for teaching and learning have not wavered from a pedagogy-centric perspective. In
other words, the use of the technologies has been to support development in pedagogies as new
possibilities and research evidence emerged. As such, this presentation will outline the policies and
initiatives that are guided by a ‘ideas-to-practice’ framework anchored on this belief. It will also illustrate
the work done and the structures built within this framework that can ensure sufficient systemness and
coherence in the implementation of the plans. The presentation will conclude by looking at some of the
key trends and pitfalls in the use of ICT for T&L, including a possible third paradigm change as tools that
can make the thinking process of the learner explicit are coming to the forth.
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Distinguished Researcher and Young Researcher Leader Awards

Asia-Pacific Society for Computers in Education (APSCE)
http://www.apsce.net/
In 2011, APSCE implemented the second Distinguished Researcher Award (DRA) and Young
Researcher Leader Award (YRLA). DRA recognizes an active APSCE Member who has showed
distinguished academic accomplishments and contributions in the field of Computers in Education.
YRLA recognizes a young APSCE Member who has produced international quality research outputs, and
be able to demonstrate ambitious and aspirations consistent with the potential to achieve world-leading
status. Both awards have been provided every other year since 2009.
Nominees must be APSCE members in good standing at the time of the nomination and during the
upcoming ICCE when receiving the award; they must be under 50 years old at the time of nomination for
DRA, and under 40 years old for YRLA; and they are required to contribute a paper to RPTEL, the
journal of APSCE, within two years of receiving the award. The Awards will recognize sound and
substantial research work in the fields of Computers in Education. The scope of work could range from
pioneering basic research and experimental development to innovative application. The Awards also
recognize contributions to APSCE (e.g. related activities to ICCE or SIGs) or APSCE appointments (e.g.
Executive Committee member of APSCE).
Applications for both awards were solicited for about two months from early May to the middle of
July, 2011. As the result 3 applications from 3 countries/regions were received for DRA, and 4
applications from 3 countries/regions were received for YRLA. The process of selection includes rounds
of careful deliberation, discussion and voting by the Executive Committee of APSCE.
The competitions this year for DRA and YRLA were very intense with very strong candidates
nominated. We are now pleased to announce the winners of this year’s APSCE DRA: Professor Antonija
(Tanja) Mitrovic and Professor Chen-Chung Liu. We are also pleased to announce the winners of APSCE
YRLA: Professor Ben Chang and Professor Wenli Chen. In the following pages, you will find a record of
their scholarship and their services to APSCE. DRA and YRLA award winners will receive a Certificate,
award money, and will have his/her name publicized on APSCE web site and on the ICCE proceedings;
he/she will also receive nomination for the Keynote/Theme-Based Speaker for the next ICCE.

APSCE Award Subcommittee:
Yoneo Yano (Chair), Fu-Yun Yu, Chee-Kit Looi, Riichiro Mizoguchi
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2011 APSCE Distinguished Researcher Award Winner

Professor Dr. Tanja MITROVIC, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Professor Mitrovic is currently Head of Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering
department and the research leader of the Intelligent Computer Tutoring research group.
Professor
Mitrovic was nominated for the award by Professor Tsukasa Hirashima from the Hiroshima University,
Japan, for her contributions to Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs). The Intelligent Computer Tutoring
Group (ICTG) is one of the worldwide leaders in researching intelligent educational systems that adapt to
the needs, abilities and knowledge of their students. Prof. Mitrovic has established Constraint-Based
Modeling as one of the two leading methodologies for ITSs. She has published more than 170 journal and
conference papers, most of them on various issues related to Constraint-based Tutors, modeling of
students’ knowledge, affect, collaboration and metacognitive skills. ICTG has deployed and evaluated
this methodology successfully in a Computer Science and Engineering curriculum as well as in a range of
English and foreign language acquisition courses. The tutoring systems produced by the ICTG target
complex domains that require sophisticated modeling and reasoning techniques. ICTG has developed a
large number of various constraint-based tutors, which have been used in real classrooms regularly since
1998. The thorough evaluation of those systems shows that they are extremely effective in supporting
students’ learning, and result in significant improvement in learning performance. Furthermore, Prof.
Mitrovic has made significant contributions in research on authoring systems for ITSs. Prof. Mitrovic’s
group developed ASPIRE, an authoring system that supports the process of building new ITSs for
teachers with little or no computer background. In addition to supporting the authoring stage, the software
also deploys the generated ITSs on the Web and assists in all administrative functions. The existence of
public-domain tools such as ASPIRE is of great importance for making ITSs more widely popular.
Prof. Mitrovic has recently received a Marsden Grant from the Royal Society of New Zealand for
leading a research team in a three year project that will explore adaptive computer-based cognitive
training for post-stroke rehabilitation. She has also recently chaired the 15th International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence in Education, a biennial international conference for high quality research in
intelligent systems and cognitive science for educational computing applications, which was held in
Auckland in July 2011.
Prof. Mitrovic has also been very active in APSCE, being a member of the executive committee, and
also being an associate editor of the society’s journal, RPTEL. She has also served as the co-chair of the
AIED/ITS track of ICCE since 2008, and was the editor of the APSCE newsletter for 2010. Prof Mitrovic
was a theme invited speaker at ICCE 2008. She has also co-chaired a number of workshops at ICCE
conferences. Prof Mitrovic is also very active in the AIED society, presented an invited talk at AIED
2005, co-chaired UM 2005 and has been a reviewer for many leading journals and conferences. Prof.
Mitrovic and ICTG have been awarded Australasian Association for Engineering Education (AAEE)
Award for Innovation in Curriculum, Teaching and Learning in 2007.
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2011 APSCE Distinguished Researcher Award Winner

Dr. Chen-Chung Liu, National Central University, Taiwan
Chen-Chung Liu received his B.S. degree in electrical engineering in 1992, and the M.S. and Ph.D.
degree in computer science from National Central University in 1995 and 2001. He is currently an
associate professor at Graduate Institute of Network Learning Technology in National Central University.
His current research interests include computer supported collaborative learning, mobile learning and
classroom technologies.
Since 2001, Dr. Liu has been working as a professional researcher in the field of technology
enhanced learning. His research trajectory can be divided into two research lines. In the first research line,
he focused on the development of cyber learning environments, in particular those related to collaborative
learning and cyber learning environment. Regarding the collaborative learning, his studies identified
critical peer interaction patterns during collaborative learning. In particular, these studies innovatively
proposed to use communication pattern analysis to investigate collaborative learning process. Regarding
the cyber learning environment, he coined the notion of the web as the learning portfolio in 1999. Such
notion has become universal in many web applications such as Blog and electronic portfolios.
Since 2004, Dr. Liu started a second research line as he noticed classrooms will become more and
more important to bring the concept of technology enhanced learning into practice. The results of his
studies have been conceptualized into a new classroom design – namely socio-technical classroom. Such
classroom design addresses several technical and pedagogical design guidelines associated with mobile
devices. Such socio-technical classroom model has been used as the design model to build new
classrooms at least five high schools in Taiwan.
Dr. Liu was the recipient of Dr. Wu Da-Yu Award in 2006, which is the major outstanding research
award for young researchers in Taiwan. He was also one of the keynote speakers of IEEE conference on
Wireless, Mobile and Ubiquitous Technologies on Education (WMUTE 2008). In addition, Dr. Liu is an
active contributor in many professional communities. He has helped APSCE with many important jobs
such as CUMTEL SIG chair, education program chair and program committee chair of ICCE. He was
also the main organizer of IEEE International Conference on Wireless Mobile and Ubiquitous
Technologies in Education 2010.
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2011 APSCE Young Researcher Leader Award Winner

Dr. Ben Chang, National Chiayi University, Taiwan
Dr. Ben Chang, an associate professor in the Department of E-Learning Design and Management of
National Chiayi University, Taiwan, has dedicated to researching and building online learning
communities and digital classrooms. He received his Ph.D. on the topic of “EduCities: Structured
Network Learning Society” from the Computer Science and Information Engineering Department,
National Central University, Taiwan. EduCities, literally referring to an excellent educational city in Asia,
is a prototypical network learning society. It is a pioneering Internet educational city in the world. With
the metaphor of a city mechanism, it actually responds to the real world, connecting people and current
educational organizations, and carries out various learning activities online. Dr. Chang is the division
chief of the Center for Teaching and Learning Development at National Chiayi University. He has
assisted in applying for and running the Taiwan Teaching Excellence Project for three years of which
National Chiayi University has received more than one hundred million New Taiwan dollars funding from
the Ministry of Education in Taiwan. Owing to the Teaching Excellence Project, Dr. Chang established
the first digital classroom center in southern Taiwan.
Dr. Chang has received funding from the National Science Council of Taiwan every year since 2008.
He also received the best short paper award from the ICALT 2010. Dr. Chang has published numbers of
papers including eleven international journal papers, four Chinese journal papers, two digital classroom
design patents, twenty-six international conference papers, and nineteen Chinese conference papers.
Among them, eight papers were published in SSCI indexed journals.
In addition, Dr. Chang has been extensively involved in international academic activities. He has
served as the APSCE’s founding Administrative Secretary from 2004 to 2007. Besides, Dr. Chang also
sits on the editorial board of Global Chinese Journal for Computers in Education, and the program
committees of many internationally renowned conferences. He was invited to sit on the GCCCE program
committee board from 2009 to 2011. In 2005, he served as the local organization chair of the International
Conference on Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL 2005). Dr. Chang served as the ICCE
workshop, tutorial, and interactive event co-chair from 2007 to 2009, and 2010, and he was the executive
program chair of GTEL&S sub-conference and executive co-chair of work-in-progress poster papers of
ICCE 2010.
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2011 APSCE Young Researcher Leader Award Winner

Dr. Wenli Chen, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Dr. Wenli Chen is an Assistant Professor with the Learning Sciences and Technology Academic
Group and a faculty researcher at the Learning Sciences Lab, National Institute of Education, Nanyang
Technological University of Singapore. Professionally trained in communication studies, she brings an
interdisciplinary perspective in research design combining both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies to educational research. Dr. Chen has a great passion in school-based design research
using innovative technologies with appropriate pedagogy to facilitate deep and meaningful learning, and
has led a number of large scale projects that have created significant impacts on school practices in
Singapore.
Dr. Chen’s work on computer supported collaborative learning and mobile learning is highly
recognized. She has been invited by the Ministry of Education, Singapore (MOE) to be the advisor for its
1:1 research initiative, the facilitator for an international wiki-project on collaborative learning and selfdirected learning with ICT, and a member of the External Review Panel for the MOE Senior Specialist
Track Research Fund. She is also helping MOE evaluate the national Master Plan III for ICT in
Education.
In a short span of 5 years, Dr. Chen has won research grants amounting over US$2.5 million, from
different government agencies such as MOE and the National Research Foundation of Singapore, as a
principal or co-principal investigator. She has published more than 40 refereed journal papers and over 60
international conference papers, 6 of which won Best Paper Awards in reputable international conferences
such as International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE 2006 and 2007), Global Chinese
Conference on Computers in Education (GCCCE 2009 and 2011), and Singapore Youth and Media
(2006).
Dr. Chen plays an active role in APSCE. She is a member of the Executive Committee and the Chair
of the Newsletter Committee, and has been serving in the program committees for ICCE since 2006. She
chairs the local organizing committee for ICCE2012, and co-chaired the organizing committees for the
CSCL/LS subconference in ICCE 2010, the Workshop/Tutorial/Interactive-Event in ICCE 2009, and the
Early-Career Researcher Symposium in ICCE2011. Dr. Chen has also been invited to sit on the
committees of other internationally renowned conferences on technology and education, including IEEE
International Conference on Wireless, Mobile, and Ubiquitous Technologies in Education (2010 and
2012), IASTED International Conference on Technology for Education (2011), Technology for Education
and Learning (2011), and GCCCE (2008 – 2010).
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Past Winners

2009 APSCE Distinguished Researcher Award Winner

Dr. Fu-Yun Yu, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Dr. Tsukasa Hirashima, Hiroshima University, Japan
2009 APSCE Young Researcher Leader Award Winner

Dr. Hiroaki Ogata, University of Tokushima, Japan
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Panel Discussion on Policy, Practices and Research on e-Learning
in School Education / Higher Education
KONG Siu Cheung
There is a rapid growth of e-Learning in school education / higher education in the AsiaPacific region in recent years. Various countries / regions such as Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore,
Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand are currently putting effort into the planning of holistic
policies, the exploration of effective practices, and the support of continuous research on eLearning for enhancing quality of school education / higher education. The different cultural
backgrounds entail different countries / regions in the Asia-Pacific region to exhibit diverse
rationale, goals, foci and approaches in the official policies, professional practices, and academic
research in the emergent area of e-Learning in school education / higher education.
The panel discussion aims to expose researchers, policy-makers, practitioners and graduate
students to this community in the field of computers in education. The panel discussion is
committed to serve as a platform for discussing scholarly findings on the current situation, and
sharing professional insights into the future directions into policies, practices and research on eLearning in school education / higher education.
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Special Session on
IT Human Resource Development with IT Professional Examination
Ogawa, Kenji
The ICT sectors have strong growth capabilities such as export of software and IT services.
Asia’s capabilities are expected to serve both commoditized and high-end services in these fields.
Under this environment, IT human resource development is one of the argent challenges for these
rapid growing industries. On the other hand, IT Engineers Examination, a Japanese national exam,
has conducted for about 40 years as one of the measures and policies for IT-industrial
development in Japan, and it has about 620,000 applicants in recent years. Also Japanese
government has promoted to adopt IT professional examination in Asia through ITPEC (IT

Professionals Examination Council) since 2000 based on the Japanese long-year experience.
The objective of ITPEC is promotion of mobility and more effective use of IT engineers across
Asian countries. The current members are Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar, Malaysia

and Mongolia.
This presentation introduces the overviews of Japanese state measures for IT human
resource development and also covers these activities in Asia for your discussion of
workforce, skills & education for the future Asian computing industry.
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C1: ICCE Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education/Intelligent Tutoring System
(AIED/ITS) and Adaptive Learning
Full Paper
Instructional Design Support System Based on Both Theory and Practice and Its Evaluation

1

Toshinobu KASAI, Kazuo NAGANO, Riichiro MIZOGUCHI

Statistical Level Checker with Personalised English Passage Suggestion

9

Wasan Na CHAI, Taneth RUANGRAJITPAKORN, Nualsawat HIRANSAKOLWONG, Thepchai
SUPNITHI

Knowledge Augmentation for Experiential Learning in Fieldwork

18

Akihiro KASHIHARA, Ken OGATA

Ontological Approach to Support Authoring for Game-Based Learning Environments

26

Takanobu UMETSU, Takuya AZUMA, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Akira TAKEUCHI

Towards a Bayesian Student Model for Detecting Decimal Misconceptions

34

George GOGUADZE, Sergey SOSNOVSKY, Seiji ISOTANI, Bruce MCLAREN

Predicting Academic Emotion based on Brainwaves Signals and Mouse Click Behavior

42

Judith AZCARRAGA, John Francis IBANEZ, Ianne Robert LIM, Nestor Lumanas JR., Rhia
TROGO, Merlin Teodosia SUAREZ

Short Paper
Similar Movie Search System by Co-occurrence Words on VOD Lecture with Japanese
Subtitle

50

Nobuyuki KOBAYASHI, Noboru KOYAMA, Hiromitsu SHIINA, Fumio KITAGAWA

Empirical Investigation of Assistance Dilemma with a Tutoring System that Can Control
Levels of Support

55

Kazuhisa MIWA, Hitoshi TERAI, Tomoo UNO, Ryuichi NAKAIKE
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Off-task Engagement in a Teachable Agent based Math Game

60

Betty TARNING, Magnus HAAKE, Agneta GULZ

The Validation of an Annotations Approach to Peer Tutoring Through Simulation
Incorporating the Modeling of Reputation

65

John CHAMPAIGN, Robin COHEN, Jie ZHANG

Kit-Build External Expression of Problem Solving Process in Physics Learning

70

Tomoya SHINOHARA, Sho YAMAMOTO, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

Support for Concept Map Building based on Learner's Building History

76

Youhei MIZUTA, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Hideo FUNAOI

Error-based Simulation in Dynamics and Its Evaluation in Junior High School

81

Takahito TOMOTO, Isao IMAI, Tomoya HORIGUCHI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

Study on the Effects of Learning Examples through Production in Problem Posing

86

Kazuaki KOJIMA, Kazuhisa MIWA, Tatsunori MATSUI

Generator of Related Problem Sets for Intelligent Practice Supporting System

91

Daisuke IIZUKA, Tatsuhiro KONISHI, Yukihiro ITOH

The level up procedure: How to measure learning gains without pre- and post-testing

96

Kurt VANLEHN, Winslow BURLESON, Helen Chavez ECHEAGARY, Robert
CHRISTOPHERSON, Javier Gonzalez SANCHEZ, Yoalli Hidalgo PONTET, Katarzyna
MULDNER, Lishan ZHANG

A Practical Study on Modeling Lesson Plans with an Ontological Engineering Approach

101

Yusuke HAYASHI, Toshinobu KASAI, Riichiro MIZOGUCHI

The Artificial Mentor: An assessment based approach to adaptively enhance learning processes
in virtual learning environments

106

Simone KOPEINIK, Michael A. BEDEK, Paul SEITLINGER, Dietrich ALBERT

Multiple representations to support learning of complex ecological processes in simulation
environments

111

Satabdi BASU, Gautam BISWAS

Poster
A Support System for Research Trend Survey of Scientific Literature

116

Chengjiu YIN, Yoshiyuki TABATA, Kiyota HASHIMOTO, Tetsuya NAKATOH, Sachio
HIROKAWA

Dialog Strategy in a FonF-Based Language Education System: Relative Necessity of a Form in
a Task

119

Ryo SANO, Yoshihiro MASUDA, Yasuhiro NOGUCHI, Satoru KOGURE, Tatsuhiro KONISHI,
Makoto KONDO, Yukihiro ITOH

Ontology-Driven E-Learning System for Automated Personalized Learning Service

122
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Abstract: In this study, we have been developing a system called FIMA (Flexible Instructional
Design Support Multi-Agent System) that dynamically supports teachers in designing
instruction by facilitating their thinking ways according to the characteristics of those of expert
teachers. In the present study, we focused on a support to facilitate teachers’ deep reflection and
awareness of room for improvement of their lesson plans based on instructional/learning
theories and best practices. In order to provide such support, we make use of the OMNIBUS
ontology, which describes knowledge extracted from instructional/learning theories and best
practices. In this paper, we describe this support function in detail and report results of an
experiment carried out for evaluation of its effectiveness.
Keywords: Ontology, Instructional Design, Lesson Plan, Instructional/Learning Theories

Introduction
The educational gaps caused by differences in teachers’ professional abilities are a perennial
problem, especially for complex tasks like instructional design. Among the several approaches
to resolving this problem, providing teachers with an efficient and usable support system is
promising, since most teachers want to participate in the process of designing high-quality
instruction. In order to investigate strategies to support less-skilled teachers in designing
instruction, it is effective to analyze skilled teacher’s thinking processes in approaching this
task. Sato et al. have investigated differences in thinking processes between expert and novice
teachers when they analyze existing instructional plans [1]. This investigation led us to the
conclusion that the thinking way of expert teachers is characterized by the following three
features: 1) multiple viewpoints thinking, 2) contextualized thinking, and 3) problem framing
and reframing strategies. Because it is also important for teachers to analyze instruction
objectively when they themselves design the instruction, this study aims to support teachers in
designing high-quality instruction by directly facilitating these three types of thinking. In order
to provide such support, we have proposed a Flexible Instructional design support Multi-Agent
system, called FIMA [2]. In this paper, we focus on one of the FIMA’s sub-system called
“FIMA-Light” to facilitate teachers’ deep reflection and awareness of some room for
improvement of their lesson plans based on instructional/learning theories and best practices.
In Japan, teachers discuss their lessons with their colleagues to improve their lessons’
quality in a peer-review meeting called “lesson study”. The framework of such “lesson study”
and the capabilities of Japanese teachers have been highly regarded throughout the world [3,
4]. One of the greatest reasons for this high regard is that Japanese teachers have formed study
groups to reflect upon lessons after beginning their professional careers as teachers [5]. They
have found in those groups that others’ opinions and points of view are important for making
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teachers consider their lessons more deeply and effectively. We think that recognizing others’
opinions and points of view facilitates above three types of thinking which novice teachers
can rarely do. And, it is effective for them in noticing improvement points of their lesson
which they cannot notice only by themselves. However, opportunities for teachers to
participate in “lesson study” have been decreasing recently because they are busy. Therefore,
providing a computer support that can automatically provide teachers with others’ reliable
opinions and interpretations of their designed lesson plans can be highly valuable.
Based on these considerations, the goal of the present study is to support teachers in
designing instruction based on instructional/learning theories and empirical knowledge
extracted from best practices that can be regarded as others’ opinions and interpretations. We
made use of the OMNIBUS ontology, which describes knowledge that is extracted from
instructional/learning theories and practices from the perspective of learners’ state changes in
a common form using shared concepts [6]. In this paper, we discuss an automatic
interpretation of the flow of lesson plans that teachers design based on the OMNIBUS
ontology, and supports them in their instructional design process based on results of the
interpretation. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we describe
an alignment with the OMNIBUS ontology. In section 3, we discuss an automatic function for
producing such decomposition trees by interpreting lesson plans designed by teachers using
the OMNIBUS ontology. In section 4, we report some results of an experiment carried out for
evaluation of the effectiveness of FIMA-Light based on the decomposition trees followed by
related work and concluding remarks.

1. An Alignment with the OMNIBUS ontology
1.1 The OMNIBUS ontology and the WAY
The OMNIBUS ontology has been built to organize a variety of instructional/learning
theories and empirical knowledge extracted from best practices independently of the
learning paradigms [6]. Fig. 1 shows I_L event, the core of the OMNIBUS ontology, and
its use in lesson modeling. This ontology is built based on the following two principles.
 Learning is defined as state changes of a learner
 “What” and “How” of state changes are separated
The core concepts of the OMNIBUS ontology are an I_L event and its
decomposition structure. An I_L event is a basic unit of learning and instruction and is
composed of the state change of a learner, instructional action, and learning action. Such
an I_L event shows what state change a learner is expected to realize. A method for how to
realize the state change (macro-I_L event) is expressed by a decomposition relation with
micro-I_L events, called a WAY. By this decomposition, various methods that can
achieve an educational goal can be described as WAYs. In the OMNIBUS ontology, 100
WAYs extracted from 11 instructional/learning theories and 10 WAYs extracted from best
practices have been described. A
macro-I_L event is decomposed
into a couple of micro-I_L events
by applying a WAY. A
decomposition tree is developed
by applying such decomposition
recursively to other micro-I_L
events as shown in Fig. 1.
With
this
modeling
framework, the flow of a lesson
Fig. 1 The modeling framework in the OMNIBUS ontology
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is modeled as a tree structure of I_L events that is called an I_L event decomposition tree.
The root node of an I_L event decomposition tree is an I_L event that shows a learner’s
state change, which should be realized in a whole lesson. In addition, teachers’ strategies
to achieve the goal of a lesson are expressed as a hierarchical structure by decomposing a
macro-I_L event into smaller grained I_L events using WAYs. In this decomposition tree,
leaf nodes are descriptions of learning and instructional activities executed by teachers
and learners, and the tree structure above the leaf level explains teachers’ design intentions
for the lesson. In this study, FIMA-Light reasons about teachers’ intentions from their
lesson plans based on 110 WAYs, which are described in the OMNIBUS ontology at
present, and automatically produces relevant I_L event decomposition trees in a
bottom-up manner by interpreting a given lesson plan. Then, FIMA-Light facilitates
teachers’ deep reflection and awareness of room for improvement of their lesson plans by
providing them with decomposition trees that are regarded as others’ opinions and
interpretations of their designed lesson plans.
1.2 Description of relationships between FIMA and the OMNIBUS ontology
In order to support teachers based on their lesson plans input to FIMA by them, FIMA has
several original concepts and let teachers select these concepts in instructional design process
according to their design intention. We have worked to prepare the concepts which teachers
are familiar with. For example, one of the authors has proposed a classification of the goals
(the Goal List) of IT education in terms that are familiar to teachers [7]. To make use of the
results of this research which has already been so widely used by teachers, we have built our
ontology of IT education goals and have identified the relations between the Goal List and our
ontology. FIMA allowed teachers to use the concepts of the Goal List by exploiting the
function of FIMA which translates the concepts of the Goal List into the concepts of the
ontology of IT education goals. See [8] for details. About instructional and learning activities,
for FIMA, we have also prepared a set of 36 concepts which teachers are familiar with,
through discussion with a couple of teachers. And, we classified the FIMA’s activity concepts
into one type of concepts of instructional activities and two types of concepts of learning
activities (“shallow-level learning activities” and “deep-level learning activities”). By
shallow-level learning activities, we mean concrete actions which often appear in lesson plans
(e.g. “Discuss,” “Listen”), and by deep-level learning activities, we mean cognitive actions
which rarely appear in lesson plans (e.g. “Raise motivation,” “Recognize state of learning”).
In the instructional design process using FIMA, FIMA asks teachers to select a concept from
10 concepts prepared as instructional activities (e.g. “Explain,” “Ask”), a concept from 11
concepts prepared as shallow-level learning activities, and a concept from 15 concepts
prepared as deep-level learning activities, for each step in the flow of lesson plans. Here,
FIMA allows them to select nothing as shallow-level and deep-level learning activities at each
step. The purpose in asking teachers to select concepts for the deep-level learning activities is
to let teachers reflect on their own instructional intentions for each step in the whole lesson
through letting them select a concept that shows the cognitive action of learners that they
rarely explicitly describe in usual lesson plans. FIMA-Light makes use of the FIMA’s activity
concepts which teachers select in the instructional design process using FIMA.
To make use of WAYs described in the OMNIBUS ontology, FIMA-Light has to
translate FIMA’s activity concepts into the action concepts defined in the OMNIBUS
ontology (approximately 250 concepts). For realization of the translation, we described the
mapping relation between FIMA’s concepts and OMNIBUS action concepts. For example,
the mapping relation between the concept “Raise motivation” in FIMA and 11 concepts
(“Raise aspirations,” “Recognize the relevance,” “Feel familiarity,” and so on) which are
defined in the OMNIBUS ontology was described. Based on the description of the mapping
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relation, FIMA-Light can translate FIMA’s activity concepts selected by teachers into
OMNIBUS action concepts.

2. Producing I_L Event Decomposition Trees
Usually, I_L event decomposition trees are made by teachers by decomposing how to achieve
learners’ state change in the whole lesson in a top-down manner. In contrast, FIMA-Light
produces I_L event decomposition trees in a bottom-up manner by interpreting the sequence
of concrete-level instructional and learning activities described in usual lesson plans.
Analogically, we can say that FIMA-Light builds a syntax (parse) tree of an action sequence
in the lesson plan as a sentence by parsing it. So, when FIMA-Light produces I_L event
decomposition trees, it is important to automatically add hypothetical I_L events showing
underlying intention than is described in usual lesson plans. FIMA-Light produces I_L event
decomposition trees following the procedure described below after translating FIMA
vocabulary selected by teachers into several related concepts defined in the OMNIBUS
ontology. FIMA-Light
1. extracts WAYs relevant to each step in the flow of the lesson plan, and develops
decomposition sub-trees that have hypothetical root nodes by applying the WAYs,
2. produces all I_L event decomposition trees appropriate for the given lesson by configuring
appropriate sub-trees developed above, and
3. determines three I_L event decomposition trees that fit well with the lesson plan by
calculating degrees of similarity of every decomposition tree to the lesson plan.
In this section, we describe an outline of each process of this procedure and the structure
of an example I_L event decomposition tree produced by FIMA-Light.
2.1 Extraction of WAYs and Decomposition Sub-Trees Related to Each Step
In each step of the lesson, FIMA-Light translates three concepts that teachers selected as an
instructional activity, a shallow-level learning activity, and a deep-level learning activity into
several related concepts defined in the OMNIBUS ontology. Based on the principle of the
WAY, the relation between the three kinds of activity concepts of FIMA can be interpreted as
the teacher’s intention to realize a state change (a deep-level learning activity) in the learner
by micro-I_L events, which include an instructional activity and a shallow-level learning
activity. In addition, a deep-level learning activity can also be interpreted as one of the
micro-I_L events for achievement of a macro-I_L event that aims a deeper state change in the
learners. Therefore, in this step, FIMA-Light not only extracts relevant WAYs but also
develops decomposition sub-trees that have hypothetical root nodes by applying the related
WAYs. Here, extracted WAYs have to include an I_L event relevant to the deep-level
learning activity because it is the key concept to reason teacher’s intention. Based on this
consideration, patterns of the structure of WAYs and decomposition sub-trees which
FIMA-Light develops for each step of a lesson are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, ① shows an I_L
event that is relevant to a
hypothetical
deep-level learning activity,
①
I_L event
② shows an I_L event that is
relevant to a shallow-level ・・・ ② ・・・ ③ ・・・
・・・
① ・・・
・・・
learning activity, and ③
① ・・・
random order
①
shows an I_L event that is
・・・ ① and ③
・・・
relevant to an instructional
・・・
・・・ ②
・・・ ③
・・・ ② and/or ③ ・・・
activity described in a step of
・・・
・・・ ② and/or ③
random order
the flow of the lesson.
FFig. 2 Patterns of developed WAYs and decomposition sub-trees
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2.2 Producing All I_L Event Decomposition Trees Relevant to the Whole Lesson
FIMA-Light tries to produce all I_L event decomposition trees that are appropriate to the
whole lesson by configuring WAYs and decomposition sub-trees that are developed from
every step of the lesson plan based on the following rules.
 In each I_L event decomposition tree, the node relevant to a step is on the left side of all
nodes related to its later steps.
 In each I_L event decomposition tree, the node relevant to a step has no descendant node
relevant to a later step.
The latter rule shows that it is impossible to realize the I_L event (node) relevant to a
step by a sequence of I_L events that includes any I_L event (descendant node) relevant to a
later step. At present, it is difficult to construct I_L event decomposition trees that include
WAYs relevant to all steps of the lesson plan, because 110 WAYs currently defined in the
OMNIBUS ontology cannot cover all possible strategies in the instructional/learning world.
2.3 Calculating Similarity of I_L Event Decomposition Trees to the Lesson Plan
In the case of a lesson plan that has six steps, more than 1,000 I_L event decomposition trees
are often developed. In order to decide the I_L event decomposition trees with which
FIMA-Light provides teachers, FIMA-Light calculates the degree of similarity of every
developed I_L event decomposition tree to the corresponding lesson plan. In this study, we
consider the following three viewpoints to calculate the degree of the similarity.
 A rate of steps of the lesson plan which correspond to WAYs that are included in the
decomposition tree
 A rate of FIMA’s concepts selected as instructional and learning activities which
correspond to I_L events that are included in the decomposition tree
 A rate of leaf nodes of the decomposition tree which are relevant to the lesson plan
We have set weights (2:1:1) in each factor based on the experiences of the practical use
of FIMA-Light. FIMA-Light selects three decomposition trees that have the highest degrees
of similarity calculated from these three viewpoints and provides teachers with them.
2.4 Structure of an I_L event Decomposition Tree and Support Functions
One of the I_L event decomposition trees that FIMA-Light produced by interpreting an actual
lesson plan designed by a teacher is shown in Fig. 3. In this example, nine WAYs that were
extracted from the “Gagne’s I-Theory,” “Component display theory,” and so on, are included.
An I_L event decomposition tree includes two kinds of nodes. One includes nodes that show
I_L events which FIMA-Light judged corresponding to the lesson plan. An example of these
nodes is shown at ① in Fig. 3. In the case of this kind of node, a step number of the step
corresponding to the node is shown on the upper right side. The other includes nodes that
show I_L events that FIMA-Light judged not corresponding to any steps explicitly described
in the lesson plan. An example of these nodes is shown at ② in the figure. By the two kinds of
nodes, teachers can confirm points corresponding to their lesson plans and points not
corresponding to their lesson plans (not explicitly described in their lesson plans). We think
that this confirmation has a role which lets teachers be aware of similarity and differences
between their design intentions and others’ opinions and interpretations. So, FIMA-Light
expects that they will deeply reflect on their intentions regarding instructional design through
this confirmation process. To facilitate this awareness, FIMA-Light provides teachers with
the following two types of messages when any node of the latter kind is clicked as shown at
②, ③ and ④ in Fig. 3.
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Gagne’s I-Theory
Component display theory

“Meta-recognize current state”
“Meta-recognize learning outcome”
Is teacher’s intention in Step 5 any
of above activities?

④

“Assure sustainability”
“Review”
“Raise aspirations”
FIMA-Light suggests
adding above learning
activities after Step 5

①
WAY corresponding to
Step 2 of the lesson plan

③

②
I_L event not corresponding
to the lesson plan

Fig.3 An example of an I_L event decomposition tree and its structure

 When a teacher clicks leaf nodes, FIMA-Light lightly suggests adding instructional and
learning activities that correspond to the node into the flow of the lesson plan (for example,
at ③ in Fig. 3).
 When a teacher clicks other nodes, FIMA-Light confirms that teacher’s intention
(deep-level learning activity) in corresponding steps of the lesson plan (for example, at ④
in Fig. 3).
Whenever teachers design instruction using FIMA-Light, they can utilize I_L event
decomposition trees. Teachers can design and improve lesson plans through referring to I_L
event decomposition trees which are dynamically produced from their lesson plans as others’
opinions and interpretations.

3. Evaluation of FIMA-Light through the Practical Uses
In this study, we have evaluated FIMA-Light described in this paper through the practical
uses by two teachers. FIMA aims at supporting teachers dynamically in their instructional
design processes. However, the main aim of FIMA-Light proposed in this paper is to support
teachers by automatically interpreting the flow of whole lesson plans (it is also possible to
interpret the flow of part of lesson plans). To evaluate domain independence of FIMA-Light,
we prepared eight lesson plans (Each of the two teachers designed four lesson plans) for
several subjects (National language, Mathematics, Science, Social studies, and Physical
education). Because the teachers were not yet well experienced in operating FIMA-Light and
did not yet sufficiently understand FIMA’s concepts, the first author of this paper helped them
select FIMA’s concepts and input data of their lesson plans to FIMA. And, we evaluated the
quality of I_L event decomposition trees and the effectiveness of FIMA-Light. Here, though
FIMA-Light provides the teacher with three I_L event decomposition trees for each lesson
plan, in this evaluation we found that most teachers selected the tree of the highest score and
made use of it. So, for every lesson plan, we analyzed and evaluated one decomposition tree
selected by the teacher. The result of the analysis of eight I_L event decomposition trees
selected by the teachers is shown in Table 1.
First of all, note that it is not necessary for produced I_L event decomposition trees to
correspond fully to the lesson plans represented in FIMA-Light, because these trees have
roles as different opinions of their colleagues. However, it is necessary for the I_L event
decomposition trees to correspond to the lesson plans to a certain extent so that these trees can
be helpful for teachers. On average, FIMA-Light produced I_L event decomposition trees
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Table 1 The result of the analysis of eight I_L event decomposition trees

Average
(Rate)

Total
number of
steps of a
lesson plan

Number of
steps
included in
a tree

Total number of
FIMA's activity
concepts in a
lesson plan

Number of
FIMA's activity
concepts
included in a tree

Total
number
of nodes
in a tree

6.1

5.1 (83.7%)

16.1

12.8 (79.1%)

23.8

Number of
nodes related
to the lesson
plan

Number of nodes Number of nodes
led the teacher led the teacher
to realize his
to improve his
design intention lesson plan
6.5 (27.4%)
2.4 (10.0%)
20.9 (87.9%)
8.9 (37.4%)

which include nodes corresponding to 5.1 out of 6.1 (83.7%) steps of the flow of the lesson
plans, and include OMNIBUS action concepts corresponding to 12.8 out of 16.1 (79.1%)
FIMA’s activity concepts selected by the teachers for every step of their lesson plans. These
correspondence relations were judged by FIMA-Light. On the other hand, for evaluation of
the decomposition trees, FIMA-Light cannot judge the correspondence of the nodes which are
so-called hypothetical I_L events that were added in the process of producing the trees. So, we
asked the two teachers whether or not every node of the decomposition trees was relevant to
their designed lesson independently of explicitly or implicitly. Here, the nodes related to the
lesson plans include not only nodes corresponding fully to the lesson plans but also nodes that
teachers can regard as others’ opinions or interpretations about the lesson plans. They
answered that on average 20.9 out of 23.8 (87.9%) nodes were relevant to designed lessons.
These results show that the method proposed in this paper can produce I_L event
decomposition trees which have rich information to facilitate their awareness of helpful
opinion from the colleagues or theories.
Next, we discuss the effectiveness of the instructional design support of FIMA-Light
based on the I_L event decomposition trees. We asked the two teachers how many nodes of
the decomposition trees led them to change their awareness of their design intentions or of the
contents of their lesson plan. They answered that on average 6.5 out of 23.8 (27.4%) nodes led
them to realize their design intentions that they were not explicitly aware of. We expect that
they will put their lesson plan into practice more effectively by the explicit awareness of their
intention. Furthermore, they answered that on average 2.4 out of 23.8 (10.0%) nodes led them
to improve their lesson plans. In other words, thanks to the I_L event decomposition trees,
teachers found 2.4 improvement points in each lesson plan on average. Here, we show a
concrete example of improvement points that a teacher found in his lesson plan. The I_L
event decomposition tree shown in Fig. 3 is one of the decomposition trees which
FIMA-Light created through reasoning about teacher’s design intention from the lesson plan
of the mathematics education for the sixth grade in the elementary school. The flow of this
lesson plan had five steps. By the node and message as shown at ③ in Fig.3, he was aware of
the importance of learning activity that aims at connecting next lesson. After the experiment,
he added a new learning and instructional activity to let learners be aware of new problem and
to have interest in this problem as the sixth step in the lesson plan. We think that the result of
the evaluation experience shows that producing I_L event decomposition trees and support
function based on the trees proposed in this paper can effectively support teachers in
designing instruction. Furthermore, the fact that all the lesson plans dealt with in the
evaluation come from five different subjects shows that our proposed support function work
very well across various domains.

4. Related Work and Concluding Remarks
Through the consideration of thinking ways of expert teachers, this study aims to support
teachers in designing high quality instruction through facilitating the three types of thinking.
In this paper, we focused on the sub-system called FIMA-Light, to facilitate their deep
reflection and awareness of room for improvement of their lesson plans based on
instructional/learning theories and best practices. In order to provide such support, we
proposed a couple of functions that automatically interpret the flow of teacher-made lesson
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plans based on the OMNIBUS ontology, and produce I_L event decomposition trees as
others’ opinions and interpretations.
Here, we would like to discuss related work, SMARTIES [6] to contrast FIMA-Light
with it. SMARTIES is an authoring system that aims to support designing
learning/instructional scenarios based on the OMNIBUS ontology and compliant with the
standard technology of IMS Learning Design. By using SMARTIES, teachers can make I_L
event decomposition trees compliant with instructional/learning theories through deeply
reflecting their design intentions of their lessons. In addition, SMARTIES can suggest WAYs
described in the OMNIBUS ontology as strategies for achievement of each state change in
learners. In this approach, in which they employ a so-called top-down way, when teachers
design scenarios, they have to think deep-level intention that they usually explicitly are not
aware of. For such instructional design, it is necessary for teachers to think from contextual
and multiple viewpoints. So, though this approach is effective for expert teachers who can
think from these viewpoints, it is very difficult for novice teachers.
On the other hand, our approach employs a bottom-up way and can automatically
produce I_L event decomposition trees through reasoning about teachers’ design intentions
from given lesson plans that they usually design. By providing teachers with thus produced
I_L event decomposition trees, this study expects that they will notice/recognize their
underlying intentions that they were not explicitly aware of. In our approach, even novice
teachers can participate in easily. This is one of the characteristics of our approach. In addition,
in our approach, FIMA-Light does not directly improve or tell how to improve lesson plans by
itself, because such support would prevent teachers from training their professional skills. So,
FIMA-Light aims at letting teachers themselves think how to improve their lesson in what
respects. This is why the current FIMA-Light is implemented so. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no system which can automatically interpret teachers’ deep-level
intentions from their designed lesson plans, and can support them based on results of the
interpretation.
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Abstract: In this paper, a system to classify a readability level of English reading passage
and to match student personal interest is purposed. Student model is applied to collect
student information for selecting their preferable passage topic. Statistical passage level
checker is implemented to match student readability level with passage difficulty by using
neural network. Three linguistic features, syllable, vocabulary and sentence complexity,
are chosen to distinguish a difficulty difference among passage level. The best accuracy
gained by the system is 86.25% and the constantly reliable feature for this task is a
sentence complexity of the passage.
Keywords: Readability level checker, English reading passage, English learning,
personalisation, neural network

1. Introduction
English class is one of the most boredom subject for Thai students since Thai children are
not familiar with inflection, syntactic word order, and grammar learning therefore they
become idle and inactive in class. Furthermore, their reading passages become tiresome
since each student has individually preferable topic and they tend to lose their learning
motivation to read an assigned non-interested passage. Letting students choose readingpassage by themselves also leads to significant burden for instructors to scope an
appropriate level of those passages.
In language learning, readability checker tool or passage grading system are one of
the important application that assists students and instructors in terms of reducing a load to
select a proper readability level of reading passages. The major issue is that most of them
was implemented on rule-based approach and the designed rules are reckoned for an
English native speaker. The rule-based systems and methods including Flesch reading easy
formula [1], Kincaid formula [2], SMOG-grading [3] and Fox index [4] are rigid and can
hardly be applied to students who study an English language as their foreigner language
since the level of English understanding and skill are rather different based on each
country standard of language learning.
Recently, the framework for passage grading system using statistical approach was
purposed [5]. However, the mentioned system was a framework which exploits three
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linguistic features; syllable, vocabulary and sentence complexity score, along with a
conditional random field (CRF) as their machine learning to create a model of the passage
level. Although CRF is reliable one among other machine learning techniques for its
discriminative training, it has a specification to number management since CRF recognises
an input as string, not an integer. So far, an experiment result of the framework has not
been published. Another study on a passage grading system using supervised learning by a
neural network [6] was later reported. It applied the same linguistic features as the above
mentioned framework but the machine learning was altered to a neural network. They
applied a neural network to generate three models based on each linguistic feature and
exploited those models separately to level a reading passage based on an academic level.
The limitation of the system is not much sufficient accuracy as around 80%. The statistical
systems work properly in practical but the load falls to students who have to search a
reading passage by themselves and they occasionally conduct a searching again if the
system returns an unsuitable readability level to them.
The question to be solved in this paper is to find a solution for matching student
readability with their preferable topic. Furthermore, to improve an accuracy of passage
level checker, we extend the existing statistical passage level checker system using neuralnetwork by integrating the three features into a single model and compare the result
between those two methods. Last, each feature is focused to compare the efficiency and
reliability among them.
2. Statistical Level Checker with Personalised English Passage Suggestion
Statistical Level Checker with Personalised English Passage Suggestion is an automatic
system for matching student's readability and a difficulty level of an English reading
passage with student personalisation. The system consists of two main parts; student
model and passage level checker. Student model represents student information for
selecting interesting passage and improving English skill for individual student while
passage level checker is a tool to examine a compatible difficulty of reading passage to
student. An overview of the tool is sketched in Figure 1.

Figure 1. An overview of the system
2.1 Student Model
Students model is a representation of student personal information in several aspects. To
recognise students' interest and performance in English learning, student model is
designed to consist of three parts; 1) profile information, 2) interest information and 3)
competency information.
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The profile information is a personal profile that collects details about student name,
gender, age and current academic level. The interest information gathers student
interested topics and activities including their desired occupation, hobby, sport, favourite
food and beverage, favourite song genre and movie, etc. The competency information is a
collection of student competence from test results. Competency tests are designed to seek
out student strong and weak fluency of English reading skills. The result will help on
selecting the passage full of their weak linguistic feature which will improve such skill to
individual. An example of student model is shown in Table 1. With the information, a
passage retriever and a similar topic recommendation has been applied to select an
appropriate passage to satisfy student interested topic.
Table 1. Examples of four sentence types with underlined criteria
Type
profile

interest

competency

Subject
name
gender
age
academic level
desired occupation
hobby
sport
favourite food
favourite beverage
favourite music genre
favourite movie
time
test result

1st
2nd
3rd

Student A
Peera Chareounsap
male
15
level 9
veterinarian, astronaut
collecting stamp
football, tennis
pizza, noodle
soda
rock, pop
thrill, sci-fi
vocab grammar summary

Student B
Chutima Lakprae
female
14
level 8
dentist, scientist
drawing
badminton, swimming
noodle, ice-cream
fruit juice
pop, r&b
romantic, comedy
vocab grammar summary

17/30
19/30
20/30

17/30
19/30
20/30

12/30
15/30
14/30

18/30
17/30
20/30

12/30
15/30
14/30

18/30
17/30
20/30

2.2 Passage Level Checker
Passage level checker is a tool that automatically identifies a readability level of an
English reading passage by comparing to a passage corpus. Three linguistic features;
vocabulary, syllable and sentence complexity, are exploited to distinguish the differences
among passage-level. In training process, level models based on the number of levels from
a passage corpus is generated. The models are afterwards used to determine a level of a
target passage and the tool returns its grade level as a result. A diagram of the passage
level checker is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An overview of the passage level checker tool
In the pre-process for constructing an English reading passage corpus, Englsih
passages are word-segmented by white space and sentence are divided by full-stop,
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question mark, and exclamation mark punctuation. An abbreviated form of auxiliary verb
is expanded fully, for instance, “he'll” is transformed to “he will”.
2.2.1 Syllable Complexity Score Calculation
A syllable complexity is a quality of average difficulty of words existing in the reading
passage. AJAX syllable counter [7] is applied to count a syllable amount of each word. An
average number of syllable for each passage is calculated by (1)
F1=

 ni=1  nsyl 
W
i

(1)

where n syl is the number of syllable of word ith and W is the total number of words in a
passage.
i

2.2.2 Vocabulary Complexity Score Calculation
A vocabulary complexity is a measurement of a lexical meaning difficulty in the passage
context. To calculate vocabulary complexity, word classes which are content and function
word are separately concerned because of their different significance.
A content word shows a stable lexical meaning and it is an open-class word which
opens to possibilities for expansion. On the other hand, a function word is a word that
contains little lexical meaning, but instead serves to express grammatical relationships
with other words and function words are relatively small number of items. Moreover,
content words are variable in form due to inflection. Therefore, words in a passage are
split into two classes and handled separately in word level examination. For content
words, lemmas1 are extracted by Morpha [8][9], a lemmatisation tool, to prevent nonmatching inflected forms. To some degree, content words are recognised to be more
difficult than function words thus a parameter for a function word is set to 1.0 while a
parameter for a content word is set greater to 1.5.
Beside of named-entities, unknown words that do not match the reference level word
list are treated as the highest level since they are inclined to be a domain-specific word or
specialised technical term. A process of vocabulary complexity score calculation is
sketched in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A process of vocabulary complexity score calculation
With above mentioned criteria, a vocabulary complexity score is computed by (2).

1 A lemma refers to the canonical form, dictionary form, or citation form of a word, e.g., in English, die,
dies, died, and dying are forms of the same lexeme, with “die” as their lemma. It is different from a word
stem which all affixes are removed.
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F2=

Σni=1 [(Lv c ⋅1⋅nc )+(Lv f ⋅1.5⋅n f )]
i

Σ

i

n
i=1

( Lv w ⋅W i)

(2)

i

where Lv refers to a level of a word in reference list, c indicates a content word, f
is a function word, n is a frequency, w refers to any kind of word and W i is a
frequency of ith word.
2.2.3 Sentence Complexity Score Calculation
Sentence complexity is a difficulty of sentences in a passage. Apparently, the more clauses
a sentence has, the more difficulty it gains. Basically, a sentence type in English falls into
four types which are simple sentence (S), compound sentence (CP), complex sentence
(CX) and compound-complex sentence (CPX). The main criteria used in this process is to
capture an existence and a type of conjunction and clause marker within the sentence with
co-occurring punctuation(s). The complexity score of sentence type is computed based on
an amount of complexness of clause(s) by using (3).
N CP

Σi=1( S⋅CP ⋅CX
F3=
Total sentence
n

N CX

)

(3)

where S refers to a simple sentence, CX indicates a complex sentence and CP is a
compound sentence. NCX is a number of a literation of a complex sentence and NCP is a
literation number of compound sentence. In case of CPX, it is counted if both CP and CX
exist at least one. The examples of sentence types within the corpus are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Examples of four sentence types with underlined criteria
Type
S

Examples
- The boy bought that books from the store.
- Coral provides good hiding places for fish.

CP

- He sees the recycling truck, and he also sees Janey behind it.
- It is really dark in the art gallery, but Harry has a light

CX

- Dinosaurs lived on Earth long before there were any people.
- When he pushed the last sign into place, the seven lines of light shone into the middle where
Henry used to stand on.

CPX

- The man wants the painting, but Harry doesn't have it since the painting has been stolen.
- The two friends silently agreed, but their faces showed no fear though the beast ran toward them.

2.2.4 Model Generation and Level Classification
In the former implementation of statistical passage grading system [6], Neural-network
[10] is applied to generate three models to determine the level of a passage. Currently, we
alter the model generation in two steps by creating a model of features and apply the
obtained model into vector to generate a level model by neural-network again. Figure 4
shows a comparison between former model generation method and the new method.
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Figure 4. Flows between former model generation and the vector model generation
The difference of Figure 4A and Figure 4B is that the proposed vector method in
figure 4B could explicitly return an available method to examine feature impact for each
level. Once a passage model is obtained, it is used to classify a level of the target reading
passage by the use of neural-network to determine probability as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A level classification process
2.3 Integration of Student Model and Passage Level Checker
Once student model and result of passage level checker are gained, the recommendation
seeks keywords and a domain topic from the retrieved passage and matches the found
information with the interested item of individual student. The final result of the system is
an English reading passage with preferable topic and suitable readability level.
There are two beneficial aspects for incorporating student model and passage level
checker. The former is to help students to enjoy their reading with their interested topic
passage. The latter is to select a reading passage with an appropriate level that suits
student readability. Moreover, the system has an optional function to choose a passage
which is compatible to student weak skills by observing the competency information to
especially improve such skill. This will improve Thai student in English learning with
their better attention and motivation and it also becomes a student oriented learning.
3. Passage Level Checker Experiment
3.1 Passage Corpus and Reference Word List
Reading passages used for training and testing were collected from reading passages and
supplementary reading passage assigned in school class approved by the Ministry of
Education of Thailand. The chosen passages are for Thai students who learn English as a
foreigner language. The reading passages are divided into four grade-levels based on an
academic grade of Thailand; junior primary school (grade 1-3), primary school (grade 46), junior high school (grade 7-9) and high school (grade 10-12). The number of passages
for each level is 200 reading passages and the total number is 800.
To examine word level, reference word list is collected from vocabulary list
approved by the Ministry of Education of Thailand. Table 3 shows a statistic of the
reference word list of each grade-level.
Table 3. A statistic of reference word list from the Ministry of Education of Thailand
grade level
junior primary school
primary school
junior high school
high school
total

content word
560
2,111
3,566
3,802
10,039

function word
33
71
82
57
243

total
593
2,182
3,648
3,859
10,282
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3.2 Experiment Setting and Result
To estimate an accuracy, 5-fold cross-validation is applied. Two methods of model
generation; three model method and single metric model method, are tested separately.
The comparison result between former model generation method and our method is shown
in Table 4. To compare efficiency of single feature, accurate result of each feature and
combination of features separated by level are shown in Table 5 where Sy, Vo and Se stand
for syllable complexity, vocabulary complexity and sentence complexity respectively. A
total amount and percentage of accuracy gained from each feature focused only from the
correct results are given in Table 6.
Table 4. A result between former model generation method and the purposed method
Former method
Metric method

Fold-1
86.72%
83.59%

Fold-2
84.38%
87.50%

Fold-3
83.59%
88.28%

Fold-4
80.47%
82.81%

Fold-5
82.03%
85.78%

Avg.
83.44%
86.25%

Table 5. An accurate result of each feature and combination of features

Amount of
Correct
passage

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Sum

Sy
2
2
2
1
7

Vo
6
6
3
1
16

Se
4
2
6
9
21

Sy+Vo
23
20
16
15
74

Sy+Se
20
22
38
36
116

Vo+SE
37
41
36
35
149

All
47
46
36
37
166

Sum
139
139
137
134
549

Table 6. A total amount and percentage of accuracy gained from each feature
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Sum

Syllable (amount|%)
92
66.19%
90
64.75%
92
67.15%
89
66.42%
363
66.12%

Vocabulary (amount|%)
113
81.29%
113
81.29%
91
66.42%
88
65.67%
405
73.77%

Sentence (amount|%)
108
77.70%
111
79.86%
116
84.67%
117
87.31%
452
82.33%

4. Discussion
The proposed model generation method does not give sufficiently higher accuracy than the
former method. However, it allows us to directly investigate the impact of each feature
rather than the former one which is hard to access to feature tuning.
From comparison of each feature, the sentence complexity constantly shows
reliability for classifying passage level and the syllable complexity is a moderate feature in
this task. For the vocabulary complexity, its accuracy obviously depends on a level of a
passage. The vocabulary complexity performs greatly for lower levels while sentence
complexity shows decent potential on higher level. Since the lower level passages (level 1
and 2) contain reoccurred simple vocabularies in the easy conversation style and the
number of lexicons is small, vocabulary complexity can capture them simply and returns
the most accurate result. In the other hand, the higher level passages (level 3 and 4)
contain several lexical meaning words and the variety of them based on different domain
cause the performance of vocabulary complexity to certainly drop. Moreover from error
observation, we found two major issues which are unknown word issue and multi-sense
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word issue (polysemy) to emphatically lessen accuracy of vocabulary complexity. The
former issue is caused by the missing word from reference word list. Many simple and
general words are absent from the list especially a noun, for instance, “dragonfly”, “coral”,
“glove”, “dinosaur”, “motive”, “helmet”, etc. These unknown words are ranked to highest
level and cause the system to determine a passage containing them to higher level than its
realistic level. Since the reference word list from the Ministry of Education of Thailand is
not reliable because of non-coverage issue, the solution will fall to garner the words from
the passage corpus itself and rank them by existence frequency in each level. The latter
issue is a word with multiple meanings. They cannot be handled in the system efficiently
since the system recognised them as they are the same and treat them as its lowest level in
the reference word list. This causes the vocabulary complexity score calculation to give a
lower level to a passage than it should be.
For syllable complexity, the length of syllable is not a certain measurement for
reading difficulty since some short word can be more difficult than the longer syllable
word, for instance, the word “woe” which possesses one syllable is definitely harder to
understand for English learners than the word “butterfly” which counts as three syllables.
Therefore, the performance of the feature is not much reliable for passage level
determining task.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we purpose a statistical passage level classification system which provide an
English reading passage with proper readability level and preferable topic for Thai student.
Student model is applied to detect student interested topic of reading and their readability
whilst passage level checker provides a level approval to filter a reading passage that does
not suit student readability. The statistical passage level checker distinguishes a readability
difficulty from different level by calculating three linguistic features which are syllable
complexity, vocabulary complexity and sentence complexity. Neural-network is exploited
to generate a level characteristic model based on three above-mentioned features from a
reading passage corpus to prevent a rigidity of inflexible criteria for different English
learning standard. From the experiment result, the average accuracy is 86.25% while the
sentence complexity score shows a potential on passage level determination for a single
feature. The variable accuracy depending on passage level falls to vocabulary complexity
score which encounters a matching issue from reference word list in terms of polysemous
ambiguity and non-coverage lexical entry. To improve the passage level checker, we plan
to add word sense disambiguation to solve polysemous word issue. A better method to
gather reference word list will be researched for better vocabulary complexity score
calculation. Furthermore, new linguistic features such as speech type (direct speech and
indirect speech) and idiom usage will be attached to specify more accurate readability
difficulty. For recommending interested passage, a topic selection will concern with more
implicit personal information, such as parent marriage status or their relationship with
community, to prevent suggesting a non-suitable passage.
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Abstract: The main issue addressed in this paper is how to augment knowledge to be
learned through experiences in fieldwork. Our approach to this issue is to provide learners
with awareness (Unknown Awareness UA for short) of information after their learning,
which has not been obtained during the fieldwork and which is unknown to them, and to
help them augment their experiential knowledge with the UA information. This paper
demonstrates a knowledge augmentation system, which automatically generates a Web
album with the map showing the fieldwork route followed and locating the photos/memos
taken during the fieldwork from the experience log made with GPS and digital camera.
The system appropriately extracts UA information related to the experience log from the
Web to present it on learners’ demand in the user interface. The results of the case study
suggest that UA information tends to promote augmentation of experiential knowledge.
Keywords: Knowledge augmentation, experiential learning, unknown awareness, fieldwork, Web

Introduction
Learning from experience could often strengthen knowledge to be learned [2]. In
fieldwork investigating historical spots, for example, learners visit and interact with
environments around the spots to gain experiences of looking at, touching, and feeling the
real spots. Such experiences would allow them to strengthen knowledge learned about the
spots compared with learning from books/textbooks describing the spots. We call such
learning from experiences experiential learning. Knowledge obtained from experiences is
also called experiential knowledge.
This paper addresses an issue of how to facilitate experiential learning process in
fieldwork. Current work on supporting experiential learning provides several learning
technologies (LT) that can be classified into three: LT for pre-experience, LT for
experience, and LT for post-experience. LT for pre-experience aims at presenting useful
information before getting experiences, which helps learners plan their fieldwork. LT for
experience aims at presenting instructive information in real time during fieldwork with
mobile or ubiquitous devices. LT for post-experience aims at helping learners reflect on
their experiential learning process by means of fieldwork log.
On the other hand, experiences are not often gained as planned due to some
accidents, time constraints, etc. During fieldwork, learners often fail to notice knowledge
that could be obtained from useful and instructive information to be given by LT for
pre-experience/experience. They would accordingly finish their experiential learning with
insufficient knowledge. Without careful consideration of the fieldwork contexts, in
addition, experiential knowledge obtained would be dispersed.
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Towards resolving these problems, this paper proposes a LT for post-experience that
provides learners with awareness of information after their fieldwork, which has not been
obtained during the fieldwork and which is unknown to them, to augment their
experiential knowledge with the information. Such awareness is called unknown
awareness UA for short [3], and the information bringing about UA is called UA
information. Although related work on LT for post-experience focuses on facilitating
reflection on experiential learning process or on sharing experiences [4,5], this paper aims
at scaffolding such knowledge augmentation in reflecting on experiential knowledge
obtained in the fieldwork. This is the novel point in the proposed learning technology.
In this paper, we also demonstrate a knowledge augmentation system called ReTrip.
Retrip automatically generates a Web album with the map showing the fieldwork route a
learner followed and locating the photos/memos (representing experiential knowledge)
he/she took during his/her fieldwork, which are obtained from the log made with GPS
logger and digital camera. In addition, ReTrip extracts UA information related to the log
from the Web to present it on his/her demand in the user interface. The learner can select
and put it into the map to augment his/her experiential knowledge. From a case study with
ReTrip, we have ascertained the possibility that UA information promoted augmentation
of experiential knowledge.
1. Knowledge Augmentation
1.1 Experiential Knowledge
In general, knowledge obtained from experiences is retained better rather than knowledge
obtained from books/textbooks [1]. It is also retained with the contextual information
related to the experiences such as time, place, weather, and so on, which could function as
indexes for recollecting the experiential knowledge.
If learners are provided with the UA information after experiential learning, they
could assimilate it into their experiential knowledge. Such knowledge assimilation would
be promoted according to the closeness between the UA information and their experiential
knowledge [6].
The UA information is also expected to bring about effects of assimilation into
experiential knowledge on knowledge augmentation and recollection. The knowledge
augmentation effects are classified into the following three:
(1) experiential knowledge could be deepened if the UA information complements it
(knowledge deepening effect),
(2) experiential knowledge could be widened if the UA information includes the one about
the neighborhood of it (knowledge widening effect), and
(3) experiential knowledge could be strongly connected if the UA information includes the
relationships among pieces of it (knowledge restructuring effect).
The reflection effect is as follows. Once the UA information is assimilated, it
functions as new indexes for recollecting the experiential knowledge, which would make
the recollection process more easily because the indexes increase [1].
On the other hand, the assimilation process does not always occur. Even if useful UA
information is presented to learners, it could not be assimilated without recollecting the
corresponding experiential knowledge. In addition, it does not occur when the relationship
between the UA information and the experiential knowledge is unclear to the learners.
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Figure 1. User Interface of Retrip.

1.2 Model
In order to promote the assimilation process, it is necessary to encourage leaners to
recollect their experiential knowledge. It is also necessary to make it clear to them that the
UA information is closely related to their experiential knowledge.
In this paper, we have accordingly built a model of knowledge augmentation with
UA information. In this model, learners are first expected to recollect their experiential
knowledge with the contextual information presented. In the recollection process, the UA
information closely related to the experiential knowledge is presented. The learners are
also expected to notice the relationship between the presented UA information and their
recollected knowledge to increase UA, which could motivate them to assimilate the UA
information into the recollected knowledge. The UA information would bring about its
own knowledge augmentation effect.
2. Retrip
2.1 Framework
Following the knowledge augmentation model, we have developed Retrip. Retrip aims to
augment experiential learning process executed in fieldwork investigating historical spots.
Such fieldwork generally involves making a route of visiting a number of historical spots
and investigating background and history of each spot to integrate knowledge learned
from it into experiential knowledge. In order to log the fieldwork process, Retrip requires
a learner to carry a GPS logger, digital camera during the fieldwork to take photos for
learning the spots. He/she is also required to take a memo for supplementing each photo,
and to include the title of the photo in the memo. The fieldwork route is logged by the
GPS logger. In Retrip, the photos and corresponding memos taken are viewed as
representation of his/her experiential knowledge obtained from the fieldwork.
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After the fieldwork, Retrip requires the learner to input the fieldwork log. It then
generates a Web album automatically with the map showing the fieldwork route and
locating the photos/memos. Figure 1 shows the user interface of Retrip. Such map-based
album enables the learner to recollect the contexts of fieldwork and experiential
knowledge obtained in the fieldwork route.
Presenting the map-based Web album, Retrip extracts UA information related to the
fieldwork log from the Web, which includes the photo titles, keywords in the memos, and
the coordinates specified by the GPS logger where the photos were taken. Currently we
restrict Web resources for extracting UA information to the ones that are more reliable and
that officially describe the historical spots visited in the fieldwork.
Such extracted UA information is selected on the learner’s demand in the map-based
Web album, which makes it easier for him/her to notice the relationship between the UA
information and his/her experiential knowledge. He/she is also expected to assimilate it
into the album, which contributes to augmenting his/her experiential knowledge. The
assimilated UA information is displayed in a distinctive form on the album.
In the following, let us explain functions for knowledge augmentation.
2.2 Recollection
The map-based Web album is generated from the fieldwork log via Google Maps API [7].
As shown in Figure 1, the fieldwork route is displayed in grey line, and the photos are
represented as red markers that are put in the points where they were taken. When a
learner mouse-clicks any marker on the map, he/she can have a photo viewer including the
corresponding photo, photo title, and link (represented as Detail button) to the memo
contents. This viewer also has another button called SlideShow, which allows him/her to in
sequence browse the photos taken before or after taking the current photo.
Such map-based Web album could visualize the contextual information in the
fieldwork, which includes the time sequence of the fieldwork, the geographical
relationships among the locations where he/she learned about the historical spots, and the
locations where he/she visited/learned but did not take photos.
2.3 UA Information Extraction
The UA information is classified into three types, which are UA information related to the
photo title and keywords in the corresponding memo, UA information about the
neighborhood of the location where the photo was taken, and UA information about the
relationship between his/her experiential knowledge indicated by two photos. These types
of UA information are expected to respectively bring about Knowledge Deepening,
Knowledge Widening, and Knowledge Restructuring effects. We accordingly call these
UA information types UAinfo-KD, UAinfo-KW, and UAinfo-KR. Retrip provides a
learner with search functions for extracting the three types of UA information, which are
provided as buttons in the photo viewer.
When the learner selects the search function for UAinfo-KD, Retrip extracts the
photo title in the photo viewer, and selects three keywords from the contents of the memo
by means of API for key phrases extraction service presented by Yahoo! developer
network [8], whose API scores are the top three places. As shown in Figure 2, Retrip then
makes a keyword list including the photo title and the combination of the title and three
keywords.
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Figure 2. Web Search for UA Information.

Selecting one of them from the list, he/she can conduct the AND search between the
title and the keywords to get the search results from the Web resources. He/she can also
select and browse a candidate of the UAinfo-KD from the window of search results to
increase the UA. Each candidate in the window has a star-shaped bookmark icon as shown
in Figure 2. The learner can mouse-click a bookmark icon to assimilate the bookmark into
the photo viewer. In this way, he/she is expected to deepen his/her experiential knowledge
represented in the photo/memo with the Web page contents indicated by the bookmark.
Search for UAinfo-KW is divided into landmark and Panoramio search. In the
landmark search, Retrip extracts the names of landmarks near the location where a photo
was taken by means of the local search API presented by Yahoo! developer network [8].
In the same way as search for UAinfo-KD, Reptrip then makes a keyword list from the
names to provide the learner with the AND search for extracting the UAinfo-KW about
the landmarks.
In the Panoramio search, Retrip uses the Panoramio photo-sharing service presented
by Google [9] to search photos submitted to the Panoramio, which were taken around the
photo location in the Web album, to locate them as distinctive Panoramio markers. When
the learner mouse-clicks any Panoramio marker, he/she can have a viewer for the
Panoramio photo, which is similar to the photo viewer. In selecting the Keep It button in
the viewer, he/she can assimilate it into the album. Such UAinfo-KW expects the learner
to widen his/her experiential knowledge by assimilating it into the Web album.
In the same way as search for UAinfo-KD, Retrip makes a keyword list including the
combination of the keywords obtained from two photos the learner selects in the Web
album. He/she can conduct the AND search for extracting UA information related to the
two photos. Such UAinfo-KR expects the learner to reconnect experiential knowledge
obtained from the historical spot related to each photo, which would contribute to
restructuring and strengthening his/her experiential knowledge.
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Figure 3. Assimilation of UA Information.

2.4 Knowledge Assimilation
Figure 3 shows the Web album with assimilated UA information. In the window of the
search results presenting UA information candidates, the learner can mouse-click any
bookmark button to assimilate it into the photo viewer he/she drives. As for the landmarks
assimilated, Retrip also puts the landmark markers in the corresponding location. In the
Panoramio search, the Panoramio photo mouse-selected are put as new markers in the
corresponding location.
3. Case Study
3.1 Purposes and Procedure
In order to ascertain how the UA information provided by Retrip could be assimilated, and
whether the assimilated UA information could bring about effects of the assimilation on
knowledge augmentation and recollection of experiential knowledge, we have conducted a
case study as follows.
We prepared three sessions that were fieldwork, Retrip, and post-test sessions.
Participants were five graduate and undergraduate students in science and technology. All
participants had an experience of using Retrip in another preliminary fieldwork.
In the fieldwork session, we required each participant to visit the city of Kamakura,
which is one of the most historical cities in Japan, to investigate and learn about
background and history of the historical spots and sights for five hours with GPS logger,
digital camera, and memo. The starting and terminal points of the fieldwork route were
fixed in JR (Japan Railways) Kamakura station. The participant made his/her own route
for visiting the spots and sights. After fieldwork, the participant was required to input the
fieldwork log into Retrip, which was obtained from the GPS logger, digital camera, and
memos he/she took.
In the next day, we conducted the Retrip session. In this session, the participant was
required to use Retrip to look all over the fieldwork route and drive the photo viewer to
review and recollect his/her experiential knowledge learned in the fieldwork. The
participant was also required to search and browse the UA information to be extracted
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from the prepared six Web resources including Wikipedia and reliable resources about
Kamakura, and to assimilate useful UA information on his/her demand into his/her Web
album. The time limit given was two hours.
We then conducted the post-test session two days later from the Retrip session. In
this session, the participant was given two problems that were reproduction problem and
recollection problem. The purpose of the reproduction problem was to ascertain whether
his/her experiential knowledge was augmented with the assimilated UA information. The
purpose of the recollection problem was also to ascertain whether the assimilated UA
information functioned as indexes for recollecting his/her experiential knowledge.
In order to make a reproduction problem for each participant, we selected four
photos from his/her Web album, which were not adjacent each other on the fieldwork
route. We also selected two UA items (bookmark or Panoramio photo) of UAinfo-KD/KW
assimilated for each selected photo. In addition, we selected other five items assimilated,
which were unrelated to the four photos, as misleading items. In the reproduction problem,
the participant was required to rearrange the four photos in time sequence in his/her
fieldwork, to attach the photo title to the corresponding photo, to relate the UA items to
the corresponding photos, and to remove the misleading items. Resolving such problem
suggests the possibility that the knowledge augmentation effect is obtained.
The recollection problem consisted of three sub problems each of which asked the
participant to recollect the photo title by means of the corresponding UA items assimilated
respectively from UAinfo-KD, UAinfo-KW, and UAinfo-KR. In order to make three sub
problems for each participant, we selected two photos with the titles from his/her album,
each of which were linked to more than two UA items assimilated from UAinfo-KD and
UAinfo-KW respectively. We also selected one pair of two photos having the UA item
assimilated from UAinfo-KR. Resolving such recollection sub problems suggests the
possibility that the recollection effect is obtained.
3.2 Results
Table 1 shows the numbers of bookmarks and Panoramio photos (UA items) assimilated
in the Web albums from each of UA information. As shown in this table, the assimilation
from UAinfo-KD accounted for 61%. The assimilation from UAinfo-KR was less. The
assimilation from landmark search also accounted only for 9%.
Table 2 also shows the post-test scores of reproduction problems. The results suggest
that the participant except Participant-A could reproduce their experiential knowledge
with UA information. However, more detailed analysis of incorrect parts reproduced also
suggests that the UA items assimilated from landmark search were not reproduced at all.
From this, we need to discuss how to bring about the knowledge widening effect in future.
Table 3 shows the post-test scores of recollection problems. The sub problems with
UAinfo-KR for Participant-C/E could not be made. The participants except Participant-E
seem to have no problem of recollecting the photo titles. From these results, we can say
that the UA information could function as indexes for recollecting experiential knowledge.
4. Conclusion
This paper presents a model for augmenting experiential knowledge obtained from
fieldwork with UA information extracted from the Web. Following the model, this paper
also demonstrates Retrip, which generates a Web album including experiential knowledge
a learner obtained from fieldwork, and which extracts UA information from the Web
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Table 1. Results of UA Information Assimilated.

Table 2. Post-Test Scores for
Reproduction Problems.

Table 3. Post-Test Scores for Recollection Problems.

suitable to his/her experiential knowledge. Such UA information allows him/her to
augment his/her experiential knowledge.
In future, we will refine Retrip according to the results from the case study, and will
conduct more detailed evaluation.
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Abstract: We previously implemented an authoring system to generate a learning
environment based on a card game expressed in a flowchart. We improved the authoring
system to automatically generate a learning environment by using words or sentences drawn
from the rules of card games. The improvement is based on a card game model that is a
structured representation of words and sentences from the rules of card games. In this paper,
the card game model and the improved authoring system are introduced. The experimental
evaluation of the improved system is also reported.
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Introduction
We have developed an authoring system to generate a learning environment based on a card
game from a flowchart that consists of operations and if-then statements [1]. However, it is
difficult to describe the flowchart to create the environment exactly according to an author‟s
intention. Therefore, we improved the authoring system. The improvement is based on a
card game model that is a structured representation of words and sentences from the rules of
card games. In this paper, the card game model and the improved system are introduced.
In game-based learning, the activity to play is not only attractive as a game but is
also useful for learning. Because it is a promising approach to achieve highly motivated
learning, it is one of the most important topics in the research of computer-based learning
environments. To date, many computer-based learning games have been implemented [2].
However, it is difficult to develop a learning game, because it is necessary to satisfy
both the gaming and learning aspects in an activity. Malone suggested that a learning game
should be designed such that the skills required to play the game are also as valuable as
learning the goals [3]. Klawe analysed the role of navigation and interaction [4]. Maragos
emphasized the role of multiple stages [5]. Halff dealt with adventure games, in which the
player assumes the role of a character in a fantasy world. He proposed that a learning game
should restrict the behaviour of a player to make the player learn in a suitable way [6].
There have been several investigations on the design methods of learning games;
however, most of these investigations deal with only a restricted part of the design process.
Therefore, developers are required to have sufficient knowledge and abilities in both
learning and games development.
We thus investigated concrete methods to embed problem-solving exercises into an
existing card game. We call this the EPIC (Embedding Problem-solving exercises Into a
Card game) method [7]. In this method, an existing card game is transformed into a learning
game by exchanging cards of the game for cards with problem statements. The answer to the
problems is used instead of the property of the original cards. In this way, a player uses the
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exchanged cards to solve the problems. We also implemented an authoring system to
automatically generate computer-based learning games from a flowchart based on EPIC
method. The results of the experimental evaluation confirmed that the application generated
many useful learning games [1].
However, it is difficult to create the flowchart to generate the environment just as an
author intended. In the experimental tests of this authoring system, which will be introduced
in this paper, there were many authors who were unable to use the system or took long time
to create a simple learning game.
We think this difficulty is caused by the gap between the flowchart and playing the
game-based learning environment. Therefore, we developed a model that bridges the gap.
The model is a structured representation of the components of the flowchart and the rules of
the activity, and they are related by subsumption (is-a) and meronymy (part-of) relations. In
other words, the model explains a way to transform the rules into the flowchart.
Based on the model, we improved the authoring system. The new authoring system
generates a learning environment from words or sentences that are used to describe a card
game rule. The new authoring game can transform the words and sentences into a flowchart
with the model and generate a game-based learning application from the flowchart.
This paper introduces the models and the improved authoring system. The
experimental evaluation of the system is also reported.

1. Related Work
1.1 EPIC Method
The embedding problem-solving exercises into a card game (EPIC) method is a design
method for game-based learning that embeds problem-solving exercises into a card game
[7]. Figure 1 shows the framework of the EPIC method.
A card game is played using cards, for example, “Poker”, “Blackjack” and “UNO”.
In such games, each card has certain properties, such as “number”, “mark (suit)” and
“color”. The values of these properties are utilized while playing the card game. For
example, Spit (also known as Speed or Slam) is a card game in which a player can place a
card on another card if the numbers of the two cards are sequential.
For playing the game, operations of the cards are decided based on only three
evaluations of the card‟s value: assignment, comparison and calculation. Therefore, an
existing card game is transformed into a playable new game by exchanging cards of the
game for other cards having properties on which the three evaluations can be performed.
In other words, a new game can be developed by exchanging cards of an existing
card game for cards with problem statements. The problem statement consists of given
information and questions. A question is used instead of the property of the original card.
The answer to the question is used instead of the value of the property. Thus, for playing the
game created by the exchange, a player must derive answers from the given information,
because the answers are used instead of the values of properties. Because the derivation
activity is a problem-solving exercise, this game is game-based learning.
As an example, the Spit game, mentioned above, is transformed into a learning game
for arithmetic calculations. A Spit game card has only “number” as a property. For example,
the value of the “six of hearts” is 6, the value of the “seven of hearts” is 7, and the value the
“eight of diamonds” is 8. A player knows the card‟s number. In the Spit game, a player
places a card on another card if the two cards are sequential in number. For example, a
player can place the “six of hearts” or the “eight of diamonds” on the “seven of hearts”. The
left side of Figure 2 shows this example, in which numbers are compared in the Spit game.
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Figure 1. Framework of EPIC method
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Figure 2. Example of learning game created by the EPIC method
Using the EPIC method, the Spit game is transformed into a learning game using
new cards with problem statements instead of playing cards. For example, “Tom had 7
candies. Bill had 3 candies. Then, Bill received 3 candies from Tom” and “How many
candies does Tom have?” are written on a new card (card A). “Tom had 3 candies. Bill had
1 candy. Then, Bill received 2 candies from Tom,” and “How many candies does Bill
have?” are written on another card (card B). The former sentences are given information,
while the latter sentences are questions. In this learning game, a player has to solve the
problem shown on the card, because the answer to the question is used instead of the value
of a number. For example, a player can place the card A on the card B, because the answers
are sequential numbers, that is, “4” and “3”, respectively. A player must solve the problems
to judge whether or not the cards can be placed. Figure 2 shows another simple example of a
learning game created using the EPIC method from the Spit game and arithmetic formulas.
In the example, questions of the problems are omitted because the questions are obvious.

1.2 Generation of Game-based Learning from Flowchart
Based on the EPIC method, we have implemented an authoring system to automatically
generate a game-based learning application from a flowchart of an existing game and
problems. The flowchart is created by an author from primitive parts. Figure 3 shows an
example of a part of the flowchart.
There are ten parts: start game; end game; move card; flip card; choose card; shuffle
array of cards; assignment value or answer of calculation into variable; choose value;
if-then-else statements; and print value. The parts are related by an arrow coming from one
part and ending at another part, which represents that control passes to the symbol in
direction of the arrow.
Flowcharts of various games can be described with the these ten parts. The results of
the experimental evaluation confirmed that the authoring system generated 120 learning
games from 29 card games and nine sets of problem-solving exercises. Most of the
generated learning games were playable.
However, it is difficult to create the flowchart to generate the environment exactly
according to the author‟s intention. In the experimental tests of this authoring system, which
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Figure 3. Example of a Part of Flowchart (Translated)
will be introduced in Section 4, there were many authors who were unable to create the
flowchart or took a long time to create a simple environment.
The authors may not know which function of the environment the part can perform
and how to combine these parts to implement a function of the environment. For example, to
implement “the player will take additional two cards in next turn”, several parts are needed.
One of the parts needed is “assignment value or answer of calculation into variable” as
“number of additional cards = number of additional cards + 2”. It is difficult to associate
“assignment value or answer of calculation into variable” with “the player will take an
additional two cards in the next turn.” As another example, to implement “deal all cards to
the players”, “move card” and “if-then-else statements” are combined to implement “move
card” many times. Figure 3 shows the detail of this flowchart. However, one author in the
experimental tests never thought of the combination.
We think this difficulty is caused by the gap between the ten parts and playing the
game-based learning environment. Although the primitive parts can become various
flowcharts, the parts are so primitive that there is a huge gap between the parts and
flowcharts. Moreover, there is no explanation of which function of the environment the part
can perform and how to combine these parts to implement a function of the environment.
Under the circumstances, we developed a model that bridges the gap. We call it the
“card game model.” We will introduce the card game model in the next section.

2. Card Game Model
Based on an examination of 184 card games, we developed the card game model. We listed
typical nouns, verbs and sentences from the rules of 184 card games. The card game model
is a structured representation of the nouns, verbs, sentences, and the parts of a flowchart
with subsumption (is-a) and meronymy (part-of) relations.
The subsumption relation shows examples of functions of the environment the part
can perform. The meronymy relation explains how to combine these parts to implement a
function of the environment. In other words, the card game model explains a way to
transform the rules into the flowchart.
The card game model is shown in Figure 4. Because the model is so large the detail of the
model shown is considerably limited. The model was developed from Japanese rules of the
games, so it was meant for Japanese user. The model shown in Figure 4 a direct translation
from Japanese, and hence may seem artificial.
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Figure 4. Card Game Model (Translated)

3. Improvement of the Authoring System
We improved the authoring system based on the card game model. As mentioned in Section
2, it is difficult to create the flowchart to generate the learning game exactly according to the
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author‟s intention, because of the gap between the parts and rules of learning games.
Therefore, we improved the authoring system to generate a learning environment by using
words or sentences within the rules of card games. If to implement a learning game based on
Memory game with the old authoring system, the author has to create the flowchart in the
left side of Figure 5. On the other hand, if to implement the same learning game with the
improved system, the author simply has to enter the sentences in the right side of Figure 5 by
clicking the sentences from the card game model. The improvement is based on a card game
model that is a structured representation of words and sentences drawn from the rules of
card games.
Three new functions of the authoring system were implemented: (1) show instances
of parts by the subsumption relation; (2) assemble automatically by the meronymy relation;
and (3) operate on structured data. We will explain these functions, but the examples of
these functions seemed artificial because the card game model was developed from
Japanese rules of the games as mentioned in Section 2.
First, we will explain (1) show instances of parts by the subsumption relation. The
subsumption relation shows examples of functions of the learning game that the parts can
perform. The examples help the author choose the appropriate part to implement or
automatically generate the function exactly according to the author‟s intention. For
example, to implement “the player will take an additional two cards in the next turn”, the
author searches for similar words from the card game model in the screen of the authoring
system. The author can find that “additional <constant value> cards” is a subclass of
“<count 1> = <count 1> + <constant value>” and “<count 1> = <count 1> + <constant
value>” is a subclass of “assignment <value> into <variable>”. Also the author can find that
“number of cards” is subclass of “count”. Then, the author clicks the “additional <constant
value> cards”, chooses „number of cards” from the dropdown-box of <count> and enters the
name of the variables of “number of cards” and the constant value of the sentence. If the
author enters “next_card_num” as the name of the variables and “two” as the constant value,
the authoring system automatically generates “next_card_num = next_card_num + 2” based
on the card game model.
Second, we will explain (2) automatic assembly by the meronymy relation. This
helps the author when the author does not know how to combine the parts to implement a
function of the learning game. The authoring system can automatically generate a function
from words that are used for a description of rules based on the meronymy relation in the
card game model. For example, to implement “deal all cards to the players” with the old
authoring system, the author had to create the flowchart as shown in Figure 3. With
improved authoring system, the author only clicks “deal all cards to the players,” which is
the gray box in Figure 4, from the card game model in the screen of the authoring system. In
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Figure 5. Difference between the Old and Improved System
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the card game model, the “deal all cards to the players” consists of “move <card stack[top]>
to <player‟s hand[]>,” “if <card stack[top]> == null then goto <next operation> else goto
<the move operation>” among others. The authoring system automatically generates the
flowchart of the function based on the meronymy relation.
Third, we will explain (3) operation on structured data. In the card game model, data
of the game state, which are card array, card stack, player, player hand, player score, among
others, are structured. Therefore, we implemented not only operations on one data but also
operations on structured data. For example, to implement “a player who has the
biggest-value card gets a score of 3 points” with the old authoring system, the author had to
create a flowchart that compared two cards many times with working area that contained a
bigger-value to know the biggest-value card. On the other hand, with the improved
authoring system, the author only clicks “a player who has <characteristics of a card> gets
score <constant value> points” and enter the bigger-value card as the <characteristics of a
card> and 3 as the <constant value>. Furthermore, because players, cards and score are not
related in the old authoring system, the author had to create a flowchart including the
relations in a complicated way. On the other hand, with the improved authoring system, it is
easy to create the functions in the above way, because they are structured.

4. Evaluations
We conducted two experimental evaluations. One was an experiment for confirming that
the improved authoring system could generate various learning games. The other was to
confirm that it was easier to create a learning game using the improved method than the old
one.
In the first evaluation, two university students of computer science and systems
engineering created 52 learning games from 10 card games and 7 problem-solving exercises
using the improved authoring system. They played 52 games and confirmed that they were
playable. As additional information, experimental tests on 14 of 52 games were already
conducted [1][7]. We confirmed that 14 games were useful for learning and they were as
enjoyable as the original games.
In the second evaluation, eight subjects created a learning game using both
improved and old authoring systems. The subjects were engineering graduates of a
university. The learning game they created was based on the game Memory and arithmetic
formulas. The learning game was one of the confirmed 14 games. All subjects were familiar
with the Memory game and arithmetic formulas. Also, the subjects played the learning
game based on the Memory game and arithmetic formulas that had been developed by us
before the experiment.
Four of the eight subjects first created the learning game with the old authoring
system, and then created the same game with the improved authoring system. The other four
of the eight subjects first created the learning game with the improved authoring system, and
then created the same game with the old authoring system. We explained how to use the
authoring systems for 20 minutes before the experiment.
In the experiment, the authoring systems recorded the total time for the game
creation. If there was a bug when the subjects tested playing the learning game, the subjects
had to debug the learning game. The creation time included the debugging time. The
number of debugs was also recorded. If the subjects could not create the learning game
irrespective how hard they tried, they could give up after 90 minutes.
Table 1 shows the results of the experiment. All eight authors indicated by letters A
to H began with the improved authoring system were able to create the learning game. There
were four authors who gave up while using the old system. Creating the learning game with
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Author

Old system
A
-> New system B
C
D
New system
E
-> Old system F
G
H

Table 1. Results of the Experiment
Old system
New system
Creation time Number Creation time Number
[min]
of debugs
[min]
of debugs
Give up (90)
0
141
8
Give up (117)
0
173
4
566
11
152
5
312
5
126
2
510
35
210
22
Give up (161)
3
203
4
Give up (110)
0
133
4
491
10
191
3

the old authoring system always took a longer time and had more bugs than the new one.
The results suggested that that it was easier to create a learning game than the old one

5. Conclusions
We have implemented an authoring system to generate a learning environment based on a
card game from a flowchart. We improved the authoring system to generate a learning
environment from words or sentences drawn the rules of the card games. The improvement
is based on a card game model that is a structured representation of words and sentences
within the rules of card games. Through experimental evaluation, we confirmed that it was
easier to create a learning game using the improved system than using the old system.
In future work, we hope to examine the differences between the effectiveness of the
learning game created by the improved authoring system compared to the old one. We also
plan to confirm that the improved authoring system can generate more varied learning
games. The most important future work is the improvement of the card game model.
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Abstract: This paper describes the development and evaluation of a Bayesian network
model of student misconceptions in the domain of decimals. The Bayesian model supports a
remote adaptation service for an intelligent tutoring system within a project focused on
adaptively presenting erroneous examples to students. We have evaluated the accuracy of
the student model by comparing its predictions to the outcomes of the interactions of 255
students with the software. Students’ logs were used for retrospective training of the
Bayesian network parameters. The accuracy of the student model was evaluated from three
different perspectives: its ability to predict the outcome of an individual student’s answer,
the correctness of the answer, and the presence of a particular misconception. The results
show that the model is capable of producing predictions of high accuracy (up to 87%).
Keywords: Student model evaluation, Bayesian networks, Bayesian student modeling

Introduction
The quality of an adaptive educational system (AES) strongly depends on the quality of its
student modeling. The system might implement a solid adaptation strategy and provide
students with well-designed learning content, but if its estimation of students’ knowledge is
incorrect, the adaptive interventions it produces are unlikely to be effective. In recent years,
significant efforts have been expended to develop a methodology for layered evaluation of
AES that allows examining student modeling components in isolation [4, 14]. Various
approaches have been used for measuring the goodness of a particular student modeling
mechanism [15], guiding the improvement of a student model (SM) [10] or selecting the
best SM configuration among several alternatives [17]. All these evaluation studies have
been based on rigorous analyses of students’ logs generated by the systems.
In this paper, we describe the development of a Bayesian network (BN) SM and a data
mining study aimed at validating its quality. The model represents students’ misconceptions
in the domain of decimals. It was designed within the framework of the AdaptErrEx project
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~bmclaren/projects/AdaptErrEx/), which focuses on presenting
and adapting erroneous examples (step-by-step solutions to decimal math problems in
which at least one step is incorrect) to remediate students’ misconceptions. Besides a
general concern for the quality of adaptation, there are at least two other reasons for a
thorough validation of the AdaptErrEx SM:
 The novel modeling approach of the project, as compared to other Bayesian SMs of
decimal misconceptions. Since the student modeling approach of this project is
somewhat atypical, it is especially critical that it be carefully verified.
 The on-going experimental studies of the project, in which the system has and will be
evaluated for subtle learning effects on students. Since different strategies for
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presenting erroneous examples will be tried, it must be clear that the model is
working as expected.
The evaluation of the model was done based on the data logs of 255 middle school (6th
through 8th grade) students working with test problems in the domain of decimals. Data
from 70% of the students was used for training model parameters. The remaining 30% of the
data was used to compute three different metrics, estimating how well the model can make
predictions about the student’s state from the following perspectives:
1. predicting the exact answer to the next problem tackled by a student;
2. predicting the correctness of the next answer provided by a student; and
3. predicting the presence of a misconception the student has.
In order to compute these metrics, we compared the predictions of the individual SMs
with the students’ results on the posttest. Although the values achieved for all three metrics
could potentially be improved, they by far exceed the baseline of a random prediction.
These results support our belief that the model is capable of accurate adaptation and
encourage us to continue investigating ways to improve it.
1. Modeling Students’ Misconceptions in AdaptErrEx
BNs are well-established tools for representing and reasoning about uncertainty in student
models [2, 5, 11, 12]. Perhaps the closest example to the BN-based SM developed for
AdaptErrEx is the SM of the DCT tutor that helped students learn decimal comparisons
[16]. In the DCT’s model, the misconceptions were represented as mutually exclusive
alternatives of two probabilistic nodes identifying the “coarse” and the “fine” class of
misconceptions. The “coarse” class represents the basic judgments that a student uses when
comparing decimals (e.g. “longer decimals are larger”) and the “fine” class represents
possible misconceived reasons for such judgments (e.g. “because longer integers are
larger”). The causal relation between the two nodes is modeled as a set of conditional
probabilities defining the chance a student will come up with a basic judgment if she has a
particular finer-grained misconception. The evidence nodes representing learning tasks are
conditionally dependent on both misconception nodes.
A different approach to domain and student modeling with the help of BNs is described
in [6]. The domain model here is represented as a hierarchy of skills, where the probability
of mastering a super-skill is conditionally dependent on mastery of the sub-skills. The
bottom-level skills are probabilistically connected with the evidence nodes, which are test
questions.
In AdaptErrEx we have followed an approach that is a combination of these two prior
approaches. Based on the results of an extensive literature review of students’ learning of
decimals, we identified the most frequently occurring decimal misconceptions. Then, we
organized these misconceptions into a taxonomy based on their differences and similarities
[7]. The resultant taxonomy attempts to structure the rationale behind the students’ incorrect
responses to decimal problems and, thereby, provides a means for diagnosing students’
learning difficulties.
In order to account for dependencies between misconceptions, a BN was built, where
each misconception is represented by a probabilistic node with two possible alternatives
(present/absent). The taxonomic relations between the nodes are accompanied by tables of
conditional probabilities. These conditional/hierarchical links mean that if a misconception
M2 is a sub-node of a misconception M1, the probability of a student having M1 depends on
whether she has M2. Figure 1 shows a fragment of the AdaptErrEx’s BN. It presents two
misconception nodes, Regz and Megz, connected with a taxonomic relation, and several
problem nodes linked to them. Regz represents the misconception “decimals treated as
regular numbers”; having such a misconception can lead to solutions like this: 0.09 > 0.1
2
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(ignore leading zeros, as with “regular” integer numbers). Megz represents the
misconception “longer decimals are larger”; this misconception can lead to solutions like
this: 0.123 > 0.45. According to this representation, if a student thinks that decimals are the
same as integers, she is more likely to believe that longer decimals are always larger.

Fig. 1. Bayesian network of students’ misconceptions in AdaptErrEx
Another node type in the network is the evidence nodes representing problems (bottom
nodes in the taxonomy such as Easy-Regz-T1 and Megz-T2). They can be connected to one
or more misconceptions. The evidence nodes contain several alternatives, where each
alternative corresponds to a possible answer the student might give to the problem. Every
evidence node alternative is probabilistically connected to the corresponding misconception
node alternatives. This means that presence/absence of a misconception influences the
likelihood of a student giving a certain answer to the problem. Consider, for example, the
problem Megz-T6 (Fig. 2). If a student chooses the second option as an answer she produces
evidence of having the misconception Megz described above (i.e., thinking that 0.37 > 0.5
because 0.37 is longer than 0.5), whereas the third alternative is evidence for a different
misconception – Segz, which is present when a student thinks that shorter decimals are
larger (e.g., thinking that 0.5 > 0.713 because 0.5 is shorter than 0.713). The node alternative
labeled as Correct represents the correct answer and contributes negatively to the presence
of all the misconceptions, connected to the given problem. Finally, the node labeled as
Other represents any incorrect answer not known to be connected to any misconception. It is
important to mention that the relations between the alternatives of the evidence nodes and
the alternatives of the misconception nodes are not deterministic. Multiple misconceptions
can be responsible for a student choosing a particular incorrect answer, or the student may
have had a slip. This is similar to what mathematics education literature has shown: Often
students have multiple interacting misconceptions.
The problems connected to the BN are clustered in 4 types:
- open questions where students input their answers freely (e.g. 1.4 + 0.7 = ?),
- ordering decimals by moving them in a list of numbers or on a number line,
- multiple choice with a story context (such as shown in Figure 2), and
- multiple choice without a story context (e.g., Which is the greatest number? 0.237
0.56 0.9).
These problems were developed based on the analysis of the mathematical educational
literature [8]. In particular, we created/selected problems that: (a) have been shown to be
difficult to solve in prior studies; (b) received students’ answers indicating evidence of
misconceptions from the designed taxonomy; (c) require more than procedural knowledge
to answer correctly.
3
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Fig. 2. An example of a problem on decimal arithmetic (Megz-T6 from Figure 1)
Overall, the developed network contains twelve misconception nodes, where seven
nodes represent the most typical decimal misconceptions (such as Megz and Regz) and the
five nodes serve as aggregation nodes. The concrete misconception nodes are connected to
126 evidence nodes representing problems. These problems are divided into three
isomorphic problem sets (set A, set B and set C), each set containing 42 problems.
In order to ensure that the results are not driven by subtle differences in the problems,
the roles of problem sets A, B and C were counterbalanced across student groups. Each of
the problem sets was used either as a pretest, an immediate posttest, or a delayed posttest. In
total, there are six possible combinations of the problem sets (ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB
and CBA) depending on the role each set plays for each student. Consequently, students
were randomly assigned to one of the six groups, facing one of the six possible sequences of
tests.
2. Evaluating The Accuracy of Model’s Predictions
This section summarizes our approach to evaluating the capability of the designed BN to
predict the effective state of student’s learning. The approach consists of three steps:
- training the domain model: the initial BN parameters were trained based on the
pretest data from the 70% of users; the resulting BN represents the initial
probabilities of decimal misconceptions for a student from the target population.
- learning student models: the logs of students from the testing set (the remaining
30%) were used to update the domain model; the obtained collection of BNs
represent individual SMs each reflecting the assumptions of the system about the
misconceptions of the corresponding student from the testing set;
- evaluating the accuracy of the model’s predictions: based on the individual SMs
populated on the second step, three different metrics are computed and evaluated (1)
predicting students’ next answer; (2) predicting the correctness of the answers; (3)
predicting students’ misconceptions; each metric evaluates the capability of the
model to make a particular prediction.
The rest of this section describes these steps in more details.
2.1 Training the Domain Model
Parameter estimation is a well-known challenge in the field of BNs. In our case, these
parameters include prior probabilities for misconception nodes and conditional probability
4
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tables for links between the nodes. For completing this task, we have applied a conventional
approach. We supplied the initial estimations of network parameters, following the logical
choice of values. For example, if an alternative of a problem node is witnessing an
occurrence of a misconception, the conditional probability between this alternative and the
“present” alternative of a misconception is high. Then the training algorithm was applied to
refine the parameters. In presence of a sufficient amount of training data, the initial
estimations of network parameters should not play a significant role for their final values.
For the training set we randomly selected 70% of the students participating in the study.
Based on the pretest logs of these students, the prior probabilities for misconception nodes
and the conditional probabilities for evidence nodes of all three problem sets A, B and C are
computed. Our selection also ensured that (random) representatives of each of the six
constellations of tests/problem sets are uniformly distributed in the training data. As our
goal was to obtain the domain model, we used only the results of the pretest to train the
network. In this way, the resulting BN represents the initial state of knowledge of decimals
(more specifically, the state of misconceptions) for a typical student from the target
population. The prior probabilities of misconception nodes quantify how likely such an
average student is to have a particular misconception. The conditional probabilities encode
the strength of a causal relation among misconceptions and between the misconceptions and
the problems.
2.2 Learning Student Models for the Testing Set
After the initial training/calibration, the BN was ready to learn the models of individual
students. In order to do this, we fed the activity logs of the remaining 30% of the students to
the network. Only their answers to the pretest and immediate posttest were used on this step.
This evidence back-propagated to the relevant misconception nodes and updated their
posterior probabilities, thus individualizing the networks. The resulting collection of BNs
contained individual misconception models of every student in the testing set. Each
resulting individual SM took into account both the collective traits of the target population
and the history of idiosyncratic behavior of the corresponding student.
2.3 Estimating Predictive Validity of the Student Model
The BNs obtained in Step 2 can be used to make individual predictions about students.
Those can be predictions of a student having a misconception, or a student answering a
problem in a certain way. Based on such predictions, an AES could control the individual
learning experiences of its students. We identified three types of these predictions and tried
to verify their average accuracy. In order to do so, we compared the predictions made by the
individually trained BNs of the students from the training set with their results on the
delayed posttest. The three prediction types were: predicting the actual student answer,
predicting the correctness of the student answer, and predicting the presence of a student
misconception. The notion of accuracy in these three cases was defined as follows:
I. A prediction of the actual student answer is accurate (inaccurate otherwise) if the
alternative chosen by a student for a posttest problem had the highest probability in the
BN trained for this student in Step 2. The corresponding metric is computed as a
percentage of accurate predictions.
II. A prediction of the correctness of the student’s answer is accurate in any of the cases
(inaccurate otherwise) if:
 the student gives the correct answer to a delayed posttest problem and the probability
of the correct alternative for this problem’s node is maximum in the BN trained for this
student in Step 2;
5
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 the student gives an incorrect answer to a delayed posttest problem and the probability
of the correct alternative for this problem’s node is less than the sum of probabilities of
incorrect alternatives in the BN trained for this student in Step 2.
The corresponding metric is computed as a percentage of accurate predictions.
III. A prediction of the presence of a misconception is defined as follows. Based on the
state of a misconception node, the student is believed to have a corresponding
misconception if its probability is greater than 0.5. This prediction is considered
accurate if during the delayed posttest the student has shown more evidence of having
the misconception than not having it (and vice-versa). The evidence is quantified as an
average rate of misconception occurrence in the students’ answers in the delayed
posttest. The average rate of misconception occurrence is computed in the following
way:
 The occurrence of the answer option that represents evidence for the given
misconception contributes positively to the occurrence of the misconception;
 The correct answer to the problem whose answer options represent evidence for the
misconception contributes negatively to the occurrence of the misconception;
 Incorrect answers not connected to the given misconception do not contribute to the
diagnosis.
Let P(M) be the probability of the presence of a misconception M in a Bayesian model,
Npos(M) – the number of student’s answers that provide evidence for the misconception M,
Nneg(M) – the number of correct answers to the problems that can diagnose M, and N(M) –
the total number of problems that address this misconception. Then, the model prediction is
said to be accurate if and only if:

é
æ Npos(M)
öù é
æ Nneg(M)
öù
³ 0.5÷ú Ú ê( P(M) < 0.5) & ç
³ 0.5÷ú
ê( P(M) ³ 0.5) & ç
è N(M)
øû ë
è N(M)
øû
ë

Note that although it is in general difficult to verify that the student has a misconception by
analyzing his answers to problems, the exercises in this experiment are designed
specifically for this purpose, so that the answer options have a high diagnostic value and
hence the average occurrence rate defined above provides a realistic estimate.
3. Experiment Settings and Evaluation Results
The data for the evaluation came from a classroom empirical study conducted in a
Pittsburgh, PA (U.S.A.) middle school during the fall of 2010. Overall, 255 students from
6th-8th grades participated in the study. The study had several sessions, in which the students
took a pretest, solved the treatment problems, took an immediate posttest, and (one week
later) a delayed posttest. As explained in section 1, the 126 test problems were split into 3
isomorphic problem sets (A, B, and C) and the roles of these problem sets being pretest,
posttest or delayed posttest were counterbalanced across student groups. The learning
materials came from the domain of decimals. The MathTutor web-based system was used to
deliver the materials to the participants [1]. Students took 4 to 5 sessions to complete all of
the materials.
MathTutor logs all students’ interactions, as well as diagnostic information in the PSLC
DataShop storage [9]. After cleaning the DataShop logs (e.g. removing the data of the
students who did not complete all tests) and filtering events generated by the system, we
obtained the data that served as a basis for our evaluation. In total, we analyzed 31,049
student interaction events which resulted from each of the 255 students solving up to 126
problems. Each of these events contained several parameters, such as an identifier of the
user and the problem tackled, as well as the user input and the diagnosis, i.e., the correctness
of the answer or an evidence for a particular misconception.
6
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As specified in section 2.2, the accuracy values were calculated for the testing set,
comprising 30% of students randomly chosen from the total of 255 students (77 students;
data from these students was not used in the training phase). Using the metrics defined in
Section 2.3, we evaluated the accuracy of the predictions of our SM. The average
accuracies for predicting concrete answers, and the correctness of students’ answers were
computed in the following way:
 the list of prediction accuracies for all problems was computed for each student, where
each accuracy is computed using the corresponding algorithm, described in Section
2.3;
 an average accuracy of predictions for each student was computed by dividing the sum
of individual accuracies by the number of problems solved by the student;
 the list of average accuracies for all students has been averaged again by the number of
students.
As the result of the calculation, the average accuracy of predicting the actual answer of
the students in the delayed posttest was 60%, whereas the average accuracy of predicting
the answer correctness was 69%.
The accuracy of predicting the occurrence of (evidence for) misconceptions was
computed as follows:
 for each student and each misconception an average accuracy of predicting the
evidence occurrence for this misconception is computed using the algorithm
described in Section 2.3;
 the list of average occurrences of misconceptions is stored for each student;
 for each misconception, we compute the final average value by taking the average
of the values for all students;
 finally, an average of averages for all misconceptions is taken.
The average accuracy of predicting misconceptions was 87%. The accuracy of
predictions of each misconception separately does not significantly vary from the total
average.
Similar studies on evaluating the accuracy of predictions of a BN student model of the
DCT tutor [13], have shown 80-90% accuracy for predicting misconceptions. For
comparison, each misconception in our model is represented as a separate node whereas in
DCT tutor there are only two nodes for the coarse and fine classes of student
misconceptions. Therefore, our model has much less evidence nodes for each
misconception which might result into lower precision of predictions.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented the development and evaluation of a Bayesian approach to modeling
student misconceptions. We have computed three different metrics estimating how well the
model can make predictions about the student’s knowledge state, in particular his
misconceptions. The results of this evaluation show that for all three metrics the student
model predictions are reasonably high and accurate, yet leaving room for improvement.
Future work is planned in two main directions: improving the structure of the Bayesian
model, and enhancing the methods of evaluation of the model validity. We plan to
experiment with different configurations of BNs, derived from the original one, such as
dynamic BNs, and the networks with soft evidence nodes.
When adjusting the evaluation method we could experiment with additional parameters
of the students such as gender, grade, or general math skills. Difficulty of the problems
could be used here as well as an additional parameter in the computation of the accuracy
metrics. For example, if the problem is very easy, the student is likely to solve it correctly
7
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even if the probability of having a misconception is high, and the other way round, difficult
problems can be solved incorrectly even if the probabilities of misconceptions are low.
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Abstract: Academic emotions such as confidence, excitement, frustration and interest
may be predicted based on brainwaves signals. It is shown that the prediction rate can be
improved further when the data from brainwaves signals are complemented by data based
on mouse click behavior. Twenty-five (25) undergraduate students were asked to use a
math tutoring software while an EEG sensor was attached to their head to capture their
brainwaves signals throughout the learning session. At the same time, mouse-click features
such as the number of clicks, the duration of each click and the distance traveled by the
mouse were automatically captured. Using a Multi-Layered Perceptron classifier,
classification using brainwaves data alone had accuracy rates of 54 to 88%. Prediction
rates based purely on mouse features had accuracy rates of only 32 to 48%. When the two
input modalities are combined, accuracy rates increased to up to 92%. Furthermore, the
experiments confirmed that the predication accuracy rate increases as the number of
feature values that deviate significantly from the mean increases. In particular, the
prediction rates exceed 80% when at least 33% of the features have values that deviate
from the mean by more than 1 standard deviation.
Keywords: Affect Recognition, EEG, Mouse Behavior, Tutoring Systems

Introduction
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) interact with learners through a computer tutor that acts
like a human teacher. The computer tutor analyzes the responses made by the learners and
guides them through the subject matter by providing appropriate learning materials based
on their cognitive state. Recent works in the design of tutoring systems have attempted to
make these systems more adaptive not only to the learners' cognitive state but also to their
affective state. In such systems, also referred to as affective tutoring systems, the affective
states of the learner may be recognized using the tutorial information and user profile [5]
and sometimes in combination with signals from hardware sensors such as a camera,
special mouse, microphone [10] and various other physiological sensors that capture EEG
signals, EMG signals, skin conductance levels, heart rate, and respiration rate
[1][6][7][8][9][16].
Brainwaves may be captured using an electroencephalogram (EEG) device that
measures the electrical activity on the scalp induced by the electro-chemical processes
related to the firing of neurons in the brain. Recent works in brainwaves analysis have
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attempted to measure user alertness, cognitive engagement [20] and academic emotion
[3][4][15].
Another device that is not much explored but may have the potential to detect
affect is the standard mouse. This inexpensive device that has the closest contact with a
computer user may yield features that can provide useful information about the user’s
behavior. Some studies have explored the potential of a biometric mouse to measure affect
[23]. Recent studies have also investigated the potential of using brainwaves signals in
combination with standard-mouse data for more accurate affect detection [3][4][15].
Based on features from both brainwaves and mouse behavior data, we try to
predict and classify academic emotions such as confidence, excitement, frustration and
interest. Moreover, we explore under what conditions would the prediction accuracy
reach acceptable levels so that future designers of affective tutoring systems may use
emotion prediction systems when such conditions or situations present themselves.

1. Affective Systems
Affective tutoring systems have studied the effect of emotions in the learning process of a
learner. These emotions, also referred to as academic emotions, play an important role in
the success of learning [19]. In a tutoring system scenario, these academic emotions may
be recognized based on the learner's interaction with the system and/or on the
physiological signals captured by hardware sensors.
Some systems are able to recognize affect, to some extent, without using any
hardware sensor. In such systems, affect is detected based only on the recorded student’s
logged activities such as scores from the previous tasks, response time in performing
tasks, frequency of getting hints, etc. Since emotions are naturally complex and are
expressed in different modalities (i.e. face, voice, gesture, physiological signals), most
affective tutoring systems have explored the multimodal approach for affect detection
because the single modality approach poses some limitations. Some studies have shown
improvement in performance with the combination of contextual information and
physiological signals [9].
Recent developments in the study and design of tutoring systems have added
several special hardware sensors to improve the accuracy rate in predicting academic
emotions. This multimodal approach for affect detection in such systems has shown some
promising results. For instance, in the work of Arroyo and his group [1], affective states
such as confident, frustrated, excited, and interested were predicted with high accuracy
using special devices such as a camera, posture chair, pressure mouse, and skin
conductance sensor. Another similar multimodal system is the learning companion [16]
that fuses information from camera, posture chair, pressure-sensitive mouse, skin
conductance sensor and task state to help predict frustration and to determine if the user
needs help. Likewise, Autotutor uses information from conversation cues, posture and
facial features to be able to predict student boredom, flow/engagement, confusion and
frustration [10].
Some researches have explored the potential of using electroencephalogram (EEG)
devices for affect detection. In one study, the student’s level of frustration, distraction and
cognitive workload were observed while the student is engaged in different activities in a
multimedia-learning environment [22]. Other research works have investigated the use of
brainwaves to detect the affect of students while using a math software [2][3][4][15]. A
similar work has explored the accuracy of using brainwaves signals and emotional
dimensions in predicting the correctness of the student’s answers [13]. Moreover, the use
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of a biometric mouse to measure a user’s emotional state and productivity was described
in [23]. The study attempts to use the mouse for capturing motor behavioral information
from skin conductance, amplitude of hand tremble, and skin temperature.
Most multimodal systems have focused on using expensive and sophisticated
sensors for affect detection. To date, not much work has explored the use of a standard
mouse which may have the potential to measure affect such as frustration [21]. Certain
behavioral responses may be measured through mouse events such as mouse-clicks. Some
patterns were observed in their mouse behavior when subjects were presented with
frustration-eliciting events. Indeed, some studies have suggested that emotions and mood
may have an effect on a person’s motor movements [17]. Thus, it is possible that mouse
events such as mouse clicks, frequency of mouse movement and duration of mouse clicks
correlate with the grade on the valence and arousal dimensions of emotions. A user tends
to click more when they are frustrated with the system (such as when there are lags and
delays) [11].
Despite the positive results that were reported by such affective tutoring systems,
much remain to be explored. In particular, the potential of combining physiological signals
and mouse click data in order to improve the accuracy of predicting the affective state of
the user has yet to be studied more extensively [3].
2. Experimental Set-up
Twenty-five computer science undergraduate students (14 male and 11 female) with ages
from 17-21, all mentally healthy and right-handed, were recruited as the subjects in this
experiment. All the subjects have already taken an intermediate algebra course. The
participants were asked to learn a tutoring software called Aplusix which teaches algebra
[18]. They were asked to solve 4 algebra equations of varying difficulty levels for about 15
minutes. While they were learning using the software, signals from an EEG sensor
attached to their head were recorded. Also, the details of their mouse clicks, click duration
and movement were automatically captured and stored in 2 different mouse log files - one
for the clicks and duration and another for the movement.
The EEG device that was used in the experiment is the Emotiv EPOC sensor.
Typically used for gaming purposes, the Emotiv EPOC sensor is equipped with 14
channels based on the International standard 10-20 locations. A service program was
created to automatically capture the raw EEG signals coming from each of the channels.
Prior to the actual tutorial session, each subject was asked to close his/her eyes and
relax for a period of 3 minutes in order to create the baseline EEG data while an EEG
sensor was attached to the head. Brief instructions were then given on how to use the
software. An observation module was developed to capture raw EEG signals and mouse
data during the tutorial session. An emotion annotation window automatically pops up
every 2 minutes. The level or intensity of each of the 4 emotions, confidence, excitement,
frustration and interest can be specifically described by the participant using a sliding bar
with values from 1 to 100 for each of the four emotions.

3. Data Preprocessing and Data Preparation
From the 25 subjects, only 16 were found to be useful, given the stringent conditions we
had set in terms of balancing the data for all the four different emotions. Some were also
not included due to lack of reported emotions.
Two EEG recordings were performed on each subject: one from the relax period
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and one from the tutorial session. During the relax period, the values of each EEG channel
for each subject were averaged. The average value serves as the baseline EEG data of that
particular subject. The raw EEG channel values taken during the tutorial session were
processed by computing the difference between the raw value of the channels and the
mean value of corresponding channels from the baseline (relax state) data.
All the pre-processed EEG data, mouse data, and self-reported emotion tag were
carefully synchronized, merged and uniformly segmented into 2-second windows with 1second overlap. Each segment was treated as a single instance in each subject’s dataset.
The full dataset had a total of 17 features: 14 for the EEG channels and 3 for mouse
behavior as summarized in Table 1. The self-reported emotion serves as the tag for each
recorded instance.
Table 1. Features for Emotion Classification
EEG channels : AF3 F7 F3 FC5 T7 P7 O1 O2 P8 T8 FC6 F4 F8 AF4
Mouse Behavior : Number of Clicks, Distance Travelled, Click Duration
Self-reported Emotion : Frustrated, Interested, Confident, Excited

Six different datasets were formed based on the percentage of feature outliers. A
feature value is considered an outlier if it exceeds 1 standard deviation from the mean of
that particular feature and for that particular subject. Feature values that are outliers for
each instance were counted. Based on this number, different datasets were formed as
described in Table 2. The full dataset (Dataset 0) includes the instances from all the 16
subjects. Dataset 10 is composed of only those instances where at least 10% of the feature
values are outlier values. Dataset 25 is composed of only those instances where at least
25% of the feature values are outlier values, and so on.
Each dataset was balanced by ensuring that there are the same number of instances
for each emotion. This is a critical step in dataset preparation as this would prevent any
bias that would severely affect the multi-layered perceptron classifier. For Dataset 60, only
15 subjects were included since 1 subject did not have instances that had at least 60% of
the features being outliers.
Table 2. Datasets for Emotion Classification
Dataset
0
10
25
33
50
60

No. of Outlier Features
0 or more
2 or more
4 or more
6 or more
8 or more
10 or more

No. of Students
16
16
16
16
16
15

Instances/Emotion
3600
2250
650
325
260
165

4. Results and Discussions
For each dataset, the accuracy of classifying the emotions of each modality, whether
brainwaves or mouse, as well as of their combination was analyzed using the MultiLayered Perceptron (MLP) classifier of WEKA, a machine learning tool for feature
classification [12]. To test and validate the data, a 10-fold cross validation technique was
employed.
Based on the results as shown in Table 3, we can compare the performance of each
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modality. Classification based on brainwaves sensor data were consistently and
significantly better than when based on just the data based on mouse behavior. The former
had accuracy rates of 54% to 88% while the latter had accuracy rates of only 32% to 48%.
The results of Table 3 also clearly show that the classification accuracy improves when
data from both the EEG sensors and the mouse clicks are used. The classification accuracy
goes up to a minimum of 61% and up to 92%.
The dataset preparation, based on outliers, was designed to confirm our hypothesis
that when limited to instances where some feature values deviate significantly from their
mean values for a given subject, the prediction accuracy increases. Concretely, feature
values that deviate significantly from the mean are recordings of the EEG sensor when it
is picking up something unusual, or when the mouse is handled or clicked somewhat
differently. Table 3 clearly confirms our hypothesis. When at least 33% of the features are
outliers, classification accuracy exceeds 80%, and accuracy rates even get to exceed 90%,
when at least 60% of the features yield unusual (outlier) values. Tables 4 give the details
of the precision, recall and f-measures according to specific emotion category while Table
5 presents the confusion matrices for the 6 datasets. Tables 4-5 reveal that the overall
results of Table 3 are spread quite uniformly across all four emotions, except that the
emotion interest can be predicted at a slightly higher rate compared to the other 3
emotions.
Table 3. Accuracy of emotion classification (percentage of correctly classified) in
different modalities using Multi-Layered Perceptrons
Dataset
0
10
25
33
50
60

Brainwaves
54.66
63.74
75.27
74.92
83.65
88.33

Mouse
32.26
38.9
45.11
45.46
43.85
48.79

Brainwaves + Mouse
61.04
69.8
78.58
80.69
88.56
92.27

5. Conclusion and Future Study
Twenty-five (25) undergraduate students were asked to use a math tutoring software while
an EEG sensor was attached to their heads to capture their brainwaves signals throughout
the learning session. At the same time, mouse-click features such as the number of clicks,
the duration of each click and the distance traveled by the mouse were automatically
captured. The study reported here confirms that indeed, academic emotions such as
confidence, excitement, frustration and interest may be predicted based on brainwaves
signals. It is also shown that the prediction rate can be improved further when the data
from brainwaves signals are complemented by data based on mouse click behavior. Using
a Multi-Layered Perceptron classifier, classification using brainwaves data alone had
accuracy rates of 54% to 88%. Prediction rates based purely on mouse features had
accuracy rates of only 32% to 48%. When the two input modalities are combined,
accuracy rates increased to up to 92%.
Furthermore, the experiments confirmed that the prediction accuracy rate increases
as the number of feature values that deviate significantly from the mean increases. In
particular, the prediction rates exceed 80% when at least 33% of the features have values
that deviate from the mean by more than 1 standard deviation using MLP. Future tests
need to be done to investigate performance rates of other classifiers. Moreover,
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brainwaves signals may be processed using more advanced techniques such as FastFourier transform (FFT) to extract more features that may be tested using the outlier
detection approach presented in this paper.
Table 4. Precision, Recall, and F-measure values for each emotion
ALL INSTANCES / DATASET 0
BRAINWAVES ONLY
Precision

MOUSE ONLY

Recall F-Measure Precision

Recall

BRAINWAVES AND MOUSE

F-Measure

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Confidence

0.485

0.311

0.379

0.311

0.147

0.2

0.559

0.4

0.466

Excitement

0.569

0.562

0.566

0.334

0.315

0.324

0.604

0.628

0.616

Frustration

0.511

0.603

0.553

0.295

0.19

0.231

0.556

0.657

0.602

Interest

0.597

0.711

0.649

0.329

0.638

0.434

0.712

0.757

0.734

DATASET 10
BRAINWAVES ONLY
Precision

MOUSE ONLY

BRAINWAVES AND MOUSE

Recall F-Measure Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Confidence

0.554

0.564

0.559

0.328

0.068

0.113

0.616

0.588

0.602

Excitement

0.596

0.648

0.621

0.343

0.326

0.334

0.686

0.678

0.682

Frustration

0.68

0.567

0.619

0.408

0.419

0.413

0.678

0.687

0.682

Interest

0.726

0.771

0.748

0.41

0.743

0.528

0.804

0.839

0.821

DATASET 25
BRAINWAVES ONLY
Precision

MOUSE ONLY

BRAINWAVES AND MOUSE

Recall F-Measure Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

0.257

0.708

0.715

0.712

Confidence

0.714

0.657

0.684

0.295

0.228

Excitement

0.74

0.717

0.728

0.514

0.488

0.5

0.788

0.788

0.788

Frustration

0.72

0.751

0.735

0.434

0.42

0.427

0.763

0.748

0.755

Interest

0.83

0.886

0.857

0.511

0.669

0.579

0.884

0.892

0.888

DATASET 33
BRAINWAVES ONLY
Precision

MOUSE ONLY

Recall F-Measure Precision

BRAINWAVES AND MOUSE

Recall

F-Measure

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Confidence

0.642

0.689

0.665

0.427

0.28

0.338

0.795

0.8

0.798

Excitement

0.741

0.748

0.744

0.336

0.471

0.392

0.759

0.865

0.809

Frustration

0.744

0.705

0.724

0.384

0.351

0.367

0.78

0.729

0.754

Interest

0.883

0.855

0.869

0.696

0.717

0.706

0.906

0.834

0.869

DATASET 50
BRAINWAVES ONLY
Precision

MOUSE ONLY

BRAINWAVES AND MOUSE

Recall F-Measure Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

0.797

0.472

0.258

0.333

0.868

0.888

0.878

0.846

0.81

0.352

0.288

0.317

0.859

0.912

0.884

0.769

0.805

0.474

0.427

0.449

0.858

0.838

0.848

0.946

0.932

0.45

0.781

0.571

0.963

0.904

0.933

Confidence

0.81

0.785

Excitement

0.777

Frustration

0.844

Interest

0.918

DATASET 60
BRAINWAVES ONLY
Precision

MOUSE ONLY

BRAINWAVES AND MOUSE

Recall F-Measure Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Confidence

0.839

0.818

0.828

0.545

0.364

0.436

0.933

0.842

0.885

Excitement

0.89

0.885

0.888

0.547

0.594

0.57

0.943

0.909

0.926

Frustration

0.846

0.83

0.838

0.289

0.248

0.267

0.868

0.958

0.911

Interest

0.954

1

0.976

0.537

0.745

0.624

0.953

0.982

0.967
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From the results, it can be claimed that designers of future learning software can
employ emotion-prediction systems whenever 33% or more of the features have
significantly different or unusual values. When there are fewer features that deviate
significantly from the mean, the results of the emotion prediction system may not be
dependable.
Table 5. Confusion matrices
Dataset 0
B RAINWAVES ONLY
MOUSE ONLY
Classified as Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration
Conf idence
1119
605
1128
748
529
823
563
Excitement
393
2024
614
569
430
1134
593
Frustration
452
566
2169
413
450
905
685
Interest
342
363
336
2559
293
529
481

B RAINWAVES + MOUSE
Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest
1685
1439
650
1080
431
1443
398
2260
535
407
1560
442
528
2366
264
2297
296
301
278
2725

Dataset 10
B RAINWAVES ONLY
MOUSE ONLY
B RAINWAVES + MOUSE
Classified as Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest
Conf idence
1268
454
279
249
154
620
698
778
1323
339
367
221
Excitement
372
1459
199
220
142
733
530
845
359
1526
257
108
Frustration
455
334
1276
185
101
423
943
783
337
237
1545
131
Interest
195
199
122
1734
72
364
143
1671
129
124
109
1888
Dataset 25
B RAINWAVES ONLY
MOUSE ONLY
B RAINWAVES + MOUSE
Classified as Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest
Conf idence
427
95
97
31
148
151
157
194
465
71
87
27
Excitement
87
466
61
36
112
317
130
91
74
512
44
20
Frustration
59
52
488
51
137
108
273
132
88
47
486
29
Interest
25
17
32
576
105
41
69
435
30
20
20
580
Dataset 33
B RAINWAVES ONLY
MOUSE ONLY
B RAINWAVES + MOUSE
Classified as Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest
Conf idence
224
44
43
14
91
115
77
42
260
33
24
8
Excitement
48
243
22
12
72
153
73
27
18
281
19
7
Frustration
57
28
229
11
43
135
114
33
37
38
237
13
Interest
20
13
14
278
7
52
33
233
12
18
24
271
Dataset 50
B RAINWAVES ONLY
MOUSE ONLY
B RAINWAVES + MOUSE
Classified as Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest
Conf idence
204
27
19
10
67
57
46
90
231
12
13
4
Excitement
26
220
10
4
35
75
68
82
16
237
7
0
Frustration
16
36
200
8
28
45
111
76
16
21
218
5
Interest
6
0
8
246
12
36
9
203
3
6
16
235
Dataset 60
B RAINWAVES ONLY
MOUSE ONLY
B RAINWAVES + MOUSE
Classified as Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest Confidence Excitement Frustration Interest
Conf idence
135
12
15
3
60
27
32
46
139
4
16
6
Excitement
8
146
10
1
18
98
36
13
6
150
8
1
Frustration
18
6
137
4
32
45
41
47
4
2
158
1
Interest
0
0
0
165
0
9
33
123
0
3
0
162
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Abstract:Asearch system for VOD lectures is useful if it beyond the search of only text. To
facilitate better searching for movie segments of VOD lectures with Japanese subtitles, we
propose a method of using subtitles and a solving maximum likelihood detection from a max
mixture of Gaussian distributions. The detection was performed by a statistical method by
using the EM algorithm. In addition, we propose similar movie search system which
provides a movie segment by co-occurrence word as the detectedsegment in case a word
frequency is notenough in subtitle.
Keywords:Movie search, Gaussian mixture model, VOD System, co-occurrence word

Introduction
In recent years, e-learningsystems have proliferated on both the Internet and organization
intranets. E-learning systemssuch as video on demand (VOD) andweb-based training
systems are used in many universities.In Okayama University of Science, e-learning
systems that employ VOD have been used since 2004[1]. Many students are attending
lectures that are delivered using the VOD service. However students use VOD service for
self-learning after attending lecture, they have to watch from beginning of VOD contents.
The topic retrieval function is necessary and indispensable.As methods of detecting movie
segments of VOD lectures, we propose a method ofdetecting movie segments by adapting a
Gaussian mixture modelforVOD lectures with Japanese subtitles. The parameters of the
model are computed by a statistical expectation-maximization (EM)algorithm[1]. This
method fits the frequency distribution of a search word with a Gaussian mixture model and
detects a movie segment form each Gaussiandistribution (normal distribution). In particular,
the characterization of this study is to use the subtitles of a speaker for the estimation of the
number of movie segments. However, itis difficult to detectin case there is few search word
in frequency of appearance.In this study, as an additional facilitate of movie search system
on VOD system, we provide similar movie search system which use co-occurrence
words[1]of a search word. Rankingof co-occurrence words is computed by three factors,
these are the number of the phrases from a search word, frequency of two words occurrence
in same subtitle and frequency of co-occurrence word. Therefore the detected movie
segment is provided by a high frequency of co-occurrence word.
1. e-Learning system and search system
The screenshot of VOD system is shown in Figure 1. It displays a movie in the upper left of
screen, a list of contents on the lower left and a slide on the right side.One lecture is divided
into three sections. Furthermore, homework regarding the contents of the lecture is
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displayed at the end of each lecture. It is provided to test the understanding of the lecture. In
this study, we have added a new search system based on the histogram of the search word
frequency in each interval, as shown on the right side of Figure2.

Figure1 Screenshot of lecture screen

Figure 2 Screenshot of search screen

2. Estimation of movie segments by a mixture of Gaussian distributions
In this study, we suppose that one simple histogram peak corresponds to one topic of a
movie segment and the histogram is synthesized by several simple peaks. For example, we
use the search word as “広告” in the 14th lecture of the“database” of the cyber campus at
Okayama University of Science. The meaning of “広告” is an “advertisement.” It uses the
keyword in the 14th homework . The graph of the word-frequency histogram and the
approximate curve are shown in Figure 3.
The horizontal axis of Figure 3 shows the
movie time. The histogram has a bin width of
1 min. Thus the vertical axis shows the
frequency of words once every minute. As
shown in Figure 3, we couldconsider that the
histogram has been synthesizedby four
distinct peaks. Accordingly, weconsider that
Figure 3 The approximation of a mixture
the approximate curve is synthesized by
of Gaussian
amixture of Gaussian distributions from the
histogram of a particular search word. The parameter estimation of a Gaussian mixture
model is determined using an EM algorithm. Because it is a linear combination of a
Gaussian distribution (normal distribution), it is possible to detect a movie segment from the
estimated mixture of Gaussian distributions. The definition of the appearance-time of a
search word, the Gaussian distribution and the mixture of Gaussian distributions as follows.


Let nbe the number of search words, 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 }be a set of appearance-times.



Gaussian distribution (normal distribution) :  ( x ;  l ,  l2 ) 



Mixture of Gaussian distribution: q t  x ;   

m

w

1
2

2
l

 (x  l )2
exp  
2
2 l



.



   x ;  l ,  l .
2

l

l 1

The number of component Gaussian distributions of Gaussian mixture model is
shown 𝑙 = 1, ⋯ 𝑚, the parameters of the component Gaussian distributionsare 𝜃 =
{  1 , ⋯ ,  m , 𝜎12 , ⋯ , 𝜎𝑚2 }, the weight of the 𝑙-th Gaussian distribution is𝑤𝑙 , the average of
the 𝑙 -thGaussian distribution is𝜇𝑙 , the variance of 𝑙 -thGaussian distribution is𝜎𝑙2 . The
algorithm for the estimation of movie segments consists of two processes. In the first
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process, the EM algorithm estimates the position of the component Gaussian distributions.
The second process is the interval-estimation processing of the beginning and the ending.
(1) EM Algorithm: Parameters of Gaussian mixtures are estimated by the EM algorithm.
 Initial step: Let 𝜇𝑙 be the midpoint whichdivided movie times in l,𝜎𝑙 = 1, and
𝑤𝑙 = 1.
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(2) Estimation of movie segments: The Gaussian mixture model of word frequency
distribution which comprises the appearance time for the word is approximated by an
EM algorithm. In our VOD lecture, because each section of lecture is anywhere between
20 and 30 min, we assume thatthere are a maximum of five movie segments. These are
approximated with the superposition of Gaussian distributions as m=1, ..., 5.From each
component's Gaussian distribution of the Gaussian mixture model, we detect that the
movie segment has a standard deviation of±𝜎𝑙 width from the average𝜇𝑙 which covers
68.26%.
3. Ranking a movie segments
The above detect of movie segments are notenough for movie search system, then we rank
the detected movie segment by another mixture of Gaussian distribution in addition to the
distribution by the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). In this study, we consider
evaluation method torankmovie segments. The main point is to evaluate a distribution
which removes the k-thGaussian distribution from m Gaussian distributions. This
distribution is defined by the following formula.
q t, k  x ; 

m

 



wl   x;  l , 

2
l

.

l 1 , l  k

The evaluation of each movie segment computes the influence of the removed
distribution on the whole distribution during the movie time t   l   l .. t   l   l . In
this study, we propose the following evaluation.
V ( x ; ） 
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Figure 4Rankings of Gaussian distribution of evaluation by V ( x ;  ）

The characteristic of this evaluation is the average of Kullback-Leibler divergence
which is the difference of the two density functions from the mutual function.The example
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of the ranking by the evaluation V(x;𝜃)is shown in Figure4. Each rank by the evaluation of
movie segments is shown by the circled numbers.
4. Detection of movie segments using co-occurrence word
The fitting of the Gaussian mixture distribution is difficult in case there is few search word
in frequency of appearance.Therefore, it is difficult to detect. As an additional facilitate of
movie search system on VOD system, the similar movie search system will be necessary. In
this study we provide similar movie segments by using co-occurrence words of a search
word. Ranking of co-occurrence words is computed by the number of the phrases from a
search word, frequency of two words occurrence in same subtitle and frequency of
co-occurrence word. Then the detected movie segment is provided by a high frequency of
co-occurrence word. It uses the co-occurrence word as a search word, because it is difficult
to make fit Gaussian distributions to the frequency distribution of the search word.We
define the ratio of co-occurrence between a word 𝑤1 and a word 𝑤2 by the following
formula.
Cov ( w1 , w 2 ) 

Cof ( w1 , w 2 )  feq ( w 2 )

D ( w1 , w 2 ) : Minimum
feq ( w 2 ) : Frequency

D ( w1 , w 2 )  1
of phrase distance, Cof ( w1 , w 2 ) : Co - occurrence frequency,

.

of appearance

Figure5 shows an example of phrase distance in Japanese. When 𝑤1 =income(収入)
and 𝑤2 =search engine( 検 索 エ ン ジ ン ), the distance of between phrases is two in
Japanesesubtitles. An example of sentenceis split into phrases with ChaSen[3] which is
Japanese morphological analyzer.

Figure 5phrase distance

4.1 Examples of co-occurrence word
Examples of co-occurrence value for search word “advertisement” (広告) and “income”(収
入) is showed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1 Examples of co-occurrenceword of “advertisement” (広告),𝑤1 =advertisement
Rank
1
2
3

Co-occurrence word 𝑤2
keyword
Page
search engine

𝐷(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 )
0
1
1

𝐶𝑜𝑓(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 )
14
7
5

feq(𝑤2 )
34
24
24

𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 )
21.81
6.48
5.48

Table 2 Examples of co-occurrence word of “income” (収入), 𝑤1 =income
Rank
1
2
3

Co-occurrence word𝑤2
search engine
keyword advertisement
use

𝐷(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 )
2
2
1

𝐶𝑜𝑓(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 )
4
5
3

feq(𝑤2 )
24
14
7

𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 )
3.27
2.79
2.29
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4.2 Preliminary Evaluation
We have evaluated this search system from the viewpoint of users. Top five movie segments
of search words as “advertisement” and “income”and some co-occurrence words as
“keyword” and “search engine” were questioned. The subjects were sixstudents inthe
graduate school of informatics, the results of questionnaires are show in Table 3. The
evaluation of advertisement as the search word is good, but the evaluation of income is bad.
The frequency will have significant impact. In evaluation of similar movie segment, it
begins to be divided. In a sense, it is the expected results.
Table 3 The evaluation by user
Question
Search word or
co-occurrence
word
Do you
satisfied
with
detected
movie
section by a
search
word?

advertisement

income

Do you
satisfied
with
detected
similar
movie
section by
a search
word?

keyword

search engine

Agree

Answer
Disagree

Ranking of movie
segment
(start, end)

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
disagree

① (17:28,24:14)

1

5

0

0

②
③
④
⑤
①
②
③
④
⑤
①

(17:25,20:13)
(18:17,20:17)
(23:42,30:50)
(25:36,27:40)
(17:26,20:17)
(24:56,33:22)
(28:07,31:47)
(28:09,31:45)
(17:17,19:56)
(07:02,37:50)

3
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
2
0

2
3
4
2
5
2
0
0
4
1

1
1
0
2
0
4
5
5
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1

②
③
④
⑤

(03:37,10:58)
(06:37,08:02)
(06:48,7:47)
(16:20,35:20)

0
1
1
1

4
3
3
2

2
2
1
3

0
0
1
0

①
②
③
④
⑤

(00:00,05:13)
(00:00,10:56)
(13:23,20:17)
(30:35,30:37)
(30:35,30:36)

0
2
0
0
0

6
3
5
0
0

0
1
0
3
3

0
0
1
3
3

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In the case of some search words emerge into the subtitle, we consider that it is
possible to detected movie segments. On the other hand, in the case of few frequency of a
search word, our system provides the similar movie segments by using co-occurring word.
A VOD lecture talks about topics by one speaker. Therefore our proposed method by fitting
of Gaussian distribution will be effective. As future work, we consider using information of
PPTs or Slides for the more precise estimation of movie segments.
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Abstract: We experimentally investigated the assistance dilemma with a learning system
that can control levels of support (LOS). Our system supports learning of natural deduction
(ND) and was established based on the client-server framework. An experiment was
performed. In the first, half of the participants learned ND in the high LOS condition, and
the other half learned in the low LOS. In the learning phase, the solution time was shorter
and the trial and error steps until solution were greater in the high LOS group than in the low
LOS group. However, in the posttest, more participants successfully reached the solution in
the low LOS group.
Keywords: Levels of Scaffolding, Assistance Dilemma, Natural Deduction.

1 Introduction
Recent tutoring systems have highly interactive features. Learning is not only a solo
activity but also collaboration with computers. Control and management of learning
support has become a crucial issue in the studies of artificial intelligence in education.
Koedinger and Aleven proposed the assistance dilemma issue in such a context (Koedinger
& Aleven, 2007). They pointed out a crucial question: How should learning environments
balance assistance giving and withholding to achieve optimal student learning? High
assistance sometimes provides successful scaffolding and leads to better learning, but other
times elicits superficial responses without consideration from students; on the other hand,
low assistance sometimes encourages students to make great effort in learning, but other
times results in enormous errors and interferes with effective learning.
Cognitive load theory, first proposed by Sweller (Sweller, 1988), may play an
important role in understanding and solving this problem. The theory predicts that cognitive
load largely influences both participants’ learning process and learning effects; and can be
controlled by a learning environment. He and his colleagues have empirically demonstrated
that learning by examples promotes participants’ learning by reducing their cognitive load
compared to learning through problem solving (Sweller, Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998). They
have tried to control participants’ cognitive load and maximize learning effects by
manipulating ways of using learning examples.
The studies above hypothesize an optimum point of learning effects as a function of
cognitive load. Koedinger et al. (2008) indicated two dimensions of assistance: the practice
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spacing dimension and the example-problem dimension, and actually demonstrated a
reverse U-shape learning curve on the two dimensions (Koedinger, et al., 2008). In the
current study, we focus on the scaffolding dimension. On the scaffolding dimension, high
assistance means much information such as hints and indications for problem solving, and
low assistance means little information and participants’ autonomous problem solving.
Our focus in the current study is to understand the relationship among three factors:
levels of scaffolding (LOS), learning process, and learning effects. The dilemma was
originally defined as an issue between levels of assistance and learning effects. However,
the learning process intermediates LOS and learning effects. It is important to understand
the relationship among LOS, process, and learning effects for establishing a baseline in the
investigation of the assistance dilemma issue. Our research question is: Does LOS affect
the participants’ learning process? If so, how do participants’ learning outcomes actually
reflect the learning process?
Hypothesis 1: The first hypothesis is that high LOS helps the participants solve problems in
the learning phase; therefore, learning time in the learning phase decreases in the high LOS
condition.
Hypothesis 2: If the participants are given candidates about what they do in the next step in
high LOS, the participants’ trial and error behavior increases because they select one of the
candidate actions without deep consideration. As a result, the number of steps until the
solution increases even though learning time decreases in the high LOS condition.
Hypothesis 3: Confirmation of hypotheses 1 and 2 means that the participants may be led to
superficial learning in the high LOS condition. Much information for problem solving may
prevent the participants from deeper consideration of the solution. This means that high
LOS shortens learning time in the learning phase, however, high LOS does not have larger
learning effects; rather it has negative effects.

2 Learning System and Task
2.1 Task
We address the assistance dilemma issue by using a relatively complex learning task. The
task that the participants learn is natural deduction (ND), which is a kind of proof calculus in
which logical reasoning is expressed by inference rules closely related to the natural way of
reasoning.
The participants learn this reasoning for about five hours with a tutoring system we
developed. Problem solvers need to learn inference rules and strategies for applying the
rules. The participants in the current experiment learned nine basic rules and five strategies.
These are fundamental knowledge in ND, and almost all problems can be solved using this
knowledge.
2.2 System
Our tutoring system was developed for teaching ND to university undergraduates. Our
system was constructed based on the server-client framework. We developed a web-based
production system architecture called DoCoPro that enables this system design (Miwa, et al.
2009). The complex inferences in ND were performed by the problem solver constructed
on a server. Client computers connected with the server only undertake easy processing for
the interface. Using this server-client framework, our system can work in any educational
environment where computers of varying performance and configuration are used.
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The system provides the participants with lists of the inference rules and strategies.
Users select one of the rules or strategies from the lists, and the system automatically runs
the rules or presents a template of the inference process. The system scaffolds the students
by giving help information about the selection of the rules and strategies, and presents
candidates of the rules that should be applied in a given situation. From two viewpoints,
rule selection and application, levels of scaffolding can be controlled.
LOS for rule selection
Level 3: System presents both candidates (applicable rules) and propositions to which the
rules should be applied.
Level 2: System presents applicable rules from a set of inference rules.
Level 1: System presents only a set of inference rules (no scaffolding).
LOS for rule application
Level 2: System generates a proposition inferred automatically.
Level 1: System presents partial information about a proposition inferred. Participants
should compensate for terms to infer a complete proposition.

3 Experiment
We conducted Experiment to investigate Research Question.
3.1 Participants and Procedure
Twenty-nine participants joined our experiment. The experiment was performed over three
weeks in an introductory cognitive science class. In the initial week, the participants learned
the basics of formal inference systems and ND as an example of the systems.
2nd day: After a week, they learned four basic inference rules. These rules are fundamental
because they are applied without sub-derivation with hypothesized assumptions. No
strategies for setting sub-goals are needed for derivation. The participants solved a total of
eight problems using the tutoring system. When solving four of the eight problems, the
instructor first demonstrated the solution process, then the participants followed the solution
with the tutoring system. Next, the participants solved other four problems, Problems 1 to 4
by themselves. In the second class, LOS in the rule selection and application was set at
Level 3 and Level 1.
3rd day: A week later, the third class was performed. The participants solved relatively
complex problems for which the sub-derivation process with sub-goal setting is needed for
solution. The instructor demonstrated the solution of two problems, then the participants
solved Problems 5 to 8 with the tutoring system. In the third class, the participants were
divided into two groups: high LOS and low LOS. The participants in the high LOS group
solved Problems 5 to 8 with Level 3 in the rule selection scaffolding, whereas the
participants in the low LOS group solved them with Level 1. LOS in the rule application
was fixed at Level 1 in both groups. After the learning phase, two posttests were performed.
Posttest 3 was identical to Problem 6, which they solved in the learning phase, and Posttest 4
as a transfer problem was a new challenge for the participants.

3.2 Result
Table 1 shows (1) the ratio of correct solutions, (2) solution time, and (3) steps until solution
when the participants solved each problem in the learning phase. The result shows that there
are no differences in all indexes between the two groups in the second class where both
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groups learn in identical conditions. In the third class, half of the participants learned with
low LOS (low LOS group) and the other half learned with high LOS (high LOS group). The
solution time was shorter in the high LOS group than in the low LOS group when solving
Problems 7 and 8, and more steps were repeated until solution in the high LOS group than in
the low LOS group when solving Problems 5 and 6. This result supported Hypotheses 1 and
2.
Table 1. Results of performance of solving problems in learning phase.
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Table 2 shows the result of the posttests. There are no differences between the two
groups in the second class. In the third class, when solving the transfer problem, more
participants who learned in the low LOS group reached the solution than in the high LOS
group. This result supports Hypothesis 3.
Table 2. Results of posttests.

QuickTimeý Ç²
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Overall results imply that high LOS leads the participants to superficial learning in
which they used trial and error without deep consideration, even though the solution time
was shortened. This learning manner reduced the learning effects especially in solving the
transfer problem.
4 Discussion and Conclusions
We developed an intelligent tutoring system for ND learning that can control levels of
scaffolding, and successfully implemented it in a university class. ND is being taught in
many universities to have undergraduates and graduates understand human normative
thinking principles. There is another software for teaching ND called Fitch, which provides
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students with templates for reasoning, and runs reasoning automatically (Barwise &
Etchemendy, 2003). However, the system does not provide information for scaffolding
about which rule should be applied in each reasoning phase. This scaffolding is the most
important support for introductory naïve participants who are unfamiliar with formal
reasoning such as ND. To achieve this scaffolding, a system needs to have the ability to run
ND. To establish this function, an adaptive AI-based reasoning system, such as a
production system, is needed. In our system, the complex reasoning is processed at the
server; and the clients perform only light processing such as management of the interface.
This server-client framework constructs an educational environment where any type of
computer, such as those with different operating systems and even poorly performing old
ones, can be used as terminal computers.
The experimental results supported Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3. This means that the
participants may be led to superficial learning in the high LOS condition. This finding was
supported by the experimental result that the posttest scores in the high LOS condition were
lower than the scores in the low LOS condition. Note that this difference was observed only
in the solution of the transfer problem (Posttest 4) (Singley & Anderson, 1989). We should
note that this result only supported half of the assistance dilemma (the right half of the
reverse U-shape curve). The other side (left side) predicts the following: the learning effects
are lower (the participants can learn nothing) in the much lower LOS or no scaffolding
conditions. In such a situation, the participants might not decide what to do next, and may
make enormous errors. Currently, we have no empirical data about this side. This side of
the effects of LOS is expected to appear when the students face very difficult problems in
which they need much assistance. Actually, in another class, when we let the students solve
a very difficult problem that involves a method of indirect proof such as reductio ad
absurdum, they had much difficulty learning without assistance. More experiments are
needed for detailed analysis, and this remains as important future work.
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Abstract: A previous study compared two student groups that played a mathematics game
based on a teachable agent. One group played with, and the other without, the inclusion of a
social conversation module: a chat between the student and the teachable agent. Results
were that students who used the game with the chat included had a more positive experience
of the game and learned more in the sense of teaching their agent better. However, patterns
differed between sub-groups of students. Low-achievers did not prefer the game with the
chat included, whereas high- and mid-achievers did, but simultaneously low-achievers
tended to chat more. Low-achievers tended not to use the options of not starting the chat or
quitting a chat beforehand as much as high- and mid-achievers did. In this paper we pursue a
more detailed analysis of the students’ conversational behavior in the chat. The analytic
focus is on the notion of engagement. Results point towards differences between the student
groups in their engagement in the off-task conversation, that in turn can help explain the
previous somewhat paradoxical result.
Keywords: teachable agent, off-task conversation, natural language dialogue, engagement,
low- and high-achievers, quality of conversation, learning

Introduction
The paper approaches engagement in off-task conversation between students and a teachable agent. The starting point was an intriguing result from a previous study regarding how
math low- and high-achievers respectively responded towards off-task conversation. We
wanted to reach a better understanding of this result by undertaking an additional analysis.
In this the notion of engagement became the analytic focus.

1. Background: the original result of different patterns for low- and high achievers
The underlying mathematics game trains basic arithmetic skills [1,2], and the student
teaches her Teachable Agent, TA, to play the game. For more details we refer to [2]. The
focus in this paper is on the chat-like conversation between student and TA by means of
natural language text input. We refer to this as off-task conversation as opposed to the
on-task conversation between student and TA, which is a multiple-choice guided conversation during the math game sessions, targeted at mathematical content. The motive behind
the chat is to enhance students’ experiences and increase their inclination to use the game
over time. Yet another motive is to enable additional pedagogical interventions such as
influencing students’ math self-efficacy, cf. [3]. Three classes in a Swedish school participated in the original study, with 38 female and 42 male 12-14 year olds. 18 were by their
teachers classified as math low-achievers, 39 as math mid-achievers and 23 as math highachievers. Each class was divided into two groups with an even distribution with respect to
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math achievement and gender in each group. All students got to play the game during three
lessons. The WithC-group used the game with, and the NoC-group without the chat module.
For switching between playing the game and chatting, the TA uses the metaphor of “breaks”
between lessons in school. During the first three “breaks” the chatting with the agent was
mandatory until the “break” ended after three minutes. After this students were always
offered the choice between taking a “break” to chat with the agent or continuing to play the
game. They could also choose to end the chat before the “break” was over. However students in both conditions did get breaks in the sense of cognitive rest and change of activity.
Instead of training their TA, they could let it play against the computer which only requires
passive viewing. It was obvious that students did make use of the latter as a kind of break.
After having completed the third lesson, students filled out a questionnaire regarding
their experience of the game. In sum the results showed (for details see [1]) that students in
the WithC-group tended to have a more positive game experience than students in the
NoC-group (diff=0.54, p=0.07). Furthermore, students in the WithC-group tended to reach
better result in terms of how well they taught their TA (diff=0,3, p=0.07). But separating the
results into student sub-groups, revealed that it was only the medium- and high-achieving
students that reported a more positive experience of the game for the WithC compared to the
NoC condition. The low-achievers did not seem to prefer any of the two system versions
before the other. A comparison of the tendency to refrain from starting a chat or quitting a
chat before chat time was out also revealed different patterns in the subgroups.
High-achievers, and to some extent mid-achievers refrained from starting a chat or quitting
a chat beforehand – to a considerably higher extent than low-achievers.

Figure 1: Examples of chats with high (a & b) and low (c & d) engagement. (Translated from Swedish.)

Taken together there is a seeming paradox in that high-achievers and mid-achievers tended
to like the game better when the chat was included (compared to low-achievers) while they
also were more inclined to quit and to refrain from starting the chat when they had the option
to. In other words: high- and mid-achievers liked the software more when there was a chat
included, but they chatted less than the low-achievers. Low-achievers on the other hand
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chatted more but did not like the software to any higher degree with the chat included. We
therefore decided to conduct a more detailed analysis of the participating students’ chat
behavior. At first, two researchers did an independent screening of the chat logs in order to
familiarize them selves with the material. They made the common observation that the
engagement in the conversation, as indicated by the chat logs, varied considerably between
chats of each individual student as well as between the individual students. Figure 1a & 1b
show two examples of parts of chat logs that, according to the researchers coding scheme,
indicate high engagement, and Figure 1c & 1d present two examples of parts of chat logs
that indicate low engagement.
Engagement is increasingly discussed within the educational technology field, e.g. [4].
The research questions that we hoped to illuminate by the analyses to be presented in this
paper were the following: 1) To what degree did the students seem engaged in the off-task
conversations with their teachable agent? Did low- and high-achievers differ in this respect?
2) What did students do when the chat logs indicate that they are or have become very
disengaged in the chat conversation? In particular: did they quit or not? Did they refrain
from starting the next chat or not? Did they continue chatting in a similar way indicating low
engagement, or not? Did low- and high-achievers differ in this respect?

2. Method

Figure 2: The coding scheme for the chats with some example utterances. (Translated from Swedish.)

Measuring off-task conversation engagement: Chat logs were collected in the WithC-group
for 30 students: 11 high-achievers, 13 mid-achievers and 6 low-achievers. Each student was
involved in 3 to 8 chats and on the average each student exchanged 130 phrases with their
TA. Half of them were uttered by the agent and half by the student. Each phrase produced by
a student was categorized in terms of the degree of engagement in the conversation and was
given a value between 0 and 6 (0 representing extremely low engagement and 6 very strong
engagement, see Figure 2). The context of the conversation so far and the utterance just
made by the TA was taken into consideration, with the main objective to estimate to what
degree the student’s utterance was an engaging conversation initiative, or a suitable and
engaged response, given the TA:s previous utterance. Two researchers coded the dialogue
(inter-rater reliability measure (Cohen’s kappa): κ = 0.86) and means were calculated.
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3. Results and analysis
Engagement in off-task conversation: We chose to calculate two engagement values, one for
the first three mandatory chats (chat 1-3), and one for the following chats (chats 4-x), where
the chatting was optional and could be quitted beforehand. What then comes forth is the
following (Table 1). For chat 1-3 there is no significant difference in engagement between
high- and low-achievers (t-test [one-tailed]: p = 0,171, but for chat 4 and onwards the engagement value is significantly higher for high achievers than for low achievers (t-test
[one-tailed]: p = 0,044; all participants with 4 or more chat sessions included).
Table 1: Off-task engagement for mandatory chats (chat 1-3); Off-task engagement for optional
chats (chat 4-x); all participants with 4 or more chat sessions included.

What did students do when disengaged in the chat conversation? This analysis started by an
identification of those chat passages where a student clearly seemed to have lost engagement in the conversation with the agent. One criterion is when a student repeats a blank, a
dot, a single word, or meaningless strings, and continues to do so without getting back to a
productive conversation. Another criterion is when a student goes on with something that
seems more like a monologue, sometimes including harassment, which does not relate to
any of the utterances by the TA and, again, does not get back to a productive conversation.
All chat logs for all participants were evaluated. Fourty-three instances of disengagement
according to the criteria above were identified (see Table 2). Out of these, 22 were within
high-achiever chats, 11 within low-achiever chats, and 10 within mid-achiever chats. Since
there were 11 high-achievers and 6 low-achievers in the WithC-group, it was equally common that a low-achiever and a high-achiever did get strongly disengaged. What differed
between the two student groups, however, was the behavioral pattern in this kind of situation – even though we cannot claim statistical significance given the limited number of
students involved in the analysis.
Table 2: Actions taken in situations where the chat log indicates strong disengagement in the
conversation on the part of the student. (All participants and chat logs included.)

For the 22 instances of low engagement in conversation between high-achievers and the TA,
the student quitted the chat 5 times, and refrained from starting the next chat 13 times. Only
in four of the instances did the student both continue the disengaged chat and also start the
next one. Reversely for the 11 instances with low-achievers, the student continued the disengaged chat and also started the next chat 8 times, with only 3 instances of refraining from
starting the next chat and no case of a student quitting a chat.
In other words, low-achievers were more inclined to continue a chat even when there
is a strong indication that they were unengaged, whereas high-achievers were more inclined
in these situations to take control or action: they quit the chat and/or refrained from starting
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next chat. This result is in concordance with the results reported in table 3: the engagement
value for chat 4 and onwards, where the student could control the starting and ending of a
chat, was significantly higher for high-achievers than for low-achievers.
Two aspects of the differing behavioral patterns may contribute to an explanation of
why high-achievers tended to like the game better with the chat included whereas
low-achievers did not. First, it is well known that the experience of having control over
one’s situation plays an important role for a positive learning experience. Second, with the
behavioral differences described, low-achievers tended to spend more time than highachievers with a chat they might have experienced as non-engaging (boring, meaningless).

4. Discussion and conclusion
The analysis presented in this paper did provide us with a possible explanation of the previous somewhat intriguing result that high–achievers but not low-achievers liked the software more when there was a chat included, but that they chatted less than the low-achievers.
The suggested explanation is the different actions taken when getting into a clearly disengaged conversation with the TA. Low-achievers in the study did not tend to take control
over a situation of disengagement in the sense of quitting the chat and/or refraining from
chatting next time, whereas the high-achievers tended to do so. This can be important, in
more general terms, to consider for designers of pedagogical games: how are possibilities of
taking control in the game presented and to what extent will different students use these
possibilities? For our case this is important since we are aiming for pedagogical interventions regarding math self-efficacy beliefs via the chat. In turn this is most important for
low-achievers, and therefore we need a chat that works well for them.
We plan to make more information from the math game sessions accessible to the chat
module, so that more detailed conversations about the game play can be conducted in the
chat. This plan gets support from the chat-logs from the present study. More than a third of
the students spontaneously initiated chat conversations about the math game with their TA,
wanting to discuss whether the TA found it difficult, whether the TA thought it had learnt
much, etc. Notably this applies to both high- mid- and low-achievers and thus seems a
promising venue for pedagogical interventions.

Acknowledgments: We thank the Swedish Knowledge foundation for support.
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Abstract: In this paper, we promote a model for peer-based intelligent tutoring that
leverages the past learning experiences of students with a repository of learning objects.
Consistent with McCalla’s ecological approach, we determine appropriate peers and
appropriate learning objects to direct a new student's learning. In particular, we focus on
allowing peers to provide annotations of learning objects. We revisit a procedure developed
to select which annotations to present to students in order to improve their learning: one that
combines a modeling of the reputation of the annotation (based on its approval or
disapproval by previous students), the reputability of the annotator (based on the reputation
of all annotations left by the student) and the similarity of the raters with the new student.
Our focus is on developing effective validation of the procedure’s benefit, using an
approach of simulated student learning. This is achieved by developing algorithms in greater
detail and then making particular design decisions for the simulation in order to manage the
reputability of the annotators and annotations in a way that enables the best learning objects
to be employed for the tutoring. We are able to demonstrate the value of our proposed
approach using distinct measures of rater similarity. We conclude with a comparison to
related work and a view to future directions for the research. As a result, we present an
approach for interpreting data from interactions with previous students in order to influence
how to interact with current and future students, to enable effective learning.
Keywords: peer-based intelligent tutoring, annotations
trust modeling, simulating students, ecological approach to ITS
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Introduction and Background
In the work of [2], a peer-based intelligent tutoring model was introduced that determined
which learning objects from a given repository to present to a new student, based on which
objects had provided the most advantageous benefits to learning to similar students. This
Collaborative Learning Algorithm (CLA) leveraged pre- and post-tests of student learning
in order to model the benefits derived from a particular learning object, and used a modeling
of student knowledge in terms of letter grades, where students were similar if their grade
level of achievement was sufficiently close on that letter grade scale. That work also
introduced a method of validation based on simulating student learning, attaching target
levels of knowledge to each learning object in the repository.
In this paper, we explore the use of a richer repository of learning objects, namely ones
where previous students have elected to attach annotations. An annotation could be for
example a text message including an observation, a question, references to related work, etc.
Peer-based learning is then facilitated by exposing each student to some of the available
annotations and allowing the student to provide a rating (thumbs up or thumbs down) to
record whether the annotation provided learning benefit. The annotations and the ratings
would then inform each subsequent student, as part of the learning experience.
A preliminary sketch of the algorithms that would be beneficial to employ was presented in
[2], in order to determine whether previous annotations should be shown to a new student,
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or not. A new element was then introduced into the framework, in an effort to select the
most appropriate annotations for each student, namely a modeling of the reputation, both of
the annotation itself (reflected in the totality of the ratings left behind) and of the annotator
(accumulated over time, with each new annotation that student has left). This was inspired
from research on the modeling of trust in multiagent systems [7] where, over time, it is
possible to predict an agent's trustworthiness based on past behaviour, and where selecting
trustworthy partners offers better overall decisions. In addition, the similarity of the raters
with the new student is an influence on the calculation of the annotation's reputation,
continuing to encompass peer-based tutoring.
In the sections that follow we describe our revised approach in detail.
1. Overview of the Model
Algorithm 1: Student Reputation
//Consider student as an annotator
calStudentReputation (Student s)
if num of annotations by s == 0 then
| R(s) = 0.5; //Reputation of s
else
| R(s) = 0;
| foreach annotation a of s do
| |_ R(s) += calcAnnRep(a);
|_ R(s) /= num of annotations by s;
return R(s)  [0,1];

Algorithm 2: Student Similarity
Similarity (Student c, Student r)
vS = 0; //num of voted same
vD = 0; //num of voted different
foreach annotation voted by both do
| if current.vote == rater.vote then
| | vS += 1;
| else
|_ |_ vD += 1;
similarity = (vS – vD) / (vS + vD);
return similarity  [-1,1];

Our proposed model for reasoning about which annotations to show a new student s
integrates: (i) the annotation's initial reputation (equal to the reputation of the annotator, as
calculated in Algorithm 1 - in turn based on how much his previous annotations were liked)
(ii) the current number of votes for and against the annotation, adjusted by the similarity of
the rater with the student s (calculated using Algorithm 2) to value votes by similar students
more highly. The reputation of each annotation for a student s is calculated by Algorithm 4
using an adjust function to scale (i) according to (ii) and those annotations with the highest
reputation are shown; examples of this function will be shown in Section 2.
2. Validation of the Model
2.1 Experimental Set-up
Algorithm 3: Annotation Reputation
calAnnRep (Annotation a)
foreach vote on annotation do
| if vote.for then
| | vF += 1;
| else
|_ |_ vA += 1;
return adjust(a.initRep, vF, vA);

Algorithm 4: Specific Annotation Rep
calAnnRepSpecific (Ann a, Student s)
foreach vote on annotation do
| sim = similarity (s, voterStudent);
| if vote.for then
| | vF += 1 * sim;
| else
|_ |_ vA += 1 * sim;
return adjust (a.initRep, vF, vA);

In order to demonstrate the value of our approach for determining which annotations to
show to which students, we constructed a simulation where learning objects in a repository
were modeled as having a certain target level of instruction and a certain projected impact
level for students, based on their level of knowledge. In a first phase, those learning objects
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determined to be most appropriate for each student were selected using the CLA (so each
simulated student arrived with a certain knowledge level and was offered the learning object
that previous, similar peers had found most beneficial to their learning). We then reasoned
about showing annotations attached to this learning object, independently deciding for each
annotation whether it would be shown, based on the expected benefit it would introduce to
the current student. In essence, those annotations of high overall reputation (left by
annotators of high overall reputation and with endorsement from raters determined to be
similar to this student carrying even greater weight) were shown to the student. The
simulation continued with a rating for that annotation being left by the student, to feed back
to future decisions about showing this annotation to other students. Whether the annotation
was beneficial to the student was modeled by an increase in that student's average
knowledge level (where an object with an appropriate target level of knowledge would
result in a greater overall benefit).
For this experiment 3 curriculum sequencing approaches faithful to the CLA were run: raw
ecological, ecological with pilot and simulated annealing1. For each of these curriculum
sequencing approaches, 4 different annotations variants were used: random, greedy god,
tally and Cauchy. For the random interactions, each student was randomly assigned up to 3
of the annotations attached to the learning object. For the greedy god variant, each
annotation attached to the assigned learning object was used to pre-calculate the learning
gains for that combination of student, learning object and annotation and the 3 determined to
produce the highest average improvement in overall knowledge were assigned. For the tally
approach, each student gave a thumbs up or thumbs down rating after an interaction with a
learning object and annotation. These ratings were then used, with the ratings modified
based on the similarity (which was calculated using the ratings in common) between the
rating student and the active student, to generate a predicted benefit (value of the reputation)
for that annotation using Eq.12. The Cauchy variant recorded ratings for and against, similar
to the tally, but instead determining the predicted benefit using a Cauchy CDF as in Eq.2 for
the adjust function of Algorithm 4 (and Algorithm 3 as well). Here, x0 is the annotation's
initial reputation, x is a modifier based on vF and vA and γ is a factor which, when set
higher, is less responsive to the vF and vA.
| Rating

for

|  | Rating

against

|

| Rating

for

|  | Rating

against

|
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1



arctan(

x  x0



)

1
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Each variant was run for 20 iterations and the results averaged for each minute of simulated
instruction. A total of 20,000 minutes of instruction was simulated (with the expectation that
our algorithms, Tally and Cauchy, would progressively yield higher mean average
knowledge over time)3. Random seeds were created (1 for each of the 20 iterations), and
used for each of the 12 conditions so that the same students and learning objects were used
in the interactions (results are from the varying conditions, not from random difference
between the students or learning objects).
1

Raw Ecological has each student matched with the learning object best predicted to benefit her
knowledge; Pilot Group has a subset of the students (10%) assigned, as a pilot group, systematically to
learning objects - these interactions are used to reason about the best sequence for the remaining 90% of
the students; Simulated Annealing is such that during the first 1/2 of the trials there is an inverse
chance, based on the progress of the trails, that each student would be randomly associated with a
lesson; otherwise, the ecological approach was applied.
2
This did not integrate the initial annotation reputation and replaced the use of Algorithm 4.
3
Note that we also adjust the benefit provided by each learning object to be proportional to the time of
instruction (i.e. taking less time provides greater benefit). The expected time is attached to each of the
learning objects in the repository.
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Student knowledge is updated by interaction with a learning object as:
l .i

 UK ( s , l , k ) 

2

e

( D *( s . k  l . k )

(3)

Here s.k represents the student s’s knowledge k which is randomly assigned some initial
value. l.k represents the learning object l’s target level of instruction. l.i represents the
learning object l’s impact which represents, for the ideal student, how much the interaction
will adjust that student knowledge. The factor D is to influence how much the impact decays
as a student’s knowledge is different from the learning object’s target level of instruction.
Squaring the difference results in the decay being symmetrical. Each instructional system is
modeled as a set of distinct knowledges k. For each student their knowledge level (KL) is
calculated by averaging all k. On the y-axis in Figure 1, we plot the average KL over all
students, calling this the mean average knowledge.
2.2 Results

Fig. 1. Comparison of Approaches to Sequencing Learning Objects
The 3 curriculum sequencing approaches detailed above were each run with the 4
annotation approaches (random, greedy god, tally and Cauchy). The random interaction
approach to annotating was expected to give the worst performance, and it did. The greedy
god approach pre-calculates every annotation and was expected to give the best
performance, which was also observed.
The Cauchy and Tally approaches both balance positive and negative ratings in an attempt
to preferentially recommend annotations that previous students, particularly students
similar to the current student, have found useful. In each of the 3 approaches to curriculum
sequencing it was seen that the Cauchy technique outperformed the Tally, suggesting that
this is a worthwhile approach to consider when recommending annotations. Using the
random and greedy god as baselines, the performance of annotating approaches can be
evaluated by where they fall between them (any approach that underperformed the random
should be immediately rejected as counter-productive, and as the greedy god is optimal it
should never be outperformed). As the curves can be seen to be closer to the upper bound, it
suggests that this approach is doing a reasonable job of recommending annotations. The
Tally and Cauchy curves are closer to the optimal case in the Ecological with Pilot and
Simulated Annealing conditions. Both of these approaches place a higher emphasis on
exploration before exploitation compared to the ecological approach. This would suggest
that the annotations approach is also benefiting from making exploration a priority.
The design decisions we made to generate the simulation were as follows. Each student and
learning object was modeled as having 6 distinct knowledges, randomly assigned to be in
the range of [0,1] and each learning object was also randomly assigned impacts in the range
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of [-0.05,0.05]. The decay D was set to be 10. Since student learning was modeled on the
basis of knowledge levels determined from pre- and post- tests, we included Gaussian noise
with standard deviation of 0.1, to be robust in the face of assessment error. The same
random number generator seed was used each time learning objects and students were
created for the different experimental treatments.
Each student was randomly assigned authorship in the range [0,1] which represents the
quality of annotations that student leaves. Students provide, with 100% accuracy, an
appropriate rating (thumbs up or thumbs down) depending on whether an annotation helped
them learn or not. Students leave a new annotation on a learning object they have just
interacted with 20% of the time4. Negative annotations represent comments left by students
that detract from the educational experience rather than enhance it and were not shown.
3. Discussion
Our peer-based tutoring is distinct in its use of the previous learning experiences of peers,
rather than relying on peers to collaborate in real-time (e.g. [5]). While we embrace
McCalla’s ecological approach [4], we also work to specify algorithms that enable objects
in learning repositories to be selected and offer a validation method based on simulated
learning which contrasts with other efforts using simulated students ([3]) to predict human
performance (yet our comparison of learning effects when validating uses an approach
similar to [3] which confirms the value of plotting average knowledge of students). In
addition, beyond using tags to infer information about students ([6]), we model the
reputation of annotators and focus on the most valuable annotations. While our inspiration
for the reputation modeling is the work of [7], we integrate the modeling of student
similarity (related to collaborative filtering recommendation [1]) to decide which advice to
follow. Possible future work includes i) experimenting with students with different skill
level in ratings ii) varying thresholds for excluding poor annotations iii) demonstrating the
inferiority of learning without the chance of viewing annotations iv) moving forward to user
studies. In conclusion, this research offers important validation of our peer-based tutoring
approach as one that creates valuable learning opportunities for students.
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4

When multiple annotations are attached to an object, they may enhance or detract from one another.
Due to the computational demands for reasoning about such interactions, the decision was made to
reason about each annotation independently.
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Abstract: Diagnosis of errors in problem solving process is very important to support
learner’s problem solving exercise. Although externalization of the problem solving process
by a learner is a promising way to realize the diagnosis, this task is hard for a learner and it is
very difficult to interpret the expression automatically for a computer system. In this
research, we pay special attention to Kit-Build method to help this task. The expression
made by the learner is diagnosed by comparing the ideal one, and the differences are targets
of learning support. We have design and implemented a learning environment where a
learner expresses his/her problem solving process with the provided parts and the expression
is diagnosed. In this paper, results of a preliminary use of this environment are also reported.
Keywords: Problem solving process, External expression, Learning of physics, Kit-build
method

Introduction
Problem solving exercise is an indispensable phase in learning where practice to use
acquired knowledge is strongly required for learners. The exercise, however, is not always
easy for learners even if they have already acquired necessary knowledge and difficult
points in their problem solving are often different in each learner. Therefore, this exercise is
one of the most important research topics in technology enhanced learning [1-3].
Diagnosis of errors in problem solving process is very important to support learners.
Although externalization of the problem solving process by a learner is a promising way to
realize the diagnosis [4, 5], the externalization itself is hard task for a learner and it is very
difficult to interpret the expression automatically for a system. In this research, we pay
special attention to Kit-Build method [6] where (1) an ideal expression of a problem solving
process is prepared beforehand, (2) a set of parts is generated by decomposing the ideal
expression, and then (3) the learner expresses his/her problem solving process by
composing the parts. The expression made by the learner is diagnosed by comparing the
ideal one, and the differences between them are targets of learning support. We have
designed and implemented a learning environment where a learner expresses his/her
problem solving problem by using these features.
In this paper, in Section 1, a model of solving process of a physics problem is explained. In
Section 2, a learning environment that supports learner’s externalization of his/her problem
solving as kit-building is presented. Results of an experimental use of the learning
environment are also reported in Section 3.
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1. A problem solving model of physics
Several investigations have already indicated that the problem-solving process is composed
of four phases [7-9]. Then, they also insisted that “comprehension of a problem” and
“planning a solution” are further more difficult phases than others. Therefore, these two
phases are important targets to support by technology enhanced learning. In physics,
Hirashima [9, 10] proposed a model where (I) “comprehension of a problem” is described as
building a surface structure and (II) “planning a solution” is described as building a solution
structure. In this research, we have designed and implemented a learning environment
where a learner built the surface structure and solution structure as an external expression of
his/her problem solving process by composing parts of the structures. In this section, the
surface structure and solution structure are explained.
1.1 Surface structure
A problem usually includes several elements that are necessary to solve the problem.
“Interpretation of each sentence” is a phase to extract the elements. Comprehension of a
problem is a phase to make a structure composed of the elements. Surface structure is an
expression of the structure built in the process. As an example, one surface structure of
physics problem is described in Figure1.

Figure.1: The example of surface structure

1.2 Solution structure
Physical attributes included in a phenomena are connected each other by numerical
relations. By using the numerical relations, an answer of a physical problem is derived.
Physical attributes included in a problem are described in a surface structure. The solution
structure is composed of the elements in the surface structure (given attributes) and derived
elements (derived attributes) by using the given one. Figure 2 is an example of solution
structure. Several derived attributes are included in the solution structure. The derived ones
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are able to add to the original surface structure. The extended surface structure expresses
more detailed comprehension of the problem through the problem solving.

Figure.2: Solution structure

2. Learning environment
We have designed and implemented a learning environment where a learner built the
surface structure and solution structure as an external expression of his/her problem solving
process by composing parts of the structures.
2.1 Surface structure building
In the surface structure building phase, a learner is given a problem and a set of parts. By
composing the parts, a learner is required to build a surface structure with drag & drop
operation. When a learner clicks on a part in the interface, corresponding portion to the part
in the problem is highlighted. By this operation, the learner confirms the meanings of the
part. Because all parts are the same with the ideal one that is prepared beforehand, it is
possible to overlay the ideal surface structure and learner’s one, and if there are several
differences, a learner is required to resolve them.

2.2 Solution structure building
In the solution structure building phase, a learner is required to build a solution structure by
using provided parts. In the solution structure, not only given attributes that appear in the
surface structure, but also derive attributes that are derived by using given and derive
attributes. The interface provides a learner with those attributes and calculation operations.
The given attributes and derived attributes are distinguished by color of the parts. When the
solution structure built by the learner is not matched with the ideal one, the differences are
indicated and the learner is required to dissolve the differences.
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3. Evaluation test
We conducted an experimental use of the learning environment. Because the activities are
really new ones, it is indispensable to confirm that a learner is able to carry out the activities.
3.1 Experiment method
In this experiment, participants are six college students who belong to engineering course
and have experience to learn physics in high school and college. The participants were
required to solve two physics problems and to explain the solution as a pre-test. Then the
participants conducted exercises with the learning environment. They solved three problems
with the system. After the system use, they solved two problems and explained the solutions
as a post-test, and then, answered a questionnaire.
3.2 Pre and post-test
In the pre and post-test, participants are required to solve two problems. In each problem
solving, they derived an answer of the problem first. And then, they listed all formulas that
were used in the problem solving and explained the reason why the formulas were able to
apply in the solution. One of two problems is common in the pre-test and post-test and it is
also used in the system exercise(Problem A). Another problem in the two is different
between pre-test and post-test and the same problem is not used in the system
exercise(Problem B is in the pre-test, and Problem C is in the post-test).
3.3 Results use
The participants took 32.8 minutes in average to complete three problems. In the process,
the environment detected 57 errors in structure participants made, that is, a participants
made 9.5 errors in this use. The errors were indicated to the participants and all of the errors
were dissolved by the participants by themselves.
3.4 Results of tests
Regarding Problem A, four participants out of six gave a correct answer in the pre-test and
all the participants gave a correct answer in the post-test. Moreover, as for Problem B and C,
all participants gave a correct answer. Therefore, the participants had had enough ability to
solve physics problems in a usual way.
3.5 Questionnaire
Table 1 shows results of questionnaire. Most of participants agreed that the structures that
they built in the system use were fit for their comprehension and building surface structure
was useful to understand a problem. As for solution structure, more than half participants
positively answered. All participants agreed that the exercise was useful learning activity.
However, more than half participants indicated that feedback from the system was not
enough.

Table 1. Results of questionnaire.
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Strongly
agree
The structures were fit for your
comprehension
Building of surface structure was useful to
understand the problems

Agree

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

2

3

1

0

3

2

0

1

Building of the solution structure was
useful to understand the solutions

2

2

2

0

The exercise was useful for learning

1

5

0

0

The software was easy to use

0

4

2

0

Feedback from the software was enough
to help the exercise.

1

1

3

1

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a framework of external expression or problem solving
process composed of surface structure and solution structure. We then have introduced a
learning environment where a learner builds his/her external expression of problem solving
process in physics as combination of provided kit. Through an experimental use of the
learning environment, we have confirmed that learners were able to complete the external
expressions and they thought the activity was useful for learning.
The experiment was small in participant numbers and short in use time. Besides,
participants were not practical learners. Therefore, it is a preliminary one to confirm the
possibility of our approach. Because the results suggested that the framework would
contribute to more advanced learning, we are planning larger size and more sophisticated
designed experiment. Before the experiment, then, we have to improve the learning
environment as software, especially from the viewpoint of usability.
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Abstract: In the framework of kit-build concept map, (1) a goal map is prepared by a
teacher, (2) parts of the map is generated by decomposing the goal map, and then, (3) a
learner makes a map (a learner map) by combining the parts. The learner map is diagnosed
by comparing with the goal map. The differences between the learner map and the goal map
should be resolved by the learner to complete the learner’s map building. In this research, we
have investigated a way to support the learner to resolve the differences. Based on the
analysis of learner’s map building behavior, we have proposed three kinds of hints for
learners, that is, (I) concept group-centered building, (II) specific concept-centered building,
and (III) recently connected concept-centered building. We have implemented a function to
generate these hints based on the learner’s building history and conducted a preliminary
evaluation of the function.
Keywords: Kit-Build Concept Map, Map Building History, Hint for Map Building

Introduction
Concept map is an useful tool to promote learners to describe their knowledge or
understandings by themselves [1]. From the viewpoint of teaching, the concept maps built
by learners are promising products to examine the learners' understandings [2-6]. Diagnosis
of concept maps built by learners, however, remains as a big issue to realize educational
interaction through the concept map. We have already proposed a "Kit-Build Concept Map"
as an approach to realize automatic diagnosis of concept maps [7]. In the framework of
kit-build concept map, (1) a goal map is prepared by a teacher, (2) parts of the map is
generated by decomposing the goal map, and then, (3) a learner makes a map (a learner
map) by combining the parts.
In this paper, a way to support the concept map building is explained and an
implementation of the support function is introduced. Results of a preliminary experiment
of the support function are also reported.
1. Support for leaner’s map building
In kit-build concept map, errors of a learner map can be detected by comparing the learner
map with the goal map. Because the detected differences should be solved by the learner,
the differences are targets of the support. In kit-build concept map, all nodes and links are
correct ones. Therefore, the errors in a learner map appear as wrong connections. The wrong
connections, then, are classified into two types, one is an “incorrect connected link” and the
other is an “unconnected link”. In this paper, only the support for unconnected links is dealt
with. In kit-build concept map, there is a correct pair of nodes corresponding to an
unconnected link. Therefore, as an indication of the pair of nodes, a hint to an unconnected
link is given. As for the incorrect connected link, it is necessary to take off the link first and
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then to connect it correctly. Because the support for an incorrect connected link is advanced
one, we consider it for our future work.
Usually, in the diagnosis of a learner map during the process of map building, there are
many unconnected links are detected. Therefore, it is necessary to select an unconnected
link as the target of the support. Through the analysis of learners’ map building, we found
three types of typical building behavior, that is, (I) concept group-centered building, (II)
specific concept-centered building, and (III) recently connected concept-centered building.
Because these three building behaviors are natural, it would be better to promote these
behaviors in the support. In the following subsections, the details of the three supports are
explained in more detail. Examples of learner's mapping histories and hints are shown in
Figure 1. Circled numbers attached to links are the order of which a learner connected. Map
building history means the order in this research. Then, a dotted line shows an unconnected
link that is a target to support.
1.1 Concept group-centered building
This is a behavior that a learner focuses on building a specific part of a concept map. In this
case, it is efficiently for the learner to give a hint which is related to the partial map learner
focuses on. Therefore, as a support target, we select an unconnected link which learner do
not yet connect in the group. Figure 1a is an example of a specific part of the goal map
regarding "data type". The learner has built the leaner map following the circled numbers in
order, and then “type” link between "numerical value type" and "real number type" within
the part has not been linked yet. Therefore, the group-centered building hint support a
learner to add the lacking link (“type” link) between the two nodes. A group in a goal map
should be decided by a teacher or domain expert when he/she prepared the goal map.
1.2 Specific concept-centered building
This is a behavior that a learner connects several nodes to a specific node. In this case,
suggestion of a node that is connected to the specific node is a useful suggestion for the
learner. Figure 1b is an example where a learner is building a map focusing on the node
"function". In this case, because “parameter” is able to be connected to “function”, linking
between “function” and “parameter” is suggested to the learner.
1.3 Recently connected concept-centered building
This is a behavior that a learner connects a new node to the recently connected node. In this
case, indication of a node that is able to be connected to the latest connected node is a useful
suggestion for the learner. In Figure 1c, the latest connected node is “parameter” and
“function”. In this case, “type” link that connects “parameter” and “formal parameter” is
selected as a hint.

(a) Concept group-centered

(b) Specific concept-centered

(c) Recently connected concept-centered

Figure 1: Examples of learner's mapping histories and hints.
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2. System Outline
In order to realize the above discussion, we implemented the kit-build concept map system.
Details of the kit-build concept map system [7] are omitted in this paper.
In goal map building, a teacher builds a goal map first in the same way with previous
system. After that, the teacher makes several groups in the goal map. In learner map
building, a learner builds a map in the same way with the previous system. When the learner
feels difficulty to continue the map building, the learner is able to get a hint by pressing the
hint button. The system then selects and provides a hint based on the learner's map building
history. Figure 2 shows an example of a hint given to a learner.

Figure 2: Example of a hint given to a learner.
3. Preliminary evaluation
3.1 Method
Participants of the experimental use of kit-build system were 31 university students. They
were randomly divided into 2 groups. In the beginning of the experimental use, each of them
builds a small learner map based on the same learner material as a practice of the use of the
system which doesn’t include the hint giving function. After the practice, all of them were
asked to build larger learner maps without the hint giving function. The building time was
30 minutes. At this time, one group consisting of 15 participants (Group 1) built learner
maps of a learning material "Material-A: Cells of living organisms", and the other group
consisting 16 participants (Group 2) built learner maps of another learning material
"Material-B: Physical structure of plants". After this building phase was over, they were
asked to answer questionnaire. After all students answered, they were asked to build learner
maps in the system with the hint giving function. The building time was also 30 minutes. At
this time, the target materials of the learner map building were exchanged in the groups.
After the building time, they were also asked to answer the questionnaire including several
questions as for the hint giving function.
3.2 Learning materials
The learning material of the practice "Circulation of water" consists of 282 Japanese letters
with 3 paragraphs. Kit is composed of 27 parts (11 nodes and 16 links). Material-A "Cells of
living organisms" is composed of 947 Japanese letters with 4 paragraphs, and then the kit is
composed of 63 parts (24 nodes and 39 links). Material-B “Physical structure of plants" is
composed of 965 Japanese letters with 5 paragraphs, and then the kit is composed of 58
parts (27 nodes and 31 links).
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3.3 Results and discussion
We first paid attention to the frequency of using hints in the system use. When a participant
who pressed the hint button carried out the following three behaviors after receiving the
hint, we judged that the hint contributes to participant’s map building, that is, [i] connecting
the presented part right away, [ii] connecting the presented part after disconnecting the link
already connected to the presented part with the hint, and [iii] connecting the presented part
after connecting other parts that were in the same relation as the presented part with the hint.
The results are shown in Table 1. The hints were used for 139 times in total: 81 times for
Material-A and 58 times for Material-B respectively. The number of hint uses per a
participant is 4.48 times in average. This result suggests that the hint giving function was
actually used by the learners. Then, 109 hints (78%) are judged that they contributed to the
map building.
Table 1: Frequency of hint use
Number of hint use
Total
Average
81
5.06
58
3.87
139
4.48

Material A
Material B
Total

Number of effective hint
Total
Average
61
3.81
48
3.20
109
3.52

Rate of
effective hint
0.75
0.83
0.78

In order to evaluate the hint giving function, differences in the learner map building
with /without hints were examined. The results are shown in Table 2 and 3. Since the sizes
of goal maps were different in the learning material, the data of incorrectly connected and
unconnected links were normalized. Since there was normality in the building time data, the
paired t-test was applied to it and a significant trend was confirmed with the result being p =
0.074 < 0.10. Since there was not normality of data of incorrectly connected links and
unconnected links, the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was carried out. The result for
incorrectly connected links was p = 0.571 > 0.10, showing no significant difference. On the
other hand, the result for unconnected links was p = 0.044 < 0.05, showing a significant
difference. Based on the above-mentioned results, the building time tended to be decreased
by giving hints. Then, it also suggested that unconnected links have decreased by giving
hints. Although no significant difference was recognized for incorrectly connected links, it
was reasonable because the incorrectly connected links were not treated as the target of hint
giving in the current system.
Table 2: Results of the experiment
Hint

Material

Without
(N=31)
With
(N=31)

A
B
A
B

Creation time
Average
Average
per a
: min.
part : sec.

24:43
25:31
22:46
24:54

23.53
26.40
21.70
25.76

Incorrectly connected link
Ratio of
average
incorrectly
connected links

1.73
5.25
1.19
4.27

0.044
0.169
0.030
0.138

Unconnected link
average

Ratio of
unconnected links

0.93
0.50
0.13
0.13

0.024
0.016
0.003
0.004

Table 3: Statistical analysis
Hint
Without
With
p

Creation time
standard
average
deviation

25.012
23.664

3.7842
4.4230
0.074

Incorrectly connected link
standard
average
deviation

0.1089
0.0823

0.1050
0.0879
0.571

Unconnected link
standard
average
deviation

0.0199
0.0037

0.0474
0.0098
0.044

We asked participants questionnaires, that is, (A) Total of question results with regard
to Material A, (B) Total of question results with regard to Material B, (C) Regarding map
creation, (D) Regarding hints in general, (E) Regarding influence on memory, (F)
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Regarding the presence/absence of hints. The extract of the results of questionnaire are
shown Table 4. It seems that participants could adequately think about the presented hints,
because many positive answers are found in D1-D4. It is understood from the results of F1
and F2 that participants felt the map building is easier when hints are provided.
Table 4: The extract of the result of questionnaire
D1. Reading the presented hint made me understand which node to consider.
D2. After thinking enough about the presented hint, I could connect with the links.
D3. I could understand (think about) the reason why that hint was presented.
D4. The presented hint served as references for me to create other parts of the map.
F1. It is easier to create maps without hints presented.
F2. It is easier to create maps with hints presented.

4

3

2

1

16
15
8
11
3
16

10
8
14
14
3
11

4
5
7
5
13
3

1
3
2
1
12
1

In conclusion, validity of the hint giving function were suggested by the following
four results: (1) the frequency of the hint used by the participants, (2) the analysis of the
participants’ behaviors after receiving hints suggest, (3) comparison between two systems
with hints and without hints concerning “building time” and “number of unconnected
links”, and (4) results of the questionnaire.
4. Conclusions
We have continuously investigated kit-build concept map building and have already
implemented a learning environment with the kit-build concept map. In this paper, we have
proposed three kinds of hints to support a leaner to build his/her concept map, that is, (I)
concept group-centered building, (II) specific concept-centered building, and (III) recently
connected concept-centered building. The function has been implemented within the
existing learning environment and experimentally evaluated. The results suggested that the
function is promising to help a learner to build his/her concept map fast and precisely.
Although this is a case study currently, it would be possible to extend this approach.
As part of future work, deeper analysis of learner’s behavior of map building is very
important. In kit-building concept map, all parts used in the building process are the same
ones with learners and teachers. Therefore, it is possible to compare other learners’ or ideal
one. By using these characteristics of kit-build method, we will examine the map building
process in more details and design more suitable support for each learner.
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Abstract: This paper reports on the practical use of Error-based Simulation (EBS) for
learning dynamics in a junior high school. EBS is simulation generated from learners’
erroneous answers. Differences between simulations showing correct phenomena and EBS
showing unusual phenomena promote learner awareness of errors. Previously, we
implemented EBS for learning about normal reaction forces in statics problems, and
confirmed that EBS was effective for learners’ self-correction of errors. In that problem,
however, visualization of errors is easy because a correct simulation is always motionless. In
this research, we implemented EBS for a dynamics problem, and put it into practical use in a
junior high school. Because errors can be visualized as unexpected motion, this is an
important generalization of EBS. The learning effect of EBS in dynamics problems was
evaluated by comparing the results of pre-tests, post-tests, and delayed post-tests between
two classes, a experimental class where students learned with the EBS and a control class
where students learned as usual. The results suggest that EBS is also useful in dynamics
problems.

Keywords: Learning from Errors, Learning Physics, Practical Use

Introduction
When teachers give correct answers, learners often accept them without deep understanding
[1, 6]. Errors present important opportunities for deeper understanding [7], but learner
awareness of errors is indispensable for effective use of the opportunity.
There are several examples of Simulation-based Learning Environments (SLEs) that
simulate correct phenomena based on correct scientific concepts [8, 9]. In SLEs, learners
become aware of prediction errors through trial and error. Learners, however, sometimes
apply incorrect scientific concepts to explain correct phenomena. Our Error-based
Simulation (EBS) is a behavior simulation generated from learners’ erroneous concepts [2,
5], which usually results in unexpected phenomena. Differences between the correct
phenomenon and the unexpected one promote awareness of erroneous concepts. Previously,
we implemented EBS for learning about normal reaction forces in statics problems, and
found that the EBS was effective [4]. In such problems, however, visualization of errors is
easy because correct phenomena are always motionless. Here, we implemented EBS for
dynamics problems, and put it to practical use in a junior high school. Because errors are
visualized as unexpected motion, this is an important generalization of EBS.
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1. Error-based Simulation (EBS)
Figure 1 shows the general framework of EBS. Learners sometimes give erroneous answers,
despite knowing the expected phenomenon. EBS generates unexpected phenomena based
on student errors. The difference between the expected correct phenomenon and the
unexpected unusual phenomenon in visualization raises learners’ awareness of their errors,
and provides motivation to correct errors.
Along with reliability and suggestiveness, visibility is an important factor in
effective use of EBS [4]. Visibility is the difference between the correct and the incorrect
phenomenon, and affects whether learners easily become aware of errors. In terms of
visibility, a qualitative difference of an object’s velocity (e.g., positive, zero, or negative) is
better than a proportional difference of the velocity change (e.g., increasing, steady, or
decreasing”) [3].
Correct
concept
Learner’s
prediction

Correct
phenomenon

Difference
(visibility)

Erroneous
concept

Learner’s
answer

Unusual
phenomenon

EBS

Figure 1. Framework of Error-based Simulation
Figure 2 shows an example problem from statics. Learners are required to draw all
forces acting on the displayed block. For example, if a learner believes that there are no
normal reaction forces, only an arrow representing the force of gravity would be drawn. In
this case, based on the learner’s error, EBS generates the unexpected phenomenon that the
block sinks into the ground.

(a) Learner’s error
(b) Resulting unusual phenomenon
Figure 2. Example error and resulting phenomenon in a statics problem
Figure 3 shows a problem that requires learners to draw arrows of force in a
dynamics problem. Figure 3(a) shows linear uniform motion. Though only gravity and the
normal reaction force are acting on the skater, learners often additionally draw a forward
force. When this error is made, EBS generates the unexpected phenomenon that the skater
moves with positive acceleration, as in the right side of Figure 3(b), though the skater should
keep moving forward with constant velocity, as in the left side of Figure 3(b),.
Experimental evaluation has shown that EBS has a high learning effect for statics
problems in a junior high school. This paper evaluates the practical application of EBS for
dynamics problems in a junior high school. In statics problems, block velocities are zero in a
correct phenomenon, so learners are made aware of errors if the velocity is positive or
negative. In dynamics problems, however, simple qualitative differences in object velocities
are insufficient for determining errors—observation of qualitative differences in the ratio of
change in velocity is also required. This is an important generalization of EBS.
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Left: Correct phenomenon
Right: Unusual phenomenon
(a) Learner’s error
(b) Resulting unusual phenomenon
Figure 3. Example error and resulting phenomenon in a dynamics problem
2. Practical Use and Evaluation
2.1 Evaluation Procedure
Here we consider an “EBS class” and students learning as usual in a “control class”.
Previously, for statics problems, students in the EBS class got statistically significant higher
scores than the control class in a post-test and a delayed post-test performed three months
after the post-test. The main purpose of this paper is to confirm that EBS is also useful for
dynamics. To confirm this, we compared test scores of the EBS class with the control class
in a pre-test, post-test, and delayed post-test.
Three classes of third-year junior high students participated in this experiment. Two
classes (64 students) studied dynamics by using EBS and one class (29 students) studied it
as usual. The total learning time for each class was two class periods (90 min total). All
classes had already learned static mechanics. In the EBS class, each student used a
computer. All classes were taught by the same teacher, who was in charge of science
subjects for the students. In the EBS class, the teacher helped the students with use of the
EBS system, but did not give support related to the problem solutions. In the control class,
the teacher taught motion with constant acceleration, and then taught linear uniform motion
with several examples and graphs showing the relationship between velocity and time.

Figure 4. Learning tasks

Figure 5. Evaluation tasks
The pre-test was composed of the 4 problems shown in Figure 4, which we call
“learning tasks.” All students learned these problems. The post-test was composed of 12
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problems consisting of all problems in the pre-test and 8 new problems, which we call
“evaluation tasks” (Figure 5). The delayed post-test, which was carried out three months
after the post-test, contained the same problems as the post-test. The main purpose of the
learning tasks was to evaluate improvement and retention of student knowledge. The main
purpose of the evaluation tasks was to evaluate transfer of learning.
We categorized the 12 problems into the following three groups, according to initial
velocity and the relation between the directions of total force and motion.
 Easy problems: (I) Motionless: No forces. (II) Motionless: Balanced forces [Problem
(h)]. (III) Accelerated Motion: Motion and total force in the same direction. [Problems
(c) and (g)]
 Intermediate problems: (IV) Linear Uniform Motion: No forces [Problems (a), (e), and
(k)]. (V) Linear Uniform Motion: Balanced forces [Problems (b), (f), and (j)].
 Difficult problems: (VI) Accelerated Motion: Motion and total force in different
directions [Problems (d), (i), and (j)].
Factors I and II appear in statics problems. Factor III is a naturally understandable
factor where an object is accelerating in the same direction as its velocity. Problems
including Factors IV or V are more difficult than those including Factors I, II, or III. Factor
VI is the most difficult, because the direction of motion and the total force are different and
therefore often not intuitive for learners.
2.2 Results and Discussion
The test results are shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Table 1. When evaluating the tests, 1
point was given for each correct force and 1 point was reduced for each incorrect force. The
maximum score for the learning tasks was 10 points, and the maximum scores for the easy,
normal, and difficult evaluation tasks were 5, 9, and 6 points, respectively.
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Figure 6. Learning tasks

Post

Delayed

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Post

Delayed

Post

Delayed

(a) Easy
(b) Normal
(c) Difficult
Figure 7. Evaluation tasks

Table 1. Average test scores (and SD)

EBS
Control

Learning tasks
(max: 10)
Pre
Post Delayed
3.3
7.9
7.5
(2.0) (1.7) (1.9)
4.3
4.9
5.1
(2.0) (2.1) (2.3)

Easy (max: 5)
Post
Delayed
4.4 (1.1)
4.7
(0.8)
4.0 (1.3)
4.5
(1.2)

Evaluation tasks
Normal (max: 9)
Post
Delayed
5.2
5.4
(2.2)
(2.2)
4.4
4.6
(2.7)
(1.2)

Difficult (max: 6)
Post
Delayed
1.5
1.5
(1.4)
(1.8)
0.59
0.38
(0.85)
(0.89)

For the learning tasks, we ran an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Class (EBS
class (a1), control class (a2)) as a between-subject factor A, and Timing (pre-test (b1),
post-test (b2), delayed post-test (b3)) as a within-subject factor B.
ANOVA results for the learning tasks indicate that all main effects and an interaction
were significant, with p < .001. The simple main effects within this interaction indicated
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that the effect of Class was significant for all Timing (p < .05), and the effect of Timing was
significant for only the EBS class. In addition, multiple comparisons for Timing in the EBS
class by Ryan’s method indicated significant differences between post-test and
pre-test/delayed post-test pairs (p < .001), but no significant differences between post-test
and delayed post-test pairs. As for learning tasks, scores in the EBS class were higher than
the scores in the control class for the post-test and delayed post-test, even though pre-test
scores in the EBS class were lower than those in the control class.
For the evaluation tasks, we ran an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Class (EBS
class, control class) as a between-subject factor A, Timing (post-test, delayed post-test) as a
within-subject factor B, and Difficulty (easy, normal, difficult) as a within-subject factor C.
ANOVA results for the evaluation tasks indicated that main effects of Class and
Difficulty were significant(p < .001), and one of Timing was not significant (p > .1),
indicating that the EBS class scores were higher than the control class scores, independent
of Timing and Difficulty. These results suggest that EBS in dynamics was also useful in the
evaluation tasks.
Finally, we investigated the effect sizes of the evaluation using Cohen’s d. In the
post-test, the effect sizes of Easy, Normal, and Difficult were 0.37, 0.31, and 0.77,
respectively. In the delayed post-test of the evaluation tasks, the effect sizes of easy, normal,
and difficult were 0.18, 0.41, and 0.79, respectively. Although there were no statistical
important differences in the timing and difficulty, EBS might be more effective when the
task is more difficult and the timing is delayed.
3.

Concluding Remarks

Previously, EBS was found useful for studying statics; here, we evaluated EBS in practical
use for dynamics in a junior high school. Results indicate that students who learned with
EBS earned higher scores than did students who learned in the usual way for learning tasks
and evaluation tasks. These results suggest that EBS is useful for improving student learning
in dynamics.
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Abstract: Problem posing is identified as an important activity in mathematics education.
Although it is difficult for novice learners to pose diverse problems, they must do so. Such
novices particularly have difficulty in appropriately composing mathematical structures of
solutions when posing new problems. This paper discussed and experimentally studied an
approach to support learning of problem posing as a production task. We designed support
for learning by imitation of examples, in which learners reproduce problems presented as
examples. That is expected to facilitate learners’ understanding ideas used in generation of
the examples, and to stimulate new idea generation in learners’ own problem posing. We
then verified the effects of learning an example through imitation, with the results indicating
that learning by imitation can facilitate adaptation of ideas used in an example into learners'
problem posing, whereas it cannot necessarily facilitate appropriate problem posing when
they try to diversify.
Keywords: Mathematical learning, problem posing, learning from examples, idea
generation, solution strictures

Introduction
Students generally learn through solving problems provided by a teacher or textbooks in
mathematical learning. Besides problem solving, problem posing has also been identified as
an important activity in mathematics education [6]. Many benefits are gained from problem
posing, and problem posing itself is a critical skill to be acquired through mathematical
learning. However, because problem posing is a production task that requires idea
generation in some ways, it imposes heavy cognitive load on learners. It is important but
also difficult for novice learners to pose diverse problems. Novice learners particularly have
difficulty in composing mathematical structures of solutions when posing new problems.
Thus, to engage such learners in appropriate and effective learning of problem posing, their
problem posing has to be supported. To do so, it is considered to be crucial to facilitate
generation of ideas used in composing new solution structures. This paper therefore
discussed and experimentally studied an approach to support learning of problem posing.
1. Support for Learning of Problem Posing
1.1 Difficulties in Learning of Problem Posing
Problem solving and problem posing are not entirely different cognitive activities but are
closely related. On the other hand, they are of course different in features and formats of
their tasks. Problem solving is a convergent task, in which a learner extracts a mathematical
structure from given information and reaches a correct answer. In contrast, problem posing
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is a synthetic activity and a divergent task that fundamentally has multiple answers. Here,
we call the former task a comprehension task, and the latter a production task. In problem
posing, a learner has to generate novel ideas in some ways because new problems cannot be
generally composed only from given information in the task.
In learning of problem posing, it is not useful for learners to repeatedly generate similar
problems. To pose effective problems and gain benefits of problem posing, they have to
generate and combine various ideas that includes surface features such as contextual
settings in problem texts (e.g., purchase of goods or transfer by vehicle), and structural
features such as mathematical structures of solutions. We refer to those two attributes as
situations and solutions. Although it is important for learners to generate diverse problems
by extracting several solutions from one situation or by recalling multiple situations to
which one solution can be adapted, such diverse problem posing is considerably difficult for
them. It has been confirmed that problems generated by novice learners lack diversity
because of narrow associations between situations and solutions [1, 5].
Situations
Identical Different
Base

Identical

I/ I

I/ D

Different

D/I

D/D

Solutions

Figure 1. Categories for evaluating the variety of problems
We had investigated the variety of problems posed by novices to understand difficulties in
their problem posing [4]. Undergraduate students were asked to generate new problems in
domains of initial problems presented as bases. The undergraduate students were
encouraged to generate problems as varied and unique as possible. The variety of problems
they posed was evaluated according to four categories shown in Figure 1, which indicate
similarities in situations and solutions between their problems and the bases. The results of
the investigation confirmed that the undergraduate students posed many problems in I / I
and D / I, and few problems in I / D. They also revealed that problems in D / I that had
situations different from the bases were appropriately composed. On the other hand,
problems in I / D and D / D, which had solutions different from the bases, were relatively
simple and inappropriate. Those facts indicate that they could generate novel situations but
failed to alter solutions in problem posing. They may not have had sufficient ideas to
adequately formulate new solutions. Thus, to enhance problem posing by novice learners,
we need to design methods to support learners’ idea generation for formulating solutions.
1.2 Support for Learning of Problem Posing as a Production Task
Learning from examples is necessarily adopted in initial skill acquisition. In mathematical
learning, learners generally learn many problems as examples by solving them. In other
words, they learn examples through a comprehension task. In learning of problem posing,
however, such learning activity used in problem solving may not be sufficiently effective
because cognitive processes used in the comprehension and production tasks are different.
There are certain gaps between comprehension and production tasks. Thus, skills of
comprehension and production may not be simultaneously developed and improved through
a common activity. In fact, is has been reported that learning of such different tasks as
comprehension and production had no influence on each other [7]. Mathematics problems
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are often solved without deep understanding of solution structures, even though, problems
cannot be appropriately posed without the structural understanding, particularly when
composing new solutions. Therefore, to improve productive performance by learning from
examples, it is necessary to adequately learn solution structures of the examples, and it is
effective to do that through a productive activity.
Hirashima and his colleagues developed computational learning environments which
support problem posing by changing instance problems [8]. In the computational
environments, learners can compose new problems by altering settings of given problems
through operations in graphical user interfaces. They verified the effectiveness of problem
posing with their environments through comparison with learning by problem solving. The
learning effects were evaluated with a test of associating problems by extracting similar and
different elements in the problems. They reported that learning by problem posing improved
performance of the test more effectively than learning by problem solving. They also found
that problem posing particularly facilitated associations of problems based on features of
their solutions. Therefore, it is considered that learning problems through productive
activities can facilitate learners in carefully examining solution structures.
According to this insight, we implemented a supporting system for learning examples
through production in problem posing. In our system, learners learn the examples by
imitation. Imitation here is to reproduce a problem identical to a given example. The
learning activity of imitation is generally adopted in productive task domains (e.g., art and
music), and the effects of imitation have been documented. For example, Ishibashi and
Okada [2] argued that imitating examples can prompt imitators’ understanding of
conceptual background of the examples, and experimentally confirmed that imitation
facilitates creative performance by imitators.

2. Supporting System for Learning Examples through Production
We implemented a system that supports a learner in a problem-posing task [3]. It can present
a variety of problems as examples while controlling similarities in situations and solutions,
and aid to reproduce the examples. Support by our system provides a learner with various
ideas in problem posing through learning by imitation of examples.
Our system
Base

Example
following

Base

Example
transfer

Learner

Problem

Novel
probelms

Figure 2. Basic framework of learning from examples through imitation
In learning with our system, a learner is required to pose new problems in the domain of a
problem initially given as a base. The learner is also presented problems as examples, each
of which can be generated by altering the base. Figure 2 indicates the basic framework of
learning from examples through imitation. When a learner studies a presented example, the
system hides the example itself and shows its generation process information, which
indicates how the example is generated from the base. The generation process information
also includes sufficient information for reproducing the example. The learner composes a
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problem identical to the example by following the generation process information. This
learning activity must facilitate understanding of essential ideas used in generation of the
example, particularly those for formulating its solution structure. S/he then transfers what is
learned through the imitation into new problem posing. (For details on support of learning
from examples through imitation, see [3].)

3. Experimental Studies
We experimentally evaluated the effects of learning from examples through imitation. In the
evaluation, we confirmed the following two viewpoints: (1) whether learners can
understand ideas used in composing an example and can transfer the ideas into their
problem posing, and (2) whether learners can pose diverse and appropriate problems after
learning of the example through imitation.
3.1 Method
We conducted two studies to confirm the two view points. In each study, undergraduate
students were engaged in a problem-posing test after learning with our system. Procedures
of experimental tasks were as follows.
1. Training of system operation
The participants practiced operation of the system through input of a base given in the
next learning phase.
2. Learning phase
Each participant learned a presented example by reproducing it. The example was an I / D
problem generated by altering the solution of the base by adding two operations. To test
whether the participants could understand structural features in a solution of an example,
we adopted the I / D. The domain of the task was word problems solved by simultaneous
equations.
3. Post test
The participants were given another problem posing test in the domain of word problems
solved by a unitary equation.
Prior to start of the post test, each participant was instructed to pose a problem by applying
what they had learned in the learning phase to their problem posing in Study 1. In Study 2,
participants were instructed to pose problems as many, varied and unique as possible. The
task of the post test in Study 2 was entirely the same as that in the previous study [4],
although its participants were given no learning task.
Problems posed by the participants in the post test were analyzed based on two viewpoints:
the variety and strategies to alter the solution of the base. The variety was measured with the
four categories shown in Figure 1. The solution altering strategies were labelled based on
differences in solutions between the posed problems and base. First, all of the posed
problems were divided into two groups based on whether their solutions were altered from
the base or not. The altered problems were then divided into two groups based on whether
their solutions were partially altered by adding operations to the base or removing
operations from it, or altered overall by composing new structures.
3.2 Results and Discussion
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Twenty-one undergraduate students participated in Study 1, and ten in Study 2. Figure 3
indicates the proportions of the posed problems in each category in each study and the
previous study. Many problems in I / D, which category was identical to the example, were
posed in Study 1. As shown in the previous study, the I / D problems are rarely posed by
novices without intervention or support. On the other hand, participants in Study 2 didn’t
pose many problems in I / D.
Figure 4 indicates the proportions of the posed problems composed with each solution
altering strategy. As the figure shows, half of the participants’ problems were posed without
solution-alteration and the others were with alteration in Studies 1 and 2. In the altered
problems, most of them were posed by partial alteration in Study 1. In contrast, most were
posed by overall alteration in Study 2.
Proportions of posed problems (%)
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Figure 3. Proportions of posed problems
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Figure 4. Proportions of posed problems
with each solution altering strategy

The results above demonstrated that learning through imitation facilitated understanding of
ideas used in generation of the example and adaptation of it into participants’ problem
posing. In Study 1, learning of the example increased posing of problems in I / D. That also
increased problems posed with partial alteration. The example that the participants learned
had been also generated by partial alteration. On the other hand, problems in I / D didn’t
increase in Study 2, which fact indicates that participants’ problem posing was not
sufficiently diversified. They posed many problems with overall alteration, however,
solution structures of the problems were relatively simple like the previous study [4]. Thus,
we need further studies to examine the support for diverse and excellent problem posing.
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Abstract: We have developed an intelligent educational system for high school chemistry,
named Intelligent Practice Supporting System (IPSS). Exercise problems that existing IPSS
can handle are designed independently of each other problems. However, teachers often
design a set of problems that has a certain educational effect; for example, learners can focus
difference of two materials by solving two problems on each of the materials. We call such
set of problems “related problem set (RPS)”. To design RPS is not so easy task for teachers.
In this paper, we propose a method to generate RPSs by transforming representations of
problem solving process of an original problem. We add this function to IPSS, and extend
IPSS to be able to propose an additional exercise using generated RPS.
Keywords: Problem Generation, Intelligent Educational Systems, Related Problems Sets

Introduction
Nguyen [1] classified problem generation into the following two categories: (1) To derive
solution structure/solution sentences from problem sentence/surface structure; (2) To
generate problem sentence/surface structure that satisfies given solution structure/domain
knowledge. In (1), they wrote it is a challenging issue to model domain knowledge and
method for finding the solution from given formulated structure. We proposed a method to
formalize solution structure and domain knowledge in high school chemistry, and
constructed a problem solver that can derive solution structures from problems [2]. In this
paper, we propose problem generation by transforming the solution structure. We focus on
educational effects of problem combinations. For example, a set of problems solved by a
common knowledge must have an educational effect to make learners’ understanding on the
common knowledge more stable. A pair of problem each of which can / cannot be solved by
a knowledge lets learners focus on the boundary of applying condition of the knowledge.
We call such a set of problems that has a certain educational effect “Related Problem Set
(RPS)”. The educational effect of RPS depends on combination patterns of problems.
In previous researches, there are systems which are making suitable problem for each
learner with learners model [3] [4]. These systems don’t focus on the combination of
problems. Hirashima [5] proposed a method to generate simplified problem for learners
who fail to solve a difficult problem. Simplification is a kind of methods to generate RPSs.
In order to design RPS, teachers have to select appropriate problems which have a
certain relation to each other problem, carefully. It is not so easy task for teachers.
In order to develop a method to generate RPS, firstly we performed a case study on a
problem collection for high school chemistry. We extracted RPS from it and classify the
types of RPS by its educational effects. Next, we investigated relations among problems in
each RPS. Based on the relations, we develop algorithm how the system should transform
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problem solving process of an original problem in order to generate its related problems.
Then we construct problem generator that can create related problems from an original
problem according to educational effect designated by a teacher.
We have developed an intelligent educational system for high school chemistry, named
Intelligent Practice Supporting System (IPSS) [6].We add the problem generator to IPSS to
be able to propose additional exercise with generated RPS. This result will be much
effective for saving teacher’s effort in preparing good exercise problems.

1. Our previous researches
1.1 Types of Problems our system handles
Our system can handle the following three types of exercise problems:
(i) Simulate a chemical phenomenon; a part of result of the simulation is the answer.
(ii) Calculate a property value of a material using numerical relation knowledge.
(iii)Problems composed of (i) and (ii).

1.2 Knowledge representation for high school chemistry
Our problem solver uses the following three types of chemical knowledge.
(1)Knowledge of Phenomenon: It represents a relation among "reactants", "changing" and
"products" on a chemical reaction. It can be classified into two types: "concrete
phenomenon knowledge" which is defined using only concrete materials (ex. If HCl and
NaOH react, NaCl and H2O are generated), and "general phenomenon knowledge"
which is defined using abstract material (ex. If acid and base react, salt and H2O are
generated). There are links between knowledge of general phenomenon and of concrete
phenomenon that are instances of the general phenomenon knowledge.
(2)Knowledge of Material Concept: It has property values of a material concept, such as
molecular formula. It represents also relations between a material class and its subclass
by links (Hierarchy of material classes).
(3)Knowledge of Numerical Relation: It is represented by a formula and conditions under
which the formula is true. The typical condition is “a certain chemical reaction happens”,
“a material belonging to a certain material class exists”, etc.

1.3 Representation of the result of problem solving (CWM and PSPM)
As the first step of problem solving, our system reproduces the situation of a given problem
from initial conditions, by chemical reaction simulator and Knowledge of Phenomenon. We
call representation of the simulated situations “Chemical World Model (CWM)”. Then it
extracts the answer from CWM. If the problem asks a numerical value, calculation using
Knowledge of Numerical Relation may be necessary. The calculation process is represented
by Problem Solving Process Model (PSPM). PSPM has tree structure. Each node of PSPM
has information about "name of a material", "its property" and "its property value". Root
node indicates the goal of the problem. Leaf nodes indicate initial conditions of the problem.
Intermediate nodes indicate sub-goals of the problem. The goal and sub-goals are calculated
from lower nodes by attached formula (in Fig.1, goal 1 is calculated from term1 and term2
by formula1). Fig.1 shows example of CWM and PSPM.
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Fig.1 : Chemical World Model (CWM) and Problem Solving Process Model (PSPM)

2. Learning effects of RPS and methods of generating RPS
2.1 Case study on Learning effects of RPS and relations among problems in a RPS
We did case study on problem collections to find examples of RPSs and to extract effective
combination patterns of problems. We found 16 examples of RPSs. We also found pairs of
educational effects and the methods of transformation for problem generation (Table.1).
Table1 : Expected Educational Effects and Methods of Transforming
Type of Educational Effect(RPS)
Making a knowledge stable
1 (target : general phenomenon
knowledge)
Making a knowledge stable
2
(knowledge of numerical relation)
Learning how to use knowledge
3
of numerical relation
Making a knowledge stable
4
(knowledge of material concept)
5 Learning applying conditions

6

Learning hierarchy of material
classes

Supporting problem solving with
simplification
Bringing up learners’ ability with
8
complication
7

Educational Effects
Let learners use concrete phenomenon knowledge
belonging to a general knowledge repeatedly, to make
their understanding on the general one stable.
Let learners use a knowledge of numerical relation
repeatedly, to make their understanding stable.
Let learners apply a numerical relation knowledge to
various situations to learn usage of the knowledge.
Let learners use a knowledge of material concept
repeatedly, to make their understanding stable.
Let learners aware the boundary of applying condition
by situations which can apply knowledge(positive
example) and cannot apply it (negative example)
Let learners aware material classes by difference among
problem solving processes in which a material
belonging to the target class appears (positive example)
and one not belonging to the class (negative example)
Help learners solve a difficult problem by changing the
problem easier with simplification.
Bringing up learner’s ability on advanced problems by
making problems more complicated

Type of
Transforming
iii
ii-1,v
ii-1,ii-2,v
ii-2
iv, v

iv, v

i（deletion）
i（addition）

Patterns of "Type of Transforming" in the right end row of Table1 are as follows.
(1)changing methods of PSPM
(i).Change on number of steps of calculation by changing the goal or initial conditions
(addition or deletion of calculation process).
(ii).Change in process of calculation by changing the goal or initial conditions
(ii-1)(calculating the same (sub)goal by other knowledge)
Ex：calculate "A" using "A=B×C" ==> calculate "A" using "A=D÷E"
(ii-2)(calculating other (sub)goal by the same knowledge )
Ex：calculate "A" using "A=B×C" ==> calculate "B" using "B=A÷C"
(iii).Simple change only on numerical value included in initial conditions
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(2)changing methods of CWM
(iv).Change materials without changing general phenomenon knowledge which is used
for simulating phenomenon on the problem.
(v).Change materials with changing general phenomenon knowledge which is used for
simulating phenomenon on the problem.
2.2 Basic Procedure of Related Problem Generation
Our problem generation procedure has three steps. (1): transform of CWM and PSPM for
expected educational effect. (2): propagate the modification by (1) from CWM/PSPM to
CWM/PSPM. (3): generate natural language expression of the modified problem by using
templates. On step (1), our problem generator needs three inputs; “an original problem”,
designation of “expected educational effect” (seen in Table1) and designation on the
knowledge that learners should learn with the generated problem (“Target knowledge”). It
transforms PSPM, and CWM considering the expected educational effects (see the row
“Type of transforming” in Table1).
Inputs
Original problem
Find the mass of H2O
produced by a chemical
reaction between 1.8g of
H2 and O2
Expected Effect
Learning applying
condition of knowledge
of phenomenon with
“positive” example

Target knowledge
By reaction between a
flammable material and O2
(= applying condition),
combustion is caused to
produce an oxide
Find the mass of CO2 produced
by a chemical reaction
between 1.8g of C and O

Target knowledge
[knowledge of combustion]
Generate “positive” example

Phenomenon Knowledge
Reference
Original structure

Changed structure

CWM
General phenomenon
combustion reaction
Reactant
-H2, O2
Products
-H2O

PSPM

CWM
General phenomenon
combustion reaction
Reactant
-C, O2
Products
-CO2

Mass
H2O

PSPM

Mass
H2

Mass
CO2

Mass
C

Generates problem sentence

templates

Extract initial
condition
and goal

Fig.2 : Image of problem generation flow
We show an example of problem generation. For example, the original problem is “Find the
mass of H2O produced by a chemical reaction between 1.8g of H2 and O2”, the expected
educational effect is “Learning applying condition of knowledge of phenomenon”, and the
target knowledge is general phenomenon knowledge that “By reaction between a flammable
material and O2 (= applying condition), combustion is caused to produce an oxide”. The
educational effect of this example is the type 5 in Table1. The system applies the procedure
(iv) in table1. The applying condition is combination of “a flammable material” and “O2”.
They correspond to “H2” and “O2” in the original problem. Change them another
combination that also satisfies the applying condition. In order to generate a positive
example, retrieve a concrete phenomenon knowledge belonging to the target general
phenomenon knowledge. Our current system selects a knowledge from retrieved candidates
at random. However, considering effective learning on boundary of applying conditions, it
may be better to select the candidate including a material that has the maximum distance in
the hierarchy of material classes from the material in the original problem. In this example,
we assume the system selects chemical reaction between C and O2. It changes CWM using
this knowledge of phenomenon. When system changes CWM, it makes correspondence list
in which combinations of original material and changed material are described. In this
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example, "H2" corresponds with "C" as a flammable material, and "H2O" corresponds with
CO2 as an oxide. Then the system propagates the modification from CWM to PSPM, to
keep consistency. The system replaces “mass of H2O” as the goal in PSPM with “mass of
CO2”. It checks whether applying conditions of all knowledge of numerical relation are
satisfied under the modified CWM. If any applying conditions of some knowledge have
become not satisfied, it replaces such knowledge with available one. After the modification,
the system extracts initial conditions and the goal from modified CWM and PSPM, to
generate a problem “Find the mass of CO2 produced by a chemical reaction between 1.2g of
C and O2”(Numerical values in the initial condition are modified randomly in this step).

3. Methods of applying the problem generator to IPSS
We implement a problem generator. Our current problem generator can generate RPS of
(1)~(6) in Table1. Now we are designing practice proposing unit. After a learner finishes
solving a problem, the unit proposes him/her additional practice with a RPS generated by
our problem generator. Expected learning effects used for problem generation are set by
teachers beforehand, or set by the system in order to treat learner’s weak points. For
example, if a learner couldn’t use a knowledge at the beginning and then he/she finds how to
use the knowledge with advices by IPSS, practice proposal unit proposes additional practice
using a RPS for which the knowledge is useful (“Making a knowledge stable” effect on Table1).

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we focused RPS (related problem set) and developed a method to generate
RPS from an original problem, designation of expected educational effect, and designation
of the target knowledge. Our basic approach is transforming problem solving process of the
original problem. We extended our existing practice supporting system to be able to propose
additional practice. We have not evaluated our system practically yet, so our future work
will be experimental evaluation on effectiveness of the generated problems.
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Abstract: The level up procedure is a method for evaluating the learning gains of
educational software, and tutoring systems in particular, that includes some form of
embedded assessment. The instruction is arranged in levels that take only a few minutes to
master, and students level up when the software indicates they have achieved mastery. This
paper reports some methodological lessons learned from applying this procedure in studies
of a tutoring system that taught high school students how to model dynamic systems.
Keywords: Experimental methodology, tutoring systems, embedded assessment

1. Methodological problem
A common methodological problem in AI and Education research is to determine the
learning gains caused by one or more types of instruction. There are three common study
designs for measuring learning gains.
The fixed tasks design has all students work on the same set of training tasks, then take
a post-test. They may also take a pre-test before the training. A student’s learning is
measured as a function of their post-test score, perhaps adjusted by a pre-test score or other
measure of prior competence. Typically, students vary in how long it takes them to
complete the training tasks. This can be considered a secondary measure that is related to
learning rate. Other behavior during training is sometimes measured, such as errors, hints
or latencies. However, the fixed tasks design is a difficult to use in a setting where all the
students are present for the same period of time. For instance, if the study runs during a
single class period, then some students may not finish by the end of the period, and others
may finish it long before the end of the period.
In order to fit the study into a fixed period of time, one may use the fixed time design,
which has all students work on training tasks for the same period of time, then take a timed
post-test. Students may also take a pre-test before training. As with the fixed tasks design,
the primary measure of learning is the post-test score, perhaps adjusted by a pre-test score.
Here, the secondary measure is number of tasks completed, which is again related to
learning rate. Again, other measures of behavior may be collected as well.
The third design, called mastery learning, requires students to keep doing training
tasks until they can pass a mastery test [1]. A post-test is typically not used because it would
be redundant with the mastery test. The main measures of learning are the number of tasks
and the amount of time required to reach mastery.
There is a pleasing symmetry about these three designs. Given the three variables of
training tasks, training time and competence acquired, each design controls one variable and
measures the other two.
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However, all three designs require testing, which raises many issues. For instance, the
tests may not be aligned with the training, or students may be fatigued or disengaged by the
time they reach the test. Moreover, the time required for testing subtracts from the time
available for training. The methodological problem addressed here is to formulate a design
that does not require testing.

2. Proposed solution: The level up procedure
The inspiration for the proposed solution come from computer games, which often have
many levels of difficulty, and players “level up” only when they have demonstrated
competence in their current level. Although this design element is included for many
reasons (e.g., keeping players in the optimal game play corridor), it also serves as an
assessment of player competence.
This procedure can be used to evaluate non-game instruction if (1) the instruction can
be divided up into levels where the training inside a level is homogenous, and (2) there is
some kind of assessment embedded in the instruction so that a student can level up without
having to take a test. We call this the level up procedure.
For example, if the instruction is a tutoring system with student modeling capabilities
[2], then its assessment of the student’s mastery can be used to determine when to level up.
Even when the tutoring system does not have student modeling capabilities, it usually does
give feedback and hints on steps or answers, so one simple policy is to level up whenever
the student can complete at least one problem correctly without using any hints. If guessing
can sometimes be successful, then it would be wise to require that more than one problem be
answered correctly without hints. In short, the level up procedure can be easily used with
most tutoring systems including ones without a sophisticated embedded assessment.
If progress through levels is gated by the student’s mastery, then one can use two
designs for evaluation studies. One study design is to have students work for a fixed period
of time and use their final level as a measure of learning. Another study design is to have
students finish all the levels, and use the time required as a measure of learning.
In the abstract, the level up procedure is hardly innovative, as it is a simple
combination of mastery learning [3] with embedded assessments. Indeed, it is used by the
tutoring systems of Carnegie Learning, ALEKS, Pearson and others. However, their levels
correspond to instructional modules or units, and leveling up only occurs after hours of
problem solving on a level.
We wondered if the same basic procedure could be used in the context of a
single-session training experiment, where students work through many levels in a single
2-hour period. As far as we have been able to determine, this design has not appeared before
in the learning sciences literature, so we feel a little less guilty about coining “level up” as a
new name for it. The rest of this paper describes two studies that used the level up procedure,
and what we learned about it from that experience.

3. The project and the task domain
The level up procedure was used to study students’ behavior while using a tutoring system.
We will first describe the task domain, then the tutoring system, and finally the studies. The
results of the studies will be presented elsewhere. This paper concerns methodology.
The students’ task was like concept mapping [4]. They read a text describing a system
and then drew a node-link diagram that modeled it. The nodes represented variables or
factors, and the links represent direct influence or causality. Unlike a conventional concept
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map, our nodes represented quantities
and had algebraic calculations inside
them. For instance, Figure 1 shows a
model of a barrel with a hole near its
bottom so that the amount of water
emptied from the barrel per minute is
5% of the amount of water left in the
barrel. The math inside the node named Figure 1: Model of proportional outflow
“emptying” is “emptying = barrel *
drain rate.” Such node-link diagrams are called stock and flow diagrams, and they are a
standard notation for system dynamics models.
Our instruction comprised 11 levels, where each level introduced just one new concept.
For instance, Figure 1 comes from level 8, where the concept of a proportional outflow is
introduced. Each level consisted of a short reading, an example of a system and its model,
and a sequence of three modeling problems to solve.
The tutoring system was answer-based [5]. That is, it only gave feedback when
student submitted a model (the “answer”). Students had to submit a correct model in order
to go on to the next problem. Instruction was available from a constantly present,
level-specific reading, and from three hints per problem. The strongest hint (called the
bottom-out hint) revealed all the details required to build a correct model. The bottom-out
hint was necessary because the tutor required students to correctly solve a problem before
going on to the next problem. The instructions emphasized that students should only ask for
hints when they were truly stuck, and they should self-explain the hints so that they
wouldn’t get stuck again.
We chose this task for several reasons. First, modeling is a part of the Arizona high
school science standards. Second, it is not a familiar task for students, so we could safely
omit a pre-test. Third and most importantly, the task is not intrinsically motivating, which
was necessary for our purposes, as we wanted to study self-regulatory behavior in tutoring
systems with the aim of discovering ways to improve it.
Although we wanted to study self-regulatory behavior in a classroom setting, our task
was not normally taught in schools, so we ran our studies in summer camps for high school
students. The summer camps were intended to be a fun introduction to engineering, so
students did not receive grades. In order to simulate the extrinsic motivation normally
provided by grades in classrooms, we awarded points during the instruction, and at the end
of the experiment, we gave prizes (e.g., headphones) to students who earned enough points.
The exact method for awarding points will be described in a moment, but was strongly
related to the number of levels a student achieved.
Because the students were available for only one short period, we chose an
experimental design where they would all work for the same period of time (three hours,
with a water and cookies break midway through). The main dependent variable was a
measure of their competence, namely, the number of points they earned. This aligned the
competence measure and the extrinsic reward, just as grades do. Our goal was to use this
measure of competence to distinguish fast learners from slow learners, then see what kinds
of self-regulatory behaviors were exhibited by each type of learner.

4. Lesson 1: When to level up
This paper is intended to report methodological “lessons learned” from implementing the
level up procedure during the 2009 summer camps. The first lesson relates to determining
exactly when to level up. In a typical game, players level up when they exhibit a certain
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degree of competence, such as defeating a certain number of enemies. With tutoring
systems instead of games, such a procedure might be too simple. First, tutoring systems
give hints, so solving a certain number of problems could not be used as a criterion for
leveling up unless one somehow accounted for the use of hints in solving the problems.
Second, tutoring systems can be more boring than games, so giving students some control
over leveling up might increase their motivation [6].
In study 1, students could level up any time and the points they got depended on the
hints they took. In particular, the points awarded per problem were (4-H)*L where H was
the number of hints received and L was the level. Thus, a student who saw only the weakest
hint while solving a level 2 problem would get (4-1)*2=6 points. This scheme was too
complicated. During focus groups after the experiment, students said that they did not
understand the point scheme, so they just avoided using hints. In fact, the log files showed
that they almost never used hints, floundered frequently, and leveled up slowly. For
instance, after 35 minutes, 18 of 27 students were still stuck on level 1.
Study 2 simplified the point system. Students were required to solve at least two
problems per level. On the first problem of each level, they could use as many hints as they
wanted. On the subsequent problems of the level, they could choose to level up after
completing the problem, but they got points only if they completed the problem without
hints. Students now said that they understood the scheme. Moreover, they now used hints
more frequently, and this caused more learning and faster leveling up. However, we were
surprise to see that students only chose to level up after solving a problem without hints.
This suggests using a more game-like procedure: After the first problem of the level,
students automatically level up when they have solved a problem without using any hints.
This would have been simpler and yet would have worked equally well for encouraging
appropriate use of hints. Although it might hurt motivation in some contexts, it would not
hurt motivation in our context. In our summer camp setting, students were seated at carrels
in a large lab and allowed to talk as much as they wanted. Some students loudly announced
their leveling up, creating a lively competitive atmosphere, just as one used to find in
gaming parlors. Although competitions have their drawbacks [7, 8], it is rare to find this
level of engagement on a task that is difficult and not intrinsically motivating. Thus, the
first lesson learned is to use the italicized rule above for leveling up.

5. Lesson 2: Isomorphic problems invite copying
When designing the levels for the level up procedure, one naturally tries to teach one
concept or skill per level. Thus, there is a tendency to make all the problems on a level have
structurally similar solutions. That is, they are isomorphic. In our task domain, where the
solutions are node-link graphs with equations inside the nodes, the solutions were
graphically isomorphic: they had the same directed graph structure, with only the node
names and positions being different. The strong similarity among the problems of a level
was due to the simplicity of the concepts and their gradual introduction, one per level.
Unfortunately, this meant that students could copy models instead of learning how to
generate them from basic principles. Each level began with a short text that taught the new
concept and gave an example of a model using it. Some students quickly learned that they
didn’t need to read the text, because all the models on a level would be look exactly like the
example. For instance, given Figure 1, which appears in the instructions for level 8, and a
problem on level 8 that specified three nodes (e.g., rabbit population, rabbit deaths per
month, rabbit death rate), some students merely substituted “rabbit population” for “barrel”,
“rabbit deaths per month” for “emptying” and “rabbit death rate” for “drain rate.” They
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approached this as a matching game, with feedback on their guesses provided by the
tutoring system. They could rapidly solve the problems without using any hints.
Such copying behavior is a type of gaming [9, 10] that is associated with poor learning
[11]. Although one could perhaps hide the instructions that contain the source (the model
being copied in our case) while students are trying to solve problems, this might harm
students who were trying to learn and were not trying to game.
Instead of trying to prevent such copying, it might be better to design the instruction so
that copying yielded the desired type of learning. There is a rich literature on how to design
example/problem combinations in order to increase learning [12]. In studies conducted in
the 2010 summer camps, we integrated all the examples into one instructional module that
was presented prior to any levels. Problems slowly increased in complexity and yet no
adjacent problems were isomorphic. Copying dramatically decreased.

6. Conclusions
To summarize, lesson 1 was that leveling up should be controlled by a simple rule:
After the first problem of a level where students should use hints freely, students
automatically level up as soon as they solve a problem without using hints. Lesson 2 was
that levels should not be composed of isomorphic problems, as this encourages mindless
copying. Instead, instruction and examples should precede the levels, and levels should
contain non-isomorphic problems. Lastly, a third lesson is that when the level up procedure
was used in our pseudo-class, summer camp context, a lively competition emerged that was
highly motivating to some students.
Acknowledgement: This research is supported by NSF DRL-0910221.
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Abstract: This paper discusses computer support for making a design of a lesson in a school
teacher’s mind. Although school teachers usually describes the plan in a document called
lesson plan, it is the result of thought and does not often have enough information about the
design rationale behind it. The authors have developed an ontology called OMNIBUS and a
theory-aware authoring system called SMARTIES. The purpose of this study is to examine
the effectiveness of them through the practical efforts of deploying them to a community of
social studies schoolteachers. This paper presents findings of the practical efforts and
considerations of improvement of OMNIBUS and SMARTIES.
Keywords: ontological engineering, authoring system, lesson plan,

s
Introduction
An approach to development of teaching skill is a “lesson study” [5], in which they observe
and review each other. However, this interactive approach does not always work well, and
school teachers tend to educate students using their own experiences [6]. A cause of this
problem is considered to come from the difficulty of externalization of thought in planing
lessons.
The purpose of this study is to examine the application of ontological engineering to
designing lessons in order to solve the problem mentioned above. The authors have
developed the learning and instructional theories based on an ontology called OMNIBUS
and a theory-aware and standards-compliant authoring system called SMARTIES [1].
Currently, the authors attempt to deploy them into lesson study groups of teachers in Tokyo.
This group consisted of active teachers who are highly interested in lesson study and have
experience of it and former teachers who are working in school committees to coach active
teachers. This paper discusses the findings of the practical efforts and the consideration of
the effectiveness of OMNIBUS and SMARTIES based on insights gained in its practical
use.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section explains a proposed
modeling framework and how lesson plans are described in the framework. Section 3
reports the findings of the practical efforts and considers the effectiveness of the framework,
based on comments received from active teachers. Finally, the last section concludes this
paper and presents future plan for this study.
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Fig. 1 An overview of an I_L scenario model.
1. Modeling Lesson Design based on OMNIBUS
OMNIBUS defines a framework for modeling the learning and instructional process, called
the learning and instructional scenario model (I_L scenario model). It is explained briefly
here. Further details are given in [1]. As shown in Fig. 1, an I_L scenario model describes
the learning and instructional process as a hierarchical part–whole structure of learning
goals. The bottom of this structure represents the concrete interaction process between a
teacher and students from the left to the right, and the relation from the root to the bottom
represents the design rationale of the concrete process. The layers of this model are defined
in [2].
This study proposes computer-understandable description of lesson design. By lesson
design, we mean a plan of a lesson in a teacher’s mind. This study propose describing lesson
designs as I_L scenario models in order to clarify the design rationale included in them.
Lesson design is often described in a document called lesson plan. A lesson plan is
composed of rough plan of lessons for a course unit and the concrete plan of one of them. the
concrete plan describes the schedule, learning goals, points of instruction and so on. The
average length of a lesson plan is four A4 pages. Half of them are for the rough plan, and the
others are for the concrete plan. Lesson plans function as media for sharing lesson designs
among teachers. However, it is difficult for teachers to describe a lesson design in a
document because of the length limitation mentioned above and the difficulty of
externalizing thoughts in one’s mind.
There are many lesson plans that mainly describe the plan of what the teacher and the
students actually do and that do not have enough description about the design rationale of
the plan. Table 1 shows a part of a concrete plan used in this study. This relatively describe
the design rationale well because the teacher try to describe the intention of instruction in
points of instruction. However, it is not enough. Through the interview with the teacher who
made it and the observation of lesson conducted according to the plan, the authors found that
Table 1 Part of a lesson plan modeled in this study
Items to be learned
Introduction

“ Check the location of Fuchu
City in the Kanto region ”
 Students look for Fuchu city
in the Kanto region and
express it in their exercise
books.

Points of instruction

Evaluation (■), Methods (○)

 The teacher calls students
attention to the positional
relation of Fuchu City in
Kanto
region
with
comparative expression.

■ Students can look for Fuchu
city in Kanto region with
atlas
○ statements, exercise book
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the plan misses some steps that are to inform the objective of the lesson and to remind the
students of what is learned in the previous lessons.
The I_L scenario model works as a means for bridging the gap between a lesson
design in a school teacher’s mind and a lesson plan. This do not insist that I_L scenario
models should replace lesson plans. The I_L scenario model complements a lesson plan,
making the relation between the lesson design and lesson plan clear by externalizing the
implicit design rationale behind the lesson plan. This also enable school teachers to analyze
lesson design, such as the characteristics of each lesson design, comparisons between them,
and the tendencies of instructional methods of teachers and teacher communities.

2. An Analysis of Lesson Design with I_L Scenario Models
In this section, we discuss analysis of lesson design with an I_L scenario model and
teachers’ responses to it. The origins of the models illustrated in this section are lesson plans
made by the group of teachers cooperating with the authors. The authors made an I_L
scenario models from the lesson plans with a presumption of the design rationale and then
analyzed alternatives to some part of the design. The authors showed the models, analysis
results, and alternatives to the teachers and discussed their validity and the usefulness of the
I_L scenario model for active teachers. Although the authors made only four models, this
section discusses the extraction and management of empirical knowledge of active teachers
via these models.
The major advantage of making I_L scenario models is to record the design rationale
of a lesson design, which is not fully described in a lesson plan. An I_L scenario model can
separately deal with a learning goal and ways to achieve it because of the separation of the
concepts of I_L event and WAY defined by OMNIBUS. For example, in order to make a
learner recognize his/her error, a teacher can directly inform him/her or can make him/her
aware of it indirectly. The former is a cognitivist way to achieve the goal, and the latter is a
constructivist way. There are pros and cons to both: whereas the former is effective in
achieving the goal itself, the latter is effective in generating self-reflection. In this manner,
there are alternative ways to achieve a learning goal, depending on the educational policy.
Organizing learning goals and ways to achieve separately them allows us to record not only
the final decision but also alternatives. This helps school teachers to clarify the reason for
the decision making.
Figure 2 shows an example of such a record that includes a teacher’s final decision and
the alternatives from a practice by the authors. The combination of WAYs (a) and (b) is the
final decision described in the source lesson plan. WAYs (a’) and (b’) are alternatives to (a)
and (b), respectively. The final decision, the combination of WAYs (a) and (b), means that a
teacher presents multiple choices of typical thoughts on the topic in order to help learners
make their own thoughts and then let the learners choose one as their own thought.
Modeling the process as multistage decomposition by WAYs (a) and (b) is helpful in
considering alternatives. In this case, the first focus of decomposition is multiple choices to
be presented to students. The difference between WAYs (a) and (a’) is whether or not a
teacher lets the students consider multiple choices. The second focus is who makes the
multiple choices. The difference between WAYs (b) and (b’) is whether or not the teacher
gives choices to the students when the teacher lets the students consider multiple choices.
It is noteworthy that, in this study, these differences can be described as combination
of WAYs. Each WAY is modeled as a module of an instructional strategy, that is, “what to
achieve” and “how to achieve”. If “what to achieve” is the same between two WAYs, the
WAYs can be the alternative to each other. Another notable thing is that WAYs should be
described independently of a particular lesson design. If WAYs are described generically,
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Fig. 2 Alternatives in an I_L scenario model.
they can be used in the other lesson designs including the same learning goals.
Generalization of strategies will allow us to reuse both of a whole lesson design or per
strategy included in it effectively.
Organizing strategies in the form of WAY is helpful to school teachers to understand
the difference between not only lessons but also teaching styles. In fact, when the authors
showed this I_L scenario model with alternative strategies to an active teacher that is not the
same as the teacher made the source lesson plan, he explained the difference between his
own educational policy and that of the teacher who made the source lesson plan. He noted
that the teacher who made the lesson plan often used the strategies of WAYs (a) and (b),
whereas he often used the strategies of WAYs (a) and (b’). He also said that, although he
had been aware of the difference between him and other teacher, he had never fully
verbalized the difference. He also suggested that this method may be helpful for
disseminating instructional strategies in a community of teachers and facilitating awareness
of the differences between teachers’ own strategies and those of others.

3. Conclusion
This paper reports the findings of practical efforts at examining the effectiveness of
OMNIBUS and SMARTIES in designing lessons. Although we do not insist on the
generality of the findings because of the paucity of available data, the teachers who joined in
the practical efforts gave positive comments on describing lesson design as I_L event
model. Their comments suggested that modeling strategies used in a lesson design as WAYs
allows us to clarify the design rationale lying behind lesson plans.
These practical efforts also revealed that what active teachers require is a system for
organizing the instructional strategies of excellent teachers or strategies that have been
refined in a community, rather than theoretical knowledge that the authors have
accumulated so far. In response to these findings, the authors also aim to make OMNIBUS a
common foundation for sharing the empirical knowledge that active teachers have
accumulated. This foundation may be a circular system of theory and practice in which we
can put theories into practice effectively and build theories from findings gained in practice.
Of course, it is difficult for active teachers to describe a lesson design as an I_L
scenario model with OMNIBUS and SMARTIES in their current forms. In the author’s
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earlier study [3] and in the practical efforts reported in this paper, it took time for teachers to
understand OMNIBUS and SMARTIES. It is difficult for them to describe the lesson
designs behind lesson plans because they tend to make lesson designs with habitual ways of
thinking. They are usually not aware of the design rationale. Therefore, the authors are
planning to improve OMNIBUS and SMARTIES in terms of usability and to add functions
for reducing the cognitive load on teachers in terms of meta-cognition [4]. The former
includes not only refining the user interface of SMARTIES but also developing a method of
managing OMNIBUS and SMARTIES. In the latter, it is necessary to consider support
functions for helping teachers to externalize the lesson designs in their mind and to promote
self-reflection.
An even broader goal of this study is to strengthen the solidarity of communities of
teachers in terms of knowledge sharing. Currently communities of teachers are mainly
organized by subjects. For example, the subject of the community that we have collaborated
with is social studies. Furthermore, in social studies, there are the three areas of civics,
geography, and history, and each area tends to develop its own instructional methods. Of
course, each area needs its own methods that depend on the subject. However, through these
practical efforts, we consider that there are two types of instructional method; One can be
shared beyond subject boundaries and the other is specific to the particular subject. We are
planning to conduct a survey of pilot schools with regard to such cross-subject instructional
methods. In pilot schools, teachers conduct cross-subject discussions with each other, and
this appears to be a suitable scenario for considering the generality of instructional methods.
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Abstract: Emerging e-learning systems cover a wide range of application fields satisfying
user expectations such as rapid information access or flexibility in time and location. Still a
challenge is to automatically respond to individual learner’s perceptions. This paper
presents a glimpse on concepts, evolution and practical implementation of the Artificial
Mentor, a highly flexible, adaptive software component. The Artificial Mentor selects and
triggers micro adaptations within a learning environment, intended to enhance the learning
process. It was initially developed in the setting of a 3D virtual learning environment to
address modern learner’s individual learning needs.
Keywords: Adaptive Learning Environments, Monitoring, Noninvasive Assessment

Introduction
E-learning systems are broadly used as tools for distance and blended education. Despite the
substantial benefits of online learning, users often complain about problems like missing
motivation or a lack of instructional guidance [16]. This paper describes the theoretical
background and technical attempts of a framework intended to improve a learner’s
psycho-pedagogical state. A first prototype of the so called Artificial Mentor (AM) was
implemented for a Digital Educational Game (DEG) in the course of a learning platform
called TARGET. This platform is based on a 3D virtual environment, in which a user is
represented by an avatar, interacting with so called non-playable characters (NPCs), with
their own beliefs, desires and interests [5]. The virtual environment consists of story
dependent indoor and outdoor locations where the learner has to communicate or negotiate
with NPCs and to gather pieces of information in order to master the scenario.
A virtual learning environment (VLE) that adapts to the learner`s current state is
expected to increase the probability of learners being motivated to engage with it. The
prerequisite for providing appropriate adaptations is a valid assessment of the learner`s
current state. An explicit assessment by means of a short questionnaire appearing in regular
time intervals would most likely destroy the learner`s flow experience [7]. Thus, it is
necessary to assess these constructs by applying implicit and noninvasive techniques.
The implicit assessment technique described in this paper is based on the interpretation
of the learner`s actions and behavior while he or she is engaged with the virtual
environment. This technique aims to extend the microadaptivity approach established in the
European research project ELEKTRA (http://www.elektra-project.org/). In ELEKTRA, the
assessment of the learner`s competence state has been continuously updated based on the
interpretation of the learner`s actions and behavioral patterns within game scenarios. When
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necessary, the scenario is adapted through the application of microadaptive interventions
[10]. For example, an NPC provides a hint to the learner on how to solve a particular
problem within the scenario.
In this attempt, the microadaptivity approach is extended by taking also motivational and
emotional constructs into account in addition to problem-solving related processes. These
motivational, emotional and problem-solving related processes and constructs are
considered as important parts of a holistic view on the individual`s learning process. A
conceptual overview of the extended microadaptivity approach is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of the noninvasive assessment of considered constructs, the interpretation of raw
values in terms of sufficient and insufficient values and interventions selected based on
didactical rules.

Figure 1: Conceptual Overview of the extended Microadaptivity Approach

The component diagram in Figure 2 outlines the position of the AM in a system context.
It represents the technical interpretation of the conceptual ideas illustrated in Figure 1. To
ensure platform independence, the AM prototype has been developed in JAVA. Although
the AM was designed as a highly adaptable and portable component, access to certain
information and necessary services need to be provided by the Learning Environment (LE).
Collected raw data is forwarded to a Performance Analyzer (PA) component for further
processing, necessary to draw conclusions about the learner’s psycho-pedagogical state. As
a decision basis, the AM requests this information periodically from the PA. After applying
a set of rules, context information is fetched by the AM that triggers a fitting service in the
LE.

Figure 2: The Artificial Mentor illustrated as a System Component

The learner assessment embodies a substantial part of the system. Thus, all components
contribute to it to some extent. Logic regarding the interventions is split between the
Learning Environment (LE) that actually implements the process and the AM that decides
based on various factors (e.g. context information, learner assessment, didactical rules, etc.)
about the most fitting intervention to be introduced. Within the next chapters the identified
concepts are explained in greater detail with regard to theoretical background and technical
implementation.
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1. Assessment
Two selected constructs which are (complemented by competence and clearness) part of the
extended microadaptivity approach are further presented in this chapter.
Motivation: Achievement motivation [1][13] can be defined as the motivation to
develop competences (approach motivation) and the motivation to avoid incompetence
(avoidance motivation) [8]. Our model is based on the quadripolar achievement motivation
model [6] which considers approach and avoidance motivation as independent factors.
Emotion: Our emotional model is based on the circumplex model of emotion suggested
by [11]. The circumplex model consists of the two continuous dimensions pleasantness
(valence) and activation. The effect of emotion on learning and memory processes is
complex and further described in [3]. However, with respect to activation, a medium level
of activation leads to a superior learning process [15].
The constructs motivation and emotion are assessed by continuously retrieved behavioral
indicators, which represent a learner’s interactions with the virtual learning environment.
Up to now, an extensive set of behavioral indicators has been conceived, whereof some can
be found in [12]. In this paper the focus is on a new approach towards the identification of
behavioral indicators that is inspired by the theory of Information Foraging [14].
Information Foraging: The theory of Information Foraging [14] describes strategies to
gather and consume information, for instance during a game-play. Human search behavior
is supposed to be adaptive to gain information from external sources that are termed patches,
for example on-line documents or NPCs in a virtual environment. An ideal information
forager maximizes the rate of gaining valuable information through a balanced ratio of
explorative and exploitative search behavior: To acquire knowledge efficiently, available
time has to be divided into the search for new sources (e.g. NPCs) as well as into the
elaborate processing of them (e.g. by conducting an informative conversation with an NPC).
While the time spent on exploration is called Between-Patch processing and is represented
by the variable TB, the time spent on exploitation is termed Within-Patch processing,
represented by TW. We assume that indicators reflecting this allocation of time among TB
and TW allow for inferences about motivational and cognitive states of a learner during
game-play. Learners who balance well between exploration and exploitation are assumed to
be aware of a current problem state and motivated to solve the problem.
Besides TB and TW, additional variables that are taken from [14] have to be computed to
obtain two behavioral indicators, namely Information Gain (G) and Rate of Information
Gain (R). G stands for the total amount of information gained and is given by equation (1),
(1),
G = λ ⋅ TB ⋅ g
where λ is the prevalence, the average rate of communications with NPCs, and g is the
average gain of information during a conversation with an NPC. λ is simply given by
equation (2),
λ =1/ tb
(2),
where tb represents the average time in seconds spent on searching for NPCs in the course of
a predefined time-slice. The higher the value of tb, the lower is λ, reflecting low motivation.
Finally, g is – in our case – the number of relevant propositions extracted during the
conversation. To simplify the assessment process, the number of propositions may be
equated with the number of relevant content words used by an NPC. Relevant content words
are terms referring to topics of an informative conversation.
Finally, R, the rate of valuable information gained per time-slice can be obtained. It is
given by
(3).
R = G / (TB + TW)
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The more information is extracted during conversations and the less time is needed for
this information gain, the higher the value of R.
All indicators are continuously measured during the game-play. After each time slice, the
raw values for all behavioral indicators i are standardized by means of z-transformation for
the sake of comparability. Afterwards the standardized values zi are inserted into the
following logistic function
1
p( zi ) =
(4),
1 + e− zi
where p(zi) represents the value of the indicator i. The logistic function is positively
accelerated and differentiates primarily in a range between -3 and +3. Finally, the values p(zi)
are combined with a linear regression equation which results in an aggregated value p(ci) for
each construct.

2. Interventions
Interventions, in this context are sensitive attempts to positively influence a learner’s
psycho-pedagogical state and therefore enhance the learner’s learning experience. This
chapter provides a glimpse on firstly the theoretical ideas and secondly this approach’s
highly adaptable integration and development architecture.
To explain the theoretical background, we elaborate on one example, which is the
introduction of field records. Field records are sounds naturally occurring in our
environment, for instance the chirping of birds outdoor or the clicking of a keyboard indoor,
of which we do not become aware most of the time. However, psychological research
suggests that external stimuli do not have to be processed consciously in order to influence
behaviour. To the contrary, unconscious, i.e. automatic processes can activate our implicit
motive system [2], which is in turn related to affective reactions. Thus, we make use of
field-records to create a nonintrusive, acoustic atmosphere affecting the learner’s
motivational and emotional state. To this end, we decided to apply the psychological
database IADS [4], consisting of sound-tracks that are classified by the two dimensions of
activation and valence. This classification enables the selection and provision of sounds that
both affectively stimulate the learner and are congruent with the current emotional state.
The provision of sounds that are in accordance with the learner’s emotional state should
avoid unpleasant feelings of dissonance [9]. In case of low values on the activation and
valence dimensions, the learner should not be confronted with sounds characterized by high
activation and very positive valence. In order to improve the state in a gently way, sounds
should be selected that are moderate with respect to both dimensions. However, a learner
with intermediate or even high valence- and activation-values may be stimulated by
activating and happy sounds.
Interventions in their structure and logical implementation have a natural dependency on
the virtual learning environment as different kinds of environments are expected to offer
different possibilities of interaction (e.g. compare 3D virtual worlds with 2D learning
platforms). Therefore, interventions in their implementation and integration in the AM need
to be easily exchangeable. In order to address this major requirement in the prototype,
concrete interventions derive from a superclass Intervention, that possesses an abstract
method trigger. This method is called to execute the intervention and therefore needs to
introduce the respective logic. After a new intervention class was created correctly it only
has to be registered in the class “InterventionManager”, dedicated to a type of intervention
classification (e.g. EmotionalIntervention). Whenever an Intervention of such a specific
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kind is required, the InterventionManager can be called to return objects of the registered
classes. In this sense, a pluggable structure to integrate Interventions is provided.

3. Discussion
This paper describes background and genesis of a digital learning support tool. The
Artificial Mentor monitors and interprets a learner’s psycho-pedagogical state in a
noninvasive way. This assessment is grounded on the continuous observation and
interpretation of behavioral indicators, providing evidence for a learner’s cognitive,
emotional and motivational state. In order to ensure an efficient and sustainable learning
process, interventions are introduced based on predefined didactical rules. Future work will
be carried out in respect of validation of behavioral indicators and evaluation of intervention
efficiency. Taken the results of this research as a basis, the goal is to provide an extensive set
of atomic indicators as building blocks for more complex behavioral indicators to offer an
easily adjustable approach applicable in variable VLEs.
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Abstract: This paper combines Multi-Agent based simulation with causal modeling and
reasoning to help students learn about ecological processes. Eighth grade students who took
part in the study showed highly significant pre to post test gains on learning domain content
and causal reasoning ability. Moreover, students’ success in reasoning with a causal model
of the ecosystem was strongly correlated with higher learning gains. This work provides the
foundations for designing scaffolded multi-agent, simulation-based intelligent learning
environments with modeling and reasoning tools to help students learn science topics.
Keywords: Inquiry Learning, Simulation-based Learning, Multi-Agent simulations,
Scaffolding, Multiple representations, Conceptual Change

1. Introduction
Ecology has been perceived as a difficult subject because students have difficulty
understanding the concepts of population and population frequencies, organization in an
ecosystem, and the relationship between terms such as individuals, populations, and species
[3]. This results in their using rote learning methods and linear causal reasoning, which
makes it hard to reason about complex ecosystems like food webs [7].
Students’ understanding of complex ecological processes can be improved by using
simulations that allow them to explore and observe details of dynamic processes in the real
world, which otherwise may not be readily discernible [5]. However, previous studies have
shown that students face a multitude of problems with simulations linked to hypotheses
generation, setting up experiments, interpreting results, and organizing them into the
underlying model [4]. Thus, adequate scaffolding needs to be provided to promote learning.
Multiple representations provide scaffolding by allowing users to construct, interpret, and
switch between multiple perspectives of a domain [1]. Multi-Agent Based Simulations
(MABMs) [8] provide multiple representations through concrete representations of
biological entities and abstract, aggregate representations such as graphs that capture global
temporal properties [1]. However, learning by linking the multiple representations of a
MABM is not an easy task and requires appropriate scaffolding.
In this work, we introduce causal maps [6], in conjunction with a MABM simulation to help
students conceptualize, model, and reason about complex ecological processes. We believe
that causal reasoning is intuitive and helps students better understand concepts like
interdependence and balance in an ecosystem. While a single link in a causal map represents
a relation between two entities in an ecosystem (agent-level relation), reasoning in
multiple-link chains of the causal map provides a global view of the ecosystem dynamics
(aggregate-level relation). Scaffolds are required for mapping between the agent and
aggregate level relations in a causal map, and for linking the causal map with the MABM
simulation. This paper describes a Netlogo-based MABM simulation environment and the
scaffolding mechanisms used to help students learn about ecosystem concepts An
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intervention that included 20 8th grade students, produced significant pre- to post-test gains.
Successful causal map building also contributed to the learning of ecological concepts.

2. Background Review
Multiple external representations (MERs) complement the advantages of one another,
constrain interpretations, and provide a framework for constructing deeper understanding
and insight [1]. Perceptual variability helps build abstractions about mathematical concepts
and increases the likelihood of knowledge transfer [1]. However, experiments designed to
study learners’ benefits from MERs produced mixed results[1]. This is because learners find
it difficult to integrate and coordinate representations, necessitating adequate scaffolding.
MABM simulation environments like NetLogo [8] with multiple representations provide
effective design scaffolds for teaching ecology concepts, especially to novices. MABMs,
rather than describing relationships between properties of populations, require students to
primarily focus on individuals and their interactions [8], thereby engaging in “agent-level
thinking” that is intuitive for novices. In contrast, studies show that non-MABM based
approaches to teach complex biological phenomena have met with limited success.

3. Methods
3.1 The simulation environment
A study was conducted with a NetLogo-based [8] MABM simulation of a Saguaran desert
ecosystem. The ecosystem is modeled as a closed environment with five species: two plants
(ironwood trees and cacti), their fruits (pods) and seeds, and three animals (rats, doves, and
hawks). Each species is characterized by sets of rules that define its behavior and its
interactions with other species. The simulation provides access to individual and population
behaviors simultaneously, using
a pictorial depiction of the
inter-species interactions in the
simulation window, and a set of
graphs displaying aggregate
populations at different points in
time for each species. Learners
manipulate a set of sliders to
regulate the initial number of
each species, and they can start,
stop or regulate the speed of a
simulation run at any point.
Figure 1: The user interface of the Saguaran desert ecosystem
3.2 Learning and Research Goals
Our goal was to help students infer inter-species relationships in a desert ecosystem using a
MABM, and then use these relationships to build a causal model to reason about different
scenarios in the ecosystem. The six relationships which students needed to infer are: (1)
Doves eat seeds of the cacti, (2) Rats eat seeds of the cacti, (3) Rats eat pods of the ironwood
trees, (4) Hawks prey on doves, (5) Hawks prey on rats, and (6) Doves help pollinate the
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seeds. Also, students were expected to learn about interdependence and balance in an
ecosystem, pollination, the food chain, and the notion of producers and consumers.
In previous work, we studied the effectiveness of a set of scaffolds to aid learning of
agent-level phenomena in ecological processes [2]. In this study, our goal was to refine the
scaffolds and extend students’ tasks to building and reasoning with causal maps.
Specifically, the study sought to answer the following research questions: (1) Is the
simulation coupled with scaffolds and multiple representations effective in bringing about
deep understanding of important ecological processes? If so, is it equally effective across
different achievement profiles?; (2) Does using the causal map representation to build the
ecosystem model and reason causally about it help promote learning gains with respect to
important ecology concepts?
3.3 Setting and Study Design
We conducted a pullout study with 20 8th graders (10 high and 10 low achievers) from an
ethnically diverse public middle school in the Southeastern United States. During the study,
two experimenters worked one-on-one with the students and guided them verbally as they
used the simulation. Students were periodically asked to explain their answers to elucidate
their incorrect conceptions and mechanistic reasoning processes. Details of the interview
procedure are presented below. One of our study measures is the standard pre-to-post test
gains to demonstrate the effectiveness of the intervention.
Students worked one-on-one with an experimenter for two 45 minute sessions. On Day 1,
students were asked to infer the underlying model by conducting guided experiments in the
simulation environment. The Day 1 intervention had three components: (1) Introduction –
the experimenter checked the students’ prior experience with simulations, and then
provided an introductory tutorial on how to maneuver the UI of the simulation environment;
(2) Initial Ideas – students were asked to execute a few simulation runs on their own, and
then explain what was happening to the entities in the environment and why. These ideas
were collected before any guided scaffolding was provided to help the students learn the
required relationships; (3) Scaffolded learning – students were provided with appropriate
scaffolds to help them learn about the interactions between entities in the ecosystem. At
times, this involved helping students recognize incorrect conceptions before additional
scaffolds were employed to guide them towards the correct relations. Students often went
through multiple iterations of predicting simulation outcomes, running the simulation and
explaining the results, and receiving scaffolding till they understood the relevant relations.
Once students learnt a relation, they were asked to write it down to help them keep track of
their own progress and findings. These notes were also used on Day 2.
The different scaffolds used are as follows: S1. Scaffolds for setting up a simulation run
through prompts for choosing initial population parameters, regulating the speed of the
simulation, deciding how long to observe, and which set of species to observe; S2. Scaffolds
for interpreting results of a simulation run by prompting to notice the plotted graphs,
relating them with the simulation window, and drawing conclusions about the
interrelatedness of the species involved; S3. Scaffolds for controlling variables and
planning the construction of the underlying model of the simulation by suggesting a
vary-one-pair-at-a-time approach to study relationships between different pair of species
and keeping track of which pairs have been studied and what relationships have been found;
S4. Scaffolds through self-explanations and predictions by posing general and directed
queries and asking the student to make predictions about simulation results; S5. Scaffolding
by creating cognitive conflict by reminding students about previous contradictory findings
or statements made, or by making them re-run simulations with different parameters; S6.
Scaffolding to encourage self-monitoring by helping students keep track of their progress
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and previous findings; S7. Scaffolding by providing resources by providing detailed
information about concepts which students have limited knowledge about.
On Day 2, student activities included: (1) Model building - students were introduced to the
causal modeling tool [6], and asked to convert the relations they had noted down on Day 1
into the causal map (Figure 2). Scaffolds included reminders to model all the relationships
they had noted, and capture the bidirectional nature of the food chain relationships; (2)
Reasoning about ecosystem scenarios – Students used their model, to answer 3 questions,
such as “Imagine that a disease killed more than half the doves in the desert, how would this
affect the rest of the ecosystem?” Scaffolds provided during this phase included explaining
how to reason in chains, and
verifying the answers to the
reasoning questions by running
appropriate simulations. All
the
interviewerstudent
conversations, along with
continuous videos of their
on-screen
actions
and
movements, were recorded
using the Camtasia software.
Figure 2: Causal model of the desert ecosystem
4. Results
4.1 Effectiveness of the intervention in bringing about understanding of ecology concepts
Table 2: Paired t-test results and effect sizes for pre and post test scores (n=20, df=19)
Category
MCQ
(max score=3)
SQ
(max score=40)
CAUSAL
(max score=21)
TOTAL
(max score=64)

Pre
(S.D.)
0.95
(0.83)
18.6
(6.10)
6.30
(4.38)
25.85
(8.85)

Post
(S.D.)
2.40
(0.5)
28.10
(4.92)
15.35
(5.75)
45.85
(9.47)

t-statistic

Sig (2-tailed)

Effect size

8.5419

<0.0001

2.116

8.0214

<0.0001

1.714

6.2414

<0.0001

1.771

8.8379

<0.0001

2.182

Table 2 presents the results of paired t-tests on the pre-to-post gains for all 3 categories
(multiple choice (MCQ), short answer (SQ), and causal reasoning (CAUSAL)) of questions.
The total pre to post gains were highly
60
significant (p<0.0001) with high effect
50
48.4
sizes, as were the gains for the individual
43.3
40
categories
of
questions.
Equally
High
important, both high and low achievers
30.4
30
Achievers
gained
significantly
from
the
21.3
Low
20
intervention, as seen in Figure 3, with the
Achievers
10
low achievers gaining at a slightly higher
rate, indicating that the intervention was
0
Pre-test
Post-test
beneficial for both groups and helped to
narrow their gaps in scores.
Figure 3: Pre and post test scores for high and low achievers respectively
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4.2 Effectiveness of causal modeling and reasoning using another representation
Students’ answers to the 3 questions asked on Day 2 were graded as a measure of their
causal reasoning abilities. Students received points for identifying the correct links and for
combining them correctly to generate the answer. Table 3 lists the Pearson correlations
between the pre-post gains for each category of questions and these causal model reasoning
scores. Since pre-post gains for some students were limited by the ceiling effect (they had
high pre-test scores and could not gain much anyway), we calculated normalized gains
(NGains) for each student. NGains were calculated by dividing a student’s pre-post gain by
the maximum amount he/she could gain depending on the pre-test scores.
Table 3: Correlations between normalized pre-post
gains and causal model reasoning scores
We had hypothesized that creating
an explicit causal model would
MCQ NGain
.411
0.071
scaffold students’ understanding of
SQ NGain
.792
<0.0001
ecology concepts, and students who
CAUSAL NGain
.712
0.0004
TOTAL NGain
.947
<0.0001
could reason more effectively with
the causal map representation would gain a better understanding of the target concepts, thus
gaining more on the post-test. True to our hypothesis, we see a highly significant (p<0.0001)
positive correlation (r = 0.947) demonstrating the effectiveness of using the causal map
representation in conjunction with the multi-agent based simulation environment.
Pearson correlation

Sig (2-tailed)

5. Conclusion
The intervention described in this paper examined the benefits of using a MABM simulation
in conjunction with a causal map representation and other necessary scaffolds for gaining a
deep understanding of important ecology concepts. Our analysis reveals that the
intervention produced significant learning gains from pre to post test for all students, and
that using multiple representations effectively scaffolded this improvement. As next steps,
we envision designing an intelligent learning environment with MABM simulations along
with other representations and the necessary scaffolds provided by a virtual mentor agent.
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Abstract: We constructed a support system for research trend surveys not only to accelerate
the preliminary step but also to let students have a better grips of trend progresses and
keyword transitions. Our system dynamically searches relevant words that are frequently
used in the targeted academic field and gives users effective visualizations to understand
trend transitions.
Keywords: Research trend survey, Searching engine, Scientific literature

Introduction
This paper targets on students who are just beginning to engage in research. In order to help
students complete a scientific literature survey, with data-mining technologies, using the
data of KAKEN 1 (Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research of Japan), we propose create a
search engine to help students to do a scientific research survey.
In 1775, Samuel Johnson said: Knowledge is of two kinds, we know a subject ourselves, or
we know where we can find information upon it [1]. This search engine suggests students
where to look for solutions to practical problems. At the same time, our system proposes to
enable the students to master some of the basic concepts and methods of scientific literature
survey during the process of document retrieval. Students can master research trends
through the retrieval results and its analysis.
This research is advocated by pedagogical theories such as discovery learning. Discovery
learning is an inquiry-based, constructivist learning theory that takes place in problem
solving situations where the learner draws on his or her own past experience and existing
knowledge to discover facts and relationships and new truths to be learned. Students interact
with the world by exploring and manipulating objects, wrestling with questions and
controversies, or performing experiments [2].
Bruner suggested that students are more likely to remember concepts if they discover them
on their own. This search engine realizes discovery learning and help students learning by
themselves. Utilizing this search engine, students can carry out some relevant scientific
literature surveys, which broadens their sources of knowledge, and improves their
self-learning ability. The role of the instructors is changed from givers of information to
facilitating student learning.

1

http://kaken.nii.ac.jp/ja/searchk.cgi
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1. Related Works
Previous studies have used content analysis method to identify research trends in e-learning
field [3]: Based on the methodology of content analysis, the research topics were first
categorized into several tentative categories and sub-categories, and refined manually and
continually by using constant-comparative method. By employing scientific papers
(abstracts and information) from the five major educational SSCI journals, all those articles
are then coded manually to different types of categories referring to its abstract. In addition,
highly cited papers are further selected to analyze their research participants, research
setting, research design and methods. Moreover, some researchers used bibliometric
methodology to analyze the trends and forecasts in different domains, such as e-commerce,
supply chain management and knowledge management [4,5,6].
As mentioned above, these researches require a lot of time to carry out a relevant scientific
literature survey. According to statistics, it often costs one-third of the entire time to consult
the scientific literature survey in the research process. Doing a research survey is essential,
especially for the students who are just beginning to engage in research.
This search engine provides students with a literature survey tool, which not only shows the
retrieval results, but also the analysis. Our system does not assume manual keyword
registration or any other heuristic preprocesses: with an associative search module, it
dynamically searches relevant words that are frequently used in the targeted academic field
and gives users effective visualizations to understand trend transitions. This search engine
provides a new method to visualize the research trends as "bundles of keywords". We refer
to the bundles as "trend milky way".
2. The implementation of the "trend milky way" system.
We used Apache as the server and ran it on Linux, and used Perl to develop the "trend milky
way" search engine. As shown in Figure 2, it is the interface of the system. The learner
enters the keywords about his research field and searches for it on the system. A list of the
search results will be displayed on the page. The "Research Trend Milky Way" system
allows you to search either by “Research Field” or by “Time Range” or by “Sort Key”.
2.1 System Description
1) Advanced Setting. Advanced Setting allows you to change the following features
categorized as :
Search condition: “Research Field”, “Time Range”, “Sort Key”.
Display Option: “Increase/Decrease Graph”, “OR Search”, “Time Series”, “Left
Top->Right Bottom”, “Top ? feature words for each year”, “Total number of results”.
2) Research Field. You can select a research area from the pull-down menu next to the
“Research Field”, such as "e-learning", "Text mining". Next to this pull-down menu, there
are two time range options. With these two time range options, you can customize the set of
time ranges that you view and select from the drop down menu when you search.
3) Sort Key. You can select a sort keyword from the pull-down menu next to the “Sort Key”.
There are two sort keywords. One is “weight”, another one is “Frequency” .
4) OR Search. There is a "OR Search" option. OR Search collates the results to retrieve all
the unique records containing one term, the other term, or both of them. The more terms or
concepts we combine in a search with OR Search, the more results we will retrieve.
5) Time Series. There is a "Time Series" option, when you choose this option. The following
will display a time series analysis graphics.
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6) Search. Type the research area of your interest in the textbox next to “Research Field”
and click Search Button. The “Research Trend Milky Way” System will display a feature
keyword list of related research areas. They are the top slice by keywords frequency or
weight. The "Research Trend Milky Way" system allows you to search either by “Research
Filed” or by “Time Range” or by “Sort Key”.
7) The number of top ranked feature words for each year. This option means how many top
ranked feature words are shown for each year. You can select a number form the pull-down
menu next to the “The number of top ranked feature words for each year”.

Figure 2, the interface of “Research Trend Milky Way”

2.2 System Features
There are 3 features of this literature survey system:
1) This system can help learn literature retrieval and analysis of knowledge and methods.
2) This system can help train independent study and build survey literature ability.
3) This system helps students speed up their pace of scientific research and get scientific
research achievements early.
3. Conclusion and Future Works
For the students who are just beginning to engage in research, it is essential for the students
to carry out a academic literature survey. In this paper, we propose a system for a research
trend survey of scientific literature. With this system, students can perform trend analysis,
automatically extract the outline from literature, and analyze project documents as
time-series.
This is just a prototype system. In the future, we are planning to improve our system to help
trend analysis more easily. We plan to analyze other research areas such as data mining,
search engines, and then evaluate the results of the analysis by experts/ professors.
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Abstract: In a pedagogical approach called focus on form (FonF), a teacher lets learners
focus their attention on using grammatically correct forms. However the learners may use
forms different from targeted linguistic forms (forms that the teacher intends to teach).
This study aims at improving FonF instruction in our system in such a way that the system
guides learners to use targeted forms. In guiding the learners, the system behaves
differently in accordance relative necessities of forms in a task.
Keywords: Focus on Form, second language education, dialog system

Introduction
In the field of second language education, a pedagogical approach called focus on form
(FonF) has attracted much attention. FonF is a teaching method to let learners focus their
attention on using grammatically correct forms. Thus dialog practice with FonF instruction
would improve learners‟ grammatical and conversational abilities. In the present study, we
aim at the construction of Japanese language education system that realizes such goals.
One of the typical dialog practices is role playing. In role playing, the teacher gives
the learner his/her role to play and a task to achieve. We use the term “situation” to refer to
the roles and goals in role playing. The teacher also sets some linguistic forms as targeted
linguistic forms (forms that the learner should acquire in the lesson). Under a given
situation, the teacher and the learner have a dialog in which the learner decides what to say
and how to say. If the learner makes an error in the targeted linguistic forms, the teacher
gives FonF instruction.
The goal of our system is to play a part of the role-play partner and to play a role of
the teacher. Our previous system [1] has the basic dialog function to act as a partner of the
role playing, and the mechanism to estimate the meaning of erroneous sentences in
consideration of the situation. The system also detects the targeted linguistic forms in the
learner‟s utterances, and performs an error judgment of the directed forms.
In some situation, the learner may use a non-targeted linguistic form in place of a
targeted linguistic form, and the non-targeted linguistic form may still be compatible with
the situation. In such a case, the targeted linguistic form may have a higher degree of
necessity in the task, in the sense that the use of the targeted form is more suitable than the
use of the non-targeted form. Further, the targeted linguistic form may have the same
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degree of necessity as the non-targeted form. In order for the learner to acquire the correct
use of the targeted linguistic form, the teacher should lead the learner to use the targeted
form. The difference in relative necessities of the targeted and non-targeted forms (see
Table 1) may affect how to lead the learner [2]. However the previous system does not
take into account the relative necessities of linguistic forms in a task.
This study aims at improving the quality of the system‟s instruction by
implementing dialog strategy that takes into account three types of forms‟ necessity in a
task.
Table 1: Classification of relative necessity of linguistic forms in a task
task essentialness (TE) A form has task essentialness if a task cannot be successfully performed
unless the form is used.
task utility (TU)
A form has task utility if a task becomes easier with the form though it is
possible to complete the task without the form.
task naturalness (TN)
A form has task naturalness if the form arise naturally during the
performance of a task, but the task can often be performed perfectly well,
even quite easily, without the form.

1. Dialog Strategies Based on Relative Necessity of Forms in a Task
Since forms with task essentialness do not allow synonymous expressions, the learner
must use the targeted form to accomplish the task. Therefore, if the learner does not use
the targeted form with task essentialness, the system gives explicit instruction on the form.
If a targeted form has task utility or task naturalness and if the learner uses its
synonymous expression, he/she may notice by himself/herself that he/she can use the
targeted form in the situation. Therefore it would be better to let the learner notice the
targeted form by implicit instruction than by explicit instruction. Further, the implicit
instruction should be differentiated depending on whether the learner‟s non-targeted form
has the same degree of necessity as the targeted form or it has lower necessity than the
targeted form.
When the learner‟s non-targeted form has the same degree of necessity as the
targeted form (the targeted form has task naturalness), the learner might have used the
non-targeted form though he/she knows the targeted form can also be used in the situation.
Accordingly it would be effective to give him/her an implicit instruction which we call a
“playback”. In the playback, the system highlights the non-targeted form in the learner‟s
utterance and encourages him/her to use another expression in place of the non-targeted
form. This is because we may expect the learner to use the targeted form by reconsidering
his/her own utterance.
When the learner‟s non-targeted form has lower necessity than the targeted form
(the targeted form has task utility), the learner used the form with lower necessity though
the form with higher necessity can be used in the situation. Therefore a playback would
not be as effective as in the above case. Accordingly the system gives the learner an
implicit instruction which we call a “recast”. In the recast, the system repeats the learner‟s
utterance in which the learner‟s non-targeted form is changed into the targeted form.

2. Implementation and Operation Example
In this study, we implemented the dialog strategy so that the system responds differently to
the learner depending on the relative necessity of linguistic forms in a task. Fig. 1 shows
examples in which targeted linguistic forms have task utility and task naturalness.
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Targeted linguistic form:
(e.g.1) Cause/reason connective “because” (a linguistic form having task naturalness)
(e.g.2) Potential predicate “… be possible.” (a linguistic form having task utility)
(e.g.1) Targeted linguistic form: because
Situation: to inform arrival time
U1: It is possible to arrive at the hotel by 19 since
I will go by car.
S1: “It is possible to arrive at the hotel by 19
„since‟ I will go by car.” <- Do you have
another expression?
U2: It is possible to arrive at the hotel by 19 as I
will go by car.
S2: “It is possible to arrive at the hotel by 19 as I
will go by car.” <- Do you have another
expression? Let‟s try again.
Situation : to inform payment method
U3: It is possible to pay by credit card because I
stayed there last year.
S3: … … … [dialog continues]
S1: The learner uses “since” to convey reason while
the targeted form is “because”. Since both “since”
and “because” have task naturalness , the system
gives an implicit instruction (playback).
S2: The learner uses “as” to convey reason in the
second utterance. Since both “as” and “because”
have task naturalness, the system gives an
implicit instruction (playback) and engages in a
new dialog.
S3: Since the learner uses the targeted form
“because”, the system continues the dialog.

(e.g.2) Targeted linguistic form: … be possible
Situation: to inform arrival time
U1: I have potentail to arrive at the hotel by 19
because I will go by car.
S1: Do you mean “It is possible to arrive at the
hotel by 19 because I will go by car.”?
U2: Yes.
S2: Let's try again under a new situation.
Situation : to inform payment method
U3: I have potential to pay by credit card because
I stayed there last year.
S3: “I have potential to pay by credit card
because I stayed there last year.” is
acceptable, but “It is possible to pay by credit
card because I stayed there last year.” is
better. [end]
S1: The learner uses “have potentail” to convey
potential while the targeted form is “is possible”.
Since the learner‟s form has task naturalness and
the targeted form has task utility, the system gives
an implicit instruction (recast).
S2: The system repeats the learner‟s first utterance
with the non-targeted form changed into the
targeted form. Since the learner answers “Yes” to
the system‟s question, the system changes the
situation and engages in a new dialog.
S3: Since the learner does not use the targeted form
in the new dialog, the system gives an explicit
instruction.

Fig.1: Operation Example (English translation)

3. Conclusion
We implemented dialog strategies for our FonF-based language education system. The
dialog strategies take into account the deference in relative necessities of forms in a task.
The dialog strategies enable the system to change its behavior in accordance with whether
a targeted linguistic form has task essentialness/task utility/task naturalness.
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Abstract: Ontology has gained popularity in building knowledge base because the
description, localization and effective reuse of software patterns and systems of patterns can
be approached through an ontology-based formalism. This paper designs ontology in the
mobile phone domain for the construction of knowledge base, and presents a new method
for knowledge assessment in which quizzing questions are drawn using the mobile phone
ontology-based knowledge base to assess the level of professional knowledge of mobile
phone salespersons.
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1. Introduction
Today is the age of wireless communication which gives rise to mobile phones [1]. With the
rapid development of mobile phones, consumers have to deal with an immense amount of
information when selecting the most suitable mobile phone to meet their needs. On the
other hand, mobile phone salespersons have to learn all the knowledge in regards to the
mobile phones they are selling in order to respond to consumer queries. Hence, the level of
professional knowledge possessed by mobile phone salespersons is critical.
Ontology has had its applications in knowledge representation and modeling, especially in
the area of e-learning. There are research works and solutions related to ontology usage for
modeling of personalization in an e-learning environment [2].
This paper designs ontology in the mobile phone domain for the construction of knowledge
base, and provides a knowledge assessment scheme in the form of an ontology-based
quizzing module to measure the level of professional knowledge possessed by mobile phone
salespersons. Finally, an automated learning service is provided to offer users personalized
learning contents subject to their knowledge deficiencies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mobile phone ontology
for the construction of the knowledge base. Section 3 presents an automated learning service
to treat user knowledge deviations via personalized learning contents. Finally, Section 4
gives a general conclusion.

2. Mobile Phone Ontology
Ontologies are knowledge representation structures particularly useful for the specification
of high-level reusable software abstractions. They provide an unambiguous terminology
that can be shared and reused by all involved in a development process [3].
For the purpose of our research, mobile phone ontology is divided into two parts:
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components and style of mobile phone. The components of a mobile phone are further
broken down into three groups: hardware, software and pattern. Note that, for example, the
software group can be divided into operating system, operation support, protocol,
application and so on. Mobile phone style refers to the exterior description, such as shape,
color and so on.
Here we present the main terminologies of the ontologies associated with mobile phone
components. The concepts of mobile phone will be divided into seven parts, namely, model,
hardware, software, standard, brand, shape and color. Figure 1 shows a simple hierarchical
graph of mobile phone ontology concepts.

Figure 1 Hierarchical graph of mobile phone ontology concepts.
The top-down approach is adopted in defining classes under each concept, and sub-classes
are continued to be added until further expansion is not possible. For example, the shape of
a mobile phone is divided into four sub-classes which are bar, slide, flip and rotary.
Attributes are formed to establish relationships among concepts. Six attributes are formed as
shown in Figure 2. “Has brand” implies a relationship between phone and brand, “has
shape” implies a relationship between phone and shape, and so on.

Figure 2 Relationships among mobile phone ontology concepts.

3. Automated Mobile Phone Knowledge Learning Service
Here we devise an automated learning service that incorporates a knowledge assessment
scheme in which an interactive quizzing module can draw questions, using the mobile
phone ontology-based knowledge base. Specifically, the interactive quizzing module
generates quizzing questions using the concepts and instances in the mobile phone
ontology-based knowledge base and records quiz performance to create “User Knowledge”
profile as shown in Figure 3. The blue nodes in the knowledge tree represent concepts a user
is familiar with, whereas the red nodes represent concepts a user has little or no knowledge
of. Furthermore, to prevent a user from memorizing quiz answers, the structure of the
quizzing questions is designed in such a way that the inference engine in the automated
learning service can detect conceptual mistakes made by a user and infer areas of
insufficient knowledge as “User Missing Knowledge”. Finally, the automated learning
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service provides personalized tuition with learning content tailored for individual users
according to their knowledge deficiencies.

Figure 3 Automated learning service.
For example, HTC phones are on promotion at a mobile phone shop, and the quizzing
module would generate questions of increasing difficulty to evaluate knowledge capabilities
of salespersons. Note that entry level concept such as (e.g. {what is OS of HTC desire} is
tested before more advanced concept such as ({what version of OS} is examined. If a
salesperson knows the version of OS is Android but does not know the difference between
versions, and understands all standards of mobile phones (i.e. GSM, 3G, CDMA and PHS)
except 4G, the automated learning service would offer learning contents related to operating
system and 4G standard as personalized tuition specifically tailored for the salesperson.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
The ontology designed in our research aims at providing a conceptualized description of the
mobile phone domain for the construction of knowledge base. The knowledge assessment
scheme assesses individual knowledge capability via ontology-based quizzing module and
provides personal tuition tailored for mobile phone salespersons subject to their knowledge
deficiencies as an automated mobile phone knowledge learning service.
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Abstract: Associative search systems can be applied to the education system for language
learning. In this study, we developed an information search system for language learning
based on the results of previous studies. This search system is based on a computational
model of inductive reasoning which uses relationships of features and nouns in structures of
language knowledge (probabilistically-based language knowledge structure). The system
can eliminate unwanted results in accordance with association. In addition, via the system,
previous studies results were modified based on psychological experiments. Finally, a
survey was conducted in order to assess the validity of the results and confirm whether the
output is valid.
Keywords: search engine, inductive reasoning, computational model, language learning

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Recently, various search engines which
do not depend on the match of keywords
have been developed.. These search
systems are applied to the education
Figure 1. Examples of the sentence for inductive
system for language learning. For
reasoning
example, with this system, we are able to
type a word (or words) and find associated words. However, Search engine system which
can get rid of the unnecessary result is required.
1.2 Inductive Reasoning
To accomplish the aim of developing our search system described in this paper, we apply
the inductive reasoning assumption. Inductive reasoning is a kind of reasoning that
constructs or evaluates inductive arguments. Inductive reasoning is classified into complete
induction reasoning and incomplete induction reasoning. In this study, we consider
“inductive reasoning” as an incomplete one, and we tried to make new knowledge by
inductive reasoning.
In this study, we deal with the fill-in-the-blank objective reasoning shown in upper part of
figure 1. In this type of argument, its strength (the likelihood of the objective of conclusion
sentences) depends mainly on the entities in each sentence (e.g., “wine”, “beer”,
“champagne”) since these sentences share the same basic predicate (e.g., “The person likes
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~.” and “The person doesn‟t like ~.”). Especially, as premise sentences, we consider the
positive premise sentences and negative sentences like shown in the
bottom part of figure 1.
1.3 Inductive Reasoning Model
Sakamoto & Nakagawa (2007; 2006) proposed models of inductive
reasoning, developed from the internal representation assumption.
The assumption explains the way in which the stimuli and the
contrasting categories (in this study, corresponding to negative
premise entities) are represented. We adopt feature-based model to
develop our search system, because the feature based model is able
to correct the probability values by the psychological experiment,
mentioned in chapter 3.
1.4 Problems
There are problems as to this method. A few of the statistic analysis
data is included, of which the related strength is low though people
will regard it as natural as a feature of the word, and vice versa.

Figure
2:
Input
interface of positive or
negative cases

1.5 Purpose of this study
In this study, we aim to develop a search system which allows
searching exclusively unnecessary result by association. This
search system is based on inductive reasoning.
First, we built a web search system with and without modified
result. Second, we modified the probability-based language
knowledge structure based on psychological experiments. Finally,
we evaluated the system by comparing each search system.
2. Development of the system
We developed the search system based on Sakamoto et al. (2006;
2007)‟s inductive reasoning model.
The properties of the corpora are shown in table 1. We used the
co-occurrence of noun-adj, ga, wo, ni.
The search system was developed as a PHP web service. An input
interface and an output interface are shown in figure 1 and figure 2.

Figure
3:
Output
Example of the system
Table.1: the properties of
the corpora

3. Modification Experiment of Language Knowledge Structure
3.1 Procedure of the Experiment
We conducted a psychological experiment to modify the
probability-based language knowledge structure. The experiment
was a hard-copy questionnaire which asked the
Table 2: Modified result of probability
plausibility of
the
Japanese
relation language knowledge structure (“ 荷 物 ”,
“noun-adjective”, “noun-„ が (ga)‟-verb”, adjective)
Modified
Prob.
“noun-„を(wo)‟-verb” and “noun-„に(ni)‟-verb”. Rank Non-modified Prob.
value
value
As the target of the word experiment, 140
1 重い
0.665 重い
0.124
general nouns were chosen from words list of
(heavy)
(heavy)
2 近い
0.027 大事な
0.106
4th grade of Japanese-Language Proficiency
(near; close)
(important;
Test.
precious; )
3 必要な
0.027 大切な
0.106
In this experiment, examinees answered the
(necessary)
(important)
plausibility of the each of the 10 adjectives
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which feature the given noun.
Where, 10 features had the
largest P(Feature|Noun) which
was calculated by Language
Statistical Analysis. Given
nouns were 140 general nouns.

Table 3: Combination of the words of the experiments
Positive
words

Negativ
e words

1
勉強
(study)
政治
(politics)
テレビ
(television)
遊び
(play)

2
パーティー
(party)
ショー
(show
program)
儀式
(ceremony)

3
映画
(movie)
ファン
タジー
(fantasy)
散歩
(walk;
stroll)
探索
(search;
explore)

4
手紙
(letter)
はがき
(post
card)
通信
(communication)
電話
(telephone)

5
スポーツ
(sport)
ス キ ュ ー バ
ダイビング
(scuba diving)
賭け
(bet; gamble)

授業
花札
3.2 Results of Modification
(lecture)
(Japanese
The example of previous and
playing cards)
new modified result, “ 荷 物
(adective.)”(荷物 means baggage.) are shown in table 2. The feature “重い (Heavy)”, which
indicated abnormally higher probability value, was modified to appropriate value compare
to other features. In addition, the value of the feature “近い (near; close)”, which is hardly
associated by human was decreased compared with the value before modification.

4. Comparing Experiment of unmodified/modified system result
We conducted an experiment for comparison among the unmodified and modified system
results. We investigated the output result of five cases. We input two positive and two
negative words to the system in each case respectively. In the questionnaire, we obtained 15
most plausible output result‟s appropriateness through 7-point questionnaire. The word list
of each of the 5 cases is shown in table 3.
We analyzed the correlation coefficient of modified output and the result of experiment is
significantly larger than the one of unmodified output and the result of experiment.
The result of the experiment is shown in table 4. The two cases are significant and larger in
p < .01 level and one case is significant and larger in p < .05 level, while two cases are not
significant but show larger correlation. These experimental results indicate that
modification makes the system outputting more plausible results for human.
Table 4: The result of the comparing Experiment of
unmodified/modified system result
5. Conclusion and Future Study
Combination
1
2
3
4
5
We developed a search system
Non-modification
-0.532
-0.508
-0.098
-0.139
-0.239
Modification
0.781
0.579
0.579
0.321
0.162
which can exclude unnecessary
between two p<0.01
p<0.01
p<0.05
n.s.
n.s.
things for users from the result by Test
group‟s
correlation
using inductive reasoning. The coefficient
system enables users to exclude these needless things by inputting key words of positive or
negative cases. Then, we conducted psychological experiments to solve these problems, and
we corrected the related strength presumed by the language statistically. Comparison
experiments showed that the corrected result is more appropriate than uncorrected.
This study is one of the trials that show efforts of language statistical analysis applied to
educational systems. Our ultimate goal is to provide practical methods for enhancing
education.
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Abstract: Meta-tutoring applies the basic policies of interactive tutoring to get students to
adopt effective meta-cognitive strategies. Unfortunately, when the meta-tutor is removed,
students often revert to using ineffective strategies. This paper is an early report on the
progress of the Affective Meta-Tutoring (AMT) project, which will use an affective learning
companion to motivate students to more permanently adopt effective meta-cognitive
strategies.
Keywords: Meta-cognition, self-regulated learning, intelligent tutoring systems, affective
learning companions, affective computing

1. The task domain: Scientific modeling
Scientific modeling is the process of constructing and debugging a formal model of a
phenomenon. There are many formal languages for such models, such as concepts maps,
algebraic equations, agent-based modeling languages, etc.
We chose to focus on a system dynamics modeling language [1-3]. Each model is a
directed graph (Fig. 1). The links indicate flow of numeric information and the nodes
represent variables. A node/variable’s value is an algebraic combinations of the numbers
coming into it via links. Figure 1 shows a model for a population of rabbits with a 4% birth
rate. Our students read text describing the system, then define nodes and links, enter
equations in each node, run the model and compare its predictions to given facts. If any of
the model’s predictions are false, students must debug the model. Although such modeling
engages the student in abstraction, causal
reasoning,
debugging
and
other
sophisticated reasoning, even young
students can become skilled at it [1-3].

2. Research goal
Unfortunately many students use
ineffective modeling practices. Schwartz
et al. [4] discovered that students spent
most of their time making small changes
to the model to see if that incrementally
improved its predictions. Other studies
have also observed widespread shallow

Figure 1: A model. The gray bubbles,
which are not normally visible, show how
the value of each variable is calculated.
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modeling practices [5-7].
In order to reduce shallow modeling, Leelawong and Biswas [8] added a
self-regulated learning tutor to Betty, their modeling tool. For instance, one of its most
successful tactics was to have Betty refuse to make predictions if the student had not made
changes to the model. Crucially, the tutor did not teach domain knowledge (e.g., stream
ecology). It only taught how to use the modeling system effectively in order to learn stream
ecology. That is, it was a meta-tutor, because it taught meta-cognitive strategies.
Our system teaches students an meta-cognitive strategy that was highly successful in
physics and probability [9]. The basic idea is to require students to pick a principle that
applies to the problem, apply it and thus divide the problem into subproblems, and then
repeat the process on the subproblems. The most difficult step for students was picking an
applicable principle from a menu. Students soon learned that if they studied the principles
and understood them deeply, they could more rapidly find an applicable one. In short,
students learned the meta-cognitive strategy “focus on learning the principles.”
Unfortunately, the benefits of meta-tutoring tend to be temporary. While Betty’s
meta-tutor was operating, students misused Betty less frequently and their learning rates
increased [8]. However, when students were later allowed to use Betty without the
meta-tutor, they tended to revert to their old ways [10]. This finding is not unique to Betty.
For instance, meta-cognitive strategies for properly using hints can be taught, but students
tend to resume abusing the hints when the meta-tutoring is removed [e.g., 11].
In short, it often does little good to teach effective meta-cognitive strategies, perhaps
because most students already know about them; students simply choose not to use the
strategies as much as they ideally should.
The goal of the AMT project is to find techniques for increasing students’ motivation
for using appropriate meta-cognitive strategies.

3. Basic approach
Some pioneering projects have used affective, animated, relational agents to motivate
people to do their exercises [12], avoid unsafe sex [13] or persevere at difficult tasks [14].
Our basic approach is to use such an agent along to motivate students to persistently adopt
the meta-cognitive strategy taught by the meta-tutor. The software will use physiological
sensors [e.g., 15, 16] to help the affective agent intervene at maximally effective moments.
In order to provide a more authentic context than a lab, evaluations are being
conducted in summer camps for high school students interested in learning about
engineering. This allows two “classes” per summer, each consisting of about 30 students
and lasting about 3 hours.

4. A brief progress report
The first task of the project was to implement a modeling tool and instructions that were
simple enough that high school students could become moderately proficient in a few hours.
This proved to be quite challenging. We conducted four studies where all students gave
verbal protocols as they worked. Analyses of the screen videos, audio and log data led to
many changes. During the last study, most students were able to construct models of at least
the complexity shown in Figure 1 within the first hour of instruction. This learning rate is
considerably faster than other projects have been able to achieve [1, 2, 17].
The second task of the project was to develop the meta-tutor described earlier and
evaluate it. A random-assignment experiment in the 2011 summer camps tested two
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predictions: (1) Students who were meta-tutored during the first half of the experiment
should learn faster than students instructed by the same system with the meta-tutor turned
off. (2) When the meta-tutor was turned off during the second half of the experiment, the
meta-tutored students should stop using the meta-strategy. Preliminary data analyses
suggest small effects in the predicted directions but the analyses are not complete.
The last task of the project is to develop an affective agent that increase students’
persistence in using the meta-cognitive strategy when the meta-tutoring is turned off. To
this end, we collected physiological sensor data from our high school summer campers. The
data will be used to calibrate affect detectors. The data were collected from a facial camera,
a posture sensing chair, a skin galvanometer and a posture sensing chair.
Acknowledgement: This research is supported by NSF DRL-0910221.
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Abstract: In self-directed learning, learners often finish their leaning with insufficient or
incomplete knowledge. This is a serious problem for learners because they could not have an
opportunity to improve their knowledge. One approach to improve their knowledge is to
present their knowledge to others. In our research, we have focused on both of acquisition
and publishing processes of knowledge and propose a method to specify and revise the
errors of acquired knowledge. In this paper, we describe the method to specify the
incomplete or insufficient knowledge through a computerized presentation, the design of a
framework and the prototype of our supporting system.
Keywords: self-directed learning, knowledge publishing, presentation rehearsal

Introduction
Learning in a self-directed way has been more and more important along with opportunities
for Web-based learning [1]. On the other hand, learners often finish leaning with an
incomplete knowledge state [2]. It is hard for them to be aware of the incompleteness of the
knowledge. As one of the solution to solve the problem, it is effective for learners to publish
their knowledge to others to get criticisms and make refinement of their knowledge. This
kind of an activity is commonly executed through a peer review. The presentation rehearsal
is a kind of a peer review. The presenters can be aware of incompleteness or insufficiency of
their knowledge by reviewer’s comments and refine their knowledge through a revision of
their presentation.
To get sufficient effect of the presentation rehearsal, it is quite important for the
presenters to accurately recognize what knowledge are the causes of the criticisms from the
reviewers. In our research, we propose the framework to specify the causes of insufficiency
or incompleteness presenter’s knowledge from reviewer’s comments to presentation slides.
And also, we are developing a prototype system of a support system for a presentation slides
authoring, equipped with a function to verify knowledge state and detect the part of the
knowledge, which should to be refined.
1. Process of Knowledge Publishing through Presentation Rehearsal
To discuss about an execution of the efficient presentation rehearsal, we focused on the
following three processes in a cycle of the learning with a presentation rehearsal.
(1) Knowledge Acquisition Process
(2) Presentation Slides Authoring Process
(3) Reflection Process
The learners organize their knowledge acquired in the learning process of self-directed
learning in knowledge acquisition process. In general, the author often takes notes to refer in
a term of an authoring for presentation slides. There are many tools to take and store notes
on computers, but in almost cases, it is hard to trace relevance between slides and stored
notes. In the authoring process of presentation slides, the authors make slides using acquired
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knowledge, and the authors often refer accumulated notes in the last process to make drafts
in certain format such as “items” or “concept map” etc. In many cases, the final version of
the slides is not exactly same to the draft at the end. Therefore, after the presentation
rehearsal and the presenter revises the slides, the draft is no longer be used, and the explicit
relevance between notes and slides are completely lost. In this case, the notes includes the
defective knowledge of the cause of the revision are left unsolved.
2. Knowledge Refinement Model through Presentation Rehearsal
To propose the method of specification of insufficient and incomplete knowledge through
the revision of presentation slides, we define the process model of knowledge refinement
through a presentation rehearsal. The cycle of knowledge refinement is consists of two
processes in the opposite direction.
(1) Knowledge Publishing Process: The first step of the cycle is started from the presenter’s
self-directed learning. In the step, the presenters make explicit representations of their
knowledge. These knowledge representations are stored in some format and utilized as
resources to compose the presentation slides.
(2) Knowledge Verification Process: After the presentation rehearsal, the presenter
examines the comments to specify defective knowledge should be refined. In the process, if
the slides are maintaining the relevance to the knowledge representations as resources, it is
possible to verify what is the cause of the defect. In ordinary way, the knowledge consists
the slides are embedded implicitly.
3. Knowledge Representation and Presentation Slides Authoring
We represent the state of learner’s knowledge by following three types of knowledge
representations as shown in figure 1.
K n o w led g e State o f Presen ter
Learn in g R eso u rces

Co n cep t D ictio n ary

Presen tatio n Slid es

Web
Pa g es
Bo o k s

K n o w led g e M ap
Item s

Su m m ary o f Learn in g

Presen tatio n
Stru ctu re

Item s

Stru ctu re o f Presen tatio n

Figure 1: Knowledge Representations
(1) Knowledge Map: This representation is to describe knowledge acquired in learning
processes as the form of a concept map. A certain amount of items can be organized into a
concept map by adding relations between each item according to a purpose or a theme of
learning. Consequently, the map is composed of items earned for each learning situations
and stocked explicitly.
(2) Concept Dictionary: This is an organized knowledge representation in the form of
concept map of important concepts extracted from the knowledge map above-mentioned.
This is an actual kind of map of the presenter’s knowledge and always extended or updated
through leaning.
(3) Presentation Structure: To make presentation slides, the presenter makes use of
pre-stored knowledge maps and concept dictionary. The presentation structure is knowledge
to represent an outline or a scenario of the presentation.
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4. Knowledge Refinement Support System
Figure 2 illustrates the configuration of the knowledge refinement support system. The
system equipped with the functions to support the each processes mentioned in chapter 2.
The system consists of four types of tools as application software as follows.
R e fl e c tio n Pr o c e s s

K n o w led g e M an ag er

Learn in g R eso u rces

Su m m ary o f Learn in g

R elated Co n cep t M ap s

Item s Ed itin g Field

Stru ctu re K n o w led g e Bro w ser

Co n cep t M ap

Slid es Stru ctu re

Presen tatio n Slid es

Co m p lem en tarity List
K n o w led g e Org an izin g Ed ito r

Presen tatio n Slid es Ed ito r

Co n cep t M ap Fiels
k n o w le d g e O r g a n ize a n d S to r in g Pr o c e s s

Pr e s e n ta tio n S lid e s A u th o r in g Pr o c e s s

Figure 2: System Configuration

Figure 3: Presentation Slides Editor

(1) Knowledge Organizing Editor: The learner makes summary of the learning in a form of
items and select a required concepts for concept map in this editor. This editor equipped
with all kinds of editing functions for the work.
(2) Presentation Slides Editor: All the created data by the knowledge-organizing editor can
be used to compose the presentation slides for presentation rehearsal in this editor. Figure 3
is an example of an interface of the editor. The editor equipped with functions to examine
the concept map and making outlines of a slide contents.
(3) Structure Knowledge Browser and Knowledge Manager: These tools are designed to
verify the source knowledge, which is used in the slides pointed, out as defective slides by
reviewers. The tools enable the presenter to reflect their own knowledge and specify the
knowledge in the state of insufficient or incomplete. If the presenter specifies the
knowledge, the concept map concerned with the knowledge should be revised.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the framework to specify the causes of insufficiency or
incompleteness presenter’s knowledge concerned with the comments by the reviewers in
the presentation rehearsal. And we also describe the configuration of the support system for
it. We have developed the tools for knowledge organizes and storing process and
presentation slides authoring process partly. This project is ongoing, and we are developing
the other tools continuously.
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Abstract: This paper describes an approach that fosters a strong personalized case-based
recommendation strategy of learning objects and analyses its behaviour on two dimensions:
the pedagogical utility of the learning objects and the similarity with the student query.
Keywords: Case-based Recommendation Techniques, Personalization, Learning Objects.

1. Introduction
Recommendation technologies help to provide users with a personalized selection of
information based on their preferences and needs. They have been recently applied to the
learning field [2], where the ability of getting high-personalized recommendations is
essential. The goal of our work on recommendation technologies in e-learning is to provide
support for personalized access to the Learning Objects (LOs) that exist in educational
repositories: a student poses a query about the learning concepts that she wants to practice
during the current learning session, and the recommendation approach suggests the LOs that
fits the student’s long-term learning goals without significantly compromising her
in-session interests represented in the query [3].
Our strong personalization model requires the existence of suitable learning paths over
the different domain concepts and information about the student cognitive state in the form
of persistent profiles. The learning domain concepts are represented using an ontology,
which is populated with the concepts in the field of study. Ontologies provide taxonomical
information that helps us to infer similarities between different concepts. On the other hand,
a precedence property among the concepts reflects a suitable sequence of concepts during
the learning process. Each LO has information about the learning concepts in the field of
study that it covers. The student profile stores information about the goals achieved in her
learning process and the explored LOs, which represent the student navigation history.
Our case-based strategy runs in two steps: retrieval and ranking. The retrieval stage
looks for LOs that satisfy, in an approximate way, the student’s short-term learning goals
represented in a query and, using the learning paths in the ontology, rejects those LOs
covering concepts that the current student can not study yet. Afterwards, the ranking stage
sorts the LOs according to a quality value computed for each of them. The quality of a given
LO L for a student S who poses a query Q is computed using a quality metric defined as the
weighted sum up of two terms: the similarity (Sim) between Q and the concepts that L
covers, and the pedagogical utility (PU) of L with respect to the student S:
(1)
Quality(L, S,Q) = a × Sim(L,Q)+ (1- a )× PU(L, S) where a Î [0,1]
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2. Experimental Analysis of the Recommendation Strategy Behaviour
For the experimental analysis presented in this paper, we decided to compute the similarity
Sim(L,Q) between the concepts gathered in the query Q and the concepts that L covers
assuming a simplification that consists on comparing the concept that results as the
conjunction of the query concepts (Q_conj_concept) and the concept that results as the
conjunction of the concepts covered by L (L_conj_concept). Then we can compute the
similarity using a metric that we previously defined and successfully used in the past:
(2)

where super(Q_conj_c) and super(L_conj_c) represent the set of all the concepts contained
in the ontology that are superconcepts of Q_conj_c and L_conj_c, respectively. Sim(L, Q)
values lie in [0, 1].
As far as the pedagogical utility PU value for a LO L and a student S is concerned, we
have defined a metric that assigns high utility values to L if it covers concepts in which the
student has shown a low competence level:
(3)
PU(L, S) =1- AM(L, S)
where AM(L, S) is the arithmetic mean of the competence levels that the student S has shown
in the concepts that L covers
The analysis of the expected behaviour of our recommender system consists of the
study of the ranked lists of recommended resources in two dimensions: the adaptation to the
student long-term learning goals (her current knowledge state) and the satisfaction of her
short-term interests. The pedagogical utility of a LO measures how useful a LO is for
enhancing the student learning according to her current knowledge. Similarity with the
query can be associated to the student satisfaction because the query represents the concepts
that the student wants to learn during the current learning session. Due to the importance of
short recommendation lists, we consider crucial that the most relevant LOs appear in the
upper positions of the recommendation. The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) [1] measures the usefulness of a result list based on the relevance and the position
of the retrieved documents and it compares the obtained gain with the ideal one. For
experimental purpose, we have modified the NDCG metric in order to analyse the ranked
recommendation lists of LOs with respect to their utility for the student (NDCGPU) and their
similarity with the query (NDCGSim). We compute these figures for lists of size k using the
following equations:
k

DCGPU (k)
NDCGPU (k) =
=
IDCGPU (k)

PU(Li )
i=2 log 2 i
IDCGPU (k)

PU(L1 ) + å

k

DCGSim (k)
NDCGSim (k) =
=
IDCGSim (k)

Sim(Li ,Q)
log 2 i
IDCGSim (k)

Sim(L1,Q) + å
i=2

(4)

where IDCGPU(k) and IDCGSim(k) are the DCG values of the lists sorted by PU(L) and
Sim(Q,L), respectively.
We conducted an experiment to explore the impact of the Quality metric values in (1)
in the properties of the recommended lists. We have also studied the behaviour of the
approach with recommendation lists of different sizes. We have used a LO dataset with 549
LOs for learning Computer Programming. We have modelled a synthetic set of 30
heterogeneous student profiles that represent students who have explored approximately the
80% of the learning path in the ontology. We have performed 540 different
recommendations with different values of α –ranging from 0 to 1 in intervals of 0.1— and
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list size k –5, 10 and 20 items per recommendation. The NDCG over all recommended lists
was averaged to yield a single quantitative metric for each pair of α and k values.

3. Experiment results
Figure 1 summarizes the results using the proposed metrics, grouped by the size of the
recommended list and plotted against α. The tendency of NDCGSim (Figure 1 left) does not
differ significantly depending on α and on the list size. As far as the tendency of NDCGPU
(Figure 1 right) is concerned, it differs depending on α and on the size of the list. However,
any of the results obtained remains in high values of NDCGPU (the lower value obtained, for
k= 5 and α= 0.9, is 0.845). In general, we can stress that the case-based strategy obtains high
values for PU, so the strategy proposes recommendations that satisfy the long-term learning
goals. Additionally, we can see that the recommendation strategy always ensures that the
proposed LOs meet the short-term goals, because a high similarity with the query is
guaranteed. The recommendation strategy achieves high results in both PU and Sim even
with small recommendation sizes (k=5).
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4. Future Work
We plan to extend this analysis by using other similarity metrics that profit from hierarchical
indexing contexts like the one used here. The use of other parameterized quality metrics will
be also considered. This way we will observe the impact of these changes in the
recommendation results and select those instantiations of the recommendation strategy that
lead to better results for the two dimensions considered.
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Abstract: In this paper, we wonder: How aware are learners of their metacognitive skills at
studying? In order to respond such a question, we propose a student model to acquire,
measure, and depict basic metacognitive skills of learners. Our metacognitive student
model describes underlying concepts of knowledge and regulation domains. The first
experiment reveals: Groups of college students own a wide gray-level scale of awareness of
their metacognitive skills.
Keywords: Metacognition, metacognitive knowledge, regulation, student model

Introduction
According to Flavell,. Metacognition is: "…the monitoring and consequent regulation and
orchestration of cognitive transactions in relation to the cognitive objects or data on which
they bear, usually in service of some concrete goal or objective" [4]. In words said by Gama:
“Metacognitive knowledge consists primarily of knowledge or beliefs about what factors or
variables act and interact in what ways to affect the course and outcome of cognitive
enterprises” [6]. Metacognitive regulation refers to processes that coordinate cognition [3].
With the aim to model learners’ metacognitive skills, we tailor the first version of our
metacognitive student model with two key domains: knowledge and regulation. Thus, we
account several models, strategies, and tools to set the nature of both components and define
how to represent them. Moreover, we design and develop a trial to elicit responses of a
group of college students about their beliefs, habits, and likings at learning.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 1, a trial and the statistical results are given. In
section 2, the interpretation of results, the conclusions and the future work are set.

1. Experiment
1.1 Settings
We use the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI) set by Schraw and Dennison [18].
MAI elicits information about learner’s beliefs and habits. It is a test of 52 questions (Q) to
be answered as true or false (i.e., statistically speaking 1 and 0). Based on the learner’s
responses, MAI estimates her level of metacognitive awareness. Moreover, it is split into
metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive regulation of QMK = 17 and QMR= 35 questions
respectively. Both supersets are respectively organized into three and five concepts. Thus,
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metacognitive knowledge owns three concepts (e.g., declarative, procedural and conditional
knowledge) and metacognitive regulation contains five (e.g., planning, information
management strategies, comprehension monitoring, debugging strategies, evaluation).

1.2 Results
The MAI questionnaire was applied to a sample of college students, who pursue a bachelor
degree in Information Technologies in Mexico. The size of the sample was 25 (N). The
volunteers are studying their fifth semester of a program composed by eight semesters.
As the range of true responses scored for a participant is 0 to 52 and all volunteers answered
the inventory, the maximum possible number of true values is T =1,300 (i.e., as N * Q = 25
* 52). So any question could be positively responded from 0 to 25. Based on these items, a
resume of the descriptive statistical analysis is given next. Such a briefing is organized into
three layers: 1) Inventory. It corresponds to the level of metacognitive awareness
concerning to Q; 2) Domain. It reveals the level of metacognitive knowledge and
metacognitive regulation according to QMK and QMRr respectively; 3) Basic concept. It
represents the prior stated eight concepts for QDK, QPK, QCK…
As regards the inventory layer, an ascending frequency of affirmative answers given by the
sample N is set in Table 1, where id identifies the volunteer; fr is the frequency of
affirmative responses; % is the percentage frequency (i.e., fr / Q). It shows: the sample
scored 821 truth answers, a 63% of T. Based on Q, the mean is 32.8 positive answers per
subject and the median is 33. The range is 25 from a maximum of 44 minus a minimum of
19, which corresponds to 85% and 37% of Q. So there is a 48% of difference between the
volunteer with the least metacognitive awareness and the participant with the highest one!
Concerning the Q questions, an ascending frequency of true responses is given in Table 2,
where # is the question’s id and fr is the frequency of positive answers. Obviously, there are
821 true responses, the 63% of T. Based on N, the mean is 15.8 and the median is 16. The
range is 20 from a maximum of 24 and a minimum of 4, which represents the 96% and 16%
of N. It states: there are some nearly unknown metacognitive practices (e.g., #4: “I
periodically review to help me understand important relationships”) and some common
habits (e.g., #45: “I learn more when I am interested in the topic”).
id
8
6
7
3
9

Fr
19
23
23
27
27

%
37
44
44
52
52

Id
13
4
5
11
12

Fr
27
28
30
31
31

%
52
54
58
60
60

Id
20
2
23
18
1

Fr
31
32
33
34
35

%
60
62
63
65
67

Id
24
10
15
17
22

Fr
35
36
37
37
37

%
67
69
71
71
71

Id
21
16
25
14
19

Fr
38
41
41
44
44

%
73
79
79
85
85

Table 1. Frequencies of true responses given for each volunteer of the sample
#
21
28
8
37
6
16

Fr
4
6
7
9
9
9

#
24
33
14
38
11
12

Fr
10
10
10
11
12
12

#
50
34
48
19
22
20

Fr
13
13
13
14
14
14

#
36
49
41
4
17
47

Fr
15
15
15
15
15
16

#
30
45
42
18
44
35

Fr
16
16
16
16
17
17

#
32
40
39
13
23
26

Fr
17
18
18
18
18
18

#
27
10
1
7
31
9

Fr
18
18
19
19
20
20

#
29
5
51
2
43
15

Fr
20
20
21
22
22
22

#
25
3
52
46

Fr
23
23
24
24

Table 2. Frequencies of true responses given to each question of the MAI questionnaire
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2. Interpretation of results and conclusions
The analysis of the metacognitive knowledge domain shows: The sample scored 283 truth
answers, the 67% of a maximum of 425 (i.e., N * QMK). Based on QMK, the mean is 11.32
positive answers per subject and the median is 11. The range is 8 from a maximum of 15 and
a minimum of 7 that corresponds to 88% and 41% of QMK. Thus 47% is the difference
between subjects with the highest and the least metacognitive knowledge!
The statistics of true responses for the QMK questions of metacognitive knowledge show:
Based on N, the mean is 16.6 and the median is 17. The range is 15 from a maximum of 24
and a minimum of 9 that corresponds to the 96% and 36% of N. It reveals: at least the likings
are known by a third of the sample (e.g., #16: “I know what the teacher expects me to learn”)
and there are some habits well know by nearly all the members of the sample (e.g., #46: “I
learn more when I am interested in the topic”).
The results of the metacognitive regulation domain show: The sample scored 538 truth
answers, the 61% of a maximum of 875 (i.e., N * QMR). Based on QMR, the mean is 21.5
positive answers per subject and the median is 21. The range was 20 from a maximum of 30
and a minimum of 10 that corresponds to 86% and 29% of QMR. Thus 57% is the difference
between subjects with the highest and the least metacognitive regulation!
With respect the true responses for the QMR questions of metacognitive knowledge we found:
Based on N, the mean is 15.4 and the median is 16. The range is 20 from a maximum of 24
and a minimum of 4 that corresponds to 96% and 16% of N, so the difference is 80%. It
confirms: there are some nearly unknown metacognitive practices (e.g., #28: “I find myself
analyzing the usefulness of strategies while I study”) and some common learning patterns
(e.g., #52: “I stop and reread when I get confused”).
Our metacognitive student model provides key findings, such as: Although an average of
63% of metacognitive awareness is found out between volunteers, the range of the sample
goes from 37% up to 85%. So the group of college students is unbalanced.
As a future work we plan: to refine the questionnaire and retest the sample. Moreover, we
like to get the score of the subjects accomplished by volunteers and make a correlation
between academic facts and the level of metacognitive awareness.
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Abstract: Much attention has focused on the successes of creative
collaboration in online communities yet little is known about how members
organize participation and collaboration at such sites. In this paper, we analyze
different dimensions of collaborative agency by youth who locally
self-organized in groups and participated in a collaborative design challenge in
the Scratch online programming community. We report on youths‘ fluid roles in
groups, their contributions in terms of feedback, and their awareness of
participation in relation to the online community. In the discussion we address
what we learned about new forms of collaboration, equity issues, and
implications for the design of tasks which better support collective learning.
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1. Introduction
Most education research to date has focused on understanding collaborations in small groups.
Thousands of research studies have mapped out different dimensions that impact successful
and equitable participation in collaboration including the nature of various group arrangements
such as reciprocal teaching or jigsaw techniques, interactions with members of different
gender, race, ability, and experience, and causes for success and failures of group work [17].
By contrast, the research on understanding collaborations in large groups is fairly nascent: the
engagement in social networking sites [9] and participation in multiplayer gaming
communities [6] and virtual worlds [10] are all pointing towards considerable changes in how
youth are learning to interact with each other, the number of participants being one crucial
difference, the nature of collaborative tasks and interactions another.
A small but growing body of research is focusing on the success of online creative
collaboration in massive communities, with Wikipedia and Linux as the leading examples [2].
It has been proposed that these forms of large-scale online collaborations hold particular
promise for student learning and creativity [20]. The focus of our paper is to understand better
what it means to learn to participate and contribute effectively in these large-scale
communities, to develop and foster a sense of belonging, and to design for online creative
collaboration [11]. We are calling this particular ability to interact with and contribute to large
groups, collaborative agency, in order to highlight dimensions that would apply to
collaboration in massive communities where participation is voluntary, size of groups vary,
and members often have different expertise and might not know each other. While some have
argued against adopting these models of collaboration for school communities [8], our goal is
to investigate how design activities that connect local students with massive online
communities can become a fertile ground for supporting and developing collaborative agency.
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Here we present the findings of a collaborative design challenge that we launched in a
programming community called Scratch.mit.edu in early 2011. With over 850,000 members
and over 1.8 million projects, Scratch is by far the largest youth online programming
community. Our research focused on a local workshop with 21 youth that self-organized in six
groups of different sizes to contribute to a collaborative design challenge in the larger Scratch
community. Over a ten-week time period we captured students‘ interactions and conversations
in field notes and video recordings and conducted debriefing interviews with participants about
their collaborative experiences. In the discussion we examine what we have learned about
youth‘s collaborative agency by examining the fluid roles in groups as forms of distributed
engagements, their contributions in terms of feedback, and their awareness of their
participation in relation to the online community.

2. Background
Some studies have begun to map out issues of understanding collaboration and learning in Web
2.0 communities [4], examined issues of trust building [7] or studied knowledge diffusion
across and within local and virtual worlds [5]. Much less research has been conducted on using
large-scale communities for creating collaborative learning opportunities as in designing wiki
activities for university classes [18] or launching epidemics in virtual worlds for experiencing
and learning about infectious disease outbreaks [11]. To build a framework for understanding
collaborative agency, we bring together two distinct but related strands of research. One of
those strands has investigated students‘ collaborative learning in the Knowledge Forum while
contributing to a communal database [20]. The second strand investigated the nature of online
creative collaboration in the context of animation and movie making [15].
While Knowledge Forum communities are a far cry in size from today‘s social
networks, they have whole classes of students engage in science inquiry while contributing to a
communal online database, sometimes in arranged small groups but at other times in open and
flexible, or opportunistic, groups. Research found that students‘ knowledge building and
engagement was equally successful in either opportunistic or arranged collaborations [20].
Scardamalia [19] suggested the term ―collaborative collective responsibility‖ to explain
students‘ ability to understand the ―conditions in which responsibility for the success for a
group is distributed across all the members rather than being concentrated on the leader‖ in
addition for taking on responsibility ―for knowing, what needs to be known, and for insuring
that others know what needs to be known‖ (p. 2).
We argue that this collective responsibility provides a compelling learning objective for
the kinds of collaborative agency youth need to develop in order to participate in different types
of social networks such as Wikipedia or Linux [2] or the small opportunistic groups or collabs
that form to produce online movies and animations [15]. Such collabs are also found in the
youth online community of Scratch programmers that provides the research context for our
study [1]. For this particular study, we examined students‘ collaborations by addressing three
research questions: How do youth distribute roles in collabs? How do they integrate feedback?
In which ways are they aware of the broader audience? Our analyses will focus exclusively on
the youth‘s collaborative interactions in the local workshop context and include their online
interactions.
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3. Context, Participants, and Methods
The study took place from January to early March 2011 in weekly two-hour workshops at a
local science museum that worked with the high school. During six workshop sessions the 21
high school freshmen (ages 14-15) who had signed up for the Scratch workshop, worked in
self-chosen small groups to program and submit projects in Scratch to a ―Collab Challenge‖
(http://info.scratch.mit.edu/collabchallenge) issued in the online community. Open to the
entire Scratch community, the Collab Challenge had three requirements: (1) teams needed a
minimum of two participants; (2) teams had to integrate three unique images into their projects;
and (3) teams had to upload an initial draft midway through the competition to receive
collective feedback from the Scratch team before submitting a final project three weeks later
(for more detail, see [13]). Teams who creatively integrated these three disparate images using
their own original ideas and coding sequences had their projects ―featured‖ on the Scratch
homepage, a highly-coveted status in the scratch.mit.edu online community.
Data for the study included observations recorded in field notes by three different
researchers, videos from two cameras focused on individual groups, post-interviews with all
participants, and weekly artifact collection of participants‘ ongoing projects. Analyses focused
on individual groups as case studies, looking at their development over time, and across the
breadth of data through coding based on grounded theory [3]. We sought to understand the
inner workings of these opportunistic small groups, and the roles of the larger workshop
activities as well as the online Scratch community in their group work, project development,
and awareness of broader audiences.

4. Findings
Explaining the nature of the Collab Challenge to the 21 freshman participants at the outset of
our workshop, it was clear that the group was excited about the online component and the
prospect of being a contributor to a project that could be selected for the front page. Twelve
participants had prior experience using Scratch software during a previous workshop at the
museum that had been geared entirely toward creating individual projects. While all students
had to work with at least one other student and register their respective teams by the second
session, otherwise group formation was entirely in their hands (see Figure 1 below).

4.1 Distributed Engagement: Fluid roles within groups
Self-organizing within groups can be a challenge for youth, and the small groups in our
workshop were no exception. Since we were interested to see how they took up the
responsibility to work together, we provided little guidance on how to form or work in groups.
Initially two primary patterns of collaborative work emerged: splitting up work between
individuals then bringing it back together or sharing one computer and working together the
whole time. During the first half of the workshop (before the February 9th initial submission)
ProjectOne and Mage Battle split up responsibilities in some fashion amongst themselves,
splitting up roles (artist and programmer), modules of the project, and/ or simply making
different projects to evaluate. Meanwhile, Epic Myth, Shuriken, and BFP consistently did
everything together, perhaps, in the case of Epic Myth and Shuriken, aided by the relative
smallness of their group size (two members) while in the case of BFP (six members) slightly
uncertain how to split tasks up among such a large number.
• ProjectOne (Brett, Chase, Jackson, Darrin, William)
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Consisted of five boys (―a lot of smart people‖ according to one group member) known as the
―powerhouse‖ group. Members shared a strong interest in gaming, programming, and computer
science, and four boys had considerable prior experience using Scratch. Yet they struggled as a group,
each bringing a different project to consider, eventually settling on one member‘s idea (a ―keep it up‖
game with a ball that changed form and moved erratically) and letting that member do most of the
project work over the final two sessions.
• Brickbreaker (Clayton, Jack, & John)
Initially started as a group of three, joined by a fourth member later. Like ProjectOne, the
―Brickbreaker‖ group consisted of all boys who shared an interest in gaming (if not programming quite so
explicitly as ProjectOne members).. Personal connections played a large role in the team‘s formation. The
core trio knew each other closely from school and much of their work on the project occurred during
shared lunches and study halls. Usually working together around a single computer in the workshop,
the team used the three requisite images to create a variation of the classic brick-breaker game, a
―featured‖ project.
• Shuriken (Corbin & Ella)
A group of two—one boy and one girl—who did not seem to know each other very well prior to the
formation of their team. Corbin, the more outspoken of the pair, took the early lead in deciding what
type of project they would create, but as the project progressed Ella took an increasingly larger role in
trouble-shooting and adding details to produce a dodging game in which the main character must avoid
flying pinwheels to collect balls of cheese for points.
• Mage-Battle (Lawson & Lucas)
Two self-professed ―gamers‖ who also shared a strong mutual dislike for group work in any form.
Nonetheless their pairing came easily based on their common interest in video games and shared
antipathy toward school-based collaboration. Lucas, the more experienced member, took on the role of
―programmer‖ while Lawson, new to Scratch, supported as the ―graphics illustrator‖. Their two-player
combat game between wizards and demons was chosen as one of the projects featured on the Scratch
website for its use of intricate graphics, ascending levels, and accompanying soundtrack.
• BFP (Candie, Jayden, Laurel, Rachel, Reese, & Thomas)
The largest of the six groups, the team (five girls and one boy) seemingly formed based simply on prior
friendships. While the sole male member Thomas was a fairly experienced Scratch user, the remaining
five had never used it before; initial collaboration consisted of the five newcomers creating their own
characters and sending them to Thomas who proceeded to add code to the characters and integrate them
into a wider animation. The resulting project was an amusing hodge-podge of figures assembled upon a
beach, whose appearance was loosely tied to the narrative of singer Katy Perry disguised as a man on an
evening stroll along the water.
• Epic Myth (Violet & Avery)
Another group of two, who—like members of Brickbreaker—formed in part based on their friendship
at school. Sharing an interest in the anime video game series ―Kingdom of Hearts‖ the girls created
their project based on the series‘ alternative universe motif. In the format of an animated story, their
project depicts the origin of a new planet and while incomplete at the time of final submission, used
self-drawn characters whose animation was coordinated to the girls‘ own voiceover narration.
Fig. 1 Description of Collab Challenge Teams (all student and team names are pseudonyms)

However, after the initial submission date many groups shifted their collaborative style.
For instance, ProjectOne decided that they needed to work only on one computer because
having five versions of the project was too difficult to manage. In contrast, BFP started to split
up the work on their project, with different members taking on improvements of different
sprites and then adding them back into the larger project. When Corbin of the Shuriken group
was absent one day, his partner Ella took up more responsibility than she previously had on the
project, essentially splitting up the work previously done only together. Meanwhile, the
Brickbreaker group moved fluidly between all of these modes. They worked together during
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the workshop and during lunch and homeroom periods. In the interim periods they split up the
work, emailing each other different versions of the project. Toward the end, one person took
the responsibility of finishing the final tweaks to the project.
Given the timeline of the Collab Challenge that had multiple built-in deadlines, we
found that the groups took responsibility for figuring out how best to work together. In two
instances where the work seemed ill distributed amongst group members, one researcher spoke
privately to the defacto leaders (Corbin of Shuriken and Thomas of BFP), suggesting that they
try to draw in the other members more. It is unclear whether this made a difference, but the
distribution of work within the groups shifted afterwards, with the other members taking more
responsibility for programming and project work. If students are supposed to be aware of and
take responsibility for making sure that their group work is effective, then the students in these
unstructured groups succeeded in that aspect. This is not to say that groups worked seamlessly
or that every member contributed equally. Rather, in completing the open-ended, creative
programming projects, the groups managed the distribution of work at different times in the
ways they found more effective. They evaluated how well they were working and, for the most
part, shifted to become more effective. It appears that the mid-workshop initial submission
deadline assisted with this self-evaluation.

4.2 Complementary Contributions: Support between groups in the workshop
Beyond the collaboration within small groups, we also sought to provide feedback within the
larger workshop. Over the six meetings, we developed a model of 10-minute whole group
reflections where groups took turns sharing their in-progress, unfinished projects and receiving
feedback from the other members. Presenters would initially demo their project, then reveal the
underlying code operating its mechanics, and then briefly explain what they planned to do next
with their creation. Initially students appeared slightly awkward with this model, uncertain how
their peers would receive a project that was not yet complete as well as uncertain, in certain
instances, where they themselves planned to take their project in next stages. Over the initial
two presentations, eedback came only from 1-2 members of the group with more generous
feedback being supplemented by the adult researchers. However, as this mode was repeated,
more and more students provided constructive criticism on each other‘s projects until the final
meeting where the five ProjectOne members showed their project on laptops at each of the
other groups and received feedback from nearly every other member. Further, the constructive
feedback became more specific and tailored to the projects as students learned this mode of
constructive criticism: making suggestions related to game play (adjusting speed, making
things more playable), story plot (making story more clear, helping audience to understand
symbols), and programming (tweaking code, adding or adjusting variables, smoothing
interactions between objects).
Most groups used the feedback from these sessions to change their projects, showing
the value of the large group mini-sessions. A few said it was one of the most valuable aspects of
the Collab Challenge in general. Consider Lucas‘ comments on the importance of his group‘s
presentation of their in-progress work:
Researcher:
Lucas:
Researcher:
Lucas:

Was there anything that worked well for you two as a group?
Uh, the group collaborations where we went and presented and we got
the information.
How was that helpful?
Like I changed the different graphics on how I was going to make the
health bar. So that was something that really was [great].
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Other members, like Corbin and Ella, said that seeing others‘ presentations helped them think
of new possibilities in Scratch. The increased number and quality of comments during these
workshop mini-sessions as well as the statements by individual members suggest that not only
did they learn to take responsibility in determining how to distribute work amongst small group
members, but they also learned to see the value of contributions within the larger workshop —
recognizing the value of audience [16]— which brings us to the next aspect of our analysis,
namely audience awareness.

4.3 Audience Awareness: Projects in relation to larger programming community
One important result of the youth‘s participation in the Collab Challenge was their growing
awareness of the broader Scratch online community and their sense of participation in that
affinity space. Since these youth were largely new to Scratch (about half of them had learned it
in a series of four workshops two months earlier), it is interesting to understand their emergent
impressions of this larger affinity space and to what degree they felt a sense of connection to it.
Below we describe how, through their participation in the Collab Challenge, students came to
view the Scratch online community as a ―cool‖ place with programming projects that
interested them and as a community that provided constructive feedback. Further, some groups
began to situate their projects in relation to the Scratch community, developing a sense of the
community as both audience and resource.
First, students saw themselves participating in an online community that was valuable
because of the quality of projects and potential of the constructive criticism. As Chase
remarked, ―I like participating in the [Collab] project because I got to contribute to the cool
projects on the website.‖ Like Chase, many youth felt good about their project posted next to
others. This was a form of participating in a community that they valued. Further, most youth
also expressed that the online Scratch site was a place where they could receive positive,
constructive feedback on their projects and find examples of projects that were helpful to their
programming. For instance, as William summarized,
“Well, I really like the community of Scratch online because… it is always
really helpful to have positive feedback instead of continual accusations like
"Make this better" or "Just do it--I don't really know how you're going to and
I'm not going to help" which is sometimes the case on different forums like that.
But on the Scratch website it's alot more helpful.‖
To William and many of the students, the Scratch site was a place for positive, constructive
feedback that made them enthusiastic about the community. Looking at students‘ projects, it is
clear that the constructive comments not only built enthusiasm but also influenced the quality
of the projects. Based on the comments, all the groups improved their projects, tweaking
programming, improving storylines, making games more playable, adding instructions. In sum,
workshop members began to understand the ethic of the Scratch community as an exciting,
constructive, project-sharing site, and through posting projects and responding to comments
began to situate themselves as participants in the site.
Finally, a few groups expressed a growing awareness of the Scratch online community
as an audience. For instance, the Brickbreaker group researched the different types of the game
on the Scratch site, and built their game it to improve on the existing versions on the site. As
John expressed, ―we just liked the idea of [that game] and we saw what worked and what didn't
work.‖ Many groups also added project notes or instructions on how to activate/play their
projects after receiving feedback that the mechanisms were not obvious to online users. This
moves from ―awareness of contributions‖ [20] to responding to the online community as an
authentic audience. This involves what Magnifico [16] argues is critical thinking about
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communicating ideas to a group of people. Since the online community is a programming
audience, this has meaning for how kids adapt to the ways of viewing and kinds of
programming in the Scratch online community.

5. Discussion
This paper presented initial findings on how youth participated in the online creative
production of Scratch programs. As in knowledge forum [20], collab members assumed
collective cognitive responsibility, meaning members needed to negotiate multiple roles and
make adjustments to their designs as they provided and received feedback on programming
designs. In addition, they negotiated these responsibilities not just in local contexts but also in
the online context of the larger Scratch community with thousands of other members. We saw
in youths‘ reflections that the awareness of this larger community played an important role in
how they thought about the improvements of their programs. This should not be taken for
granted as we know from previous research that leveraging the Scratch website as a means for
participants to share their own work with wider audiences and download others‘ creations is
not always an easy and obvious step [11].
We have called this type of needed participation in online creative production
‗collaborative agency‘ to highlight that it is youth themselves who need to make choices about
who to work with, how to contribute to work, and how to deal with issues very much like the
adult volunteers in the collabs studied by Luther & Bruckman [15]. This new focus on
collaborative agency of learners is a distinct departure from collaborative research that has
focused on identifying arrangements and features that would make small groups productive in
their collaborations. By extension, in prior research teachers were the ones with more
collaborative agency because they set up groups, organized roles, and distributed work.
Participating in online collabs asks youth to assume more agency because their collaborations
are no longer confined to a local group but extend into a broader social network. This also
brings implications about the online community as a place of belonging to a collective of
programmers (and how they think, program, and provide feedback) and as a potential audience.
As Magnifico [15] elaborates in regard to writing, thinking about audience requires critical
reflection on ―how to align themselves with these practices and values, portray themselves as
members, and communicate these ideas to an outside audience‖ (p. 180). Applying concepts of
audience to programming opens up possibilities for how a massive online programming
community can influence students locally.
Ultimately, we want to know how to support learning of collaborative agency needed in
these new hybrid and distributed communities. Just as spatial arrangements of tables and chairs
and a teacher‘s organization of groups can facilitate or hinder collaboration between members,
we seek to understand the design levers in online spaces that promote productive contributions
in terms of content and feedback. The structures in the Collab Challenge, both online (with the
structure of initial submission, Design Team comments, final submission, and ―featuring‖ on
the home page) and in the local workshop (with structures to facilitate constructive criticism on
in-progress projects) influenced the ways that students created their projects and thought about
their participation in these multiple, layered settings. These findings give pointers that
recognition in its various guises, from simple presence to constructive feedback, can provide
powerful incentives for collaboration and give us a starting place for facilitating membership in
online programming-based communities.
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Abstract: Appropriate design of collaborative learning activities for students using 1:1
handheld devices can lead to peer scaffolding, building up students‟ collaborative skills.
Building on such prior studies in mCSCL (mobile Computer Supported Collaborative
Learning), we derived Chinese-PP, a novel design of in-class mobile synchronous
collaborative learning game on constructions of Chinese characters from components, with
the unique characteristic of spontaneous small group formations. In this paper, we propose
a framework, namely, “SCaffold Analysis and Provision Envisioning” (SCAPE) to guide
us in examining and refining/revising the interplay among various forms of scaffolding in
the learning model across various Design-Based Research (DBR) cycles of our study on
Chinese-PP. We believe a generalized SCAPE framework has the potential to inform TEL
research in a structure to embark on the iterative process of enacting and redesigning the
socio-techno-pedagogical frameworks developed by individual research projects.
Keywords: SCAPE framework, Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL), mobile
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning, Scaffolding, Design-based Research

1.

Introduction

One-to-one (1:1) technology-enhanced learning (TEL) environments transform classroom
dynamics as individual students can carry mobile devices with wireless affordances into the
classrooms [1][2]. Nevertheless, the incorporation of the 1:1 infrastructure into the classroom
may impose additional challenges on the teachers in trying to cope synergistically with content,
pedagogy and technology. To go beyond the clinical stages of research and turn such designs
into regular classroom modules, various aspects such as theoretical and curricular fit,
pedagogical guidance, technological design and logistic support need to be addressed [3].
Appropriate design of collaborative learning activities for students using 1:1 handheld
devices can lead to peer scaffolding, building up students‟ collaborative skills [4]. Building on
such prior studies in mCSCL (mobile Computer Supported Collaborative Learning), we derived
a novel design of in-class mobile synchronous collaborative learning game with the unique
characteristic of spontaneous small group formations. We name our design as “Chinese-PP”,
where PP refers to 拼一拼 or “Pīn yì Pīn” in Chinese, which means “trial assembling”. In the
game, students follow or adapt the peer scaffolds imposed both by the teacher and by the
computer system. In order to complete the learning tasks, they have to draw upon their social
relationships with other students to negotiate and optimize the solutions.
In this paper, we propose a framework, namely, “SCaffold Analysis and Provision
Envisioning” (SCAPE) to guide us in examining and refining (or revising) the interplay among
various forms of scaffolding in the learning model across various Design-Based Research (DBR)
cycles of our study on Chinese-PP. We adopt DBR to carry out an iterative process of designing,
experimenting, reflection upon and redesigning the learning model and applications, and to
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integrate design principles with technological affordances to render plausible solutions [5]. We
will narrate one completed DBR cycle of our study to see how SCAPE has assisted us in
accomplishing crucial revamps in the learning design. Rooted in DBR, a generalized SCAPE
framework may inform TEL research in a methodology to embark on the iterative process of
improving the socio-techno-pedagogical structures developed by individual studies.
2.

Towards a 1:1 Solution for mCSCL Chinese Character Learning

The Chinese-PP study is an attempt to tackle the primary hurdle of learners of Chinese as a
second language (L2) – the logographic nature of the Chinese script [6]. The Chinese scripts are
a rule-based system – each Chinese character comprises of one or more components, spatially
arranged with certain principles. The traditional way of teaching Chinese characters are either
through strokes or through whole characters as an image by bypassing the components. Neither
approach conforms to the principles of language acquisition theories such as comprehensible
input [7], information processing [8] and connectionism [9]. The fact that a limited numbers of
components can form a large number of characters leads us to argue that learning characters
through combining their components in different positions is cognitively effective. It allows
learners to nurture the ability of making educated guesses on unfamiliar characters.
Building on prior mCSCL work by Zurita and Nussbaum [10] and our previous
explorational study on fractions addition mobile game [4], we designed the Chinese-PP
character forming activity based on 1:1 TEL setting which would be conducted in multiple
rounds. In Zurita and Nussbaum‟s work, students were assigned to fixed small groups before the
beginning of the classroom activities. We adapted the activity design in which students have to
negotiate with other students to form their own groups spontaneously with no fixed size. In each
round, a set of Chinese components is assigned by the system server via 3G network to
individual students‟ smartphones. Students form groups by composing appropriate characters
out of the components and place them at the correct positions, thereby forming a valid Chinese
character. For example, with the components 女 , 口 and 月 , students could place the
components in the correct order to form the character 娟 („graceful‟). In addition, we encourage
the students to form larger legitmate groups (groups of more than two) for composing more
complex characters. Figure 1 features an architecture overview of the technological solution.
Server
木

Group 1
宀

宋

和

宋

Group 2

Group 1

Group character

Teacher's console
女

禾

Group 2
口

和

王

Group character

Figure 1: A broad architecture overview of the Chinese-PP system
Given the unique feature of flexible groupings in Chinese-PP, a significant game element
is the reinforcement of global goals - no student to be left out. Hence, students ought to set
aside their pursuance of local (individual) goals (i.e., to form a larger group) to help their peers.
While some groups might have formed their characters, the others might have reached a deadend situation. In such cases, students will need to think about other group configurations – that
is, they need to integrate their thinking and collaborative skills together with their linguistic
knowledge towards group goals. They might even come up with the solutions that require
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disbanding of existing groups and form new groups with left-out peers. The act of balancing the
local and global goals can be considered as the act of balancing competitions and collaborations.
3.

The SCAPE Framework (SCaffold Analysis and Provision Envisioning)

We envisaged that the Chinese-PP activity would consist of three main scaffolding sources:
technological, peer and the teacher. Technology provides scaffolding in the sense of both
generic and domain-specific rules and logic (in the form of software features or affordances),
while the teacher acts as facilitator and helps the students in dealing with impasses. Peer
scaffolding is encouraged in order to increase student interaction and collaboration [4].
Adopting a DBR methodology, we propose a framework (Figure 2) for examining the
potential roles of teacher, peer and technological scaffolding in CSCL. The essential idea is that
through the school-based experiments, different forms of teacher and peer scaffolding may be
emerged during the learning activities. The researchers, the teachers and even the students then
propose new forms of scaffolding in retrospectively addressing the pitfalls that they encounter.
They could subsequently identify those which can be fully or partially automated as
technological scaffolding (arrows A in Figure 2), and distil those which should best remain in
the form of teacher or peer scaffolding to become part of the teacher facilitation guide or student
strategy guide (arrows B). Certain teacher scaffolds might be able to be replaced or assisted by
the peer help (arrow C), thus relying on the social intelligence of the class.
C

empowerment

A

A
Proposed or
Emergent
Technological
Scaffolds

automation

Proposed or
Emergent Peer
Scaffolds

D
empowerment

B

D

Proposed or
Emergent
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orchestration
on

codification

Reified Student
Practices and
Learning Flow

automation

A

codification

Software Design & UI

B

codifcation

Reified Teacher
Orchestration
Practices

Figure 2. The SCAPE Framework
In addition, the scaffolding analysis can be extended to the identification of the critical
success factors of learning environments and the assessment of the roles of the technological
supports, i.e., if teachers and students can do better in providing certain scaffolds, then the role
of the technology will need to be revised (arrows D). We name this framework “SCaffold
Analysis and Provision Envisioning” (SCAPE), motivated by advocating an extensive and
expansive landscape or view of learning design. Such a framework may guide us in redefining
the roles of the teachers, the students and the technology to tackle various challenges and
improve the students‟ learning experiences and outcomes. When good scaffolding leads to
positive learning processes and outcomes, these can be reified by creating representations which
can serve as best practices to help future learners and teachers.
4.

Chinese-PP: Study Description
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To carry out the study in our collaborating school, a primary school in Singapore, we have
planned three DBR cycles that aims to advance from the base learning design towards an
effective mCSCL practice informed by language acquisition theories (e.g., [7][8][9]). We will
apply the SCAPE framework across all three cycles to continuously improve the design.
 1st Cycle – Formative evaluation of the base learning design: We focused on preliminary
game rule design, development of technological solution and formative evaluations in these
aspects. Two rounds of trial runs (two “micro-cycles” here after) were conducted with small
groups of Primary 3-5 (9-11 year-old) students. Students were not coached in the domain
knowledge or collaborative strategies. They just played the game with the prescribed rules
so that we could identify emergent learning patterns, iron out logistic issues, and probe the
students on their perceptions in the design. The findings in each round informed our
refinement in the rules and the software, which were then tested in the subsequent round.
 2nd Cycle – Pilot classroom lessons: We will design a pedagogical framework to facilitate a
series of learning and game playing sessions that foster students‟ learning growth over the
time (roughly 8 sessions with 2-week intervals). The Chinese Language teacher in the
Primary 3 experimental class will take the lead in designing and enacting individual lesson
plans while the researchers will play a supporting role.
 3rd Cycle – Implemented classroom lessons: The school will take over the agency in
scaling up the learning model to all its Primary 3 classes. We will provide support in
teachers‟ professional development.
In the following sections, we will describe our trials, findings and refinements in the 1 st
cycle. Due to the space limit, we will not report our plans for the 2nd and 3rd cycles.
5.

1st Cycle: The Experiment and the Subsequent Improvement in its 1st micro-cycle

Within the 1st cycle, we conducted two micro-cycles of design, evaluation and re-design with
Chinese-PP. The first micro-cycle involved two pilot runs during May and August 2010. This
had resulted in a major revamp of the game logic and user interface design. The second microcycle which involved another two pilot runs during February and April 2011 respectively had
prompted us in making relatively minor fine-tuning.
Prior to the first micro-cycle, we designed the game rules with the following principles: (1)
Based on our previous experiences in the fraction addition games [4], we recommend up to 15
minutes for, and 15-20 participants to be involved in, each game round; (2) In preparing each
game round, the teacher needs to identify a set of components according to the number of
participating students and input them to the system – the choice of components should allow the
construction of as many eligible characters as possible, and with at least one global solution (i.e.
no student will be left out) available; (3) The game rules, scaffoldings and incentives should be
designed in the way that students are encouraged to strive for balancing the local global goals.
We developed the Chinese-PP version 0.1 software (Figure 3). In the beginning of each
game round, students choose appropriate components out of the “peers‟ components” screen
(Figure 3b), thereby forming a group. Members of each group then discuss and choose one of
the general Chinese character configurations to organise their components properly via
templates (character configurations) supplied by the Chinese-PP application (arrows < and > in
Figure 3a). The teacher‟s console is not only used for controlling the game rounds (e.g.,
assigning components, starting/ terminating a round, etc.) but is also projected on a screen to
give students a global view of the game (i.e. which characters have already been formed).
In the first micro-cycle, we engaged 37 Primary 4 students in the trial runs. These were
mixed ability students in Chinese Language. As such a game may also be carried out using cards
with individual components being printed, we experimented on both the “phone mode” and
“card mode” (with four rounds of each game) on two different days. We split them into two subgroups of 18 and 17 members each and repeated the trials on both sub-groups. The card games
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applied the same game rules as the phone games except without any ICT support, and the
students needed to cluster together to manipulate their cards in trial composing characters. For
the phone games, the students could invite potential group members and accept/reject invitations
through the smartphone application. The teacher facilitated all the games by controlling the
game pace, hinting the students on-the-fly concerning possible groupings, verifying students‟
groupings, and determining when to terminate a round.

Figure 3a. Student‟s
smartphone application
displaying an assembled
character.

Figure 3b. Student‟s
smartphone application
with Chinese language
components.

Figure 3c. A teacher‟s view of the Chinese language
learning activity. The screen shows the characters from
four groups of students framed into a template.

Furthermore, we introduced a unique scoring scheme after the first pilot run in order to
encourage the balancing of global and local goals. Students earned and accumulated scores by
forming legitimate groups – 10 points for a 2-component character (same score to be awarded to
each group member), 30 points for a 3-component character, and 50 points for a 4-component
character. This was to encourage the students to form bigger groups so as to fulfil their local
goals. However, in order to motivate the students to assist their left-out peers, each student who
had formed a group and earned points will be penalized by 5 points times number of peers being
left-out by the end of a game round, while the left-out students would not be penalized. Due to
resource constraints, this functionality was not automated in Chinese-PP v0.1. Thus, in the
second pilot run, we computed the „live‟ scores manually, which was very time consuming.
All the games were video- and audio-recorded for analysis of students‟ game behaviors
and collaborative patterns. The software logs of the students‟ interactions during the phone
games were also used for triangulation. In addition, the focus group interviews that took place
after each pilot run were conducted in order to reveal the students‟ perceptions in the games and
the reasons behind their game playing and collaborative behaviors.
The students exhibited similar discussion patterns in all the card and phone game sessions.
In each game round, students started exchanging ideas verbally about arranging the components.
Most students first identified a classmate to discuss, and then switched to groups of three to four
to discuss alternative possibilities. An initial set of groups was created in the process with a few
left-out students still looking for groupings. If the left-out students could not form groups among
themselves, they would seek peers‟ or the teacher‟s assistance in identifying other solutions.
Some of the students who had already formed groups continued helping out their left-out peers
by thinking of the possibilities of adding a group member or even breaking their own group.
Nevertheless, due to the nature of the domain (Chinese characters) and the UI design of
Chinese-PP v0.1, most of the students had during the focus groups indicated their preference in
playing the card game, as they could cluster together and physically manipulate their cards by
trial placing them in different spatial configurations. This emergent strategy is what we loosely
call “trial-and-error”. Instead, during the phone games, the students had to study the “peers‟
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components” screen (Figure 3b), and mentally construct characters before deciding whom to
invite to form a group. When playing the phone games, some students still approached each
other physically to discuss, albeit unable to physically “trial construct” characters from their
components. The UI design had been imposing additional cognitive burden to them.
Informed by the DBR methodology, we reflected on the game processes to decide on
whether we should give up the phone mode and proceed to use the cards for our future study.
Rather than judging it anecdotally, we let the domain-specific (language acquisition) theories
inform and guide us in deciding whether we should accommodate or rectify the students‟ use of
their emergent game strategy. A detailed account of our reflection process is given in [14]. In
summary, our decision was to retain and improve the mCSCL solution. Guided by the SCAPE
framework, we revised the learning and technological designs. For example, the students‟ trialand-error strategy in the card mode has inspired us to re-design the smartphone UI to show
“virtual cards” of individual components that can be dragged and dropped onto the working
space to try assembling (emergent peer scaffolding → technological scaffolding; left arrow A
in Figure 2). The tedious manual scoring tasks have been automated as well; individual students‟
scorings and their overall rankings are dynamically updated in the teacher‟s console (proposed
teacher scaffolding → technological scaffolding; right arrow A in Figure 2).
With that, we redesigned the UI (Chinese-PP v1.0) which now has a client side layout
consisting of the two main application pages (Figure 4a and 4b). On the main (first) page the
student are able to see the available Chinese character components that are used to assemble a
character (top page menu) and the central assembling canvas. The second main screen displays
all formed groups containing a student‟s character (specially denoted with the blue colour). For
each group the student is able to agree or disagree with the components‟ layout.
Figure 4c shows the redesigned teacher application with the user list, Chinese component
list and the number of points on the left hand side and the assembled group representation area
on the right hand side. Immediately after all students accept a suggested group (green arrow
shown on a group representation screen), the teacher‟s application allows the teacher to verify
the correctness of the assembled character. Only after the teacher has confirmed the correctness
of a group‟s character, the points are assigned to its members.

Figure 4a. The first clientside application page
showing an assembled
Chinese character.

6.

Figure 4b. The second
client – side application
page showing all
assembled groups.

Figure 4c. Teacher‟s application showing all assembled
and accepted by the students groups allowing teacher to
verify the composed character correctness.

1st cycle: The experiments in the second micro-cycle

We advanced to the second micro-cycle by inviting two groups of students to try out the
revamped system. The first group comprises 15 out of the 37 students who were involved in the
first micro-cycle‟s experiments (who had moved up to Primary 5). The second group comprises
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of 16 Primary 3 students (which was not the experimental class of the 2nd cycle), also with
mixed abilities in Chinese. We repeated the same experimental design as the first micro-cycle,
except that the researchers no longer facilitated the game sessions and instead engaged the
Chinese teacher of the future experimental class in our 2nd cycle of study to enact the activities.
After the experiments, most of the students had indicated that they preferred the phone mode.
The Primary 5 group who used to prefer the card mode in the last micro-cycle told us that the
new UI had essentially resolved the „problem‟ of inconvenient character composition process,
with the additional advantage of letting them seeing all their peers‟ components on one screen –
an affordance that the card mode cannot offer.
With the UI revamp, we observed one major difference in the students‟ game playing
pattern as compared to the first micro-cycle. That is, at the beginning of each round, instead of
going straight to peer interactions, they spent quite a while to drag, drop and assemble
components into characters individually, as though they were attempting a one-player game. It
was obviously the new UI that shaped the behavior. This is in principle not a drawback, as a
system that allows children to work together as well as maintain the ability for individual
exploration is an important advance in CSCL [12]. The interplays of individual exploration and
group work were indeed observed in Zurita and Nussbaum‟s work [10].
What raised our concern was that some of the students just took their time to work
individually and did not bother to advance to peer negotiations. We argue that a „productive‟
game would consist of two (perhaps intertwining) phases: personal trial phase, and grouping and
optimization phase. The first phase is inevitable and perhaps desirable, but it should not take too
long. To reduce the potential problem, we plan to incorporate a timer to the teacher‟s console
that will start counting down since a new game round commences, and alarm at 2 minutes later
as a soft deadline for the personal trial phase (to remind the students to move on to checking
whether they are also invited to join other groups, and begin peer negotiations). Furthermore, we
will derive more collaborative strategies to train the students, or formalize good emergent
strategies from specific students to train other students, with the aim of promoting peer
scaffoldings. All these will be documented in students‟ guidebook (proposed teacher
scaffolding → teacher guidebook & student guidebook; arrows B in Figure 2).
Another issue that we observed was pertaining to the teacher‟s facilitation of the game
sessions. With the researchers‟ assistance in controlling the teacher‟s console and supporting the
logistics, the teacher had been too obsorbed in interacting with the students, answering almost
every single student question, and often giving away correct solutions. Hence, she often became
the center of the attention when being surrounded by the students who were waiting for her
quick answers instead of trying to resolve problems with their peers. Occasionally, we needed to
remind her to return to the teacher‟s console to approve or reject students‟ submitted groupings.
That wore her out in orchestrating the session.
The observation prompted us to reflect on the teacher‟s roles in the game. In the future,
when such a learning model is translated into a school-based curriculum, researchers will not be
around and individual teachers will be on their own. Our participating teacher‟s facilitation style
will not work. We extracted all the student questions from the transcription of the games, and
asked the teacher to categorize them and determine suitable strategies to deal with each type of
questions, with the following intentions in mind: (1) to promote student thinking and
collaborations, rather than spoonfeed them; (2) to reduce her burden in classroom orchestration
and be able to smoothly switch between teacher-student interactions and the controlling of the
teacher‟s console. For example, if a student assembles a character on the phone and asks for the
teacher‟s verification without consulting the relevant peers, the teacher may advice the student
to discuss with those potential group members (teacher scaffolding → student scaffolding;
arrow C in Figure 2). All the derived strategies will be documented in teacher‟s guidebook for
Chinese-PP (teacher scaffolding → teacher guidebook; left arrow B in Figure 2).
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There were other minor improvements in the game rules and the system (Chinese-PP 1.1)
according to the teacher/student feedback, thus concluding the 1st DBR cycle of the study.
7.

Discussion and Conclusion

We have proposed Chinese-PP, a game-based learning approach to address the Chinese as L2
learners‟ need of enhancing their understanding in the structures of Chinese characters. Such a
learning design is very different from the conventional instructional styles that typical teachers
are well-versed in. We worked out complex game rules to meet the learning goals informed by
theories of language acquisitions and collaborative learning. Yet the design and the use of
technology may pose serious classroom orchestration challenges to the teachers should it be
translated to regular classroom modules. Furthermore, individual teachers‟ diversified
instructional or interactional (with their students) styles may play a crucial part in shaping (or
constraining) students‟ learning and collaborative processes in Chinese-PP.
With the eventual aim of scaling up the learning model in the school, we adopted DBR
and in turn derived the SCAPE framework to help us in systematically codifying and
improving/transforming various types of proposed or emergent scaffoldings, and consequently
redefining/redistributing the roles of the teachers, the students and the technology. Researchers
of learning technology have a long tradition of pooling adequate resources and assuming the
dominating roles in facilitating empirical studies based on their learning designs while teachers
are virtually transformed into research assistants [13]. Therefore, whether such learning designs
can become part of the regular curriculum is questionable – when individual teachers facilitate
such classes on their own, they usually have much less resources, such as no technical assistant,
at their disposal. In our study, we strive for tackling this issue by tweaking different factors and
variables at different stages of the study with the aid of the SCAPE framework to gradually
bring the Chinese-PP model closer to becoming a regular curriculum.
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Abstract: This paper presents a flexible approach to model and support inquiry learning
processes in complex domains centered around emerging learning objects. It describes our
work on applying educational process modeling techniques to provide an agenda-based
tool for metacognitive scaffolding that supports students in regulative activities. A
prototype has been developed as a pedagogical agent. Rather than presenting the suggested
learning sequence directly, the pedagogical agent helps the students to reflect on and
possibly re-plan their learning processes by monitoring and analyzing students’ actions
and by using a predefined process model. The pedagogical agent has been tested and the
initial test results demonstrate the technical feasibility of this approach.
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1. Introduction: Scaffolding Inquiry Learning
Inquiry learning emphasizes constructivist ideas of learning. On the one hand, an inquiry
learning process, rather than following a routine, is usually dynamic and unpredictable.
The question/problem faced by the students is usually open-ended and ill-structured; there
is no fixed target or prescribed result that the students have to achieve [16]. On the other
hand, students should learn and use the scientific inquiry skills when they are engaged in
inquiry. There are various models for inquiry learning introduced in educational literature
(e.g., [6] and [7]). In addition, many artifacts such as problem definitions, hypotheses, and
inferences emerge in inquiry learning processes [3]. Learning and producing artifacts in
appropriate sequences, may improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the inquiry
learning. It is implied that metacognitive scaffolding should not enforce the students to
strictly follow a predefined learning path in such product-rich and ill-structured processes,
but should help them to manage the science inquiry processes in a systematic way.
If students employ the inquiry strategies during a series of inquiry activities, it is
likely that the students internalize these strategies from repeated uses, which allows
scaffolding to be faded [12]. Pea [11] argued that effective fading mechanisms should
differ between high and low achieving students. It is implied that scaffolding should be
provided appropriately according to the skill levels of the students.
As Quintana et al. [13] summarized, students lack the knowledge about the activities
that constitute inquiry and the procedures for performing these activities, and they lack the
strategic knowledge needed to select activities and coordinate the inquiry. Specific
methods should be implemented in the learning environment to foster the advancement of
students’ self-regulative competencies and meta-skills for regulating inquiry activities [8].
Related methods and mechanisms of metacognitive scaffolding are summarized by
Hannafin, et al. [5] as: a) suggesting students to plan ahead, evaluate their progress, and
determine their needs; b) modeling cognitive strategies and self-regulatory processes; and
c) proposing self-regulating milestones and related monitoring. Other studies (e.g., [2] and
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[10]) suggest that the learning environment should foster students to perform
metacognitive tasks, such as directing students to explicitly plan their activities and justify
their choices for action, or arrange the opportunities to reflect on the quality of their
planning and how well they executed their plan.
This paper describes our work on devising computational scaffolding for fostering
students to gain self-regulation skills. We claim that educational process modeling
technologies can be applied to develop a flexible approach to developing computational
metacognitive scaffolding. The challenge here lies in the fact that one cannot predict, or
design in advance, the learning processes and outcomes emerging in settings that are based
on participants’ activities and solving of ill-structured problems [4].
2. A Flexible Approach to Computational Metacognitive Scaffolding
Based on the considerations described in the introduction, we are developing an approach
to provide metacognitive scaffolding. The three sub-sections of this section present our
approach on the three corresponding aspects. Note that in the rest of the paper the terms
scaffolding denotes computational metacognitive scaffolding if it is not explained further.
Model-Based Scaffolding
Our approach to scaffolding is based on the knowledge captured in a learning process
model. A learning process model consists of a set of hierarchically structured, typed
activities such as problem-definition, hypothesis-generation, and solution-finding. An
activity will produce an artifact such as problem statements, hypotheses, or solutions.
Some types of activities can be refined further. For example, an experiment can be
decomposed into activities such as data-collection, data-processing, and datainterpretation. An artifact will be produced by using a certain tool. For example, many
types of artifacts can be produced by using a text editor. The production of some types of
artifacts needs specific tools such as a simulator and a concept-mapping-tool. It is
important to note that two structures should be explicitly specified in the process model
for providing metacognitive scaffolding: a temporal activity structure and an artifactdependent structure. Fig. 1 shows an example of both structures in a segment of a process
model that includes seven activities (drawn in blue boxes) and their associated artifacts
(drawn in red ellipses). A detailed explanation of this diagram can be found in section 3.
The relation “A is preceding B” (drawn as a dashed blue arrow) means that it is usually
preferred to do A before B. It is different from the semantics “the completion of A will
trigger the start of B”, which is widely used in process modeling. It is just a suggested
activity sequence for achieving better results or/and to improving learning efficiency in a
normal situation. For example, students would better reflect on important criteria before
filling the criteria weight table. However, the student can decide to accept the suggestion,
to do something else in between these two activities, or to fill the criteria weight table
without writing the reflection on important criteria. The second structure is based on the
dependence between artifacts. The relation “A is dependent on B” (drawn as a dashed red
arrow) means that the content of A is affected by the content of B. For example, the
criteria final table is dependent on the criteria table and the criteria weight table. If one or
both of them are changed, the criteria final table should be changed accordingly. These
two structures have similarities but are not identical. For example, reflecting on important
criteria is preceding filling the criteria weight table, but there is no dependence between
two artifacts of these two activities. Creating my favourite pizza is indirectly preceding
creating my first healthy pizza, but the former is not directly and indirectly dependent on
the later. Both structures, in theory, are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
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Fig. 1: Examples of Activity-temporal Structure and Artifact-dependent Structure
A process model can be instantiated as an execution (or called instance) for a
student at runtime. In order to execute an ill-structured and open-ended process, as shown
in Fig. 2, an activity dynamic model is defined with four states: enabled, activated,
need_to_check, and completed. These four activity states correspond to the four states of
the associated artifact: expected, in progress, need_to_check, and finished. A student can
explicitly declare the completion of an activity (causing the event complete) when the
student thinks that the associated artifact is finished. Unlike a typical task-driven or
object/artifact-driven process model in which the finish of an activity/artifact will trigger
the start of the next activity, our model enables the student to start to do an activity at any
time. S/he can also perform a completed activity to modify a previously finished artifact,
because the inquiry learning is open-ended and cyclic in nature. The student can directly
manipulate the associated artifact without the need to explicitly declare start and modify.
For each artifact we define several thresholds, the volume (e.g., the size of text for a texteditor and the numbers of node and links for a concept-mapping-tool) and execution time
of the artifact will be traced at the runtime. Thus, the events start and modify will be
detected through monitoring and analyzing student’s actions on the artifact. For example,
when it is captured that the student has worked on an artifact and the volume and
execution time have reached to the thresholds, an event start occurs. Note that the state
change of one activity may result in the state transitions of other activities if they have
artifact dependences. As illustrated in Fig. 2, when the student has made changes to a
finished artifact (e.g., criteria weight table) to some extent (specified by thresholds), the
student will be asked to confirm whether s/he is making a substantive change. If it is
confirmed to make a substantive change, the event modify occurs. This event not only
changes its state to activated, but also changes the state of those activities into
need_to_check, which artifacts (e.g., criteria final table and my optimized healthy pizza)
depend on the artifact of this activity. The following sub-section will describe this
situation continually.

Fig. 2: State-transition Diagrams of Two Activities
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Three Levels of Scaffolding
In our approach, scaffolding will be provided in three situations:
1.
When a student expresses the need by clicking a special button, the scaffolding tool
will be presented to the student on demand.
2.
When a student implies the need by clicking the complete button in the tool to
perform an activity, the student will think about strategic plan and determine what to
do as the next step in order to approach the learning goal. Opening the scaffolding tool
at this time can help the student to move out from a cognitive activity to a high level
reasoning process about a tactical or/and strategic plan to achieve a milestone or/and
the overall learning goal.
3.
When a student is not aware of the need, but s/he is doing something without
complying with the artifact-dependent structure. The reason why the student does so
is either being unfamiliar with the inquiry process or starting a new cycle of inquiry.
There are two cases in such a situation. a) When the student start to work on an
expected artifact (e.g., my optimized healthy pizza) without finishing its depended
artifacts (e.g., criteria weight table and criteria final table), the student will be
suggested to work on the depended artifacts first and then start to perform this
activity. b) As described in the last sub-section, when the student has confirmed that
s/he is modifying a finished artifact (e.g., criteria weight table) after finishing its
affected artifacts (e.g., criteria final table and my optimized healthy pizza), the states
of the effected artifacts and their associated activities become need_to_check. Then
the student will be asked to check whether to resume those activities. If s/he confirms
by expressing resume, the state of this activity will become activated. If the student is
not going to change an effected artifact, s/he can choose approve.
Based on these three situations, we define three levels of scaffolding for the students
who have different levels of metacognitive skills. A novice student can choose the high
level of scaffolding and will be supported in all three situations. For an intermediate
student the actively provided scaffolds are not necessary anymore. S/he can choose the
medium level of scaffolding in which the third situation is excluded. As a skilled student
the scaffolding on demand is enough. The more the student’s skill increases, the less s/he
may use it although scaffolding remains available.
An Agenda Form of Scaffolding
Our approach to provide metacognitive scaffolding is using an additional tool to the main
workspace that provides entries of all activities in a hierarchical structure. In order to
foster regulative activities, our scaffolding tool is provided in a form of agenda.
The agenda tool (see Fig. 4) consists of two parts. The first part is used to verbally
present feedback, explanations, and suggestions. The second part is a list of activities with
the states and completion times. The student can monitor the work progress by viewing the
sequentially structured activities. The need_to_check activities are marked and the student
can choose resume or approve. The list can include either all activities or a subset of
activities that are related to the currently focused activities. It stimulates the student to
reflect on the overall process or recent work progress. The list also supports the student to
evaluate work progress by enabling to attach a short note to each activity and to write
evaluation about the overall process as well. Activities can be listed in a suggested
sequence or an actual work sequence. The student can change the suggested learning
sequence according her/his concrete situations. If a change causes conflicts to the
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definitions in activity-temporal structure or artifact-dependent structure, the student will be
informed. The student can decide to withdraw or insist the change.
3. Implementation of a Metacognitive Scaffolding Agent
By adopting the presented approach, a prototype has been implemented as a Metacognitive
Scaffolding Agent (MSA) and integrated into the SCY inquiry learning environment.
SCY1 is a European research project on learning in science and technology domains. SCY
uses a flexible and adaptive pedagogical approach to learning based on “emerging learning
objects” (ELOs), i.e., artifacts created by the learners during the learning process [3].
Learners work on missions [15] (e.g., the “Pizza Mission” to learn about healthy food and
the “ECO Mission” to learn about ecosystems) in the SCY learning environment called
SCY-Lab using various tools on ELOs individually or collaboratively with support from
pedagogical agents. When a student starts a mission, a mission execution (or called
runtime) will be instantiated from the learning process model that is formally described as
the mission specification. The SCY environment is implemented as a client-server
architecture. The SCY server hosts multiple services like the Repository of Open Learning
Objects (RoOLO), a communication and collaboration platform, the logging and
notification facilities and last but not least the pedagogical agent framework [17]. The
pedagogical agent framework integrates all pedagogical agents in SCY and provides
common mechanisms to share data, access user log data and ELOs, and finally send
notifications back to the user. The framework is based on a blackboard architecture using a
TupleSpace implementation called SQLSpaces [17], i.e., the different agents only
communicate over the shared platform (the “blackboard”) and not directly with each other.
By monitoring and changing the contents on the platform, each agent contributes to
solving a problem according to its specification.
Fig. 3 shows a brief overview of the SCY architecture. SCY-Lab stores and retrieves
user created learning objects and mission runtime information from RoOLO. The
pedagogical agent framework provides access to the same data for agents through the
“RoOLO Accessor Agent”. All user actions (e.g., load/save an ELO with a tool,
insert/delete text in text-editor, add/remove a node/link in concept-mapper, set a value in a
simulator) are logged into the TupleSpace and are accessible for all interested agents. For
example, a concept map agent monitors students’ progress while using the SCYMapper
tool by analyzing users’ actions on concept maps. If necessary, scaffolding on developing
a concept map will be sent to the client through the notification service. The MSA is also
implemented as such a pedagogical agent. It monitors and measures students’ overall work
progresses by analyzing actions performed by the students from the actions space and
provides process guidance if necessary using the commend space and the notification
service in SCY-Lab (see Fig. 3).
When a student starts to execute a mission, the MSA will search for the document
that specifies the process model of the mission from the RoOLO (via the RoOLO
Accessor Agent). If the mission model is new, the MSA will extract the document and
create the process model. Meanwhile, the MSA will create a mission execution for the
user and store the mission execution in the guidance space (GS). When the student starts
to perform an activity, the MSA will create an activity instance and store related
information in the GS. As the student operates on the ELO with the appropriate tool, the
ELO evolves and the activity changes its state. The tuple about the activity and the ELO
will be updated in the GS. If a specific event is detected according to the specification of
1

SCY – “Science Created by You” is an EU project of the 7th Framework
Programme, see http://www.scy-net.eu (last visited in Sep 2011).
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the process model (e.g., the student completes an activity or modifies the ELO of a
completed activity), the MSA will analyze the work progress of the student and provide
metacognitive scaffolding to the student through the notification facility.

Fig. 3: Implementation Architecture
The MSA has been implemented and tested to scaffold the “Pizza Mission” (see
[15], p. 110). The mission aims at actively engaging students in the right choice of food
products through creating a healthy pizza. In this mission, a virtual pizza is an artifact
created using a pizza simulation tool to represent a solution to a societal and personally
relevant problem. 31 activities and their associated artifacts are modeled and a part of
activity-temporal structure and artifact-dependent structure are depicted in the Fig. 1.
Briefly describing, after creating the first pizza my favorite pizza, the students are
introduced to the concept of nutrients and compare their own diet with the daily nutritional
needs of the human body. Further on, they learn about the digestive system, and its
function, and look at the consequences of an unhealthy diet. Then they return to the pizza
simulation tool and create a second pizza my first healthy pizza. All ingredients of both
pizzas combined serve as items in the criteria table. After assigning weights to each of the
criteria criteria weight table, there will be a table with final scores criteria final table, so
that students may select the healthiest pizza ingredients for their last pizza my optimized
healthy pizza. Finally, they compare their pizzas with those of their peers and write
reports.

Fig. 4: A Screenshot of the Scaffolding Tool That Is Embedded in SCY-Lab.
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Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the metacognitive scaffolding tool that is embedded in
SCY-Lab. Related activities are organized in a learning activity space. An activity can be
opened by clicking the icon of its associated ELO in the space. According to the type of an
ELO, an appropriate tool will be opened. The student can perform an activity by
manipulating the associated ELO. In certain situations, the scaffolding tool will fall down
like a curtain. The screenshot captures the UI of the tool after the student has confirmed
that s/he is modifying the previously finished criteria weight table. As described in the last
section and depicted in Fig. 1, the state of this activity became activated (marked in
green). The two activities with effected, dependent artifacts criteria final table and my
optimized healthy pizza became need_to_check (marked in red). The student can choose
resume or approve from the button menu and then the color of the button will change to
green or blue accordingly.
4. Discussion
In order to scaffold inquiry process management, there are two broadly different
approaches to decompose activities: unordered and ordered activity decompositions [14].
Many inquiry learning environments such as Symphony [13] and Process Coordinator [10]
have been developed by adopting an unordered activity decomposition approach. These
systems provide a set of unconnected entries for activity possibilities, so that students can
access the possible activity spaces freely. Our approach emphasizes the ill-structured and
open-ended nature of inquiry learning, but provides less strict process guidance. Some
other systems such as KIE [1] explicitly describe the learning path. The students have to
complete one activity and then can start the next one. This approach guides students, at
least novice and intermediate students, to use scientific inquiry process skills and improve
learning efficiency. However, this approach restrains students, in particular skilled
students, to think and decide on their own strategic plan. In fact, there is an additional
approach in between these two extremes. The decomposed activities are displayed as a list
as done in WISE [9] or connected as lines/arrows in the main work space. On the one
hand, the explicitly provided learning sequence is not used to control the work process; on
the other hand it provides hints for the students to take a suggested learning path to
achieve the learning goal. Although this approach meets the two conflict requirements to
some extent at the same time, it provides insufficient support for regulative activities. Our
approach can be regarded as an extension to the third approach described above. In the
main workspace, a set of connected activities are presented as the entries to enter the
activity spaces. Students can select and perform activities freely. However, for the students
with different levels of self-regulation skills, an additional scaffolding tool will be
presented to the students in certain situations. The tool provides rich information about the
work progress captured by monitoring and analyzing users’ operations. In addition, the
tool aids students to think and to make an action plan by using process knowledge
specified in the process model. Obviously, our scaffolding mechanisms are not embedded
in the basic functionalities of the learning environment. When students change their own
plans, such changes have no effect on the system’s functions. Due to the use of
educational process modeling technologies, the same scaffolding mechanisms can be
reused to support various inquiry learning strategies and different knowledge domains. In
summary, our approach is generic and flexible.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have identified requirements to develop metacognitive scaffolding
mechanisms for flexibly structured inquiry learning processes. The approach can be
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characterized by the following features: 1) the scaffolding is based on knowledge captured
in the process model such as activity-temporal structure, artifact-dependent structure and
an activity-artifact dynamic model; 2) the scaffolding has three levels for the student with
different levels of self-regulation skills; and 3) the scaffolding provides rich information
and functions to engage students in regulative activities. Based on this approach, a
prototype has been implemented and tested in the SCY-Lab environment. In comparison
with other approaches, our approach is flexible and provides a new way to computational
metacognitive scaffolding.
Scaffolding can be differentiated by mechanisms and functions. Mechanisms
emphasize the methods through which scaffolding is provided, while functions emphasize
the purposes served [5]. This paper focuses on an approach to develop the mechanisms. So
far our evaluation work has been restricted to the test of the prototype and the test results
demonstrate the technical feasibility of the approach. The future work in this direction is to
evaluate the functions of such scaffolding in real learning settings and improve the
approach according the feedback from evaluations.
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Abstract: When instructional designers develop content-targeted pedagogical situations,
their practice can be theorized as engineering students‘ development of conceptual
schemes. To account for the contributions of students‘ prior schemes and situated
experiences towards the development of conceptual schemes, we suggest a distinction
between the evocation of schemes and enactment of situations. The former suggests that
the design of an instructional situation can activate students‘ prior schemes. The latter
suggests that the structure of students‘ activity in an instructional situation determines the
nature of newly constructed schemes. We contextualize our views using empirical data
from case studies involving students‘ interactions with educational technology designed
for embodying and grounding the concept of proportionality.
Keywords: Educational technology, learning theory, embodied interaction, embodied
cognition, mathematics education, design-based research

Introduction
For better or worse, the measure of a successful instructional activity is frequently defined
by whether or not the interaction leads students to master the targeted learning objective.
While this statement is self-evident, various national performance indicators (e.g., [17]),
guidelines ([e.g., 16]), as well as the research literature cautioning on the
(mis)interpretation of students‘ ‗misconceptions‘ ([e.g., 20]) can be interpreted as indirect
evidence that, as a field, our collective understanding of instructional design practice may
be underdeveloped.
Consider the challenges that students have with learning rational-number concepts
such as fractions, ratio, and proportion (for an overview, see [14]). A major concern in
early rational-number instruction is that many students cope with the topic‘s inherent
challenge by progressively learning to rely primarily on their ability to perform procedural
algorithms and symbol manipulation, which they apply as a means of demonstrating their
mathematical competence [9]. The pitfalls and limitations of relying on purely procedural
fraction knowledge are poignantly demonstrated in Liping Ma‘s [15] research on the
pedagogical practices of elementary school teachers: While perfectly capable of
performing the appropriate arithmetic procedures for solving fraction-division problems,
these teachers were unable to articulate their solution procedures in the form of
mathematically accurate scenarios.
Consequentially, more work is needed to explicate the rationales underlying the
otherwise tacit design choices that inform instructional design practice, as well as to
understand the effects that these choices can have upon students‘ cognition and learning
outcomes. A primary objective of this paper will be to explore how the design of an
instructional situation can influence students‘ mathematical cognition, so as to inform a
general framework for both fostering and analyzing students‘ interactions with
instructional artifacts (i.e., technologies) and activities.
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The claim to be advanced is that an instructional activity may be designed so as to
purposefully and productively evoke students‘ existing funds of knowledge, and/or to
enact situations that support students‘ development of targeted concepts/schemes ([5], see
also [6]).
This thesis emerged from, and will be supported by empirical data from case
studies involving educational technology (see Figures 1–3 below) designed to provide
students with embodied experiences of mathematical concepts such as proportional
equivalence [10]. Our analysis will explore how the material embodiment of a
mathematical task (in the form of an instructional activity) contributes to students‘
cognitive scheme. The functional unit of analysis guiding this examination is the interplay
between students‘ schemes, and the instructional situations that both influence and give
rise to them [26].
1. Background and Theoretical Framework
1.1 Expanding our Notions of Inter-Subjectivity
A socio-cultural perspective of learning is that teachers use artifacts, broadly construed, to
mediate the speech, actions, and perceptions of learners; and that learners appropriate and
internalize the socially established meanings of cultural forms such as mathematical signs
and concepts ([27], see also [19]).
Although the inter-subjective dialectic between instructor and learner is clearly a
vital component of teaching and learning, this framing essentially constrains any analyses
along two dimensions—the knowledge, goals, and beliefs of the instructor [15,23]; and the
prior knowledge and cognitive capacity of the learner. Given that not all instructional
interactions are successful in supporting students‘ development of a targeted
concept/scheme, a purely socio-cultural analyses would necessarily imply some failing on
either the part of the instructor or learner.
Rather than continue to problematize unsuccessful teaching and learning
interactions in terms of the participants, we believe it may be more productive to
problematize our existing theoretical frameworks. We suggest that a potential gap in
socio-cultural accounts of learning is that they do not adequately address the contributions
of learners‘ tacit, multimodal activity to cognition, or their prior knowledge to learning (cf.
[1]). A potentially more productive approach towards designing and understanding
learning interactions may be to incorporate a more nuanced examination of how the intrasubjective contributions of students‘ multi-modal perceptions and prior funds of
knowledge interact within a designed, instructional situation.
1.2 Evoking Schemes and Enacting Situations
Elaborating on the work of Piaget, Vergnaud [26] highlights the relationship between an
individual‘s mathematical schemes and the particular situations that give rise to and
transform said schemes. In brief, the schemes an individual possesses determine the forms
and organization of activity the individual applies towards novel situations. Reciprocally,
the situations an individual encounters determine the schemes that are elicited and/or
constructed. This subjective coupling of situations and schemes occurs as an
accommodation of existing schemes—a person will assimilate a novel situation if it is
amenable for the application of the scheme within the context of some task demand.
Notably, whereas some learners may experience some activity situations as
conceptually ―meaningless‖ and others as ―meaningful,‖ what can be common to these
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activities are the material objects students encounter, the operations they conduct upon and
with these objects, and the discernable results of these actions [cf. 22].
Here, we propose utilizing the verb ―to evoke‖ to refer to the activation of students‘
prior schemes. It is widely accepted that familiar artifacts, symbols, and signs can evoke
an individual‘s pre-existing schemes. Similarly, students‘ schemes may be evoked upon
their discovery of familiar features present in an instructional situation. Understanding and
anticipating the schemes that are likely to be evoked by particular design features would
position designers and educators to better interpret and address students‘ responses as they
guide them towards the desired learning objective.
In tandem, we propose utilizing the verb ―to enact‖ to describe how students‘
experience of a situation can be purposefully designed so as to support a particular
learning objective. Bruner [4] had originally used the term ―enactive representation‖ to
elucidate how children‘s actions and activities in the world contribute to their development
of iconic and/or symbolic forms of representation. Bruner had suggested that only after
―something‖ is first acted upon and experienced in the world, can it be referenced; first as
an object of thought, and later as an icon and/or symbol (see also [12]).
Following this reasoning, we argue that the educator/designer can guide students to
dynamically enact situations—to act upon, observe, and/or produce pedagogicallymeaningful situated phenomena. From an embodied cognition perspective [13,18,20],
when students are guided to generate, alter, and/or attend to specific phenomena, they are
fostering multi-modal image schemas, the experience of which can be assimilated into,
and lead to the accommodation of students‘ cognitive schemes.
In summary, given the prominent and established role that designed artifacts play
in supporting instruction, it is important to understand how the design and utilization of
these objects can influence students‘ mathematical cognition. We have proposed the
constructs of evocation and enactment in order to further elucidate the relationship
between the schemes that are activated when students‘ notice particular features of a
design, the forms of interactions that the design supports, and ultimately, the contributions
of situated activity towards mathematical learning.
2. Design and Modes of Inquiry
The theoretical perspectives presented in this paper drew on data gathered in an ongoing
design-based research study [3,8] investigating the emergence of mathematical concepts
from guided embodied interactional (EI) activities.
Our design conjecture is that some mathematical concepts are difficult to learn
because mundane life does not occasion opportunities to embody and rehearse particular
schemes that constitute the requisite cognitive substrate for meaningfully appropriating
these concepts‘ numerical procedures. Specifically, we conjectured that students‘
canonically incorrect solutions for rational-number problems—―fixed difference‖
solutions, e.g., ―2/3 = 4/5‖—indicate students‘ lack of multimodal action images to ground
proportion-related concepts [21]. Accordingly, we engineered an EI inquiry activity for
students to enact, discover, rehearse, and embody pre-symbolic notions pertaining to the
mathematics of proportional transformation. At the center of our instructional design is the
Mathematical Imagery Trainer (MIT; see Figures 1-3, below; for detailed descriptions of
the study‘s rationale and technical properties as well as initial human-computer interaction
findings, see [11,25]).
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a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 1. MIT interaction schematics, with the device set at a 1:2 ratio, so that the
right hand needs to be twice as high than the left hand: (a) incorrect performance (red
feedback on exploratory gestures); (b) almost correct performance (yellow feedback); (c)
correct performance (green feedback); and (d) another correct performance.

a.

b.

Figure 2. MIT in action: (a) ―incorrect‖ enactment turns the screen red; and (b)
―correct‖ enactment turns the screen green. See
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9xVC76PlWc for a CyberLearning 2011 conference
demonstration and http://tinyurl.com/edrl-mit2 showing the MIT in use by students.
The MIT measures the height of the users‘ hands above the desk. When these
heights (e.g., 10'' & 20'') match the unknown ratio set on the interviewer‘s console (e.g.,
1:2), the screen is green. So if the user then raises her hands in front of this pre-symbolic
―what‘s-my-rule‖ artifact proportionately increasing distances (e.g., 15'' & 30''), the screen
will remain green but will otherwise turn red (e.g., 15'' & 25'', fixed distance). Study
participants were tasked first to find green then to maintain it while moving their hands.
The protocol included layering a set of mathematical artifacts onto the display, such as an
adaptable Cartesian grid (see Figure 3, next page), to shepherd progressive
mathematization of emergent strategies.
Participants included 22 students from a private K–8 suburban school in the greater
San Francisco Bay Area (33% on financial aid; 10% minority students). Care was taken to
balance students of both genders from low-, middle-, and high-achieving groups as ranked
by their teachers. Students participated either individually or paired in a semi-structured
clinical interview (duration of mean 70 min.; SD 20 min.). Interviews consisted primarily
of working with the MIT. At first, the condition for green was set at a 1:2 ratio, and no
feedback other than background color was given (see Figure 3b; we used this challenging
condition only in the last six interviews). Then, crosshairs were introduced (see Figure 3c):
these virtual objects mirrored the location of participants‘ hands in space yet, so doing,
became the objects users acted on, then through. Next, a grid was overlain on the display
(see Figure 3d) to help students plan, execute, and interpret their manipulations and, so
doing, begin to articulate quantitative verbal assertions. In time, numerical labels ―1, 2,
3,…‖ were overlain along the grid‘s y-axis (see Figure 3e): these enabled students to
construct further meanings by evoking prior arithmetic knowledge and skills germane to
the problem-solving task.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Figure 3. The Mathematical Imagery Trainer: (a) overview of the system featuring an
earlier MIT version, in which students held tennis balls with reflective tape. Figures 3b –
3e are schematic representations of different display configurations, beginning with (b) a
blank screen, and then featuring a set of symbolical objects that are incrementally overlain
onto the display: (c) crosshairs; (d) a grid; and (e) numerals along the y-axis of the grid (in
the actual design, the default range of the grid and corresponding numerals was 1 to 10).
For the purposes of this paper, we focus on two brief episodes as context for elaborating
on our theoretical constructs.
3. Results and Discussion
The MIT design essentially allows students to enact two situations: the generation of either
a red or green screen. The choice of colors is intended to mediate students‘ activity by
evoking socio-normative associations (i.e. green = go/good, red = stop/bad, yellow =
almost green). In order to consistently generate the green screen, students must learn to
position the pointers at proportional distances. All of the students we worked with
ultimately succeeded in devising and articulating strategies for making the screen green,
and these strategies were aligned with the mathematical content of proportionality. We
observed some minor variation in individual participants‘ initial interpretation of the task
as well as consequent variation in their subsequent trajectory through the protocol.
However, by and large the students progressed through similar problem-solving stages,
with the more mathematically competent students generating more strategies and
coordinating more among quantitative properties, relations, and patterns they noticed.
Students were expected to discover the rules governing the interaction. In
attempting to discover the workings of the system, students exhibited the following
strategies in their attempts to enact ―green‖: working with only one hand at a time; waving
both hands up and down in opposite directions; or lifting both hands up at the same pace,
possibly in abrupt gestures. They soon realized that a coordinated movement of both hands
was necessary to make the screen green, and that the vertical distance between their hands
was a critical factor. This conscious embodiment of the rules for enacting a green screen
would ultimately serve as the experiential bases for their development of concepts such as
ratio and proportionality.
The following data excerpts will sketch the relationship between the EI design and
the schemes it evoked for students, as well as how the perceptual-motor enactment of
specific green situations is ultimately used to mediate students‘ mathematically
instrumented re-descriptions.
3.1 Leara
While working without the Cartesian grid, Leara, a 5th-grade female student, consistently
moved her hands up in a fixed-distance motion, received red feedback, and adjusted the
left hand down for green. Asked to explain her strategy, she responds as follows:
Leara: I think if I keep them apart and keep going up, it stays the same...
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Int:
Leara:
Int:
Leara:

If you keep them apart and you keep going up it stays the same?
It‘s not becoming red, but... it‘s like a ladder.
So... how are you thinking about keeping them apart?
Oh maybe it‘s more. If it‘s farther up, then it has to be…they have to be
more apart.
The mismatch between her gestured action and verbal explanation is a telltale indication of
conceptual transition [9], as seen here by her evoking the embodied experience of using a
ladder to describe a fixed-difference hands movement. Yet this scheme is quickly
discarded when she realizes its enactment is at odds with the situation, that is, that the
―further up‖ her hands move, ―they have to be more apart.‖
Later, upon the introduction of the grid and numerals, Leara is asked to predict
green locations without moving her hands. Her attention immediately shifts to the grid
lines. She notes that there is ―1 row‖ in between the crosshairs when the left hand is at 1
and the right hand is at 2, making green. She extends the thought:
Leara: And if you go… 10… if you go up to 10, there‘s gonna be like 4 or 5
rows. [i.e., if the right hand is at 10, 4-5 rows are needed between the
hands for “green.”]
Seemingly, the grid and numbers evoke productive problem-solving heuristics Leara may
have learned from similar instructional situations. Leara proceeds to instrumentalize the
grid to enhance her previous qualitative strategy for green, namely that the ―farther up‖ her
hands are, the ―more apart‖ they ought to be. However, the 1:2 ratio has yet to become
articulated, as her guess indicates she is still thinking in terms of approximate magnitude,
―4 or 5,‖ rather than relying upon more powerful mathematics (e.g., half of ten is five).
Yet here precisely comes the moment of transition to the more powerful mode of
reasoning, multiplicative relations, as seen from the following exchange where the
interviewer prompts her to decide between 4 and 5:
Leara: No… five!
Int:
Five? How did you do that so quickly? How did you know it was five?
Leara: Half of ten is five.
Later, during the post-interview debriefing, Leara reflects on the activity of finding green.
Leara: It‘s not just moving hands… it‘s… [Leara moves her hands up and
down]… it‘s… you‘re trying to do something and get the number.
For Leara, the embodied enactment now functions as the basis for mathematical reflection.
3.2 Benjamin
Next we present the case of Benjamin, another Grade 5 student. We shall witness that
Benjamin brings to the activity a sequence of mathematical meanings that evolve from the
qualitative to the quantitative and from additive to multiplicative. Having explored the
problem space, Benjamin makes initial observations about requisite hand positions for
accomplishing the objective of rendering the screen green.
Ben:
You have to make the right hand go higher than the, uhm, left hand.
As he interacts with the device, Benjamin refines his previous statement by bringing in the
notion of speed.
Ben:
I start with my right hand going a little faster than the left hand.
The interviewer encourages Benjamin‘s inclusion of speed. This appears to evoke another
set of associations, and in response, the student elaborates further by discussing a car race.
Ben:
If you keep them in the same…pace…like, for a car, if you wanted to do
this with a car, it would sort of be the same speed limit. [He gestures with
his two hands moving back and forth horizontally to indicate two racing
cars.] Like this—one‘s going 20, and this one‘s going 50.
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The grid and symbols are layered onto the screen. The mathematical associations
that are evoked by the symbols steer Benjamins towards quantitative additive reasoning.
Ben:
The right hand always goes up two and the left hand goes up one.
Ultimately, Benjamin notices that the measure of right hand is twice that of left and
reconciles this fact with previous observations.
Ben:
If it was a car race, then the one on the right would be twice as fast.
Thus Ben, like Leara, comes to reinterpret his newly developed skill of “greenfinding” via mathematics, concurrently using the situated enactment of green as an
objective, feedback, and ―conservation‖ for an ontogenesis of proportion.
4. Summary and Conclusions
We have proposed two mechanisms for characterizing students‘ interactions with an
instructional artifact or activity. First, we highlight the fact that instructional activities can
evoke pre-existing schemes in the mind of the learner. As a design heuristic, this notion of
evocation leads the designer to consider how students might perceive and experience an
instructional situation. Vitally, it prepares designers to better account for the otherwise
unexpected ways that a student might make sense of a novel instructional situation.
Knowing a priori that a particular design feature is likely to evoke a particular
scheme for students (e.g., how the discrete units of a Cartesian-grid evoke counting
schemes) could inform how an educator/designer chooses to mediate a learning activity.
Second, we use the term ―enact‖ to describe how students‘ dynamic, situated
activity can be structured so as to help facilitate their construction of a given scheme.
Schemes are not constructed ex nihilo but from students‘ encounters with, and
assimilation of, new situations. Instructional artifacts may be utilized to purposefully enact
situations that designers believe will productively support the development of students‘
conceptual schemes.
It stands to reason then that the manner in which students‘ situated activity is
organized and orchestrated is central to their conceptual development. Instructional
designers can selectively determine students‘ experiences and thereby influence the
trajectory of their cognitive development. Students‘ enactment of an instructional situation
can in turn evoke prior schemes, or furnish students with a set of experiences that may
form the cognitive bases for the instructor‘s targeted learning objective.
Although evidence from only two brief episodes are provided, the full corpus of
data supports the argument that the embodied enactment helped students‘ to ground their
emerging mathematical ideas. We observe, however, that students could not fully
articulate their experiences mathematically until provided with the Cartesian grid and
numerical inscriptions. This illustrates the necessity for designers to carefully consider the
prior knowledge and conceptual resources that must also be evoked in order to
productively complement an enacted instructional situation.
The argument advanced by introducing the constructs of evocation and enactment
is this: Educators/designers effectively constrain and even determine the actions and
outcomes that arise from students‘ interactions within a particular situation, hence
significantly influencing students‘ schemes. Conceptualizing instructional practice in
terms of designing learning situations for evocation and enactment of schemes may
provide educators, designers, and researchers alike with productive insights for
anticipating and evaluating the effectiveness of instructional designs.
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Abstract: Previous study developed a game-based learning environment, entitled
My-Pet-My-Quest (MPMQ), for arithmetic practices. The purpose of this study is to
understand the learning process of game-based learning in long-term real world. The study
considered to define how the behavioral patterns be implemented and which coding scheme
be used in the behavior analysis approach. For understanding students‘ behaviors in the
environment, two processes were carried out. This study attempted to implement long-term
intervention in an elementary after-school club as well as students‘ home, and then to
analyze the learning process. Furthermore, this study adopted a sequential analysis
approach, based on a designing framework, to help us examine and understand the each
aspect of behaviors on students‘ learning and playing. These results can provide suggestions
and references for the design of efficient learning environments in the future.
Keywords: game-based learning, sequential analysis, behavior

1. Introduction
Our research team developed a game-based learning environment, entitled
My-Pet-My-Quest (MPMQ) (Chen, Liao, & Chan, 2010), for arithmetic practices. This
study attempted to implement long-term intervention in an elementary after-school club as
well as students‘ home, and then to analyze the learning process to understanding the
students‘ behaviors. The system provides pet-keeping tasks and learning tasks. More
specifically, in the environment, students can play the role of pet-keepers who can interact
with virtual pets and solve a series of small quests that sustains students‘ motivation and
engagement. Furthermore, this study adopted a behavior analysis approach, based on a
designing framework proposed by Dickey (2007) and Amory (2007), to help us examine
and understand the each aspect of behaviors on students‘ learning and playing. Process lag
sequential analysis (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997) was used to analyze the process pattern of
students‘ learning. Hence, the purpose of this study is to understand the learning process of
game-based learning in long-term real world. The study considered to define how the
behavioral patterns be implemented and which coding scheme be used in the behavior
analysis approach. Different learning behaviors will be defined in order to code the
students‘ actions and allow further sequence analysis. The design of game-based learning
environment and the coding scheme are described below.
1.1 The Design of Game-based Learning Environment
In MPMQ, the students adopted a virtual character role and played the game as the
character. The MPMQ design contains three main elements: the virtual character design,
the narrative environment, and the small quests (including learning contents) (Dickey,
2007; Amory, 2007). All supported students‘ motivation in various ways.
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1.1.1 Virtual Character Design
In MPMQ environment, the design of virtual character (VC) focuses on three virtual
characters—avatar, virtual pet, and virtual creature—that are used frequently in
game-based learning environment. Each student played a player-character of ―avatar‖ role,
named pet-keeper. The pet-keeper nurtures a virtual pet. The computer control a
non-player-character of ―virtual pet‖, named My-Pet. The game goal is to take good care of
the My-Pet. The computer controls the non-player-characters of ―virtual creature‖, named
informer or entruster. The informer will inform the pet-keeper of where quests need to solve.
The entruster will entrust the pet-keeper with quests. My-Pet has some numerical attribute
to show its status, such as, energy, mood, and effort. The ―energy‖ and ―mood‖ attributes
mean the interaction between My-Pet and the pet-keeper. The two attributes could be
improved through feeding and playing with My-Pet, respectively. When the pet-keeper
feeds the My-Pet, the ―energy‖ attribute would be increased. Similarly, when the pet-keeper
plays with the My-Pet, the ―mood‖ attribute would be increased. To take good care of
My-Pet, the pet-keeper needs to buy food and goods by EduCoins. The EduCoins could be
earned from quests. In other words, the student is guided to conduct the quests for his/her
pet.
1.1.2 Narrative Environment
In MPMQ environment, the design of narrative environments focuses on places—to
undertake tasks, to buy something, and to interact with peers—that are installed in
game-based learning environment. The places were divided into three types: pet-keepers
would undertake tasks (e. g., pet-forest, bright city, and devil tower); pet-keepers could buy
something for My-Pets (e. g., shopping street); pet-keepers interact with peers (e. g.,
pet-arena). The narrative storyline that pet-keepers could inspect the status of pet-keep and
the My-Pet. My-Pet inhabits in a backyard, which is one of locations in the ―island‖ game
world. The pet-keepers could go to the shopping street to buy pets‘ food and goods, as well
as to conduct accepted quests in the forests. In addition, the pet-keepers also could control
own My-Pet to interact with peers in pet-arena.
1.1.3 Small Quests
In MPMQ environment, the designs of small quests develop appropriate activities that
include a task description, specific task goals, learning contents, and rewards. When the
pet-keeper conducts the quest in the forests, the pet-keeper will meet the entrusters who
appear with different requests for help. The entruster then tells the pet-keeper information
about how to complete the quest and what the rewards are. That is, the pet-keeper needs to
accomplish the quest for earning the rewards, such as EduCoins. The entruster tells the
pet-keeper that there are a series of quests about mathematical festival. The pet-keeper can
conduct these quests. For example, the entruster offer the first quest is about mathematical
basic computation. The quest goal is to do multiplication exceeding the given threshold.
1.2 Coding Scheme
In order to understand the learning and playing of students‘ behaviors patterns in the
game-based learning environment, the designing framework proposed by Dickey (2007)
and Amory (2007) was modified for this study. The study adopted the behavior analysis
approach that coding scheme is divided into five categories (as shown in Table 1), and each
category represents a type of learning or playing of students‘ behaviors patterns.
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Table 1. Coding scheme for students‘ learning and playing behavioral patterns.
Game Designing Categories (Codes) #Event Description
Framework
#101
To examine the status of pet-keeper
#102
To examine the status of My-Pet
Virtual Character
Nurturing (N)
Design
#103
To examine the items
#104
To examine the equipments
#107
To move the island game world
#108
To move the shopping street
Game World (GW) #109
To move the pet-forest
Narrative
Environment
#110
To move the bright city
#111
To move the devil tower
Interaction (I)
#112
To interact with peers
#106
To inform the pet-keeper about quests
Scripting (S)
#128
To entrust the pet-keeper with quests
Small Quests
#129
To start with the task
Learning (L)
#105
To examine the history of tasks
2. Research Design
The participants were 29 nine-year-old third-grade students from elementary school in
Taiwan. Each participant had a computing device with wireless capability as ―small
notebook‖. Each participant used a notebook to practice the math problems about basic
computation in game-based learning environment. The experiments using MPMQ
environment were conducted in a classroom of elementary school in Taiwan. The
experiments were divided into two phases: summer school phase and after-school club or
students’ home phase. Firstly, in order to be familiar with the using small notebook and the
manipulating game-based learning application for the participants, the instruction session
was conducted each day forty-minutes. During the 5-day period of summer school, students
could access the MPMQ environment and browse a list of all functions. Secondly, authors
implemented to utilize a ‗‗game-based learning‘‘ activity in an elementary after-school
club. During the 120-day period of after-school club in 2009, students could nurture the
virtual pet and practice the math problems about basic computation in MPMQ environment.
In each day, the students used the small notebook for approximately thirty or forty-minute
sessions for four months.
This study employed a mixed approach for data collection and analysis. There were two
types of dates collected. Data collection mainly came from students‘ behaviors recorded in
game-based learning environment. In addition to students‘ behaviors generated from daily
solve a variety of learning task and game activities, each student was also observed to keep
the observation comments. Regarding data analysis, a descriptive analysis and a lag
sequential analysis (LSA) were applied to explore students‘ online behaviors. The behavior
analysis approach was divided into five steps: collecting, defining and classifying, preparing,
computing, and interpreting (these steps modify form Jeong, & Davidson-Shivers, 2006).
Step 1: Collecting a series of actions of students‘ behavior on GBLE. Step 2: Defining the
students‘ behavior—including Nurturing (N), Game World (GW), Interaction (I), Scripting
(S), and Learning (L), and classifying these behaviors. Step 3: Preparing data for analysis
according to variables under investigation. Step 4: Computing transitional probabilities, Z
scores and transfer diagrams. Step 5: Interpreting the transitional probabilities for
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interaction behavior patterns and transfer diagrams. We attempted to explore a dynamic
process for students‘ behaviors in game-based learning environment during four months.
3. Findings
3.1 Distribution of Students’ Participations in MPMQ Environment
These codes (a total of 72,466 behavior codes) of 29 students were collected from the
students‘ actions during the period of the MPMQ environment. Figure 3 represented the
distribution of students‘ learning and playing behavioral patterns — nurturing (N), game
world (GW), interaction (I), scripting (S), and learning (L) — that are each student‘ actions
during four months.

Figure 1. The distribution of students‘ learning and playing behavioral patterns.
Figure 1 showed that the trend of categories (code) was stable and slowly increasing on
most the period (including school and home), except October. Because school has the three
cases of N1H1 in October 2009; school shut for a week which lead to the frequency of each
categories is decreased at school, but otherwise these is increased at home. We also found
that students highly frequency interact with virtual character (N) and narrative environment
(GW); students slowly increasing interact with peers (I); and the frequency on students
participating the learning tasks (L) is highly than students inspecting the task description (S)
in Figure 1. These phenomenons showed that MPQP has potential to sustain the motivation
of students for learning. In order to reveal how these behaviors intertwined among students
with peers and learning environment, we need further examination with LSA to uncover the
behavioral patterns of the students as a MPMQ environment.
3.2 The Dynamics of Students’ Behavior Patterns Analysis during Four Months
We adopted the LSA to investigate students‘ sequential behavioral patterns in game-based
learning environment. This initial analysis in figure 1 was very helpful in interpreting the
results of LSA in figures 2. In figure 2, the graph shows eight behavioral transfer diagrams
of 29 students at school and home during four months. Z-scores that are 1.64 or higher than
expected to identify the probabilities and indicate the behavioral sequences has reached
significance (P < 0.05; Jeong, 2003; 2005). Figure 2 shows the significant sequences on
behavioral transfer. The circles represent a series of students‘ behaviors (N, GW, I, S, and L)
while the numerical values in these diagrams represent the probabilities of behavioral
transfer; the arrow indicates the direction of transfer for each sequence while the thickness
indicates the level of significance.
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September
a1. School

October
a2. Home

b1. School

c2. Home

d1. School

November
c1. School

b2. Home

December
d2. Home

Figure 2. The behavioral transfer diagram of students at school and home during four
months.
N: Nurturing; GW: Game World; I: Interaction; S: Scripting; L: Learning
Each behavioral transfer diagram divided into approximately three parties: virtual character
(N), narrative environment (GW and I), and small quest (S and L). First, the sequential
patterns showed that most students engaged in interacting with different virtual characters,
such as playing the role of pet-keeper, nurturing their My-Pet, and interacting with informer
or entruster (N→N). Second, the sequential patterns represented that most students
participated frequently in narrative environment, such as immersing in game-based learning
environment (GW→GW), watching the story of learning task (GW→S), and interacting with
peers (GW→I, I→I, I→GW). Final, the sequential patterns indicated that most students
participated frequently the small quests, such as understanding the specific task goals and
accomplishing learning tasks (S→S, S→L, L→L, L→S). The interaction of students with the
virtual characters, narrative environment, and small quests in this MPMQ environment
motivates them to keep learning and to continue to participate in learning activities. These
interactive processes may help students sustain motivation.
3.2.1 Virtual Character Design
We first discuss the design of virtual character. We found that these behavior of interacting
with different virtual characters were extremely stable by the numerical values in these
diagrams (e.g. N→N, September: 0.77, 0.76; October: 0.73, 0.73; November: 0.73, 0.75;
and December: 0.74, 0.76). Additionally, the authors observed that most students gradually
formed an emotional attachment to their My-Pets after being engaged in nurturing and being
attentive to them; they also would discuss that the informer and entruster told with them
about new small quests. These data indicated that students could build close relationships by
interacting with their My-Pet or other NPC. Students paid close attention to their My-Pets,
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took good care of them, bought medicine for them, nurtured them and played with them at
school or home.
3.2.2 Narrative Environment
Next, we discuss the design of narrative environment. Regarding game world, we found that
most students continued participated in game world (e. g., GW→GW, September: 0.56, 0.60;
October: 0.58, 0.52; November: 0.53, 0.58; and December: 0.54, 0.60) and sometimes
participated and watched the story of learning task (e. g., GW→S, September: 0.17, 0.14;
October: 0.25, 0.27; November: 0.17, 0.11; and December: 0.18, 0.13). This means that
MPMQ could provide the sticky information and facilitate the learning intention of students
by joyful, immersing, and engaging environment.
Regarding interaction with peers, we found that most students can interact with peers (e. g.,
I→I, September: 0.12, 0; October: 0.14, 0; November: 0.13, 0.11; and December: 0.17,
0.07). In MPMQ environment, most interactions among students in pet-arena happened on
at school, not at home on September and October. Subsequently, the probability of students
interact with peers at school was stable while these interactions at home were happened on
November and December. Besides, the authors also observed that some students can
negotiate an appropriate time with peers to join the interactive competition together. These
data showed that the probability of interactions was increased and have positive developed.
Additionally, we also found that most interactions happened once a day. Students have high
probability to go back the game world, and then they could not interact with peers (e.g.,
GW→I, September: 0.09, 0.08; October: 0.07, 0.06; November: 0.12, 0.07; and December:
0, 0.05; and I→GW, September: 0.52, 0.65; October: 0.42, 0.62; November: 0.48, 0.53; and
December: 0.51, 0.58). This means that the MPMQ should be encouraged to develop
interactive elements that will play a leading role in the future and to provide a wider range of
interactive forms in game-based learning for students.
3.2.3 Small Quests
Final, we discuss the design of small quest for the influence of students‘ behavior.
Regarding scripting, we found that a few students just watching many descriptions of story,
not practicing learning tasks on September and October, and then they not do these
gradually on November and December (e. g., S→S, September: 0.18, 0.17; October: 0.27,
0.26; November: 0, 0; and December: 0, 0). Regarding learning tasks, we found that a few
students continuous practice the learning task of the day on September, and then they
decreased the numbers of learning task (e. g., L→L, September: 0.50, 0.46; October: 0.26,
0.21; November: 0.12, 0.20; and December: 0, 0). This data means that students not practice
excessive tasks; they balanced the attraction of both parties: learning activity and gaming
activity.
Regarding scripting and learning tasks, we found that most students through the scripting of
our design lead to learning gradually (e. g., S→L, September: 0.10, 0.16; October: 0.19, 0.21;
November: 0.59, 0.55; and December: 0.65, 0.57; L→S, September: 0, 0; October: 0.34,
0.49; November: 0.45, 0.28; and December: 0.52, 0.36). Besides, after the mostly learning
activity, the authors observed that the students would continue to discuss the descriptions of
story or would compare their answering status with each other. Classmates would also
sometimes consult with and teach each other how to perform difficult tasks. The authors
also discovered that a little student spent a lot of time to solve her quest in MPMQ every
day.
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This means that the strategy of quest-driven learning creates a positive cycle. The desire for
accomplishing small quest may facilitate and sustain learning motivation. The strategy is to
enhance and transform the learning process by skillfully interweaving learning and gaming
to create a new environment. In other words, a MPMQ environment provides an interchange
between learning activities and game activities. In this easily accessible and active
environment, students' willingness to learn may be enhanced.
4. Discussions
4.1 Incorporating Sequential Analysis Approach
In recent years, some researcher (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997; Jeong, & Davidson-Shivers,
2006) developed sequential analysis that explored the co-constructive knowledge of
interaction in on-line discussion forums or computer-supported collaborative argumentation
(Jeong, & Davidson-Shivers, 2006), because the sequential analysis could process
interaction data to present different data representations and to unpack different types of
interactions. Hence, this study followed the above ideas and adopted sequential analysis to
investigate students‘ learning limitation. Sequential analysis tool is possible for us to
understand deeply the interactions and behaviors among students in a game-based learning
environment with a real classroom. In the future, the diversification and plenty of
game-based learning environments for learning activity possibly emerged from
computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) fields. Therefore, there are enormous
potential opportunities how this approach could be integrated with existing game-based
learning or interactive learning systems while this kind of method also could monitor,
detect, and enhance dynamic students‘ behavior in game-based learning environments.
4.2 Enhancing Learning Stickiness
We defined the phenomenon of student continuous engaged in learning activity, called
learning stickiness. The authors also believe sustaining motivation is critical point for
transforming learning through the use of digital games for educational goals. Successful
learning often needs constant efforts and perseverance for a long period of time. Above
findings showed that the use of MPMQ would bring many benefits and opportunities for
students‘ learning. Because of this study developed two design strategies under the
game-based learning approach: pet-nurturing strategy and quest-driven learning strategy in
order to enhance learning stickiness and sustain motivation. The former, pet-nurturing
strategy could promote the students to care for their My-Pets. While students want to
complete the game; learning must take place in the form of game-playing. The game world
leads to learning activities and keeps the students‘ motivation. Ultimately, the students
could build a long relationship with their My-Pet. The latter, the quest-driven learning
strategy aims at blending learning tasks by game quests (Chen, Liao, & Chan, 2010).
Through the script, students are guided to know how to help the NPC by completing the
given game tasks, such as gathering rare plants, or killing evil monsters. Meanwhile, the
students could get something valuable as rewards from the successful completion of the
game tasks.
5. Conclusions and Suggestions
This is the first study of a game-based learning environment to adopt sequential analysis
approach revealing the students‘ behavior data. The study focuses on reporting the findings
of behavior patterns among students in the MPMQ environment by using a sequential
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analysis approach with filed observation. First, the findings indicated that the trend of
students‘ behavior was stable and slowly increasing during most of the period (including in
school and at home). This revealed that the MPQP environment could sustain the motivation
of students for learning during one semester. Second, most students could build close
relationships by interacting with their My-Pet, which implied that the students took care of
their My-Pet very much. Third, most students positively participated in the game world and
interacted with their peers gradually. This meant that the probability of interactions was
increased and had position developed. Final, the strategy of quest-driven learning created a
positive cycle, which suggested that the strategy could enhance and transform the learning
process by skillfully interweaving learning and gaming to create a new environment.
Additionally, we come up with three suggestions in which revealing the students‘ behavior
research could be implemented. First, we can formulate a regular task. We can incorporate
the tool-based sequential analysis approach with game-based learning environment.
Subsequently, GBLE systems can monitor and detect dynamic students‘ actions whether
good or bad habits; GBLE systems can also actively diagnose students‘ limitations and
trigger for protect students‘ actions. Second, we can actively provide the parents and
teachers suggestions to guide the students through the learning difficulties and support the
students‘ motivation by positive feedbacks and rich responses. Parents and teachers will
understand the students‘ limitations and provide the appropriate guidance and feedback for
students by the tool of sequential analysis. Final, we can integrate into virtual character
technology and sequential analysis tool with game-based learning environment. We can
extensively develop and exploit that the sophisticate educational agents (e.g., learning
companion; Chou, Chan, & Lin, 2003) or intelligent agents (e. g. NPC,
non-player-character) encourages or facilitates the students to engage the diverse learning
tasks in game world. By implementing the above, we can improve the design of the
game-based learning strategy and understand the behavior of students in a learning
environment.
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Abstract: Computer-mediated environments provide an arena for learning to argue. We
investigate to what extent student dyads’ online argumentation can be facilitated with
collaboration scripts that (1) prompt learners to prepare individually, (2) create conflict, and
(3) encourage productive collaboration and argumentation. A process analysis of the chats
of the dyads showed that the scripted treatment group used significantly more words and
broadened and deepened their discussions significantly more than the unscripted group.
Qualitative analysis indicates that scripted learners engaged in more critical and objective
argumentation than non-scripted learners.
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Introduction
Researchers have been increasingly interested in studying how to use technology to help
students learn argumentation skills [17]. For instance, computer-based argument mapping
tools have been developed and used to teach argument analysis skills in philosophy classes
[8]. Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) researchers have focused on the
interpersonal dimension of argumentation, including how to compose effective learning
groups, how to distribute resources, and how to structure the discussion [1, 26]. Finally, the
Artificial Intelligence In Education (AIED) community has investigated how to analyze
arguments and how to provide feedback to support learning or argumentation [18] in
domains such as science [21], the law [14], and applied ethics [12].
In this paper, we present initial results of our approach to engage student dyads in
critical debate in a computer-mediated setting. Their task was to critically review
argumentation texts on a controversial issue (global warming ethics) and to jointly agree on
a reasoned position. Our main research question is: Will structured student collaboration
lead to higher quality argumentation? This work is in the tradition of CSCL work and
follows from others who have investigated similar questions of the effect of scripts [26] and
structuring [19] on the learning of argumentation.
Our goals are twofold: First, we want to extend the body of empirical results on
conflict-oriented argumentation scripts (e.g., [3], [9]) in a discussion domain that focuses on
ethical rather than scientific issues. Second, we aim to develop and investigate an effective
baseline scripting approach that we will eventually support in adaptive fashion in future
studies. In this paper we focus on the first of the two goals.
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1. Problem and Approach
There is little doubt that collaborative argumentation is a valuable educational activity. Yet,
past research has shown that it is not sufficient to simply assign a task to a group of students
with no guidance or structuring [26]. Students often lack sufficient argumentation skills to
engage in collaborative argumentation and productively resolve conflicts [10]. On a macro
level, process losses due to inefficient task coordination often outweigh the advantages of
combining forces [20]. On a micro level, students often avoid taking a critical stance
towards peers' contributions, instead aiming for quick consensus [24]. To tackle these
problems, we devised a structured computer-mediated collaboration approach with three
key elements:
E1: Prompting individual preparation. Past research has shown that successful
collaboration usually involves a combination of individual and collaborative activities [16].
Individual preparation gives students time to make up their own minds about a controversial
issue without social pressure [3]. It also allows students to come up with their own ideas
before the ideas of others influence their thinking. Thus, more diverse knowledge resources
can be activated and contributed to collaborative argumentation [25]. With a clear picture on
a given topic in mind, one gained from careful individual deliberation, students are better
prepared to engage in fruitful interaction with others.
E2: Creating conflict. Proponents of the socio-cognitive conflict theory see the attempt
to resolve social disagreements as a key component of cognitive development and
conceptual learning [7]. To create conflict, we let students first make a decision between
two alternatives in the individual preparation phase; in the collaborative decision phase, we
pair up students with opposite opinions. To emphasize initial disagreement, we make
students aware of their different decisions. Conflicting opinions call for explanations,
justifications and collaborative conflict resolution – activities that have been shown to be
supportive of learning [13]. Similar tactics aimed at inducing and emphasizing conflict to
promote discussions and learning have been used, for instance, in teaching physics [3] and
instructional design [9, 23].
E3: Encouraging productive collaboration and discussion norms. The final
element is a set of guiding instructions students are asked to read before collaborating with
one another. We try to promote the following “productive” behaviors: (1) a mutual
commitment to the starting point [22]. Students should be aware of what their partners
know, believe and argue for. Thus, we ask students to peer-review and discuss the results of
the individual phase. (2) Willingness to criticize the position of others. “Consensual” groups
often achieve only suboptimal results compared to “critical” groups [15]. We encourage
students to take a critical position by identifying and discussing possible weaknesses in their
partner’s contributions. (3) Constructive synthesis. We attempt to scaffold collaborative
writing by encouraging the following: agreeing on the main thesis, agreeing on the main
points supportive of the thesis, agreeing on the distribution of work, and finally, in iterative
cycles, writing, peer-reviewing and discussing answer components. In sum, our goal is to
test the following hypothesis with our instructional design:
H: Students’ collaborative argumentation will be of higher quality when
– students have time to prepare individually (E1),
– a conflict of opinion exists and is emphasized (E2), and
– students receive instructional guidance to encourage productive collaboration and
discussion norms (E3).
Aspects of collaboration quality we are interested in include the level of student activity
(i.e., number of contributions), a broader and deeper elaboration of content, and a reduction
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in rapid, uncritical consensus building [24]. We also intend to explore the learning effects of
scripted collaboration – this is, in fact, the ultimate goal of this work – but for this initial
study we confine our analysis to hypothesis H.

2. Study Context, Design and Methods
The study was carried out as part of an “Introduction to Philosophy” course at Carnegie
Mellon University in Pittsburgh, PA (U.S.A.). Three sessions (with required attendance)
were conducted between November 10 and December 3, 2010. A quasi-experimental
pretest-intervention-posttest design with two conditions was employed. Students in an early
recitation class constituted the comparison group; students in a late recitation class
constituted the treatment group.
2.1 Sample
The initial set of participants consisted of 54 students. Since not all students attended all
sessions, the final process analysis is based on 38 students: 8 comparison group dyads (16
students; 38% female) and 11 treatment group dyads (22 students; 55% female). The
treatment group had a higher percentage of freshmen and sophomores (86%), while a
majority of the comparison group students were juniors and seniors (63%). However, the
groups were similar in terms of midterm course grades (91% of the treatment group students
and 94% of the comparison group students scored A or B), so we assume homogenous
abilities across the groups.
2.2 Materials
To encourage interest and a lively debate, we identified two source argumentation texts with
conflicting perspectives on a controversial topic: global warming. Further, we selected texts
that focus on the ethical dimension of global warming rather than the purely scientific
dimension (i.e., “Who should be responsible for global warming and what should they do?”
vs. “Is global warming a scientific reality?”).
Brown [5] argues for large reductions of greenhouse gas emission levels by developed
countries. He outlines moral and legal obligations for (in particular) the United States to act,
even if developing countries do not, based largely on the principle of distributive justice
(summary: “The U.S. has an ethical obligation to act in resolving global warming, since it
produces a disproportionate amount of the gases that have led, and will continue to lead, to
global warming.”).
Lomborg [11] argues for moderate reductions using a cost-benefit argument. He argues
that there are more pressing global ethical issues, such as banishing poverty, that could be
addressed with the money that might be used to resolve global warming (summary:
“Developed, first-world countries could do more good addressing other problems with the
money saved by not addressing global warming.”).
Although the authors of these articles do not argue directly against one another’s
position, they are clearly at odds about the ethical issues related to global warming and thus
these articles promote exactly the type of cognitive conflict we are interested in exploring.
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2.3 Procedure
Fig. 1 depicts the experimental procedure. The data was collected on November 19 and
December 3, 2010. In preparation for the experimental sessions, students read the two
source texts. The task environment consisted of Google Documents
(https://docs.google.com/) that contained instructions, input fields to answer essay
questions, and a chat tool.
The comparison group worked collaboratively and in a self-organized manner on both
days (unscripted collaboration). On November 19 students were asked to paraphrase the
Brown (Q1) and Lomborg (Q2) arguments, and to decide jointly which argument was more
compelling (Q3). They were allowed (and encouraged) to consult the two source texts. On
December 3 students were asked to argue for and justify the text they considered to be more
compelling, without access to the source texts. Instead, they received their answers from the
November 19 session. We expected livelier discussion when students use their own
interpretations rather than skimming through the source texts again.

Fig. 1: Experimental procedure
The treatment group differed from the comparison group in several respects. On
November 19 they worked individually (E1). To increase the chances of creating different
preferences we used two slightly different versions of the essay questions, one emphasizing
the Brown perspective (Q1: reproduce Brown’s argument; Q2: rebut Lomborg’s argument)
and the other emphasizing the Lomborg perspective (Q1: reproduce Lomborg’s argument;
Q2: rebut Brown’s argument). Analogous to the comparison group (yet individually),
students decided on the argument they preferred (Q3). On December 3 students who
preferred Lomborg were paired up with ones who preferred Brown (E2). Collaboration was
scripted in this session through a set of instructions that included prompts for all aspects of
E3. The task itself was identical to that of the comparison group (i.e., select the more
compelling argument and justifying this decision).
2.4 Analysis Approach
In this paper we report on the results of analyzing student argumentation and collaboration
during the intervention, as it relates to H. Our unit of analysis is the dyad rather than the
individual student; thus we avoid the problem of statistical dependencies between
collaborating students, a problem that can lead to an alpha-error inflation [6].
To determine the general level of student engagement we analyzed the quantity of
participation (total # of contributions and words per chat) and the heterogeneity of
participation (percentage deviation from a 50/50 distribution of words between the students
of each dyad.
To obtain a more detailed picture of students’ argumentation, we used some of the
elements of the Rainbow framework [4] to code chat protocols, and a code-and-count
approach to aggregate the coded data. Rainbow has been validated and used to analyze
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interactive knowledge elaboration in CSCL environments (both argumentative and not) and
distinguishes seven categories of collaboration. We employed the two Rainbow categories
focused on collaborative argumentation (“Argumentation” and “Broaden & Deepen”) as
well as a third category of our own design (“Other Elaboration”):
1. Argumentation moves are used to increase / decrease the believability of a thesis
(e.g., supporting the Brown position: “I think brown addresses pretty tangible
issues, such as legal responsibility and limited resources”).
2. Broaden & Deepen moves are used to argue and elaborate on arguments. For
instance, students might rebut an argument, discuss concepts central to an
argument, or interrelate arguments (e.g., juxtaposing arguments from Brown and
Lomborg: “i feel like lomborg relies more on the moral obligations of the us for
future generations but brown points out the tangible factors of today (legal and
limited resources)”).
3. Other Elaboration moves are used to elaborate content, yet not as part of or in
reference to an argument (e.g., jointly recollecting what the two texts were about:
“Brown did talk about proportional contributions, right?”).
We used ANOVAs to determine whether differences between groups are significant
and Cohen’s d to determine effect sizes. In order to fairly compare the comparison and
treatment group interactions, we analyzed and compared the collaboration of the
comparison group that took place on both November 19 and December 3 with the
collaboration of the treatment group that took place only on December 3. Recall that the
treatment group did not collaborate on November 19 (i.e., they worked individually that day,
see Fig. 1), but the comparison group did. We did not want to penalize the comparison group
by comparing the interactions that occurred only on December 3, since one could argue that
relevant discussion/collaboration in the comparison group already took place on November
19 and thus may not have reoccurred again on December 3, resulting in an advantage for the
treatment group.
We also analyzed the chat traces qualitatively to determine how students achieved
consensus. In [24] five social modes of argumentative knowledge construction have been
distinguished, three of which referring to modes of consensus building. Quick consensus
building describes a behavior of uncritically accepting the contributions of others without
further discussions. This behavior is driven by the goal to continue the discourse rather than
by deep convictions. Integration-oriented consensus building involves the mutual
transformation of positions, based on reasoned argument, in order to arrive at a joint
position. Conflict-oriented consensus building involves critically reviewing, challenging
and defending claims and arguments. Our goal is to promote discussions in which
integration- and conflict-oriented forms of consensus building dominate and quick
consensus building is minimized.

3. Results
Regarding quantity of participation, treatment group dyads used significantly more words,
with a large effect size, F(1, 17)=4.96, p=0.04, d=1.03. Regarding heterogeneity of
participation, there was no significant difference between groups F(1, 17)=0.00, p=1.00,
d=0.00; the conditions were balanced, with the more active student of each dyad producing
(on average) approximately 57% of all words.
Table 1 summarizes the results with respect to the three codes discussed above. Note,
first of all, that the treatment group dyads produced more than 5 times as many instances of
“Broaden & Deepen” (4.27 vs. 0.75 messages), a significant and large effect. On the other
hand, notice that approximately the same amount of “Other Elaboration” and
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“Argumentation” took place in the two groups. Yet, the treatment group required less than
half the time for the same amount of this argumentative and elaborative activity. Although
not shown in Table 1, we also compared the chat activity across groups that occurred solely
on December 3 (a weaker control, as discussed earlier) and found a small effect (that was
not significant) in which the treatment group produced more “Other Elaboration” and
“Argumentation.”
Table 1: Evaluation of conditions based on aggregated Rainbow codes
Code
Comparison
Treatment
Difference
M
SD
M
SD
Diff
F
p
2.13
2.17 2.09
1.45 -0.04 0.00
1.00
Argumentation
1.04 4.27
3.74 3.52
6.62
0.02*
Broaden & Deepen 0.75
2.64 2.09
2.59 0.21
0.03
0.86
Other Elaboration 1.88

D
0.00
1.20
0.08

We also did a more qualitative analysis of the chats, which showed a pattern of quick
consensus building [24] by the comparison group, i.e., students seemingly agreed not
because they were convinced but (more likely) to quickly complete the task. An example of
this can be found in the comparison group chat segment shown in Table 2. After student 1
states that Lomborg was more convincing (lines 1 and 2), student 2 agrees (line 3), brings
Brown into play (line 4) yet without following up or elaborating. Instead of discussing the
different positions, the dyad quickly agrees on “Lomborg” (lines 5 - 8). A possible argument
against Brown is brought forward only after the decision had already been made (line 9).
The chat of Table 2 illustrates a general trend we observed in which the comparison group
dyads made far less critical points in their chat. In fact, if anything, this dyad made more
points than most of the other comparison group dyads (e.g., line 9).
Table 2: Chat segment from comparison group (November 19)
#
Stud. Contribution
1
S1
what do you think for the last question?
2
i think lomborg was more convincing
3
S2
yeah, I think Lomborg had some good points
4
but Brown has some too
5
S1
ya so we can say somewhat convincing
6
should we say brown or Lomborg
7
S2
I think Lomborg
8
S1
ok good we agree
9
S2
because Brown doesn't actually say what will happen even if the US takes
responsibility and takes the initiative
Conversely, the treatment group chats clearly showed more discussion of the
contrasting arguments. An excerpt from a representative treatment group chat protocol is
shown in Table 3. Here, student 1 brings forward an argument in favor of Lomborg (line 1),
which is questioned by student 2 (line 2). In response, student 1 points to a possible
misunderstanding of student 2 and clarifies his point (lines 3 and 4). Student 2 concedes his
mistake (lines 5 and 7), while student 1 provides further clarification on the Lomborg
position (line 6). Despite the fact that treatment group students entered the collaborative
phase with opposite conclusions, most dyads demonstrated critical objectivity in discussing.
For instance, one student stated “I was for Lomborg, but I can argue Browns.” In another
instance, a student indicated that the decision could be driven by pragmatic considerations
rather than deep convictions: “I feel like it would be easier to argue (for Lomborg’s practical
viewpoint).”
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Table 3: Chat segment from treatment group (December 3)
#
Stud. Contribution
1
S1
ok, so basically I think Lomborg's argument is better b/c his solution also
covers what you were saying about equity (R & D should improve that...
2
S2
How would putting a tax on CO2 make more funds available for R & D? Or
are you saying the tax would be an incentive for the US and other rich
countries to do R&D?
3
S1
He didn't support putting tax...
4
He was saying that if we impose tax, that would decrease CO2 but there
would be another cost
5
S2
Ah
6
S1
I don't know where he was gonna get the money from but he kind of just said
we can use resources that we use for reducing CO2 for something else...
7
S2
I guess I misread the article. It seemed to me that Lomborg wanted a tax in
addition to other methods to help
One limitation of our finding is that we originally conducted a day of computer-based
argument mapping of the Brown text on November 12, but a technical problem occurred for
some in the comparison group and thus this session was dropped from the experiment.
Therefore, the treatment group theoretically had more exposure to the Brown argument text
on this day. This confounding factor should be considered minor, however, since both
conditions were asked to read the texts in advance.

4. Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, both from the perspective of the quantitative and qualitative analyses, the
structured intervention appeared to successfully promote collaborative argumentation. The
treatment group used significantly more words, engaged in significantly more broadening
and deepening of the discussion, and appeared (in a qualitative sense) to engage in more
critical and objective argumentation than the comparison group. Thus, hypothesis H was
generally confirmed.
Our study results show that structured collaboration (i.e., scripts) can promote
argumentative content elaboration and critical discussion norms. On the other hand, despite
overall significant effects, the treatment group dyads sometimes appeared to collaborate in a
suboptimal way, preferring a least-effort solution. In our next study we will put more
emphasis on promoting collaborative elaboration. We also plan to provide dynamic
feedback, using AI techniques, to challenge students and provoke a more critical discourse.
For instance, there is some empirical evidence that shows a “devil’s advocate” approach can
stimulate students to reason more critically [2].
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Abstract: Online creative production has received considerable attention for its success in
creating Wikipedia and Free and Open Source Software yet few youth participate in such
voluntary online collaborations, in particular in programming contexts. In this paper, we
describe how youth programmers organized collaborative groups or collabs in response to a
design challenge in the Scratch Online Community. We report on participation in the
“Collab Challenge” in the Scratch community at large and with particular groups, designers’
efforts in recruiting and organizing collab groups, and the role of community feedback. In
the discussion, we address what we learned about youth’s informal collaborative skills,
fostering community participation, and the design of online communities supportive of
creative collaboration, and open issues for further research.
Keywords: Collaboration, online community, programming

1. Introduction
Observations of social network and gaming communities suggest that collaboration among
hundreds, if not thousands, of members can be productive contexts for learning [4, 5]. A
number of studies have shed light on the nature and dynamics of online creative
collaboration, examining knowledge communities such as Wikipedia [2] or smaller
collaboratives or collabs for producing digital media [8]. However, the literature on how to
organize voluntary learning-centric online creative collaborations is limited. As a starting
point for our investigation, we turned to the Scratch Online Community where we organized
an open, collaborative design challenge, the Collab Challenge, with the goals of stimulating
youth to collaborate on programming projects and studying their collaboration in
self-organized groups. With over 850,000 users primarily between 11 to 17 years old and 2
million projects, Scratch is by far the largest youth online programming community [9]. In
this paper we report on participation in the Collab Challenge and youth programmers’
efforts in forming and organizing groups. We discuss the implications for design of what we
learned from observing hundreds of participants, the roles that participants assume, and the
performances or artifacts that result from such collaborations.

2. Background
Most of the existing literature on collaborative learning has examined the factors and
arrangements of structured collaborations [3] but we know little about what youth would
need to learn in order to collaborate effectively in such situations when the choice of
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collaboration, partners and topic lies on the students [7]. Two recent studies on online
creative collaborations among adults [8] and youth [1] found that collabs were successful
when they had leaders that assumed collective responsibility [10] for coordinating work and
had a high degree of communication among members. The goal of our study was to better
understand the types of self-organized collaboration in the Scratch community. By looking
at the breadth of participation in the Challenge, we hope to map out this new territory of
collaboration by choice. This paper addresses the following research question: What were
collaborative styles of groups participating in the challenge?

3. Context
To observe and encourage creative collaborations in the Scratch Online Community [9], we
designed the Collab Challenge, which we announced on the Scratch website in January
2011. We issued a call for Scratch users to form teams or collabs and create a Scratch project
using three pre-defined images as a constraint. Halfway through the Challenge, participants
must submit a project draft for the Scratch Team to review and provide feedback. At the end
of the Challenge, members of the Scratch Team reviewed the final projects based on the
following criteria: originality of the project; creativity of the art, music, and animation; and
elegance and sophistication of the programming code.
We collected data on participants’ length of time in the community and self-reported
gender, age, and location. We also collected multiple versions of projects, project comments,
relevant discussions in the online forum, and statistics about the projects that included
number of views, “love-its” (a measure of how much people like the project), and remixes.
During the review process, we asked questions about their team formation and collaborative
process. We also analyzed participants’ overall Scratch website activity, including their
entire history of projects and social interaction. In addition, six groups participated in a local,
face to face Scratch workshop hosted by some of the authors, and these were observed
closely.

4. Findings
A total of 137 collabs (341 participants) registered to participate in the Collab Challenge in
January 2011. Of these, 52 collabs with 139 participants (groups with 3-7 members, an
average of 2.6 members) submitted at least a first draft of their project for review.
Twenty-five of those collabs submitted a final version. Of the 139 participants listed in the
registration, 125 users had Scratch accounts, 34 of them self-reported as female (27%) and
mean self-reported age was 17 (std=9.6), median age at 15, and mode of 13, compared to the
average age of 21 (std=17), median age of 17, and mode of 14 of the rest of the community.
Their projects came from a variety of genres from games to stories. The Collab Challenge
seemed to attract new members to the Scratch Online Community. There were 22
participants in the challenge (17.6%) who joined the online community either within a week
of the Challenge’s announcement or during the Challenge. It appears these users joined
solely for the purpose of participating in the challenge, either recruited by friends who
already participated in the Scratch community or through local clubs and workshops that
were focusing on the Challenge.
The Challenge also appears to have re-engaged more experienced, long-time
members of the online community. Sixty-seven (53.6%) of the Challenge participants had
been community members for more than three months, and most of these, 62 (49.6%), had
been on for six months or more. Comments made by some of these more experienced
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Scratch users suggest that the Challenge provided an opportunity for them to participate
anew in the online community. One experienced Scratch user said that the Challenge pushed
him/her to go deeper into Scratch:
Yeah, this is the first time I saw the Scratch Team create a contest so I went all out.
Usually, I don’t have to put too much thinking into my projects – the scripts are
already in my head and I just code it up in Scratch. However, this project really
pushed me. And it’s the only collab project I’ve ever finished.
Of the 52 collabs that submitted a project, we know that at least 15 collabs were face-to-face
interactions consisting either of family members or friends. Other collabs found each other
online, either from previous relationships or from recruiting on the forum. At least five
groups (23 participants) found each other on the forum and submitted projects. We present
here three of these successful collabs and their organizational characteristic.

4.1.1 A Benevolent Dictatorship
TheWizard was for two years one of the most prominent members of the Scratch
community who had announced he was going to scale down his participation on the website
until the release of the new Scratch version. However, a few days after the Collab Challenge
was announced, TheWizard came back and posted an invitation for people to join
“TheWizard's Coolio Collab” where he described that he got inspired by a “truly good game
idea,” a mix of an RPG and a fighting game. TheWizard enticed potential collaborators with
fame by association, suggesting that teammates would gain popularity because most of his
projects “get to the top ranked lists” on the front page. Once he approved applicants to join
the group, including two relatively new members (< 3 months on the Scratch site) he gave
them several options of different tasks they could work on. Five people formed the group
and they went through more than 30 versions before finishing the game. Their collaborative
project was well received by the community at large and it was arguably one of the most
sophisticated projects submitted to the challenge. While every member of the collab
contributed in visible ways, TheWizard carefully orchestrated the whole effort. Almost half
of the comments on the “Coolio Collab” forum thread were posted by TheWizard. Overall,
the group's organizational model was primarily centralized and dependent on a strong leader
but members seemed to have enjoyed participating in it as they were most likely honored to
be part of TheWizard's team.
4.1.2 A Team Effort
Like TheWizard’s Coolio Collab, “The Angelic Collab” formed in the website discussion
forums initiated by another experienced Scratch user Archangel. Its seven members were
spread across three countries. While Archangel facilitated the group collaboration, ideas and
decisions were negotiated by the group based on the feasibility and likelihood of advancing
the team in the Challenge. Occasionally, a member would summarize the ideas and ask
members to vote and reach a consensus to move forward. To develop the project, members
split themselves up based on their interests and skills into graphic artists and programmers.
Programmers would remix each other’s projects to add their update to the ongoing
development, while graphic artists would share their assets such as images or animations
through Scratch projects that programmers would later integrate. They coordinated their
exchanges and remixing through the website discussion forums, regularly summarizing
their efforts and tasks to keep everyone in sync. In the end, they produced one of the
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Challenge projects that received the most attention from the community. The collaborative
processes of the Angelic Collab demonstrated how one collab achieved success through a
shared leadership model that spread the responsibilities of organization, decision-making,
and development across its members.
4.1.3 A Friendly Partnership
When the Collab Challenge was announced, experienced Scratch user Sunday from the
United Kingdom asked her Scratch friend fashionista519, who was from the United States
and who she “met” 5 months before in the Scratch Online Community, to collaborate on a
project. When they began exchanging ideas for the Collab Challenge, they both expressed a
mutual interest in making a 3D game and converged on a storyline involving a Samurai
Warrior. Fashionista519 worked on developing graphics for the game while Sunday led the
programming. Both showed equal dedication to their project development, meeting often
online and sharing the responsibilities of the project making. To develop their project, they
took turns adding code and media assets to the main project, which the other would later
remix. Unlike “TheWizard’s Coolio Collab” and “The Angelic Collab”, they communicated
and coordinated through their project comments and in a Scratch website gallery that held
all their project versions. Whenever they spoke about their project progress, they also used
that time to converse about their lives and their other interests. While both were excited at
the prospect of having their project featured, working together on their project became a
social activity for the two friends.

5. Discussion
The observations in three collabs we highlighted in the findings indicated that members
from successful collabs exhibited qualities valuable in collaboration such as clear
communication, solid leadership, and social skills to develop relationships – qualities that
also emerged in previous studies of collabs [1, 8]. These findings also suggest that
participating youth seem to have quite a repertoire of informal collaborative skills to handle
these types of opportunistic collaboration. Analysis of failed collabs (those that did not
create any projects) and the reasons behind their failure could also provide deeper insight.
Beyond strategies in how to best use the Scratch website to work together, these collabs may
have also needed support in how to collaborate effectively. The design of online
communities to support creative collaboration must not only consider the emergent needs of
their creators but also the qualities that creators must cultivate to collaborate successfully.
Ultimately, the Collab Challenge became not only a context to initiate and study
collaboration by choice but also a way to engage Scratch members more deeply in their
community: oldtimers came back to join collaborations while newcomers joined to do the
Challenge. Some groups had members of mixed experience, allowing peer mentorship [6].
Having Challenge projects accessible for the community to view in one gallery, and
especially featured on the home page, brought not only attention (views and love-its) but
also many comments from the Scratch Team and broader community members, facilitating
conversations amongst Scratch users at large. This finding might explain the larger appeal
that online creative collaborations have for participants. Amidst all the academic benefits of
collaborative work that have dominated research and practice discussions for so long, it
points to a motivating dimension of collaboration that has been neglected in research. On a
surface level, the presence of audience for work might provide a simple answer, but perhaps
on a more profound level the striving for affinity might be a better explanation [4] on why
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participants are willing to contribute, share their work, and help others. These are aspects
that deserve further investigation.
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Abstract: Utilizing “Blog” on Global Logistics Management curriculum, this research
aimed at exploring the influence of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) on
enhancing business-majored university students’ customer relationship management and
e-commerce applications professional competencies. In addition, how student’s self-feeling
about professional skills/knowledge (competence) through the use of Blogs was also
investigated. The research adopted a quasi-experiment of unequal controlling group design.
The researchers selected two classes of senior students in a technological university in
Taiwan as subjects. One class was assigned as the control group, and the other was
experimental group. Twenty two students were assigned to the experimental group with
CSCL treatment that took two periods per week during nine weeks, while twenty eight
students were in the control group with traditional teaching activities.
The researcher adapted the Scale of Professional Competence to collect experimental data
on business and management majored university students. Data collected were subsequently
analyzed by the independent t-test, and paired samples t-test. The results indicated that the
experimental group scored significantly higher than the control group on the total score of
items: customer relationship management, and E-commerce applications. The results can
provide instrumental guidelines to improve the future technological education.
Keywords: Computer-supported collaborative learning, CSCL, blog, global logistics
management

1. Introduction
A major consequence of the introduction of Information and Communication Technology in
education consists in the opportunity to keep track of the events occurring during the
learning process that is to record them and maintain their history (Persico, Pozzi and Sarti,
2009). For instance, the prior studies done by Yang and Huang (2008), Chen (2008), and
Kidwell et al. (2004) provided the similar conclusion. Hence, computer-supported
collaborative learning (CSCL) is becoming more and more popular at all educational levels.
This research was proposed to examine the influence of collaborative learning combining
with industry-oriented curriculum through the use of “Blog” on technological students’ the
professional competency of industry (Yeh, 2010), and how students through Blogs was also
investigated after the teaching activities. To effectively achieve the objectives of this study,
the researchers proposed the main research questions regarding the CSCL into Global
Logistics Management Curriculum strategy instruction on business and management
majored students' e-commerce applications and customer relationship management professional
competencies as follows:
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1. Is there any significant difference between the control and the experimental groups on
students' customer relationship management and e-commerce applications professional
competency?
2. Is CSCL effective and successful for improving business and management majored
students' customer relationship management and e-commerce applications professional
competencies?

2. Literature Review
2.1 Computer-supported Collaborative Learning
The advance of computer science in the recent years paves a way toward a new style of
collaborative learning (Yang et al., 2011) which refers to an instructional approach in which
students work together in small groups toward a common goal (Dillenbourg, 1999). Hence,
computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is becoming more and more popular at
all educational levels; and especially in higher education (Strijbos, Kirschner, & Martens,
2004). CSCL was developed by Koschmann (1996) to improve students’ learning
achievement in a computer and network-supported collaborative learning environment
(CLE) that it is focusing on using computer techniques to enhance interaction,
communication, coordination, and interactivity within a learning group (Zurita &
Nussbaum, 2004).
After having some researchers track and analyze CSCL, the research aimed at exploring the
influence of collaborative learning combined with global logistics management curriculum
through “Blog” on enhancing business and management majored university students’
professional competency. So and Brush (2008) also found that collaboration was a factor in
the study of perceived learning through blogging in a blended health education course,
which students had high levels reported.
2.2 Professional Competences of Business and Management Majored University Students
The concept of “competence” was first proposed by David McClelland (1973), the
psychologist of Harvard University. European Training Foundation (ETF) suggests that
competence criterion is the interface between technological and vocational education and
job market. Chisholm and Ely (1976) found more detail about professional competence that
includes professional knowledge, professional skill, and professional attitude. In order to
explore the required professional competences for business and management majored
university students, Yeh et al. (2010) defined professional competences by using modified
Delphi technique. The professional competence were identified which include a total of
seven core competences, it including (1)production and operation management;
(2)marketing management; (3)customer relationship management; (4)human resources
management; (5)financial management; (6)accounting and statistical analysis;
(7)e-commerce applications. These core competences can help university to prepare the
appropriate curriculum and guide business and management majored students to learn the
industry required skills.

3. Methods
3.1 Design and Sample
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The method of design experiments was used (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble,
2003) which meant that these designs were collaboratively developed with
quasi-experimental pretest/posttest design with comparison groups aimed at exploring
whether CSCL would help Taiwanese university students learn Global Logistics
Management Curriculum more effectively. The whole research has been conducted for nine
weeks from September to November in 2010. Two classes of 50 senior class Business and
Management majored students of Meiho University in Taiwan. They were divided
randomly into two groups, a control group (n=28) who were taught their global logistics
management curriculum by traditional learning method and an experimental group (n=22),
who were taught the same materials with the use of CSCL method. According to students'
gender, the students in the each group were matched and then were randomly assigned to the
two groups. For this purpose, each student in the population is assigned a number. A set of
numbers is then randomly selected with units assigned those numbers being included in the
sample.
3.2 Instrument
The questionnaire survey of this study adapted the scale of graduate’s professional
competence of business department in technological and vocational institutes from Yeh et al.
(2010). This study selected e-commerce applications and customer relationship
management competencies as targets to examine CSCL’s effects on core skills/knowledge
(competencies). This questionnaire was assessed on a 5-point Likert-type scale: completely
possess, possess, neutral, non-possess incomplete possess. The remainder of the items
recorded demographic data (i.e., gender). The reliability of the questionnaire was acceptable
(Cronbach's alpha 0.91). Data were analyzed using SPSS at an alpha level of 0.05.
Descriptive analysis of the independent t-test, and paired samples t-test were also
conducted.

4. Results and Discussion
In order to measure the participants' professional competency proficiency in the
pre-instructional phase, a pre-test was taken by the participants and post-test was compared
and analyzed via an independent t-test to see if there was a significant difference between
the two groups, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Independent Samples t-test on the Customer Relationship Management and
E-commerce Applications Professional Competencies Proficiencies Post-test Result
Sig.
Group
N
M
SD
t-value
(two-tailed)
Pre-test
Experimental
22
7.05
1.59
.440
.780
Control
28
6.71
1.36
Post-test
Experimental
22
8.50
1.43
.006
2.854**
Control
28
7.29
1.56
**
Note. p<.01
According to Table 1, in the pre-test, results of the independent t-test indicated that there
were no significant differences between the two groups (t=.780, p=.440, p>.05.). On the
other hand, in the post-test, the result indicated that the students in the experimental group
performed significantly better than those in the control group on the professional
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competencies proficiency post-test. In other words, CSCL may yield positive results in
facilitating the participants’ professional competencies proficiency.
In order to respond to the first research question, the participant's performances on the
professional competencies post-tests were examined and then analyzed via the independent
t-test to see if there was any significant difference found between the control and the
experimental group. The results can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of the Professional Competencies' Variables between the Control and
the Experimental Groups

Variable
1. Customer relationship management
2. E-commerce applications
Note. * p<.05

Experimental
(n=22)
M
SD
4.27 .631
4.23 .922

Control
(n=28)
M
SD
3.75 .799
3.54 .881

Sig.

t-value

0.013
0.010

2.58*
2.68*

According to Table 2, the data was collected and analyzed from the seven variables
post-tests. The results, from variable 1 to variable 7, showed significant differences between
the two groups’ professional competencies post-tests. The results revealed that the
experimental group outperformed significantly the control group on the professional
competencies post-tests. Therefore, the results indicated that the students in the
experimental group learned the core competence efficiently after the Global Logistics
Management Curriculum instruction combined with CSCL.

5. Conclusions
This study investigated the effects of CSCL combining with Global Logistics Management
Curriculum through “Blog” on Business and Management Majored students’ professional
competencies. After the teaching activities, how students’ self-feeling about professional
competencies through using Blogs was also investigated. Following are the major findings
and results summarized according to the research questions of present study.
1. Researchers, in this study, attempt to examine the effectiveness of CSCL into Global
Logistics Management Curriculum strategy instruction to improve university students'
professional competencies. The questionnaire test was conducted before and after the
experiment. The data gathered from each test instrument was statistically analyzed via
independent t-test, and paired samples t-test to see if any significant difference occurred
between the experimental and the control group. Concerning the core competencies, the
research findings showed that the experimental group scored significantly higher than
the control group on the total score of the customer relationship management, and
e-commerce applications.
2. In addition to comparing the difference between the two groups, the data were also
analyzed through paired samples t-test in order to see if any significant progress had been
made within the experimental group. Students in the experimental group performed
significantly better than the students in the control group. This has indicated that the
learners benefited from the CSCL strategy and activities on their professional
competencies. It demonstrates that research finding of Yang and Huang (2008), Chen
(2008), and Kidwell et al. (2004) that integrating information technology into instruction
had significantly improved learners’ performance. Based on these results, CSCL strategy
and activities are recommended to administrative organizations, universities and
follow-up teachers as a technological education teaching model.
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Abstract: We propose a method for evaluating participants’ roles in online text discussion
using network analysis of chat log data. In our method, we use log data to construct a
statement network indicating the relativity of the statements. We evaluate the participants’
role by calculating four types of point centralities. Experiments have been conducted to
evaluate our method. The results from our method closely correspond to participants’ peer
assessment data. This indicates that the proposed method is effective.
Keywords: CSCL, Discussion support, Role analysis, Network analysis, Morphological
analysis

Introduction
Research into computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is an active research field
in educational technology. In collaborative learning, learners try to solve problems and
acquire other learners’ knowledge through discussion with other learners in a group [1].
Our aim is to support learners in improving their discussion abilities as a part of CSCL.
However, before thinking about methods of support, we must first evaluate participants’
roles in the discussion. One method of evaluation is the use of peer assessment of the other
participants’ roles, but this is difficult for learners to do in every discussion. We therefore
propose a method of evaluating participants’ roles using chat log data to achieve our aim.
The number of statements which identifies the most loquacious speaker, however, can not
evaluate participants’ roles. Therefore, we propose a method that uses log data to analyze
discussions. Erlin et al. introduced researches about content analysis and network analysis,
and argued that the integration of content analysis and network analysis provides a scientific
and systemic way to analyze the quality of asynchronous discussion forum [2]. Network
analysis is used in the study of the structure and behavior of social networks [3]. Network
analysis can be applied to analyze the process of decision-making in group discussion or the
human relationship in online discussion [4][5].
This paper proposes a method of network analysis that uses chat log data to evaluate
participants’ roles in online text discussion. We construct a statement network, in which the
node is a statement and the link is the relativity of statements, and detect central statements
by calculating point centralities. We evaluate participants’ roles by focusing on the speaker
of the central statements. In the experiments, participants hold Japanese discussion and
English discussion through online chat and assess the other participants’ behaviors in the
discussions. We compare the results from our method with those from peer assessment data
to evaluate the validity of the method. We also compare the discussions in Japanese and
English to evaluate changes in participants’ roles by language skill.
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1. Method for Evaluating Participants' Roles in a Discussion
We assume that the discussion is online text discussion in CSCL. Statements are extracted
along with input time and input person from the chat log data.
We indicate the overview of our method. Network analysis is a method for determining the
relationship structure of components in various objects [6]. Collaborative learning is carried
out through human relationships. Network analysis is useful in the analysis of discussion in
the context of collaborative learning. We construct a network model using the log data to
apply network analysis to discussion analysis (Figure 1).The influence or characteristics of
statements are important in analyzing the participants’ roles. We assume that similarity of
words in the statements and the statement order is important to assess the influence and
character of statements. Therefore we take statements’ similarity and order as the relativity
of the statements. Our proposed method consists of three steps: for the first step, we set
statements as nodes and the relativity of statements as links to form a network. Second, we
extract central nodes in the network by calculating point centralities to find central
statements. Third, we evaluate the participants’ roles by focusing on the speakers with the
statement influence and character. Next we show the details of each step.
For the first step, we construct the network model. After pre-processing of text (e.g.,
spelling correction), each statement is broken down into morphemes, and whole terms
(noun and adjective) are extracted in order to create a statement network. We choose the
statement vector in which elements are calculated by the frequency of terms. Vector
elements are weighted by tf-idf weighting to take into account the frequency of occurrence
of each term. The weight of the term t in the statement s is determined by equation (1).
,
(1)
where tf(t,s) is the frequency of occurrence of term t in statement s, and df(t) is the number
of statements that contain term t, and N is the total number of statements. The distance of the
link between the statement i and the statement j, lij, is determined by the similarity of these
statements and the statement order (equation (2)). We adopt as a link when lij is bigger than
0. A shorter link distances indicates that the relativity of statements is strong, as when the
statement j is similar to the statement i or when the statement j is spoken soon after the
statement i. We take the cosine similarity as the similarity of these statements (equation (3)).
.
(2)
.

(3)

For the second step, we calculate four types of point centralities to locate central statements
in the formulated statement network (Table 1). Point centrality measures the relative
importance of a node within the network [6]. Firstly, degree centrality indicates the
influence of a statement since it is determined from the number of links. Indegree centrality
is defined as the number of links directed to the node, and outdegree centrality is defined as
the number of links that the node directs to others [6]. Therefore, we adopt outdegree
centrality as the index of influence to other statements and indegree centrality as the index
Table １ Type of Centrality
Indication
Influence from other statements
Influence to other statements
Change of topic
Central statement in the topic

Point centrality
Indegree centrality
Outdegree centrality
Betweenness centrality
Closeness centrality

Figure １ Statement Network Model
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of influence from other statements. In the proposed method, we set a trimmed mean of
outdegree centrality and indegree centrality of whole nodes as a threshold, and defined the
nodes exceeding the thresholds as influential statements and affected statements.
Secondly, betweenness centrality indicates a statement that changes the topic since it is
defined as a cut-point. The cut-point is the node that maintains the connectivity of a
network [6]. Nodes that are on many shortest paths between any two nodes have higher
betweenness centrality than those that are not [6]. In the network in Figure 1, for example,
Node 3 has the highest betweenness centrality. Therefore the node with higher betweenness
denotes the statement which changes the topic in a statement network. In the proposed
method, we calculate betweenness centrality on a maximal connected component in the
whole network since this centrality cannot be calculated on an unconnected graph. We set a
trimmed mean of betweenness centrality of whole nodes as a threshold, and defined the
nodes exceeding thresholds as the statements that change the topic.
Thirdly, closeness centrality indicates central statements in the topic since it is defined as
the sum of shortest paths to the other node [6]. In our method, we calculate closeness
centrality on a maximal connected component in the whole network since this centrality
cannot be calculated on an unconnected graph. We set a trimmed mean of closeness
centrality of whole nodes as a threshold, and defined the nodes exceeding thresholds as the
central statements in the topic.
For the final step, we count the number of central statements in every centrality with each
participant individually. The roles of each participant are evaluated using the number of
central statements, for example, when a participant has many central statements in the
betweenness centrality, the participant plays the role of changing the topic in the discussion.
2. Experiment
2.1 Outline of Experiment
We conducted experiments to evaluate our method. Five Japanese students discussed
through online text chat. The theme of the discussion was the consensus game, the purpose
of which is obtaining consensus among the group members through a discussion [7]. Group
members performed an exercise in which they ranked eight items in descending order of
importance for survival in a difficult situation [7]. They discussed in Japanese for 50
minutes. After a 30 minute break, they discussed in English for 50 minutes. Their English
levels differed greatly, and thus we labeled participants as A, B, C, D, and E according to
their English level based on official English scores, such as TOEFL. (The participant with
the highest English skill was labeled A.) They used Google Chat as a group chat program
and Google Docs Presentation to share information. They were allowed to use online
English–Japanese and Japanese–English dictionaries when the discussion was held in
English. After the discussion, participants filled in the peer assessment questionnaire on a
two-point scale. Participants responded as to whether the other participants exhibited the
behaviors listed in Table 2. We conducted experiments with 4 groups.
Table 2 Questionnaire Items
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
Question
Irrelevant
Did he/she make irrelevant statements?
Initiative
Did he/she take initiative in the discussion?
Coordinate
Did he/she coordinate the discussion?
Paraphrase
Did he/she paraphrase the statements of others?
Back-channeling Did he/she give responses to indicate comprehension?
Question
Did he/she ask questions of others?
Change
Did he/she change the topic?
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2.2 Results
We show the results for a representative group. Table 3 shows the number of nodes
exceeding thresholds of centralities by participants. The discussion in Japanese had 171
statements and the discussion in English had 207 statements. In the discussion in Japanese,
Participant D had many nodes exceeding thresholds in every type of centrality, especially
betweenness centrality. These results mean that Participant D’s statements not only
influenced other statements but also were influenced by other statements. Participant D also
changed the topic, and the discussion centered on Participant D’s statements. This indicates
that Participant D played the role of the leader who took the initiative in changing the topic.
In the English discussion, Participant A had many nodes exceeding the threshold in every
type of centrality. The results mean that Participant A’s statements not only influenced other
statements but also were influenced by other statements. Participant A changed the topic
and made statements that were central to the discussion. This indicates that Participant A
played the role of the leader. During the English discussion, Participant D had fewer nodes
exceeding the threshold of betweenness centrality than in the discussion in Japanese. We
suppose that the discussion in English was difficult for Participant D to control because of
Participant D’s relatively low English skill. Moreover, Participants C and E made fewer
central statements when the language changed to English, which indicates that they were
less active in discussing the topic in English in comparison with the discussion in Japanese.
Table 3 Results of Analysis
Number
of nodes
JP
EN
Threshold
A
B
C
D
E
Total

57
17
35
34
28
171

72
24
39
39
33
207

Maximal connected
component
JP
EN
33
17
31
29
22
132

43
15
17
23
19
117

Indegree
centrality
JP
EN
2.3 0.97
10
13
5
4
7
3
14
13
6
5
42
38

Outdegree
Betweenness
Closeness
centrality
centrality
centrality
JP
EN
JP
EN
JP
EN
2.4 0.96
88
52 0.44 0.35
8
12
4
7
12
18
4
6
3
0
5
6
4
5
3
1
9
3
13
13
10
5
17
15
7
6
1
3
12
7
36
42
21
16
55
49
JP: Japanese, EN: English

3. Discussion
We next compare the results from our method with the results from peer assessment data
based on participants’ subjective views to evaluate the validity of our method. Table 4
summarizes the results of the peer assessment questionnaire. The number for each behavior
indicates the number of participants who responded that the behavior was true. The results
obtained by the proposed method indicate that in the Japanese discussion, Participant D
played the role of the leader, while in the English discussion, the leader was Participant A.
In contrast, the peer assessment data shows that both Participants A and D were seen to act
as leaders in the Japanese discussion while Participant A was perceived as the leader in the
English discussion. The results from our method closely correspond to the peer assessment
data. The peer assessment data shows that E tended to make irrelevant statements in the
English discussion, which agrees with the results from our method. On the other hand, our
method indicates that in the English discussion, Participant C tended to make irrelevant
statement. However, the peer assessment data shows that Participant C instead paraphrased
what someone else had said. In our method, we use the similarity of statements as a network
link. Thus, the statement Si is linked to the statement Sj if both statements have a word in
common. Therefore, paraphrased statements would not link to relative statements. In
summary, the results of analysis with our method using chat log data closely correspond to
peer assessment data, showing that this approach is effective.
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Table 4 Results of Peer Assessment

A
B
C
D
E
Total

Irrelevant
Initiative Coordinate Paraphrastic Back-channeling Question
Change
JP EN JP EN JP EN JP EN
JP
EN
JP EN JP EN
0
0
3
4
3
3
1
1
3
4
1
2
3
4
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
2
4
4
1
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
2
3
4
0
1
1
2
0
0
3
0
3
1
2
0
3
4
0
2
3
3
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
4
4
1
0
0
4
0
1
7
6
8
7
4
5
17
20
3
6
7
16
JP: Japanese, EN: English

We then compare the discussions in Japanese and English. The results show that the role of
leader changed from Participant D to A when the language changed from Japanese to
English. This indicates that Participant A could give opinions more smoothly because this
participant had the highest English skill among the participants. Moreover, participants who
did not have high English skill tended to make irrelevant statements or lose the role of leader
when the language changed to English. In conclusion, we confirm the utility of our method
to find the change of participants’ role by language skill.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method that uses network analysis of chat log data in order to
evaluate participants’ roles in online text discussion. The purpose of this analysis is to
support the improvement of discussion in CSCL. We constructed a statement network and
detected the central statements by calculating point centralities. We evaluated participants’
roles by identifying the speaker of the important statements. We then succeeded in
evaluating participants’ roles by applying our method to the experimental data. This was not
possible when simply counting the number of statements. With this method, various aspects
of the discussion can be evaluated, for instance, who was the leader and who made the
greatest number of irrelevant statements. These results closely corresponded to the peer
assessment data. Therefore, this approach based on network analysis is effective in
detecting participants’ role in online discussion. We also confirmed the utility of our method
in observing the change in participants’ roles when comparing a discussion in Japanese and
English. In this research, we focused on a statement network and analyzed characteristics of
statements by calculating centralities. A future objective is to evaluate other roles which
could not evaluate from our method using network analysis. Upon further development, our
method is expected to be useful in CSCL by facilitating consideration of the participants’
roles.
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Abstract: Graduate and undergraduate students in the laboratory usually deal with not only
formal information such as research articles and presentation documents but also informal
information which represents a process of research activities. However, it is difficult for new
students belonging to the laboratory to acquire such informal information from researchers
and other students through the laboratory life. In order to resolve this issue, we have
developed an article revising support system called CommentManager that facilitates the
process of article revising and extracts the knowledge for revising from the informal
information accumulated from the article revising processes of the laboratory members.
Keywords: Article Revising, Revising Knowledge, Informal Information, Research
Activity

Introduction
In our daily research life, researchers and students, who belong to a research laboratory in
university, have to handle various research activities with a large volume of information.
They usually deal with not only formal information such as research articles but also
informal information which represents a distinctive process of the activities. However, it is
not so easy for the students, especially new students belonging to the laboratory, to acquire
useful informal information such as research know-how for article revising and for planning
a schedule of revising because the informal information has a problem of disappearing with
time passage. It is also difficult for the laboratory members to transfer such knowledge to
the novices of the laboratory. We have consequently developed an article revising support
system called CommentManager that facilitates the process of article revising and extracts
the knowledge for revising in the laboratory manner. One of the main features of
CommentManager manages all the comments distributed by several versions of the research
article as tickets which organize researcher’s comments, students’ answers and revised
sentences. This makes it easier for them not only to comprehend the comments for their own
articles but also to find high-frequent or deep-discussed comments from the tickets of the
other members.

1. Article Revising Model
1.1 Process of Article Writing
In this paper, the target of the research activity is “article writing” that is frequently
performed by the graduate or undergraduate students in their student life. Such activity
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enables them to promote understanding of not only specific research findings but also
widespread reasoning skill [1]. The process of article writing usually involves a series of
revising documents with comments and corrections by the researcher. From this way of
communication, they may be able to learn how to write the article practically. However, it is
not so easy for them to accomplish the article according to the laboratory writing style.
Some of the reasons why they have troubles in the process of article revising are as follows.
(a) The students, especially novice students in the laboratory, cannot reflect on the provided
comment to the new version of the article because it is difficult to understand the
researcher’s intentions of the comments.
(b) They are often interrupted by revising not contents but style of the article because they
are not always aware of what they should consider about the article writing style.
(c) Most of them cannot estimate the time to revise the article in advance because they do
not have enough experience for article writing.

1.2 Approach
In the process of article revising, the researcher and the students exchange informal
information which has a central function for article revising in a quick and efficient manner.
From laboratory management point of view, it also makes the laboratory members
communicate with each other effectively. However, it is difficult to figure out actual
informal communication because it is implicit and disappears rapidly.
In order to resolve this issue, we need to provide the laboratory members with the
knowledge for article revising in the laboratory manner. Our approach is to extract the
knowledge by gathering the informal information existing in the process of article revising
from the laboratory members. In this research, the informal information is managed by the
ticket which means a set of researcher’s comment and corresponding process for article
revising by the students. For this reason, such information often exists in more than one
version of the article as the history of the corrections of the comment. Therefore, we first
design a ticket management function which stores the researcher’s comments to be revised
and the student’s answers. This function would facilitate the revising process by managing
status of each comment. At the same instant, the system gathers the tickets as the informal
information and extracts check list and case examples as the revising knowledge. The check
list is frequent-appeared comments from the researcher. The case examples are
deep-discussed and complicated comments for the student. This makes the laboratory
members trace other’s correction process for the comments, if they had a trouble in the
revising process.

2. CommentManager
We have developed an article revising support Web service called CommentManager. In the
article revising process, many comments are exchanged between the researcher and the
students. However, these comments are usually distributed by several versions of the article
so far. CommentManager manages such comments as the tickets through the revising
process. In addition, CommentManager provides the students with a knowledge transferring
function that navigates high-frequent or complicated comments as the revising knowledge
in the laboratory manner.
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2.1 Ticket List
CommentManager has a version control function for not only the articles but also the
comments as the tickets which means a set of comment, original and revised sentences, and
the answers among versions of the article as shown in Figure 1. This makes the researcher
and the students share the informal intention for the revising process. When the students
upload a Microsoft Word document (.docx), CommentManager makes a ticket list from the
comment metadata by using Office Open XML [2] automatically. After that, all
communication for the comments and the answers takes place in CommentManager. In
addition, the researcher and the students are able to set a status flag such as “try again” and
“close it” to the tickets.

Figure 1. Sample of Extended Comment

2.2 Extracting Knowledge for Revising
The ticket implies the process of trial and error for revising. CommentManager extracts the
revising knowledge by gathering such tickets from the laboratory members.
CommentManager first lists the tickets that the researcher made frequently or typically as
the check list. This would make the students notice important points for the researcher’s
check in advance. CommentManager also extracts the case examples that the students could
not correct suitably by a single revising. Such process would be available for learning how
to revise the complex comments in the laboratory manner.

2.3 Flow of Revising by CommentManager
Figure 2 shows a basic flow of revising by CommentManager. It has been implemented
with PHP based on OpenTask [3] which is an open source bug tracking system. First, the
student writes the draft version of the article using the check list so that he/she can avoid
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basic indications from the researcher. And then the researcher makes comments for the draft
version. Next, the student looks up the ticket, especially the ones revised more than once as
the case examples, if he/she faces the comments that he/she is unsure how to deal with. Then
the student writes down his/her ticket such as original/revised sentence and the answer for
each comment to CommentManager. If needed, he/she is able to link the ticket to other
comments that he/she use as a clue. Finally, the researcher checks the status of each ticket
and changes the flag. If the flag is “try again”, the researcher adds an advice so that the
student can revise it effectively.

Figure 2. Basic Flow of Revising by CommentManager.

3. Preliminary Case Studies
3.1 Observation of Comments
In order to analyses tendency of the comments, we observed logs for a student who used
CommentManager in the process of writing/revising his master thesis. Figure 3 shows a
number of the comments classified by the categories in each version of the article. From the
results, the ones for Comment for Sentence and Comment for Figure tended to be closed in
the early versions. On the other hand, the ones for Direct Correction were received in the
last half version. Such tendency would depend on the strategy of article revising of the
researcher. The reason why the comments were increasing from draft version to 2nd version
because draft version was just 7 pages abstract and 2nd version was over 60 pages detail
version. Compared with Microsoft Word, CommentManagere gave the researcher the
intention of the student to the comment that he could not revise adequately. However, the
student had a load for managing a lot of unimportant comments. One idea of this problem is
to take ones for Comment for Format off so that he/she could reduce the load of the
comment management.
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3.2 Observation of Knowledge for Revising
In order to decide criteria for extracting the revising knowledg, we compared subjective
case examples judged by the laboratory members to estimated case examples determined by
whether the one was revised by a single revising. From 284 comments, the number of the
subject case examples were 18 and the number of the estimated case examples were 17. 11
comments were contained within both of them (precision ratio = 61.1%, recall ratio =
64.7%). The results indicated CommentManager extracted a certain number of the case
examples as the revising knowledge by managing the tickets. We would like to improve the
accuracy by implementing an evaluation function by each student.

Figure 3. Variation with Number of Comments by Categories in Each Version

4. Conclusion
This paper has described the article revising support system called CommentManager. The
fundamental functions of the system are to manage the tickets over the versions of the article
and to provide the students with the revising knowledge by the form of the check list and the
case examples. These functions would enable the laboratory members to transfer the
revising knowledge to be shared, which would facilitate learning research skill.
In the near future, it will be necessary to improve the extraction accuracy and to facilitate
skill development for writing the research article. We would also like to adopt this approach
to the process of making the presentation document. Finally, we need to evaluate
effectiveness of the functions by new students belonging to our laboratory in a more detail.
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Introduction
Innovation is defined by wikipedia as a new way of doing something or creating new ideas
or products (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innovation). In this paper, we narrow the definition of
innovation to doing or creating an “idea” that is novel only to the individuals or to the dyad
or group in which the individuals participate, but may not be novel to the curriculum, the
community or even a larger context. This can be referred to as a “local” innovation. We
define innovation in this local way in order to make the construct of innovation tractable in a
research laboratory. We also add the constraint that not only must an innovation be novel,
but it also must be useful, in that it solves a problem or serves some desired function. For
now, we sidestep a careful definition of what an “idea” is, and only refer to it as a
domain-relevant concept that participants in a dyad or a group recognize.
Innovating, or creating a new idea or product, has been touted as powerful in the
context of a group, and used in many companies. In particular, there is the belief that there is
a construct called “group genius” [6] in that the collective product cannot in theory be
created by the sum of all the individuals in the group, and that the processes of creating group
innovation may be difficult to reproduce. The goal of this paper is to offer a theoretical
conception of how innovations might be produced by dyads or groups, and why innovations
may be difficult to reproduce. To simplify our understanding and analyses, we begin by
narrowing our discussion to a group size of two or dyads. We will consider the processes of
innovating as revealed in the dialogic exchanges between collaborative partners, and the
product of innovating as the idea that is created. Below, three scenarios of interacting dialogs
are presented, and for each scenario, we consider the processes of interactions that have
produced an innovative idea, whether those processes can be implemented or reproduced,
and whether the processes guarantee an innovative product or idea. Some preliminary
evidence will be presented. We close by addressing several limitations with both our
theoretical conception and our coding methods.
1. Three Scenarios of Innovating Collaboratively
1.1 An Individual Innovating in the Context of a Partner
When an innovative idea is created by dyads, one can ask whether it was generated by the
dyads jointly or by an individual with help from the partner. It is often assumed that it is not
the lone genius that comes up with an insight, but instead “it’s group genius that generates
breakthrough innovation” [6, p. 7]. However, we claim that in many instances, innovations
are created by an individual with serendipitous contributions from a partner. For example,
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suppose Partner A is a good cook and wants to make pesto with basil but she forgot to buy
basil and Partner B knows they are having guests and pesto is on the menu. Suppose this
conversation occurs after Partner A discovers that she does not have basil and Partner B
walks in:
Partner B: “How is the cooking going?”
Partner A: “Oh, I forgot to buy basil.”
Partner B: “By the way, look what the neighbor gave me from her garden, some
fresh arugula.”
Partner A: “I wonder if I can try making pesto with arugula.”
By our definition, pesto made with arugula is an innovation, or a recipe that is novel
and useful. The question is: Was it innovated collaboratively or individually in the context
of a partner? In this case, it seems pretty obvious that the new recipe was created by Partner
A alone, when she assimilated the input from Partner B that arugula is available. The cues
that allow us to determine that this scenario should be depicted more accurately as an
individual innovating in the context of a partner were that: Partner A had the goal of making
pesto, and had reached an impasse in making pesto, and the arugula casually mentioned by
Partner B was not intended for making pesto, and Partner B did not think of arugula as a
solution. Thus, we could say that the processes of interactions that have produced this
innovative recipe consist of Partner A assimilating the information of arugula’s availability,
and transformed her own idea of a pesto recipe, so the entire conception of the new arugula
recipe is constructed by Partner A. Thus, Partner A is really a lone genius. It is not clear how
we can reproduce this kind of serendipitous innovation processes other than perhaps by
asking a lone genius to incorporate and reflect on inputs from others. Even if an individual
can undertake such assimilation and reflection processes, there is no guarantee that an
innovation will be produced.
1.2 Both Partners Mutually Build on Each Other’s Contributions Sequentially
How might one define collaborative innovation then? A second way to conceive of group or
dyadic innovation is that each partner builds on and elaborates upon what the other partner is
saying, in a sequential WIKI sort of way, and the final outcome can be a new idea or product.
A WIKI is an online collaborative community in which people can write about ideas and
others can add or revise them. Thus, in a WIKI, each new contribution is an elaboration to an
existing written idea. Many dialogs have this WIKI pattern of exchanges in which each
partner builds on the other partner’s ideas sequentially and mutually. In such a spiraling
process, the partners can create a novel solution or product, even if they initially had no idea
of how to construct a solution or a product. For example, when two partners have to build a
bridge together in a way that minimizes cost, we often find that partners can build upon each
other’s ideas sequentially as follows [3]:
Mike: “cause usually, I don’t know, do you want to try making the cross members
smaller (diameter)?”
Dan: “Um, we could,--just the ones in the middle and not the ones on the end.”
In this second scenario, one partner brought up the idea of making the cross members’
diameter smaller, and the second partner built on this idea by constraining which ones to
make smaller. Thus, the processes of interacting in this scenario can be described as each
partner mutually building on the other’s contributions sequentially.
Such spiraling processes of collaborating in which each partner elaborates by adding,
revising, or refining the other’s contributions are easy to prescribe and implement, and in
fact, were precisely the instruction we gave pairs of students in a collaborative bridge design
optimization task [3]. Although our design task was not conducive to assessing innovation,
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we postulate that even when dyads followed instruction to collaborate in this
mutually-sequential way, such dialogic interactions cannot guarantee an innovation.
1.3 Partners Each Contributing Independent Ideas and a New Idea Emerges
A third possible conception of innovating collaboratively is that the random contributions of
two partners’ ideas are combined so that a new idea emerges. The example below are
comments given by two teens about the benefit of a new banking system, in the context of a
learning environment requiring them to make decisions about whether a new banking
system should be built. Although this snippet is not perfect, it illustrates somewhat what we
mean:
Partner A: “Ok, the new system would give the- give the employees…”
Partner B: “More time to deal with the customers.”
The two comments above, taken together, create the merged novel idea that a new banking
system has the benefit of giving employees more time to deal with customers, consistent
with definitions provided by Rafal [5] and Barron [1]. This interacting process seems
different from the mutually-sequential elaborating process. For one, in the
mutually-sequential process, the second partner simply elaborates on the idea contributed by
the first partner, whereas in this case, Partner B’s comment is not exactly an elaboration of
Partner A’s comment. Furthermore, the contributions by the two partners can be both
independent and not novel, but when merged, they create a new single idea.
The merging process can be undertaken by one or both partners. That is, we postulate
that when two independent ideas are presented and externalized in close sequence, one or
both partners can examine them and “see” a novel idea by merging the two externalized
contributions. Our example above is not perfect because in this particular case, both ideas
are incomplete fragments, which together form a complete idea. The example above
illustrates an “idea completion process,” which can create a novel idea, but is actually more
similar to a mutually-sequential process since the first comment of “give the employees…”
could invite the second comment of proposing what can be given. To note, our conception of
a merged novel idea does not require that each idea from each partner needs to be an
incomplete fragment; instead, each contribution can be a complete but independent idea.
Moreover, there is no way to tell how such a merged idea can be created and perceived by
each participant.
In summary, we propose that there are at least three dialog patterns that can create
innovative ideas. The first pattern attributes an innovation to an individual “lone genius,”
with serendipitous inputs from a partner that trigger some insight in the lone genius. The
second pattern attributes an innovation to the mutually-sequential processes in which an idea
is continually elaborated upon by both partners so that it transforms into a novel idea. The
third dialog pattern attempts to show that two random ideas can be posed by two partners,
and when externalized and combined, a novel idea can emerge that may be recognized and
used by either partner, or can be further built upon and elaborated. Thus, an innovative idea
can emerge from random collisions of individual ideas. Notice that in all three dialog
patterns, even though we were able to postulate what the interacting processes are,
understanding the processes does not guarantee that an innovation is produced. For example,
even though the mutually-sequential spiraling process can be easily and successfully taught
to dyads to carry out [3], since it is essentially an elaborating process much like ones
individuals carry out on their own generations, there is no guarantee that an innovative idea
will be produced even if it is more likely, given that the participants in dyads and groups
have multiple perspectives and different sets of knowledge. Thus, understanding innovating
dialogic processes does not imply understanding how innovative products can be produced.
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2. Preliminary Evidence
Do we have evidence that innovating dialogs exist and if so, how often do they occur? In
this section, we report preliminary findings from two studies.
2.1 Merging or Completing Ideas
In our first study, we collected dialogs from pairs of high school students working with an
interactive computer simulation in which they had to make joint decisions about what to do
as a new vice president of a small local bank. The vice president was required to solve
problems arising at the bank that covered a variety of general business issues such as
customer relations or facilities upgrades [2]. The third scenario presented above was taken
from this study. In the dialogs, we coded the occurrence of jointly produced ideas that were
novel, meaning that the ideas were created by two speakers and were not presented in the
simulation, and found that 11% of the jointly produced ideas were novel.
2.2 Assessing that Innovating Ideas Are Novel and Useful
In the prior study, even though the jointly produced ideas were novel in the sense that they
were not presented in the simulation, we were skeptical that these merged ideas were, in fact,
locally innovative for each individual partner. That is, it is possible that each partner, given
the first phrase of the idea, could have come up with or inferred the completed idea on
his/her own. In other words, we only coded that a completed idea was generated, but we did
not assess whether it was novel to the partners themselves, and more importantly, we could
not guarantee that the completed idea, while novel, was also productive and useful.
To assure that the partners could not have generated the jointly produced ideas on
their own, in a subsequent study [4], we assessed in a pre-test each partner’s prior
knowledge to determine whether the jointly produced ideas were, in fact, novel to them, and
productive in the sense of allowing the partners to use them to solve problems. To be
concrete, one simple mechanics problem, for example, required that solvers treat two blocks,
one on top of another, as a single compound body. We assessed on a pre-test that students,
individually, could not come up with this “insight” of treating the two bodies as a single
compound body. If dyads could solve this compound problem together, then presumably
they have created a necessary novel concept. To determine this, we coded a jointly produced
idea as innovative if neither partner knew it on the pre-test. The finding was that only 20% of
the dialog episodes could be coded as having joint constructions that led to correct solutions
[4]. Thus, this method assured us that the jointly produced ideas, such as a compound body,
were, in fact, novel ideas that neither partner knew initially and were used to solve problems.
2.3 Summary of Preliminary Evidence
From these two studies, we might conclude that we can capture jointly produced ideas that
are innovative, in the sense that the ideas are both novel (to the partners) and useful for
solving problems. However, from the perspective of finding important results from
empirical data, the frequency of innovations seems low, between 10% to 20%. On the other
hand, having innovative ideas occur 10% to 20% of the time is actually quite remarkable,
given that they could occur naturally from collaborating, without any specific instruction to
innovate. Thus, it appears that we have succeeded in capturing an important benefit of
dialogic interactions in dyads, in that collaborative partners can come up with innovations
either from building upon each other’s ideas or perhaps randomly generating ideas.
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3. Limitations
Our theoretical conception failed to capture two senses of collaborative (in dyads) or
collective (in groups) innovation. First, a collective innovation suggests that the processes of
creating it are not sequential, whereas dialogic interactions necessarily are sequential.
Second, a collective innovation implies that the product is more than the sum of each
partner’s contribution. Sawyer [6] gives the following example to illustrate this
simultaneous and non-additive notion. Suppose four jazz members play a song together.
How they sound is far superior to each jazz member playing in a separate room and a
recording studio overlay their four performances. What makes the four jazz members’
simultaneous playing more enjoyable to listen to than a recording that overlays their
individual playing? One explanation is that in simultaneous playing, the members interact
with each other by trying to sync up with or adjust to each other. Thus, it is the simultaneous
interactions that seem to produce a collective innovation, and yet dialogic interactions are
necessarily sequential. A second limitation of our conception is that by our definition, an
innovative idea arising from the merging of two ideas is necessarily additive whereas the
notion of a collective innovation is that it is non-additive.
A third limitation of our theoretical conception is that it cannot shed light on why
innovations may be difficult to produce, even if we have some understanding of how
innovations can be created by dyads, as illustrated by the three dialog patterns. That is,
undertaking such dialog processes may not guarantee that innovative ideas are produced.
Finally, our codings in the two preliminary studies, carried out several years ago,
were also not as sensitive as our current definitions of innovative dialogic patterns. In other
words, in the prior codings, we did not ascertain whether a jointly produced novel idea
resulted from the mutually-sequential elaborating processes or from the random collision
merging processes.
Despite the many limitations, we nevertheless hope that the conceptualization and
dialogic patterns laid out in this paper can lead to new insights at understanding and coding
of innovative dialogic interactions.
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Abstract: Fostering children’s reading skills is of significance in their learning.
Reading materials recently have been expanded from paper-based books to digital
books and even the multimedia books. In this research we explored a synchronous
collaborative learning using Group scribble software and self-adopted e-picture book
based on our traditional local paper-based reading books. Experimental group and
control group were established to investigate the effectiveness of using GS –based
e-picture book in developing students’ reading and comprehension skills. The results
indicated that great improvement in using GS –based e-picture book in reading as
well as great enhancement of motivation and interest of learning by collaborative
learning with GS.
Keywords: Group Scribbles, CSCL, Reading comprehension, Electronic Picture
Storybook

1. Introduction
The development of electronic picture books enables multimedia representations to
assist reading, which receive great popularity among primary school students.
Reading the texts of electronic picture books, animation and audio explanations help
students appreciate the reading beyond the texts and comprehend the beauty of
meaning between lines. A boost of advanced information technology provides
different new ways of reading and more sufficient electronic picture books than
traditional collection of books on library shelves. This study attempts to combine
localized learning materials and teaching strategies with Group Scribble [1] software
to investigate students’ learning outcomes in reading comprehension. The research
tries to examine the following aspects: First, is to explore the effectiveness of
GS-based electronic picture book for reading comprehension. Second, is to explore
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real-time sharing and group brainstorming discussions with GS to strengthen mutual
learning among peers. Third, is to explore the new method of cooperative reading
activities with GS software to stimulate students’ interest and motivation in reading.

2. Literature Review
Computer supported collaborative learning encourages flexible interactions among
students to carry out learning online but not to replace teachers and learning materials
with technology. Learning should be designed well to leverage the curriculum,
pedagogy, technology mediation and the students’ activities [2]. Sharples [3] pointed
out that learning is not only a process of knowledge given through curriculum but a
process of mutual agreement by negotiation. CSCL can increase student motivation
and interest to make progress, to enhance positive interaction between students and
teachers and to fulfill learning goals.
2.1 Reading comprehension
Caver [4] defined techniques for improving students' success in extracting useful
knowledge from texts. Comprehension is a "construction process" as a text is read to
create a representation of the text in the reader's mind. Reading comprehension can be
divided into four levels: decoding, literal comprehension, inferential comprehension
and comprehension monitoring [5][6]. Ko [7] suggested the reading comprehension
can be divided into: looking for clear information, direct inference, synthesis and
interpretation of discourse and the evaluation of chapter content and language
patterns. Reading comprehension involves two parts: "direct understanding" and
"understanding through interpretation". "Direct understanding" contains direct and
immediate consequence of extraction while “understanding through interpretation"
consist of interpretation, integrating Ideas and information and assessing the content,
language elements of an article. It is easier for readers to comprehend from "direct
extraction" and "direct inference".
2.2 Collaborative story-structuring
Collaborative Structure analysis is an approach to understand the story by discussion
and experience sharing with peers to understand the text [8]. A story includes the
contexts, theme, plot, and ending. We borrowed a reading comprehension model for
our electronic picture storybook as following:

Figure1: Reading comprehension model for storybook [9]
With the "Collaborative Integrated Reading and Writing Model"(CIRC) in this
study we carried out group reading comprehension with GS and face-to-face
discussion about the story analysis in two classes of students.
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3. Methodology
Two classes of fourth-grade students in Primary school participated in this study. 23
students in control class and the experimental class consisted of 24 students and based
on their results in the pre-test, we performed a test of homogeneity of two groups of
students by classifying them into the heterogeneous groups of high, medium and low
ability groups. Both classes conducted the reading pre-test of “Kinmen localized
reading book” with the follow-up experiments.
Table 1 Comparison of experimental and control class
Class
Environment
Tools
Approach
Strategy
Coursework

Experimental class (N=24)
Control class (N=23)
Traditional classroom with projector and Computer room
wireless network
One Tablet PC per group
Per PC Per student
Collaborative learning in groups
Learning individually
Reading comprehension with hypothesis, connection and extraction
Coursework sheets

In this reading practice, four reading strategies were applied: detecting the cause
and the consequence, discerning the connections including connections between
sentences, paragraphs and chapters, and summarizing. With GS, students can propose
their own comments, share them in the public space and achieve real-time interaction
with the electronic picture book as well as other peers. Students were asked to have
discussions at different points in the book and post their comments to the public space
in GS. Experimental group tutorials lasted for around five weeks in which we gave
GS training in the first week. In the following four weeks we implemented
collaborative reading with GS in class for 90 minutes each week. Figure 2 below
shows an example of their reading practice.
Change

the

Board

to

another story or discussion

Pause or play the video

Synchronous display the
“electronic picture books”
video

Students can real time propose their
own comments by
their group Notebook

Figure 2: students share comments for story reading on GS
In GS public space a pictured story was shown to the students and the teacher
posted a task to ask the students to modify their hypothesis on what would happen in
the story. Six groups’ responses were shown and shared at the public space.
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In this study, the reading comprehension tests were designed by the researcher,
including multiple choices and essay questions and constitute two sections of "direct
understanding " and " understanding through interpretation". We also analyzed the
performance of children on the reading comprehension skills about “understanding
through interpretation”, i.e., interpretation, integrating Ideas and information and
assessing the content, language elements of an article.

4. Findings
Before the experimental treatment, the experimental group and control group received
the Reading Comprehension Test as the pre-test, including multiple choice and two
essay questions. Two essay questions were marked by two raters with a Pearson
correlation coefficient at 0.933, and a significant correlation (p<0.01). The average
scores marked by two raters were regarded as the final scores for the essay questions.
Then analysis to the differences of two classes of students in their pre-test were
carried out by Levene test with the F value of 1.250 (p =. 270> .05), less than .05
level of significance. This indicates the two groups were homogeneous.
ANCOVA analysis was employed to determine the significance of the difference
between two regression coefficients estimated within the experimental class and the
control class separately. Statistical value (F =. 004, p =. 952> .05) shows without
significant. This indicates the regression coefficient of homogeneity within each class
is acceptable. The follow-up covariance analysis to these two classes on pre and post
tests have a statistic value that F = 11.468, p =. 002 <.05, which indicates the
experimental class had make a great improvement in post test. The learning outcome
is more significant than the control class excluding the effects of pre-test.
Table 2 Comparison between the Experimental class and the Control Class
Class
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control

Tests
Pre-test
Post-test

N
24
23
24
23

Mean
44.02
43.24
81.58
73.32

SD
10.95
8.89
13.20
11.71

t-value
.268

p-value
.790

11.468

.002*

*：p-value＜0.05
Table 2 illustrates that the mean score of experimental group (44.02) in pre-test is
slightly higher than the control group (43.24). T-test on pre-tests for these two classes
shows no significant differences between the experimental class and the control group
(t =. 268, p =. 790> .05). This implies that the two classes of students have similar
reading comprehension skills before the experiment.
Statistic analysis was executed to investigate the changes of scores according to
different question type. Regression coefficient of homogeneity of each question type,
i.e., “direct extraction”, ”inference” and “integrated interpretation” were conducted.
Accordingly the statistic values were F=1.058, F= 0.268, F=1.169, and the p values
were 0.310, 0.607, 0.286, which were all less than significant level (p> .05).
ANCOVA tests therefore were executed and results were shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 ANCOVA results to different Question types (Post-test)
SS
df
MS
Direct extraction（direct understanding）
Post-test
19.811
1
19.811
Error
987.687
44
22.447
Inference（direct understanding）
Post-test
111.307
1
111.307
Error
887.618
44
20.173
Integrated interpretation（understanding through interpretation）
Post-test
476.109
1
476.109
Error
793.647
44
18.037

F

P

.883

.353

5.518

.023

26.369

.000

Excluding the effects of pre-test by ANCOVA test, there are not statistically significant
differences on the Direct extraction (direct understanding) between the experimental class and the
control class but fairly significant difference on the outcomes of “Inference” and “integrated
interpretation” questions in the post-test. This indicates utilizing GS and Notebook to read
e-picture book can promote students’ skills of inference and integrated interpretation in reading.
Particularly students had a dramatic improvement of “understanding through interpretation” in
using GS and Notebook according to the results of the tests.

5. Conclusions
In this study we explored the synchronous collaborative learning and learning
effectiveness with electronic picture book. The results showed that much greater
achievement was gained by the experimental class with GS and Notebook. In terms of
effectiveness, students gained better improvement with GS and Notebook than those
independent learning students. The GS-based collaborative learning significantly
improved students reading skills especially the inference and integrated interpretation.
In this study we also explored the perceptions and views to the curriculum
implementation. Statistic results from the questionnaire also indicated that most
students held positive attitude and views to synchronous computer supported
collaborative learning activities with GS. Their reading skills were greatly promoted
and their motivation and interest was also improved through this study.
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Abstract: Critical thinking is regarded central to progressive discourse. This paper presents
a case study of a humanities course in a secondary school where the teacher places emphasis
on critical thinking elements in the curriculum design and is also adopting collaborative
inquiry in his teaching. This paper adopts a mixed approach to teach critical thinking which
provides a separate mini-lesson on certain critical thinking skills and an immersive
environment to foster critical thinking. Two critical thinking tests are employed to measure
different aspects of students’ critical thinking, critical thinking skills and dispositions. The
scores of critical thinking tests are reported and their relationship with students’
participation in the online discourse is explored.
Keywords: CSCL, critical thinking, dispositions, collaborative inquiry

Introduction
Computer-supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments have shown great
potential to promote students’ critical thinking [1]. Particularly, there is a growing interest
in studying critical thinking which takes place in an asynchronous, text-based educational
environment [2]. However, limited empirical evidence is known about the relationship
between students’ critical thinking skills and dispositions, and their participation in the
online inquiry. Since discourse is the critical conduit through which collaborative learners
share ideas and create new knowledge [3], this paper focuses on the discourse created by a
threaded discussion forum thirty-two students from a secondary school humanities class in
Hong Kong. The learning module being investigated lasts for about three months during
which students are formed in groups and work on a project of building a tourist attraction in
Hong Kong. Through a series of inquiry tasks, such as background research, proposal
writing, online discussion and model making, students learn and understand more about the
module topic on Materialism and Idealism as theories that explain development of
civilizations. The paper aims to investigate whether students with better critical thinking
skills or critical thinking dispositions can better engage in online collaborative activities
than their counterparts.

1. Literature Review
1.1 CSCL
Computer-supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is emerging as an important area of
studying the interdisciplinary field of learning sciences [4]. CSCL refers to situations where
two or more people learn collaboratively together using computers. The networked platform
offers great potential for students and teachers to implement collaborative inquiry in their
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classrooms. Knowledge Forum® (KF) is designed for collaborative knowledge building,
which is designed in the 1980s as the second generation of CSILE (Computer Supported
Intentional Learning Environment). It is used to foster students to co-construct knowledge
and facilitate students to work towards the advancement of their collective knowledge as a
community. With the shared discourse network, students’ ideas and theories are displayed
by graphics or notes as conceptual artifacts. Many functions are designed to facilitate
knowledge building for users. For example, students can create notes, build on others’ notes,
use metacognitive prompts (i.e. scaffolds), revise notes, co-author notes, write rise-above
summary notes, and so on. Educators who employed KF generally prefer to give students
some authentic problems for discussion, such as global warming, energy crisis [5, 6].

1.2 Critical Thinking
The philosophical tradition of critical thinking can ascend to ancient times of Socrates [7].
The modern history of critical thinking, can be traced back to John Dewey coining the term
of “reflective thinking” in 1930s. Based on Dewey’s ideas, many theorists contribute to the
development of critical thinking in the ensuing years [8-11]. Ennis is one of the most
influential researcher in this filed. According to Ennis [12], critical thinking is “reasonable
reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do” (p. 45). It is worth
noting that earlier work on critical thinking mainly put emphasis on a set of thinking skills
[8]. In fact, besides possession of the relevant skills, one needs to be disposed to use those
skills in appropriate situations [13]. The term disposition is defined following Dewey’s [14]
notion of habit of mind, which refers to “habitual ways of behaving” [15]. Besides skills
and dispositions, McPeck [11] contends that specialized knowledge within the field is
requisite to critical thinking. So critical thinking has three important components: skill,
disposition, and content knowledge.

2. Design and Method
This paper analyzes the online discourse of thirty-two 8th graders in a secondary school in
Hong Kong. The participating school is also participating in the project “Professional
Development
Network
for
Knowledge
Building
in
Schools”
(KBTN;
http://kbtn.cite.hku.hk). The project is supported by the Centre for Information Technology
in Education, Faculty in Education, University of Hong Kong. Both the teacher and his
students have no experiences with knowledge building and KF. The participating school has
strong emphasis on collaborative inquiry as well as critical thinking in its curriculum design.
To better foster students’ critical thinking, a mixed approach [16, 17] is adopted which
consists a separate mini-lesson aimed at teaching certain critical thinking skills about the
subject matter, and an online asynchronous platform for engaging students in a critical
inquiry.

2.1 Measurement of Critical Thinking
Two instruments are being administrated to participants on critical thinking. The
descriptions of the two tests are as follows:
1. The adapted Cornell Critical Thinking Test, Level X (CCT-X)
The test has 49 items in multiple-choice format, which places an emphasis on the evaluative
aspects of critical thinking. CCT-X [18] presents a detective story on a new planet. The
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test-takers are required making judgment on the reliability of given statements. Several
critical thinking skills are involved in CCT-X: induction, deduction, observation, credibility
and assumption.
2. The Inventory of Belief and Critical Thinking Disposition (IBCTD)
Yeh’s [19] inventory is adopted here to reflect how frequently the participants are disposed
to be (a) systematic and analytic; (b) open-minded and empathetic; (c) intellectual;
inquisitive, and (d) holistic and reflective.

2.2 Participatory analysis of the online discourse
In addition to the instruments mentioned above, the online discourse provides a means to
examine participation of students. First, some basic quantitative statistics can be generated
as other online forums, such as number of notes created, number of build-ons. Second, there
are some additional statistics could be calculated by ATK indices for KF discourse data [20],
including (a) percentage of notes that are linked to other notes, (b) Percentage of notes with
keywords, (c) percentage of notes in the database read, (d) number of notes with scaffolds
(e.g., My theory, I need to understand), and (e) number of revisions per note. Keywords help
to give a hint on what topics may be covered. Revision of notes implies that the author try to
polish his/her ideas. Further, as a crude analysis, the automatic coding can be used to scan
the messages in online discussions by recognizing discourse markers such as argumentative
markers and question markers [21-23]. Descriptions on two types of discourse markers are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Discourse markers of and its related speech acts
Communicative
Speech Act
Discourse markers, i. e.
Function
Claim
I think, I (totally) agree, we should…
Disagreement
I don’t think, I don’t agree, I do not agree…
Reason
because, since
Argument
Elaboration
moreover, such as
Condition
if
Contrast
but, although, however, even, otherwise…
Consequence
then, thus, so, therefore
Explanation questions how, why
Question
Factual questions
what, where, who/whom, Is/Are there

3. Results & Analysis
The descriptive statistics from ATK indicate an extensive use of the database: There are
1017 written notes on KF, contributed by 32 students in the class. The average number of
the forum notes is 31.78 in the learning module. The results of correlation analyses indicate
that no significant correlation is found between students’ participation in KF and the score
of the CCT-X pre-test and its subscales. It is clearly shown in Table 2 that there is a
significantly positive correlation between both the pre- and post-test score of IBCTD and
most of the ATK indices. In particular, while the correlation was not significant with the
total score on IBCTD pre-test (r = 0.23, p > .05), number of scaffolds had strong correlation
with the total score on IBCTD post-test (r = 0.45, p < .05). As compared to the pre-test
score, the correlation between the post-test score of IBCTD and ATK indexes seemed more
evident, which was very likely due to the specific design of the humanities learning module.
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Table 2. Zero-order Correlations between Students’ ATK Indexes and the Score of IBCTD
# of Notes
# of % of % of
# of Note
# of
# of
# of
# of
with
Notes Notes Notes
Created
Revision Build-ons Keyword Scaffold
Keyword
Read Linked Read
Pre-test .39*
.23
.35
.41*
.44*
.37*
.43*
.47** .36*
*
*
**
*
*
*
.14
.37
.49
.39
.38
.45
.58** .11
Post-test .43
Note. # = Number; * p < .05; ** p < .01
To better understand the relationship between students’ critical thinking and their
participation in the online inquiry, students are divided into four groups: students with
higher score (top 40%) in both CCT-X and IBCTD, students with lower score in CCT-X and
IBCTD (bottom 40%), students who has higher score in CCT-X but lower score in IBCTD,
and their counterparts. Each discrepant group may contain 4 to 6 students. Among the four
groups, we are particularly interested in the students within these two groups: HSLD and
LSHD. The purpose is to investigate how students with either greater skills or disposition at
critical thinking, perform on the online discourse.
In terms of argument markers, it is found that students with high skills but low dispositions
generate more disagreement, reasoning, and consequence than those in LSHD group. In
contrast, students in LSHD group tend to use more conditions than HSLD group. However,
only a few notes are created with elaboration markers for both groups, which may be one of
the reasons for that they cannot become good critical thinkers. Questions per note are also
investigated because good questions can reflect the participants’ critical thinking level.
Explanation-seeking questions are considered to indicate a higher level of explanation of
students’ ideas. It is discovered that students in the LSHD group are particularly active in
asking “How” and “Why” questions than their counterparts. This result suggests that
students with higher dispositions are more likely to engage in deeper level of explanation.

4. Discussion
While some critical thinking programs value critical thinking skills as an important aspect
of critical thinking, we argue that both skills and dispositions are indispensible for a student
to become a good critical thinker. To some extent, to cultivate a disposition toward critical
thinking could be more difficult and arduous work. This paper investigates a case in a
humanities classroom where the teacher values the importance of critical thinking and
employs the knowledge building approach to engage students in a collaborative inquiry.
The mixed method is adopted, which incorporates direct teaching in critical thinking skills
and provides students with an immersive online learning environment to cultivate their
dispositions in critical thinking.
It is found that a set of ATK indices, such as number of notes written, and number of notes
read, has positive relationship with the students’ prior disposition toward critical thinking.
In addition, two groups of students with HSLD and LSHD are investigated. It should be
noted that the classification is referential (based on relatively high/low scores of the
test compared with others) rather than is diagnostic (based on a test itself). It is found that
students in HSLD have better performance in using argument markers such as reasoning
and consequence than their counterparts. Those students in LSHD tend to use more
conditions when expressing their ideas. But students in both HSLD and LSHD groups fail to
demonstrate their ability to give elaborations in their notes. In terms of questioning, the
statistics shows that students with higher dispositions are likely to ask more deepened level
questions per note.
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This study has both theoretical and practical implications for researchers and practitioners.
Theoretically, it explores the relationship between critical thinking skills, dispositions and
participation in the online discourse. Practically, the paper suggests that both skills and
dispositions should be explicitly taught and incorporated together. Also if the results are
validated in future studies, the teachers can better engage learners with different critical
thinking level in the online discussions. In addition, since critical discourse always takes
place when critical thinking is carried on by a group of people, content analysis could be
used to gain an in-depth understanding of the dynamics of the online discussion in future.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose AR-assisted digital learning playground that a teacher
and students can stand around and complete tasks with a robot partner in the classroom. We
applied Augmented Reality technology to conventional flashcards. AR cards serve as task
toolkits that students use cards to trigger apt scenarios in the task. We assume that students
can acquire knowledge by interacting with the apt scenarios shown on the screen. The result
of the experiment depicts that this reflection-in-action learning mechanic yield relevant
learning experience.
Keywords: Task-based learning, augmented reality, Digital Learning Playground

1. Introduction
Acquiring applied capabilities in schools has been called into question from concerned
community members. School learning is commonly thought to include a lot of cognition and
abstract concepts and lack connections to the actual contexts of objects and events [3].
Skehan (1998) states that knowledge must be applicable and related to the real world [6].
For this reason, many scholars have advocated using experiential learning and task-based
learning which involves situational task design, as the method for students to apply
knowledge, thereby gain actual experience. That is to say, “relevant contexts” and “actual
experience” are essential to learning. In this study, we are searching for a solution that
students can learn with context-relevant materials and meanwhile have opportunities to
apply knowledge in classrooms.
2. Motivation and Related Work
2.1

Task-based Learning and Knowledge-in-use Experience

Knowledge-in-use is a combination of declarative, conceptual or procedural knowledge that
is necessary to perform a given task, solve a problem or handle a complex situation [6]. In
terms that school-base learning contains a lot of abstract concepts and rote memorization,
putting tasks into pedagogical design makes knowledge more explicit and relevant to
learners. Ellis (2003) describes that a task provides a context for learners to engage and
work as language users [2]. It can be summarized that the essence of task-based learning is
to apply knowledge within a designed context regarding target learning. The application of
Augmented Reality (AR) on educational innovation has become an applicable tool in the
field of Geometry, Geography, and language learning. Wojciechowski et al., (2004)
proposed a system with VR and AR presentations, which made museum exhibitions more
interactive to museum visitors [8]. Hsieh and Lee applied AR to upgrade the traditional
English teaching flashcards into 3D flashcards. Users can move around the 3D cards and
observe 3D displays in any directions [4].
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AR can provide good presentations on dimensional objects and images. However, there
were few AR applications that were embedded in task-based teaching and learning. We see
the potential of cooperating AR to task-based learning. We are trying to build a task-given
or situated learning environment that learners can use AR-knowledge-kit to interact with the
given situations and gain actual knowledge-applied experience.
3. System Design
3.1

Digital Learning Playground with a Robot Partner

When students learn a particular set of knowledge, the course designer should create
opportunity for students to apply the learned knowledge in the assigned tasks. Students will
perform their tasks and encounter different scenarios. We built designed scenarios into
Digital Learning Playground (DLP) [1], an L-shape equipment that consists of a tabletop
and a screen: the screen can present various animated scenarios; and the table provides a
platform for play-together and task performance. Thus, students perform tasks, and acquire
knowledge in the process of task completion. DLP forms a learning space that teachers
and students can stand around and get hands-on experience in the classroom (Figure 2).
Moreover, we also applied a robot as a learning partner to help students complete their
learning tasks on the stage. Using robots on the stage enables students to observe the entire
learning surroundings and task completion process.
3.2

AR-assisted Environment and AR Cards

In order to enhance task-based learning environment, we design an Augmented Reality
(AR) setting without head-mounted displays. We add AR component to conventional
flashcards. We not only use cards as knowledge presentations but also a set of tasked kits.
When performing tasks, students pick up their decided AR cards to trigger the associated
scenarios (Figure 1). This task mechanic, text on cards- enhancing cognition, and associated
scenarios- embedding associate contexts, provides a relevant comprehension and
knowledge-applied experience. The robot partner has also been tagged with AR tags that
students can see a virtual avatar to interact with the setting on the screen (Figure2).

in

behind

beside

under

Figure 1. AR cards and toolkits shown
on the screen

Figure
2.
Playground

Digital

Learning

Figure 3. System Architecture

4. System Implementation
4.1

Digital Learning Playground supported with Augmented Reality Technology

The hardware setup of DLP includes a PC, a tabletop with a vertical screen, two projections
and two webcams, and a robot (Figure 3). The PC (Control module) is the computational
component for the system operation. Two projections, one set on the top of the screen and
the other set in front of the table, projecting the presentations of the ground scenery and the
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screen displays. The tabletop is the stage where the robot can perform and students can
stand around. The robot (LEGO ® MINDSTORMS ® NXT 2.0) is connected to the PC via
Bluetooth so that it can be remotely controlled or perform auto-walk. The robot‟s head is
equipped with an IR emitter (Robot module), which sends its position
information to webcam1, and then to the PC. Along with this positioning system (Skyeye
module), a teacher can control the robot‟s position by a Bluetooth wireless keyboard. Also,
we use an open source, ARToolKit-2.72.1. It helped us to build AR applications. The AR
cards printed with the texts and a black-square AR tags. Webcam2 (AR module) captures
AR tags and processed 3D images and animations to the screen.
4.2

Instructional Design

Learning materials were picked from New Go SuperKids, Pearson, Longman. The language
learning topics are colors (pink, purple, gray, brown) and locations (in, behind, beside,
under). The learning goals are: learners will be able to recognize vocabulary of “Colors” and
“Prepositions.”(cognitive knowledge); identify colored objects and locations (declarative
knowledge); give directions and answer questions about locations, such as Where’s _____?
It’s ___ the ____. (procedural knowledge). The designed task is Hide-and-Seek, a childhood
game, embedded as a situational context. The teacher delivered a lead-in story that included
the learning content and task instruction. To continue the storyline, the students were
divided into two teams, “Hiding Monkeys” and “Seeking Monkeys.” Each team had their
missions: Hiding Team (HT) to hide eight monkeys in four colored boxes with four
prepositions; and Seeking Team (ST) to seek all the monkeys which were assigned in
different boxes previously from HT. The robot guided tasked-required action by initiating
questions and then, ST showed the colored card and told the robot to the assigned box. Once
the robot got to the box, ST showed their decided “preposition” card in front of the screen.
The image of the card on the screen became designed tools to attract the hiding monkeys out
of the box. The class would see series scenarios during the process. Taking turns
experiencing hiding and seeking process is regarded as a whole set of task learning.
5. Experiment and Result
This research is to investigate that the learning environment- an AR-assisted Digital
Learning Playground for situated learning can achieve learning effectiveness- acquiring
knowledge comprehension and knowledge applied capability. We propose the hypotheses
as following:
1. Utilizing
knowledge
in
tasks
can
enhance learning
effectiveness.
2. AR-assisted learning-aids, the flashcards triggering scenarios, can create an immersive,
interactive, and comprehensible learning environment.
5.1

Procedure

The experiment site is in Xindian Elementary School, New Taipei City, Taiwan. The
participants were 30 elementary school second graders, whose English was their foreign
language. All the subjects went through a pretest and post-test before and after using the
system. The subjects were randomly divided into an experimental group (E) and a control
group (C). The experimental group learned cooperatively by using AR cards in tasks at DLP;
the control group learned with the same learning content, and settings- an instructor and the
media (DLP), but with the difference of learning without applying knowledge in tasks
(non-using-AR cards). The learning set-up for the C group is to minimize the experiential
varies but close to ordinary teaching and learning. The main learning process included: a
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lead-in story and instruction and tasked performance on DLP. The main activity lasted 40
minutes. Afterwards, a post-test and a questionnaire were conducted to evaluate learning
effectiveness and experience in use of the system. The post-test included a paper-based
standard test (achievement test) for words recognition and one-by-one oral test (speaking
meanings based on the contextual clues) as a performance test. Besides that, we also
videotaped the whole learning process to gain the observational data.
5.2 Results Analyses
Our resulted data included users‟ assessment and evaluation of learning experience. The
assessments are: a pretest, an achievement test (post-test I) and a performance test (post-test
II). The objective of the pretest was to determine each student's prior knowledge; the
post-test II and I assessed how much the learners have learned through the system.
5.2.1 Assessment Results
The results were showed on Table1. As to the subject‟s prior knowledge (pretest), we did a
two-tailed t-test (p = 0.979, p> 0.05) and found no significant difference, indicating that
prior knowledge and literacy level among the subjects were about the same. With regard to
post-test I, the two-tailed t-test (p = 0.046, p <0.05) of the achievement test between two
groups had a significant difference. This is to say that learning achievement in the E group
was higher than the C group. With relation to the performance test, the result (p = 0.462, p>
0.05) found no significant difference. The results of speaking performance in both
groups were not higher than we expected. Referring the result to the observational data and
students‟ context, we inferred that their practice through the task might be too short, which
was not long enough for the second graders to reach proficiency in speaking.

Table 1. T-test of pre-test and post-test with control and experimental group

5.2.2 Questionnaire
The questionnaire was administered about users‟ perception of learning experience. We
adapted the evaluation framework for Immersive Virtual Environment by Roussos et al. ,
but replaced VR-assisted environment to AR-assisted [7]. The evaluated factors
are: orientation, collaborative AR, and pedagogical aspects. Referring to this research‟s
hypothesis 2, the aspects intend to determine whether DLP can create immersive, interactive,
and comprehensible learning environment. The questions were quantified using a five-point
Likert scale (5 points being strongly agree; 1 point being completely disagree). The
actual questionnaire was converted into spoken words, which were expressed verbally due
to our students‟ literacy level.
Orientation aspect was to exam the user‟s perception to the learning setting regarding
to immersion and engaging in tasks. According to the figures in Table 2, the data of 93.8%
and 88.9% of the E and C group (agreed and strongly agreed) indicated that the extent of
immersion is high enough to both groups; Collaborative AR aspect is measured the added
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value of collaborative AR to instruction and learning. 93.8% of the E group strongly
perceived the feedback from the system while used AR cards; 33.3% of the C group paid
attention to the feedback from the system (scenarios). In other words, the result proved that
AR application could create an interactive learning setting. As to the benefits of
pedagogical use, like peers collaboration, and turn taking, around 80% to 90% of each group
expressed that they have discussed strategies with their fellows and took turns doing the
performance.
Orientation aspect (2 questions)

Collaborative AR aspect (2 questions)

Pedagogical aspect (2 questions)

G
E
C
E
C

Table 2. The results of the Orientation, Collaborative AR, and Pedagogical aspects from the questionnaire

6. Conclusion and Discussion
The summarized results of the questionnaire explained that the addition of AR cards to the
learning task had a positive influence in learning. Converting the content of learning into
hands-on tasks can enhance learning effectiveness.
6.1

Experimental Observation Discovery

During the activity, the subjects were eager to use AR cards and practice the target
knowledge to achieve the task. For instance, when the robot was heading to a wrong
direction, some students tried to guide the robot in a right direction by telling and showing
cards. At the last experimental day, we had an informal interview to the subjects. We asked
about the apt animation regarding to each flashcard (target learning). We found that most
students were able to recall the scenarios and connect the scenarios to the associated cards.
This shows that the students derived meaning through context clues. The scenario-triggered
tasked learning can enhance learners‟ comprehension and a deep impression among the
students.
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Abstract: Inductive reasoning is an important domain-general skill for learning science and
math, etc. Unfortunately, previous studies have pointed out that students still have many
weaknesses, when they do the tasks of inductive reasoning. A web-based environment is
designed to train their skills of inductive reasoning. The pedagogy of self-directed
experimentation is adopted in the learning environment, in which learners are asked to
express one variable as a function of another variable. Two input interfaces are used for the
users to input expressions. The control group uses a traditional tool of expressing a
dependent variable as a function of an independent variable. The experimental group uses a
tool that can generate a new term by addition, subtraction or multiplication of two existing
terms of expressions. Some interesting results are reported.
Keywords: Inquiry-based learning, inductive skills, pattern-finding, hypothesis generation,
function-finding.

1. Introduction
The ability of doing tasks similar to those of scientific invention is important to learners in
all ages and is noted in almost every education project. But how to teach these skills to
learners still remains a mysterious problem. In traditional science laboratory, learners in
high schools or university are asked to follow the steps in lab manuals. They are expected to
generate data that are predicted by theory. When learners get unexpected data in an
experiment, they might change the data just to fit the theoretical prediction.
To take a different approach, we propose, following Bruner [1][2], that the students can
learn by active discovery. In addition to learning domain knowledge, students should also
learn to explore and generate hypotheses. With curiosity and excitement, students should
learn to discover patterns in data, resulting in their active construction of knowledge.
Hopefully, the knowledge will be engraved in their mind so deeply that they can readily
transfer the acquired knowledge to other domains upon situations that call for the
application of such knowledge. In this way, they became more confident in their own
ability. This way of learning could be better than mechanical rote learning and repeated
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drill, which often result in the loss of interest in learning and in the failure of applying the
memorized rules to solve real-world problems.
In a study to investigate the process of inductive reasoning [3] in function-finding tasks,
Haverty et al. [4] proposed several stages of inductive reasoning activity: data gathering,
pattern finding, and hypothesis generation. Data gathering is defined to include both data
collection activities and the organization and representation. Pattern finding includes
activities of investigation and analysis of the data collected. Hypothesis generation
encompasses the activities of constructing, proposing, and testing hypotheses.
Haverty et al. [4] found that when the subjects were asked to find a mathematical formula to
relate two terms x and y (whose data are given), there are three common strategies in
generating successful hypotheses. The first one is local hypothesis strategy. In local
hypothesis strategy, subjects formed a local hypothesis from a single instance of data to test
whether the local hypothesis holds for other instances. Before finding a hypothesis that
works on all instances, they may have to generate many local hypotheses. Nevertheless, this
strategy is useful in finding the elements of the global, target law.
Another strategy that the subjects employed successfully to solve the problems was called
the pursuit strategy. In this strategy, subjects detect a pattern in a quantity q, and then use q
as a subgoal to understanding y. The subjects then tried to express q in terms of x, and
composed expression into a global formula. The third strategy is recursion. This only
worked when the subjects had rich theoretical insights to the idea of recursion.
A computer-assisted learning environment called InduLab is designed to help students
improve their skills of inductive inferencing that are often used in inquiry-based learning
[5]. In inquiry-based learning, three stages of inductive reasoning can be identified: (1) data
gathering; (2) hypothesis generation; (3) hypothesis evaluation [6]. Some tools to help
students in these stages are provided in the environment. In this study, the task of inquiry in
simplified by providing all collected data of two given variables. Subjects are asked to
generate hypotheses that express a variable as functions of another variable.
We want to examine the effects of two methods of entering an expression on the strategies
of hypothesis generation in our computer-assisted learning environment. One input
interface is to input a formula involving only one variable like a traditional calculator.
Another input interface is to generate a new term by addition, subtraction or multiplication
between two terms. Once a new term is entered, it can be reused in the next round of
inputting a new term. This idea is motivated by Haverty’s findings on the pursuit strategy. A
major difference between Haverty’s study and this study is that Haverty’s subjects did not
use any computer tools.
2. Experiment Design
A pilot experiment was designed to evaluate InduLab’s scaffolding of two different input
methods of expression. Six university students were asked to use InduLab for a
function-finding task. They were divided into two groups, the control group and the
treatment group [7][8].
The subjects of both groups read a figure that showed how the two terms of variables,
namely n and m, were obtained. n was the serial number of the data set of m counting from
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1 to 5. m was the number of balls in the nth pattern. The data were (1,1), (2,5), (3,13), (4,25)
and (5,41).
Figure 1 is the interface of inputting a function of n for the control group, similar to that of a
calculator. The subjects can enter digits, variable n, and operators of addition, subtraction,
and multiplication to input a formula. In the figure, the subject enters n*n+(n-1)*(n-1).

Figure 1: Interface of entering formulae for the control group
Figure 2 is the interface of entering experssion for the treatment group. Subjects are required
to use two operands and one operator to generate a new hypothesis. Operands can be a
number and any exisiting term, and the operators are +, -, *. For example, they can input n-1
or n*n as new terms. Before they can enter (n-1)2, they have to generate the term n-1 first.
Then the operand menu will show the term n-1. So one possible sequence of generating
terms in order to produce the formula 2n2-2n+1 is: n-1, n*n, (n-1)*(n-1), n2+(n2-2n+1).

Figure 2: The interface of entering formulae for the treatment group
After the user enters a new hypothesis of expression, the system will generate the values of
the expression for all the data (Table 1). Also, the algebraic expression will be expanded
automatically by the system. For example, when a subject inputs (n-1)*(n-1), the expanded
expression is n2-2n+1. All expressions will be shown on a table. Since space is limited, the
table only shows a limited no. of columns. But the user can choose which columns to show
with a tool in the interface.
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Table 1. Each column is an expression input by user and its function values from 1 to 5

For the treatment group, subject can choose m as an operand when forming a new term. For
example, they can input m-n2 as shown in Table 2. Then the data of m-n2 (0, 1, 4, 9, 16) are
clearly square numbers. This data sequence can also be obtained by the new term n2-2n+1.
Then the subject should be able to infer that m-n2 = n2-2n+1, meaning that m = 2n2-2n+1,
which is the target formula.
Table 2. Two columns of identical values indicates the discovery of a target function

3. Results from Experiment
In an experiment, the subjects in the control group and the treatment groups were asked to
do the above function-finding task. The target formula was 2n2-2n+1. After the subjects in
both groups finished their tasks, the data of their hypotheses were analyzed. The results are
summarized in this section.
The three subjects in the control group started from simple functions of n to those of n2 with
larger coefficients gradually. At the end, they produced 42, 23 and 24 hypotheses. Only the
third subject found the target formula. In the experimental group, all three subjects seemed
to be using the local hypothesis strategy from time to time. They produced 7, 12, and 30
hypotheses. All three found the target formula. The first subject used the recursion strategy
and found the target formulae with only seven hypotheses.
The most striking result of this experiment was that no one in the treatment group used the
dependent variable m to form a hypothetical expression. This was different from Haverty’s
findings, where many subjects used m in their hypotheses.
4. Conclusion and Discussion
This study provided an E-learning environment to train students’ skills of inductive
reasoning for a task of function finding. We want to examine the effects of two different
input methods of expressions on the subjects’ strategies of hypothesis generation. The
subjects in the control group used a traditional calculator interface to input a function of one
single variable. The subjects in the treatment group used an interface that generates a new
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term by addition, subtraction, or multiplication between two existing terms. When the new
term was generated, it can be used in the next round of term generation.
One finding of this pilot study was that the subjects in the treatement group tended to use the
local hypothesis strategy from time to time. In the control group, subjects tended to
enumerate formula with increasing complexity indicated by increasing degree and larger
coefficients systematically. While systematic enumeration did not require many resources
and was easy to do, this strategy provided few insights to finding the target formula.
Moreover, if the problem involves a term of higher degree and thus becomes more complex,
the search space gets much bigger and systematic enumeration might take too long to be an
effective strategy. Future study needs to guide the subjects to avoid this shallow-thinking
strategy.
A surprising result was that no subjects input any formula involving the dependent variable
m when generating hypotheses. In future studies, more guidance should be provided for the
subjects to try to involve m in the new term to be generated. This might lead to the use of the
pursuit strategy, or to shorten the list of generated hypotheses and make the target finding
process more efficient.
It seemed that the formula-input interface for the treatment group might be more effective in
finding the target formula. Perhaps it made better use of old hypotheses by requiring that an
earlier hypothesis must be used. The input interface for the control group did not force the
subject to consider an earlier hypothesis. While this is an encouraging result, this deserves
more investigation before any definitive conclusion can be drawn.
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Abstract: This study was conducted to explore the relationships among science-related
major students’ information commitment, mental load and mental effort. The sample
included 314 college students in Taiwan. The correlation analysis revealed the obvious
relationships between ICs and mental load. Students who have sophisticated information
commitment tended to experience low mental load. On the other hand, students who have
superficial information commitment experienced more mental load. The finding was
suggested that students may need an appropriate training for learning in the web-based
environment with information seeking activities indispensably. Educators could help
students develop superior searching strategy and the ability of information commitment to
reduce the experience of cognitive load.
Key words: Information commitment, mental load, mental effort.

Introduction
The development of computer technology has changed people’s way of learning and has
nurtured numerous innovations in education. Prior studies have shown that online
searching strategy was one of the important factors that determine the successful learning
in web-based learning environment [1]. A conceptual framework named “information
commitment” was referred to the evaluative standards which web users utilize in order to
assess the accuracy and usefulness of web-based materials [1]. Different searching results
can be viewed as an indicator of their online learning performance [2]. Comparison with
experts, relative research found out that the students expressed more inferior strategies to
information searching and lower criterion of utilizing it for further information [1. Also,
individual with maturely internet experience will express superior searching strategies and
tend to utilize divers information commitment standards to judge information [2].
Online learning scenarios could be more complex for learners when they have
to face the material without additional instructional explanations. According to
the cognitive load theory, the amount of information human can handle are
rather limited in working memory [3]. Human working memory can handle
only a very limited number of novel interacting elements [4]. Therefore, the
improper design of learning contents is likely to increase the mental load
experience for students [4]. Thus, the more uncertain, complicated and conflict
the information is, the more mental load the students will experience and have
to engage in more mental effort to understand the inappropriate structure web
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materials. With using the web information, learners have to do more effort to
help mentally integrate the resources to achieve more understanding and
perhaps influence learning outcome. Relative research found out that learners
with the ability to use sophisticated strategies were experienced less load and
showed better performance [4]. It is inevitable to concern how the correlations
between the mechanisms of individual’s cognition are related and how they
possess the online information. However, the issue of the relationship between
cognitive load and information commitment has been lacking. Mental load and
mental effort can be conceptualized as the basic measurement of cognitive load
[4]. Authors [4] describe that “Mental load is imposed by the task and subject
characteristic; mental effort refers to the amount of capacity or resource that is
actually allocated to accommodate the task demands.” The objective of this
study was to explore the relation between students’ information commitment
and mental load and mental effort experience. The detail research questions
are described:
1. What are the correlations between students’ information commitment and mental load?
2. What are the correlations between students’ information commitment and mental effort?
Methodology
1. Participant
The participants of this study included 341 college science-related major students (245
male and 96 female), from higher education institutes in Taiwan. According to the survey
data, the students aged from 19 to 25 years old with experiences of using Internet and
online search engines.
2. Instruments
In this study, all of the participants answered two questionnaires online. The information
commitment survey used in the present study was designed by Wu and Tsai [1], including
six scales: multiple sources, authority, content, technical, elaboration and match.
According to Tsai [1], the three information commitments—that is, “multiple sources,”
“content” and “elaboration”— were sophisticated information commitment while the
others were considered less sophisticated. The total 30 items were presented with 1-5
Likert scale, from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” The reliability coefficients for
these scales ranged from 0.70, 0.81, 0.87, 0.79, 0.84 and 0.74, with an overall alpha value
of .87. It indicated satisfactory reliability of assessing students’ ICs.
The cognitive load survey, proposed by Sweller et al. [3], was adopted to measure
students’ mental load and mental effort experience. The survey included two categories:
mental load and mental effort. The mental load concerns the task-based dimension that
refers to the instructional design; the mental effort, the learner-based dimension that refers
to the extent of individuals’ working memory engagement [3]. Each category included two
items presented with 1-5 Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” The
reliability coefficients for these scales were ranged from 0.88 and 0.74, with an overall
alpha value of .83. It indicated the satisfactory reliability of assessing the experience of
mental load and mental effort.
Results and conclusion
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Table 1 suggests the relations between students’ ICs and experience of mental load and
mental effort, revealing that the students with sophisticated ICs tended to have less mental
load. The correlation analysis revealed that the mental load was positively related to the
factors “Authority” and “Match” yet negatively correlated with the scales of “Multiple
source”, “Content” and “Elaboration”, which were considered as more mature information
commitments. The result indicated that students who tended to access the accuracy
through “Multiple sources” judge the usefulness through “Content” and employ the
“Elaboration” strategy experienced less mental load. Students with more sophisticated ICs
are more capable of using more refined strategies to avoid the load of instructional design.
Also, the result indicated that the mental effort was positively related to the “Match”, and
negatively related to the “Authority”. Mental effort was relevant to the load that students
need to use more efforts while interacting with the learning material in the learning
environment [4]. As above result of the relationship between “match” and “mental effort”,
the students in this study were just eager to find relevant information without purposefully
integrating the information when they search for the websites. On the other hand, students
who tended to use the “Match” searching strategy may experienced more mental effort,
probably because it was harder to find the best answer in the online learning environment.
However, it is worth to note that the inferior strategy also leads students to experiencing
more mental load. The inappropriate design of online material will increase more
cognitive load of students and thus may hinder their learning [4]. For instructors, it is
amiss to leave students learning in the web which as vast as ocean and without any
supplementary measure. Thus, it is safe to suggest that students who accessed the accuracy
of science information through “Authority” tended to experience lower mental effort. For
example, when they accessed the information from government website, students did not
need to use too much effort. However, the result also indicated that students have more
mental load experience as regard to examine the unknown online information by the
authority of the websites. Do the websites which wrapped in the feature of authority such
as the famous, governmental, and professional websites require more mental load
experience on students? It may be interesting to further investigate how students identify
the authority in the online environment.
To sum up, the result indicated that the mental load was more relative to ICs. It suggested
that it is necessary to guide appropriate sophisticated strategies for students in online
environment to reduce the cognitive load. Moreover, future research can use observations,
interviews to conduct an experiment design to further confirm the relationships.
Table1 The correlations analysis CIs and experience of mental load and mental effort.
Mental load
Mental effort

Multiple source
-.13**
-.10

Authority
.16**
-.18**

Content
-.17**
-.06

Technical
.06
.03

Elaboration
-.13**
-.01

Match
.35**
.31**

**p<.01
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Abstract: Most Adaptive Hypermedia Learning Systems (AHLSs) tailor presentation
content and navigational support based on prior knowledge or cognitive styles of students
separately. There is, however, a need to explore how the two individual difference
characteristics could be combined in adaptive hypermedia learning systems in order to
maximize learning and comprehension of educational materials. To this end, the study
presented in this paper developed two adaptive hypermedia learning systems, one tailored to
students’ prior knowledge, with the other tailored to their cognitive styles, with emphasis on
Pask’s Holist-Serialist dimension. Findings indicate that, in general, adapting to either prior
knowledge or cognitive styles improves learning performance.
Keywords: Cognitive Styles, Prior Knowledge, Learning Performance, Adaptive
Educational Hypermedia, Holist-Serialist, e-learning

1. Introduction
In the past decade, a growing body of research has examined the influence of prior
knowledge in (adaptive) hypermedia learning systems (AHLSs). Such research has
suggested that different levels of prior knowledge suited to different types of content
structure (Calisir and Gurel, 2003) and different navigation tools (McDonald and
Stevenson, 1998b). It demonstrates that prior knowledge can determine how well learners
acquire information from hypermedia and can influence their learning patterns in a
hypermedia system (Alexander et al., 1994, Last et al, 2001).
Several dimensions of cognitive styles have been studied in the past century,
including Holist-Serialist (Pask, 1976), Wholist-Analytical (Riding, 1991),
Verbaliser-Imager (Betts, 1909), and Field Dependence-Field Independence (Witkin et al.,
1977). Among them, Field Dependence/Independence (FD/FI) has emerged as the most
widely studied, Pask’s Holist-Serialist has a conceptual link with FD/FI (Chen and
Macredie, 2004). Similar to FD learners, Holists process information in relatively global
ways in that they tend to build an overall picture of the subject area. Conversely, Serialists
take a similar learning pattern of FI learners, tending to maintain a local focus, concentrating
on one thing at a time, and on building up procedural understanding step by step.
In Chen (2000) it was shown that Holists and Serialists have very different
preferences, as do Novices and Experts. Thus, it is necessary to develop AHLSs, where one
matches with the preferences of Holists and Serialists, and the other those of Novices and
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Experts. To this end, the focus of the research described in this paper is a comparative
analysis to see which of two AHLSs improves learner performance more.

2. Experimental Design
2.1 Participants
104 participants from a UK University took part in this experiment. 60 students participated
in the prior knowledge version while 44 participated in the cognitive styles version
experiment respectively. The age group of the participants ranged between 18 and 30.
Participants were chosen from such diverse disciplines and different levels of courses so
that the bias of a particular type of domain knowledge or course could be reduced.
2.2 Instruments
An AHLS was prototyped, containing material on introduction to XML. The content was
designed to cater for the needs of both novice and expert learners. The content was on the
same topics, however, experts were provided with material that was more advanced while
novices were provided with less advanced material which was accompanied by additional
explanations. Tables 1 and 2 provide the main differences between the two interfaces.
Table 1: The differences between novices’ and experts’ interfaces
Adaptive Hypermedia
Novice Interface
Link hiding
Hidden links
Adaptive layout
Hierarchical Map
Additional support
Advisements
Annotated Links
Traffic light metaphor

Expert Interface
Rich links
Alphabetic Index
No advisements
No annotations

Table 2: The differences between Holist and Serialist interfaces
Adaptive Hypermedia
Holist Interface
Serialist Interface
Guidance
No guidance
Next/ Previous Buttons
Link hiding
Rich links
Disabled links
Adaptive layout
Hierarchical Map
Alphabetic Index
2.3 Experimental Procedures
In order to determine whether or not the AHLS adapting to prior knowledge (i.e. PAHLS)
was better, with respect to learning performance, than the AHLS adapting cognitive styles
(i.e. CAHLS), a between-subjects design was used. The same content was used for both
systems without incurring the practice and fatigue effects in the experiment. Furthermore,
each participant went through the same procedures in order to minimize bias. A pre- and
post-test was administered in order to ascertain learning performance.

3. Results
T-test analysis indicates that there was no significant difference in learning performance
between users of prior knowledge adaptive hypermedia learning system and those that used
the cognitive styles adaptive hypermedia learning system, t (46) = -1.256, p = .215. That is,
the average performance (gain score) of students using the prior knowledge adaptive system
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(M = 30.15, SD = 19.396) was not significantly different from that of students using the
cognitive styles adaptive system (M = 36.64, SD = 15.735).
The t-test results also indicated that there was no significant difference in post-test
score between user of prior knowledge adaptive hypermedia learning system and those that
used the cognitive styles adaptive hypermedia learning system, t (46) = 1.191, p = .240. That
is, the average performance score of prior knowledge (M = 72.65, SD = 12.096) was not
significantly different from that of cognitive style (M = 68.64, SD = 11.074).
Multiple comparisons were done to determine the relationships between the group
means were performed using Bonferroni post-hoc tests (Table 3). Results show that, with
respect to post-test scores, there were no significant differences between prior knowledge
groups and the cognitive styles groups. However, the results show that both the Holists and
Serialists gained more than the experts in the prior knowledge groups.
Table 3: Bonferroni post-hoc tests for multiple comparisons of styles
PostTest
Gain
Score

Novice/Holist Novice/Serialist Expert/Holist Expert/Serialist
1.200 (4.538) 7.133 (4.783)
1.485 (4.891) 7.418 (5.119)

Mean Diff
(Std Error)
Sig.
1.000
Mean Diff 6.050 (5.693)
(Std Error)
Sig
1.000

.858
4.833 (6.001)
1.000

1.000
-22.265
(6.136)
.004

.927
-23.482 (6.423)
.004

The implication therefore is that there should be a way of adapting to both prior
knowledge and cognitive styles in a single adaptive hypermedia system in order to
maximize on line educational learning – and this forms the focus of our future efforts.
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Abstract: Studies have shown that learners with more learning conceptions about their
learning always have better learning outcomes. Nowadays while the majority of students
who acquire information via using search engines or by visiting various websites,
web-searching is not just a way of gathering information, but a process of learning. This
study presented an investigation about current university students’ conceptions of and
approaches to learning via web-searching. Through analyzing the data from the focus
group and in-depth interviews, the findings revealed the following: First, almost all of the
interviewed university students agreed that web-searching itself was a way of learning and
it correlated to and coexisted with other learning activities. Moreover, almost all of the
interviewed university students stated that the most valuable learning aspect of
web-searching was the opportunity provided to do critical thinking and develop
self-directed learning ability. Most of them self-declared that their web-searching skills
were acquired through personal experiences toward web. It was suggested the curriculum
should be designed to teach systematically to university students about how to learn from
web-searching.

Keywords：Learning conception, learning approach, web-searching

Introduction
Due to the advantage of learners’ control, the web-based learning environment has been
increasingly provided to improve university students’ learning effectiveness in recent
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years. While the majority of students who acquire information via using search engines or
by visiting various websites, web-searching is not just a way of gathering information, but
a process of learning. Prior studies have shown that learners with learning conceptions
always have better learning outcomes (Purdie, Hattie, & Douglas, 1996; Purdie & Hattie,
2002; Tsai, 2004). Therefore, the capability of building learning conceptions and
approaches of web-searching may play critical roles in the web-based learning
environments. However, not many studies have been conducted to examine these
viewpoints.
This study is designed to explore the current university students’ conceptions of and
approaches to learning via web-searching. The findings derived from this study provided a
conceptual framework to illustrate the university students’ conceptions of and approaches
to learning via web-searching in Taiwan.

The Study
The participants of this study were 24 university students from two different universities in
Taiwan, one is public and research-oriented and another one is private and
teaching-oriented. They majored in four different disciplines: college of liberal arts,
science and engineering, management, and law. They were invited to join the research and
evenly divided into four focus groups. The interview was conducted by a trained
researcher and had each focus group interviewed separately. Then, several of them were
invited to participate an in-depth interview in order to confirm and clarify the collected
data.
The data collection of this study included document analysis of students’ background
information questionnaires, semi-structured interviews with focus groups, one-on-one
in-depth interviews. The sample questions for semi-structured interviews are stated as
follows:
 In your opinions, what is the relationship between web-searching and learning?
 What can you learn in the process of web-searching?
 What are the differences between web-searching and other learning strategies?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages of learning through web-searching?
 What kind of subject, course content and classroom environment are proper to learn
from web-searching?




Please describe your process of conducting web-searching.
When searching the web, how do you identify, decide and modify searching
keywords?
When searching the web, how do you determine, clarify and organize the information
you got?
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This study utilized the following methods to analyze the data: first, transcripts were read
repeatedly to identify common themes for developing qualitative categories. Then, the
categories emerged from the themes noted in students’ responses were discussed within
the research team. The categories were modified accordingly. Finally, the redrafted
categories were used to re-classify students’ responses.

Findings
The findings from this study are summarized as follows:
 Most students agree that web-searching is a way of learning and it can increase one’s
knowledge/information and see things in a new way.
 The most valuable learning aspect of web-searching is the opportunity provided to do
critical thinking and develop self-directed learning ability.
 Analyzing task contexts, determine and modify keywords, clarify and filter searched
data, and organize information are the things one could learn through web-searching.
 Most of students self-declared that their web-searching skills were acquired through
personal experiences toward web.
 Teachers should encourage students to learn from web-searching. However,
guidelines should be provided to let students aware of the learning value of the
process.
 Most students’ web-searching skills are acquired through personal experiences
toward web. It should be taught systematically to students how to learn from
web-searching.
Further analysis and discussion about the interview results will be used as the basis to
create scale items about university students’ conceptions and approaches toward
web-searching learning.
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Abstract. Introducing student to the culture of science research for developing conceptual
understanding of scientific concepts, scientific inquiry, and nature of science has been so
widely discussed in the recent reforms of science education, and technology-enhanced
learning environments have been recognized as a vital approach in order to foster student
scientific literacy. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how to design
computer-based laboratory tool to support student practices of scientific inquiry. An
interactive computer-based laboratory tool, called Nose Simulator, is illustrated on an
example electronic nose application. In the end, the paper puts forward to the design
consideration of a computer-based laboratory environment platform, which could provide
references for developing computerized inquiry tool in school science education.

Keywords: Computer-based laboratory tool; Inquiry-based learning environment; Open
inquiry; Instructional design; Pedagogical support

1. Introduction
With respect to human endeavor of scientific inquiry, recent education reform efforts for
science advocate the design of learning environment that involves students into learning
actions via the diverse ways of scientific inquiry [1], especially experiencing with
scientific laboratory works. Unfortunately, educational researchers have reported that most
of inquiry-based learning environment caused students to unappreciated perceive its
important and the nature of scientific inquiry in which they experienced [3,4].
Additionally, they cannot internally conceptualize scientific principles and do not develop
positive attitudes to science [5]. In regard to these problems, open-inquiry laboratory
experience has been identified as important to student development of scientific literacy
and understanding of the essence of science [2]. Consequently, the need for pedagogical
supports responded to the demands of this more ambitious learning environment has been
inquired and suggestions were to incorporate scaffoldings into students’ learning activities
[6], to help student succeed in their inquiry learning process.
Nowadays, the use of computer technology has not only become the essential tool
in the practice and advancement of science, but also in the learning process and
environment for school science education, promoting scientifically and technologically
literate citizens. Research on technology-enhanced inquiry environments suggests that
computer-based tools can support students’ thinking and learning about scientific content
and processes [7].
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2. Design of Interactive Computer-based Laboratory Tool, Nose Simulator, for
Inquiry-based Learning Environment
Design considerations of the Nose Simulator to address its provision to support and assist
the processes of scientific inquiry are physical, functional, and cognitive features as follows.

2.1Physical Feature
This feature could amplify the space the students are engaged in during their activities
includes the devices, but is not limited to the space within the computer screen. The physical
movement of the students was in focus of their inquiry process. Fig. 1 displayed hardware
and software parts within set up of the Nose Simulator.
Software

Hardware
Signal monitor panel

Data
acquisition
card

Control panel

Learning & Training panel

Figure 1. Set up of the Nose Simulator
2.2Functional Feature
This feature was designed for purposeful action to afforded student in control of variables
and manipulation of parameters, which supports an independent context for scientific
inquiry practices. Fig. 1 also displayed the signal and control panels of the Nose Simulator.

2.3Cognitive Feature
This feature aimed to enable users for (1) sense making of the basic science and
technology concepts by providing visual conceptual organizers to reduce cognitive loads
during the construction of scientific understanding, (2) supporting the management of
scientific inquiry processes by providing guidance on the processes, and (3) affording
reflections and articulations by using reminders and guidance to monitor their practical
inquiries and enhance articulations during experimenting with the tool, as the learning and
training panel in Fig. 1.

3. Conclusion
The design features of the Nose Simulator illustrated the way to support scientific inquiry
practices for students in science learning and to enhance understanding construction of
scientific inquiry processes. Hardware architecture was designed and constructed to fit
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uniquely for providing advantages to the performing of experiments and the construction
of scientific understanding. User interface design of software was also created with
determining the sufficiency of scaffoldings (inquiry assistances) to support experimental
processes of scientific inquiry. Based on the design, the pedagogical approach of
conducting experimental work is a needed for students in order to provide authentic
context of scientific practices through the inquiry process. In students’ experimentation,
they should be engaged to perform research tasks, as similar as scientists actually carry
out, that contrast from the traditional way of their classroom inquiry learning. The task
also needed them to process scientific and technological information, experimental data,
and to understand practical work of scientific research in nature. To promote a sense of
responsibility as happened in real science, students should be undergone collaborative
process in doing their own experiment in that students take charge of their own learning
and develop a sense of ownership of topics that are personally relevant to them. Students
must have the opportunity to develop their performance to think, act to perform, sense to
learn, and communicate to debate in scientific experimentation. Finally, Instructional tools
must be designed to allow students to engage and manipulate resources and ideas, and
assist individual and group mechanism, such as ways of thinking, performing, feeling,
negotiating, in investigative tasks of learning to achieve success. This paper could be a
direction for developing computerized inquiry tool to support student scientific inquiry in
school science education
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Abstract: This paper describes the design and development of EAGLE, an Error tAGger for
Learners of English. EAGLE combines all the processes necessary for the analysis of
learners' language, such as creating an error tagset, tagging learners' writing, and reporting
error tagging results, within the same tool. EAGLE has been developed to allow more
flexibility in the creation of tagsets as well as to support many tagsets. These functionalities
are achieved with the use of a hierarchical tree tagset and offset annotation. Researchers can
develop their own tagsets from different theoretical frameworks and even apply them to the
same document. EAGLE also provides multiple ways of viewing and comparing the
statistics of tagged errors. All these features allow taggers to compare their ideas and work
together to create an error tagset to render the analysis more reliable and accurate. Since
EAGLE was not designed specifically for any learner language, it could be applied to tag
errors produced by learners of other second languages as well.
Keywords: Written learner corpus, error tagset, error tagging tool

Introduction
To develop tools to help specific second language (L2) learners write in a foreign language
effectively, one needs information on how they use the language because L2 learners'
language is said to be unique and specific. First, 'errors' produced by learners are
categorically different from 'mistakes' produced by native speakers [1]. Second, errors
produced by learners from one L1 background are known to be different from errors
produced by those from other L1 background, an error type commonly known as
interlingual error. As a result, a Thai learner corpus of English and an analysis of errors
produced by Thai learners of English are significant to the development of a writing tool to
help improve Thai learners' writing skill. Limitations of existing CALL technologies and
their applications on a writing tool for Thai learners, and the need of a corpus-based tool
were discussed in [2].
So far, the existing tools to collect L2 learners' writing and to tag errors have been
developed for specific research purposes, thereby, having specific ways to collect and
analyse learners' language, and to design an error tagset. It is therefore not always practical
to use these tools in other research projects with different purposes without any
modifications. Furthermore, these tools were often developed separately when in fact they
serve as processes involved in the analysis of learners' language, ranging from creating a
database of language learners, uploading learners' writing into the system, creating an error
tagset, tagging learners' writing with the tagset created, reporting error tagging results, to
exporting tagged files for further analysis.
To facilitate the process of learner corpus creation, we have developed a tool to
collect and analyse learners' language called “Error tAGger for Learners of English” or
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EAGLE which combines all of the aforementioned processes. The most important process
in analysing learners' language is to tag errors. Most of the available tagging tools were
created for a specific tagset. By implication, they may not be able to support tagsets other
than the one originally built with the research project, and given the present circumstances,
may not be applicable to tag errors produced by Thai learners. Taking that into account,
EAGLE has then been developed to allow more flexibility in the creation of tagsets as well
as to support many tagsets. These functionalities are achieved with the use of a hierarchical
tree tagset and offset annotation. Researchers can develop their own tagsets from different
theoretical frameworks and even apply them to the same document. EAGLE also allows
tagging researchers to compare their ideas and work together to create an error tagset to
render the analysis more reliable and accurate. Another important process is the analysis of
error tagged documents. EAGLE provides multiple ways of viewing and comparing the
statistics of tagged errors. The analysis results together with tagged documents can also be
exported for further processing by other tools.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: existing error tagging tools are
reviewed in Section 1. Section 2 describes the overview architecture of EAGLE. Section 3
explains design principles and key features in detail. System evaluation is provided in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work and discusses possible future directions.
1. Related Works
One of the important tasks of analysing learners’ language is to tag errors. Many error
tagging tools have been developed. Some are developed specifically for tagging learner
errors. TagEditor [3] was implemented for transcribing and tagging the Standard Speaking
Test (SST) corpus using a tagset designed specifically for Japanese learners of English. It
has features including basic functions like text editor, tag validation, and a simple
concordancer. The error tagset is represented using XML tag. UCLEE [4] was created by
John Hutchinson for use with International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE). It supports a
hierarchical error tagset but does not allow any modification on the tagset. EARS [5] was
developed based on a multi-level, fine-grained taxonomy of errors from a corpus of Spanish
learners of English. The error tagset of EARS is a hierarchical structure that supports a
tagset creator to adjust any error tags. EXMARaLDA [6] is a tagging tool that is based on a
standoff XML format which allows multi-layer and overlapping annotations to be applied
on a learner corpus. The system focused on German learner of corpus Falko. Table 1
summarizes the features of existing tagging tools.
Table 1 : Existing error tagging tools comparison
Tagging Tool
TagEditor
UCLEE
EARS
EXMARaLDA

Hierarchy
structure





Unlimited
level





Overlapping
Annotation





Error
analysis





Many tools support a hierarchical tagset structure because it is flexible and makes
relationships between levels easy to understand; however, some tools limit the number of
levels in the structure. Furthermore, most existing tools do not support overlapping
annotation which could also be useful. In addition, the existing tools were developed only
for tagging; an error analysis function is usually not included. Taking these limitations into
account, EAGLE has then been developed to allow more flexibility in the creation of tagsets
as well as to support many tagsets. These functionalities are achieved with the use of a
hierarchical tree tagset and offset annotation. EAGLE also combines all processes necessary
for the analysis of learners' language within the same tool.
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2. System Overview
The analysis of learners' errors generally involves a number of processes, including
collecting learners' data, storing the data, sorting the data, designing a tagset, tagging errors,
retrieving errors for further analysis and so on. Our EAGLE incorporates all the processes
deemed necessary for the analysis of learners' language with the hope that it can offer
flexibility to researchers who want to make use of EAGLE with language learners other than
Thai learners of English. The details of EAGLE are as follows:

Figure 1 : System Architecture of EAGLE
Based on the system architecture displayed in Figure 1, EAGLE can be used by 5
groups of users. First, students access the tool through a Document Management module in
order to provide their profile information and do an English test to identify their levels of
English proficiency. They also provide the main input, i.e. the writing tasks, for the research
project, which then can be directly uploaded into the system or manually stored (by a typist)
in the system in case the traditional paper-based data collection method is used. The design
of a tagset is carried out by a tagset creator using a Tagset Management module. Once
created, the tagset will be used by an error tagger who will assign appropriate tags to
identified errors. A task manager is the one who assigns documents to taggers and, for the
case of multiples tagsets, decides which tagset will be used to tag which document. The
results of the tagging appearing in the tagged document, along with some statistical results,
will be carefully studied by an error analyst with the help of a Document Analysis module.
The analysis results together with tagged documents can also be exported for further
processing by other tools.
EAGLE is a web-based application which works on a client-server basis. Most data
processing is done on a server side while user interactions are done on a client side through
a web browser. There are 7 modules in EAGLE.
2.1 Document Assignment Module
The Document Assignment module is used to assign documents to error taggers after the
first two modules were used to collect learner documents and create tagsets. Document
assignment is done by selecting both the document and the tagset to be used with that
document for each tagger. There is a task status panel that shows the progress of each tagger.
Given the flexibility of the system, more than one tagset can be assigned to tag the same
document, and similarly more than one tagger can work on the same document.
2.2 Error Tagging Module
The Error Tagging module is used to tag documents assigned by the Document Assignment
module. When a tagger selects an assigned document, error tagging interface is displayed.
The tagger tags an error found in the document by selecting an appropriate error tag from the
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assigned tagset. The tagger can also insert an error tag for a word or phrase that is missing
from the document. The Error Tagging module is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
2.3 Group Management Module
The Group Management module allows a user to select documents based on specific criteria,
such as the document topic, learner proficiency, etc., from the entire document collection
and then save them under a defined group name. Once created, groups will be used in a
Document Analysis module, described in Section 2.6, and a Document Exportation module,
described in Section 2.7. Document grouping helps users analyse a subset of learner data
that they are interested in. The users can also compare and contrast between groups of
documents in the Document Analysis module.
2.4 Document Analysis Module
The Document Analysis module is used to generate statistical results of tagged documents.
Analysis results are shown by a bar chart or a plot graph. A user can a subset of documents
by utilizing groups created by the Group Management module. He can also compare
statistical results between groups or analyse only error tags of interest. This module is
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.
2.5 Document Exportation Module
The Document Exportation module is used to export tagged documents into text files so that
they can be used by other data analysis tools such as WordSmith Tools [7]. Error tags are
embedded in an exported text file in the following format:
original text [error:tag-level1|tag-level2|…|tag-levelN:correct_form:dependency] original text

3. Design Principles and Key Features
As mentioned in Section 1, most of the available tagging tools were created for a specific
tagset. By implication, they may not be able to support tagsets other than the one originally
built with the research project. Taking that into account, EAGLE has then been developed to
allow more flexibility in the creation of tagsets as well as to support many tagsets. These
functionalities are achieved with the use of a hierarchical tree tagset and offset annotation to
be discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Another important feature is error analysis
of tagged documents. In most existing tagging tools, this module is not included. In
EAGLE, multiple ways of viewing the statistics of tagged errors are provided. This feature
is explained in Section 3.3.
3.1 A hierarchical tree tagset
The notion of the hierarchical tree tagset appeals to us since we deem that it can offer a lot of
flexibility in creating a tagset and supporting many tagsets created for different purposes
and from different theoretical frameworks. Each node in a tree corresponds to an error tag
which can be linked to its parent node, showing a clear relationship between the parent and
the child. By storing the link between each error tag and its parent node, EAGLE supports a
hierarchical tagset with unlimited tag levels.
Our error tagset is designed to consist of 3 parts, namely (1) the overall view of the
tree structure, (2) error tags and (3) the tagset management part, the last of which comprises
adding, editing or deleting tags. To create a tag, one must decide on the parent node. In our
case, the parent nodes are classified into 3 nodes, i.e. Grammar, Lexicon and Writing
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Mechanics. Once decided, that parent node must be selected, and then the 'New Child Tag'
node must be selected for a tag to be created. For example, “spoke” in “We spoke to her
everyday” will be tagged as:
Grammar (Parent) > Verb error (Child node) > Wrong tense
In a similar fashion, “beauty” in “She's a beauty girl” will be tagged as:
Grammar (Parent) > Adjective error (Child node) > Wrong Adjective form

Figure 2 : Tagset Management Interface
3.2 Offset annotation
Offset annotation is an annotation style where tags and their attributes are stored separately
from a document. In our case, error tags and related information such as correct form and
error dependency are stored in a separate database. This is quite similar in principle to a
standoff annotation used in EXMARaLDA [4]. Many tagging tools discussed in Section 1
used inline annotation where tags and their attributes are embedded in a tagged document,
for example, typical XML or HTML documents. One shortcoming of the inline annotation
is that it does not allow overlapping between tags. In contrast, the offset annotation supports
overlapping annotation by keeping indexes of errors in a document and their corresponding
error tags in a separated database. To tag the same document with different tag sets, another
set of indexes are created. The same technique is applied when more than one tagger works
on the same document. This technique allows more flexibility than embedding error tags in
the document directly.

Figure 3 : Error Tagging Interface
Error Tagging, shown in Figure 3, is divided into 2 parts, namely, the part where a
document is displayed for tagging (1) and the part of error tagging (2). Once a file is selected
and uploaded, the tagger can start tagging errors by selecting tags from the Tagset Tree
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Viewer which stores all the tags available (2.1). In our design, we require that the tagger
provide the correct form for each error identified along with its dependency if possible (2.2).
The part of speech (POS) of the dependency should also be noted. This will be useful for the
analysis later on, especially when we develop a writing assistant tool to help learners’
writing. To achieve a higher degree of efficiency in tagging, the used tags are stored either
as 'recently used' or 'most used' for quick access (2.3). The words or phrases once tagged
will be automatically marked with superscript numbers which are displayed in the
ascending order as shown in (1.1).
3.3 Error Analysis
The Document Analysis module in EAGLE deals with the results of the tagging of errors
done in the Error Tagging module. In general, this module can display results of the analysis
in 2 main ways, i.e. an overall view and a comparative view. An overall view displays the
overall results of error tagging by frequency counts or percentages of the tags. For a
comparative view, researchers can see the results of the analysis grouped by learners'
proficiency levels, gender, years of exposure to English, major subjects and so on,
depending on research purposes. Examples of error statistics in a comparative view are
shown in Figure 4. In addition, a user may choose to analyse only a subset of learner data
that he/she is interested in by applying groups created through the Group Management
module. Furthermore, researchers can also choose to look at the results of the analysis of
any specific tags such as the frequency count of 'Extra Word' and 'Wrong Word Choice'.
That the Analysis module allows the data to be displayed in various ways as
described above adds an advantage to the EAGLE system. That is, the researcher can
interpret the results of the analysis from many perspectives. For example, in terms of the
subject (here referred to as 'group') of the research, there can be many factors that may affect
the production of certain errors, ranging from proficiency levels, years of exposure to
English, to gender and major subjects. With the Analysis module, the researcher can group
the subjects in the way s/he would like to see, so that the results can be interpreted more
meaningfully.

Figure 4 : Graphs of errors grouped by English proficiency and grouped by error tag
4. System Evaluation
To test our system, we used EAGLE to collect profile information and scores on the English
pre-test from a total of 400 senior high school students. This data collection process
revealed that the system is highly stable even with a great number of users logging onto the
system at one time, and allows quick access to the data. 400 paper-based essays were
collected from this group of students and entered to the system. A tagset designer and a
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tagger have been working on this data set to create an error tagset suitable for errors
produced by Thai learners of English. From the flexibility of the system, more than one
tagset can be developed depending on the conceptual and/or theoretical frameworks held by
the developer. Given this, researchers will have more tagsets at their disposal and they can
choose the one suitable for their research purposes.
As shown in Figure 5, two tagsets have been created with two different concepts.
The tagset shown in (1) was developed with the 3-level hierarchy, categorising errors
according to the parts of speech in English, e.g. Nouns, Verbs, Prepositions, etc. The other
tagset illustrated in (2) is non-hierarchical, with the errors being classified in terms of types
of errors, e.g. misspelling, omission, redundancy, wrong word use, etc. In Figure 5, (3) and
(4) show the results of the tagging using the tagset models (1) and (2) respectively.

Figure 5 : The various tagsets by different concepts
Figure 6 shows the results of the tagging carried out by two different taggers. One
tagger did not consider “frightening” as an error, so it was not tagged as shown in (1), while
the other tagger considered it an error of adjective form and provided the word “frightened”
as the correct form, as shown in (2).

Figure 6 : The document tagging by two different taggers
Figure 7 shows the result of tagging by using two different tagsets. In (1), the word
“Again” was tagged as an error of Literal translation from one tagset while it was tagged as
Extra word from another (2).

Figure 7 : The document tagged by using two different tagsets
From our preliminary analysis, we found that 63.0% of errors in student essays are
grammatical errors while 19.3% and 17.7% are writing mechanics and lexical errors
respectively. Figure 8 shows the overall grammatical errors by 11 subcategories. Thai
learners often make errors on noun, verb and article. There is no article in Thai so students
often omit it. Thai also does not have noun declension and verb conjugation, so students
often use noun in generic sense without making a distinction between singular and plural.
Incorrect verb forms and subject-verb agreement are other common problems. More detail
errors analysis is still underway as we have been working on refining our tagset to better suit
the errors produced by Thai learners.
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Figure 8 : A graph of overall grammatical errors
5. Conclusion and Future Work
EAGLE facilitates the process of document tagging in many respects. First, EAGLE has
incorporated all necessary processes in its system, including uploading the document,
developing a tagset, tagging errors, and reporting the results. This offers great convenience
to researchers and linguists since it is an all-in-one tool, unlike other tagging tools which
typically have some of the processes and not the others. Secondly, EAGLE is also designed
to allow more flexibility in the creation of tagsets as well as to support many tagsets.
Researchers can develop their own tagsets from different theoretical frameworks and even
apply them to the same document. These functionalities are achieved with the use of a
hierarchical tagset and offset annotation. Lastly, EAGLE incorporates the Document
Analysis module where different groups of data can be displayed to show the results of the
analysis. Given this, the researcher can look at the data from many perspectives and
interpret them in a more meaningful way.
EAGLE has been presented at an international conference on English language
teaching where it attracted a lot of attention from the audience for further research. EAGLE
could be applied to tag errors produced by learners of other second languages as well, as it
was not designed specifically for any second languages.
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Abstract: Most e-books support functions of highlighting, taking notes, and adding
bookmarks for students to read the material, and these functions suffice for reading.
However, when they want to review content, they are required to drag the scrollbar to revisit
information, though the speed of turning pages varies, and they may frequently navigate
unrelated chapters. Using contextual cues to help people revisit information is useful.
According to our previous study, chapter names and the visualization of each page are
critical for readers revisiting information. However, these cues are used depending on the
reading habits of users. This study thus employs an SQ3R reading strategy to enable users to
utilize more cues, and consequently presents a design of an e-book system with integrated
contextual cues (space) and the SQ3R method. The results of the experiment shows that the
proposed e-book system can help students enhance their learning and reviewing
performances, and reduce the time to revisit information compared to a typical e-book.
Keywords: E-books, Electronic books, Contextual cues, Revisit information, Review
content, E-books design, SQ3R method

1. Introduction
The e-book market with the most potential is the university campus, and the most
prospective groups are students. Three common cases are present when students use
e-books for learning on campus: (1) they take the e-book to attend courses; (2) they use it to
study on their own; and (3) they review textbooks to enhance their memory of the content
and prepare for exams. Most e-books provide functions of highlighting, taking notes, and
adding bookmarks, and these functions can meet student needs when they attend classes or
study on their own. However, because students have already read the content before the
reviewing stage, they have constructed a mental representation of the location of the textual
information [9,14,4]. Jason Alexander’s study shows that revisiting information is a
common activity that is worthy of functional support [1]. When students review the content
in paper books, they can find the information or cross-reference between chapters by
flipping through the pages freely, based on their mental representation.
By contrast, e-book scrollbars are a common type of widget for readers to navigate
digital documents, though they can only provide a rough idea of the approximate position in
a document, and thus have weak efficacy for helping users form a mental model of the
material during their readings [10]. When scrolling to find information, the speed of page
turning is dependent on the number of pages; students therefore commonly navigate to an
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unrelated chapter and check a large number of unrelated data, Erol Ozcelik indicated that to
enhance learning, unnecessary searches for irrelevant information should be minimized
[13].
Using contextual cues to revisit objects is a useful skill. Dr. Marvin Chun defines
contextual cueing as the manner in which the human brain gathers information from visual
elements and their surroundings [6]. When memorizing a visual object, people can naturally
associate the context of the object to the object. When searching for an object, they can
locate the object by recalling the related contextual cues. Contextual cues can be the objects
around target objects, the spatial layout of target objects, or the trajectories of the target
objects. Books provide certain contextual cues for readers to recall from memory and search
for information [12]. Readers can perceive the thickness of a book by using their senses of
sight and touch, and can realize the approximate location of information regarding the text
as a whole [7]. Another example of employing contextual cues is the use of bookmarks to
separate a book into different sections, facilitating the search for information. In contrast,
the digital properties of an e-book erase all traces of tangibility, which consequently erases
the spatial and temporal performance of a tactile object (such as paper) [11]. Therefore,
certain contextual cues that are used when reading physical books disappear. In our previous
study, chapter names and the visualization of each page are significant when readers revisit
information because they can perceive location with ease and find information quickly [17].
However, contextual cues supported in e-books are used depending on the reading
habits of individual readers; if they are passive during reading, contextual cues are used less
compared to readers who have a few contextual cues to help them review content and find
information quickly in the review stage. All reading strategies are for the purpose of
rendering reading more active, and the SQ3R reading strategy is common and easy[18].
When readers utilize SQ3R to read their textbooks, they are required to write down all the
chapter names hierarchically on paper, and use 5W1H (why, what, when, who, where, and
how) to transform chapter names to questions, and focus on finding the answer to the
questions when they read the content. Writing down all the chapters and questions on a sheet
of paper can provide readers with an overview of content, though a connection between
questions and content is lacking. However, if readers write the questions next to the chapters
in textbooks, they lose the overview of the content. When they want to find a question and
related content, they must check the table of contents or flip through the pages. Therefore,
this study designed an e-book system with integrated contextual cues and the SQ3R reading
strategy, in addition to an overview and connection property.

2. Related work
2.1 Scrollbar with cues
Scrollbars are a common type of widget for readers to navigate digital documents, though
they can only indicate a rough approximate position in a document, and have weak efficacy
for helping users form a mental model of the material during their reading [10]. Numerous
studies have improved the interaction and exhibition of scrollbars. Donald Byrd inputted the
results of different keyword searches into the scrollbar by using colored marks [3]. Laakso
et al. designed a bookmark scrollbar that has a bookmark area next to the scrollbar [10].
Footprint scrollbars use colored marks overlaid with numbers and situated in the scrollbar to
provide spatial cues to previously visited areas [1]. Content-Aware scrolling changes the
scrolling direction based on the order of content. Context-aware scrollbars are useful when
reading multi-column documents [8].
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2.2 SQ3R reading strategy
Reading ability is important for students, because it not only influences their scores of
courses, but also influences their achievements in society [5]. Taraban et al. found that
college students with higher scores use more reading strategy during their learning [16]. The
SQ3R method is a common reading strategy and widely used for reading [18]. SQ3R was
introduced by Francis Pleasant Robinson in his 1946 book Effective Study [15], and SQ3R
stands for Survey, Question, Read, Recite, and Review.
In Survey stage, learners only have to skim over the title, headings, graphs, charts,
introductory and summary. In Question stage, learners can ask many questions by using
5W1H(what, why, where, when, who, and how)to transfer the headings or title into
question, for instance: heading name “Virtual machine”, and learners can ask “What is
virtual machine?”. In Read stage, learners need to read one section at a time in order to seek
the answers to questions asked by themselves. In Recite stage, learners should recite the
content after reading, and answer the questions by using their own words. In Review stage,
learners can test themselves by questions which they ask in order to know whether them
understand or remember the content or not.
Reading strategy can enhance learner comprehension of content, though for learners
to become familiar with the reading strategy in a short period is difficult, due to less training
or time consumption [2]. Guozhen Zhang et al. designed a distance-learning support system
based on the SQ3R reading strategy, and they support a large number of useful tools to assist
students to execute SQ3R, including a material map, query tool, memo tool, maker tool,
glossary tool, search tool, quiz tool, and progress-confirming tool [18]; however, they are
not useful for guiding students to execute SQ3R, and the reading strategy has been less
commonly used in applications of e-book design in recent studies.

3. System description
According to previous studies, the concept of the proposed design is as follows:
1. Reconstruct contextual cues (space) of a textbook to enable students to navigate
intuitively and operate similarly to physical books.
2. Integrate the SQ3R method and contextual cues into e-books.
In physical books, individual pages are perceived by using the senses of sight and touch,
though in e-books readers perceive objects by using their sense of sight. Therefore, the
visualization of each page is necessary, and readers can navigate any page.

3.1 Hardware
This study used a touch-screen notebook (screen size: 1366x768) as the hardware for the
simulation of the e-books, and the reader can hold it in both hands to read the content (Fig 1
and Fig 2).
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Fig. 1 Hardware

Fig. 2 Highlight by using hand

3.2 Software

Fig. 3 System Model
Two modes are present in the proposed e-book system: SQ3R mode and Reading mode
(Fig. 3). In the beginning, readers can choose any chapter that they wish to read by clicking
the side of the book (Fig. 4, lower right corner). If the selected chapter has not been read
before, the system enters SQ3R mode. According to the SQ3R method, in the Survey Stage
learners only skim each subchapter or title and read a summary or introduction. Therefore,
the system guide learner finds a page of each subchapter, and adding a green flag to each
page. When learners survey the proposed system, they are provided with each subchapter
name and the general idea of the location of each subchapter in a chapter. After adding a flag
to each subchapter, the system informs the reader to find the summary page and adding a red
flag to that page. In the Question Stage, the system asks the learner to search for each
subchapter. Thereafter, the system automatically presents a question form to remind them to
ask questions for each subchapter. Upon completing the Survey and Question stage, the
system enters reading mode. In reading mode, the system supports the functions of
highlighting, note taking, and bookmarking for readers to read the content. In the Read
Stage and Recite Stage, they can read the content to find the answers to the questions that
they asked in the question stage, enabling them to retrieve the questions easily.
Upon finishing reading, the system compiles all the questions into a document, and
enables them to recall the content from memory and answer the questions without referring
to the textbook.
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Fig. 4 System Interface
In Figure 4, the flag icons represent the beginning of each subchapter. Each dot
represents a page in the chapter. The dark dots represent a page that has been read for a long
time period in the chapter. The reader can add a bookmark or note icons below each dot to
remind readers of contextual cues. These contextual cues can be landmarks related to a
single page in space.

4. Methods
4.1 Participants
26 undergraduates from the department of computer science in NCU were recruited, and
pretests were conducted to distribute students fairly into the experimental group and control
group (13 participants in both groups). Participants of the experimental group were
requested to use the proposed e-book system to study material for their operating system
course that they were enrolled in that semester. The approach to operating each step of
SQ3R in the proposed e-books was shown. Participants of the control group were asked to
use Acrobat Reader to read the same material (because functions of Acrobat Reader are
similar to functions of most e-book reading software) and they were not permitted to use
full-text search because we wanted to observe their navigation behavior.

4.2 Procedure
Task 1: Subjects are requested to use their assigned e-books to read material in 75 m before
taking a test. A week after finishing Task 1, they are asked to complete Task 2 and Task 3.
Task 2: Several paragraphs were extracted from the material before subjects were asked to
find the page of the assigned paragraph and write down the page number.
Task 3: Subjects were asked to use their assigned e-books to review the content in 10 m
before taking a test.
Subjects were observed via webcam to record the duration and reading behavior, and for
finding the assigned paragraph and recording post-task interviews and questionnaire (using
the five-point Likert scale).

5. Results
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For Task 1, the average score of the experimental group was 75.9, and this was higher than
the average score of the control group (69.3). For Task 2, the average time for finding
information in the experimental group was 8 minutes and 45 seconds, which was much
faster than the average time of the control group (14 minutes and 20 seconds). For Task 3,
the average reviewing score of the experimental group was 74.5, and this was higher than
the average reviewing score in the control group (62.7).

5.1 The SQ3R method
Questionnaire:
Point
4.15

It is easy for you to conduct the SQ3R method when using this e-book
system.
In the Survey Stage, adding flags can help you have general ideas of the
4.69
location of each subchapter in a chapter.
In the Question Stage, presenting a question form automatically can
4.23
help you ask questions.
In the Read Stage, perceiving the functions of highlighting, taking notes
4.23
and adding bookmarks are sufficient for reading.
In the Recite Stage, it is easy for you to retrieve the questions.
4.31
In the Review Stage, collecting questions into a document can help you
4.38
review content.
You would like to apply the SQ3R method to guide your learning.
4.23
You could form the habit of conducting the SQ3R method.
4.38
Subjects stated that they did not know the SQ3R method beforehand. They could
still conduct SQ3R easily by following the system’s guide. Furthermore, most subjects liked
being guided to conduct the SQ3R method during their own learning because they thought
their learning would be efficient if they spent a little more time. In addition, they suggested
that in the review stage, the system’s automatic collection of all the questions was good,
though if the system can provide author or peer questions, this would be an improvement
because they can have the opportunity to learn material with different perspectives.

5.2 About contextual cues
Questionnaire:
Contextual cues in this system can help you revisit information quickly.
Contextual cues in this system can help you review content.
Contextual cues in this system can help you grasp the structure of the
content.
You would like to use this e-book system for reviewing content.
You would like to take this e-book system to attend classes.
You would like to use this e-book system for learning.

Point
4.62
4.54
4
4.46
4.15
4.23

Subjects thought that contextual cues in the proposed e-book could help them grasp the
structure of the content and facilitate revisiting information. They could know the location
of each subchapter in a chapter and the number of pages of each subchapter via visualization
of each page and flag. Therefore, they can plan the time reading any given subchapter. Due
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to the notes, bookmarks, and dark dots of the contextual cues, they thought that they could
perceive which content is significant or difficult, and which content they are unfamiliar
with. Subjects thought that the contextual cues of support are useful for revisiting notes or
bookmarks, and have chapter overviews, which was superior compared to the support of
physical books.

6. Conclusion
The proposed e-book system with integrated contextual cues and the SQ3R method can help
learners enhance their learning and reviewing performance by enabling effective and
efficient information revisiting compared to general e-books. Contextual cues are useful for
learners to grasp content structure, and to review and revisit information. Furthermore, other
contextual cues could be investigated in depth to support learning, for example, images or
content charts.
Applying a study guide to e-books for learning is practicable, and students want to
enhance learning performance, despite having to invest a little more time. The SQ3R
method in the proposed e-book provides us with the opportunity to support collaborative
learning, and we could add more support functions, for example, peer’s notes or questions,
PowerPoint files of lectures, and links to teacher notes into the proposed e-book system.
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Abstract: This paper discusses the development of a Web application that supports
non-native speakers of English in writing technical academic documents in English. The
application presents authentic English sentences from technical corpora on the basis of
calculated similarities to the English input. The updates of this study are 1) highlighting
relevant words/phrases of the output sentences and 2) generalizing structures of long output
sentences to show the structure more explicitly. Results of experiments are also given to
show possible usages and some shortcomings of the application.
Keywords: Technical corpus, English composition, n-gram model, MWE, generalization

Introduction
Because English is the most common language in science and technology, researchers
including undergraduate or graduate students are often required to write technical
documents in English. However, writing technical academic documents in English is quite
challenging for non-native speakers (NNSs) especially in EFL settings1, since technical
documents usually contain specific words and phrases that we seldom use in general
English. In other words, technical documents include certain templates or fixed patterns
which appear quite often in the papers of a specific research field, but it is considerably
difficult for NNSs to use these multi-word expressions naturally. In this light, the burdens of
learners of English will be lessened if the following process is automated 2: (a) retrieving
English sentences from the authorized technical documents that are similar to the input
sentence in English, and assuming the inappropriate wordings by NNSs, (b)3 retrieving
again with the keywords replaced by their synonyms. In addition, as stated above, technical
documents have domain-specific conventional phrases and collocations. The application
would be more useful if it had the further functions of (c) considering domain-specific
expressions of the relevant field, and (d) summarizing long output sentences in order to
clarify their significant parts.
1

Evans, S. & Green, C. (2007). Why EAP is necessary: A survey of Hong Kong tertiary students. Journal of
English for Academic Purposes, 6(1), 3–17.
2
The basic concept of this system is to implement such a retrieving process.
3
The actual cases involve not only word choices but their structures.
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Our research group has worked on the development of software to help compose academic
documents in English. In [1], as an application of this system, a Web application that has
basic functions (a)-(c) was developed to help write technical documents using technical
corpora4. In order to improve this application, this study reports
 (d) the function of generalization, which intensifies the structure of long sentences,
 the updated word replacement list and algorithm for the computation of similarities, and
 a highlighting function added for the output interface for better usability.

1. Literature Review
Thus far, several studies have attempted to develop systems to help users compose English
[2][3][4][5][6]. [2][3] allowed users to input Japanese sentences to obtain sample-based
English sentences similar to the corresponding English translations. In [2], a key notion was
generated from a group of words in the Japanese sentence input, followed by the translation
of the notion into English using a Japanese-English correspondence table. [3] first translated
the Japanese input into English using commercial software. The drawback of this system
was that the selection of keywords was limited to verbs and nouns only. In contrast, our
study requires users to input English sentences, so that they can practice their English
composition skills and users are not limited to speakers of Japanese only. [4][5] retrieved
sentences from corpora that were similar to the English sentence input based on the phrase
structure or dependency of the input. Although they are very promising work, the potential
areas of application are limited at present. [6] prompted users to issue queries with
wildcards (for the unclear parts), and directed these queries to Google engine in order to
obtain matching expressions that appear frequently on the Web. However, the system was
greatly affected by Google’s limitations and many non-academic sentences appeared in the
outputs. [7], which discusses user-friendly interface, is also of importance, since a
sample-based Web application outputs a large volume of sentences for reference.

2. Proposed Algorithm
2.1 Outline
Fig. 1 shows the schema of the algorithm, with the sample input “Selected composition was
excellent way to solve issue at this time”. As one can see, the expression includes
grammatical mistakes as well as inappropriate word choices (and this sentence was actually
composed by a learner). See sections 2.1-2.5 for the definitions of symbols in the figure.
The proposed algorithm consists of three steps, for the retrieval of similar sentences:
Step 1. [Replacement by synonym groups] Applies the morphological analysis to the input
sentence and extracts keywords from the result. If the obtained keyword is in some synonym
group(s), replace the keyword by the synonym group ID(s) (e.g., G1, G2, …, in the figure).
This step corresponds to (b) mentioned above.
Step 2. [Approximation of contextual-information] Computes n-gram components and
applies [9][10] for multi-word expressions (MWEs). The use of n-grams and MWEs
enables the application to compute the similarities between sentences based on approximate
contextual-information in the sentence (c).
Step 3. [Extraction of similar sentences] Generates vectors from the input sentence and each
of the corpus sentences, and quantifies the similarities (a). The technical corpora used in this
4

Let us refer to corpora that collect technical documents as this in the sequel.
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G1 = (handle, operate, treat, ...)
G2 = (affect, influence, …)
…
Gs = (means, method, way, …)
…
Gt = (issue, problem, question,…)
…
Synonym Group List

Keywords

n-grams (n = 2, 3)

w1----VC1
w2----VC2
w3----VC3
………

Computing similarities

Vectors
Weighting

Generalization (optional)

Procedure A

Procedure A

study were developed by Nagoya Institute of Technology (NIT)5. The extracted sentences
appear with the option for its generalization (d).

C1
C2
C3
…
Corpus

1. DT system
2. this paper
3. figure CD
4. et al. , CD
5. DT number of
…
MWEs

Fig. 1: The schema of the proposed algorithm
2.2 Selection of Keywords
First, the morphological analysis using Tree Tagger6 is applied to an input sentence in order
to obtain the part of speech and the lemma of each word. For the purposes of this study, we
defined a keyword as a word whose part of speech is either a noun, adjective, adverb, or a
verb. A word judged as either a preposition, determiner, or a cardinal number, retains the
information of its part of speech (see 2.4). The delexical verbs are eliminated because these
words are used quite often with different meanings and hence they might negatively affect
the sentence identification process7.

2.3 Keyword Replacement by a Synonym Group
In composing technical documents, learners of English might end up using inappropriate
words, phrases or collocations. Synonym groups are capable of working well even in such
situations. Synonym groups are used as a union set of those collected from a book and a
dictionary. [7] introduces synonyms essential to writing technical documents, and we
5

NIT Concordancer, http://lang.cc.nitech.ac.jp/conc/conc.pl
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger
7
We tentatively selected the 7 words as delexical verbs:“be”, “do”, “give”, “take”, “have”, “make”, and “get”.
6
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selected 102 groups. The number is small whereas the reliability is high, since the book is
intended for helping to write technical documents. To reinforce the small number, the
adoption of WordNet 8 was attempted. The synonyms in WordNet are much larger in
number, but with the treatment of various meanings. Therefore, the straightforward use of
the synonyms might produce excessive or redundant results. To prevent this, we regarded a
word as an input suitable for reference to WordNet only when the word was considered
specific to technical documents. The Chi-square test for homogeneity was carried out after
extracting words from a technical corpus and English textbooks in (junior)-high schools9.
The resulting words which were significant at 1% level were intended to be input words to
WordNet (1,957 words in the case of ACL10, the technical corpus compiled by NIT). The
number of the generated groups was 2,943.

2.4 N-gram and Computation of Similarities
An n-gram is a subsequence of n items from a given sequence. For example, a set of 2-grams
of “Corpora consist of documents.” are “corpora consist”, “consist of”, and “of documents”.
In this study, these are generated after a synonym group (ID) or information of part of
speech replaces the original sentence.
The degree of similarity is given by cosine similarity (vector space model) and expressed as
a value between 0 and 1. First a vector v is composed. As a component of v , each of the
keywords and n-grams (n = 2, and 3) is respectively added, while these keywords and
n-grams are both obtained from the input sentence and corpus sentence, in the process of
Procedure A in Fig. 1. If the same component is already in v , the component is skipped.
Next, let vectors v L be defined as having 1 (0) in the i-th element if the i-th component of v
is (not) found in the input sentence (i = 1, 2, …, the last component of v ). Likewise, each
vector of v C for sentences in the corpus (C = C1, C2, …) is determined. Now the cosine
similarity is computed as cos( v L , v C )  ( v L , v C )  v L  v C  , where (  ,  ) denotes the inner
product of the two vectors, and 

the length of the vector (2-norm).

2.5 Weighting
2.5.1 Weighting by Domain-Specific MWEs
A technical corpus does not always include sentences that contain typical technical
expressions (e.g., introductory paragraphs). This shows that weightings should be effective
by the degrees of the sentences having likelihood of being technical. Tanaka&Koyama have
successfully generated a list of domain-specific MWEs in technical corpora [9][10], and
obtained 2,677 MWEs in ACL corpus. Some examples are:
 The subjects : “DT system”, “this paper”, “figure CD”, “et al., CD”, “DT number of”
 The predicates : “However”, “for example”, “case”, “therefore”, “finally”
where “DT” stands for a DeTerminer, and “CD” a CarDinal number. The authors
provisionally set a weight on Ci to
[some constant] × [number of MWEs in Ci] / ([number of keywords in Ci] + 1).
8

A large-scale English conceptual dictionary, http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
English textbooks in high and junior-high schools in Japan used 2002 to 2005 academic year, which was
compiled by ELPA (Association for English Language Proficiency Assessment).
10
The Association for Computational Linguistics, http://www.aclweb.org/
9
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2.5.2 Weighting by Vector Components
It is not unusual that a word belongs to more than one synonym group. It turns out that some
of them are the members of more than 10 groups. In such cases, distributing the weightings
(such that they sum up to 1) is probably a reasonable solution. In 2.4, 0 or 1 was given as
each of the vector components. In contrast, 1/k is allocated to the word belonging to k
synonym groups. When more than one word in the n-grams belong to synonym groups,
1  
k ( w )  was weighted, where S is the set of such words, m is the number of elements
m

w S

of S, and k(w) is the number of synonyms of the group the word w belongs to.

2.6 Generalization
What are extracted from corpora have authenticity since they are actually used and refereed
by journal referees. At the same time, they are sometimes too complicated to learn from due
to their authenticity. Generalization is the procedure to summarize such sentences and show
the general form of each authentic sentence by replacing specific words with their
grammatical markers11 such as part-of-speeches. This procedure puts frequently observed
subsequences into chunks and enables us to show structures of long sentences by repetition
(examples are shown in the next section). The basic idea of generalization is as follows: (1)
high-frequent words in a set of sentences should be retained, and (2) words occurring in
various sentences should be also retained even though the frequency is not so high. On the
other hand, (3) low-frequency words should be replaced to grammatical markers, and (4)
words, whose frequencies probably are low, occurring in specific sentences should be
replaced. Based on the idea, words to be replaced are selected by the following score12:
itf-isf(w)  1  log | S | , where S, tf(w) and sf(w) are a set of sentences shown in the
tf ( w )

sf ( w )

system, the term- and sentence-frequency of the word w in S, respectively. The generalizing
procedure repeatedly replaces words in each sentence in S with grammatical markers, in
descending order of itf-isf(w). One of the main problems of this procedure is to determine
the proper degree of replacement. This system regards an occurrence of sentences as a
probabilistic phenomenon, and adopts a class-based n-gram model as the statistical
language model. As a result, the procedure can be implemented as model selection of
information criterion. For more details on this formalization, see [11].

3. Implementation
This application was implemented using PHP, JavaScript, and Perl (as CGI), with the
intention of developing it as a Web application. MySQL was used as the database system.
An initial screen offers options for various needs of users. They are:
 Target Corpus : Choose a technical corpus from ACL, Nature, Scientific American, and
Biology-related Journal, each compiled by NIT.
 Weighting : Weighting algorithm in 2.5.2 is applied when “yes” is selected.
 Retrieval Mode : When “speedy retrieval” is on, only the top 5,000 ranked corpus
11

Grammatical markers are symbols on the grammatical information such as part-of-speeches, syntactic
categories (e.g., *N and &CD; described below are a category of noun phrase and a number, respectively).
12
“itf-isf” is the abbreviation for “inverse term frequency and inverse sentence frequency.”
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sentences are the targets for quick retrieval13.
Fig. 2 is a screenshot of the output screen showing the result of computations. The corpus
sentences with high similarities are displayed in a descending order. The number above each
sentence is its cosine similarity. The highlighting function enables us to identify the
sentences having corresponding expressions to the input sentence. When “highlight all the
sentences” button is on, all the words are highlighted in the same color as that of the
corresponding word in the input sentence, if they are in the same synonym group. If the
input sentence has more than one such word, each of them is highlighted in different colors.
Pushing “highlight this sentence” colors corresponding n-gram components of the corpus
sentence as well as the input sentence in the order of n = 1, 2, and 3.
input sentence
“highlight this
sentence” button
“highlight all the
sentences” button

corpus sentences

Fig. 2: A sample screenshot of the output

generalization

Displaying a generalized corpus sentence is optional. If users want to change the degree of
generalization, they are asked to specify the number of generalizations. Fig. 3 shows an
example. After the generalization 20 times, the input sentence “The corpus consists of 278
sentences, with an average length of 15.18 words per sentence.” is simplified as “The corpus
consists of &CD; sentence, with an *N of &CD; *N per sentence.”, clarifying the structure
of the sentence (where “*N” is for Noun phrase, and “&CD;” for CarDinal number).

number of generalization
original corpus sentence

generalized corpus sentence

Fig. 3: A sample screenshot for before/after generalization
4. Experiment and Discussion

13

In terms of the high accordance of the keywords (or synonym group IDs) with that of an input sentence.
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Experiments were conducted to assess the validity of the implemented Web application
(options: ACL Corpus, with weighting on, with speedy retrieval off). Due to the limitation
of the space, only two examples are shown. The first example is when the following input
was made: “The result is showed by Table 1”. Table 1 shows the output ranked top 10 by the
application. The word in bold represents the existence of a corresponding word (belonging
to the same synonym group), and the same type of lines are drawn under the corresponding
words. The cosine similarities of the sentences are omitted.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 1: Result of Experiment (Example 1)
Top 10 Output Sentences (Input: The result is showed by Table 1)
The categorization results are demonstrated in table 5
The result of projecting is as table 4 below
The results are summarized in table 2 below
The results are shown in the following table
The results we obtained are summarized in table 1
In table 2 , we illustrate our experimental results
The results are presented in the following section
While the examples in table 2 have a low mutual information
The results are shown in the table below
In table 1 , we present the results obtalned for these 52 sentences

From the results, learners can become aware that the expression “be showed in (table)” is
more appropriate than “be showed by (table)”. What is more, it was made clear that there are
few examples using “showed”, as a past participle of “show”, although it is grammatically
correct. By scanning output examples, learners are also given opportunities to learn similar
expressions. However, the corpus comes from journals in which real sentences are used. It is
admitted that not all the mistakes such as typos can be prevented even though they are
refereed. One example is the 10th sentence. The “obtalned” should obviously be “obtained”.
Table 2: Result of Experiment (Example 2)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Top 10 Output Sentences (Input: We view several ways to solve this problem)
We view several ways to solve this problem
We considered using the example-based method to solve this problem
There are several methods to estimate model parameters
We address this problem in several ways
Several methods have been proposed with regard to this problem
There are several ways in which external processes can be used
Several special cases arose
There are various ways to determine the filtering range
Several variants on this base scheme can be thought of
To overcome these kinds of problems , several methods to resolve zero pronouns
which consider appl/ cations for a practical machine translation system with an
n~]imJted translation target area , have been proposed

The second example is the case when one of the corpus sentences was input. As was
expected, the input sentence appeared on top of the list, and its similarity was 1. Again,
several paraphrasable expressions as well as collocations such as “solve … problem” were
observed. The 10th is a good example of a long sentence. The sentence structure is difficult
to comprehend although several words match the input sentence with the implication of
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high similarity. Then, the generalization was applied to the sentence to make it simple.
The result: To *V these *N of problem, several method to *V &CD; *N which *V *N for a
*N with an *N, have be *V. (“*V” is for Verbal phrase) [number of generalization :17]
Thankfully, a long noun phrase is made compact to be “*N”. It is expected that the
understandings of sentence structures are deepened, comparing with its original corpus
output sentence. Further data and discussion will be shown in the succeeding publication.

5. Conclusion and Future Research Plans
In this study, a Web-based application was developed to present sentences, which are
similar to a user’s input, from a technical corpus. This application is intended for NNSs to
help them compose technical documents in English. The advantages of this application are
(1) broadening the range of retrieval by synonym groups, (2) treating sentences based on
approximate contextual-information in the sentence, and (3) generalizing long sentences to
show their structures explicitly. In the experiments, it was confirmed that even
grammatically incorrect input sentences could present similar sentences from a technical
corpus, and that long sentences from the corpus were made fairly compact, helping learners
grasp the sentence structure easily.
In the future, we plan to increase technical corpora in terms of quantity as well as quality.
Increasing technical corpora is also indispensable for devising a better algorithm to weight
the words/phrases (in MWEs) with greater accuracy. Enabling faster computations is also
an important related issue. Our final goal is to design this application so that it can be
customized according to users’ preferences or their log data. Therefore, a comprehensive
update of the internal design of the application is essential. Lastly, we hope to establish the
objective criteria to evaluate the precision of the resulting output list, because that will prove
instrumental in accelerating the pace of research in this field.
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Abstract.We study about a method to describe knowledge for generating an adequate
number of multiple-choice questions. We focus on the fact that instructors can easily explain
concrete multiple-choice questions, even if they cannot describe the domain knowledge
completely. We propose the Environment of Abstract Rule (EAR), which enables an
instructor to describe abstract knowledge by explaining the difference among some concrete
multiple-choice questions, and by representing the knowledge in the form of a diagram. In
this paper, we describe the concept of EAR and report the results of a preliminary
experiment in which we explored whether instructors could describe knowledge easily. As a
result, we suggest that the EAR has the potential for generating appropriate knowledge.
Keywords:Knowledge externalization, Multiple-choice question, e-Learning, Prolog.

1. Introduction
It is important to be aware of one’s own incomplete knowledge in order to acquire
knowledge. A student’s voluntary understanding is an advantage, and it needs appropriate
support to provide awareness or adjustment [1]. Educational material fulfills an important
role in raising student awareness. Particularly in situations where students learn without a
teacher, the support materials have to be designed in such a way as to call the student’s
attention to his/her mistakes, and to enable the student to learn better from his/her mistakes.
In recent years, e-learning has been used extensively in learning situations without an
instructor. In such a situation, it is difficult to work through complicated learning content
when compared to a supervised learning situation. However, a learning situation without an
instructor has the advantage of allowing students to learn at their own pace without needing
hours of instruction; the instructor can avoid being in constant attendance on the students,
such as when the students check facts they have already learned, or when they practice
repeatedly.
Multiple-choice is the typical method of designing questions used in e-learning support
materials. The design needs to satisfy the following two conditions in order to raise student
awareness effectively. (1) Distractors that reflect the students’ typical errors are required.
(2) A student can be expected to acquire awareness by choosing the distractor that the
instructor included. In a learning situation without an instructor, measures need to be taken
to prevent any misunderstanding about the cause of error. This danger can be avoided by
preparing supporting documentation that describes the cause of the error for each distractor.
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However, preparing an adequate number of such multiple-choice questions that satisfy these
conditions can be a burden. Therefore, an authoring system that can reduce the burden is
desired. There were various types of multiple-choice questions automatic generation
systemssuch asusing thesaurus [2] [3] [4], domainontology [5] [6], SWRL rules [7] or
machine learning approach [8].However, there are problems in using this as support
material, because it does not satisfy the two conditions described earlier.
On the other hand, there are studies that explore the possibility of generating questions that
need complicated solutions by adding an advanced type of knowledge. Funaoi, Akiyama,
&Hirashimaproposed a method of generating multiple-choice questions based on the
knowledge of solutions in physics and dynamics[9]. Matsuda describes the Gramy, which
can generate the solution and the correct answer of geometric proof problems and can
explain complicated solutions [10]. However, these studies that deal with complicated
solutions or knowledge have to include an in-depth discussion of the complete knowledge.
This becomes an obstacle for the instructors in preparing the supporting material.
There are studies that consider renewing knowledge easily.Richards &Compton proposed
the Ripple-Down Rules, which is a method for experts to easily renew knowledge [11].
They maintain that experts can judge truth and falsity and easily explain the adjustment of
practical knowledge, while it is difficult for them to judge and correctly explain abstract
knowledge. They propose a method that induces and reflects the shift from abstract
knowledge to practical knowledge gradually, by renewing a practical question.
In this paper, we propose a method to describe knowledge for generating an adequate
number of multiple-choice questions. We focus on the fact that instructors can easily
explain concrete multiple-choice questions, even if they cannot describe the domain
knowledge completely as with Ripple-Down Rules. We propose the Environment of
Abstract Rule (EAR), which enables an instructor to describe abstract knowledge by
explaining the difference among some concrete multiple-choice questions, and by
representing the knowledge in the form of a diagram. In this study, we use Simulation of
Erroneous Solution (SES) to generate multiple-choice questions. SES generates the
knowledge described by Prolog, the key, and the solution, using the question template.
Then, SES generates distractors and the erroneous solution that the instructor assumed,
using the perturbation operator, which rewords a part of the knowledge. The EAR that we
propose in this paper is a method of generating the Horn clause in Prolog which is the
knowledge of SES.
This paper describes the concept of EAR. Section 2 discusses a precondition of the EAR,
and Section 3 describes its structure. Section 4 reports the results of a preliminary
experiment in which we explored whether instructors could describe knowledge easily.

2. Precondition
The precondition assumed in this paper is as follows. First, the EAR targets the
multiple-choice type supporting material, which we henceforward refer to as
“multiple-choice.” It is composed of the following: a given, the beginning of the question
that explains the information necessary to solve the problem; a query, the end of the
question that presents the item as a problem to be solved; the choices, consisting of one key
and some distractors; the guide, which explains the correct solution to get a key and the
location of the error in the solution of each distractor. Second, the EAR uses Prolog to
generate the multiple-choices. Therefore, the EAR targets those multiple-choices for which
procedural knowledge can derive solutions. Third, if the multiple-choices are few in
number, there is the possibility that someone would memorize the set of questions and the
key. The EAR is effective in preparing a sufficient number of multiple-choices. Lastly, the
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EAR targets instructors, who can explain the solution for multiple-choices, and prepares
distractors that include typical errors made by the students. However, the EAR requires no
understanding of knowledge engineering.

3. Structure of EAR
3.1 Multiple-choicegeneration module
First, we implemented a multiple-choice generation module based on SES before
developing the EAR. SES is a method of generating a solution from wrong knowledge to
wrong answer, by a perturbation from problem-solving knowledge to knowledge of wrong
answer derivation. The multiple-choice generation module requiresa given condition, a
query condition, a knowledge base, and a perturbation operator as shown in Figure 1. The
perturbation is projected on a student’s typical error, and the perturbation operator expresses
the difference between the erroneous solution and the correct solution.
First, the multiple-choice generation module generates a key and the correct solution by
deriving the knowledge base using the given condition and the query condition. It ispossible
to generate a guide to the correct solutions by replacing a variable in the templatewith the
correct solution. Next, the multiple-choice generation module adds the perturbation from
correct solution to erroneous solution, and generates distractors using the erroneous
solution. Finally, it is possible to generate a guide to the erroneous solutions, which explains
the difference between the correct solution and the student’s erroneous solution, by
replacing a variable in the template with the erroneous solution.
We confirmed that forty questions and a hundred sixty explanation text about the key and
the distractors are automatically generated from seventeen prolog clauses as knowledge into
SES.In the following section, we explain how to create the given condition, the query
condition, the knowledge base, and the perturbation operator (Figure 2).

Fig. 1Knowledge List generated by EAR
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Fig. 2 Relation between SES and EAR

3.2 Overview of the EAR
The knowledge used in the multiple-choice generation module is composed of an attribute,
an attribute-value, an attribute level’s causal connection, and an attribute-value level’s
causal connection, as shown in Figure 3. Instructors have implicit knowledge, and therefore
it is easy for them to shape up and explain the knowledge. However, it is difficult for them to
abstract the knowledge. Therefore, the EAR helps the instructors to abstract knowledge.
The procedure for abstracting knowledge is described below:

Fig. 3 A knowledgecomponent
(1) Creating a base-question: The instructor creates some multiple-choices that include a
question, the choices (the key and some distractors), and a guide, which explains each
choice. We call it the base-question.
(2) Generating a query condition: The system generates the query condition by asking the
instructor about the attribute of the choices in the base-question.
(3) Generating a given condition: The instructor alters the question and explains it. The
parts before and after the change are attribute-values that belong to the same attribute. For
example, if the instructor alters the word “stonefly” to “Asellus hilgendorfii” these would be
attribute-values that belong to the same attribute, “biotic indicator.” Thus, this enables the
generation of the given condition, because attributes are generated.
(4) Generating an attribute: The system generates the attribute used by the correct solution,
by altering the guide of the base-question, and explaining it as described in (3).
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(5) Generating an attribute level’s causal connection: The system generates the attribute
level’s causal connection by explaining the relationship between two attributes that do not
connect to the query condition. When the instructor explains it, he/she uses the attribute
generated in (2), (3), and (4). If there is no attribute on the attribute list generated, it implies
a lack of attributes, which are essential for solving the question. Therefore, the system
directs the instructor to extract the lacking attribute, by means of (2). This helps to prevent a
shortage or an error of attribute. Then, the instructor describes the direction of the causal
connection. When the instructor explains the causal connection, there is a significant
difference between “the biotic indicator depends on the quality of water” and “the quality of
water depends on the biotic indicator.” Therefore, the direction of the causal connection is
very important.
(6) Error check of knowledge generated: The system shows the instructor some questions
generated by the multiple-choice generation module. If the knowledge generated is correct,
the question that shows the correct causal connection is displayed. On the other hand, if the
knowledge generated is incorrect, the system generates an error question. It is possible to
notify the instructor if the knowledge is defective, and to edit the causal connection again. If
the knowledge is defective, the instructor repeats steps (2) to (5).
(7) Inputting the attribute-value: The correct knowledge is constructed at this stage, and the
instructor adds the attribute-value to the attribute that the system generated.
(8) Generating the attribute-value level’s causal connection: The system generates the
attribute-value level’s causal connection by making the instructor explain the relation
among the attribute-values.
(9) Generating a perturbation operator: The system needs error knowledge to generate the
distractors and the guide to the erroneous solutions; therefore, it is necessary to add the
perturbation at the specific point of correct knowledge. Therefore, the system generates the
perturbation operator by changing either of the attribute-values that has a causal connection
to the error attribute-value, which reflects a student’s typical error.

3.3 System component
We implemented the EAR to the knowledge revelation module in a multiple-choice
generation system. In this section, we describe the knowledge revelation module.
(a) Base-question editor: The instructor inputs a base-question (question, choices, and
guide) from the base-question creation interface, as shown in Figure 4. It is possible for the
instructor to describe a base-question freely.
(b) Attribute Editor: First, the instructor alters the attribute-value and explains to what
attribute the attribute-value belongsusing the attribute editor. Figure 5 shows the screen shot
where the instructor is asked to what attribute “stonefly” and “Asellus hilgendorfii” belong.
If instructor answers “biotic indicator,” the knowledge revelation module generates the
attribute “biotic indicator (stonefly)” and “biotic indicator (Asellus hilgendorfii).”Second,
the attribute editor shows the attributes that do not connect to the query condition. Next, the
attribute editor encourages the instructor to complete the relation graph; the relation graph
has to satisfy the conditions that a root node is the query condition, and that all attributes
connect to the query condition. Then, the instructordescribes in the textbox the relation
between the attributes that do not connect to the query condition, as shown in Figure 6.
When an attribute appears in the description, it needs to pick the attribute from the list. If
there is no attribute that the instructor wants to describe in the list, it lacks an attribute, and
the knowledge revelation module directs the instructor to extract the lacking attribute.
Finally, the instructor chooses from the choices prepared by the knowledge revelation
module to decide the direction of the causal connection.
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Fig. 4 Base-question editorFig. 5 Attribute editor

Fig. 6 An attribute list and a relation graph
(c) Error-check interface: The multiple-choice generation module generates some
multiple-choices from the attributes and the attribute level’s causal connection, and presents
them to the instructor. The instructor can learn about the defective knowledge by referring
to the error question or the guide generatedby the multiple-choice generation module. An
error-check interface can prompt the instructor to edit the attributes and causal connections.
(d) Attribute-value editor: First, the instructor edits the attribute-value against each node
(attribute) of the graph. Next, the instructor describes the attribute-value level’s causal
connection with the editor, as shown in Figure 7. Then, the instructor chooses the adding
point of the perturbation with the interface, and describes the erroneous causal connection in
the same manner.

Fig. 7 Attribute-value editor
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4. Preliminary experiment
In this section, we explore whether instructors can express knowledge, by comparing the
control group whose subjects described the solution knowledge using Prolog with a text
editor, and the experimental group whose subjects used the knowledge revelation module
that implemented the EAR. To compare these two groups, we calculated the conformance
ratio (the ratio of correct knowledge in the solution knowledge that the subjects described)
and the recall ratio (the ratio of the solution knowledge that the subjects described in the
correct knowledge). The seven subjects who participated in our experiment were university
students without any understanding of knowledge engineering.
4.1 Procedure
First, we showed material consisting of English (verb conjugations) and biology (stream
dwellers), and got the content across to the subjects. Second, we conducted a test on the
material to verify each subject’s ability to create appropriate multiple-choices. If a subject
could not pass the test, the subject had to go over the contents of the material again. Third,
we divided the subjects into two groups, the control group and the experimental group, and
asked the subjects to express their knowledge of either English or biology. There were three
subjects in the control group (two English and one biology), and four in the experimental
group (two English and two biology). We explained how to describe knowledge using
Prolog, and answered the subjects’ queries, which had little impact on the experimental
result. Lastly, the subjects alternated between the control group and the experimental group
to express their knowledge of either English or biology for counterbalancing; this was not
done in (3).

4.2 Result
Table 1 shows the conformance ratio and the recall ratio of the causal connections of the
attribute levels and the attribute-value levels. We conducted two sample t-tests for the
difference of the average value, and confirmed the significantly different value between the
groups at 5% significance. Thus, we demonstrated that the experimental group had a higher
score than the control group, both for the conference ratio and the recall ratio.
Table. 1 Result of the preliminary experiment
Examinee Subject

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

English
English
English
English
Biology
Biology
Biology

experimental group
conformance ratio
recall ratio

3/3
2/2
3/3
3/3
4/4
4/4
4/4

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

3/3
2/3
3/3
3/3
4/4
4/4
4/4

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

100%
67%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Subject

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
English
English
English

control group
conformance ratio
recall ratio

0/7
1/4
2/5
1/4
2/3
2/3
3/5

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

0%
25%
40%
25%
67%
67%
60%

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

0/4
1/4
2/4
1/4
2/3
2/3
3/3

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

0%
25%
50%
25%
67%
67%
100%

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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4.3 Discussion
We determined that all the conformance ratios of the causal connection of both the attribute
levels and the attribute-value levels in the experimental group was 100%, as shown in Table
1. The conformance ratio needs to be 100% for developing the expression for Prolog.
However, all subjects in the control group didn’t have a 100% conformance ratio, whereas
all subjects in the experimental group had a 100% conformance ratio. Meanwhile, the recall
ratios of the experimental group were not as high as the conformance ratios. However,
thiswas not a serious problem, even though the recall ratio affects the number of the
multiple-choices generated. Three of the seven subjects did not have a 100% ratio; they
could express the causal connection of the attribute-value levels approximately 80% of the
time. This was only a preliminary experiment, and therefore it is still too early to conclude
that the EAR is helpful. However, our study suggests that the EAR has the potential for
generating appropriate knowledge.

5. Summary
In this paper, we describe the concept of EAR and report the results of a preliminary
experiment in which we explored whether instructors could describe knowledge easily.
While this was only a preliminary experiment, our study suggests that the EAR has the
potential for generating appropriate knowledge to generate the multiple-choice by the SES.
Future works, we will perform an experiment for a lot of subjects and different domain.
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Abstract: Reading is an important skill for gaining knowledge and discovering new
information in a global society. Reading competence also strongly influences a person’s
learning ability. However, in building better reading skills, one of the major difficulties is an
absence of background knowledge to help learners read and understand material.
Background knowledge helps learners make connections to construct clues within the text
and determine the meaning of new vocabulary or sentences. Often, learners lack a
mechanism to help them construct prior knowledge, preventing them from fully
understanding their reading. To cope with these problems, this study adopts one of the most
popular Web 2.0 techniques—social tagging—to help learners both read and understand
English articles. We test our approach using a tag-based collaborative reading learning
system. Our conclusions demonstrate the approach’s effectiveness, and reveal areas for
future research.
Keywords: Social tagging, Reading comprehension, Information retrieval

Introduction
Prior knowledge plays an important role in reading comprehension. Effective reading
comprehension requires the integrated interaction of derived text information and
pre-existing reader knowledge [5, 12], especially with learners of foreign languages such as
English. The Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT), which claims to predict how well
students will do in college, is very dependent on prior knowledge [2]. Studies have found
that strong prior knowledge of subject material enables students to attain higher
comprehension, performance, and motivation. This further suggests it is important to assist
students in obtaining relevant prior knowledge, as this can enable them to engage
meaningfully with the learning materials [10].
However, despite the value of prior information, Taiwanese senior high schools have
largely focused on skills development rather than expanding children’s knowledge of the
world, such that reading comprehension and prior knowledge instruction are still a
challenge in English as a foreign language (EFL) classes in Taiwan. Because of Taiwan’s
exam-oriented education, students spend most of their time preparing for tests, and rarely
have enough time to acquire knowledge from extensive personal reading or living
experiences. This leads to poor levels of reading comprehension among students, such that
even average students are unable to read and fully understand material [2].
To cope with the problem, researchers and educators continue to seek new teaching
methods. One such method includes using Web 2.0 tools to develop adaptive learning
environments. To help EFL learners improve their English reading comprehension, recently
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researches have investigated the use of tagging mechanisms in e-learning systems that
consider learner reading status and browsing behaviors [3, 4]. Although this approach can
significantly enhance student reading comprehension and assist teacher assessment of
literacy, there are a few problems to be aware of. One such problem is students who lack
sufficient background knowledge and activities. Therefore, in this paper, we use social
tagging services that allow users to annotate various online resources (materials) with freely
chosen tags. The tagging certain activities can help students summarize new ideas and
quickly grasp the structure and concepts of English articles. Moreover, these tags are also
designed to enhance critical thinking skills by directing students to evaluate and then
support or oppose different viewpoints on their readings. They not only facilitate the users
in ﬁnding and organizing online resources, but also provide meaningful collaborative
semantic data which can potentially be exploited by recommender systems [7].
Meanwhile, designing prior knowledge learning environments that help promote critical
thinking through article construction can activate a learner’s existing schema and help them
realize new information from articles more easily. Such background information may even
help learners find clues for identifying the meanings of new vocabulary or sentence patterns
[9, 11]. The most important value of this social tagging system, however, is the promise it
shows for dramatically improving student reading comprehension.
This paper outlines our experiences with applying social tagging within an e-learning
system to help students increase their reading comprehension by activating prior
knowledge, summarizing new ideas and quickly grasping the structure and concepts of
English articles. We then test novel approach and evaluate student learning performance,
through a collaborative reading learning system [6].

1. TAK: A Tag-based Prior Knowledge Recommendation Approach
To help EFL learners improve their English reading comprehension, this study proposes an
automatic personalized prior knowledge network, based on collaborative filtering by article
and learner similarities, called Tag-based Prior Knowledge recommendation (TAK). TAK
supports the rich prior knowledge of EFL learners and enhances their ability to correctly
guess the meaning of unknown subject matter, especially science materials. Fig. 1 illustrates
the framework of our approach, which consists of three parts: data preprocessing, topic
filtering and personalized background knowledge discovery.

Figure 1: framework for the support approach
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1.1 Data Preprocessing
In order to diminish the impact of data sparseness, this study uses several preprocessing
techniques for information retrieval, including Porter stemming and stop word. After the
pre-processing of documents, tokenizing (dividing sentences into fragments), stemming
(reducing irregular verbs to their base form) and stop-word removal (removing vague,
non-descriptive wording), a number of different types of input data are generated for scoring
functions on various data sparseness processes. A tag scoring mechanism is also constructed
to filter out irrelevant student tags from useful ones.
The following section outlines the use of tags for articles and how they are filtered. In our
experiment, each student reads an article and takes an exam to evaluate their
comprehension. We assume the students’ scores approximate their level of comprehension,
and thus our tag score mechanism is a combination of a student’s exam score with their
tagging preferences for the same article. First, we use the standard error of measurement
(SEM) to recalculate the scores so that these scores better mirror a student’s comprehension,
relative to their peers. To calculate the SEM, the confidence coefficient is first determined
as follows:
r xx 
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where K is the number of questions in the article for which we want to filter useful tags(topic
tags), M is the average exam score of every student who takes the exam, and t 2 is the
variance of every student who takes the exam. When we know the confidence coefficient rxx
of the exam, the standard error of measurement is calculated as:
SEM  S  1  rxx

In this formula, S is the standard deviation of the exam. Next, we use the standard error of
measurement to recalculate the exam score. We give the tag score to evaluate the quality of
the tag. The tag score that the student annotates can be represented as follows:
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where txkj is the score of the jth tag in the kth exam that the xth student annotates; Dk is the kth
exam of the article, k =1~o; Ux is the xth student, x=1~n; tj is the jth tag, j=1~m; scorexk is the
score of the kth exam that the xth student receives; and scoreavg.k is the average score of the kth
exam.
Finally, we sum each student’s score of the same tag. This score represents the weight of the
tag in the article, which is shown below:
n

T kj 

t

xkj
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1.2 Topic Filter
This study uses three methods to glean important clues from an article: extending the topic
tag, generating the topic of an article, and combining the topic tag and topic to identify the
article’s meaning.
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A topic tag is used as part of the score mechanism to glean useful tags that represent the
article’s meaning. However, because polysemy and synonym are major problems of
language research, in order to decrease the influence of the above problem we extend the
topic tag. For extending the topic tag and improving the precision of the analysis results, we
use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to find synonyms for the topic tag. Before using the tag
to identify the main point of an article, we use LSA to calculate the similarity between
sentences and group similar sentences into clusters and we name these cluster ―block.‖ We
not only group the sentence, but also use LSA to calculate the similarity between words and
blocks, and then selects the words of highest value to form the subtopic term of the block. .
These blocks serve as subtopics for the article, some of which signify main points of the
article while others are less important. In order to filter out less important subtopics, we
consider three factors: article position, shared similarity with the main topic(the similarity
between main topic and the subtopic), and tag overlap. Article position is defined as
follows:
BS ih 

(| Pg |  L ( s i )  1)
| Pg |

In this formula, BSih is the position value of the hth sentence in the ith block, h=1~z, i=1~n;
Pg is paragraph, g=1~q; Si is the sentence of the ith block; L(Si) is the position of sentence S
of the ith block within the paragraph. After we know the position values of sentences in each
block, they are summed to determine the position value of the block.
z
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where BPi is the weight of ith block, i=1~n.
The shared similarity of the main topic is computed according to the following formula:
B i  BR iy  max( BR i ( i 1 ) , BR i ( i 1 ) )

where BRi(i-1) is the similarity between ith block and (i-1)th block; BRi(i+1) is the similarity
between ith block and (i+1)th block; BRiy is the similarity between ith block and the main
topic block. The shared similarity of the main topic can let us know whether the subtopic is
a branch of the main topic, or just represents the context of other subtopics. If the value is
negative, then we know this subtopic is dissimilar with the main topic, and thus is not a
suitable branch of the main topic of the article. The weight of the block is then comprised of
the summed positional value of the block, the similarity of the main topic, and tag overlap.
B i  T ij  BP i  B i
'

Where Bi‘ is the weight of ith block; Tij is the subtopic term of ith block overlapping with a
topic tag from the article. If they overlap, then Tij = Tkj; otherwise Tij = 0.
1.3 Personalized Background Knowledge Discovery
Before identifying the level of a student’s background knowledge, we recommend personal
topics to each student. When students read an article, they affix tags to it, which helps
determine what the students focused on while reading. We compare these tags with the topic
tag that we found via our tag scoring mechanism. Based on how well their tags match our
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topic tags, we will recommend the topic tag to them. Every student has his or her own
recommended topic tags.
To find suitable background knowledge for a student, we recommend article topics by
examining every key sentence within a topic and recommend topic tags to find sentences
with similarities. We then present these sentences along with the article to the student. This
process is shown below,
m

Sim

ki

(S ,T ) 



j 1

T kij
m

 T kij

 W sj

j 1

Where S is the set of sentences; T is the set of tags; Tkij is the weight of the jth tag of ith block
in the kth article, j=1~m; Wsj is a binary value. When the jth tag exists in the sentence S, then
Wsj = 1; otherwise Wsj = 0.
Because the students have their own recommended topic tag, the key sentence will be
different for each student. When the key sentences of every student are located, we calculate
the similarities between these key sentences and the sentences from the background
knowledge articles. This helps identify the most proper articles for helping improve
background knowledge.
2. Experiment Design
To evaluate the efficacy of our approach, an experiment was conducted from March 2011 to
May 2011 on reading activity at a senior high school in Taiwan. This section outlines the
details of our experiment.
First, 60 participants were divided into two groups, an experimental group and a control,
and were taught how to use the on-line learning platform. Then, we adopted a pre-test and
post-test experimental design that employs before-and-after surveys to demonstrate the
usefulness of our approach among participants. Each group was given a pre-test evaluation
and a post-test over one month. All other conditions, such as the selected reading material,
were kept identical between the two groups.
We select some reading comprehension examination questions from College Entrance
Examination Center (CEEC) and simulated exam. The reading articles are all belong to
science field like biology and global warming because in the past study, science article
differ from social or history article, the science concept are more difficult to ground in
everyday experiences so the importance of prior knowledge is more significant in the
science field than other field.
After the experiment, a post-test was used to test for differences in improvement in reading
comprehension ability between the control and experimental group. The experimental group
answered a questionnaire that used a five-point Likert Scale to evaluate the level of
agreement with the learning model and the usage of learning systems.
Based on our novel approach, we implemented a tag-based prior knowledge
recommendation and learning system (TAK) on a Windows 2003 server. This system
provides both reading and guided interfaces in a tag-based learning environment.
As shown in Fig. 2 the student interface consists of four operation areas: (1) article content
located in the left side of the window; (2) An input and input hints area located in the
lower-middle side of the window, where students can construct meaningful words or
phrases to represent the article’s ideas; (3) a reading quiz located in the lower-right side of
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the window; (4) lastly the ―network of prior knowledge‖ and ―personal structure
annotations‖ functions are located in the upper-middle and upper-right sides, respectively.
The system processing flow is follows: (1) User selected articles by drop down menu and
then system shows the context of the articles; (2) Meanwhile, the functions (the network of
prior knowledge and personal structure annotations) showed in screen that article content is
highlighted when students select the ―personal structure annotations‖ function. This
highlighted information provides a quick but useful snapshot of an article’s major themes.
Furthermore, ―the network of prior knowledge‖ provides the adaptive and necessary
background knowledge and personal topic construction when students select any node in the
prior knowledge network in the middle side of the window (3) The student can utilize the
input area to create a list of tags. This tag list provides a quick but useful snapshot of a
article’s major themes or ideas (4) Lastly, a reading quiz located in the lower-right side of
the window, which helps teachers evaluate student comprehension of article content.

Figure 2: interface of Tag-based Prior Knowledge recommendation (TAK)

3. Experimental Results
3.1 Learning Achievements
Pre-test: all students took a pre-test at the beginning of the reading activity. Table 1 shows
the t-test values for the pre-test and post-test results. Here, |t| = 1.1013 < t(30) =1.697,
which implies that the performance of the control and experimental groups in the pre-test is
not signiﬁcantly different. In other words, before performing the experiment, the pre-test
revealed that the control and experimental groups demonstrated a similar understanding of
the learning topics at an alpha level of 0.05.
Post-test: according to the mean value of the post-test in Table 1, the experimental group
performed better than the control. After participating in the learning activities, the
experimental group achieved a signiﬁcant improvement compared to the control group (t=
-2.938, p < .01). The experimental students demonstrated signiﬁcant improvement in
reading comprehension ability by taking advantage of the TAK system and thus enhancing
their reading comprehension ability. Lastly, all students were also asked to ﬁll out a
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questionnaire to understand their learning behavior, system usage, and satisfaction with the
system. In the next subsection, the analysis of this survey is discussed.
Table 1: Paired t-test of the pre-test and post-test results
Std.
Std. Error
Test
Group
N
Mean
Deviation
Mean
52.7778 19.7364
3.6034
Experimental Group
30
Pretest
47.7778 22.0949
4.0340
Control Group
30
59.0000 23.0247
4.2037
Experimental Group
30
Posttest
43.3333 27.0164
4.9325
Control Group
30
**p < 0.01

t-test
t = -1.013
p = .319
t = -2.938
p = .006**

3.2 Questionnaire Analysis
The results of 61 questionnaires are displayed in Table 2, with respondent scores ranging
from 1 to 5 (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree). Each question
underwent a discriminate validity test by using factor analysis. The coefficients from the
experimental results show that these factors were sufﬁciently reliable for representing
student-tagging behaviors. The major ﬁndings are presented as follows:
(1) 72% of students indicated that using tags was easy, and that is was easy to translate the
context of the original article into their own words.
(2) 67% of students thought that activating prior knowledge can help students summarize
new ideas and quickly grasp the structure and concepts of English articles. Some
students indicated that these tags can help them easily realize new information from the
article, and that they even used the background knowledge clues to guess the vocabulary
or sentence meaning.
(3) 60% of students found that the novel system was easy to use, and only a few did not
perceive usability.
(4) 93% of students agreed that learning new words and knowledge from background
information is easier and more interesting than the traditional learning method.
(5) Most of the students agreed that the TAK system is capable of helping them easily
comprehend the context of reading articles, and can help them improve their reading
efficiency.
Table 2: Results of the usability questionnaire for evaluating the purposed system
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Questionnaire Item (four factors)
Disagree
Agree
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Usefulness of tagging
3.28
24.59
34.43
37.70
Usefulness of the network of prior
4.92
27.87
40.98
26.23
knowledge clues
TAK is easy-to-use
9.84
31.15
36.07
22.95
Usefulness of the TAK system
40.98
40.98
18.30
4. Discussion and Conclusions
This study extends the application of social tagging by designing a tag-based prior
knowledge recommendation and learning system (TAK) to provide opportunities for
students to demonstrate knowledge connection. Meanwhile, new learning unfolds as
students attempt to reduce inconsistencies between their existing knowledge structures and
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new information [1]. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system can
effectively assist students in enriching prior knowledge and raise students’ learning
achievement. Despite these encouraging results however, there are still difficulties in
creating a quality measurement of social tagging for tag-based learning environments [8].
One major problem is that tags have issues with both sparseness and noise. Here, sparseness
refers to problems with users not applying any tags at all to certain sections or web pages,
especially those web pages that are common, too new, or uninteresting. Before performing
our experiment, this study used several preprocessing techniques to reduce the influence of
sparseness, including Porter stemming and stop word [3]. In addition, pre/post-test results
show that the control group had worse results on the post test. This may have been due to a
lack of general searching proﬁciency and inductive capacity that kept some students from
successfully extending their knowledge, such that students have difficulty in constructing
knowledge effectively and enhancing learning achievement. One future solution to this
problem is to use our novel approach, as well as makes use of intelligent social tagging
technology in order to help guide student knowledge construction. The study also proposes
a series of tag implementation guides to ensure that students tag ideas successfully. Further
research is needed to investigate this methodological concern and its practical applications.
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Abstract: There exists a traditional conflict in teaching between constructivism (learner’s
perspective) and instructionism (instructor's perspective) because they are mutually
exclusive and practitioners will support either one idea or the other. In this paper we attempt
to bridge the gap between these two theories via a matching strategy through the intended
learning outcomes. We propose that the philosophies of constructivism and instructionism
can be used to balance the learner's knowledge and instructor's knowledge in order to
provide the suitable learning activities to the learners.
Keywords: Constructivism, instructionism, content knowledge, intended learning outcome

Introduction
Recently, the educational technologies supporting E-Learning have taken the learners into
consideration. The constructivist learning has determined as the student-centric approach
through which the learner can actively construct new knowledge based upon existing
experiences. Therefore, the attitudes toward the traditional learning that provides passive
study would be changed, because it might be not appropriate for the learners who have their
own knowledge framework while they are studying in the classroom [2]. The instructor
should be considered as knowledge provider who still needs to provide essential
information and suitable learning contents to the learners with minimal guidance [1, 4].
Theoretically, constructivism is the basis for the modernising of education, which when
referring to the educational activities works on the premise that knowledge is constructed in
the mind of the learner [3]. On the other hand, many researchers focus on how to
conceptualise knowledge and they tend to contribute the mechanism of transferring
instructors' knowledge to the learners [9,13]. This paradigm can be initiated by referring to
instructionist approach. Instructionism defines a teacher perspective on teacher knowledge
which starts from the instructor's understanding and transmission of learning contents to the
learners [11, 14]. The content knowledge: the amount and organisation of knowledge in the
mind of the teacher [12,14,15], has been determined as the major factor between the
instructor and the learners.
We argue that constructivism and instructionism are complementary and can be integrated.
The aim of research is to amalgamate these two theories in order to conduct the
methodology that balances between learner’s and instructor's knowledge. The contribution
is to propose the trichotomous framework which can lead the learners to actively construct
their knowledge gained from past experiences under minimally guided instruction.
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1. Epistemological Orientations
Epistemology refers to as a branch of philosophy that states the origin, nature, methods and
limits of human knowledge [10]. Two principal epistemological orientations are
objectivism and subjectivism. Objectivism is the major method of learning in institutes, so
that instructor is determined as the transmitter of reality while the learners are concerned as
passive receptors of knowledge. Subjectivism refers to knowledge as part of the learner and
the interpretation of reality are based on personal experiences. The educational application
of objectivism and subjectivism are instructionism and constructivism respectively. Figure
1 reveals the hierarchical structure of the epistemological orientations.
Epistemological
Orientations
Objectivism

Instructionism

Subjectivism

Constructivism

Figure 1 Hierarchical Structure of Epistemological Orientations
Nevertheless, there exists a traditional conflict between objectivism and subjectivism.
Because these two terms are mutually exclusive and practitioners will support either one
approach or the other [5]. The exclusive perspectives reveal that there are different aspects
of the pedagogical goals. Objectivism which focuses on the needs of the instructors
describes that the instructor tries to transmit the content knowledge to the learners directly.
Whilst, individually, subjectivism expresses the motivational behaviour as the learner tends
to construct knowledge based on their experiences. The more content knowledge transfers
to the learners, the less the opportunities for the learners to concentrate on the knowledge
construction process.
Although the theory of epistemology has stated that there is the distinguishable relationship
between objectivism and subjectivism, there has been an interest in the integration of these
two approaches. Cronje [5] proposes the use of a right-angled model for plotting two
approaches as both highly constructivist and objectivist without any inherent contradiction.
These two approaches are simply at cross-purposes. If a learning event scores high on one, it
does not necessarily score low on the other [6, 7].
2. Research Question
Content knowledge (CK), which is defined in terms of the amount of knowledge in the mind
of instructor providing to the learner [12, 14, 15], is sometimes extremely overpowering of
learner's experiences. The initial research question is how to appropriately match the
content knowledge and learner’s knowledge. This deals with the moderate learning practice,
so that the learner should perceive the suitable content knowledge based on prior knowledge
(and existing experiences). The research aims to analyse these two factors in order to
provide the appropriate learning activities to the learner.
3. Proposed Framework
We propose the novel methodology grounded from the trichotomous framework (figure 2)
which conceptualises the relationship between three main components: constructivism,
instructionism and the learning materials.
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Prior Knowledge
(Minimally Guided
Instruction)

New Knowledge
Constructivism

Learning
Materials

Instructionism
ILO
(Achievement Goal)

Knowledge Based

Figure 2 The trichotomous framework
The first pair of the overlapping relationships is instructionism and constructivism which
provides prior knowledge in order to accumulate the past experiences based on the
minimally guided instruction. The CK has been determined as the instructor's knowledge
unit. Mathematically, the concern has been to diminish the amount of the CK as much as
possible in order to let the learners form their understanding by themselves. The second pair
is the relationship between constructivism and learning materials. New knowledge has
determined to represent the novel understanding after providing the suitable learning
activities to the learners. Finally, the last pair is the relationship between learning materials
and instructionism. Knowledge based is declared to be the repository of knowledge gained
while the learners perform the knowledge construction.
The overlapping relationship of all components is the intended learning outcome (ILO)
which is determined to represent the planned goals of the study, which address the needs of
the learner who is willing to achieve the highest achievement in the learning activities. The
framework identifies an outcome-based learning expression of what the learner is expected
to be able to obtain at the end of the course program. In addition, the achievement goal has
been demonstrated to be the completion of the learning modules. In order to gain the
lifelong learning successfully, we hypothesise that the learners who can pursue their study
through the course program with enthusiastic activities will be able to earn the highest
achievement goals.
3.1 Knowledge exchange model
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Figure 3 Knowledge exchange model
In order to understand the relationship between the three components of the trichotomous
framework, the knowledge exchange model is proposed as shown in figure 3. Initially,
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starting from the instructionism, the instructor's perspective (the so-called teacher-led) tries
to utilise the fundamental teaching acts: tell and ask [8] to transmit and exchange the CK to
the learner and constitute knowledge in terms of the learning materials. Secondly, referring
to the constructivism (the so-called student-led), the learner constructs new knowledge
realised from the CK based on prior experiences, as well as gaining information from the
learning materials provided by the instructor. The Personal Experiential Profile (PEP) will
be formed to represent the existing learner's knowledge and it would be served as the
representative elements of the learner. Finally, the Learning Materials (LMs) play a crucial
role as the repository of the model in order to provide the learning contents to the learner.
At the mid-point of the model, circularly, these three components can perform and exchange
information and knowledge. The CK and PEP will be symmetrically matched via the ILO
construction mechanism and the LMs will be provided to support the educational activities
systematically.
3.2 Pedagogical layer of the matching strategy
The pedagogical layer has been defined to conceptualise the hierarchical structure of the
relationship between constructivism and instructionism which is based on the pedagogical
content knowledge. Figure 4 illustrates the main idea of the matching strategy which can be
categorised in four different layers, namely, goal layer, knowledge layer, activity layer and
ILO layer.
Constructivism

Instructionism

Learning Goals

Teaching Goals

Learner’s Knowledge

Instructor’s Knowledge

New Knowledge

Prior Knowledge

Teaching Activities

Learning Activities

ILO

Matching Layer

ILO

Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Indirect influence
Direct influence

Figure 4 Pedagogical layer of the matching strategy
The core strategy of the proposed approach is the matching process of the ILO, the so-called
matching layer, which represents by referring to the Intended Learning Outcome (ILO).
ILO has formed in order to represent the aims (or purposes) of the course of study which
have been planned before taking the course program. It can be referred to be an indicator of
the learning abilities as well as to define the guidance of the learning activities. In addition,
it is based on the structure of the specific curriculum of the course of study (pedagogical
content knowledge).
In our research, we separate the ILO into two categories: the learner's ILO and the
instructor's ILO. Traditionally, the instructor's ILO is usually assigned before starting the
course program and it represents the scope of the learning and teaching aims. Whilst the
learner's ILO is intentionally defined to represent the student's aims (learning aims) which
indicate the intended leaner's knowledge that the learners want to earn during taking the
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course program. Practically, the matching layer will be designed to match the learner's ILO
and instructor's ILO in order to conduct the suitable learning activities represented as the
pathfinder which discovers the direction of how student will learn until reaching the
achievement goal.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduce the concept of the matching strategy of constructivism and
instructionism that balances between learner's and instructor's knowledge defined in terms
of content knowledge (or CK). The matching layer that defines the core strategy of the
proposed idea is introduced. We hypothesise that the proposed framework will lead to the
moderate learning practice in which the learner should perceive the suitable learning
activities based on existing experiences.
The future work will focus on how to answer the corollaries to the primary research
question: effective mechanism for defining content knowledge and capturing learner's
knowledge. Moreover, we tend to analyse the differentiated characteristics of the ILO
defined in both constructivism and instructionism with the same structure in order to be
matched and represented as an equivalent methodology.
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Abstract: We have developed the education system named CAP (Cyber Assistant
Professor) which is an interactive e-Education system based on the 3D-CG animation and
voice synthesis. Further, we have developed the animation scenario language named CPSL3
(Cyber Person Scenario Language 3) to reduce a production cost of teaching materials.
These were not easy for some of students to get to the correct answer for lack of knowledge
about scientific terms, electric parts or chemical materials. To improve this situation, we
have developed the new function named Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) in CPSL3
Tag-commands. We have practiced the Virtual Science Experiment in the junior high
school. This paper reports these results and effectiveness of our system.
Keywords: 3D Computer Graphics, e-Learning, Interactive Lecture

Introduction
Several types of science educational materials have been reported. [1] [2] [3] In Japan, one of
the most representative science educational materials would be “Science Network” [4]
produced by Japan Science and Technology Agency. Science Network has a lot of actual
video libraries. On the other hand, the 3D computer graphics (3D-CG) animation using a
virtual actor’s speaking is very effective as an educational medium [5] [6]. But it usually takes
long time to produce 3D-CG animations. “Jack” [7] was developed by Pennsylvania
University, which was a LISP language SDK for military application. Alice [8] is a 3D
graphics programming environment developed by Carnegie Mellon University. MPML [9] is
a hypertext for the Web presenter developed by Tokyo University. TVML [10] is a script
language that creates a real time CG animation of the news show automatically. However,
as we have reported, [14] [16] these systems are not suitable for developments of teaching
materials. To reduce the cost of producing 3D-CG educational contents and improve the
capability of the educational system, we have developed e-Education system named Cyber
Assistant Professor2 (CAP2) and the exclusive scenario language named Cyber Person
Scenario Language 3(CPSL3) to write a scenario of 3D-CG animation. And we have
developed the new function named Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) service in CAP2
system. This paper describes the summary of CAP2 and CPSL3, and then describes the
detail of VEL service.
1. Cyber Assistant Professor (CAP)
We have developed e-Education system named
Cyber Assistant Professor2 (CAP2). [11] [12] [13] [14]
[15] [16]
It includes Virtual Actor(s), 3D-CG Stage
and many kinds of Stage Parts (3D-CG shaped
models, photograph panels or text panels). Figure
1 shows the window of CAP2 e-Education
system. To reduce the production cost of CAP2
animation and improve the capability of the
Figure 1 Cyber Assistant Professor 2
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educational system, we have developed the exclusive script language named Cyber Person
Scenario Language3 (CPSL3) [14] [16]. CPSL3 has more than 40 tags. CAP2 e-Education
system converts CPSL3 scenario file to the real-time interactive 3D-CG animation. The
detail of CPSL3 can be referred in References [11] [12] [13] [14] [15].
2. Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL)
After we have tested the CAP2 education system in junior high school for three years, we
have noticed that there would be some problems in our educational system. Although
3D-CG animation of Science Virtual Experiment has stimulated student’s motivation and
increased their interests, we cannot say their attained grade of Virtual Experiment to be very
good. In the case of “Let’s make the DC motor.” 32% of students weren’t able to design the
working DC motor and in the case of “Let’s create the typical Gas” more than 50% of
students couldn’t achieve the correct answer except the hydrogen gas creation. We thought
that this situation might be caused for lack of knowledge of materials (electric parts or
chemical materials.) in details. To improve these problems, it’s necessary to give students
the essential knowledge of materials before they begin to choose them in Virtual
Experiment. However, there would be differences in necessary knowledge among students.
To improve this problem, we have developed the Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL),
which inserts the VEL time period during the progress of experiment (named VEL service).
In VEL service, each student can search for necessary knowledge like the explorer.
Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) service

EXPLORE-Targets
Click
Click

ESCAPE
Target
e

e

Click

Choose
Choose
e

Click

Choose

Skip VEL service

e

Choose

Return to the next section

Click

e

Choose

Click

e

Choose

Click
Return to the next section

The Next Section

T

Figure 2 The flowchart of the student’s operation in VEL service

Figure2 shows the flowchart of the student’s operation during VEL service. Student can
click ESCAPE-Target if he (she) doesn’t need more knowledge of materials in details and
get up to the next section of scenario. But if the student can’t choose the correct answer
cased by lack of knowledge of materials, he (she) can click any EXPLORE-Target to get
the hint information inserted beforehand in the scenario. Explore Target is also Stage Parts
(3D-CG shaped models, photograph panels or text panels) which can be defined by new
CPSL3 Tag-Commands (See Table 1). We have developed 5 kinds of new target which are
ESCAPE-Target, INTERNET-Target, MOVIE-Target, EXPLAIN-Target and
SHELL- Target.
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Table 1 New CPSL3 Tag-Commands for VEL service.
Tag Command
<EXPLORE>

Function
Define the ESCAPE-Target to
return to the animation scenario
and enter the Virtual Exploratory
Learning service.

<INTERNET>

Define the INTERNET-Target
to open the specified WEB page.

<MPLAYER>

Define the MOVIE-Target to
play the specified movie using
the Media Player.

<EXPLAIN>

Define the EXPLAIN-Target to
execute another CAP2-Browser
simultaneously.

<SHELL>

Define the SHELL-Target to
execute any kind of Windows
application.

Switch
FILE
POSITION
ROTATION
SCALE
FILE
PARAM
POSITION
ROTATION
SCALE
FILE
PARAM
POSITION
ROTATION
SCALE
FILE
PARAM
POSITION
ROTATION
SCALE
FILE
PATH
COMMAND
PARAM
POSITION
ROTATION
SCALE

Filename of Stage Parts of ESCAPE-Target.
Position coordinates of ESCAPE Target.
Rotation of ESCAPE Target.
Scaling factor of ESCAPE Target.
Filename of Stage Parts of INTERNET Target.
URL or filename of WEB page.
Position coordinates of INTERNET-Target.
Rotation of INTERNET-Target.
Scaling factor of INTERNET-Target.
Filename of Stage Parts of MOVIE-Target.
Filename of movie file (AVI file).
Position coordinates of MOVIE-Target.
Rotation of MOVIE-Target.
Scaling factor of MOVEI-Target.
Filename of Stage Parts of EXPLAIN-Target.
Filename of CPSL3 scenario file.
Position coordinates of EXPLAIN-Target.
Rotations of EXPLAIN-Target.
Scaling factor of EXPLAIN-Target.
Filename of Stage Parts of SHELL-Target.
Path name of Application file.
Application file name.
Command parameter.(if necessary)
Position coordinates of SHELL-Target.
Rotation of SHELL-Target.
Scaling factor SHELL-Target.

3. Virtual Science Experiment with VEL
In order to investigate the effect of Science Virtual Experiment with VEL service, we have
developed science teaching materials for junior high school students based on the
interactive 3D computer graphics animation with CAP2 education system. They are
“Electric Circuit and Magnetic Force” and “Let’s create the Gas”. Science Virtual
Experiment that includes 6 subjects. Table 3 shows the contents and Figure 3 are example
pictures of Science Virtual Experiment.
Table 3 Contents of Science Virtual Experiment
Subject
Electric Circuit and Magnetic Force

Let’s create the Gas.

a) Let’s make the DC motor

Interactive Virtual Experiment
Let’s make the DC motor.
Let’s make the Electric Dynamo.
Hydrogen Gas Creation.
Carbon Dioxide Gas Creation.
Oxygen Gas Creation.
Ammonia Gas Creation.

b) Let’s make the Dynamo

c) Hydrogen Gas Creation

Figure 3 Example pictures of Science Virtual Experiment
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4. Results of Virtual Science Experiment
4.1 Rate of Correct answers in the Virtual Experiment
In order to investigate the VEL, 26 students tried to challenge the Virtual Experiment with
VEL service, which were “Let’s make the DC motor by choosing the electric parts.” and
“Let’s create the typical Gas by choosing experimental equipments and chemical
materials.” After Virtual Experiment with VEL service, we have collected the logging data
of choosing processes which were saved by CAP2 automatically. Figure 4 shows the results
of “Let’s make the DC motor”. In this experiment, about 54% students have used the VEL
service. Among students who have used VEL service, the percentage of correct answers was
from 56% to 78%. Conversely, among students who didn’t use VEL service, the average
percentage of correct answers was 48%. Figure 5 shows the results of “Let’s create the
typical Gas”. In this experiment, about 50% students have used the VEL service. Among
students who have used VEL service, the average percentage of correct answers was 62%.
Conversely, among students who didn’t use VEL service, the average percentage of correct
answers was 46%.
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Figure 4 The case to design the DC motor
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Figure 5 The case to create the objective Gas

4.2 Comparison result between VEL and non-VEL experiment
In order to investigate the effect of VEL service, Figure 6 shows the comparison result
between the experiment with VEL and with one of non-VEL that we have done last year.
The subject of the experiment was “Let’s make the DC motor by choosing the electric
parts.” The percentage of students who were able to design high speed and middle speed
motor has increased from 52% to 68%. And the percentage of “Failure” has decreased from
32% to 16%.
Maximum Speed (Excellent)

High Speed (Good)

Low Speed (Weak)

Doesn’t Work (Failure)
16%

16%
32%

Middle Speed (Average)

16%

0%
8%

0%

48%

60%

4%
Without VEL service

With VEL service

Figure 6 Comparison between results with VEL service and without VEL service
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5. Conclusion
This paper described the summary of our e-Education system named Cyber Assistant
Professor 2 (CAP2) and Cyber Person Scenario Language 3 (CPSL3) and the detail of
Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) service which helps students in Virtual Science
Experiment. And In order to investigate the effect of VEL service, we have developed the
Science Virtual Science Experiment for junior high school students. Then we have analyzed
the results of the logging data of choosing processes, which were saved by CAP2
automatically, in Virtual Experiment with VEL service. About 54% students have used the
VEL service and the percentage of correct answer has increased. It was just as we had
expected that over half of students lacked the knowledge of experiment materials in details.
Students were exploring various kinds of EXPLORE Target delightfully in VEL service.
We were impressed that there was no student who looked confused and paused in front of
the computer. And the impression of most of students was “good”. From this point of view,
we confirmed that the Science Virtual Experiment with VEL service is very effective for
junior high school students.
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Abstract: E-learning systems are now considered a core IT support in most Institute of
Higher Learning. Each student is assigned a set of courses based on their preferences for
each semester. Learning materials are posted and evaluated through the system. Mining
access and usage log data of the e-learning system can give insights such as on how these
materials are accessed by students in their order of preferences on each of the courses. A
study was carried out, and the results show that there is good correlation between students’
performance and e-learning usage. In this paper, we describe our methodology on analyzing
students’ usage of e-learning systems for course management with the help of cloud
computing services. We present a student performance predictive model built from the
retrieved logs that is confirmed to achieve sufficiently good accuracy.
Keywords: Course Management, E-Learning, Data Analytics, Cloud Computing

Introduction
Modern technologies have transformed students learning methods. Instead of gaining most
of knowledge from classes, they can now acquire knowledge from many resources scattered
across the Internet. Many e-learning systems have also been implemented for online
education purposes [6], e.g. Blackboard deployed by Nanyang Technological University. A
crucial element for these systems is effective course management. Course managers need to
make informed decisions about what materials should be the most appropriate to be
presented to students (learners) and what learning strategies or methods should be used for
the students [2]. Most existing commercial course management systems provide only basic
information about student access statistics to the e-learning system. To improve this,
students’ learning behaviors need to be modeled by taking into account different factors
from distributed information sources and multiple domains. In our previous work [7], a
framework for user-driven data analytics in the cloud has been proposed to support an
effective course management system. This framework provides a roadmap towards
provision of various data analytics services to course managers, including an intelligent
crawler to find relevant data, a meta miner to recommend the best workflow together with
the transfer learning for producing different models (such as student models and course
material/learning object models) possibly across different domains, the cloud compute
service to support computation and storage in heterogeneous and distributed environment,
and the visual analytics service to allow course managers for interaction with the models
built. In particular, a usage miner is provided by the framework to mine the usage patterns of
students on applications (i.e. e-learning systems) of the framework.
In this paper, we provide a case study of the cloud analytics framework. We describe
our method in processing students’ log data in the cloud environment to extract students’
sessions and analyze those sessions to predict students’ performance. Students’ log data
collected each semester can easily reach hundreds of gigabytes. We harness the cloud
computing power to process these data in our experiments. The Hadoop MapReduce
framework in particular is used to extract students’ sessions from 171GB of log data. Each
session represents the list of activities when students access the e-learning system from the
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time the students log in until the time they log out or become inactive. We then model the
student’s learning manner by a set of attributes. Those attributes are used as inputs to Weka,
a platform containing a set of algorithms for data mining tasks. Five classification methods
are selected from Weka to predict students’ performance. Two main results and
contributions have been drawn from our work. Firstly, the cloud computing significantly
speed up the process of analyzing students’ log data. Secondly, the prediction results using
the attributes we extract from students’ log data provides sufficiently good accuracy.
Depending on the predicted students’ performance, course managers can then make
decisions about which students need help from extra materials and other students.
1. Analyzing Students’ Usage of E-Learning System
As the first and most important step towards our course management system, we analyze
students’ usage of e-learning systems and predict their performance for the courses,
consisting of four phases: data collection, data preprocessing, modeling and evaluation.
1.1 Data Collection
The data used in this study are real log data collected from the Nanyang Technological
University e-learning system called “Edventure” from August 3 to December 23, 2010
(semester 1, academic year 2010-2011). The e-learning system is used by more than 30,000
students comprising multiple courses. The full dataset uncompressed is about 171GB. We
select three courses from School of Computer Engineering for predicting students’
performance. The first course has 24 students, the second has 126 students and the third has
23 students. We obtain the students’ performance in these three courses for our study.
Because of privacy issues, instead of dealing with the real students’ grades, we categorize
students into four groups and predict the performance solely base on those groups. The
methods we use to categorize students will be described in details in the modeling phase.
1.2 Data Preprocessing
In this phase, all the records in log data that have the same IP address and session ID were
grouped into one session. Thus, we assumed that different sessions have either different IP
addresses or different session IDs. Afterwards, the whole dataset was uploaded into Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS). We then wrote a Java application in Hadoop MapReduce
framework to extract all the students’ sessions. It took nine hours and fifteen minutes to
process 171GB of log data in our Hadoop cluster. The Hadoop cluster consists of 4 data
nodes. Each node deploys on a CPU Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz with 1GB of RAM while our PC
uses Intel Core 2 at 2.67GHz and has 2GB of RAM. The running time is non-distinguishable
on 50MB of log data (32 seconds on Hadoop cluster and 33 seconds on PC). However, as
the data size increases, Hadoop cluster’s running time becomes much shorter than PC. At
1GB of data, our PC takes 8580 seconds (more than two hours) to process while a Hadoop
program only takes 152 seconds (less than three minutes) to finish running. Cloud
computing is proven to be able to significantly speed up the data processing. After obtaining
all the students’ sessions in the e-learning system, we extract from there only those sessions
which include activities on the three courses we discussed in the data collection phase.
1.3 Modeling
The purpose of this phase is to model the students’ learning behavior in a way that could
yield good precision when we apply classification algorithms on evaluation phase. To
protect the students’ privacy, we use four categories to classify students’ performance:
- EXCELLENT: if grade is A+, A or A-; - GOOD: if grade is B+, B or B-;
- AVERAGE: if grade is C+ or C;
- BELOW AVERAGE: if grade is D+, D or F
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Moreover, since we are interested in determining which students have problems in
understanding the course and thus may need extra learning materials or help from other
good students, we also propose two other ways to categorize students’ performance. The
first way has three categories which merges AVERAGE and BELOW AVERAGE students
into one category (called AVERAGE). The second way only has two categories. Besides,
merging AVERAGE and BELOW AVERAGE students as in the first way, it also groups
EXCELLENT and GOOD students into one category (called ABOVE AVERAGE).
Afterwards, based on the students’ usage of the e-learning system, we devise five attributes
extracted from the logs that attempt to model the students’ learning behavior. Table 1
compiles all attributes used as features for classification algorithms.
Table 1. Attributes used by each student
Name
Description
totalTime
Total time spent in e-learning system
freq
Number of times accessed
numDocs
Number of materials accessed
numDiscussions
Number of times accessed discussion board
numElearning
Number of times viewed e-learning videos
The number of hours which the students attend class has been shown to be highly
correlated with academic success [5]. Thus, we consider the total time spent on the
e-learning system as an implication of student behavior. Furthermore, students who believe
that the course requires regular homework are those who more likely to succeed [5].
Therefore, we use the frequency of access as an indicator whether students spend time
regularly to study. The number of materials students accessed during semester, and the
number of times they accessed discussion board and viewed e-learning videos are the
attributes that are aimed at modeling the active level of students on e-learning systems.

Figure 1. Accuracy of classifiers of three courses and revised course #2
1.4 Evaluation
Those attributes obtained in modeling phase are used as inputs to Weka. Five classification
algorithms are selected to predict students’ performance: J48, SMO, NaïveBayes, BayesNet
and RBFNetwork. Figure 1 gives us the percentage of correctly classified students’
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categories of three courses which have 24, 126 and 23 students accordingly. When we
separate students into 4 categories, the accuracy of classifiers varies from 37.5% to 75.0%.
On the other hand, the total rate of correct classification for 2 and 3 categories both range
from 50.0% to 95.3%. In general, course #2 which has the highest number of students (126
students) gives higher accuracy when comparing to course #3 (23 students). A specific
treatment of course #2 result was needed as most of the students in this class belong to either
EXCELLENT or GOOD category. Hence, we decide to group AVERAGE and BELOW
AVERAGE students into one category in three categories case and group GOOD,
AVERAGE and BELOW AVERAGE together in two categories case. Figure 1 also shows
the results of course #2 after modifications. The adjustment results in lower but more
realistic percentage of correctly classified instances of two and three categories.

Figure 2. Area under the ROC curve (AUC) of the three courses and revised course #2
Furthermore, we also take into account the problem of imbalanced data. For
instance, the distribution of students in course #2 is: EXCELLENT 23.01%, GOOD
73.80%, AVERAGE 3.17%, BELOW AVERAGE 0%. In order to reflect more accurately
the performance evaluation of classification on imbalanced data, we use the Area under
ROC Curve (AUC) to complement classification accuracy in Figure 1. The measure of
accuracy becomes biased when classes are imbalanced. A clear illustration of the bias is in
the case of the 2-categories classification of the course #2, in which the composition of the
two classes is 96.81%-3.17%. In this case, a classifier that always considers any sample as
EXCELLENT-GOOD would score 96.81% accuracy. On the other hand, the ingredients of
AUC are the true positive and false negative rates. These rates are normalized on a per-class
basis (i.e. they are “recall” instead of “precision” measure). Hence, any class-size skew is
moderated by this normalization. To contrast with the accuracy measure, the AUC of a
classifier that always assigns any sample to one of the classes is 0, as the ROC curve of this
classifier is a single dot/point at either of the two extreme ends of the random diagonal ROC
curve [4]. Figure 2 shows the AUC of the three courses and course #2 after modification.
The AUC on multiclass case is calculated as the arithmetic mean of all the AUCs of
available classes. The new result presents more conservative evaluation compared to the
accuracy scores in Figure 1. While the AUC reveals the challenge in discriminating
imbalanced classes by the classifier, some classifiers such as J48 in course #1, RBFNetwork
in course #2 and revised course #2 or NaiveBayes in Course #3 still give a good AUC
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ranging from 0.5 to 0.8. Moreover, feature analysis was performed to discover which
attributes are more important than the others in classifying students’ performance across
three courses. We use attribute selection in Weka and choose ranker, information gain or
chi-square and record down how many times an attribute appears in top of the rank list.
Attributes totalTime and freq appear most of the time which suggests that those students
who spend more time on the e-learning system and check the course contents regularly are
more likely to succeed.
2. Related Work
There is a rich history of research on educational data mining. Interested readers can refer to
Romero’s survey [3] for a more complete reference. Lately, there have been several efforts
on exploring factors that can predict academic performance. In [1], personality traits such as
neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience and academic behaviors such as
absenteeism, essay-writing, and seminar behavior have large effects on academic
performance. In [5], authors propose some attributes that can help to determine the
achievement of university students using data mining methods. The authors, however,
collect students’ data by distributing a questionnaire to their students. Such method depends
largely on the honesty of the students. A more recent work [4] proposes an experiment to
classify students based on the data they collect from their e-learning system. However, this
work did not provide any mean to deal with vast amount of students’ log data. In contrast,
our study uses cloud computing service to support computation and storage. Furthermore,
some of the attributes we use to model the students’ behavior are novel.
3. Conclusion
This paper describes the context of supporting an effective course management system for
better e-learning, based on a framework for user-driven data analytics in the cloud. It is a
new scalable technology that complements users of analytics by retrieval, integration and
summarization/visualization of relevant heterogeneous information from external sources
and facilitates user interpretation, interaction and collaboration. Within this context, we
have then presented students’ performance predictive model based on the data collected
from our e-learning system. The teacher could use our classification in order to analyze
students’ achievement and provide assistance when students need.
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Abstract: We propose a method to construct an educational system that supports learners to
relate their understanding on concrete operations to both generalized algorithm and program
codes. The system has functions visualizing relations among program codes, a sequence of
operations achieving the purpose of the target algorithm, and status of the domain world. We
implement the system and perform preliminary experimental evaluation. The result suggests
that our system has some educational effects as we expect.
Keywords: Programming education, Algorithm learning, Interactive learning environment

Introduction
There is a traditional learning method for novice learners of algorithm such that a learner is
given some teaching materials (such as playing cards) as a metaphor of data or variables,
then he/she operates the materials to reproduce the target algorithm he/she should learn. The
learners try to generalize the procedure performed by them to understand algorithm not in
concrete level, but in abstract level. In the previous research [1], we have developed an
educational system for algorithm based on a learning method which is a kind of extension of
the traditional method. The system visualizes the domain world of the target algorithm (ex.
Numbered cards arranged horizontally are displayed for sorting problems.) in GUI. It has a
user interface in which a learner can operate the domain world by direct manipulation. The
learner tries to reproduce the target algorithm using the interface. The system is better than
traditional educational materials because it can evaluate validity of learner’s operations by
comparing them with a standard sequence of operations that it generates from source code
representing the target algorithm.
However, both our previous system and traditional educational materials can only
support learners to design a sequence of operations on concrete data. They don’t have
effective functions to support learners generalize the operations into abstract level.
Therefore, many learners tend to reach an impasse that they can’t understand the relation
between operations on concrete data and generalized algorithm or program codes.
In this paper, we propose a method to construct an educational system that supports
learners to relate their understanding on concrete operations to both generalized algorithm
and program codes. Our basic approach is as follows: The system has some functions
visualizing relations among program codes, a sequence of operations achieving the purpose
of the target algorithm, and status of the domain world. Learners can execute any steps of
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the program code and the operations as they like, and observe how the execution causes
changes in the domain world in order to find a general meaning of the executed program or
operations. For supporting such learning, the system has some more functions: Our GUI
makes it easier for learners to compare the statuses before and after the execution of
operations or statements in the program. Another function is an editor for externalization of
meaning of operations that the learners find. We implement the system and perform
preliminary experimental evaluation. The result suggests that our system has some
educational effects as we expect.

1. Learning Support Policy
Learning programming and algorithms in the scene, there are three important worlds. They
are sequence of statements (program world), model of data structure on source code
(domain world) and sequence of operations on specific data (operation world). To learn
algorithm and program, we believe that learners should grasp the relationship among these
three worlds. However, there are two major barriers. First, it is difficult for learners to grasp
the relationship between each world because the program has a generalized representation
but domain world and operation sequence have a concrete representation. Second, it is
difficult for learners to grasp the correspondence between each world.
We classified learners according to the degree of understanding.
(L1) A learner does not quite understand the algorithm.
(L2) Although a learner can almost understand the algorithm, he/she cannot reproduce the
algorithm behavior for exact data on the domain world.
(L3) A learner is able to reproduce the algorithm behavior for exact data on the domain
world, but he/she does not understand the relationship between the domain world and
the program world or between the operation world and the program world.
(L4) A learner understands the relationship among the three worlds, and he/she is able to
understand the relationship between operation world and program world.
Usual lectures of programming and algorithm try to improve the understanding level
learners from (L1) to (L4) directly. We believe that these learning are more effective by
doing in stages. In general, the teacher lectures using the textbook for changing
comprehension of a learner from (L1) to (L2). Using visual simulator [1, 2, 3, 4] is effective
for a learner in order to improve from (L1) or (L2) to (L3) of a learner's comprehension. The
purpose of our study is to create a programs and algorithms learning environment that can
improve understanding of learners from (L3) (or middle of (L2) and (L3)) to (L4)．
We describe related researches. First, there are learning methods with non-electronic
materials. Learners learn the algorithms by reading a textbook that includes the source code
and explanation on behavior of the algorithms. Learners can understand the relationship
among three worlds by simulating the change of them in his/her mind. This learning method
has the disadvantage that it is hard to trace the behavior of each world and to reproduce the
change of each world accurately. Second, there are learning methods with electronic
materials. Debugger or tracer is an example. These tools can accurately reproduce the
domain and operation world. However, learners cannot learn by comparing the domain
worlds before/after executing operations. Study to promote understanding of programs and
algorithms by a visual representation of the domain world is also active [1, 2, 3, 4]. These
studies support to show learners the relationship among program, domain and operation
world. However, these studies do not support to show learners the relation among program
world, domain world and operation world of which operations are abstracted by learners.
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2. System Overview
We designed the interface shown in Fig.1. The interface includes three views for program
world, domain world and operation world.

Figure.1 Designed interface that includes three views.
To compare the domain worlds before/after executing operations, we separated the view of
domain world into current/prior windows (for showing variable) and constant number
window.
Our proposed system has three functions. Each function are as follows:
(Function.1) functions that replicate statement execution history and show correspondence
The repetition function is effective to display the relationship among three worlds
together. If a learner pushes next button (Fig.1 (2)), the system shows next statement
execution history at current window. Then the system shows emphatically the
corresponding statement at program window and shows emphatically the corresponding
operation at operation window. In the same way, a learner can use previous button (Fig.1
(1)). The comparison of current window with prior window is also beneficial to understand
programs and algorithm. If a learner pushes store button (Fig.1 (3)), the system copies
current world model at current window onto prior window. After pushing next button on
several times, a learner can compare both worlds.
(Function.2) functions that group a sequence of operations and label the sequence
The function that abstracts operations is needed for algorithm understanding. To
group operations, a learner pushes number in front of each operation (Fig.1 (4)) in order to
dictate the region of the grouping operation. Then a learner pushes grouping button (Fig.1
(5)). A learner pushes grouped operations (Fig.1 (7)), so the system shows current world to
current window after executing grouped operations and prior world to prior window before
executing grouped operations. A learner improves understanding the behavior of grouped
operations due to compare both worlds. The group of operations is labeled as the suitable
name considered by a learner if he/she pushes the group label of operations (Fig.1 (8)).
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(Function.3) functions that wrap/unwrap a block
It is effective for understanding programs to reproduce program execution process by
statement and block. If a learner pushes minus symbol on the left side of block ("for",
"while" or "if") (Fig.1 (9)), the system hides the brackets and those contents block. The
system reproduces execution process of wrapped block by block. And the system
reproduces execution process of unwrapped block by statement.
We describe a learning procedure with our system. A teacher sets target algorithm and
programs. A learner assigns initial values to variables. The system embeds initial values in
target programs and generates html file for program, domain and operation worlds. A
learner uses following two ways to learn programs and algorithm.
1. understanding relationship among program, domain and operation worlds by pushing
next/previous button to change status of the program world
A learner observes what to do in a statement (using function 1) and/or a block (using
function 1 and 3).
2. understanding relationship among program, domain and operation worlds by pushing
operation or grouped operations label to change status of the operation world
On current/prior window, a learner observes a difference of domain world’s status
between freely selected operations of a region the learner considers as a group (using
function 1). If a learner finds a certain meanings of the region, he/she groups the region. And
the group is labeled based on the meanings (using function 2). A learner improves
understanding programs and algorithms in order to use these two ways jointly.

3. Preliminary Experimental Evaluation
The aim of our experiment is to confirm whether our propose methods have effectiveness
for learning programs and algorithms.
We collected four subjects who are university students and who have six months of
experience on novice programming. As target algorithms, we select insertion sort and
selection sort. The procedure of our experiment is as follows:
First, we perform a pre-exam. We divide four subjects into group A and B based on
score of the pre-exam. The pre-exam is code reading of a two dimension array algorithm
which includes nested loop. Second, we explain two target algorithms to subjects. And we
show procedures of these algorithms in specific values using playing cards.
Third, group A learns selection sort algorithm using our system for fifteen minutes.
Group B learns selection sort algorithm for fifteen minutes, using schoolbook which
includes an array model and typical initial data. And we give group B work sheets. We
perform post exam for selection sort. Forth, group A learns selection sort algorithm using
schoolbook, and group B learn selection sort algorithm using our system. We perform post
exam for insertion sort. Finally, we have a questionnaire for investigating the learning effect
of our proposed system.
The post-exam includes four questions as follows:
(Q1) Describe a role of the external loop in the program code.
(Q2) Describe a role of the internal loop in the program code.
(Q3) Find statements from the program code corresponding to operations of swapping.
(Q4) Find values of some variables at a certain step of statement execution process.
We grade the answers on zero-to-ten scale. We prepared Q1, Q2 and Q3 to investigate
the subjects’ understanding level on the relation between algorithms and program codes. Q1
and Q2 are more difficult than Q3 because they request learners to understand meanings of
loops. Then, we prepared Q4 to investigate the subjects’ ability of code tracing. We predict
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that the differences between each group’s score are ranked in descending order of Q1/Q2,
Q3 and Q4. Table 2 shows the results of post-exam.
Table 2. Results of post-exam.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

insertion sort
schoolbook
system
0.0
5.0
0.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
7.5
6.5

selection sort
schoolbook
system
0.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
10.0
6.5
6.5

The results show our prediction is valid. According to this result, we think that our
system has a certain educational effect which improves learners to expected learners’ level.
However the evidence is relatively weak because subjects are only 4 people.
In the result of questionnaire, subjects grade our system according to the following
points on one-to-ten scale.
(Q5) Was the usability of each learning material (schoolbook or system) good?
(Q6) Did each of the learning material (schoolbook or system) improve the learning
efficiency?
In Q5, the score of the schoolbook and the system are 5.5 and 7.75 respectively. In Q6,
the score of the schoolbook and the system are 6.0 and 7.0. There are salient difference in
Q5 and certain difference in Q6. In our subjective assessment, this result suggests that the
learning using the system is more effective than the schoolbook.
In free description, we obtain feedback that a learner wishes to group a sequence of
operations automatically. We think that automatically giving all correct answers negatively
affects learning. However, we think that it is effective for programs and algorithms learning
that the system gives a learner hints of grouping and judges whether grouping is correct.

4. Conclusion
We propose a method to construct an educational system that supports learners to relate
their understanding on concrete operations to both generalized algorithm and program
codes. We implement the system and perform preliminary experimental evaluation. The
result suggests that our system has some educational effects as we expect.
We want to improve the system according to the result of questionnaire. In the future,
we plan to advance the research on the support of coding.
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Abstract: This paper brings together two perspectives on current developments in
information and communications technology (ICT) utilized for the purposes of learning,
education, and training (LET). One perspective is concerned with governance and
legitimacy issues regarding the process and relevance of standards development; the other,
is concerned with the role of discerning relevant questions in LET and the potential scope
for innovation that might develop tools to support such discernment. Discussion of
information systems architecture is introduced as a means to set the context and provide a
framework for bringing together an overall narrative and coherence to these two
perspectives. Questions initiated by „why‟ are of particular interest because they typically
demand an explanation in natural language to satisfy the questioner. By focusing on „why‟
as a key „primitive‟ of enquiry the authors present an approach that might inform
improved processes of ICT for LET (a.k.a ITLET) standardization.
Keywords: standards governance, ICT standards, e-learning, information systems
architecture, enterprise frameworks, ITLET

Introduction
Much of the seemingly unfettered domain of Web 2.0 would not exist without standards.
Nor would the information and communications technology (ICT) used during e-learning.
Despite this, stakeholders and other beneficiaries of these technological achievements
have little time for standards development, perceive it to be burdened by archaic process
or even irrelevant and, if anything, a hindrance to innovation: in short, the legitimacy of
standardization is being questioned. So the question arises: why?
This paper explores how why-questioning could be used as an analytical lens to
study, and perhaps improve, the process and products of ITLET standardization, and
hence its legitimacy. A validation of the value of why-questioning is highlighted in two
case studies. Based on these studies the authors propose strengthening the motivation,
purpose, and rationale for standards making in order to contribute to the ongoing discourse
in the community how to improve the legitimacy of both the ITLET standardization
process and products.

1. Related research
Cooper has pointed out that “the challenge for learning technology standardization is that
the dominant and uniform processes are generally either not there or not easily seen” [1].
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He used the terms complicated, complex, emergent and adaptive to characterize the
ITLET domain. In order to design well scoped ITLET standards these characteristics
need to be considered and made sense of.
1.1. Zachman Framework – Why as a part of purpose description
The Zachman Framework is arguably the most influential recent Enterprise Architecture
Framework and was inspired by classical architecture. Different “players in the game” (the
owner, the designer and the builder) all had different fundamental architectural
representations [2].
Zachman gives emphasis to “three descriptions” of information systems architecture:
what the thing is made of (or the “material” description); how the thing works (or the
“functional” description); and where the flows exist (the connections, or the “location”
description). In an appendix he includes “for further reference” characterizations of
additional descriptive types related to people (who), time (when) and motivation (why).
The success of the Zachman Framework is clearly linked to the use of the simple
questions („primitives‟) so familiar to all user groups (hence also the key decision makers
of whether to use enterprise architecture). The primitives mapped nicely to different
aspects of information systems design: Data (what), Function (how), Network (where &
who), People (who), Time (when) and Motivation (why). However, as with Zachman‟s
first paper some constructs take precedence over others in the day to day running of
business. Thus, Jovanovic et al. [3] have mapped the 13 diagram types in Unified
Modeling Language to the Zachman Framework,, showing that the more concrete aspects
are better covered with representational tools than the motivational.
1.2 A Model for Sense-Making
Mason [4] presents a model in which why-questioning is viewed as an important instigator
of sense-making and hence, learning and knowledge creation. In this model, emphasis is
placed upon a set of primitive questions: Who, What, When, Where, How, and If [4]. The
immediate consequence is that without why-questions, and their answers explicit,
understanding is limited. This model can also inform the substance of the “why
description” of the Zachman Framework.
In his brief treatment of the why description Zachman suggests most value might lie
in descriptions that emphasize “why choices are made”, which is to do with perspectives
of motivation and purpose. While most why questions will typically demand an
explanation as an „answer‟ or response there also exists significant semantic and syntactic
diversity among them to present a challenge for designers of ICT tools that specifically
support why-questioning. Consider, for example, the following questions:
Why did you vote that way?
Why is this standard necessary?
Why has this been proposed?
Why does the reporting template require all these fields?
Why should we implement this procedure?
Why do our stakeholders think this work is irrelevant?
Why is standardization misunderstood?
Why do industry consortia ‘compete’ with standards bodies?
Why all this bureaucracy?
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2. Deeper Analysis through Questioning Why
From a theoretical perspective this paper is concerned with the role of why-questioning in
the context of analyzing standardization activities. It is informed by legitimacy models [5],
lifecycle models [6], process models [7] and information system design (ISD) models [8].
The aim is to contribute to the construction of an analytical lens to be used in identifying
the Key Knowledge Sharing Points [9] that are critical for making design decisions.
From an information science perspective who, what, when, and where collectively
form what can be termed the „primitives‟ of text-based information retrieval. However,
Learning, Education and Training involve more than the retrieval and exchange of
information. In order to harness sufficient knowledge from the different stakeholders that
might inform the design of innovative future technologies, questions also need to be
initiated by how and why.
Evered [10] offers a classification in which the explanative function of responses to
„why‟ questions is analyzed according to three classes of explanation: Causal (Why E?
Because C (C= cause)); Teleological (Why E? In order to P (P = Purpose)); and Gestaltic
(Why E? For these reasons, R (R = Reasons)) [10].This classification assists in sharpening
the dimensions of motivation and purpose as the one kind: teleological. And while the
other two dimensions are important when considering the design of ITLET systems per se,
the causal and gestaltic aspects of why-questioning are not particularly useful in the kind
of analysis and explanation required in standards development.

3. Case studies
Two case studies are chosen to see how why-questioning has been part of standards
adoption and development within learning, education and training. A qualitative document
study was carried out using archival documents and participant observations analyzed
through an iterative process of coding and interpretation.
3.1 The Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)
When the current version of SCORM [11] was balloted in ISO/IEC JTC1 SC36 two
national bodies observed there was no scope statement in the standard. Despite being
successful in the training market, questions of what pedagogical approaches SCORM
supports have often been raised by stakeholders. Such questions are clearly to do with
efforts to understand the model – what its purpose is, how it achieves its goal, who needs
it, and why it is relevant.
In early 2011 when the US Department of Labor issued a bid mandating SCORM for
e-learning systems and content the scope discussion resurfaced. After a few weeks the
Directive was rescinded, and then the full range of SCORM shortcomings had been
presented in a condensed and focused way the authors find no parallels to in the discourse
that has been going on for nearly a decade.
This small case study shows that the question why the standard should be used
outside “some very niche training needs of the Department of Defense” (as seen by the
head of a competing standards organization) is not addressed by the “entity that controls
SCORM” either in the standard documents themselves or in marketing presentations. The
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SCORM overview document specifies under the term “ilities” a “Conceptual Starting
Point” (Accessibility, Adaptability, Durability, Interoperability and Reusability). Clearly,
a rationale can be inferred from this, but, as one balloting comment pointed out these are
marketing terms rather than an explicit discussion of scope.
3.2 New work item (NWI) proposals – why do the right thing
The second case study analyzes 16 New Work Item (NWI) proposals presented to the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN) Workshop on Learning Technologies
(CEN WS-LT). How do the proposals address the purpose of the technical artifact that
should be the outcome of the standardization process? The international rules for how to
structure and draft international standards, building on a performance approach, can be
seen as guiding the project description in the direction of the economic-political context,
but leaving out the aspects more related to the domain, e.g., the pedagogical need for the
standard, or why it is relevant. A pragmatic response is often chosen as the authors of the
proposals know that the funding agency is more interested in market impact than technical
soundness. Our analysis shows that the approach towards both object (standard) and
method is discussed indirectly by relating the proposed work to alternative standards or
candidate standards for harmonization, extension or profiling.
Even if the why question is not explicit in an NWI proposal it is sometimes
discussed in order to know what “the right thing to do” might be. However, participatory
observation of the CEN WS-LT over a number of years shows that when a project is
accepted, work commences immediately on the data and information models.

4. Discussion
Good standards governance is about maintaining robust processes of scoping, specifying,
and negotiating that ultimately lead to the adoption of standards that are fit for purpose.
Ensuring trust from stakeholders of both process and outcome is essential. The challenge
is that investing in standards-based development comes with certain risks – for example,
mature standards are not always in synch with trends in innovation or stakeholder
requirements. It is clear from the case studies presented that process legitimacy is easier to
establish than the product legitimacy. In the case of SCORM, process legitimacy was
installed partly through effective marketing and complementary actions (e.g.,
establishment of ADL laboratories worldwide), and the fact that the standard was
mandated by the US Department of Defense (DoD). The process legitimacy was boosted,
however, when the DoD submitted SCORM for standardization by ISO in 2007.
However, good governance is not only about openness and transparency; it is also
about accountability made explicit through clear protocols and rationale for decisions
taken. Clear rationale and explanation is what why-questioning seeks. Thus, when a New
Work Item is presented to a standards group a well-defined scope is required before
delivering a specification fit for purpose. The NWI study above also shows that critical
scoping is not always driven by questions that give directions for technical specification
work. When ‘why this standard?’ is asked within a political or economic context only, the
question of ‘why this particular design of the artifact?’ is left out. While this latter
question may not seem technically essential explanations that address it would ensure
better buy-in and a more effective process.
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As an analysis tool why-questioning requires clear explanation; however, this short
study shows that the question also needs to be refined in order to guide the technical work
in a standards committee. Leppänen [8] has suggested utilizing the intersection of two
perspectives – information systems (IS) and information system design (ISD) – to
construct questions guided by the questions why, what and what does it mean. This
intersection results in nine kinds of questions not found in the data of the case studies. But
the evidence at hand shows that this line of questioning or analysis is not typical within the
standards community, at least not as part of defined procedures of work.

5. Conclusions
This paper suggests an approach that might deliver an improved governance process of
ICT standards development within the domain of Learning, Education and Training.
Knowledge about the different processes that are involved in standardization activities
may be created applying simple „primitive‟ questions: who, what, when, where, how, and
why. Such an approach aligns well with the Zachman Framework. Importantly, through
considered application of why-questioning ITLET standardization activities could develop
clearer rationale and explanations as part of the documented process of standards
development, enabling more effective scrutiny and understanding by stakeholders.
Analysis of existing documentation reveals that the depth of explanation is often underdeveloped, typically bypassing questions that address purpose, relevance and Information
Systems Design. Through considered and consistent application of why-questioning it is
likely that answers to questions of relevance will be more readily answered.
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Abstract: In general, Item Response Theory (IRT) is used to quantify the difficulty level of
quizzes. In order to estimate the difficulty level of the quizzes, students need to answer the
quizzes in advance. However, it is hard to make students answer all quizzes in the item bank.
Therefore, a method of estimating the difficulty level of not answered quizzes is studied.
This study estimates the difficulty level of not answered quizzes by focusing on quiz types.
Firstly, the relationship between quiz types and the difficulty level are analyzed. Next, from
the result of the analyses, a procedure for estimating the difficulty level of quizzes focused
on quiz types is discussed. The experiment results of comparing the proposed method with
an IRT method showed that the value of the difficulty level estimated using the proposed
method is close to the value estimated using IRT.
Keywords: IRT, E-testing, Difficulty Level, Similar Quiz, Quiz Types

Introduction
In recent years, the test which is carried out on the web - “e-testing” has been attracting
much attention [1]. In e-testing, wider range of tests can be performed by preparing as an
item bank managed statistical data [2], such as based on the difficulty level of quizzes.
Therefore, in e-testing, it is important to fill the item bank with a large number of quizzes. In
addition, a number of researches on the support of the composition of the test by using these
statistical data are done [3][4]. In these researches, Item Response Theory (IRT) [5] is used
to quantify the difficulty level of quizzes. In order to estimate the difficulty level of the
quizzes, students need to answer the quizzes in advance; but, it is hard to make students
answer all quizzes in the item bank. Therefore, a method of estimating the difficulty level of
not answered quizzes is studied.
This study estimates the difficulty level of not answered quizzes by focusing on quiz
types. The difficulty level of the quizzes could be changed depending on how knowledge is
asked and the difficulty level between similar quizzes has a relation. Thus, between similar
quizzes, the difficulty level of not answered quizzes might be able to be estimated by
focusing on the difference according to the change how knowledge is asked. In particular,
the method of estimating the difficulty level of the similar quizzes focusing on quiz types by
estimating the difficulty level of some quizzes with IRT is discussed. In this paper, the
multiple-choice quiz is targeted.
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1. Item Response Theory
The method of estimating the difficulty level of the similar quizzes by using IRT is studied.
In IRT, a statistical model called IRT model is used to reveal the statistical property of
quizzes. The property of quizzes is shown by Item Characteristic Curve (ICC) [6] .In this
study, two-parameter logistic model (2PLM) used most commonly is applied. The
probability of answering quiz (j) correctly by the student (i) with learning ability (θ) is
defined as Pj(θi) where D is the constant 1.7.
P j ( i | a , b ) 

1
1  exp{  Da j ( i  b j )}

(1)

By using such model, it is possible to estimate the learning ability level of learners (θ),
discrimination level (a) and difficulty level (b) from the test answer of the students. On the
other hand, it needs to make students answer the quizzes in advance for estimating these
parameters. Therefore, in this paper, the unique formula to calculate the quiz difficulty level
is studied from the analyzed results of the difficulty level of each quiz type.
2. Method of Estimating the Difficulty Focused on Quiz Types
2.1 Quiz Types
In the preceding study, the quizzes were classified into 11 quiz types according to how
knowledge is asked [7]. We classified based on the contents of the quiz questions or the quiz
answers. Besides, we classified based on whether a quiz request to select a correct or an
incorrect answer. Table 1 shows the 11 quiz types and their examples. In table 1 “Others”
include computational quizzes, fill-in-the-blank quizzes or flawed quizzes and etc.
Table 1 Quiz Types
Type
ID
Pa+
PaPb+
PbPc+
PcPd+
PdPe+
PePf

Quiz Types and Example
Select a correct example or explanation about a technical term.
(e.g. Select a correct explanation about Morse code.)
Select a wrong example or explanation about a technical term.
(e.g. Select a wrong example about the Real-time Distributed System.)
Select a technical term of the same type or attribute as a technical term.
(e.g. Select a choice of the same type as the visual communication.)
Select a technical term of the different type or attribute as a technical term.
(e.g. Select a choice of the different type as the visual communication.)
Select a correct example or explanation about something to relate to a technical term.
(e.g. Select a correct explanation about something relating to data management on distributed
environment.)
Select a wrong example or explanation about something to relate to a technical term.
(e.g. Select a wrong choice about reasons of structuring computer network.)
Select a correct technical word about something to relate to a technical term.
(e.g. Select a choice suitable for the telephone communication.)
Select a wrong technical word about something to relate to a technical term.
(e.g. Select a choice not existing in the bank or the convenience store as practical applications of
computer network.)
Select a correct combination of a technical term and explanation of it.
(e.g. Select a correct explanation about 4 layers of OSI reference model.)
Select a wrong combination of a technical term and explanation of it.
(e.g. Select a wrong combination of expression and explanation of it.)
Select a correct technical term from example to explanation of it.
(e.g. What is the Hostcentralized System which uses a single host computer from multiple terminals.)
Others.
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2.2 Similar Quiz
We define the similar quiz as “a quiz which the knowledge questioned and the knowledge
needed for solution in the quiz are similar” when compared with the other quiz. It is possible
to analyze the relative changes of the difficulty level of same knowledge by comparing the
difficulty level between the similar quizzes. This knowledge includes a sector-specific
concept, law, figures, and history and so on. Most of this knowledge is expressed by
technical words. A method of managing the similar quiz automatically by using computer is
proposed [8]. In this study, the quiz is classified by this method. Examples of the similar
quizzes defined by our study are as follow.
2.3 The Analysis of Quiz Types and the Difficulty
At first, the difference of difficulty level of each quiz type is analyzed to examine the
method of estimating the difficulty level. However, the amount of the item are not many, the
quiz types (+) and (-) is not classified. So we analyze the quiz types Pa to Pf. Firstly, the
difficulty level of some quizzes is estimated by IRT. The quizzes made by “CollabTest” [9]
between 2006 and 2008 in the class “Computer Networks” are targeted, and the difficulty
level of these quizzes are estimated by IRT based on the answer history of about 80 students
in each year. Secondly, the similar quizzes of the quiz that difficulty level is estimated are
retrieved. Thirdly, pick out the quizzes which the difficulty level is already estimated from
the similar quizzes. The difference between the difficulty level of the similar quiz and that of
the quiz estimated by IRT is calculated. Finally, the average difference of difficulty level for
each quiz type combination is calculated.
Table 2 shows the result of calculating average difference of difficulty level for each
combination of quiz types. When paying attention to the difference of the difficulty level of
each quiz types, the difficulty level of the quiz type Pd and the quiz type Pc are estimated
higher than the difficulty level of other quiz types. It is assumed that the difficulty level rises
because it is necessary to apply knowledge and use it. Then, we propose the unique method
of estimating the difficulty level based on the result of the analysis.
Table 2 The average difference in the difficulty of each combination of quiz types
Quiz Types
Pa
Pb
Pc
Pd
Pe
Pf
Pa
0.024
-0.145 -0.471
0.248
-0.018
Pb
-0.024
0.022
-0.535
-0.333
Pc
0.145
-0.022
-0.384
0.261
0.311
Pd
0.471
0.535
0.384
0.721
0.291
Pe
-0.248
-0.261 -0.721
-0.539
Pf
0.018
0.333
-0.311 -0.291
0.539
2.4 Difficulty Estimation Procedure Based on Quiz Types
In this study, the difficulty level estimation which based on the quiz type is calculated using
the formula proposed as below
PD 

1
n

n

 ( sw

ij

 d j)

(3)

j 1

where PD is the difficulty level of the reference quiz (i) calculated from estimated similar
quiz of (n) quizzes. wij shows the weight of combination of quiz types, and (s) is constant
that shows the difference per weight. Concrete value is set from the result of the analysis in
preceding section, and dj shows the difficulty level of estimated similar quiz. The difficulty
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level of the estimated quiz to compare quiz (j) is calculated by adding the amount of the
change of the difficulty level swij to dj based on the weight wij of the combination of the quiz
types between the estimated quiz and the compared quiz. n-1 remaining quizzes are
executed with the same procedure. Finally, the average value is used as difficulty level of
the reference quiz (i).
Figure 1 shows the method of estimating the difficulty level proposed in this study.
First, the difficulty level of quizzes used in the test are estimated using IRT (estimated
quizzes - dj) which is shown in Figure 1-(1). Then, from the same item bank, the target
quizzes which difficulty levels need to be checked are selected as reference quizzes (i).
Following by that, the reference quizzes is used to select the similar quizzes from the
estimated quizzes (estimated similar quizzes) as shown in Figure 1-(2). Next, the amount of
the change of the combination of two quiz types (combined quizzes) is calculated by
comparing the quiz types between reference quizzes and estimated similar quizzes as shown
in Figure 1-(3). After that, the proposed formula is used to calculate the difficult level of the
reference quizzes (PD) by using the result from step 3. Finally, the calculated result (PD) is
registered.
Item Bank
Quizzes that Difficulty Level
is Not Estimated

Estimated Quizzes

(2) Retrieval of
Similar Quizzes

No

Question

Difficulty

1

・・・・・・

0.423

5

・・・・・・

2

・・・・・・

-0.531

6

・・・・・・

-0.108

7

・・・・

0.201

・

3
4

No

Question

Difficulty

・
＜test＞
＜Similar Quizzes

Quiz 1

of Quiz 5＞

Reference Quiz

・・・

Pe

Quiz 2

Similar 5-1

・・・

Pa

Quiz 3

Similar 5-2

・・・

Pd

Similar 5-3

・・・

Pc

Similar 5-4

・・・

Pa

(5) Register
Calculated Results to
Estimated Quizzes

Quiz 4

(1) Estimation of
Difficulty by Using IRT

(3) Calculate
Changes of
Combined
Quizzes

(4) Calculation of
Difficulty

Figure 1 Calculation procedure of difficulty
3. Experiment
A comparative experiment is conducted to verify the relevancy of the proposed method. In
this experiment, the quizzes that are analyzed in the section 2.3 are targeted, and the
difficulty level of these quizzes is estimated by both IRT and proposed method. The
absolute value of the difference of the difficulty level that is estimated by IRT and proposed
method is calculated as a difference from the result of the analysis.
Table 3 shows the experimented result of each quiz type, and Table 4 shows the
number of quizzes and the difference. From the result, the average of the difference is 0.359.
From the result, there is little difference in the quiz types Pd and Pe. When the compared
quizzes are three quizzes or more, the average of the difference is 0.231; the difference
decreases as the number of compared quizzes increase. Therefore, in the case of some quiz
types and a sufficient number of compared quizzes, the difficulty level which close to
difficulty level estimated by IRT could be estimated by proposed method.
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Quiz
Types
Pa
Pb
Pc
Pd
Pe
Pf
All

Average of
Comparison
Number
2.6
2.6
3.8
5.5
6.7
3.5
3.4

Table 3 Results for each quiz types
Average of Difficulty Level
Average of the
Proposed
Difference
IRT
Method
-0.858
-0.834
0.417
-1.010
-0.823
0.525
-0.757
-0.757
0.236
-0.456
-0.552
0.096
-0.869
-0.809
0.091
-0.885
-0.967
0.401
-0.838
-0.833
0.359

Number of
Data
20
6
5
4
3
11
49

Table 4 Difference for each quiz type
Comparison
Number
Average of the
Difference

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.58

0.38

0.25

0.26

0.00

0.26

0.29

0.33

0.04

0.01

4. Conclusion
In order to estimate the difficulty level of not answered quizzes, we proposed a method of
estimating the difficulty level of quizzes focused on quiz types. From the result of the
compared experiment of the difficulty level, it shows that the proposed method could
estimate the difficulty levels which are close to these estimated by IRT. However, the
difference between IRT and the proposed method of some quizzes was large. One of the
reasons of causing difference is because the proposed method does not consider the contents
of the answer choices. In the multiple-choice quiz, the difficulty level could be changed
depending on contents of the answer choices such as “obviously a correct choice” or “a
mistakable choice”.
For the further works, we will discuss a method of estimating difficulty level of
quizzes considering contents of the answer choices by focusing the selected probability and
technical terms in the quiz. We pursue to propose an enhanced method to estimate the
difficulty level more accurately.
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Abstract: It is important to government to anticipate the data duplication possibility in counting the
number of teachers and education Personnel (TEP) that cause inaccurate data collection. Counting
duplication may be occurred because of inevitable situation such as TEP can work at more than one
schools without anticipation possibility that one teacher could be counted as more than one teacher.
Worse, geographically it is highly possible that TEP can work for more then one school, different
schools at the same districts or different schools at different districts and maybe at different provinces.
Whereas, the accurate TEP data is always required by the Ministry of National Education (MONE) to
make a strategic plan. In many situation inaccuracy data raise hesitations to estimate the government
budget. To reduce the hesitations, MONE need the system that can detect, control and prevent the
occurrence of duplication. Detection of duplication can be attempted through the similarity
information attached on each individual TEP, either permanent or temporary. In Indonesia, The
ministry of national education of Indonesia has unique number for teacher and education personnel
(UNTEP) which well known as NUPTK in Indonesia. NUPTK also detect duplicated TEP through the
similarity information attached on each individual TEP. NUPTK is generated after uniqueness
ascertained and guaranteed.
Keywords : Teachers and Education Personnel (TEP), Ministry of National Education (MONE) of
Indonesia, Unique Number, UNTEP, NUPTK.

1. Background
Data collection is an activity to collect some data in accordance with the type of required
data. Usually the data collection based on a pre-determined data structure so that data
collection can be focused and efficient. The data collection process often encounter,
including the difficulty of maintaining the accuracy of the data collection. Greater amount
of data collected, more difficult to be maintained the accuracy data. Data collection is to
obtain a set of data which can be used as analysis materials, further analysis can be used
toward organizational planning development. Inaccurate data can make the analysis also
becomes inaccurate and impact to the plan implementation, such as risk and difficult to be
implemented[1][2].
The government whose demographic system is not based on single ID concept yet, will
perform data collection activities with single ID concept. TEP data collection should
always anticipate the duplication occurrences, unless country has successfully
implemented single ID concept, and TEP data are certainly a part of the Indonesian
demographic system data. Duplication may be occurred because of inevitable situation
such as TEP can work at more than one schools without anticipation possibility that one
teacher could be counted as more than one teacher. Worse, geographically it is highly
possible that TEP can work for more then one school. Inaccurate data and information
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motivates MONE of Indonesia to start the new method to achive the goal to provide
completed, rational/consistency, accurate data and information. In some context,
duplication can be a potential dangerous for the country.
.
The question is to how get accurate data and information of TEP?

2. Literature
In implementing the program, Research and Development of Education Program requires
the availability of research-based data and information, and education quality standards[1].
It includes each detail data and Information of TEP, such as historical qualification and
competency data and information. Accurate data and informations can absolutely assist
policy or decision making process by the ministry more effective and efficient[2].
In general, the National Education Statistics contains data education program, particularly
data related to the development of national education, such as data on schools, students,
educators, and education, and infrastructure. This data was obtained by spreading the data
collection instrument to each agency/institution/unit to encompass educational goals and
processed data and published by the Center for Education Statistics. Data processing
process of education so far has been using the concept of data base, therefore, the
environment directorates, provincial education departments and district/city, need to agree
on common terminology, classification systems and a consistent coding system to be used
as reference in in the management of educational data, hence, data collection on education
this year, will conduct an inventory of data at the provincial administrative region, district,
and sub-district.[3]
Detecting name field similarity can use tools which included in several database
programming languages or by creating a special algorithm. The Soundex phonetic filing
system has been used for tracking genealogical data for many years. Many database
systems, such as Microsoft® SQL Server, and Oracle®, have adopted the SOUNDEX as a
query tool for retrieving character data based on their phonetic values[4].
Conversion rules of soundex, the following rules are applied when calculating the
SOUNDEX for a string [5]: (1) Keep the first letter of the string and remove all other
occurrences of the following letters: a, e, h, i, o, u, w, y, (2) Assign numbers to the
remaining letters (after the first) as follows: b, f, p, v = 1, c, g, j, k, q, s, x, z = 2, d, t = 3, l
= 4, m, n = 5, r = 6. If two or more letters with the same number were adjacent in the
original name or adjacent except any intervening h's and w's, then remove all but the first,
so return the first four bytes padded with 0. For example shown as table 1[5] [6].
3. Methodology
Methodology for this research is designed to achieve the goal, there are four step as shown
in figure 1.
Table 1 : Soundex Example
Function Usage
soundex('Ann');
soundex('Anne');
soundex('Ansie');
soundex('tech on the net');

Result
would return 'A500'
would return 'A500'
would return 'A520'
would return 'T253'

Function Usage
soundex('TECH ON THE NET');
soundex('apples');
soundex('apples are great');
soundex('applus');

Result
would return 'T253'
would return 'A142'
would return 'A142'
would return 'A142'
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Figure 1 : Step to create the method for TEP unique ID Generetion

3.1 How to Get Complete Data.
The real case of TEP data collection in Indonesia face various problem, including lack of
uniformity in the system which is used by provincial office. Administrator professionalism
in maintain the data and information are still less, and infrastructure readiness are also still
less to perform rapid and accurate data collection in their respective regions. Availability
of national consolidated data and information in the central government (MONE) may be
affected by the unsolved problem yet. Data collection have been continued followed by
several processes and accelerating efforts to maintain its accuracy. That effort was not
fully achieved, all given constraints mentioned above is still not yet fully resolved, either
by the system, human resources and leadership.
3.2 How to Know Inconsistency/Irrational
TEP data inconsistency/irrational is a common thing caused by the given time limitation
for the TEP to fill their data and information (biodata). In some cases biodata filled by
another person who do not know the updated data and information of TEP. Inconsistency
can be corrected through verification with some limitation, such as too much the amount
of inconsistency/irrational data to be verified or verification process difficult and
eventually failed to be done.
3.3 How to Provide Accurate Data
Providing accurate TEP data and information requires duplication counting prevention. In
duplication prevention, complete and valid data and information of TEP is a must.
Duplication can also occur that can not be avoided, for example at the level of darting
through the severe manipulation will be difficult to detect the validity. Geographically, in
borderland, it is highly possible that TEP can work at more then one school in the different
provinces. Indonesia geographic condition shows some province location are huddled to
one or more than one provinces as shown in figure 2. This condition can be anticipated by
including all the huddled provinces to inspect its self province. For example, Banten and
West Java are huddled to Jakarta, so inspection for Jakarta must be also refered to Banten
and West Java TEP data.
3.4 How to Generate Unique ID
After the data collected, complete, rational,
consistent and unique data are guaranteed, the
next step is generate ID for each TEP. All ID
are sequantially generated. Later, ID can be
used for primary key. ID can be many digit of
number or maybe number and letter
combination. ID may represents its self data
meaning or maybe hide its self data meaning
by generating encrypted number.
Figure 2 : Jakarta is huddled to Jawa Barat and
Banten
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4. Analysis and Design
All steps in methodology drive the system
development. System design reflect the
requirement for getting the accurate data and
information of TEP. The core feature of this
system is finding the intersection area member.
All records in intersection area must be
Figure 3 : The Intersection Area

inspected, it may intersection from 2 variables 3
variables as shown as figure 3.

In case of TEP Data Collection, there are 7 main variables which attached on each TEP[5]
: (1) full name or name similarity, (2) birth date, (3) address, (4) school (work place), (5)
mother name, (6) elementary school graduate year and (7) goverment employee ID. If all
of variables are fully combined for inspection, system supposed to have many step
inspection. All step are sorted based on their meaning and get 10 steps in highest priority,
which important to do. For speed consideration, the system is decided to do only 10
highest priority inspection steps consecutively as shown in table 2.
Table 2: Thirteen inspection steps
Intersection Variable

Step
p

q

r

1

Find identic records pairs

2

Employee Government ID combine with each variables

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name
Birth Date
Birth Date
Birth Date
Birth Date
Birth Date
Birth Date

Birth Date
Address
School
Mother’s Name
Elementary School Graduate Year
Address
Address
Address
School
School
Mother’s Name

School
Mother’s Name
Elementary School Graduate Year
Mother’s Name
Elementary School Graduate Year
Elementary School Graduate Year

Inspection
Type
Action
Automatic
Inspection
Delete
Record

Manual
Inspection
Observe one
by one

The first step will be inspected automatically because those are guaranteed as duplication
pairs. Step number 2 to 6 will be inspected manually, operator will observe all the
inspected records one by one. For Goverment Employee whose ID can be used to be an
intersection variable will be inspected separately, because their low duplication
probability. Logically every number generation must be pass through automatic and
manual inspection. The automatic inspection can be done first, then all suspected records
can be solved for number generation request manually. All process depending on
completeness of the data from seven variables.
Each information of TEP are stored and used as reference variables to control on
subsequent numbering. NUPTK is an Unique Identification Number, which is granted for
all Teachers and Education Personnel (TEP) in Indonesia.
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5. Result
Historically, number of published UNTEP as shown in table 3. In May 2008, The UNTEP
system produce 2.037.058 published UNTEP. The reliable number of TEP, no incomplete,
no irrational, and the most important is minimizing duplication record, as shown as figure
4.
Table 3 : Year Series Data of UNTEP

Year

Incoming
Data

Publised
UNTEP

2008
2009
2010

2.285.579
2.689.961
3.149.192

2.037.058
2.378.392
2.834.556

Suspected as
Double
Counted
248.521
311.569
314.636

Teaching at
more then
one School
88.295
89.104
90.553

6. Conclusion
Data and information of TEP in Indonesia
have been in better condition after UNTEP
system method implementation. Approach to
get complete, rational, consistent and accurate
data and information of TEP has been done.
Overall, the impacts of using this method are
distribution of TEP to all regions in Indonesia
is done more proportionally by using more
complete and rational data and information and
also less possibility of duplication occurences.
In many situation, working with accurate data Figure 4 : TEP Data Representation, 2008
and information can make confident in making
plan and decision, such as getting precise targets, budget estimation, cost calculation,
using budget efficiently and optimal, and assisting MONE in planning various welfare
programs for TEP. This study requires further research for achiving the level of TEP data
accuracy, which can not be determined quantitatively. The next research may also indicate
what features are still not provided in this study to improve the method performance.
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Abstract:
This study attempts to explore Taiwan's higher education students’ needs and motivations
for building their own E-Portfolio via blog service. To examine university students'
behavioral intention, this study employed the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) as the
research framework. One hundred and ninety-two participants completed a survey
questionnaire measuring their responses to four constructs in the TPB. The results show
students agree that using blog can promote more the interactions between both teacher and
students and peers. To motivate students to building e-portfolio via blog, we need to explore
the needs from user’s perspectives. Such as the function of priority setting, privacy, self
design space, and as an access to get job or school.
Keywords: Blog, E-Portfolio, high education, theory of planned behavior.

1. Introduction
E-Portfolio, also known as an electronic portfolio, is a collection of digital evidence. As a
digital evidence to apply jobs or schools, E-Portfolio is a purposeful compilation and
reflection of one’s work, efforts and progress [1]. E-Portfolio had been adopted for
universities for many years in the United States and Europe. Getting more and more
attention, the Ministry of Education in Taiwan held workshops and seminars to encourage
university students building their own E-Portfolio. However, learning the new tools to
create portfolio might reduce students’ motivation, more than that, maintaining a platform
of E-Portfolio might require lots of financial and management resources. To lighten
students' burden, the free Blog service provider equipped with the features of timely record
and easy operation might be potential to meet what E-Portfolio needs. This research
employed the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) as the research framework to understand
students' acceptance of E-Portfolio system and find out the more influential factors.

2. Building e-Portfolio via Blog Service
There is the increasing application in using Blog in education, communication and
educational technology. The easy to use and free service make it easily for lectors get started
and self-maintain [2]. Blogs provide an ideal tool to construct learning journals [3]. Chen [4]
argues that using blog in education not only serving as assisted media for teaching to
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facilitate teachers' professional but also serving as a tool to improve students' learning.
Nevertheless, Blog can be regarded as interactive platform between senior and fresh
students. Lien and Li [5] point out that Blog can apply to as e-portfolio, class and course
management, information publication, teacher's professional growth and academic research.
The features of Blog such as hyperlink publish and immediate feedback assists cooperative
learning. Blog as an effective communication media provides a chance for students in
knowledge sharing and team work [6].
An E-Portfolio (electronic portfolio) is an electronic collection of learning record that
provides actual evidence of achievement [7]. Evidence may include learning process,
research projects, observations by mentors and peers, and/or reflective thinking in many
media types (audio, video, graphics, and text). The concept of developing e-portfolios is
based on the fact that the reflective practice of creating portfolios enables students to
document and track their learning and enhance their self-understanding. Becoming more
and more common, Portfolio has been found to be a useful learning and professional
development tool [8] [9] [10].

3. Theory of Planned Behavior, TPB
Fishbein and Ajzen [11] proposed a theory called Fishbein behavioral intention model.
According to this model, one's behavior is determined by one's behavioral intention.
Attitude and subjective norm have a positive effect on behavioral intention the intention is
conditioned by one's attitude toward the behavior and the subjective norms. Based on
Fishbein behavioral intention model, Ajzen [12] introduced the third determinant factor that
is perceived behavioral control to modify the previous theory to form the Theory of Planned
Behavior, TPB for shorter. According to Ajzen [12], the cause of one's behavioral intention
is not mere be affected by one's attitude and subjective norms. It is closely related to the out
of behavioral control and situation which is not dominant by one's will. TPB assumes that if
individuals hold more positive attitude, perceived greater social pressure around them, the
more identified executive capacity, resource and opportunities they own, then the stronger
the behavioral intention, more adequate to predict individual's behavior.
There have been numerous empirical studies supported to predict individual's behavioral
intentions of adoption of new product or new technology by using TPB [13]. Our research
uses TPB to understand students' acceptance of E-Portfolio system and find out the more
influential factors.

4. Method
To draft the questionnaire, we conducted focused interviews in students and teachers,
separately. The record of focused interview was using to revise questionnaire. And then, we
collected questionnaire from classroom and online to understand students’ personality and
their motivation in using blogs, then find out students’ needs and incentive in using
E-portfolio system by theory of planned behavior. Finally, we provided recommendation
for teachers and students.
The participants of focused interviews were random chosen from one of the college in a
national university in Taiwan, divided into two group, students and teachers. The sample
were analyzed for understanding acceptance of using E-portfolio using questionnaire,
include classroom and online, from students of a national university in Taiwan. After two
weeks, number of surveys collected 192, 104 of the participants were male and 88 were
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female. They can be further categorized by their education level, 51% being classified as
undergraduate students, 45% as graduate students, and 4% as doctoral students.
Both qualitative and quantitative data analyses were performed. The analysis of quantitative
data used the SPSS 12.0 statistical software package. First descriptive statistics were
computer. In order to clarify the relative contribution of these variables, a multiple
regression analysis was done.

5. Data analysis
This research use TPB to predict students' behavioral intention of E-portfolio acceptance.
The table 1 shows Behavioral beliefs, Outcome evaluations, External incentives and Group
influence were identified as independent predictors of students' behavioral intention of
E-portfolio acceptance, the Perceived Facilitation factor excepted. Table 1 displays the
unstandardized regression coefficients (B), the standardized regression coefficients (beta),
and R, R2 and adjusted R2. The coefficient of determination (R2) was 0.586, indicating that
the model explained 58.6% of the variance in the students' behavioral intention of
E-portfolio acceptance. The result shows a significant effect of Table 2 Multiple regression
of Behavioral beliefs, Outcome evaluations, External incentives, Group influence and
Perceived Facilitation with students' behavioral intention of E-portfolio acceptance
Table 1 Behavioral beliefs
Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

（N=192）
(Constant)
Behavioral beliefs
Outcome evaluations
External incentives
Group influence
Perceived Facilitation

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Se

beta

t

-.027
.224
.290
.260
.111
.118

.212
.053
.071
.057
,053
.062

.252
.270
.247
.128
.126

-.129
4.201***
4.107***
4.566***
2.082*
1.906

R2 = .597 adjR2 = .586 F(5,186)=55.162***
*p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001

Table 2 Items of Behavioral beliefs factor
No.
1
2
3
4

Items
The capacity of data storage
Diverse output formats (CDs, papers and so on.)
Let me adjust the configuration page or information block
Variety of templates and graphic designs to choose

Means
3.72
3.67
3.56
3.53

Sd.
1.09
0.99
1.03
1.05

(Whole tables using a five-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating strong disagreement and 5 indicating strong agreement)

In the Behavioral beliefs factor, the following are the most important service for students
when they setup their own E-portfolio, the capacity of data storage, diverse output formats
(CDs, papers and so on.) of E-portfolio and adjusting the configuration page or information
block by oneself (See Table 2). Table 3 shows the Outcome evaluations factor, students
point out the most important functions, such as that the E-portfolio system have to serve as
the digital resume, unify all the homework and reports effectively, and provide them with
guides for preparing future competition.
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The results reflected in Table 4 indicates that if Employer, department and school may use
E-portfolio as one of the references for talent searching will affect students’ usage of
E-portfolio. Additionally, usage might raise when students perceive that students at other
schools have their own E-portfolio. Although the Perceived Facilitation factor does not
show a significant effect of students’ behavioral intention of E-portfolio acceptance,
students display high agree on the integration between Moodle or school information
system and E-portfolio (See Table 5).
Table 3 Items of Outcome evaluations factor
No.
Items
1
Digital resume as the basis for employment or apply for school
2
Unify all the homework and reports effectively, and cultivating the ability of
knowledge management
3
List the key ability to guide me as soon as possible to understand and prepare for
future competition in order to be able to have a plan to enhance competitiveness
4
Let me be clear thinking and planning during the school how to take part in some
activities that enhance my key competencies
5
Record of school life, and present self progress

Means
3.69
3.68

Sd.
0.98
0.97

3.60

0.93

3.54

0.98

3.40

0.92

(Whole tables using a five-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating strong disagreement and 5 indicating strong agreement)

Table 4 Items of External incentives factor
No.
Items
1
Future employer may find employee by a "digital e-portfolio"
2
Department may use "digital e-portfolio" as one of the reference for talent
recommendation
3
School may use "digital e-portfolio" as one of the reference for applying for
institute
4
School may use "digital e-portfolio" as one of the reference for applying for
scholarships

Means
3.67
3.61

Sd.
1.08
1.03

3.47

1.05

3.41

1.03

(Whole tables using a five-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating strong disagreement and 5 indicating strong agreement)

Table 5 Items of Perceived Facilitation factor
No.
Items
1
I can import data easily from school e-learning platform (Moodle) into
the "digital e-portfolio"
2
"Digital e-portfolio" can be integrated with school information system
3
I can import data easily from blog and social website into the "digital e-portfolio"
4
"Digital e-portfolio" can link to existing blog, albums, message board and so on.

Means
3.74

Sd.
1.09

3.68
3.50
3.47

0.89
1.06
1.10

(Whole tables using a five-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating strong disagreement and 5 indicating strong agreement)

6. Discussion and Conclusions
Using TPB to predict students' behavioral intention of E-portfolio acceptation, the result
revealed that Behavioral beliefs, Outcome evaluations, External incentives and Group
influence were identified as independent predictors of students' behavioral intention of
E-portfolio acceptance. In Behavioral beliefs and Outcome evaluations factors, if the
E-portfolio system offers variety of templates with high-capacity storage for students to
record school life and organize all the homework and reports, students’ attitude toward the
system may be more positive. Furthermore, adding more outer incentives could raise
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students’ behavioral intention of E-portfolio acceptance. It is more attractive that the
E-portfolio system could integrate with school information system and the blog service that
students already used. For these reasons, to meet the needs of the students, we could build
e-Portfolio via blog service based on the "Behavioral beliefs", "Effectiveness evaluation",
"External factors", and "Group influence."
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Abstract: Although an inquiring learner has a learning objective, in web-based continuous
inquiry learning using social bookmark, association with the bookmark and the learning
objective of her/him would be lost. In addition, the learner often forgets existence of the
bookmark of a web page got passively. Therefore it is difficult for the learner to revisit the
bookmark as reflection of the learning activity. In this paper, we consider how to let a
learner be conscious of her/his learning objectives.
Keywords: Learning Objectives, Awareness, Reverse References, Web-Based Inquiry
Learning, and Social Bookmark

Introduction
In recent years, many studies have been made on support for web-based inquiry learning[1].
In this study, we utilize a social bookmark system for inquiry learning because we would
like to make learners continue their self-directed inquiry learning. The social bookmark
system is a web application that can obtain the hot pages as collective intelligence by
sharing each user's interest web pages as bookmarks.
A learner acquires and/or reconstructs new knowledge by having a practical learning
objective in inquiry learning. Learning objective is a specific statement to achieve learning
goal which is general outcome[2]. In this study, the learning objective is a sentence (verb
phrase) to express behavior. If the learning goal is “(I want to) be able to create a web
application in Python”, for instance, conceivable learning objectives are “(I want to know
how to) store data in a sequence in Python”, “(I want to know how to) handles Unicode
characters in Python”, and so on. Existing inquiry learning support studies assume that the
learner always has a practical learning objective. However, learners who are users of a
social bookmark as an information accumulation tool to use routinely are not often
conscious of their learning objectives.

1. Inquiry Learning Using a Social Bookmark
Inquiry learning includes activities that are acquisition and reconstruct of new knowledge,
by a learner investigating questions and interests to achieve the learning objective. A flow of
inquiry learning using a social bookmark is repetition of 3 phases as shown in figure 1.
(1) Search: A learner investigates their questions and interests based on their learning
objectives by web-search using a search engine.
(2) Read: The learner reads acquired web pages and learns it.
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(3) Organize: The learner bookmarks useful web pages to their social bookmark.
To bookmark web pages to a social bookmark by learners is for their own good. The loose
classification of the web page with tagging is constructed as collective intelligence, called
social tagging and folksonomy, by whole tags posted for classifying by the individual
learners[3]. Also, a learner can examine associated information by tracing the bookmarks of
other learners who add the same web page to their bookmarks. Then s/he can get passively
interesting web pages from such as a RSS feed of her/his favorite learners. But
passively-acquired bookmarks do not always relate to present learning objective. It is
difficult to utilize the bookmarks that are not related to learning objectives, because the
learner often forgets existence of the bookmarks. In addition, although one of the purpose of
organizing phase is for knowledge stability, it takes more than the just bookmarking
activity.

Figure 1. Web-Based Inquiry Learning Flow

2. Environment to Write Reverse Reference Books
The important thing for knowledge stability is to externalize contents of learning. Therefore,
we provide an authoring tool of reverse reference books as a bookmark arrangement
environment for externalizing learning contents. The reverse reference is a dictionary to
look for methodology and examples from aim or a specific problem. The heading format
becomes like “Reversing a String by Word or Character”. This is a format same as a
sentence of a learning objective of this study. Consequently, a learner can write a reverse
reference item whose heading is her/his learning objective, as a summary of the inquiry
learning. The learner can describe the summary including bookmark links and quotes of the
web pages in the body text of the item. S/he would revisit the bookmarks easily, because a
learning objective described in the heading is connected with bookmarks in the body text.

3. Learning Objective Awareness
We provide also a learning objective awareness tool provides learners awareness of their
conjectured learning objectives for reminding them to have bookmarked. This tool
speculates from their bookmark history about learners' learning objectives that they were
interested or would be interested in it. As shown in figure 2, a learner's learning objective is
conjectured from her/his bookmarks unclassified according to her/his learning objectives.
Then s/he will receive it as awareness together with some bookmarks that make her/him
revisit itself via such as Twitter. Specifically, the tool shows the following message with the
several bookmarks that the learner already registered.
Have you ever been conscious of a learning objective for how to “…” when you read
these web pages? Would you like to write up an item of your reverse reference book what
you have learned with this objective?
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Figure 2. Learning Objective Awareness

There are two purposes to show learning objective awareness. The first is to promote
reflection of the bookmark to the learner and remind her/him of writing a reverse reference
item. The second is to remind the latent learning objective that the learner oneself did not
notice. We have already developed a prototype of the function to generate a sentence of a
learning objective by adopting our simple algorithm and some open source libraries for
natural language processing. An evaluation experiment is under contemplation yet, but we
have been able to confirm that it can generate an interesting conjectured sentence enough to
give a learning opportunity to the learner.

4. Summary
In this paper, we focused attention on the problem of losing the association with bookmarks
and learning objectives in web-based inquiry learning using a social bookmark. The
maintenance of learning motivation is important to continuous inquiry learning using the
social bookmark, because it is a tool to use continuously on a daily basis. It cannot be called
inquiry learning only by zapping around through the web pages based on interest without
learning objective. Therefore, our support tool for letting learners be conscious of their
learning objectives is useful. In addition, new folksonomy as social linking (grouping) is
created by connecting each bookmark with learning objectives. We expect this collective
intelligence is useful to a learning environment for such as recommending learning
contents, learning objectives and other learners.
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Abstract: We have constructed a learning environment in which algorithm/programming
learners can operate objects on a linked list model in its domain world. The main advantage
of our system is that our model reflects an expert programmers’ perspective: some concepts
of programming, and some implicit restrictions caused by those algorithms are written for
computers not for people. Such a perspective is important for understanding algorithms;
however, it is not common that this perspective is taught to learners explicitly. In this paper,
we proposed such a model for a linked list as an example of dynamic data structure. An
evaluation of the system and model with the programmers’ perspective showed a marginally
positive effect for understanding algorithms.
Keywords: Programming/Algorithm learning, Interactive learning environment,
Programmers’ perspective

Introduction
In recent years, there is an increasing importance of education for algorithms as a solution
for not only computer engineers, but also the general population [1]. However, in the
traditional educational method for programming/algorithms, learners must study
programming languages and algorithms at the same time. It is difficult to develop learners’
algorithm thinking skills, because their programming language skills are insufficient [2]. To
resolve such problems, some learning environments have been proposed in which learners
use an algorithm description language (e.g. flow-chart, PAD and so on) instead of a
programming language for building and executing an algorithm. We think that learners who
can write algorithms using an algorithm description language already have sufficient skills
to build and execute algorithms without using such learning environments.
It has been reported that a hands-on learning method is effective for beginners [3].
Introducing this method to programming education, hand held educational materials were
developed. We believed that tracing algorithm execution processes using a hands-on
learning method is effective for beginners, and it is important that learners can be given rich
feedback which shows if operations externalized by the learners are correct or not, and why
not. In our previous research, we constructed a learning environment which supports some
type of sorting algorithms for an array model in its domain world. In this learning
environment, learners can operate objects with specific values on a data structure model to
trace an algorithm, and the learning environment can give learners feedback which shows if
learners’ operations are correct or not [4]. In this paper, we extend our previous system to
support some algorithms for a linked list as a dynamic data structure.
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1. Linked List Model with Programmers’ Perspective
To understand an algorithm, learners need to trace it with some rules of programming and
some restrictions. In other words, learners cannot trace an algorithm execution process
correctly without rules and restrictions because an algorithm is written for computers not for
people. For instance, a program cannot directly access a linked object (LO) in the linked list
as non-programmers want it to. The structure of a linked list in Fig. 1 allows learners to
directly access the LO whose value is 6 via reference chains between LOs from pointer “P”
in only one step, if learners know where is the LO. However in reality, the program should
firstly get a reference to the LO before accessing the LO; the program needs to execute a
process in which the reference of pointer “P” is shifted to the next LO until reaching the LO
whose value is 6. This is because that data and processes in the algorithm must be abstracted
to make computers execute it. We believe that expert programmers already have this
perspective and they can explain an algorithm execution process correctly in a typical model
of a linked list as in Fig. 1.
Value Next

Value Next

1

Value Next

2

Value Next

6

Value Next

Value Next

10

Value Next

1

Value Next

2

Value Next

6

Value Next

10

header

header

P

P

Fig. 1 Typical model of linked list

Fig. 2 Model of linked list
with highlighting function

However beginners cannot easily explain this in the same way. They often operate
objects which cannot be used at a specific step, or do operations which don’t need to be
done. For instance, learners operate a LO which is not referenced. Then, learners often
cannot recognize such mistakes, then they make adjustments to achieve their desired
outcome by closed processes which computers cannot do. Therefore, we believe that it is
important for beginners to learn such programmers’ perspective for understanding
algorithms. Although it is important for beginners to learn such a perspective for
understanding algorithms, it is not common to have such perspective taught explicitly. In
many cases, learners are expected to implicitly get such perspective themselves by tracing
an algorithm and reading its sample code. However, it is difficult for beginners. We believe
that a learning environment should support the following in order for learners to experience
such a perspective.
1. A domain world must present a model of a linked list to study. In the domain world, the
GUI visually shows which resources learners can access: LOs, pointers, values, and so on.
2. Learners can operate models in a domain world via GUI. Then, learners can reproduce
steps of an algorithm execution process for a linked list.
Fig. 2 shows our model for a linked list with the highlighting function supported by
our proposed system. In this model, LOs, pointers and values which learners can access at a
specific step are highlighted. In contrast, LOs, pointers, and values which learners should
not access at each step are out of sight. Using this learning environment, learners can be
consciously aware of the algorithm execution process for a linked list. Therefore, learners
can focus on what/how they must do at each step.
Fig. 3 shows our educational system in which learners can create a new LO, compare
each data between two LOs, change a reference of a pointer and release a LO on the linked
list model. In our model, the highlighting function highlights only pointers, values, and LOs
which are directly accessible by a pointer; the highlighting function shows referable
resources by a pointer in distinction from highlighted resources (Fig. 4 (E)). Operations
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which change reference to an un-highlighted resource and/or break the structure of the
linked list lead to a popup feedback message (Fig. 4 (B)).
buttons for some functions:
(A)
- enable/disable highlighting function,
- compare values of two LOs
- show history of learners’ operations,
- compare with standard procedure, and so on

explanation for
given problem

(E) inaccessible
resources

linked list consists of
a header and 7 LOs
pointers for
referring LO
(D)
closed “Value” in
created new LO
(C)
“NEW”: a pointer for
created new LO

(E)
accessible resources

referable resources
by a pointer
(B) feedback
messages

advices for
operations

Fig. 3 Main window of our system
2. Conclusion
In this paper, we built an educational system based on our discussed requirements of models
using a programmers’ perspective for a linked list algorithm learning environment. Our
preliminary evaluation with eleven college students showed these results.
1. In the learning environment, models in programmers’ perspective may have a
positive effect for algorithm understanding by making learners focus on whether
they can access LOs, values and pointers, and which operations learners should do
in each step.
2. It is difficult for beginners to understand source code by reading only a sample
program. Source code reading with the learning environment in which learners
operate models appears to be helpful for such learners.
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Abstract: With the development of the technology today, more advanced and powerful
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) systems are applied into language learning
classroom to help students acquire English ability. However, several surveys show that
some CALL systems are lack of theory-based and corrective feedback to meet pedagogical
requirement and indicate learners’ language faults. Thus, this paper presents a theorybased student-centered CALL system to support elementary school students learning
English. The framework contains four parts elements and it is developed based on the
scaffolding theory. The learning activities are set as main-scaffolding to support step by
step individual learning and the corrective feedbacks are set as sub-scaffolding to give
learners detail explanation of how to correct their language faults.
Keywords: Computer Assisted Language Learning, scaffolding learning, corrective
learning feedback

Introduction
With the development and process of the technology, the application of using information
technology to enhance language learning provides opportunities with learners and teachers
to experience more efficient learning. The term of Computer Assisted Language Learning
(CALL) appeared around 1980s. The characteristics of its individualized, student-centered
and low-anxiety learning environment have been proved that applying the CALL system
in enhancing language learning could improve learners’ performances [1]. However, not
all CALL systems are well designed and meet pedagogical requirement [3]. The corrective
feedback to indicate learners’ incorrect use of target language is required but insufficient
[1]. Studies show that without providing students with the feedback to analyze and correct
their language error may result in fossilization and hard-to-break habits [4]. Furthermore,
the issue on how to design the corrective and specific feedback for learners is still a
dispute and under discussion [1] [2] [4]. Thus, the paper aims to propose a framework of
scaffolding-based CALL system to enhance elementary school students’ English speaking
ability (Figure1). The framework contains four parts elements including theory-based part,
learning content design, feedback design model and the implication of automatic speech
recognition.

Figure 1. The four elements of the system
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1.

The framework of learning student-centered CALL system
The student-centered CALL system developed in this study is based on a web learning
environment. Learners have to download the ASR-package from the server and then install
the program on their personal computers. After they install the speech add-in program, the
computers could process the speech API for speech recognition. When learners access to
the learning website, the speech plug-in could decode automatically and run the speech
recognition (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The architecture of the student-centered CALL system

2.

The learning flowchart and feedback design of the CALL system
The concept of scaffolding learning is applied into designing the learning activities and
corrective feedbacks. The learning activates on CALL system are set as main-scaffolding
that aims to support learners learning the English vocabulary and sentence pattern. The
corrective feedbacks are set as sub-scaffolding to give learners detail explanation of how
to correct their language faults and then provide learners with more vocabulary with the
similar pronunciation to enhance and connect their vocabulary knowledge network.
2.1 Main scaffolding: learning activities
There are three activities in the CALL system and the activities are arranged according to
the scaffolding framework. The first level of scaffolding is vocabulary learning. In this
stage, learners have to learn the given vocabulary and then practice the pronunciation of
the words. The second level of scaffolding is sentence pattern learning. In this stage,
learners will learn a simple sentence which is composed by the vocabulary they learnt at
first scaffolding stage. They could repeat the English sentences and replace the key words
within the vocabulary they learned in the first stage. The third level of scaffolding is selftesting quiz. In the quiz, learners have to correctly pronounce each given vocabulary and
sentences without any hint, and a summary and comment of learners’ performances will
be provided after learners finishing the quiz.
2.2 Sub scaffolding: corrective feedbacks
The implicited and explicited corrective feedbacks of each stage are also conducted. The
purpose of implicit feedback is to prevent students from being irritation and feeling
disappointed while making faults and the explicit feedback could provide learners with
directly information about how to modify their language faults [5]. Thus, the researchers
applied three structural feedback mechanism as sub-scaffolding of the system to help
students aware and correct their pronunciation error. Among the three sub-scaffolding
feedbacks, the implicit feedback, recast, represents learners utterance to help them aware
of the difference between learners’ pronounce and the target word. Then, two explicit
feedbacks are showed to indicate students’ incorrect pronunciation and instruct them to
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modify their language errors. An illustration of the learning activities and feedback
mechanism could found in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The illustration of scaffolding processes on CALL system

3.

Discussion and Future work
This paper has discussed the framework of scaffolding-based CALL system to support
elementary school students learning English speaking. Since some of CALL research lacks
of theory-based pedagogical design, and it has been indicated that digital waveforms or
short comments seem not proved to be effective and comprehensible for providing
learners with useful information in correcting their language errors. The authors try to
summarize the suggestion from related CALL study and then apply the concept of
scaffolding theory, language feedbacks, both of implicit and explicit forms, and the stateof-the-art technology, automatic speech recognition technique to propose a more complete
CALL framework. Several concerns arise from this on-going study such as the fact that
English students are in different learning styles and at different language proficiency. Thus,
the adaptive learning fumction could be included in the system to make sure the whole
design of the learning flowchart can adjust to the needs and different achievement of the
target learners. Next steps in the construction of this research will focus on software
implementation and collection of results. It is our hope that elementary school learners
could be benefit from the interactive and individual learning environment to achieve better
English performance.
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Abstract: It is known that notetaking instruction leads to improvement of students'
motivation for learning and understanding. However, it is not easy to instruct how to take
notes enough for each student in classroom. We have developed a notetaking instruction
system with handwriting interface. Our prototype system is designed for arithmetic
calculation by writing. The user can take notes on the system the same as usual notetaking
because our system is equipped with a handwriting interface. We have defined three
instruction rules. They are laying out group heads, inserting blank spaces and separating the
page for additional information. The diagnosis results and instructions are immediately
presented to the user. Our system has realized individual notetaking instruction in which the
user can learn the basics of how to take notes through real-time instruction.
Keywords: Notetaking, notetaking instruction, handwriting interface

Introduction
The purpose of notetaking instruction is to instruct students how to take notes. Notetaking
instruction is an important educational guidance because it leads to improvement of
motivation for learning [1]. In addition, doing notetaking instruction improves students’
performances [2]. It is preferable that teachers check the note of each student and instructs
each student. However, a lot of time and labor are necessary for continuing notetaking
instruction.
Meanwhile, a handwriting input becomes popular. It is able to take notes on a computer in
handwriting by using a handwriting interface.
In this research, we have developed a notetaking instruction system with a handwriting
interface. It is possible to instruct notetaking individually by using our notetaking
instruction system. We have focused on instructing how to write arithmetic calculation by
writing. There are basics of how to take notes in the arithmetic calculation. They are laying
out group heads, inserting blank spaces between the lines and separating the page for
additional information [3]. If group heads are laid out and blank spaces are inserted, it
becomes easy to review the note. If the note information is written, it is easy to find what is
written in the page.
1. Behavior of our system
Figure 1 shows a function diagram and behavior of our system. This system performs
evaluation and instruction based on information of the user’s notetaking. When taking
notes, the user uses a handwriting interface. The note data analysis module analyzes user’s
note data based on notetaking rules. Analysis results are given in the evaluation module. The
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evaluation module evaluates user’s note based on analysis results. Instruction messages and
the instruction position are selected based on evaluation results.
We have used Microsoft Windows Business, Visual Studio 2008(Visual C++2008) for
development. We have used WACOM DTU-710 for handwriting interface.

Figure. 1: Function diagram and behavior
2. Development of our system
2.1 An Example of display
Figure 2 shows an example of notetaking instruction. The user writes notes in the writing
area with handwriting as if he/she writes in the note of papers. Instruction messages are
displayed in the message area according to the evaluation of the note.

Figure. 2: An example of notetaking instruction
In this instance, blank spaces between question 1 and question 3 are missing. The system
highlights the position and gives an inducing message to leave a space between them.
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2.2 Analysis and instruction functions
2.2.1 Group analysis function
The group analysis function is a function for grouping the hand-written calculation process
of each question. This group analysis is carried while the user is writing. The system
watches which cell has handwriting input. When the cell of latest input is away from the
prior ones, it is judged that the user has moved to the next question (a new group). Each
group is surrounded with the frame.
2.2.2 Instruction function for laying out group heads
The system watches whether question numbers are tidily laid out along the line or the row
of the note. The question number is a cell isolated in the group. When the system judges that
group heads are not laid out, the question number is enclosed with a red frame. In addition,
the message “Let’s lay out group heads” is displayed.
2.2.3 Instruction function for blank spaces
The system watches whether there are blank spaces between the groups. It is necessary to
insert blank spaces by one line or more. When the system judges that there is no blank space,
the line is drawn at the position where the blank space is required. In addition, the message
“Let’s insert blank spaces” is displayed (See Figure 2).
2.2.4 Instruction function for a separator
The system watches whether the separator line is drawn first. Moreover the system
watches whether the separator line is drawn in position. When the separator line is not
drawn, an assist line and the message “Let’s separate the page.” are displayed.
3. Conclusions
In this paper, we have described a notetaking instruction system with handwriting
interface. Our prototype system is designed for arithmetic calculation by writing. The user
can take notes on the system the same as usual notetaking because our system is equipped
with a handwriting interface. We have developed instruction functions for laying out group
heads, blank spaces and a separator for additional information. Our system analyzes and
instructs user’s note immediately. As a result, our system is able to instruct basic notetaking
rules.
The next tasks we are planning are adding storage and management functions for storing
users’ data and histories of instruction. After that, we are going to do evaluation experiments
to evaluate the validity and effectiveness of our system.
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Abstract: Using item response theory (IRT) in computer adaptive test (CAT) is critical to
assess learners’ readiness for further learning. This theory has assumptions concerning the
mathematical relationship between learner’s abilities and item responses. A numerical value
from the theory has potential to decide who the best learner is. The IRT score only provides
the learner’s result and lack of the assessment of learner’s ability level in cognitive skills.
This paper proposes an approach of using Bloom’s cognitive skills for evaluating learned
ability level by considering achieved the level of difficulty and the IRT score. Our starting
point in the adaptive test is at a question of learners’ knowledge level difficulty that we got
from their pre-test scores instead of starting with a question of a medium difficulty. This
approach provides the effectiveness of CAT to test cognitive skills and offers some
theoretical considerations on linking learning outcomes and assessments.
Keywords: item response theory, computer adaptive test, cognitive skill

Introduction
There are a number of computer adaptive test methods and technologies that can be used to
assess learners’ strengths and weaknesses based on item-by-item and learner responses.
These allow learners to be tested on materials at their level. Adaptive testing changes their
behaviour and structure depending on the learner’s responses and detected abilities.
The key idea of an adaptive test system is that questions are selected by the computer to
individually match the ability level of each learner. In this approach, the test is tailored to
each learner [1,2]. Adaptive testing aims to assess a learner’s ability by posing a minimum
number of questions in order to decrease test length, which is one of the main goals in
adaptive testing [3]. Another main goal includes offering personalized support according to
the needs and ability of each learner [4]. The system may skip over what learners have
learned and find out what they should learn further. As a result, most existing test engines
present questions according to the level of the learner’s abilities in order to eliminate too
easy or too difficult questions [1]. Therefore, adaptive questioning is an efficient and
effective mean of knowledge-based testing.
Many adaptive testing systems have been developed such as A Web-based English CAT
prototype system [5], IDEAL [6], and SIETTE [7]. Item response theory (IRT) was used in
the implementation of these systems because the proficiency estimate is independent of the
particular set of questions selected for the assessment. Each learner gets a different set of
questions with different difficulty levels while taking the adaptive testing [8].
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These systems are focused on using IRT to estimate the numerical value of learner’s ability
level, in order to determine the next item to be posed, and to decide when to finish the test,
rather than to assess learners’ readiness for further learning. One of the major challenges
facing the use of IRT is establishing standards for usability and interpretability issues of the
IRT value [9]. In IRT, ability is measured by a scale point. When applied this theory to
measure cognitive skills expected to be tested in each learning outcome such as Knowledge,
Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation, the theory has some
limitations [10]. In this paper, we introduce IRT and explore cognitive assessment. Finally,
the proposed cognitive adaptive testing system applying with IRT is discussed and the main
contributions are summarized.
1. A Proposed Cognitive Adaptive Testing
We propose to build an adaptive testing system by applying with IRT where teachers can
create, manage, and control their test for each learner. The system would be a
cognitively-based formative assessment that will identify more detail about the underlying
concepts and skills needed to solve problems in each reporting category. Each test, the
system will learn more about each learner and provide an increasingly accurate prediction of
how well each learner will do on their test.
One of the objectives is to add a new factor to the IRT model which is a pre-test score. We
use this factor for initial learner ability in order to tailor to learners’ ability level instead of
starting a question with a medium difficulty. A pre-test will measure a learner’s knowledge
level before starting a real adaptive testing.
Table 1 Guidelines for expert calibration
Difficulty(b)
-3 <= b<= -2
-2 <= b<= -1
-1 <= b<= 0
0 <= b<= +1
+1 <= b<= +3

Cognitive skill
Remembering
Understanding
Applying
Evaluating
Creating

Skill being assessed
Ability to recall taught material
Ability to interpret and/or translate taught
Ability to apply taught material to novel situations
Ability to make judgments based on criteria & standards
Ability to reorganize elements into a new pattern

A proposed system prototype comprises a graphical user interface, an adaptive algorithm
based on the 3-PL model from IRT and item bank questions. The item bank of questions is
employed to store information about question stem, distractors, key answers, topic area and
values for the parameters required by the 3-PL model [11,12]. One of the central elements of
the 3-PL model is the level of item difficulty (bi) being defined by subject domain experts.
The expert calibration is based on Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive skills [13] illustrated in
Table 1. Our questions break down individual test items into component concepts and skills
in order to track what knowledge and skill limitations of individual learners.
A proposed adaptive testing system consists of a number of modules: test editor, IRT editor,
IRT calculator, pre-test generator and adaptive test generator (illustrated in Error!
Reference source not found.). The test editor is responsible for teacher to create questions
based on cognitive skill theory, and storing the questions in a test bank. In order to estimate
IRT, the IRT parameters such as difficulty, discrimination, and pseudo-guessing have to be
filled in and calculated by teacher, and storing in a IRT repository. Before learners start to
do their adaptive test, they will start to evaluate their knowledge by using a pre-test. Our
starting point in the adaptive test is at their knowledge level that we got from their pre-test
scores. The adaptive test generator module retrieves a question from the test bank based on
their level. If learners’ response is correct, the module will recalculate their ability and show
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more difficulty questions to follow till the level of learners’ ability becomes stable.
Conversely, an incorrect response will trigger a less difficult question to be administered
next.
2. Conclusion
Many adaptive testing systems have been developed to assess learner’s ability level.
However, the proficiency of learner from those systems was not linked to learning outcomes
in terms of cognitive skills. This paper proposed an adaptive testing system based on IRT
and cognitive skills. The 3-PL model and Bloom’s taxonomy are used in the implementation
of our system. A preliminary result from pre-test is incorporated in IRT for the estimation of
the initial learner ability in order to make IRT more realistic and applicable. The
dichotomous item type is focused only.
The proposed system provides the effectiveness of CAT to improve an assessment
connecting with learning outcomes. In this study, Bloom’s cognitive skills are used to create
a list of all questions that are possible at various levels. These questions are used to test
understanding and in some cases determine the degree to which learners had actually
acquired the desired knowledge. Our system guides question development through the six
levels of cognitive ability to stimulate critical thinking. This makes it possible to guide
teachers in developing questions for learners and provide authoring templates to speed the
creation of new questions for assessment.
This system also has the great advantage of providing individuals with a more detailed
identification of learners’ performance. The system could be used in conjunction with a
development discussion between the learner and teacher to provide focus on the key aspects
to be developed for each learning outcome. It is suggested that information about learning
outcomes should form the basis of pedagogically-informed metadata which would be
relevant to any description of content or process in learning and teaching situation.
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Abstract: We propose an automatic construction method of multiple equivalent test forms
indicated by test information function, and the method reduces the probabilities of selecting
redundant items to the same test form. In previous studies, although their methods
minimized the different between the test information functions of the constructed test forms,
they neglected the content similarities of selected items in the same test form. Therefore, the
content similar items have probabilities to be selected into the same test form. This affects
the test reliability. The main idea of this paper is to reduce the probabilities by applying a
latent Dirichlet allocation in the test construction method to detect the content similarities
between the selected items and the remaining items in the item banks.
Keywords: e-testing, multiple test forms, test construction, latent Dirichlet allocation

Introduction
Educational assessments sometimes need “multiple test forms” in which each form consists of
a different set of items but still has qualities that are equivalent (e.g., equivalent amounts of
test information based on item response theory) to the others. For example, multiple test forms
are needed when a testing organization administers a test in different time slots. To achieve
this, multiple test forms are constructed in which all forms have equivalent qualities so that
examinees, who have taken different test forms, can be objectively evaluated on the same
scale.
In order to construct multiple test forms, e-testing, which accomplishes automated test
construction, has recently become popular in research areas involving educational
measurement (Luecht, 1998; van der Linden and Adema, 1998; van der Linden, 2005). The
methods in previous studies have been used to construct all forms of a test to satisfy the same
test constraints (e.g., the number of test items and the amount of test information) to ensure
that all forms have equivalent qualities. van der Linden and Boekkooi-Timminga (1989)
proposed a sequential method of constructing test forms using linear programming to
minimize the fitting errors to the test constraints. While, Boekkooi-Timminga (1990) and
Armstrong (1992) proposed methods that simultaneously constructed all test forms to
minimize the differences in the fitting errors on the test forms. The former used linear
programming and the latter used network-flow programming. van der Linden and Adema
(1998) and van der Linden (2005) proposed methods that sequentially constructed test forms
by minimizing the difference in fitting errors between a currently constructed test form and the
remaining set of items in the item bank.
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Although the reviewed methods minimized the differences between the fitting errors on the
test forms, these methods neglected considering the content similarities of the selected items
in the same form. Therefore, in actual constructions of multiple test forms, the content similar
items have probabilities to be selected into the same test form. When the content similar items
are selected to the same test form, they are redundant and might become hints for the other
item(s). This reduces the reliability of the test form.
The main idea of this paper is to solve the problem by applying natural language processing
technique to detect the content similarities of items while constructing test forms. Recently, in
natural language processing, one of the famous statistical models, which can be applied to
detect the content similarities of items, is the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei, et al.,
2003). Several researches (Blei, et al., 2003; Kakkonen, et al., 2006) showed LDA provided
better performance than the previous statistical models such as Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) (Deerwester, 1990) and probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) (Hofmann,
1999).
However, it is well known that the multiple test construction has the trade-off problem
between the equivalent of test forms and computational costs. To alleviate the trade-off
problem, Songmuang and Ueno (2010) proposed a Bees algorithm (BA) for multiple test
construction that applies a parallel-computing technique that distributes the computational
costs to multiple processors without increasing the differences in fitting errors.
Therefore, to reduce probabilities of selecting redundant items into the same test form and
construct multiple equivalent test forms in a realistic time, we combine LDA with BA for
multiple test construction. This method constructs multiple test forms to minimize the
probabilities of selecting the content similar items in the same test form and to minimize the
different of the test information function between test forms.

Construction Method of Multiple Equivalent Test Forms based on Bees Algorithm
combining Latent Dirichlet Allocation
1. Bees algorithm for multiple test forms construction
In this section, we describe a method of constructing test forms based on BA that constructs
multiple equivalent test forms by minimizing the difference in fitting errors between test
forms. The construction of multiple test forms is classified as an NP-hard problem. To
reduce the computational time, we divided the construction of test forms into two steps:
Step A: Construct test forms only to minimize the fitting errors of each form to test
constraints without taking into consideration the equivalence of test forms. Here, the
constructed test forms are still not equivalent.
Step B: Extract the most equivalent set of test forms from the constructed test forms in Step
A that minimizes the difference in fitting errors between test forms.
The proposed construction of multiple test forms based on BA is implemented in a
parallel-computing environment that includes one server and several workers.
Using a parallel-computing technique, the computational cost of constructing the test forms
for each processor core is calculated by dividing the computational cost by the number of
processor cores. Therefore, we can decrease the computational time by increasing the total
number of processor cores of workers. As a result, we can relax the trade-off by using the
proposed method and the parallel computing technique.
However, this method neglects the content similarities of the selected items in the same test
form. Next, section we describe how to apply LDA to detect the content similarities in BA.
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2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA is a generative probabilistic model in natural language processing which is used for
evaluate topic of data. The basic idea of this model is that documents are represented as
random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution over
words.
Several researches compared the effectiveness of LDA with previous models such as LSA
and pLSA (Deerwester, 1990; Hofmann, 1999). According to the results, LDA provides
better performance to estimate topic for data.
Therefore, in this paper, we apply LDA to evaluate topics of items. The evaluated topics of
items are used to indicate the content similarities of items.
To apply LDA in multiple test constructions, we combine LDA in step A of BA to minimize
the probabilities of selecting content similar items of each test form. In this method, we
generate the selection probabilities of items inversely proportional to the content similarities
of the selected items in the test form and the remaining items in an item bank. That is the
remaining items, which have different topics comparing to the topics of selected items, have
high probabilities to be selected into the test form.
Finally, we develop the construction system of multiple test forms using the proposed
method and perform a simulation experiment using an actual item bank to show the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract: A learning content used in e-Learning system is prone to one-sided outbound of
information. It is difficult to use in laboratory courses require work with the real tools.
However, students will easily understand how to operate equipment by watch the real things
rather than seeing them illustrated. Therefore, wefocused attention on the augmented reality
(AR) technology to solve this issue. By using it, we can make new e-Learning content that
can shows instruction on the actual environment through 3D computer graphics models with
some instruction information. In this paper, we propose the new e-Learning content using
the AR, and report about developed the prototype content with evaluation of students.
Keywords: augmented reality, e-Learning, laboratory course, learning content

Introduction
In the e-Learning, teacher can make learning contents with not only text data but also
multimedia data such as videos, sounds and pictures. Primarily, these contents are used in
e-Learning as textbook and the exercises for students. On the other hand, it is difficult to
uses these contents in laboratory courses require work withreal tools. For example, it is
compelled to instruct by indirect illustrations and other media, for description about
equipment operation because it is difficult that recognize the student's actual environment
through the e-Learning content. However, we think that student can more easily understand
how to operate actual equipment watch the real images of them than indirect illustrations.
On the other hands, the AR technology has been attracted much attention. By using it, we
can make the content that cansuperimpose the instruction on the actual-world environment.
Therefore, we have developed a prototype as new e-Learning content for laboratory courses.
In this paper, we report about it and report results of evaluation experiments.
 Current e-Learning content in higher education field
By the recent development of information
technology, peoples will be able to use the
e-Learning in various places. In addition, the
education institutions and corporates are
utilizing the e-Learning in Japan.Peoples can
further learning at an own pace in various time
and places. On the other hand, in general
face-to-face courses, student has been learning
at same time and places. In these courses,
students can throw the questions to teachers,
and getting the answersin real time.

Figure 1. An example of our e-Learning
contents

“blended-learning” is becoming popular that combines the advantages of e-Learning
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courses and conventional courses.In addition, the e-Learning is utilized in the laboratory
courses require actual work with the real tools.Moreover, in our universities, e-Learning is
utilized inlaboratory courses such as the programming lesson and the electronic
experiments. These contents are consisting by the text, some illustrations and pictures for
students as shown in Figure 1. However, we should make more effort for students. For
example, these contents cannot capture the student's environment.Namely, it is difficult that
understand it by seeing the indirect illustrations. We think that students more easily
understand how to operate experiment equipment by watch the real things than these
illustrations.The laboratory courses have been conducted in the faculty of engineering. In
these courses, it is important that actual work with real tools. Particularly, the learning of
operation of equipment is important for accomplish the purpose of experiments. Most
e-Learning contents are composed by text, sounds, images and videos. These are used in
order to present about materials equipment to students. They are working to experiments
while seeing it.We think that they will easily understand how to operate experiment
equipment by watch the real things rather than watching these illustrated items. Therefore,
we have tried to import picture of actual equipment and instructions to e-Learning content
for students. However, this approach could not synchronize the movie with the instruction.
Therefore, we focused attention on augmented reality to solve this issue. The AR
technology is a term for a live direct view of an actual-world environment that is augmented
with virtual image generated by computer. It can enhance one’s current perception of
reality. By using it, we can make a new e-Learning content for learning with real tools.
 The new e-Learning content using the AR
The Augmented reality technology is a term for a
live direct view of an actual-world environment
that is augmented with virtual image generated by
computer. It can enhance one’s current perception
of reality.We propose the new e-Learning
contentsthat can instruction to actual equipment
without using indirect media.
The new e-Learning content can directly instruct
Figure 2. An example of new
to actual equipment through the superimposed
e-Learning contents
instruction images on the actual movie getting
from the web-cam. Figure 2 is showing an example of running the content. In this case,
content must know a position of equipment in advance for superimpose the instruction
images on the image of actual equipment. This position will be known by using the simple
black square (marker) to equipment in advance. Actual superimposed position is decided by
the position of marker on the equipment. Student can watch the instructions by shooting the
marker using the web-cam.We developed the prototype content for laboratory courses in the
Tohoku Gakuin University as concrete example. In this chapter, describes the environment
of content and reports the prototype contents.In the Tohoku GakuinUniversity, laboratory
courses areconducting using the individual booth and web-based instruction manual
(Shikoda, et al., 2010).Student does experiment with individual booth while watching a
Web page of Web based instruction manual.Our contentsare developed by using the
FLARToolKit (Spark Project) and written by the Action Script 3.0. It can embed in a web
page of the instruction manual as flash content. Students can further experiments while
seeing the direct instructions that superimposed on the image of an actual equipment
through a web-cam.We expect that student who did not understand using the illustration,
will be able to understand how to operate equipment more easily by using our content.
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 Evaluation experiment
We are sure that our contents will help students who have vague understanding of operation
of experiment equipment. Moreover, we should experiment with our contents to use in real
classes as next step. Therefore, we conducted the evaluation experiment to six students who
are fourth grade studentsin department of electrical engineeringwith a history of this course.
After they use our content, we ask them about the following questions.Question 1: "Were
you easy to manipulate content?”, Question 2: "Do you think that operation of content is
easy by you get familiar with it?", Question 3: "Were you easy to see the instruction by
AR?", Question 4: "Do you think that our contents are helpful to learn?", Question 5: "Do
you think our contents are easy to learn operation of equipment than illustrated
instruction?", Question 6: "Would you like to use our contents from now on?". We got the
following results from these questions. In the question 1, 67% of students answered strongly
positive and 33% of students answered positive. In the question 2, most students answered
positive.By these results, it is indicated that most students can manipulate our contents very
easily without confusing.However, in the question 3, 50% of the students answered
negative. Therefore, teachers need to consider about superimposed objects design and way
of fixing camera. In question 4 and 5, the majority of students answered positive. These
results are indicating that our contents are helpful for student who cannot understand
operation of equipment using illustrated contents.Moreover, in final question, all students
answered positive.By this result, we will make further effort to use our contents in real
classes.
 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the new e-Learning content using the augmented reality
technology. Then we reported the prototype that we are developing as new e-Learning
content. In next, we must try evaluation experiments for our university students with this
content. We think this content can be used for variety of learning use Internet. Therefore, we
will actively try to explore a new possibility.
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Abstract: This paper presents “Move, Idioms!”, a Mobile-Assisted Language Learning design that
emphasizes learners‟ habit of mind and skills in making meaning with their daily encounters, and
associating those with the knowledge learned at the formal classes. The students used smartphones
on a 1:1, 24x7 basis to take photos in real-life contexts related to Chinese idioms, made sentences
with the idioms, and posted them onto a wiki space for peer reviews. In this paper, we focus on
investigating students‟ cognitive processes and patterns in artifact creation. Through two case
studies, we gained better understanding of how (1) physical settings in the informal contexts, (2)
parental support, and (3) technology facilitated students‟ meaning making in their daily life. We
hope to contribute to the literature of mobile learning by exploring virtually limitless learning
opportunities that informal contexts and parental involvement may offer to learners.
Keywords: Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL); Seamless Learning; Learning Ecology;
Parental Support; Learner Content Creation

1.

Introduction

How can learners‟ habit of mind and skills in making meaning with their daily encounters, and
associating those with their formal learning be nurtured through (teacher-)facilitated seamless
learning (FSL) [1] experiences? This is one of the major research issues of our school-based
study in exploring a FSL design for Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL), “Move,
Idioms!” [2][3]. Seamless learning, the overarching framework of our study, is defined by Chan
et al. [4] as an approach that a student can learn whenever and wherever she is eager to learn,
and can easily switch from one context to another (formal and informal learning, personal and
social learning, physical and cyber-space, etc.), assisted by the personal device.
In the study, we facilitated a Primary 5 (11-year-old) class in Singapore to study 48
Chinese idioms (and 8 additional conjunctions) over 10 months. Apart from on-campus
idiom/conjunction lessons in small-group contextualized learning activities, the students were
each assigned a smartphone for 24/7 access. With their smartphones, they associated their
encounters or created contexts in their daily life with the idioms/conjunctions learned, took
photos and made sentences with the idioms/conjunctions (i.e., photo-blogging-like activities),
and then posted them onto a wiki space for peer review.
In this paper, we focus on analyzing students‟ artifact creation activities in out-of-school
settings, mediated by the mobile devices. We consider these learning experiences as different
forms of personal or social meaning making that involves certain patterns of cognitive processes.
Through interpreting their daily encounters or creating contexts, alone or with other people‟s
participations, the students articulated their renewed or even creative understanding of such
authentic contexts – they did so by associating them with the vocabularies (idioms and
conjunctions are special forms of vocabularies) that they learned in formal lessons. In particular,
we investigated the roles of (1) physical settings, (2) parents, and (3) mobile technology, in
supporting students‟ out-of-school artefact creation activities through two case studies.
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2.

Literature Review

A child‟s learning experience is not just what happens inside the school. Few can deny that
external factors such as experiences in the informal learning environments (e.g., [5]) and
parental involvement (e.g., [6]) have an impact on school success [7]. Parental involvement in
children‟s learning may come in different forms, such as being active observers or monitors of
their children‟s home learning with the aid of mobile technologies, or communicating with the
teachers to share their observations in the children‟s learning [8]. Current technological
advancements have provided more opportunities for parents to actively experience what and
how their children learn, in addition to checking the results of their work.
Indeed, being the closest people to most of the K-12 students and potentially powerful in
complementing the latters‟ school-based formal learning, parents are natural resources in the
seamless learning experience of the children. However, according to [9]‟s critical analysis in the
literature on mobile seamless learning published between 2006 and March 2011, the aspect of
parental involvement had been underexplored (though part of the reason is that some literature is
pertaining to higher or adult education, where parental involvement was irrelevant).
Apart from parental support, another crucial factor that shapes learners‟ experiences in
informal learning contexts is the ecological environments where they are situated in. Barron [10]
defines a learning ecology as “the set of contexts found in physical or virtual spaces that
provides opportunities for learning” (p.195). Luckin [11] advocates the establishment of
individual learners‟ cross-context and perpetual learning ecology that is genuinely learner centric.
Such views are congruent with our recent exposition (see: [12]) that learners ought to gradually
assume greater agency in deciding what and how to learn, and being able to self-identify and
appropriate learning resources across different spaces to mediate their learning, rather than being
restrained by the designed learning resources for prescribed tasks.
3.

Study Description

Vocabulary learning is often delivered in conventional ways, such as providing abstract
definitions and sentences stripped off the context of use [13]. Such pedagogical strategies may
pose a problem for acquiring context-dependent vocabularies, such as idioms [14]. Recognizing
both the importance and the limitation of formal, in-class language learning, theorists in this
field have been advocating the integrations of formal and informal [15] language learning, which
mesh well with the notion of seamless learning. Informed by the theories, we developed a cyclic,
customizable learning experience design of “Move, Idioms!” consisting of 4 activities:
Activity 1 – In-class/on-campus contextual idiom learning: During each lesson, the
teacher conducts contextualized learning activities such as facilitating the students to take photos
on campus to illustrate the idioms. This is to motivate and prepare students for carrying out the
subsequent activity on their own. Strategies of artifact creation are introduced by the teacher,
such as idioms should be used in suitable contexts, e.g., the idiom 手舞足蹈 in the sentence “我在
手舞足蹈” (I am dancing for joy.) is undesirable since it is decontextualized use, i.e., the sentence
created lacks contextual information to demonstrate understanding.
Activity 2 – Out-of-class, contextual, independent sentence making: This is the main
focus of the paper. Students carry the smartphones 24/7 to use contexts in their daily lives which
can be associated with the idioms. They then take photos, make sentences using the idioms to
describe the photos, and post them onto a wiki space. A wiki page for each idiom is created for
students to post and compare their artifacts.
Activity 3 – Out-of-class, online collaborative learning: Students perform peer reviews on
the wiki by commenting, correcting or revising their peers' sentences.
Activity 4 – In-class consolidation, collaborative learning: Each group is assigned to
study a few existing artifacts consisting of correct, ambiguous and erroneous usages of an idiom.
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The groups compare the artifacts and revise the sentences where necessary. Subsequently,
classroom discussion helps clarify contradictory views.
We implemented two cycles of “Move, Idioms!”. The first cycle was a pilot study taking
place during July-September 2009 involving a Primary 5 (11-year-old) class. In the study, we
learned through student interviews that student and parent co-constructed some artifacts with
positive outcomes (judging by the quality of such artifacts). The second cycle, the focus of this
paper, took place in January-November 2010 and involved another class of 34 Primary 5
students, with mixed abilities in Chinese. Each of them was assigned a Samsung Omnia II
smartphone with a built-in camera, Wi-Fi access, Internet browser and English/Chinese text
input. We co-designed with teachers eight “Activity 1” and two “Activity 4” lessons which were
then enacted by the Chinese teacher of the class with 2-4 week intervals. Meanwhile, students
carried out “Activity 2” and “Activity 3” continuously at their own pace. We developed a simple
application on their phones for their convenience of taking/assembling photos and making
sentences/paragraphs in one user interface, and posting them onto the wiki page of their choice.
Recognizing our seamless learning design as an opportunity to better involve parents in
advancing student learning during Activity 2, we organized a “meet-the-parents” session prior to
the second cycle. In the session, we briefed the parents of the participating students about the
benefits and challenges of mobile seamless learning, and suggested to them how to regulate or
participate in the students‟ use of their smartphones after school. A mother-daughter dyad from
the first cycle shared their fond experiences of co-creating artifacts. Some parents who attended
the session found it inspiring and were willing to give it a try.
Due to the cross-context nature of seamless learning, we employed a variety of data
collection and analysis methods. Apart from pre- and post-tests to assess students‟ learning gains
in idiom-context associations, two post-questionnaires were administered. Questionnaire 1 was
for the students to report facts and perceptions of their learning experiences across various
contexts, including the informal settings. Furthermore, to collect data on the students‟ artifact
creation processes in informal settings, we periodically compiled the artifacts that individual
students created for Questionnaire 2, in which we asked the students to report their processes in
creating each artifact. In this paper, we will focus our analysis on students‟ Activity 2 tasks.
Student responses were coded based on our classification of “three types of cognitive
processes in artifact creation” as our findings in the first cycle (see: [3] ), namely, Type 1: with
an idiom in mind  object finding/manipulation or scenario enactment  photo taking; Type 2:
Object/human/scenario encountering  associating it with an idiom (immediate association) 
photo taking; and Type 3: Object encountering/manipulation or scenario encountering/
enactment  photo taking  associating it with an idiom (delayed association). Our earlier
analysis of the three types of processes as reported in [3] suggests that each of these processes
would correspond to a vocabulary learning strategy. We consider Type 1 the easiest, perhaps an
assignment-minded process could serve as an entry-level activity for newcomers to such
activities; Type 2 the highest level process as such immediate retrieval of the relevant idioms
required the students‟ internalization of their acquired idioms. Type 3 could serve as a bridging
strategy between the first two. Descriptive statistics were analysed to help us understand the
trends, which will be reported in the subsequent section.
In our analysis, we distinguished the real-life context and the artifact context. The real-life
context is the actual physical context that facilitates student‟s artifact creation; the artifact
context is the context that is portrayed by a student artifact (through the sentence) and reflects
the student‟s meaning making of the real-life context. The two contexts may or may not be
consistent. For example, a student takes a photo of a doll lying on the sofa (the real-life context)
and composes a sentence, “Exhausted, the girl fell asleep on the sofa.” (the artifact context).
Furthermore, by referring to students‟ responses to the questionnaire, we identified several
students who went through complex artifact creation processes and generated quality artifacts.
We conducted one-to-one interviews with them and their parents to find out the processes of
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creating individual artifacts and the sources of inspirations in greater details. In sections 5 and 6,
we present artifact creation processes using two student cases, Colin and Jane (pseudonyms).
4.

Findings: Descriptive Statistics of Students’ Artifact Creations

Throughout the study, the students generated 853 sets of artifacts. We performed descriptive
statistical analyses on students‟ artifact creations to investigate relevant patterns. Due to the
space limit, we will only present the analysis in Table 1 that is most relevant to our focus here.
Table 1: Cross tab of settings where artifacts were created vs. cognitive process types (whole class)
Settings where artifacts were created
Within the school
At individual students‟ home
Other locations
Total

Type 1
75
193
37
305

Type 2
42
134
114
286

Type 3
28
44
164
236

Not sure
8
5
13
26

Total
153
376
324
853

Table 1 was generated from Questionnaire 2. There were 26 artifacts where the students
could not recall the cognitive processes, and were therefore categorized under “not sure”. We
distinguished the physical settings where the artifacts were created into three categories – within
the school, at students‟ home, and at other locations (out of home and not in the school). The last
two settings are considered the contexts where students created artifacts spontaneously or by
self-initiation. As stated above, we are in favor of Type 2 artifacts since it is an indication of
students‟ internalization of the acquired vocabularies, followed by Type 3 artifacts.
The statistics in Table 1 indicates that the students created the greatest amount of Type 2
and Type 3 artifacts at “other locations”. Through the student interviews, we found out that as
the real-life contexts of “other locations” such as their neighborhoods, shopping malls,
destinations of family outings and so on, were places less accessible to them, and where they
usually did not stay long. Hence, they tended to apply Type 2 or Type 3 cognitive processes in
creating artifacts in an opportunistic and “hit-and-run” manner. In contrast, when they were in
the school or at home – two familiar locations where they most likely had the access to the
physical resources available – they tended to apply Type 1 process as they could decide on target
idioms in advance and take time to identify or create contexts for artifact creations.
With this, we argue that carrying out artifact creation activities at “other locations” is a
natural strategy to boost the amounts of Type 2 and Type 3 artifacts. Nevertheless, according to
the findings of Questionnaire 1, parents of 11 out of the 34 target students forbad their children
from bringing the phones out of home other than the school due to the fear of loss or damage.
This had limited students‟ opportunities in creating more artifacts for greater learning gains.
5.

Case Study 1: Colin’s Experiences of Artifact Creations in Informal Setting

Colin came from an English speaking family. Prior to our study, he was an academically low
ability student in Chinese Language and did not like the language. His parents checked with him
about “Move, Idioms!” only once at the early stage of our study. They then let him carried out
the learning activities on his own. Colin was not keen on involving parents in creating artifacts,
other than occasionally asking them to take photos of him.
Despite that, Colin extended his creativity to overcome the limitations of working alone.
Apart from taking photos of objects in their natural settings, he was good at improvising artifact
contexts at home with the physical resources available. For example, he often arranged the same
set of toys into different story contexts and made sentences that utilized multiple idioms.
Figure 1 features two artifacts created by him. The idioms are underlined in the sentences.
In Figure 1a, the photo of Colin on the left was taken 5 years ago with a camera when the family
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visited the USA. His cognitive process in creating this artifact was:- (1) He casually browsed the
digital photo album of the tour, encountered this photo and associated it with the idiom 闷闷不乐
(depressed). [Cognitive process Type 2] (2) Having told by the teacher that he needed to provide
his artifact a context, he imagined that his mother gave him something to cheer him up
afterwards. He used a variety of stationery on his table as the props to take a new photo. He
associated that with the idiom 各种各样 (a variety of). [Type 2] (3) He combined the two photos
and wrote the first sentence. He then extended the story to incorporate two more idioms: 手舞足
蹈 (dance with joy) and 兴高采烈 (with great delight), and wrote the second sentence. [Type 3]

(1a) 妈妈见我闷闷不乐，买了各种各样的文具给我。
我开心得手舞足蹈，兴高采烈地向前对妈妈道谢。
(Translation) Seeing me depressed, mum bought me a
variety of stationery. I danced for joy and thank mum
with great delight. (20 May, 2010)

(1b) 爸爸一直指手画脚，一下子要我做功课，一下子要我去
吃饭，一下子要我去睡觉，真烦！
(Translation) Dad keeps pointing his finger, first wanting me to
do my homework, then instructing me to have meal, and then
demanding me to go to bed. So annoying! (7 April, 2010)

Figure 1. Two artifacts created by Colin (pseudonym)
The process of creating the artifact in Figure 1b was more straightforward. The artifact was
inspired by his father‟s usual “habit” in regulating Colin‟s daily life. His father did not mind
“playing himself” in the picture-taking and neither raised any issue after reading the sentences.
Table 2 presents the overall statistics of Colin‟s artifacts. From the table, we observe that
although he was allowed to bring his phone and take photos at “other locations”, he generated
more artifacts at home, most of which were Type 2 artifacts. The number of his Type 2 artifacts
(110) had exceeded the sum of his Type 1 and Type 3 artifacts (61+39=100).
As a student who used to dislike Chinese, it was amazing that he had been so motivated to
create such a huge amount of artifacts. He scored 43 out of the full score of 50 in the post-test
that we administered (class mean: 42.7), as compared to 32 in the pre-test (class mean: 35.7).
Table 2: Cross tab of settings where artifacts were created vs. cognitive process types (Colin)
Settings where artifacts were created
Within the school
At home
Other locations
Total

6.

Type 1
10
44
7
61

Type 2
5
65
40
110

Type 3
0
10
29
39

Not sure
9
3
6
18

Total
24
122
82
228

Case Study 2: Jane’s Experiences of Artifact Creations in Informal Settings

Jane came from a predominantly Mandarin-speaking family. She was an academically high
ability student in Chinese Language in her class but slightly above average in the entire Primary
5 level in the school. However, she found herself more fluent in English and preferred to use the
language. Unlike Colin, Jane‟s mother who attended the meet-the-parents session responded to
our call for working with her child in artifact co-creations. In many cases, it was the mother who
proactively gave her daughter opportunistic ideas.
With her mother‟s full support, Jane was very motivated in carrying out Activity 2 and took
pride in the artifacts that she created alone or with her mother. Figure 2 illustrates three
examples of Jane‟s artifacts. Figure 2a and 2b were inspired by the same real-life context – a girl
carrying an umbrella. However, she created two different artifact contexts out of it.
Her cognitive process in creating these artifacts was: (1) Her mother picked her up after
school. On their way home, she thought she could make a sentence pertaining to her 五颜六色
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(colorful) umbrella; she passed her mother her phone to take a photo of her back, carrying the

umbrella. [Type 2] (2) She checked the photo on her smartphone, and associated it with two
other potential idioms: 闷闷不乐 (depressed) and 一言不发 (speechless). [Type 3] (3) She
decided to make another sentence by improvising a different context to explain why she looked
depressed and speechless in the photo. She noticed the sign (see the first two photos from the left
in Figure 2(b)) mounted against the wall at the void deck of a residential apartment near them.
She came up with the idea of not being able to play with her friends due to the prohibitions. (4)
They carried on their way home. Her mother advised her to take another photo to further depict
that “she left the place speechless”. She took a photo of the empty corridor right outside their
apartment (a different apartment block from where they took the photos of the sign) for that
purpose. (5) Upon returning home, she made the sentence in Figure 2(a). She then ordered the
four photos taken for the second context and made the sentences in Figure 2(b).

(3a) 我有一把五颜六色
的雨伞。
(Translation) I have a
colorful umbrella. (July
20, 2010)

(3b) 本来想和朋友在这里玩耍可是，当我看到这些预告时，我闷闷不乐，一言不发地走
开。这里不能踢球，随手丢垃圾，流滑板和停脚踏车。
(Translation) I wanted to play with my friends here. However, when I saw the sign, I was
depressed and walked away speechless. Soccer game, littering, skating and cycling are
prohibited here. (July 20, 2010)

Figure 2. Two artifacts created by Jane (pseudonym)
Table 3 shows the overall statistics of Jane‟s artifacts. She was engaged in more outdoor
activities than Colin as the number of artifacts that she created at other locations (157) doubles
those she created at the school and at home (12+62=74). We tracked her monthly posting
statistics and discovered that her artifact creation activities in informal settings had been shifting
from predominantly Type 1 to predominantly Type 3 (plus a healthy amount of Type 2 artifacts
created at other locations). This is because she had gradually venturing into creating more
complex artifacts – i.e., taking a set of photos with a coherent artifact context, and then sitting
down, taking her time to compose and extend a paragraph that utilized multiple idioms. This
shows the positive impact of parental support in such informal learning activities.
Jane scored 49 out of 50 in the post-test (class mean: 42.7) as compared to 35.0 in the pretest (class mean: 35.7).
Table 3: Cross tab of settings where artifacts were created vs. cognitive process types (Jane)
Settings where artifacts were created
Within the school
At home
Other locations
Total

Type 1
5
47
11
63

Type 2
3
5
30
38

Type 3
4
10
116
130

Not sure
0
0
0
0

Total
12
62
157
231

7. Discussion
Looi, Wong and Song [16] foreground two main characteristics of mobile learning, namely, (a)
mobility: learning no longer happens in a fixed physical place, but occurs in environments that
moves with the learners; (b) personalization: learning is more personalized in continually
reconstructed contexts. The new focus is laid on learner generated contexts [11] that could occur
in any physical or virtual space, with individual learners having greater control over what and
how they learn [17][18]. In the context of our study, what we have strived to achieve is to
facilitate the students in enacting holistic learning experiences that are rooted in such notions,
with the exploitation of both the mobile affordances of mobility and personalization. Beyond the
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classroom lesson design and enactment and the analysis of the student artifacts, we are now
focusing on finding out various processes of the students‟ artefact creation activities in informal
(out-of-school) settings and their implications.
Building on our findings in the pilot study, we further investigated the characteristics of the
three types of cognitive processes in artifact creation, which are summarized as below,
 Type 1: Assignment-like artifact creation process with prescribed artifact contexts to identify;
appropriate for form-meaning connection in vocabulary learning; mostly taking place in the
school or at home;
 Type 2: Immediate, opportunistic , spontaneous association; conducive to context-meaning
connection in vocabulary learning; mostly taking place at home or “other locations”;
 Type 3: Spontaneous photo taking and delayed association; suitable for context-meaning
connection in vocabulary learning and extension of the artifact context; mostly taking place
at „other locations‟.
Although we favor Type 2 artifacts, we do not discriminate two other types of artifacts.
Type 2 and, to a lesser extent, Type 3 artifacts may indicate the authors‟ (already) internalization
of individual idioms. However, creating Type 1 artifacts may serve as a strategy for the students‟
deep learning of individual idioms to achieve internalization. We are concerned about how to
encourage those students who mostly stick to creating Type 1 artifacts to create more Types 2
and 3 artifacts for a more balanced language development.
As stated before, we observed that visiting “other locations” is a natural strategy to boost
Types 2 and 3 artifacts. However, we need to respect some parents‟ stance of forbidding their
children from bringing the phones out of home. An alternative strategy is to enact more
classroom activities that aim at building up Type 2 skills among the students. Examples are
flashing context-rich photos and inviting students to brainstorm relevant idioms, and facilitating
small-group artifact co-creation activities for generation of Type 2 artifacts. Students will then
be encouraged to transfer the skills to their personal artifact creation activities at home.
We have also foregrounded the value of parental involvements in their children‟s mobilized
and personalized learning in informal settings. In our study, the parents‟ roles went beyond
monitoring learning progresses or pushing for drill and practice. They motivated and supported
their children‟s learning, which were interwoven into their family life. The discourses between
Jane and her mother exemplify how family-based collaborative learning may inspire children to
push their boundary in carrying out learning tasks.
Conversely, even without substantial involvement of his parents, Colin turned his home into
his personal „learning playground‟ where he could appropriate suitable physical or digital
resources to mediate his artifact creation. With Luckin‟s [11] notion of “learner generated
contexts” in mind, we found that what informal settings could offer to such less structured
learning activities that require greater spontaneity and wit in identifying or creating learning
opportunities (rather than, e.g., doing teacher-imposed work sheets) is virtually limitless.
What roles did ICT play in the study? The smartphones seemed to be used in a minimalist
way – for photo taking, sentence making and artifact uploading. However, it was our learning
design that made the students maximize their learning by exploiting the two prominent mobile
affordances – mobility and personalization. The instant playback feature of the built-in camera
enabled them to check a photo right after shooting, and decided whether a retake was needed to
ensure correct execution of their idea and appropriate association of the idiom. In some cases
(Figure 2a and 2b), checking the playback might even trigger new ideas. In addition, students
often browsed their photo albums on their phones that contained photos taken across locations
and time. Some proceeded to create new artifacts arisen from “old” photos, or even “picking and
mixing” several photos (e.g., Figure 1a, except that one photo was taken with another camera) to
create artifacts. In turn, they had transformed their smartphones from a productive tool to a
cognitive tool. We consider this the seamless stitching of suitable learning resources that a
learner picks up along her on-going learning journey to mediate the latest learning task.
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8. Conclusion
We have unpacked the students‟ artifact creation processes in the seamless language learning
experience of “Move, Idioms!”, particularly those taking place in informal learning contexts.
Through our investigation of students‟ cognitive processes in artifact creations, we identified
various patterns of students‟ artefact creation processes and gained better understanding of how
the physical settings, parents and technology had played their parts in mediating such activities.
The three stated elements of mobile learning had been exposited separately in the literature.
However, we may be the frontrunners who investigated all of them within the same study in the
context of mobile seamless learning, with relevant empirical learning process data being
collected and analyzed. These findings will inform us of refining our design for learning
experience in the next cycle of study to foster a more seamless learning experience, such as
placing greater emphasis on Type 2 and Type 3 artifact creations during Activity 1 lessons, and
introducing measures to motivate more parental involvements in their children‟s Activity 2 and
Activity 3 tasks. In short, we hope to contribute to the literature of mobile seamless learning by
exploring virtually limitless learning opportunities that informal learning contexts and parental
involvement may offer to learners, with the support of mobile technologies.
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Abstract: This paper describes our on-going efforts regarding how combining the potential and
affordances of two approaches and systems can be used to provide teachers with the ability to
design and enact online learning scenarios that include activities performed in outdoor settings.
We describe how different technical features of our systems have been integrated combining
web-based solutions and mobile applications. We present a detailed example of a learning
scenario that was implemented with undergraduate students and included outdoor activities
performed via mobile phones, as well as other learning tasks using the web and computers in the
classroom and at home. Our results imply of ways teachers and students may use technology in
order to support collaborative learning trajectories across different contexts, as well as insights
pointing to the pedagogical and design challenges involved in combining a variety of
technologies to support outdoors and indoors learning activities.
Keywords: Mobile learning, collaborative learning trajectories, collaboration scripts

1. Introduction
Technological advancements in ubiquitous computing and wireless communication
combined with the rapid adoption of sophisticated mobile multimedia devices and
applications have created new software tools for people to connect and interact; therefore
changing the ways we communicate, learn and collaborate. These developments offer the
potential for a new phase in the evolution of technology-enhanced learning (TEL), marked
by a continuity of the learning experience across different learning contexts. Chan et al.
[1] use the term “seamless learning” to describe these new situations. These scenarios
include learning individually, with another student, a small group, or a large online
community, face-to-face or in different modes of interaction and at a distance in places
such as classrooms, outdoors, parks and museums. Recent examples of such scenarios
using mobile technologies can be characterized by emerging patterns of interaction and
classroom dynamics that may support learning in many ways: they connect the classroom
to the outside world [2], facilitate social learning process [3, 4], and contextualize the
learning experience [5, 6]. This wide spectrum of different learning scenarios allows for
the creation and design of new possibilities to augment learning. Rogers and Price [7] have
categorized these new learning opportunities into four major types: physical exercise
games, participatory simulations, field trips and visits and content creation.
Spite all these promising developments, there is still a need to improve our knowledge
in this field in order to better support the pedagogical design of “seamless learning” tasks
and it is necessary to further investigate how students interact with learning contents,
peers, teachers and parents through a variety of technologies and contexts. Another
challenge is to provide teachers and educators with a set of flexible authoring tools that
will allow them to orchestrate these kinds of collaborative learning activities that may take
place beyond the classroom.
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Current efforts in the field of CSCL address those aspects related to the integration of
collaborative activities that combine digital and physical spaces in which teachers need to
orchestrate a wide variety of activities supported by diverse tools [8]. Although it can be
claimed that CSCL supports the design of learning activities and the introduction of
different types of interactive tools to support collaborative learning, most of the research
efforts in CSCL have been focused on collaborative activities in classroom settings using
different devices such as handhelds, interactive whiteboards, and tabletop interaction
systems [3, 8, 9, 10]. Zurita and Nussbaum [4] discussed the benefits of using mobile
devices in the classroom to foster collaborative learning and have pinpointed that new
opportunities exist to extend this to work outside of the classroom.
In the last five years, our groups have been conducting research in two distinct but
complementary research directions in line with the ideas described above. These efforts
focus on the development of mobile and wireless applications and tools to support
collaborative learning [6, 11, 12] and the design and deployment of a web-based system to
enable educators to create and reuse online collaborative scripts to support learning
activities for all subjects and levels [13, 14, 15]. Our current research efforts focus on
integrating the two approaches in order to explore how best to support the design and
enactment of collaborative pedagogical scripts that are performed with stationary
computers and mobile devices both in the classroom, in outdoors settings and at home. In
the remaining of the paper, we describe how the different technical features of our systems
have been integrated combining web-based solutions and mobile applications. We present
a detailed example of a learning scenario that was implemented with undergraduate
students and included outdoor activities performed via mobile phones, as well as other
learning tasks using the web and computers in the class and at home. The paper concludes
with an analysis of the lessons learned during this activity and ends by pointing out at the
pedagogical and design challenges involved in combining a variety of technologies to
support outdoors and indoors learning activities.

2. Designing and Enacting Online Collaboration Scripts with CeLS
CeLS (Collaborative e-Learning Structures) is a web-based approach and system designed
to enable teachers to design, enact, share and reuse structured online collaboration scripts
and to incorporate them in existing instructional settings for any subject and level, from
elementary school to higher education [13-15]. One of the salient features in the CeLS
approach is its ability to control the data flow in order to reuse learners' inputs and
products from previous stages and to relate actions on these products to different social
requirements. A script designed using CeLS may include any number of stages. A stage is
comprised of a combination of basic building blocks, while each building block generates
a certain type of interface in the student's environment. There are five types of building
blocks that can be used to create a script as described below:
 Presentation objects generate passive display of information (text, links, media). This
information can be provided by the teacher or consist of learners' products from previous
stages.
 Input objects generate interfaces that allow participants to submit new data to the
system as individual or as group artifacts. Inputs may include: text, hyperlinks, media,
files, voting on various scales, replies to questionnaires or rubrics and shared documents.
 Interaction objects generate interfaces that allow participants to interact with individual
or group products submitted in previous stages, in various ways: by commenting,
grading, ranking, and categorizing via text or graphic manipulations.
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 Communication objects generate interfaces that allow participants to freely
communicate with each other and with the teacher.
 Operational objects are used to group participants according to different criteria based
on their inputs and actions and enable the design of adaptation patterns [15].
CeLS flexible architecture enables the design and enactment of a large variety of
online collaborative activities representing various pedagogical approaches such as:
creating content, collaborative problem solving, responding to questionnaires, peer
product assessment, competition, jigsaw and any combinations of the above. CeLS and its
student interfaces were originally designed to be used with computer workstations
(stationary and laptops) connected to the web only. Even if some of the scenarios
implemented with the system involved outdoor activities (such as taking pictures at
outdoor locations), these aspects were not supported in ways that could take full advantage
of the potential offered by the existing mobile technologies.
3. Towards an Integrated Approach for Scripting Mobile CSCL
Our first efforts focused on integrating the different approaches and features of CeLs and
the Mobile Collaborative Learning System (MoCoLeS) [16] in order to offer teachers and
educational researchers with the ability to design and enact integrated pedagogical scripts
that include classroom and outdoor activities supported by mobile technologies. The table
below illustrates our approaches, their potential, affordances and limitations.
Table 1: An overview of the MoCoLes and CeLS approaches
Approach
MoCoLeS
CeLS
Potential &
Affordances
Limitations
Goal

Enables implementation of rich
Enables design, enactment, sharing and
collaboration scripts enacted via mobile reusing of rich multi-stage web-based
devices.
collaboration scripts.
Does not enable teachers authoring the Does not provide the functionality to
script and it is specifically adapted for deliver collaborative scripts to mobile
implementation with mobile devices.
devices.
Integrate these two approaches in order to support the design and enactment of
collaborative pedagogical scripts that include activities to be performed
outdoors using mobile devices as well as indoors using stationary computers.

The integration of our approaches faces some issues related to interoperability and
exchange of data between these two environments; creating a CeLS script should be
readable and executable by the mobile environment and the data and contributions
generated using the mobile device should be plausible and should make sense when
upload it to the CeLS script representation. Since the CeLS approach is modular and
generic and it is based on pre-defined types of building blocks, the incorporation of mobile
components in the scripts poses additional challenges, such as addition of new Input
building blocks should be relevant and applicable only to inputs from mobile devices. We
have recently completed the initial stage of integration of our systems, assuring
interoperability between the two environments as described in Figure 1.
The CeLS environment is used to define the script that consists of collaborative
learning activities that include tasks that are supported by mobile and the stationary and
mobile CeLS clients. The XForm component and the Open Data Kit [17] are responsible
for generating the mobile phases of the learning activity based on the CeLS script. It
should be noticed that this mobile script is presented in a way that complies with the
format required for small displays.
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Figure 1: Integrating mobile activities in CeLS scripts

The content generated by the students using the mobile CeLS client (images, sounds or
video objects, answers to questions and so on) can be stored locally in the mobile device
or alternatively in a cloud computing storage space (in this particular case we are using
Google Fusion Tables). The Data fetcher (as described in Figure 1) is a software
component responsible for retrieving the data from the cloud computing storage space and
transferring it to the CeLS database.
Students can participate in the learning activity using computers or mobile devices,
according to the type of task defined in each specific stage. The integration process
described above ensures a continuous data flow within the script that enables to take full
advantage of both mobile and 'stationary' elements: the contributions produced outdoors
serve as reference inputs for further analysis and online discussion performed via large
displays that enable complex and rich representations. We have recently designed various
learning activities in which these kind of integrated scripts are tested with students. These
scripts include at least one phase that is performed outdoors, individually or
collaboratively, while the other parts of the activity could be performed online (using
stationary computers) or face to face in the classroom [16]. In the following section we
present a detailed example of such scenario that has been enacted with undergraduate
students.
4. An Integrated Learning Activity: Usability in the Campus
The activity “Usability in the Campus” was presented as an introduction to an
undergraduate 1st year course on Interface Design and it was performed by a class of 37
students. The first part of the Interface Design course deals with physical interfaces and
introduces the concept of Usability. The major instructional challenge at this point is to
raise student's awareness to usability issues that may be involved in any aspect of real life.
Therefore, the activity aimed to engage students in an authentic challenge of identifying,
documenting and analyzing usability problems in their natural close environment – the
campus. The activity was launched by a short preparation session in class (15 minutes) and
it was fully supported by a script designed in the CeLS environment (Figure 2).
Stage 1 (1-2 hours) was performed outdoors using mobile phones. It is important to
note that the activity was performed with mobile phones (Android operating system)
provided by the institution and not with the students’ personal devices. The devices were
selected due to their typical properties such size, weight, communication abilities and
sensory capabilities.
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Figure 2: The script for the Usability Competition activity. (M) Mobile stage.
Each stage starts with an introduction (Intro).

Highly computational abilities that are typical to laptops, where not considered crucial
for the outdoor activities and therefore not selected. Ten groups of 3-4 students were
challenged to tour the campus and to identify usability problems. Each student could take
and submit one picture (A1). In addition, the students also submitted via the mobile device
a short description of the usability problem represented by the picture (A2) and several
word tags that were used to best describe the problem (A3). All the pictures were geotagged and the information was also used by the Institution's Authorities to amend the
problems identified by the students (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Students in action: Documenting a usability problem using mobile phones (left). Students'
artifacts displayed on a Google map as presented to the Institution’s Authorities (right).

The following stages were performed at home using a web browser and computers
during the following week. In Stage 2, the members of each group selected the best item
produced by their group (B1). Stage 3 focused on analyzing the tagging; each student was
presented with four of the usability problems documented by the other groups and was
asked to select up to 3 tags from a given list, that best describe the problem (C1). Stage 4
consisted of two parts: voting for the best, most significant problems represented by the
pictures (D1) and for the case that was best tagged by the peers (D2). In the fifth and final
stage, the results of phase IV were presented: the competition results (E1) and the class
collaborative tagging (E2) including an optional open online discussion (E3). The activity
was summarized and concluded in a class session.
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Figure 4 illustrates the competition’s results and depicts the flow of the activities and
how the processes have been supported by the technical functionalities of our integrated
systems. The mobile client of the MoCoLeS system provides the outdoor groups with the
support required for artifact and content creation. These results are aggregated into a
single presentation view provided by the CeLS system. Users using the web client of the
CeLS system are able to perform additional collaborative activities (such as voting and
categorization of content) about the artifacts created in the outdoor activities.

Figure 4. The data flow of the outdoors/indoors collaborative learning activities.

Students' reflections on the activity and its impact were documented and collected
using a short questionnaire and sample personal interviews. All the students that
participated in the outdoor phase declared that this experience has changed their approach
to user interfaces and to usability issues, and especially to their awareness to the existence
of such problems. Many expressed surprise of the abundance of such problems existing
"everywhere around us" and stated that they now look at devices and interfaces in a
critical manner. Figure 5 presents the summary of students' evaluations of this activity in
three dimensions: contribution to learning of new ideas and concepts, difficulty and
interest.

Figure 5: Students' evaluations of the activity phases.

The outdoor phase was graded as the most interesting one, while its two parts
distinctively differed in the difficulty dimension: identifying a problem and documenting
it was graded as the easiest action while the cognitive challenge of tagging the usability
issue using meaningful terms was graded as the most difficult task.
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Students were asked to specify difficulties they have encountered during the activity.
Students’ feedbacks reveal three types of difficulties:
- Interface: The most frequent difficulty mentioned by the students was manipulating
the mobile interfaces in Stage 1 since it involved the use of devices that they were not
familiar with.
- Technical: Some students were worried about the limited accuracy of the geo-location
recorded by the GPS system for sites that may not be sufficiently exposed to open sky.
- Conceptual: coping with the conceptual challenge of analyzing and tagging the
problems as part of the outdoor activity. Students recommended to perform this task in
a calmer environment (class or at home) since it does not require facing the actual site.
5. Concluding remarks and future efforts
We have illustrated how the combination of mobile and stationary technologies can
support different phases of the learning experience that cross spatial, temporal and
conceptual boundaries, and interweave with the learner’s everyday life and into her web of
personal knowledge, interests and learning needs. The ideas described in this paper imply
that students will need to deal with several learning devices and digital media, as well as
different modes of interaction in order to complete a learning task. The specific lessons
learned from this study are currently applied to improve the interfaces used for the mobile
phases and to offer optimized operability with different kinds of mobile devices available
to students. This is done in order to tackle some of the described difficulties (e.g., GPS
accuracy problem could be alleviated by the usage of A-GPS). The integration of scripting
capabilities with the mobility support provides new opportunities for the design and
deployment of collaborative learning activities. Nevertheless, the affordance of technology
that can support learning scenarios combining indoors and outdoors activities also pose
new challenges: the need for careful planning of the type of tasks allocated to different
settings. Assigning complex conceptual tasks to be performed in an outdoor environment
(sometimes distracting) may not be advisable (even if technology may support it) and the
mobile components of an activity should be used only whenever necessary.
Our future field studies are aimed to explore the design and implementation of a
variety of integrated scenarios in different subjects and their enactment with different age
groups in order to understand the kind of dynamics that can emerge based on these
activities. The results of these studies may suggest pedagogical guidelines and ideas about
how to design and to orchestrate collaborative learning and scripts across contexts using
stationary computers and mobile devices and combining class, outdoors and home
learning activities. We expect that the results of our future efforts will help us to gain new
knowledge in order to cope with the challenges recently stated by Goodyear [18] that
claims we are facing two perceptible changes in the field of educational research. The first
is a shift in our sense of the spaces and contexts in which education takes place, as
different learning activities are becoming more commonly distributed across a variety of
contexts. The second change is a wider understanding with regard to the conception of
educational praxis, acknowledging the growing importance of design, which in our case
involves didactical design – to develop, implement, assess and enhance the learning
activities with respect to hypothetical learning trajectories. Finally, the actual exploitation
of the potential offered by technology in the educational system depends on the teachers.
Therefore, a major concern is to provide teachers with usable, yet flexible and powerful
tools they can use in their daily practice. Our coming efforts will focus on the designing of
authoring environments that will enable teachers to design and enact integrated learning
scenarios for their students and to tailor these activities to their specific needs.
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Abstract: In recent years, mobile and context-aware technologies have been used in an
attempt to enhance students‟ formal and informal learning experiences both in the classroom
and outdoor settings. Such technologies have supported teaching and learning in a variety of
subjects. In this paper, we present the ongoing research efforts in our Geometry Mobile
(GeM) project, where we conducted a number of trials in the last two years with primary and
secondary school students in Sweden. The current trial of our GeM project (April 2011) is
discussed together with the data collection method we have used for exploring how
Context-Aware learning hints (CA hints) can be utilized to support the different stages of the
learning activity. Insights and preliminary results from this trial are described. We also
present the motivation of our proposed CA hints, the definition of the requirements of those,
and the formulation of a classification thereof.
Keywords: Context-aware mobile learning hints, collaborative learning trajectories,
Geometry Mobile

1. Introduction
In recent years, numerous indoor and outdoor mobile learning (m-learning) activities
have been developed in different subjects including activities appropriate for school
mathematics. An example is the MobileMath [1], a location-aware game. Its objective is to
motivate teams of students to compete against each other to construct squares, rectangles,
parallelograms and cover as much of these areas as possible. Students do this by physically
walking to and clicking on each vertex of the shapes using a mobile application with GPS.
Our project named GeM [2] has been designed in collaboration between researchers in
mathematics education and m-learning. Several members of the current design team have
previously collaborated in projects involving outdoor mathematics and mobile technology.
The activities involved in this project are related to inquiry-based geometric learning tasks
carried out outdoors. GPS-enabled mobile phones together with an in-house mobile
application and a web-based visualization tool have been the tools used for the activities.
Previous results from our trials have indicated that some students required and/or
appreciated additional help, support, and/or guidance in solving their learning tasks, which
were carried out in the absence of teachers during the outdoors activity. Hence, we are
currently exploring how the use of mobile CA hints can support teachers in order to provide
a good learning environment for the students during their unsupervised activities.
GeM Triangulation is the name of the current learning activity discussed in this paper.
The activity emerged as an idea during a design team meeting where a selection of available
mobile technologies and their pedagogical potential for the learning of mathematics were
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discussed. The objective of this GeM Triangulation outdoors activity is to, in groups of 3
and 4 students; construct a series of triangles in the right order to reach the final given point.
The students were provided with GPS-enabled mobile phones, and a map with two
reference points and the distances between those two points to a third one. This activity was
carried out in three days and conducted in April 2011 and it is discussed in section 3.1.
This paper is divided as follows – in section 2, we present a literature review on learning
hints and CA hints. In section 3, we present our current project trial conducted in April 2011.
Section 4 presents our definition of the requirements of CA hints and a classification of
those. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in section 5. Moreover, this paper
focuses mainly on the design of CA hints. The aspects relating to the learning goals of this
project are further described in Sollvervall et al., [3].
2. Literature Review on Learning Hints and CA hints
We explore and propose a definition of the concept learning hints (2.1) and describe the
advantages and limitations of learning hints (2.2) in order to increase our understanding
regarding these notions, so that we can potentially incorporate them into our project to
further support the students‟ learning. In 2.3, we present related works on CA hints.
2.1 Definition of learning hints
A search on „learning hints‟ in the literature reveals different types of learning hints,
currently being deployed in traditional classroom teaching/learning, e-learning, m-learning,
and context-aware m-learning settings, in different domains including Mathematics, Natural
Science, and other inquiry-based subjects. Learning hints can be given in the classroom
context by teachers to students, in a verbal manner, where the teacher guides the student to
solve some given exercises. The level and depth of information to be „hinted‟ to students is
important as the aim is to allow them to achieve the end results by themselves, and not to
give them too much information, so as to strike an effective balance between support and
intrusion [4]. In e-learning settings, learning hints can be given to students on their desktop
application, in the form of additional tabs, pop-ups, or links to other websites. Similarly, in
m-learning and context-aware m-learning settings, learning hints can be given to students
on their mobile application at required times. Specifically, in context-aware m-learning
settings, learning hints can be given to students when certain user contexts are fulfilled as
informed by automatic contexts retrieval, indicating to the application that the student
requires additional help, at the right time, and right location [5].
It has been noted by Abu-Mostafa [6] that the use of such learning hints is appearing in
many research fields involving learning and adaptive systems. However, different
researchers and practitioners have used this term to mean different things and „learning
hints‟ have been deployed but under different names. For example, RLO-CETL [ 7 ]
considered „learning hints‟ as reminders for seminars, course-work deadlines and pointers
to online resources that were sent to students via their mobile phones in the form of text
messages, as part of their BA Marketing course. On the other hand, Dias et al., [8]
interpreted them as „information‟ based on managing the diversity of cognitive styles so that
groups of students can cooperate effectively together to finish a learning task (such as
completing a jigsaw). Since there are differences in the definition of hints, for the purposes
of this paper we have defined and interpreted learning hints as follows: aids/clues that can
help learners to solve their learning task/problem at hand in order to achieve their
learning goals.
2.2 Advantages and limitations of learning hints
Within e-/m-learning applications, learning hints can be used for learner profile
modeling and/or user contexts modeling in order to enhance the users‟ learning
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effectiveness and experiences. In learner profile modeling, the aims are i) to automatically
personalize/adapt learning content to users based on their learner profile, or ii) to suggest
only those learning contents that are appropriate to users based on their learner profile. For
example, the following can be adapted to enhance students‟ learning – a) the format and
selection of information to be presented, b) the content of the learning tasks and problems to
be solved, and/or c) the content of learning hints and feedback and when they should be
given to learners [9]. It has been argued by some researchers that it is more effective for
students to learn content suited to their learning styles/learner profile i.e. known as adaptive
hints [10], which can be seen as an advantage of the use of learning hints. Non-adaptive CA
hints seem currently to be an appropriate match for our project needs since our current
research is concentrated on short focused activities due to their short implementation time.
Additional advantages of using learning hints include a) effectively engaging students in
their learning tasks, b) helping students with challenging materials using scaffold hints, c)
training users with hints for incorporating their prior knowledge can be an effective method
for learning/teaching, and d) accommodating the needs of individual learners such as when
they are using a context-aware m-learning application. This is done similarly by having “a
model of the learner’s understanding (e.g. knowledge, skills, difficulties, misconceptions),
inferred from their actions in the environment (such as responses to questions, tasks of
various forms, browsing, or requests for hints or help)” [ 11 ]. Using context-aware
techniques in the field of m-learning is a recent development; so CA hints are relatively a
new concept. The nature of CA hints is discussed in 2.3 and the motivation of them being
deployed by other researchers differs significantly to how we propose to deploy ours.
The above mentioned advantages of using CA hints can be rather application-specific.
For example, in our GeM Triangulation trial, providing CA hints to students could give
them the following advantages – a) automatic help based on the location (e.g. if they are lost
or they are in a location which they should not be in; this is known via the GPS), b) similar
advantages to those offered by learner modeling, except that these can also take into user
contexts for detecting - i) the amount of time that a student has been attempting to solve a
part of the activity, and consequently offer some help if a long time has elapsed and the user
has taken no appropriate action, and ii) the location that a student is in. For example, where
the application infers that the learner is having problems trying to calculate distances, e.g.
(known via the user profile), then help could be offered to them when they are in that
context and the user has taken no action for a long period of time.
Some limitations of learning hints include that they cannot easily be integrated into
learning as they are heterogeneous and different hints may be required for different
scenarios [6]. They are also application-specific which means that a significant amount of
time is necessary for designing and implementing CA hints into each application that
requires them. As mentioned, the novelty of CA hints implies that there are not enough
empirical results to indicate their real advantages and limitations.
2.3 Related works on CA hints
A broad literature review on context-aware m-learning applications is described in [12].
We have identified two different types of CA hints in the literature review of CA m-learning
applications – namely static and dynamic and examples of those are given below. The main
difference between these is that a static hint is pre-determined and triggered when clicking a
button, for example. To be precise, a static hint is not a CA hint, but the application is
context-aware, and therefore, researchers have interpreted them in some way to be a static
CA hint. We do not agree with this definition and do not consider this to be a CA hint. On
the other hand, a dynamic CA hint is provoked on-the-fly, when certain values of context(s)
are met.
In the work of Ogata and Yano [5], static (i.e. not dependent on any context changes)
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hints could be accessed by students on their English-learning application TANGO. For
example, a screen snapshot of TANGO shows a question in English such as “Where is the
fabric chair?” Students could listen to this repeatedly as well as see more text relating to the
task in order to help them answer the question. If they are still unsure, a static hint can be
accessed which explains what „fabric‟ is. This is so that the students who could not answer
this question before because they did not understand the word „fabric‟ might understand the
question better. The next two related efforts illustrate the use of dynamic hints. In their
bird-watching m-learning system, Chen et al., [13] have interpreted hints and guidance for
the identification of particular birds. The hints are used for scaffolding the learner‟s
comprehension in the learning of birds and for learners to become aware of the bird‟s key
features in order to identify them successfully. These hints are dependent on the particular
bird, and what the learner knows about the bird already. In the Explore treasure hunt
application of Costabile et al., [14], students are required to discover meaningful locations
in a designated area (i.e. a park in their scenario) by following instructions and marking the
positions of the locations on the map. A „game master‟ supervises this game, whose main
tasks are a) to check that the students observe the rules, b) to encourage the group if they
struggle to reach the next location, and “push them in the right direction by giving suitable
hints” (Ibid). These hints are considered as navigational hints, where appropriate indications
are given to students based on their current mission, user position (via the GPS), and
task-related knowledge (e.g. whether the location to be reached is similar to any other
places). Sound hints are also provided to students.
3. Design and evaluation of the GeM Triangulation trial conducted in April 2011
We have currently designed, implemented and carried out the project trial in April 2011,
concerning the GeM Triangulation activity, excluding the use of CA hints. Twelve students
of fourth-grade (8 boys, 4 girls) in a local school in Sweden participated in this trial. From
the students‟ perspectives, the objective was for them to explore their own strategies to
construct the steps in order to complete the map without any additional guidance from the
teachers or learning hints from the mobile application during the activity. Students were
given instructions at the beginning of the task and any of their queries were resolved before
the activity took place. More information on the didactical and technological design of this
activity can be found in [15]. Here, we present 1) the GeM Triangulation task to be solved
by participants, 2) motivation of deploying CA hints to support students‟ learning, and 3)
data collection method used concerning any potential CA hints and the preliminary
findings.
3.1 GeM Triangulation trial consisting of Days 1-3
The Day 1 included an indoor activity for students to use Algodoo, a 2D simulation
software, on laptop computers in the classroom (pane b) in fig 1). The idea was for them to
develop some strategies in order to construct a sequence of steps to reach the final given
point on the predesigned map (pane a) in fig 1). Based on two reference points, the
participants (three groups of four students) were required to build the map using appropriate
strategies. After this hands-on exercise, each group of participants presented their strategies
to the other groups (pane c) in fig 1). The aim of these trials was to ensure that each
participant in every group understood and had a clear strategy to complete the same task on
the next day in the outdoor setting. The Day 2 activity shared the content with the activity
done on Day 1 but students were required to construct the map and the series of steps
leading to the final point (A in pane e) in fig 1) on the field outdoors with real measurements
(pane a) in fig 1), in opposition to the computer in indoors settings. Two reference points
(Ref A and B in pane e) using cones were placed on the field and each of the three groups
had different areas on the field to work on (in order to prevent them from copying or
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following one another to reach the points). Their hand-drawn strategies from the previous
day were given to them as reference for the outdoor activities (pane d and f) in fig 1).
The Day 3 activity was a more complex task based on the strategy and construction
completed from the previous day. First, each of the three groups completed a similar map as
the day before, though the map was either mirrored or rotated (pane g) in fig 1). Each of the
three groups reached a final point from their constructions and they were asked to place
cones (pane i) in fig 1) on these three final points as reference (points A, B, C in pane h) in
fig 1). These final points made the starting points of a new shared map where collaboration
between the three groups was required to reach the ultimate point, which is the midpoint of
the triangle formed by these three final points (pane g and h) in fig 1).
Map

Planning

Deployment

(a) Original map

(b) Algodoo activity

(c) Students’ presentations

Day
1

Day
2

(d) Students’
(e) Intended construction on
hand-drawn strategies
field
on the map

(f) Students carrying
their hand-drawn
strategies

Day
3

(g) More complex map

(h) Intended construction
on field

(i) Placed cones on the field

Fig 1. An illustration of the different learning activities in the GeM Triangulation trial

3.2 Motivation of deploying CA hints to support students’ learning
In our observations from previous GeM trials [3, 15] where participants had attempted
to solve some set geometric tasks, we observed that students had difficulties to complete
these tasks. This motivates us to deploy CA hints for our future project trials in order to help
students to complete their tasks. The observations made from these last two trials inform us
that a number of students experienced difficulties at various stages in solving the tasks (for
example, students went in the wrong direction, attempted to obtain points without having
first obtained the prerequisite points, or they did not understand some instructions).
Particularly, we wanted to provide such „materials‟ to only those students who require it,
at the right time and location, so that each participant could solve and complete the tasks
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successfully and correctly. Since our learning application currently makes use of
location-aware technologies (i.e. GPS), we are exploring the use of learning hints based on
the students‟ location (and other necessary users‟ contexts) for providing appropriate
guidance. For this reason, we consider that the use of CA hints would be appropriate.
At the end of our last trial in Feb 2011, we interviewed groups of students to obtain their
insights into any learning hints that they felt would have been useful for them at the different
stages of completing the learning task. Only one group (out of 3) of students had
successfully finished the task (though incorrectly) [15]. This group of students had
commented that they did not require any additional learning hints for the guidance in the
completion of the task. However, it was clear to our research team that all three groups
would require additional help, at one stage or another, in order to complete the task. This is
because none of them had deployed any of the correct strategies in order to complete the
task and they were not actually aware that they were using wrong strategies, which it is an
even more undesired pedagogical scenario [15]. These results suggest that there is a
potential need of providing CA hints to students, (at least to some, who require them).
3.3 Preliminary findings and data collection method concerning any CA hints
As mentioned, we had avoided the use of CA hints to instruct students to perform certain
steps or correct their steps based on wrong performances in this trial. Participants were not
informed whether the points (intermediate, final or ultimate) were correct. Our mobile
application allows the user to measure distances between his/her own device and other
(user-defined) mobile devices, and logs the user‟s attempts to allow researchers to check
whether their chosen locations are correct (via the GPS). The log results recorded showed
that all three groups had completed the Day 3 activity with an inaccuracy of around 5 meters
for obtaining the three final given points where they had placed the cones. The ultimate
point was 6 meters inaccurate compared with the set point. This data suggests that the
participants had performed fairly well, although not entirely accurate. It is important to note
that the activity generated a large amount of information (i.e. around 25 attempts for the
given points by participants) for data analysis. The data that was logged is reliable although
the GPS data was not entirely accurate which is beyond any researcher‟s control. Therefore
we had to interpret these data in a sensible manner and also with the help of the video
recordings that we had made of all the groups during the entire session.
We used a short questionnaire where participants were required to complete
immediately after each of the outdoor activities on day 2 and 3. We collected quantitative
data as presented below and in section 4, we discuss how we have used these for proposing
the CA hints for our next trial, as well as the guidance in constructing CA hints in general.
On average, each of the questionnaires was completed in around 5-10 minutes.
Questionnaire for the day 2 activity – students were asked if they needed help with (i)
calculating correctly the given distances, (ii) orientating themselves to obtain the given
distances, and also if they (iii) tried to obtain a point which required obtaining other points
first, (iv) sometimes assumed that they obtained a point correctly when it was in fact
incorrect, and (v) required some further instructions during the activity.
Questionnaire for the day 3 activity – students were asked whether they needed
help/instructions (vi) with focusing on their own group‟s construction, (vii) on how to
cooperate with the other two groups to get the final points, and (viii) on how to cooperate
with the other two groups to get the ultimate point?
The 12 participants (8 boys, 4 girls) had completed the questionnaires immediately after
the respective activities. Table 1 shows the results for Day 2 (i-v) and Day 3 (vi-viii).
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Table 1. Results for Day 2 (i-v) and 3 (vi-viii)
Question
(i) Did they need help with calculating correctly the distances on the map?
(ii) Did they need help with orientating themselves to obtain the distances?
(iii) Did they try to obtain a point which required obtaining other points first?
(iv) Did they assume that they obtained a point correctly that was incorrect?
(v) Did they require some further instructions during the activity?
(vi) Did they need help with focusing on their own group’s construction?
(vii) Did they need help on collaborating with others to get the final points?
(viii) Did they need help on collaborating with others to get ultimate point?

YES
3
1
8
4
1
2
5
1

NO
8
10
3
6
9
10
7
9

Maybe
1
2
1
2

N/A
1
1
1
-

4. Current and future investigative work on CA hints
Based on the above findings, we propose three types of CA hints that could potentially
help participants with not only completing the mathematical task but to help themselves to
fully understand each step that they are taking and the reasoning behind it. These three types
are: 1) to inform students when they attempt to reach some points in the mathematical
structure that should be acquired after they have obtained the prerequisite ones, 2) to inform
students instantly when they found a point incorrectly, and 3) in the day 3 collaborative
activity, to inform students when they are outside the areas in which they should be
constructing the geometrical structure i.e. completing the task. The proposed requirements
(4.1) originate from the understanding of CA hints that we have based on our GeM project;
however, these can be generalized for CA m-learning applications requiring the aid of such
or similar CA hints. From our proposed requirements, we suggest a classification (4.2)
which can be used to categorize the different types of CA hints that can be designed and
developed as an integrated component of m-learning applications.
4.1 Proposed requirements of CA hints
1. CA hints are used within context-aware m-learning applications where particular
learning content/materials are recommended/given to students based on the changes
in the values of those contexts that are deployed in that application (where the
contexts values are usually continuously sensed or can be sent by the learner or
retrieved at intervals by the application). The learner‟s current learning situation is
therefore up-to-date in order for any hints to be prompted at the appropriate location
and time, and/or when certain contexts values are fulfilled.
2. CA hints are triggered when there is a change of contexts values i.e. they are
dynamic and not static (e.g. if a user is walking in the opposite direction to their
desired destination, known via the GPS, and the application will „hint‟ to the user).
3. CA hints can either be shown to the learners directly on the user interface of the
application, or be prompted to the learners in which they have a choice in deciding
whether they would like to view the hint or not.
4. CA hints are used in situations where the learners may require additional help to
complete their m-learning activity/assessment, as informed by their user
contexts/profile. The situations in which the CA hints are used a) should have been
scrutinized by subject experts, and are deemed appropriate; b) would aid the learners
to achieve their final learning goals without providing them too much information
and that they can still achieve their end results on their own, and c) without intruding
on the learner and their learning task.
4.2 Classification of CA learning hints
Based on these requirements, the preliminary results findings from our trial and the
dimensions of the problems that we mentioned students faced in 3.2, we have classified
different categories of CA hints, as follows:
1. Type of flexibility - dynamic vs. static
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Type of interactivity - interactive vs. non-interactive
Type of automation– based on user-input vs. based on automatic contexts changes
Type of adaptivity – adaptive vs. non-adaptive
Type of user profile such as based on learner‟s preference/styles, knowledge level,
proficiency languages
6. Type of contexts – location vs. time vs. other contexts such as learner‟s preferences
7. Status of activity – wrong/incomplete answers vs. wrong/incomplete flow vs.
unsuccessful/incomplete attempts, based on time duration of non-interactivity
From the students‟ perspectives, it would be ideal to have personalized, dynamic and
interactive hints in order to accommodate their different individual needs.
5. Conclusions
We identified the potential need of using CA hints for supporting students‟ learning. The
requirements of these CA hints and a classification were presented. We are planning to
implement CA hints in the coming version of our mobile application. The reasoning behind
this is so that we could compare the participants‟ results in both of these trials in order to
determine if and how the CA hints have helped students in completing the tasks. Also, the
effectiveness of the proposed approach will be evaluated by comparing the learning
performances and attitudes of GeM learners and those who learn with conventional
approach.
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Abstract: Most collaborative mind tools are applied in asynchronous learning contexts. In
other words, these tools can support students in joint construction of knowledge through the
Internet. However, face-to-face collaborative learning may pose new challenges for the
design of collaborative mind tools. For example, without a proper arrangement of learning
devices, the control of a mind tool may be limited to a single member and this may reduce
willingness on the part of other students to share their personal opinions and this may in turn
impede the group learning process. This study has adopted a shared display mind tool
combining shared display with a one-to-one learning environment to help students engage in
collaborative mind activities. The participants were nine graduate students who enrolled in
the course “Learning, Collaboration and Creativity" in a middle-sized university in Taiwan.
By analyzing activity logs and video, it was found that the shared display mind tool could
facilitate information exchange and sharing. This tool can also help students establish shared
visual focus and attract the attention of group members. In addition, it elicits ideas from each
individual and inspires new search directions, thus enhancing the elaboration of knowledge
for new understanding.
Keywords: One-to-one collaborative learning, shared display, collaborative mind tool, peer
interaction analysis

1. Introduction
Computer mind tools have been widely applied in supporting teaching and learning [6][8]. It
has been shown that mind tools such as CmapTools [5] and Knowledge Forum [13] can help
students to organize, judge and link information and knowledge and thus are helpful in
improving high order abilities such as critical thinking and problem solving [16]. When
such mind tools are applied in collaborative learning, they can promote the externalization
of knowledge by facilitating students in judging, linking, and negotiating their own
knowledge in a way which develops new understanding of knowledge.
Most collaborative mind tools are applied in asynchronous learning contexts. In other words,
these tools can support students in jointly constructing knowledge in non-realtime through
the Internet. For instance, Knowledge Forum [13] can facilitate students to exchange
resources and ideas in support of collaborative knowledge construction. However,
face-to-face collaborative learning may pose new challenges for the design of collaborative
mind tools. For example, without the proper arrangement of learning devices, control of a
mind tool may be limited to a single member and this may reduce willingness on the part of
other students to share their personal opinions, which may in turn impede the group learning
process [1]. Furthermore, collaborative learning involves both individual and group
activities and would also include rapid transitions between the two activities [10]. For
instance, students need to collect and organize information individually and then use the
collected information in group discussion to advance their understanding. If the mind tool is
used in a shared computer setting where all group members share only a single computer,
individual students do not have the opportunity to conduct work independently and develop
their own ideas. Therefore, in a face-to-face collaborative learning activity, individual
workspaces are needed to support learning autonomy in order that students can generate
their own ideas separately and then contribute those ideas in group activities [3].
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One-to-one learning environments, which refer to the 1:1 ratio of computing devices and
students in educational settings, can potentially address the above-mentioned issues. In such
learning environments, each student can use the collaborative mind tool through his/her
own computing device. For instance, Zurita & Nussbaum [17] and Manlove, Lazonder, &
Jong [11] applied handheld devices in assisting students to perform collaborative learning
activities. With the help of the personal computing devices, the group could be more
productive due to better communication and interaction. However, individual work and
group work taking place during collaboration often occur in parallel. This may impede
collaborative learning due to a decrease in activity awareness [14]. More specifically, as
each student works only with his/her personal computing device, some group members may
not be aware of the learning activities of their partners because of the lack of a visual
workspace in a collaborative activity [9].
Shared displays may be used to provide a shared visual workspace in the one-to-one
learning environment. The groupware used with shared displays [4, 5] can facilitate
collaboration by promoting shared understanding of the workspace and an increasing
awareness of partner action, as participants can get close to one another’s centre of visual
focus with the shared display [14]. At the current development stage, shared displays are
applied increasingly to support cooperative work. However, it is still not clear that how
these collaborative mind tools, incorporating shared displays in a one-to-one learning
environment, may influence collaborative activity.
In response, we conducted a study to investigate student interaction and discourse in the use
of collaborative mind tools with the shared displays and personal handheld devices. In order
to get a better understanding of student interaction, both verbal and non-verbal
communications were analyzed. The former can reveal the detailed processes involved in
shared cognition while the latter play an important role in face-to-face communication. For
example, eye contact is commonly used as an expression of intention to transmit
information to another person and hand-pointing behaviors indicate the direction of
attention during human communication [7]. These non-verbal cues are important factors in
understanding how students interact when exchanging knowledge [12]. Therefore, this
study aims to explore the effect of shared displays and personal handheld devices on
face-to-face collaborative learning by answering the research questions below:
1. How may the shared displays facilitate information sharing during collaborative learning
in one-to-one learning environments?
2. What role do the shared displays play in non-verbal interaction among group members?
3. How do the shared displays affect verbal interaction among group members?
2. Method
2.1 Participants and the collaborative activity involved
The participants were nine graduate students enrolled in the course “Learning,
Collaboration and Creativity" in a middle sized university in Taiwan. Because one of the
major goals of the course was to develop collaborative skills in students, they were required
to solve open-ended problems collaboratively. To achieve this goal, they were to search the
Web and collaborate with each other in forming their individual perspectives of the problem
in order to advance their understanding of the problems. During collaboration, students
were required to explore all possible solutions to the assigned problems and then to discuss
them with each other to achieve a shared understanding. Therefore, sharing information
found on the Web and exchanging perspectives with peers were essential during their
collaboration.
The nine students were divided into three groups of three, each of which had to generate a
perspective on some open-ended problems. The three groups each took part in two
collaborative activities. In one of these, the student group used a collaborative mind tool
without shared displays (Non-SD) (described later) to explore an open-ended problem:
“constructivist approach toward mathematics in Taiwan.” In the other collaborative activity,
the students utilized a shared display collaborative mind tool (SD) (described later) to
investigate another open-ended problem: “low-price computers for education in emerging
markets.” The students were to explore possible issues and solutions by accessing resources
on the Internet. Neither of the two problems has a well-known answer at present. Therefore,
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an analysis of student interactions during the two collaborative activities could help obtain a
better understanding of the effect of the two collaborative mind tools.
Each collaborative activity took 3.5 hours including 0.5 hour for introducing the problem’s
background and the learning activities. During the collaborative activities, students used
their own laptop computers to work on the problems, on which were installed the
collaborative mind tools. For instance, group members used their laptop computers to
search the Web for material related to the given problem. At the same time they could
exchange and share search results with each other using the group mind tools. All
collaborative activities and discussions were videotaped by three video cameras on the
ceiling for subsequent analysis.
2.2 Collaborative mind tools
To achieve a better understanding of the roles played by the shared displays and handheld
devices in collaborative mind tools, this study investigated student interaction assisted by
two such tools: one designed based on the shared display (SD) and the other which did not
provide a shared display (Non-SD). Both designs used handheld devices as an individual
workspace to participate in the learning activity enabled by the collaborative mind tools.
In this study, the collaborative mind tools were used to support exploration activities on the
Web. Therefore, they had to assist students in exchanging and sharing search results so that
those students could join together to reflect upon the information they had found on the Web.
To achieve this goal, this study developed two collaborative mind tools based on mind maps
to facilitate such collaboration activities. The mind maps were applied because the use of
knowledge maps can improve the quality of argumentation among participants in
collaborative learning environments [15]. More specifically, the mind maps functioned as
the main workspace in which all participants could amalgamate web search results to reflect
upon their own understandings of the problems.

Figure 1. Diverse nodes on the group mind map
Both the Non-SD and SD collaborative mind tools were client/server groupware
applications. Figure 1 displays the collaborative mind map constructed by a student group
during the collaborative activity. The two mind tools enable students to work individually
and collaboratively in the following ways:
 Individual search: Each student can search the Web freely using a personal laptop
computer and can contribute any type of web search results as reference nodes to the
collaborative mind map. The reference node may include web pages (shown as earth
icons), and any type of document files (such as MS Word, MS PowerPoint, and PDF).
Each student drags the web search result nodes from his/her laptop computer onto the
group mind map.
 Exchange of web search results: Students can easily exchange and share web search
results with their peers. They access the shared web search results through their
personal mobile computers by double-clicking the web search result nodes on the
group mind map.
 Integration and reflection: Students can organize and integrate information
collaboratively by performing group mind mapping activities. When they read the web
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search results, they can propose an issue, position or argument node (shown as an oval
icon) on the group mind map to decompose the exploration topic. Students could also
propose ideas on specific web search results by adding a comment node (shown as a
square icon) on the collaborative mind map, or propose diverse ideas on a comment
node added by others, which led them to further develop a shared understanding, refine
a concept, or generate a new idea. In the meantime, students can clarify the relationship
between these resources (i.e. web search results, concepts, and comments) on the group
mind map by linking these resource nodes.
The Non-SD and SD collaborative mind tools have a different design in terms of the usage
of the shared display. Therefore, a comparison of the interaction between students can be
made to explore the influence of shared displays on collaborative learning. More
specifically, the Non-SD collaborative mind tools allowed the students to perform mind
mapping activities only on their own laptops. In contrast, the SD collaborative mind tool
contained a shared display with which students could work together on their mind maps
while also individually editing the mind map with their own laptop computers. Each group
took part in the exploration activities with both the Non-SD and SD collaborative mind tools,
therefore, a total of six collaborative mind maps were generated by the three groups. Their
mind mapping behaviors with the collaborative mind tool were logged. The log files and the
mind maps were analyzed to reveal the effect of shared displays on collaborative learning.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 The effect of students’ visual focus
We were interested in how eye contact affected collaborative learning. This study analyzed
video and activity logs generated during collaborative learning. It was found that group
members discussed their teamwork in depth though the shared display. At the same time,
group members modified the content of their proposed nodes and uploaded new search
results on the shared display. For example, figure 2 shows that all group members looked at
the shared display to discuss their group work. Such discussion demonstrated that they were
elaborating their understanding of the problem. It also found that members B and C viewed
position nodes 2 times and proposed 2 argument nodes which they then modified 4
times. The result reveals that shared visual focus in the discussion was helpful in eliciting
the ideas of each individual.
[1] C: (gazing on the shared display) the difficulty/problem of teacher is that the quality of teaching
skills which literally affected the learning effectiveness of students. Therefore, the competence
of teachers should be raised up in order to promote 12-year compulsory education.
[2] A: (gazing on the shared display) I believe that the teaching skill is not only focus on their
education level but should include the professional proficiency as well.
[3] B: (gazing on the shared display) the level of teaching skills.
[4] B: (gazing on the shared display)(hand pointing at the shared display) Yes, exactly, taking
education background for instance, the qualification for being a teaching is just passing the
examination to acquire the teaching certificate, thus, some of campuses have staff teaching
subjects they are not qualified to teach. For example, Math was the subject most commonly
taught by teachers not fully qualified in the area, followed by information technology, computer
science, psychology and languages. That is because of a shortage of secondary teachers,
schools often had little choice but to assign staff to teach areas they had not studied; therefore,
I think, teachers should generally qualify for the role by having strong professional credentials
and formal training rather than a teaching certificates.
[5] A: (gazing on the shared display) because one of important point is …..
[6] B: (gazing on the shared display) accordingly, teaching skill is the most imperative essence in the
teaching education.
[7]A: (gazing on the shared display): the teaching skills are including professional proficiency as
well as their education background.

Figure 2. The students' conversation is elaborative knowledge
To get better understanding of how Non-SD and the SD environments affected the eye
contact of group members, this study analyzed the activity video and counted the number of
eye contacts within a group. The result is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, each circle
represents a group member and the number on the solid arrow represents eye contact
frequency between one member and another. The number on the dotted arrow represents
the frequency with which one member watched another member’s laptop computer. For
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example, in Figure 3a, member A engaged in eye contact with member B 68 times and
looked at member C’s laptop computer 71 times.
It was found that the shared display promoted eye contact between group members. For
instance, the total eye contact frequency count in the SD environment (500 times in Figure
2d and 663 times in Figure 3e) was significantly higher than that of the Non-SD
environment (301 times in Figure 3a and 418 times in Figure 3b). Previous studies pointed
out that an instance of eye contact is commonly used as an expression of intention (Gomez,
1996), especially when eye contact functions as an important confirmation cue in
face-to-face collaborative learning. The result showed that the shared display increased the
instance of confirmation in face-to-face learning. It was supposed that when group members
discuss group work on the shared display, they often confirmed the intention of others
through eye contact. It was also found that the shared display promoted exchange of
information by enabling members to watch each other’s computers. The number of
instances of watching the computers of others and the shared display under the SD
environment (318, 149 and 217 times, respectively) was higher than that of the Non-SD
environment (290, 49 and 172 times, respectively). Notably, instead of watching computers
of other members, the three groups watched the shared display more frequently (229, 88 and
208 times, respectively). The result shows that the shared display can help to establish
shared visual focus and further promote confirmation between group members in achieving
exchange of information. Such exchange of information can explain why shared visual
focus could help to elicit ideas from each individual and inspire new search directions.
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This study also analyzed the activity video and counted the number of hand-pointing
occurrences within each group in order to understand how the Non-SD and the SD
environments affected hand-pointing behavior. The result is shown in Figure 4. The number
on the solid arrow represents the frequency of hand-pointing between one member and
another. The number on the dotted arrow represented the frequency with which one
member pointed at another member’s laptop computer. For example, in Figure 4a, member
A pointed at member B 2 times and pointed at member C’s laptop computer 5 times.
The hand-pointing frequency of individual devices under the Non-SD environment was 32,
0 and 70 respectively (Figure 4a-c) and that of the SD environment was 45, 15 and 48,
respectively (Figure 4d-f). It did not show a significant difference between the two
environments. Interestingly, it was found that the hand-pointing behavior shifted from
pointing at one another or pointing at another’s laptop computer to pointing at the shared
display. The result showed that group members tended to use the shared display to discuss
and organize group work instead of working on their personal devices. It also revealed a
change of attention during collaborative activities. Hand-pointing represents the direction of
attention during human communication [7]. Within the SD environment, students often
focused on the shared display rather than interacting with each other via their personal
devices. Our study showed that the SD environment can shift attention to group work, which
is helpful in improving group performance.
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Table 1. The counts of students’ conversation utterances under the Non-SD and SD
environments
Procedure Searching Document
Group
Group
Total
discussion
explanation argument decision-making
Non-SD 307(24%)
97(8%)
169(16%) 510(40%)
153(12%)
1236
SDG
159(12%)
28(2%)
158(12%) 803(59%)
210(15%)
1358
Besides investigating the effect of a shared display upon computer-mediated
communication and non-verbal interactions, we also tried to analyze students’
conversational utterances to reveal how group members developed collaborative strategies.
In the activity video, we found five main types of conversational utterances during
collaboration. Table 1 shows the counts these. There was no significant difference between
totals of conversational utterances within the Non-SD and SD environments (1236 and 1358,
respectively). However, there were clear differences in the character of conversational
utterances between these two environments. Group members produced more instances of
procedural discussion and searching within the Non-SD environment (307 and 97,
respectively) than those in the SD environment (159 and 28, respectively). However, they
produced fewer instances of group argument in the Non-SD environment (510) than in the
SD environment (803). The result shows that group members often questioned procedure
and search results during activities rather than focusing on group arguments within the
Non-SD environment. This suggests that the shared display can enhance activity awareness
and thus reduce the number of conversational utterances dealing with procedure discussion
and searching. This finding is consistent with the eye contact and hand-pointing analysis.
The shared display shifted more attention to group work during the discussion, so members
spent less time describing their work status and search results and more pursuing group
argument and elaborating knowledge interactively.
4. Conclusion and Implications
Many researchers contend that mind tools can improve high order thinking in students and
improve the acquisition of new understanding of knowledge. Therefore, this study adopts
the shared display mind tool, combining a shared display with a one-to-one learning
environment to help students engage in collaborative mind activities. By analyzing the
activity log and video, it was found that the shared display mind tool can facilitate
information exchange and sharing. The shared display mind tool can also help students to
establish shared visual focus and to attract the attention of group members. It further elicits
ideas from each individual and draws out new search directions to enhance the elaboration
of knowledge for new understanding.
The results of this study show that the shared display mind tool can help students conduct
collaborative mind activities, but due to the limited number of available devices, only nine
subjects were enrolled in the experiment. A future study will involve a large number of
subjects to confirm the effect of shared display upon collaborative mind activities. The
current subjects were graduate students. Future studies should use students with different
knowledge levels to reveal how the shared display mind tool can provide assistance to a
wider range of collaborative mind activities. In addition, the shared display may also be
applied to other fields of knowledge. These new findings can also be provided to the
designers of learning systems to aid them in improving their current design of collaborative
mind tools and curriculum design in the classroom.
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Abstract: We develop an innovative mathematical mobile learning activity for 12 year old
students, who are asked to coordinate themselves physically in terms of given distances with
respect to two given points in an outdoor setting. The development of the outdoor activity
poses pedagogical as well as technological design challenges. In this paper, we elaborate on
two critical incidents that occurred during the implementation of the activity. Such incidents
call for increasing attention to the negotiation of pedagogical and technological
requirements during the design process. We argue that the efficient development of
innovative mobile learning activities aiming at supporting learning in outdoors and indoors
settings requires effective negotiation and coordination of pedagogical and technological
strategies and requirements during the entire design process.
Keywords: Design research, learning activity, mobile technologies

1. Introduction
This paper reports on the design and validation of a technology-enhanced learning activity
developed in collaboration between researchers in mathematics education and media
technology, who previously have collaborated in projects involving outdoor mathematics
supported by mobile technologies and interactive visualization techniques [8,9,10].
A central feature within the current activity is the use of a customized mobile
application for supporting the measuring of distances. Guided by the methodology of
design research [3,5] the research team has designed an activity providing opportunities for
students to experience mathematics in full-sized space. The activity was tried out by twelve
students in grade 6 (13-14 years old) at a school located in a rural area in southern Sweden.
They worked with three separate tasks during a number of sessions in the period December
2010 - April 2011. Two of these tasks are reported in this paper. The process of pedagogical
design, technical implementation, and validating the initial task with students, required a
time frame of less than three months.
The research objective for the current study is to explore how high pedagogical
ambitions, regarding the learning objectives for the tasks within the activity, require that
special attention is directed towards the issue of carefully negotiating and coordinating
pedagogical and technological design requirements during the preliminary design phase. In
this paper, we account for and discuss unexpected critical incidents that occurred during the
implementation of the activity, and argue that such incidents emerge as a consequence of the
design trade-offs between pedagogical requirements and technological affordances.
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2. Design for learning guided by ancient mathematics and modern psychology
The learning activity, which will be described in the next section, may be interpreted as a
construction of triangles with three given sides. Such a construction was considered by
Euclid over 2000 years ago [6] and may be regarded as a traditional school task related to
geometry, problem solving, and visualization, which students can solve on a piece of paper
by using a compass and a ruler. In that case, they make use of a spatial ability which is
sometimes referred to as object manipulation. This ability includes the skills required for
supporting spatial visualization and spatial relations and concerns manipulation of spatial
forms from a fixed perspective, involving an object-to-object representational system [7].
Within the psychometric research tradition, spatial visualization and spatial relations are
contrasted with a third spatial ability, namely spatial orientation, which involves
“movement of the egocentric frame of reference” [7, p. 745] and a self-to-object
representational system. The self-to-object system activates another part of the brain than
does the object-to-object system ([7, p. 745-746], which implies that object manipulation
and spatial orientation should be considered as separate spatial abilities. This observation
agrees with Bishop’s standpoint that “insofar as we are concerned with spatial ideas in
mathematics as opposed to just visual ideas, we must attend to large, full-sized space, as
well as to space as it is represented in models, and in drawings on paper” [1, p. 260].
Furthermore, activities taking place in full-sized space may be related to Bruner’s enactive
mode of action and corresponding mode of thinking, as one out of three modes – enactive,
iconic, symbolic – characterizing an individual’s interaction with the world [2].
The current learning activity stimulates students’ enactive mode of action by
supporting spatial orientation and avoiding features of visualization. We argue that this
singular activity may serve as a general frame of reference regarding students’ geometric
constructions on paper, where the current activity may provide a connection between iconic
constructions on paper and constructions imagined to be enacted in an outdoor setting.

3. Description of the mobile learning activity
The current learning activity, comprised of a combination of different tasks, draws on the
use of GPS technology available in a mobile device, allowing the user to measure distances
between her own and other devices.
3.1 The first task within the learning activity
In the first task, the students worked in pairs. They were asked to use one mobile device to
coordinate themselves outdoors with respect to two given distances measured against two
fixed reference points, which were marked by a triangle and a square (Fig. 1 & Fig. 2).
Start
(meters)
46

4

Goal

46
26 2

42

6

6
A

58

B

A

58

B

Figure 1: Visual representation of the first task.
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The standing markers for the reference points were placed 58 meters apart and could be
readily identified from a large distance (Fig. 2, left pane). A suggested starting point was
marked with a pole and located 46 meters from each of the markers (Fig. 1, left pane). A
total of ten goal points, corresponding to ten different subtasks, were chosen to provide
variation between longer and shorter distances. The first goal point required the students to
coordinate themselves with respect to the distances 26 m and 42 m (Fig. 1 & Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Children in the outdoor activity and the display of the mobile device.
The large distances in the subtasks, 22-86 meters, were chosen for two reasons. Firstly, we
wanted the students to move substantial distances within the chosen field. Secondly,
inaccuracy of the GPS values resulted in an error for the computed distances. Testing
showed that a tolerance of two meters was enough to compensate for the inherent
inaccuracies of the used GPS technology. At the final stage of the implementation
(December 2010), students were randomly organized into six groups (pairs). They worked
simultaneously with the activity on the same field, which was covered with 20 cm snow. To
avoid having the groups following each other (in order to complete their ten tasks) six
variations of the initial sequence of points were constructed based on symmetry
(interchanging distances to the reference points) and taking the goal points in individual
order. Between the reference points, we provided distance markers for 5 and 10 meters
which the students could use as references either before or during the activity. In order to put
focus on the spatial orientation ability, we decided not to provide visual references on the
mobile device although this was technically possible (such as maps with marked attempts).
To promote students’ reflections during the activity, their new distances were shown on the
display of the mobile device only when so prompted by the students (Fig. 2, right pane).
They were explicitly challenged to try to minimize the number of prompts/tries for each
task. The activity took less than one hour to complete by the six groups.
3.2 The second task within the learning activity
The first part of the activity was implemented in December 2010 and was followed by a
more complex exercise in early February 2011, involving a task including multiple
coordination of distances. The new requirement for the mobile application was that
distances had to be measured with respect to moving targets as the initial reference points A
and B (triangle and square) were replaced by the other students as new reference points for
the measuring of distances. Each group consisted of either three or four students who were
equipped with three GPS enabled mobile phones, which were programmed so that relative
distances between the students were measured.
The groups prepared for the outdoor activity in the classroom. They were presented
with maps (size A4) of a construction presented on a neutral white background and with
marked distances on each edge (Fig. 3, left pane). They were asked to find the goal point,
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indicated with a circle in Fig. 3. Before attempting the constructions outdoors, they were
asked to discuss possible strategies for approximately 15 minutes and to decide on a strategy
for reaching the goal point before engaging in the outdoor activity.

47

28
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50
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31
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62
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52

35
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58

Figure 3: Maps used in February 2011 (left pane) and in April 2011 (right pane).
In the section below, we elaborate on two critical incidents that appeared during the
implementation of this activity. These incidents led us to implement a re-designed version
of the activity at the end of April 2011 (Fig. 3, right pane). The change in design involved
halving the distances in the construction, making it less sensitive to measuring errors, and
providing technological scaffolding for the students’ indoor preparations of strategies.

3. Critical incidents during the implementation of the activity
The first critical incident concerns the reliability of the GPS-enabled mobile phones. During
the implementation of the first task in December a group of students was using a mobile
phone where the GPS suddenly stopped working, continuing to give the GPS location from
the moment before it stopped updating. The device had to be restarted twice by a member of
the research team. As already mentioned, an important aspect of the pedagogical design was
to exclude visual external resources so the students would have to rely on their orientation
ability during the activity. The negative impact of the critical incident was amplified
through the activity being totally dependent on the functionality of the GPS.
For future iterations of the design, we will take measures (for example, by providing
spare devices allowing the replacement of non-functioning devices) to secure the
functionality of the GPS devices without having to rely on hands-on technical support.
The second critical incident appeared during the second task in February 2011 and
addresses issues related to (lack of) communication and collaboration in one of the groups.
There were bad weather conditions on the day of the activity. The field was covered with 20
cm deep snow, which impeded the students’ physical movements. Furthermore, strong
winds hampered the oral communication across the field. Both these exterior factors caused
disturbances and delay in the students’ collaboration regarding the implementation of
common strategies and specifically, the positioning and coordination of the individual
students on the field. But the shortcomings regarding their work on the field were also due to
the fact that they did not engage sufficiently in the indoor planning of the outdoor activity.
As the outdoor construction proceeded, the students could not readily agree on what
they should do. At one occasion, two students started moving simultaneously while the third
stayed at a correct point. Finally, they managed to construct a triangle which fitted the
measurements on the map. However, this constructed triangle ended up to be incorrect with
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regard to the intended construction, as there are (infinitely) many possible triangles with
three specified side measures if only one corner remains fixed. The group proceeded to build
their construction on this incorrect triangle and finally ended up at an incorrect goal point
located outside the field.
The critical cases discussed above show the need for careful negotiations and coordination of pedagogical and technological requirements in the design of this type of activities.
Trade-offs regarding design requirements are always an issue in design research, but the
negative impact in terms of critical incidents during the implementation phase is often
amplified if the activity has technological restrictions due to high pedagogical ambitions.

5.

Lessons learned and future efforts

Although the participating researchers have been collaborating for several years in similar
projects, there still remains a need for developing a more detailed understanding of both the
pedagogical intentions of the activity and the functionality of the supporting technological
applications in order to improve the design and realize the learning objectives for the
students. Design research supported by mobile technologies involves the control of many
aspects ranging from pedagogical issues to technological specifications, but also the control
of momentary decisions during the implementation and testing of the learning activity.
During future iterations of the design process, we will include a prospective analysis of
pedagogical actions and anticipated decisions that may have to be taken by the teacher, thus
reducing the momentary decisions which are an inherent feature in all social interaction.
The outcomes of this current research effort have also taught us to spend more time
doing requirements gathering in our future projects. Reworking code to fix errors
originating from faulty or vague requirements have been reported to account for 40% of all
errors in projects [4]. It is thus important to pay special attention to the detailed specification
of requirements in the design process.
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Abstract: In this paper, we have developed a real-time interactive social learning platform
(ISLP) for higher education. The objective is to enhance interactive learning and accumulate
knowledge for worldwide dissemination and idea sharing. ISLP combines the features of
real-time recoding, synchronized broadcasting, note taking, and interactive timeline for
interactive feedback and collaborative learning. The teaching and learning activities could
be broadcast across different locations in time and space through use of the proposed
platform.
Keywords: social learning, mobile learning, social media, interactive learning, tagging

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of mobile communication and sensor technologies,
opportunities for conducting new learning strategies by integrating authentic learning
environments and the resources of the digital world have attracted much attention from
researchers in both the fields of education and computer science [1]. The content of open
presentation platforms has been transformed into learning materials such as the TED
conference uploading speech process and into live video broadcast all over the world via
web-platform. The online social community is inspired by speakers who can widely
disseminate their ideas [2]. Social media platforms such as Facebook and YouTube provide
an arena for sharing and distributing participants’ work by use of multimedia [3]. There is an
inherent social network in technologies to enhance e-learning systems, where the main
actors are teachers, learners, and learning resources. Social interaction allows the learner to
reactivate and reconsider getting support and help by participating in real problem solving
[4]. Today, both traditional teaching and online teaching are making great use of multimedia
as teaching materials. We argue that the current teaching and learning behavior such as
traditional lecture has the following drawbacks: 1) lack of multi-way interaction and
immediate sharing of knowledge among learners 2) limitations of classroom boundaries in
that learners have to set foot in a traditional classroom, and 3) having open course videos
which take a lot of time to review. However, many researchers are only focused on certain
technologies to enhance specific teaching and learning behavior. It is important, therefore,
to combine social media, mobile learning, and an interactive environment to create an
integrated environment for learning in higher education.
2. Design Concept
To develop an interactive social platform, we started last year with brainstorming sessions
in many of the higher education classes in the Institute of Creative Industry Design and the
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Institute of Education by discussing the needs and problems of the current education
environment, as shown in figure 1. By observing, brainstorming, studying in the field, and
interviewing teachers and students, we have concluded that two important criteria for future
classrooms are:
Interaction: how to improve the interaction between students and teachers, between
students and contents, between students and their tools, and among students.
Engagement: how to enhance the learners’ motivation for achievement and help them
become more engaged in the classroom.
As a matter of fact, many researchers have found that communication among learners can
enhance performance for all learners in the scenario of online learning. Fostering interaction
among people who use online learning environments does indeed support deep learning and
a high level of engagement in practice [5]. The more interactive the activities that emerge
from the class, the greater the learners’ motivation is. Learners will also focus their attention
on learning and have more engagement in the classroom. At the same time, cooperative
learning among the learners and interactive teaching by the teacher are very effective [6].
Therefore, communication and participation are two of the most important elements of
classroom interaction.

Figure 1 Future classroom brainstorming
In this section, we state the use scenario of the classroom of the future. The suggested
platform is written in Flex and built on an adobe flash media server. Each participant brings
his or her own portable device to the classroom. At the beginning of the lecture, participants
log in to the multimedia server. Our work divided the participants into presenter,
synchronous learners, and asynchronous learners, as described in the following subsections.
Presenter
When the lecture starts, the camera records the presenter or teaching materials. The recorded
video is stored in the multimedia server to become social media content that learners can
surf in the future without any time limitation. Synchronous tagging feedback tagged by
synchronous learners is always displayed on the interactive screen. The presenter can also
see the synchronous changes and understand the learners’ thinking by looking at the
dialogue box. If necessary, the presenter could immediately clarify the learner’s doubts.
Synchronous Learners
Synchronous learners could use portable devices to engage the lecture by receiving a
real-time broadcasting video without any limitation of location boundaries. Synchronous
learners may tag comments or press buttons when they want to give positive or negative
feedback during the presenter’s lecture. Tagging and pressing to give feedback is always
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possible during the presentation. The presenter cannot control when or how a learner uses
the synchronous tagging function. The learners can also see the latest feedback through their
device. The tagging function records in the dialogue box to whom the comment is sent and
when the comment is being sent to the presenter or other learners. For retrieving
convenience, we present the feedback with sequencing on timestamps and show the
timestamps chronologically on a timeline.
Asynchronous learners
Asynchronous learners can choose and review recorded videos anytime and anywhere.
Asynchronous tagging can be introduced when users want to share their opinions and tag the
video content. Notice that the darker the node is on the timeline, the more tags there are on
the timestamps. This means that many learners are interested in the topic at this presentation
time, so a lot of feedback is tagged and recorded. When an asynchronous learner clicks a tag
node on the node, the interactive social learning platform (ISLP) moves the video time
index to the corresponding tagging location to reduce the amount of time for aimlessly
retrieving the video. Therefore, the asynchronous learners can directly select and watch the
most popular section and exclude the boring sections from the historical ―good‖ or
―disagree‖ statistics so as to save time.
We proposed an ISLP to surmount the limited classroom boundaries by combining the
popularity of information networks and mobile devices for portability. Using the ISLP,
learners can ubiquitously watch the lecture content and immediately take notes via the
broadcasting and receiving video on the portable device. In computer-augmented interactive
learning, the teacher immediately is aware of the learners’ feedback and so can provide
answers immediately through dialogue and interaction for better learning results. After
class, learners can rely on the tagging history to directly select the most popular section, thus
saving time.
3. An Interactive Social Learning Platform (ISLP)
In order to create more interactive learning environment and enhance learning engagement,
we developed ISLP to record and broadcast videos for learners’ real-time watching, control
the remote cameras in any view desired, and show the feedback results chronologically on a
timeline. The significant functions corresponding to the features are:
Synchronous broadcasting: The learning processing is recorded and broadcast to the web
synchronously.
Instant tagging: Learners can synchronously access and tag the real-time broadcasting
video.
Dynamic displaying: The real-time feedback timeline collects and displays the instant
feedback chart.
Interactive retrieving: The recorded video can be retrieved and more comment tags can be
added through the asynchronous learners.
We have designed a web-based interface of the ISLP, as shown in figure 2. The interface is
composed of four areas. A video display arena exhibits the real-time recording or
broadcasting video. Different types of buttons such as ―Good,‖ ―Disagree,‖ ―Question,‖ and
―Comment‖ can be utilized for user interactive feedback. Learners can engage with the
presentation and express their feedback in real-time using buttons or text messaging for
sharing ideas, comments, or questions. Thus, the participants can see the messages or
visualize the statistics from the text box and feedback timelines that are associated with the
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video content. It is clear that the teaching and learning process can be transformed from a
limited one-way interaction into an open multiple-way interaction.

Figure 2 Interface of the interactive social learning platform
4. A Classroom Without Borders
An interactive social learning platform has been installed in the future classroom in the
Department of Architecture, National Cheng Kung University (NCKU). The platform was
activated in the beginning of the spring semester 2011 and continues to be used for
academic lectures. We applied ISLP to two real-world examples. The first example is a
real-time broadcasting speech to other spaces. A professor gives a speech at a coffee shop as
shown in figure 3(a). Around 30 audience members attend this speech face to face with the
presenter and link to a multimedia server all at the same time. The server streams the
recorded video and prepares for broadcasting the live speech to other learners by setting a
general webcam as a real-time recording tool. In addition, the learners in another course in
the classroom also log onto our platform using a broadcasting service to watch the live video
and submit their feedback by tagging the video. When the professor finishes the
presentation, he/she reviews the tag content provided by the learners and members of the
audience during the lecture. Based on the timeline associated with the tagging types and
video content, the professor can discern the learner’ thoughts and immediately give an
interpretation based on their questions.
The second example is synchronous watching of live video from different locations through
the web-platform. Professor Huang in the Department of Architecture at the National United
University presented a seminar to senior undergraduate students, introducing various
courses in the graduate programs in Taiwan. He found that his friend, Prof. Chang of NCKU
was online, giving a lecture for an important graduate course—the Design Review graduate
course. So, Prof. Huang ―knocked‖ on Prof. Chang’s door in the web-platform. Prof. Chang
broadcast his class to Prof. Huang’s students, providing the learners with a very real sense of
actually being there as graduate students. The teaching materials and learning activities
were broadcast across different locations anytime and anywhere, as shown in figure 3(b).
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(a) Coffee Shop
(b) NCKU Classroom
Figure 3 Cross-border Lecture Learning in (a) Coffee Shop, and (b) NCKU Classroom
5. Conclusion
In comparison with existing social media platforms, ISLP can provide advanced features of
real-time recoding, synchronized broadcasting, note tagging, and an interactive timeline and
can be implemented in the higher education environment. ISLP surmounts classroom
boundaries and allows learning to take place anytime and anywhere. Thus, we provide a
real-time interactive social way for enhancing learning motivation and accumulating
knowledge for worldwide dissemination. Future research will use this study as a pilot study
to investigate whether different visualized interface designs and interactive functions are
needed for on-site face-to-face students as well as off-site students when using ISLP as a
useful tool in higher education. In addition, the quality of note taking, interaction, and
interactive feedback generated by students will be further analyzed to design better, more
robust research results about how ISLP can be modified to successfully enhance interactive
learning and idea sharing in higher education.
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Abstract: This study primarily exploits a context-awareness and personalization model
supporting ubiquitous learning log system. Learning log stands for the log of knowledge or
learning experience acquired ubiquitously. The model has three main behaviors, which are
to recommend learning objects in accordance with both learners’ needs and contexts, to
detect their learning styles using the context history and to prompt them to review what they
have learned regarding their learning styles. What’s more, by monitoring learners’ reaction
on the recommendation or prompting, the model can improve its prediction.
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Introduction
In recent years, a great revolution is occurring in the mobile device world with the release of
new generation smartphones represented by iPhone and Android. Since the new generation
smartphones accommodate users with many advanced functions such as the multi-touch
interface, GPS, millions of applications and so on, smartphones are becoming more and
more popular. One key feature of smartphones is that they are equipped with a range of
sensors such as the accelerometer, GPS, compass and so on. This paper primarily
investigates the capabilities of the sensors of smartphones in context-aware and
personalized mobile learning, because the sensors can play two important roles on learning.
On one hand, it can monitor learners’ current context including their activities involving
whether they are running, walking or suffering on the Internet and so on, and the
environmental information including the location, time and so on. Then, the system can
support specified learner’s learning taking into account both the context and his study needs.
On the other hand, the model can track learners’ contextual data as context history when
they learn something using smartphones and catch individual’s personal learning styles
through analyzing the context history. With the two basic ideas, we build a
context-awareness and personalization model. This paper will lay much emphasis on this
model-building.
In addition, the model depends on a system called SCROLL (System for Capturing
and Reminding of Learning Log) that allows learners to log learning experiences with
photos, audios, and so on. The detailed introduction about SCROLL is given in Section 2.
Section 3 mainly presents the model in terms of its three dimensions. At last, the conclusion
is talked about.

1. SCROLL
With the evolution of the mobile devices, more and more people prefer to record notes with
their cell phones. However, few systems are proposed to support formal notes like
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vocabulary in language learning. SCROLL is a system designed to meet such needs. The
aim of SCROLL is to aid users to simply capture the learning logs they have learned, review
and reflect their old learning logs, reuse the knowledge when in need, be reminded at right
time at right place and be recommended others’ learning logs properly. Detailed
introduction can be found in [1]. Next section mainly introduces its recall function.

1.1 Recall what we have learned
After learners recorded their learning logs, the aims of SCROLL are lying in helping them
recall what they learned via the context, recommending other learners’ learning experiences
for them, finding out individuals’ learning styles and supporting their learning in
accordance with personal learning style. Quiz function is responsible for recalling what we
have learned and it is based on two theories: the theory of encoding specificity and the
theory of test-enhanced learning. Based on the former theory, a number of things such as the
place where we learned or the picture we took can be encoded as retrieval cues initially and
they are effective to activate a stored memory [2]. What’s more, according to the basic
research on human learning and memory, practicing retrieval of information (by testing the
information) has powerful effects on learning and long-term retention. And compared with
repeated reading, repeated testing enhances learning more [3]. This is called test-enhanced
learning or test effect. Thereby, the quiz function taking advantages of the pictures and the
metadata such as location is proposed. Three types of quizzes can be generated
automatically by the system, which are yes/no quiz, text multiple-choice quiz and image
multiple-choice quiz.
Usually, learners can examine themselves by practicing the quizzes. But two more
ways provoked by the system are provided. One is that when a learner moves to the place
where he took down knowledge, the system can show quizzes about the learned knowledge
for him. The other one is that if a learner has his learning style, the system will prompt him
to review what he learned in quizzes when the circumstance meets the learning style. In the
rest part of this paper, we will talk about them in detail.

1.2 The Scenario of Using Learning Log System
Up to now, SCROLL mainly focuses on language learning field. One typical scenario of its
use is to assist international students to study Japanese in Japan. In this case, learners, who
face rich learning contexts every day, can gain abundant of knowledge from their daily lives
in different kinds of situations, such as shopping in the market, seeing doctor in the hospital,
having a haircut in a barbershop, visiting the museum and so on. They cannot only take
down what they have learned in those situations, but also will receive support from the
system to recall and review them after that. This paper is presented based on the case study
under this scenario.
2. Personalization and Context-awareness model
To catch individual learner’s learning styles and support his learning in accordance with
current contexts, the model will monitor, analyze and dig his contexts, derive the learning
styles from them and prepare proper learning objects for him. Figure 1 demonstrates the
whole processing flow of the model. It follows the below steps:
(1) The model collects a learner’s context information from three parts: his activity, the
status of device and the environmental data.
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(2) The model analyzes the context and checks status of the device: for example, how much

battery is left and whether the Internet is connected. If the availability is low, the system
will do nothing.
(3) If the device has a high availability, the system will check whether there is
location-based knowledge near the learner. If existing, the system will provide
location-dependent quizzes or recommend learning logs for him.
(4) If there is no location-based knowledge for the learner, the model will examine if the
learner is in his preferred learning context. If so, the model will show messages to
encourage him/her to study.
(5) All context data remains as context history to detect individual learners’ learning styles.
Finally the learner’s response to the learning style based recommendation is used to
improve the learning style detecting method.
The above processing flow reveals that the model consists of three dimensions, which
are learners’ current context, their learning styles or preferences and the learning objects.
The following sections will introduce the three dimensions respectively in detail.
Environmental data
Location,
Time,
…

+

Learners’ Activity
Moving
(travelling on a
train, walking),
…

Status of device
Battery,
Internet Connection,
…

Context
history

Individual
learning Styles

feedback
Doing
Nothing

Context analyzer

Learning Style
Dependent
Recommendation

Location-based
Quiz / Learning Log
Recommendation

Learning Objects
Recommendation

Figure 1: Workflow of the personalization and context-awareness model

2.1 Learners’ context
A lot of study on context-aware computing can be found in the literature. In order to fully
capture learners’ context we propose a more complicated model. We divide the context into
three parts: learner’s activity, status of device and environmental data. Based on the
contextual data, the system will behave as follows:
(1) Firstly, it will check the availability of the context, for example, whether the battery is
enough (more than 20%), whether the Internet is connected, and so on.
(2) If these conditions are satisfied, the system then will ascertain whether there are
learning objects near him (within 50 meters). The learning objects include two parts:
those he learned and those that he may want to learn.
(3) If the learning objects he learned exist, the system will give a piece of message writing
“Now you are near some learning logs you learned. Do you want to recall them in
quizzes?” If he replied the message, he can finish quizzes considering the place as a
retrieval cue.
(4) If the learning objects that meet his learning requirement, the system will show a piece
of message saying “Some other learners’ learning logs are found near here. Would you
like to view them?” If they click the message, the system then shows a list of the
learning logs and can navigate learners to the specified ones.
(5) Finally, the system will check whether the message is responded. If not responded, the
system will recommend one more time when the user comes to the place again. But
totally the number of times of recommendation in a same area cannot exceed 3 times.
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Additionally, the contextual data will be recorded as context history and it will be
reused for analyzing the learners’ learning styles. We will introduce this part in the next
section.
2.2 Learners’ Personal Learning Styles and Preferences
In our model, some personal attributes, which are supported by many personalized learning
systems such as appropriate learning objects and memory cycle, are exploited as well. The
detailed description about this is touched upon in the section 2.3. In this section, we will talk
about some more personal learning styles or learning habits that can only be detected by
mobile sensors. These learning styles involve where a learner usually studies (such as home,
school or fast-food restaurants), whether a learner has a habit of studying on the commuting
train and when a learner prefers to study (e.g. after waking up in the morning or before
sleeping at night) and so on. In our opinion, these kinds of learning styles play a very
important role on our learning because usually they are related to learners’ daily customs
and habits. For example, for the learners who usually study on a commuting train it may
motivate them to learn if they receive a prompt message. The context histories collected
from SCROLL consist of the context data when the users take down learning logs and do
quizzes. Three kinds of context history data covering location, time, and speed are utilized
to detect whether a learner has any of the three learning styles mentioned above. The
following parts introduce the concrete method to detect the learning styles.
For the learners’ preferred learning time, because the time of learning every day is a
discrete random value, we determine to repeat observing the regularity of the learning time
in several periods to examine whether a learner has such learning style or not. Concretely
speaking, we separate a day into 24 phases. Each phase stands for an hour. Then we count
the number of times of learning collected from a two weeks period in different phase. The
next two periods of four weeks will be observed as well. Finally, the frequency phase which
occupies more than 25% of the all learning times in three periods will be thought as the
learner’s preferred learning time.
As for to find a learner’s preferred learning place, we adopt a K-means algorithm.
Firstly, we group a learner’s learning locations into clusters. A cluster is a circle area whose
radius is within 50 meters. Then, the scope that contains more than 30% of the learning
location data is perceived as the learner’ preferred learning location. Considering how to
discover whether a learner has a habit of studying on a commuting train or bus, the speed
and the time parameters are needed. Another experiential fact is that the speed and the time
of commuting are relatively stable. Consequently, we firstly search the data with high speed
(10~50 km/h is thought as the speed of the bus while above 50km/h is thought as the speed
of the train [4]) and then group the data containing time and speed into clusters as well. The
two data the difference of whose time is within 60 minutes and difference of whose speed is
within 3km/h are considered in a cluster. Finally, if a cluster taking up 30% of the data
exists, the system assumes this learner has that habit.
After achieved the learners’ learning styles, the system can recommend messages
when learners entered those environments. For example, when a learner stays in the place
where he usually studies, a piece of message writing “The system guesses you are in a place
where you usually do studies. Do you want to review what you have learned?” will be given.
When it is his preferred learning time or when he is moving on a commuting train, he will
receive a similar message as well. Finally, by checking the learners’ response the system can
modify its prediction: if the system shows messages for him more than three times based on
the same learning style without any responses, this learning style will be disabled.
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2.3 Learning Objects
In this study, a learner’s learning objects can be separated into two types: the learning logs
that he learned (the ones that he uploaded or glanced through) and the ones recommended
by the system. In order to provide learners with appropriate learning objects, when to
remind them of the learned learning logs and what to recommend for them are two
important issues. The former one is about the timing to show learners their learned learning
logs in quizzes. The system adopts the graduated-interval recall method proposed by
Pimsleur [5]. The intervals are 5 hour, 1 day, 5 days, 25 days, 4 months, and 2 years and so
on. That is to say, after a learner added a learning log, the quiz about it will be available after
5 hours and then after 1 day and so on. Learners will be reminded continually. As for what to
recommend, the system takes into account the profile of the owner of to be recommended
learning objects. It means that firstly the learning log whose owner has the same both study
language and mother language will be recommended. Then, the specified learner should
have the same ability level with the owner.

3. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a personalization and context-awareness model on the basis of
SCROLL. This model aims to assist learners to review what they have learned and
recommend others’ learning experiences for them by utilizing the contexts. Also, it can
detect learners’ learning styles by analyzing their context history and prompt them to review
past knowledge according to their learning styles. Finally, the attributes of the learning
objects are also considered in the model. In the future, we would like to conduct an
experiment to evaluate the model.
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Abstract: In our previous works, we developed a system named SCROLL in order to log,
organize, recall and evaluate the learning log. However up to now, we just use an active
mode to record logs. This means that a learner must take a capture of learned contents
consciously and most of learning chances be lost unconsciously. In order to solve this
problem, we started a project named PACALL (Passive Capture for Learning Log) in order
to have a passive capture using SenseCam. With the help of SenseCam, learner’s activity
can be captured as a series of images. We also developed a system to help a learner find the
important images by analyzing sensor data and images processing technology. Finally, the
selected images will be uploaded to the current SCROLL system as ubiquitous learning
logs. This research suggests that SenseCam can be used to do passive capture of learning
experiences and workload of reflection can be reduced by analyzing sensor data of
SenseCam.
Keywords: passive capture, learning log, life log, sensor data, SenseCam, ubiquitous
learning

Introduction
Learning Log was originally designed for children as a personalized learning resource [5]. It
was set by teachers to help their students record their thinking and learning. In this learning
log, the logs were usually visually written notes of learning journals. Since 2009, we started
our project named Ubiquitous Learning Log supported by PRESTO (Sakigake) JST (Japan
Science and Technology Agency) [8]. We defined a ubiquitous learning log as a digital
record of what a learner has learned in the daily life using ubiquitous technologies and
proposed the SCROLL (System for Capturing and Reminding Of Learning Log) [7] to help
learners collect their learning experiences as ubiquitous learning objects (ULLOs).
However, currently ULLOs are created by learners manually. Learners must record their
learning experiences in the form of photo, video or other formats consciously. It is evident
that learners cannot record all of the learning experiences in the system and most of them
will be lost and forgotten.
In order to solve this problem, we attempt to introduce the concept of life log into this
system. The notion of life log can be tracked back at least 60 years [1]. It means to capture a
person’s entire life or large portions of life. It usually uses digital devices to record life log
such as wearable cameras or video recorders. However, if there is any way that we can
extract the learning part from it, the learning log will be more significant and more sufficient.
Besides, our system captures the learning log beyond their consciousness and learners’
burden will also be reduced.
In this research, we use SenseCam to have a passive capture. SenseCam is a prototype
device under the development of Microsoft Research [4]. It is a small digital camera that is
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combined with a number of sensors to help to capture a series of images of the wearer’s
whole daily life at the proper time and it can be worn around the neck. Actually this device is
designed for memory aid. The SenseCam itself has an algorithm for capturing images by a
time trigger and other triggers that use sensor data. However, because SenseCam is
designed for memory aid, it takes photos continuously even if it is dark or the situation is not
been changed. The result is that there are so many photos that are duplicated or blurred or
dark.

1. Related Works
MyLifeBits [6] is a Microsoft’s project. The aim of this project is to implement Bush’s
Memex model [1] that proposed to store everything that you saw and you heard.
MyLifeBits has a large amount of storage that can store email messages, web pages, books,
photos, sounds, videos, etc. In addition, the MyLifeBits project team is also using
SenseCam to have the passive capture of life log and upload the sensor information along
with the photos to the MyLifeBits repository [3].
Fleck and Fitzpatrick [2] used SensorCam to support collaborative reflection. In their
research, the students were asked to wear SenseCam when they played arcade games. After
that, they did a reflection on their learning experiences. They found that SenseCam images
were not only used to support memory aids but also can be used as resources for supporting
the collaborative reflective discussion.

2. Research Design

2.1 Learning Process
The whole process of passive capture happens unconsciously. However it is no doubt that
the photo capturing is not the whole process of learning. It is necessary for learners to look
through the captured photos and find the learning contents with the help of system. After
entering the information of the image such as title and description, this learning content will
be saved into SCROLL system as a ULLO. Of course, the saved ULLOs need to be recalled
to help learners to remember, but this is the feature of SCROLL. That is to say, a process of
passive capture includes capture, reflect and store. Such process is called a PACALL frame.
Figure 2.1 shows this model.

Capture

Reflect

Store
SCROLL

PACALL Frame
Figure 2.1 Model of Learning Process
2.2 Photo Classification and Sensor Data
In PACALL, we use SenseCam to have a passive capture of learner’s daily life. However,
since this device takes photos continuously, more than 200 photos will be taken in one hour,
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and more than 1500 photos in one day. Therefore, we propose a method to classify these
photos by sensor data.
All photos are divided into 5 levels based on importance – manual, normal, duplicate, shake
and dark. Manual means the photo is taken by pressing manual button consciously. When a
learner takes a photo manually, it means that this photo must be important from his point of
view. Normal means the photo is clear and can be used as learning log object. After
excluding the duplicates, shake and dark, left photos are judged as normal. Duplicate means
the photos are duplicated. Duplicated photos usually have same conditions. Shake means
the photo is blurred. It usually happens when the light level is low and the camera shakes.
Dark means the photo is taken with insufficient light and the photo is dark.

3. Implementation

3.1 System Architecture
In this research, the SenseCam that we are using is produced by Vicon Revue [9]. When the
SenseCam is connected to the computer, if the software Vicon Revue Desktop is already
installed, all photos will be imported into computer. The location of SenseCam repository is
in the user’s document folder and the name is Vicon Revue Data.
This system is programmed using Java and runs in Tomcat as a B/S system. When using this
system, Tomcat accesses the repository of SensorCam photos directly and shows them in
web browser.
SenseCam

Learner

Repository

Browser

Server

Learning Log System

Figure 3.1 System Architecture
Figure 3.1 shows the system architecture. All the photos captured by SenseCam and sensor
data are imported into repository. When a learner uses this system through browser, server
accesses repository and analyzes the photos by sensor data, then returns the classified
photos to learner. Then he selects proper photos and uploads them to learning log system
through the server. We have a plan to use image processing technology to detect the photos
which contains faces or texts.

3.2 User Interface
Learners need to set the repository of SenseCam and the username and password of
Learning Log system when the first run PACALL.
After that, folders will be shown to them including the name of the folder and imported time
(Figure 3.2a). Each folder contains photos for a PACALL frame.
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a

b
Figure 3.2 Interface of PACALL

On the page of Figure 4.2a, a learner selects a folder. After selecting one folder, the system
fetches photos in this folder, and analyzing the sensor data, finally Figure 4.2b will be
shown. All photos are classified into five tabs. He can switch between tabs and find proper
photos. Finally, the selected photos will be uploaded to SCROLL system.

4. Initial Evaluation
This is an initial evaluation experiment. We have conducted this experiment on computer
and the target is to see the effect of analyzing sensor data.
Firstly, we use SenseCam to capture daily life. Then using PACALL to classify the photos
and review the accuracy rate. This process has been conducted for three times. Table
4.1shows the result of this experiment.
Table 4.1 Result of Evaluation Experiment
No.

1
2
3

Capture
time

2.5h
4.8h
24h

Total
number

Normal
Duplicate
Shake
Dark
(correct/total) (correct/total) (correct/total) (correct/total)

683
1089
2467

544/579
377/434
46/86

1/1
383/383
1800/1800

26/28
8/16
0/5

41/73
166/253
568/568

No.1 was captured in a common daily life, and no.2 was captured in a conference, and the
no.3 was captured when we left SenseCam on the table during 24hrs. From this table, we
learned that duplicate has the highest accuracy rate. It means in duplicate tab, all of photos
are duplicated. But the results of shake and dark were not sufficient enough. After analyzing
data manually, we have noticed that value from color light sensor is not changed
immediately upon the light change but photo is usually taken at that time.
On the whole, this system is helpful for reducing the workload enough and usable for
reflection. In the future, we will also use image processing technology to improve this
system.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced a project named PACALL that supports passive capture for
learning log using SenseCam. We have designed a model of learning process in passive
capture mode including capture, reflect, store. The PACALL system has been also
developed in order to support reflection and reduce the workload of reviewing photos.
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During this research, we found that the SenseCam that originally designed for memory aid
can be also used to capture learning log for passive mode. However, it usually takes too
many photos, and many of them are duplicated or dark. Therefore, we must introduce other
technology to help learners find out important photos. Currently, we are using sensor data to
help us do it. In the future, we also use images processing technology to detect the contents
of photos. Besides, current algorithm and user interface also need improvement. In addition,
we plan to conduct a full evaluation experiment and invite students to use this system in the
near future.
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Abstract: This paper discusses a range of issues around 1:1 student to computing devices
programs in schools and reports on the critical factors that will contribute to the success of
this approach. The researcher was privileged to evaluate one of the early adopter laptop
programs and then follow-up by evaluating the first program in a Western Australian
government school. Research has found that while the 1:1 model does tend to better realise
the potential of the technology doing so in real school settings is not a trivial matter and
those responsible need to consider, and plan for, a range of factors.
Keywords: mobile learning; one-to-one programs; computer supported learning

Introduction
At the beginning of the 1990s the first Australian school embarked on a journey to realize
the dream of providing every student with a powerful computing device to support their
learning [11]. At that time the device was a laptop, wireless networking was not available,
and the devices were heavy and expensive. However, the vision was that in time all
students would have an anytime-anywhere computing device and that this would
transform schooling. It has taken over 20 years for it to be a realistic possibility in
secondary schools where the national government has now provided funding support.
While not all schools have used this to provide 1:1 mobile computing this is fast becoming
the norm. There are many schools still choosing to invest in laboratories but clearly now
the cost effectiveness of the mobile options are superior as discussed by Becker [1].

1. The research behind 1:1 mobile computing in schools
The concept of mobile computing has developed recently to mean that a person has access
to a computing device, their data, software to use with their data, and communication
services anytime, anywhere. The 1:1 in schools means mobile computing for each
student. This level of ubiquitous access to personal data files and appropriate software
and hardware where and when needed in reality may involve one of a number of devices
such as a notebook computer or mobile phone. In education 1:1 has been pursued to
provide the flexibility and educational focus that tends to be lacking in the computer
laboratory and to better align with more constructivist-based teaching strategies (e.g. [3]
[20]. There has been much research that has pointed to the potential of digital technologies
to support improvements in learning outcomes, however, largely this effect has been small
or for small groups of students [2]. More recently research has found a larger and more
consistent effect for 1:1 computer use (e.g. [3]). A key additional attribute of portable
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devices is that almost certainly the student controls the device. If the device stays with
them it is likely that they will personalise and become very familiar with its operation.
This shifts the control in the learning environment towards students.
The use of portable computing devices provides both students and teachers with
additional opportunities. For students it provides a means of maintaining their own data
and customising software tools and having them available at all times. For teachers it
provides the ultimate flexibility of access where they can organise activities requiring any
student:computer ratio at any time. There is no need to book specific rooms, roster access,
or artificially organise the learning schedule around the available access. While mobile
computing overcomes some obstacles to computer use but there are still some obstacles to
overcome. For example, those responsible for the maintenance of systems tend to want
standardisation with no user control while educators want environments within which the
learner has maximum control [15]. This issue and a number of others need to be
considered within the light of the findings of research to ensure the deployment of 1:1
mobile computing transforms schooling to substantially improve learning outcomes.
Since the early 1990s there has been much research into the use of portable
computer devices in schools, mostly with positive findings (e.g. [12]). This area of
research then expanded to include the use of smaller devices [18]. The inclusion of
associated technologies such as wireless networking have further enhanced the potential of
portable devices in schools [14]. Initially most of the research in Australia was conducted
in private schools due to the high cost of the technology but even from the mid-1990s
there have been some government schools [21]. The author was involved in evaluating
the first 1:1 program in Western Australia from 1993 to 1997 in a private school and then
the first whole of government school program commencing in 2003 [16]. Since then an
increasing number of schools have been moving towards such programs, nowhere more
widespread than in New South Wales where every student in government schools from
Years 9 to 12 has been given a netbook, software and wireless networking [8].
Initially the research tended to be qualitative and small-scale focusing on the impact
of particular devices on teachers, students, aspects of schools and learning environments
(e.g. [7]). Increasingly more traditional empirical research has been conducted, starting
with the comprehensive study conducted by Walker, Rockman, and Chessler [23] that
compared ‘laptop' with ‘non-laptop' schools. Another notable more recent example was
the longitudinal study by Lei and Zhao [1] in a ‘mature’ 1:1 school that found that more
use of notebook computers could translate into increases in grades. Much research on ICT
use has reported the need to overcome obstacles to gain the affordances (e.g. [2]),
however, increasingly studies have found that mobility realises additional affordances
leading to more use, and a greater range of use (e.g. 19]). While in the early years there
were positive, but not compelling findings, of impact on achievement, more recently the
findings have been more compelling (e.g. [6]). It has usually been found that portable
devices have best supported process-oriented outcomes such as collaboration and
problem-solving rather than content-oriented outcomes [5]. If a move in this direction is
valued, this provides a rationale for the use of 1:1 mobile computing.

2. Long-term success stories in Western Australia
The author was privileged to evaluate the first 1:1 program in Western Australia and then
the first 1:1 program in a public school in the state. Both programs were eventually
successful and have continued to evolve to the present day. However, initially the
findings were disappointing where apart from isolated teachers there was very little
change at the classroom level that could be attributed to the presence of the computers
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(e.g. 21). The study suggested that this underuse was due to the teacher's preferred
pedagogy, their lack of experience and knowledge in using computers in the classroom,
and a lack of time to experiment with computer applications. Computer use predominantly
supported student-centred learning environments.
In 2003 the first 1:1 program at a government secondary school (School J)
commenced [16]. The program included the appointment of a ‘Curriculum Director’ who
had knowledge and experience in integrating the use of ICT in teaching and learning. The
evaluation of the program involved collecting similar sets of data each year, a method
reported by Newhouse and Clarkson [17]. From the first year the evaluation found readily
identifiable and quantifiable indications of a positive impact of the program on teaching
and learning. There was almost a tripling to 45% in the proportion of teachers indicating
facilitating some computer use on a daily basis. Student estimates of computer use at
school indicated almost a doubling to nearly two hours per day. Most teachers and
students routinely accessed online information sources and the ICT competencies of
teachers improved substantially with an average increase of 28% on the measure used.
Using the Learning Outcomes and Pedagogy Attributes (LOPA) measure [17] it was
found that by the end of the third year the score had risen by 174% on the baseline to 27
(c.f. a range of 0 to 19 at other secondary schools). About half the teachers were
facilitating computer use to support the investigation of the real world and to increase
student productivity, and about one third were doing so to increase student engagement
and authentic assessment. There was substantially greater focus on knowledge building,
student independence and collaboration. For a few teachers integration had become
routine, well planned, learning outcome and student-centred, while over 85% indicated a
sense of confidence.
However, there were still a few difficulties, in particular by the third year the level
of breakdown and repairs and short battery life. About half the teachers indicated that
student characteristics such as behaviour and capability were constraints. There was a
group of about 15% of students who either didn’t like using computers, didn’t want to
carry a computer, didn’t think they were used enough, or didn’t think they had learned
enough about how to use them. Despite this at the end of the third year the program was
reviewed and renewed for another three years. During this second period of three years an
evaluation showed that the earlier gains were maintained although the school struggled to
counter the natural rate of turnover of staff. At the end of the second lot of three years the
1:1 program was extended again and is likely to be a permanent feature of the school.

3. The key issues for 1:1 mobile computing in schools
In Australia schools have benefitted from the results of research since the early 1990s to
address the key issues for 1:1 mobile computing. Newhouse [15] referred to these as
barriers, that may be removeable obstacles or opposing forces that need to be countered.
Barriers were classified as technical, personal knowledge and skills, organisational, or
pedagogical.
Technical barriers such as battery life, screen brightness, weight, reliability,
durability, and access to networking have largely been overcome [14]. The improvement
of wireless networking has removed many technical barriers. However, more recent
research still finds that some classrooms are too cluttered or have desks that are too small,
and have insufficient power outages. There are also management problems such as repairs,
access to printers, incompatibility of software, software licensing, and organisation of data
storage. Sometimes technical issues of durability and ergonomics need to be addressed.
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Personal knowledge and skills barriers associated with teachers have been well
documented for decades. However, early research focussed on the operation of hardware
and software rather than a deficiency in understanding of the technology and experience in
integrating with the curriculum and implementing in learning environments. Where
student-owned portable computers are being used, a lack of operational skill by teachers is
not as critical because the students know how to operate their computers and don’t need to
rely on the teacher, as was the case at School J [17]. However, students become
dissatisfied if teachers do not facilitate adequate computer use. This obstacle can be
readily removed by providing teachers with both technical and curriculum support [20].
Organizational barriers such as short time periods, disintegrated curriculum,
segregated curriculum specialist teachers, and bureaucratic management of digital
resources and support, are all removable obstacles. At School J most of these were
removed by the curriculum integration role of the Curriculum Director and the use of a
sub-school structure affording a reasonable level of flexible autonomy [17]. In general
computer use is best suited by flexible access, longer time periods, integrated learning on
substantial activities.
Pedagogical barriers concern curriculum, pedagogical practices and teacher beliefs.
Research has tended to find that digital technologies are more strongly aligned with
student-centred constructivist pedagogies (e.g. [20]). The curriculum area and assessment
requirements are major determinants of the amount of computer use and the breadth of
applications used. For example, students are more likely to use the computers for classes
associated with curriculum in which teachers require a substantial amount of investigation,
document production and practical work.
Where external, hand-written, short-term
exams dominate assessment, computers are less likely to be used. As a result of teacher
perceptions computers are less likely to be used in classes with older, higher ability
students than younger and/or lower ability students. These barriers are more difficult to
remove as they are related to sets of personal and organizational beliefs that may become
an opposing force to be confronted. Inan, and Lowther [9] estimated that teacher readiness
and teacher beliefs explained 0.84 of the variance in ‘laptop integration’.

4. Conclusions
After over 20 years of evidence clearly indicating the success of 1:1 programs there is a
basis for widespread implementation in secondary schools. If the aim is to use ICT to
support more student-centred constructivist learning environments and empower children
as learners then clearly an approach that works is the provision of portable devices
supported by reliable networks, appropriate software, adequate technical support,
informed school leadership, skilled and effective curriculum leadership, well prepared
teachers, and included local communities. With the reduction in cost of the devices the
ownership question is increasingly coming down on the side of student. Other questions
are which type of device is appropriate for students and what components of a system
need to be carried by the student and which should be left on the server? Whatever the
case these questions should be almost the last questions, the first should concern
developing a vision for how ICT will support teaching and learning.
Research is increasingly demonstrating that ICT can offer substantial support to
learning environments in schools, but that there are obstacles and opposing forces to this
support being realised. To adequately realise this potential a level of investment is
required that provides ubiquitous access and appropriate software, along with the
necessary professional support. Mobile computer systems offer a successful means of
providing such ubiquitous access in schools and removing many of the obstacles. If we
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decide that our children do need better schooling and that computer support will assist in
providing this, then 1:1 mobile computing will realise the potential so long envisaged.
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Abstract: The aim of this study is explore the writing performance effect of a
collaborative writing approach mediated by a computer-assisted collaborative
learning tool for elementary school students. To increase students‟ interest and
performances in Chinese essay writing, we facilitated co-writing peer learning
programs are executed on Tablet PCs with Group Scribbles software for students‟
practicing themes about Taiwan with VSPOW (Vocabularies → Sentences →
Paragraphs → Outlines → essay Writing) writing model. Through the peer
collaborations, the pooling of rich vocabularies and corpus, and face-to-face
discussions, the students‟ motivation and quality of writing had been enhanced.

Keywords: Collaborative writing; Language learning; V.S.P.O.W.; Group Scribbles
1. Introduction
Writing is one of the three foundations of a basic skills-oriented education program
within schools, along with reading and arithmetic. Writing is not only a significant
means of efficient communication, but also the key for developing the higher order
thinking ability of next generation. With the proliferation of Internet access, children
are bound to be exposed to information in a fragmented manner. Thus, it is vital to
nurture organized and constructive writing among young students. In order to
accomplish this goal, it is necessary to develop systematic and constructivist
approaches for writing instructions.
2.

Literature Review

2.1

Collaborative Writing

In a collaborative learning setting, students work together to accomplish shared goals.
The result is that the group is more than a sum of its parts, and all students perform
higher academically than they would if they worked alone [1]. Students build their
own knowledge through interactively communicating and discussing in group-based
cooperation [2]. Collaborative learning enhance students take responsibility not only
for their own learning, but also share the responsibility for helping other members of
the group achieve instructional goals [3]. Therefore, students working with others
toward a common goal draw upon their interest in the peer group that gives meaning
to the relationship. The advantages of computer-based writing include improved
writing quality, increased teacher-student and student-student collaboration, as well as
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motivation to write and revise. Moreover, Scardamalia & Bereiter [4] speculated that
one of the key drivers of collaborative writing is dissatisfaction in interplay. If
students do not like the contributions taken by their peers, they may be more inclined
to participate in order to make their own.
2.2 VSPOW writing model

The collaborative writing approach, VSPOW [5][6], can be characterized as a
recursive, bottom-up writing process that encompasses collaborative and independent
writing. The writing process consists of five major stages, namely, word/phrase
pooling, sentence making, paragraph writing, outlining, and essay writing. Each of the
first three stages is subdivided into three similar steps, namely, intra-group
collaborative “pre-writing” (i.e., word/phrase pooling, sentence making, or paragraph
writing), intra- and inter-group reviews, and class-wide consolidations.
We use the word/phrase pooling stage to elaborate on how the three steps are
executed. The stage begins with students working in f2f groups sharing one computer
to brainstorm words/phrases that describe the scenario or the story in the given
picture(s). They take turn to input their personal contributions to their group wiki
page. Subsequently, the students log on to the wiki site from home to edit their group
word lists. They could also browse and learn from other group lists, spot and correct
mistakes, and place a question mark next to each of the words/phrases that they do not
understand. The question marks serve as requests to the contributors to add
explanations on the wiki pages. Finally, the teacher facilitates a class-wide discussion
to select a set of words/phrases from all the group lists. The selected word list is then
“fed” into the next stage as a reference for the groups to proceed to make sentences.
Wong et al. [6] explicated the rationale behind the bottom-up process design that
the approach does not prescribe an expert writing process but merely a
divide-and-conquer means/strategy to help students in improving individual writing
micro-skills (choice of vocabularies, sentence structure, essay content, essay
organization, etc. are known as “writing micro-skills”). There were prior studies on
isolated activities to upgrade students' individual skills (e.g., see [7]). However, their
design synergizes the skills in a bottom-up writing process that is directly situated in
the context of essay writing. It should give the students a better sense of the
relationships between individual skills and their writing.
As reported by Wong et al. [6], the students involved in their earlier study were
motivated to help each other when they worked in groups; and they felt less
threatened when they made mistakes, as their group-mates who “came into rescue”
might have their own weaknesses after all. Consequently, they achieved
improvements in their weaker skills as well as gained pride through helping others in
what ones are good at. The study concluded that VSPOW has the potential of
addressing and even leveraging students‟ individual differences due to such emergent
peer coaching among them.
2.3

Group Scribbles (GS 2.0)

We adapted the Group Scribble as the platform for the activity, and conducted
analysis of the collaborative work within these groups. Group Scribbles (GS) is a
computer-supported collaborative learning system developed by SRI International to
conduct small-group collaborative concept mapping activities [8][9].
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Each group has a mobile tablet pc, and sees a screen divided into upper and
lower frames (Figure 1). The lower frame is the Private Board that the student
scribbles or types her answer individually. The upper frame is the Public Board in
which the students show all of their individual answers, and work together as a group.
They can even check the work from other groups by clicking the button on the top
right corner (See Figure 2). The teacher can monitor their process of learning and
provide appropriate guidance.

Figure 1. The GS user interface

3.

Figure 2. Group presentation board

Activity Design

3.1 Research Design and Research Method

This paper reports on an empirical study that involved 31 Grade 4 (10-year-old)
elementary students. Before the activity students were wrote essays with the topic
„Wishes‟. In order to study the writing performance effect of VSPOW model based on
the GS, the participating students were divided into five groups for the essay writing
with the topic of „Introducing of my hometown - Taiwan‟. A major difference
between our enactment of VSPOW and the original VSPOW is that all the activities
took place in the classroom, with class-wide sharing took place right after group
discussions for more just-in-time inter-group comparisons.
To evaluate the students‟ essay quality, we adopted the standard essay marking
rubric set by the Ministry of Education (MOE) of Taiwan with five-point scale
measurements of „vocabularies, sentences, paragraphs, outline, essay writing‟. With
the comparisons of performances and questionnaires before and after the intervention,
we intend to explore the effectiveness of the VSPOW model mediated by the GS
platform in students‟ interest and attitudes.
3.2 Co-writing Process

The experiment was set up in a classroom with wireless network. Each group of
students had already been familiarized with the basic functions of Tablet PCs and
wireless internet. They had the experience of writing their Chinese essays on the
Tablet PCs.
1. Vocabulary pooling stage: All students wrote the vocabularies on a piece of paper
when watching the video clip of „Taiwan --Touch Your Heart‟ on YouTube.
After this, each group proceeded to brainstorm vocabularies related to the video
content and posted them onto their group GS space. The teacher could use the
electronic smart board to view and guide the groups‟ results, and each group
could revise their postings any time during the entire session. (See Figure 3)
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Sentences extend stage: Each group extended the vocabulary which were
developed by the step of „Vocabulary Pooling Loop‟ to sentences, and put the
results on the group discussion board.
Paragraph writing stage: Each group extended the sentences which were
developed by the step of „Sentences extend Loop‟ to paragraphs, and put the
results on the group discussion board (See Figure 4).
Outlining in Mindmap Form: Each group presented their paragraphs and
mindmap-style outlines to the class. The teacher showed a cascaded display of
all the group mindmaps, and facilitated a class-wide discussion for final
revisions.
Individual Essay Writing Stage: At this final stage, students‟ wrote their essays
independently, not with GS but with paper and pen, with the aid of the rich
corpus built during the earlier pre-writing stages. After being reviewed by the
teacher, the completed essays were scanned and uploaded to the Moodle
platform for final revision.

Figure 3. Group Vocabulary Pooling

4.

Figure 4. Group board of paragraph discussion

Findings

4.1 Writing Performance

Two essays were selected in this paper: „Guideline of my hometown - Taiwan‟ and
„Wishes‟ (the first essay with an assigned topic for the grade 4 students). With the
comparison of performances before and after the intervention, we found students‟
significant improvements in both the overall quality of their essays and the
competencies of individual micro-skills of essay writing.
The overall quality of the essay writing had significantly improved. There are
21 students had better performance, 8 students remained the same, 2 students
performed worse than before, and 68% students improved their writing skills.
With the support of the “peer co-writing” and IT tools, there are significant
improvements of students‟ „word and paragraphs‟ which 12 students showed the
improvement in „vocabularies‟ and 9 students showed the „paragraphs‟ improvement.
However, the improvements of „outline, essay writing, and sentences‟ are not big due
to the requirement of a long-term development. Only 5 students have the
improvement of „outlines‟, 3 students – „essay writing‟, and 2 students – „sentences‟.
4.2 Student Perceptions in Writing

A questionnaire was administered after the intervention. Nineteen students agreed that
writing had become easier, as student No. 25 mentioned, ‘I think writing is easier for
me than before with the support of group discussion‟. We had also probed the
students in what kinds of support offered during the intervention that had helped them
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the most in their writing. Eleven students perceived that it was most helpful in
improving their outlining skills, 8 students chose the video clip, 7 picked the
vocabularies pooled during the group discussion, and 5 considered the
group-generated paragraphs most helpful. For instance, Student No. 27 discussed in
the video interview that „the writing should be quite diverse because of group
discussion‟.
4.3 Individual Contribution and Group Collaboration

In order to investigate the group dynamics during the experiments, the questionnaire
was designed for individual contribution and group collaboration acceptance with five
categories. According to the results, for the “individual contribution”: 13 students
presented the achievement on „paragraphs, 10 students - „vocabularies, 9 students „sentences‟ and „outline‟. Only 6 students chose „essay writing‟. For the „group
collaboration‟, the results showed that 13 students took the „vocabularies‟, 12 students
- „paragraphs‟, 11 students - „sentences‟, and 5 students - „essay writing‟. Take the
fifth group (G5) as an example, both students No.29 (S29) and No. 32 (S32)
confirmed their personal contributions on „word‟, and support from other group
members. Regarding S32‟s weak point of „sentences‟ and „paragraphs‟, the result
showed he got significant support from other group members.
5.

Conclusion

The GS platform based VSPOW model increased the students‟ efficient, progressive
discussion and essay writing. With the classmates‟ collaboration, the pooling of rich
vocabularies and corpus, and real-time discussion, the collaborative learning enhances
the students‟ writing speed, quality, and motivation. With this approach, it was the
first time that two students who previously had difficulties in completing their essays
within the given time limit managed to finish writing their essays in time.
In the future, we will conduct more rounds of VSPOW and collect the data for
the analysis on how the quantity and quality of students‟ contribution and group
collaboration influences individual students‟ writing performances. The group
discourses will be recorded and analyzed in the lens of Computer-Supported
Collaborative Learning (CSCL) as well.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a ubiquitous learning log system called SCROLL (System for Capturing
and Reminding of Learning Log). Ubiquitous Learning Log (ULL) is defined as a digital record of what
you have learned in the daily life using ubiquitous technologies. It allows you to log your learning
experiences with photos, audios, videos, geography data, QR-code, RFID tag, and sensor data, and to
share and to reuse ULL with others. Using SCROLL, you can receive context-based and personalized
quizzes. In addition, you can navigate and be aware of your past ULLs supported by augmented reality
view.
Keywords: Ubiquitous and mobile learning, Ubiquitous learning log, life log.

Introduction
CSUL (Computer Supported Ubiquitous Learning) is defined as a technology enhanced
learning environment supported by ubiquitous computing technologies such as mobile
devices, RFID tags, and wireless sensor networks [1]. CSUL takes place in variety of
learning spaces, e.g., classroom, home and museum. Also it provides the right information
using the contextual data like location, surrounding objects and temperature.
The fundamental issues of CSUL are: how to record learning experiences that happen at
anytime and anyplace and how to share and reuse them in future learning. To tackle these
issues, LORAMS (Linking of RFID and Movie System) [4] was proposed. By scanning
RFID tags, LORAMS shows the user the video segments that include the scanned objects.
Although this system is useful in certain environments, it is not easy to be applied in
practice at any place at the moment. Therefore, we started more practical research called
“ubiquitous learning log (ULL)” project in order to store intentionally what we have
learned as ubiquitous learning log objects (ULLOs) and consequently reuse them.
How do we learn from past learning logs? Taking notes is a usually way we do, e.g.,
when we learn foreign language we may record new vocabularies, idioms, sentences.
Whereas, the notes will not remind us of what we have learned, or the situation where the
knowledge was used. We think this process can be enhanced by using mobile devices.
Therefore, this paper proposes a system called SCROLL (System for Capturing and
Reminding of Learning Log), which supports the learners to record, share and reuse
ULLOs with mobile devices. The design, implementation and initial evaluation of
SCROLL have been introduced [5].
Regarding related works, life-log is a notion that can be traced back at least 60 years [6].
The idea is to capture everything that ever happened to us, to record every event we have
experienced and to save every bit of information we have ever touched. For example,
SenseCam [7] is a sensor augmented wearable stills camera; it is proposed to capture a log
of the wearer’s day by recording a series of images and capturing a log of sensor data.
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MyLifeBits [8] stores scanned material (e.g.: articles, books) as well as digital data (e.g.:
emails, web pages, phone calls, and digital photos taken by SenseCam). Ubiquitous
Memory system [9] is a life-log system using a video and RFID tags. The most common
idea of those projects is to use life-log data for memory aid, however, SCROLL aims to
utilize life-log data for the learning process.
Originally, the term “learning log” was used for personalized learning resources for
children. The logs were usually visually written notes of learning journals, which could
become an integral part of the teaching and learning program and had a major impact on
their drive to develop a more independent learner. Research findings indicated that
journals were likely to increase meta-cognition and reflective thinking skills through
students who become more aware of their own thought processes [10, 11, 12]. Our
approach focuses on how to enrich learning log and to promote retention and metacognition by using mobile, ubiquitous and context-aware technologies.
1. SCROLL
SCROLL is a client-server application, which runs on different platforms including
Android mobile phones, PC and general mobile phones.
ULL recorder
This component facilitates an easy way for the learners to upload their ULLOs to the
server whenever and wherever they learn. As shown in Figure 1(2), in order to add a
ULLO, the learners can take its photo, ask questions about it and attach different kinds of
meta-data with it, such as its meanings in different languages (English, Japanese and
Chinese), comments, tags and location information. Also the learner can select whether the
new ULLO can be shared or not.
ULL finder
If learner registers a new ULLO, the system checks whether the same object has been
already stored or not by comparing the name fields of each object using a thesaurus
dictionary. Also, the learner can search ULLOs by name, location, text tag and time. Using
this function, learners can understand what, where and when they learned before. In the
future works, the visualization of the ULLOs will be developed.
ULL reminder
The system generates simple multiple-choice quizzes based on the meta-data of the
stored ULLOs. For example, the idea of “quiz with image” is to ask the learner to choose a
word to describe the image given by the system. The system immediately checks whether
his answer is correct or not. These quizzes are generated according to his profile, location,
time and the results of past quizzes and help the learners to recall what they have learned.

(1) Add ULLO

(2) ULLO list

(3) Quiz
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Figure 1: SCROLL Interface of Android mobile phone.
ULL Navigator
LL navigator provides mobile augmented reality that allows the learner to navigate
through the ULLOs. It provides the learner with a live direct view of the physical realworld environment augmented by a real time contextual awareness of the surrounding
objects. While a learner is moving with his mobile phone, the system sends an alert on the
phone as soon as entering the region of ULLOs according to the GPS data. This view is
augmented, associated with a visual compass, and overlapped by the nearest objects in the
four cardinal directions (figure 2, left). Also, it provides the learners with a list of all
surrounding objects. When the learner selects one or more of these objects, the Google
map will be retrieved, and marked with the learner’s current location and the selected
objects. Moreover, the system shows a path (route) for the learner to reach to the objects
locations (figure 2, right).

Figure 2: Learning log navigator (camera view(left); path to ULLOs(right)).
2. Evaluation
2.1 Method
The aim of this experiment is to validate whether our system can work better than the
paper notes and invest whether different client affects learners differently and whether
learners have better user experiences supported by the personalized learning and contextaware learning model than only the user-customized way. Therefore we designed that the
participators would use paper, SCROLL system based on PC and digital camera (PC+DC),
Android SmartPhone (Sony-Ericsson Xperia) client of SCROLL system without
personalized learning and context-aware learning (SP-P), and Android client of SCROLL
system with personalized learning and context-aware learning (SP+P) each one for a
period. The study group consisted of 20 Japanese students including undergraduates and
graduate students.
The experiment was conducted for 6 weeks. We take one week as a phase during the
experiment. In the first week, all the students underwent an initial test and based on the
scores they were divided into two groups. Then, they were asked to spend the second week
on getting used to the SmartPhone. In the left 4 weeks, two groups used paper, SCROLL
system based on PC+DC, SP-P and SP+P each one week in different order. Finally, they
are asked to finish the questionnaire. All the students need to study at least five unknown
English words each day. And if they use SCROLL system, they also need to take the
photo about the learning context of the word. For example, if they learned the word like
“ladle” “stapler”, the photos of these things should be taken. After each phase, a post-test
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was conducted. The tests are composed of the English words each student learned in that
week. Besides writing the Japanese meaning, students are also asked to fill out the
remember state of each word.
Four levels of remember states are provided which are remember, know, guess and
unknown. The remember level means learner can both remember the meaning and the
used context of the word. The know level means learners know the meaning of the word
but forgot how to use it. The guess level means that learners remember the situation in
which the word is used but forgot the meaning. The unknown means that learners forgot
both the meaning and the situation.
3.2 Results
Table 1 shows the learners’ average scores of the post-tests after each phase. Table 2
illustrates how much the learners retained the context or the situation of the ULLOs they
learned. During the experiments, all the participators had learned 2275 ULLOs and
finished 4419 quizzes. The correct rate of the quizzes is 91%. For their own ULLO
quizzes the correct rate is 95% while for the ULLOs owned by the other learners, the
correct rate is 87%. In the week without personalized learning and context-aware learning
supported, the learners received the recommendation messages 56 times according their
customized setting. They responded the recommendation 28 times and had 179
recommended quizzes. We can see that 50% recommendation messages are responded and
for one recommended message, 6.39 quizzes are finished. In contrast, in the week with
personalized learning and context-aware learning supported, the learners received
recommendation messages 472 times from the system. 101 times are responded and 845
recommended quizzes were taken. It is easy to see that for one recommendation message
8.36 quizzes are finished but only 21.4% messages are responded.
By analyzing the results of the questionnaires, we learned that all the participators
thought comparing with writing in paper, it was more helpful to recall the situation or
context of what they learned by using SCROLL system with GPS data and photos. About
the four kinds of 35% of them enjoyed the week of using SP supported by personalized
learning and context-aware learning and 30% liked the two weeks of using SP. Note that
15% of participators liked paper best for they feel it easier to take note with paper.
From the questionnaire, we also got that all of them have their individual preferred study
location and time such as in the morning at home or in the afternoon in the lab. More than
60% of the learners told us they responded the recommendation messages in their
preferred study location and time.
Table 1 Average scores of post-test and recall percentage in Group A and B.
Group

Post test

Recall percentage

Paper PC+DC

SP-P

SP+P

Paper

PC+DC

SP-P

SP+P

A

44.70

70.68

71.22 70.00 60.05%

74.22%

80.30% 74.89%

B

25.58

55.09

70.47 75.48 53.75%

67.76%

75.35% 82.15%

Ave.

35.14

62.88

70.84 72.74 56.90%

70.99%

77.82% 78.52%

We also received many useful messages from the learners. For example, one learner told
us that y looking through other learners’ ULLOs, he learned a lot of words occurred in our
daily lives such as vending machine, ashtray. Two of them sent us the similar opinions that
by using SCROLL system, they attached the consciousness of thinking the around things
in English. Some of them also pointed out several problems for us. For example, one
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learner concerned that his GPS data could be seen by the others. Some of them also
complained that they did not get used to the interface.
From table 1, we can find that different tools affect learners differently and in the two
phases of using SP learners scored best and can recall the context or situation of the words
used most among the three tools. In other words, the SCROLL system can not only help
the learners retain what they have learned but also is very useful for them to recall the
context or situation of the words used.
3. Conclusion
This paper proposes a ubiquitous learning log system in order to enhance sharing and
reusing past learning experiences. The system runs on Web browser, Android and email
platform. According to the initial experiment, SCROLL was proved to be effective in
learning English vocabulary. Since this system is intended to be used in general domains
and for life- long learning, we will apply it in other application domains, e.g., math,
physic, and science education and conduct a long-term evaluation with an enough number
of subjects in the future work.
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Abstract: We proposed SMALL system seeking for seamless language learning in our
previous study [1]. In this paper, we describe how far we have developed the system for the
realization of seamless learning. As our first step, we aim to support English vocabulary
learning, since vocabulary learning is one of the fundamental aspects of language learning.
We also aim to create a knowledge-aware virtual learning community to promote P2P
interaction in our seamless learning environment. Before the actual use of the system in a
classroom environment, a pilot experiment was conducted, which shows that we need to
change some functions in our system.

Keywords: Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL), Seamless Learning, Vocabulary
Learning, Learning Log, EFL, TESOL

Introduction
English has been a “lingua franca” in the world [2]. Therefore EFL (English as a Foreign
Language) education is pivotal for non-English speaking countries including Japan.
However, Japan is facing a serious problem in terms of English proficiency. One of the
factors which have caused this disappointing situation is lack of learning time of English at
school [3]. How should we cope with this situation? If time to study in class is limited, there
is no other way but to learn outside class. Here our basic issue is to establish an effective
method to carry out outside-class learning and to entwine in-class learning with
outside-class learning. Along with the shortage problem, it has been pointed out that
Japanese EFL learners are in lack of vocabulary. Since it is an essential component in
language, it is pivotal to build up vocabulary to improve one‟s language skill. We believe
one solution of these problems lies in mobile assisted learning, which has been gaining
global attention in recent years. So our aim is to provide EFL learners with a seamless
vocabulary learning support system, namely SMALL system.

1. Theoretical Background
1.1 Vocabulary Learning Strategies
Vocabulary is one of the most important components of a language. But living in Japan,
students rarely have exposure to English outside the classroom. Since incidental learning is
not highly expected, they should be encouraged to learn vocabulary outside-classroom on
an autonomous basis. Then here come the questions: What is effective vocabulary learning?
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How should learners learn vocabulary? Unfortunately, researches on vocabulary learning
strategies are in a lack of theoretical underpinning [4]. However, along with recent
development of studies on technology enhanced learning, studies on vocabulary learning
strategies have been gaining quite a few researchers‟ attention, and now are expected to
provide us with some answers to the above questions.
1.2 Seamless Learning & Cyclic Model of Learning
Recent progress of mobile and wireless technologies offers us a new learning environment,
namely “seamless learning”. It allows learners to learn anytime, anywhere, and provides
them with multiple ways of learning throughout the day. In this paper, by seamless learning,
we mean learning which occurs with seamless transitions between in-class and out-class
learning as “American College Personnel Association (1994) stresses the importance of
linking students‟ in-class and out-of-class experiences to create seamless learning and
academic success.” [5]. The basis of our seamless learning idea is „cyclic model of
learning‟, proposed by Takeuchi (2007), that there are four processes of learning: preview,
in-class lesson, review, and expanded self-learning, where „class‟, in a broad sense, means
not only learning in-class but also learning out-class and it allows teachers to incorporate
students‟ self- learning into classroom activities [6] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Cyclic Model of Learning
(adapted from Takeuchi, 2007)

2. System Design
Based upon the above ideas, we design the following Seamless Mobile-Assisted Language
Learning Support System (hereafter we call it SMALL System) (Figure 2) in our previous
study [1].
Texbook Data in Figure 2 consists of the whole units of the textbook to be learned through
one semester. A teacher uploads Pdf file textbook data to the system in advance.
Learning Log System or SCROLL is a system developed by our team. Users register what
they have learned, which we call “learning log objects (LLO) to the system and view LLOs
uploaded by themselves and others, then it supports recalling of their learning logs by giving
them quizzes [7].
Quiz : The students register textbook target words and their newly acquired words during
their self-learning and the system gives them quizzes. It generates quizzes based on the
LLOs registered and viewed by the students.
Message : Users can send massages to other users in this system. When a viewer clicks the
author name of the LLO, new window will be popped up and can send a message to him.
This function will promote the students‟ interaction or discussion and will lead to
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collaborative learning which will be inevitable where the teacher in not there outside-class
self-learning.

Figure 2. SMALL System (Seamless Mobile-Assisted Language Learning Support System)
The scenarios based on Figure 2 are as follows:
(1) Preview: Students resiger textbook target words instructed by the teacher and read the
text for preview and take target word quizzes. They answer multiple-choice quizzes.
Quizzes will be generated until they make correct answers.
(2) Lessons:In the textbook, student registered words are hyperlinked and when the teacher
clicks them, a side bar will appear and it shows names of the students who registered them
so that the teacher will be able to know how many students have learned them (Figure 3).

Figure 3. textbook interface
(3) Review: Students read the text for review and take target word quizzes. The quiz logs
show the results with most frequently mistaken words and the teacher will review these
words in the next class. So the learning occurs continuously.
(4) Expanded Self-learning: Students are assigned to do self-learning and register new
words to the system, This system aims to intertwine outside-class learning with in-class
learning. The system let them aware that they have learned it before when they come across
the same word in the different contexts. Figure 4 shows how in-class vocabulary learning
and out-class vocabulary learning are linked. When Yusuke registers a new word,
“including”, which he already learned in the textbook, then the system shows him the
textbook context where it appears. Our premise is that we learn words from contexts [8].
Therefore in order to learn vocabulary, we need to know its contexts. The system links the
same word in different contexts so that they can learn how the word is used in various
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situations. In addition, people learn and forget easily. This linking function helps learners be
aware of what they have learned before, and also what other students are learning.

Figure 4. Link between in-class learning and outside learning

As one of the scales to show how out-class vocabulary learning is linked with in-class one,
we propose link rate which is caliculated as follows:

This figure shows the rate of overlapped vocabulary learned in- and out-class learning. This
notion is still in progress and we are far from being sure whether this rate shows the
effectiveness rate of vocabulary learning. Further exploration would be necessary.

3. Pilot
Before the actual classroom use, 6 university graduate students and 1 undergraduate were
asked to give a trial use of the system to see if any serious problem exists to carry out the
classroom experiment. The subjects were asked to register 5 recommended words with their
contexts, click the words they registered in the textbook pages to learn other contexts and
send messages to other users. At the end of the experiment, they were asked to answer the
questionnaire. Table 1 shows the result of the questionnaire.
Table 1 Questionnaire Results (five-point-scale)
Questions

M

SD

Did you like it when the system let you know that you can find your self acquired
vocabulary in the textbook?
Did you like it when the system let you know that your self-acquired vocabulary is
also registered by other users?
Was it useful for your vocabulary learning to read textbook contexts where your
registered words appeared?
Was it useful for your vocabulary learning to read other contexts of your
self-acquired words which were registered by other users?
Was the message system useful for collaborative work?

4.57

0.49

4

1.07

4.57

0.49

4.43

0.73

3.71

1.16

Open Comments
 It would be better if I can see the meaning and contexts of the word registered by
others at the same time (by one click)
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 The letter size and space between lines of the textbook were small. it would be more
convenient if I could see the meaning of the words not by clicking but by just
positioning the cursor.
 Color coding of the words in the textbook was helpful for me to know if those are my
registered words or those by others. Linking my newly registered words with
textbook page would be more convenient.
 The textbook interface and layout were not user-friendly. I wanted to see the
illustrations in the web textbook just like its paper textbook version.
 I could not check if I could send the message successfully.
 If I click the words in the textbook, it shows the names of the learners who registered
the word, but I‟d like to know the contexts rather than the authors.
 Word registration in this system helped me retaining the word in my memory.

4. Early Insight and Future Works
Upon the above questionnaire results, we have found that we need to improve textbook
interface and linking function of registered words and textbook contexts. We have not
acquired any data on the classroom use, but possible advantages of the System that we
expect are: 1) In-class and out-class vocabulary learning are closely linked so that what they
learn in-class will be reinforced in out-class learning and vice versa. 2) Since we learn words
from contexts, its linking function can lead to effective vocabulary learning. 3) It
encourages out-class self-learning, which is expected to compensate the lack of learning
time in class. The disadvantage of this system is that it may be unfair for the students who do
not own mobile phones unless the project team could provide them.
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Abstract: In this paper, we will introduce a new mobile e-learning platform in an EFL
(English as a Foreign Language) classroom. The system constructed in our project is based
on iPod Touch (2nd generation), Wi-Fi, and LMS software. Crucially, our system does not
depend on the wired Local Area Network (LAN) or 40 to 50 personal computers as seen in
typical computer rooms or CALL rooms. Our platform is expected to be introduced to such
normal lecture rooms or classrooms as are common in many of the EFL countries and give
much of the contribution to methodology in the field of Blended-Learning; a learning style
of face-to-face lecture plus practice on ICT. After reviewing backgrounds of the system
constructed in National Colleges of Technologies in Japan, we will present an overview of
what was done in our institution.
Keywords: iPod Touch, LMS, EFL, Blended-Learning

Introduction
Since portable music players like iPod or Walkman became very popular among young
students, several attempts utilizing such devices in classrooms have been proposed in the
field of Educational Technology. According to the survey by ishare inc. in 2008, close to 60
percent of the young people have any kind of portable music players (mp3 players, hard disk
players, memory-stick players). This, however, has not led to the fact that they are using
these multimedia tools to learn a foreign language. Since importance of linguistic input was
emphasized in Krashen (1982)’s Input Hypothesis, increasing the frequency of linguistic
input inside and outside the classroom is essential for EFL learners. Our belief is that
mobile tools in the non-CALL classroom are of great help for both learners and teachers. In
what follows, we will have a look at how mobile LMS was utilized in the EFL classroom.
1. Backgrounds
1.1 Importance of Input and Output
The development of practical communication skills with L2 (second language) was
determined as the goal of English Education by the Ministry of Education in Japan in 2002.
However, it is very difficult to offer listening or speaking instruction individually in the
class because of the class size and the limited class time ([4]). The fundamental problem is
the lack of time and frequency for input. ICT offers a solution and takes the part of language
teachers, exposing learners to the target language in and outside the class. It is also argued
that Input Hypothesis alone leads to problems in some aspects of target language grammar,
especially in morpho-syntactic areas (see [5]), which means that learners must have a lot of
opportunities to produce output. ICT has an advantage here again. Most Learning
Management Systems are equipped with small quiz, short essay, questionnaire, etc., which
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will facilitate some of learners’ feedback activities. For details of the input hypothesis, see
[2] and [3]. The importance of output is well described in [5].
1.2 Preference of Mobile-Based Training
Compared with PC-based WBT, mobiles have an advantage for both teachers and students.
For learners, the greatest advantage is its friendliness. According to our project survey
conducted in our institution, 48.6% of the students chose cellular phone and 17.1 % smart
phone as the most important communication tool, while 27.1% chose PC (n=80). On the
part of teachers, the situation is that the CALL system is becoming much more complicated
and requiring much more detailed skills to control the system, which leads to teachers’
unwillingness and anxiety to conduct a CALL class ([4]).
2. Outline of Our LMS
The hardware and software of our system will be shown below in (A) of Figure 1. The class
usually consists of around 40 students in our institution. We prepared 50 iPod Touches for
the class, and built up the LMS server where the software “StarQuiz” was installed. The
rough conceptual sketch of our system is illustrated below in (B) of Figure 2. (C) of Figure
1 describes the classroom we used in carrying out our project, where there is a starQuiz
server in front of the classroom. And two access points are located as indicated in the figure.
Each student has an iPod Touch on his/her table.

(A) The hard and software

(B) Conceptual Image

(C) The classroom

Figure 1. Outline of our system
3. Class Management
In logging in the server, students write down their name on
the log-in display. After logging in, we gave three kinds of
test with the use of iPod Touch; questionnaire with multiple
choices, multiple choice questions with sound materials,
and short essay. In the case of listening test, students push
Figure 2. QuickTime
the play button and the QuickTime appears on the display.
Unfortunately, while listening to the sound, students can’t
see or answer the questions as shown on the picture of the right hand side of Figure 2. All the
answers from the students are collected and analyzed statistically soon after the test is done.
4. Results and Implications
On multiple-choice grammar questions they worked on their device very smoothly. For
about 5-8 minutes, the server received all the answers from the students, and the instant
feedback was made possible during the class.
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In listening questions, however, there arose a few difficult problems. Some of the sound
players (QuickTime) didn’t work well. In addition, students can take advantage of the same
listening strategy as they do in TOEIC or TOEFL test, since they can listen and answer at
the same time (Figure 2).
On the essay-writing questions, the students wrote down their English or Japanese into iPod
Touch. I was afraid that students might have more difficulties to type English words in
T9-text way as adopted in mobile phones in Japan than normal keyboards of personal
computers. Our anxieties, however, were unnecessary, and students typed their English
very smoothly. We are surprised to see young people writing on mobile phone quickly.
A brief questionnaire research was carried out after the course. The questions are (i) “Do
you feel that iPod Touch is very friendly?” (ii) “Do you feel that iPod Touch is very useful
in an English class?” and (iii) “Do you feel that iPod Touch motivates your English study?”
As to the first questions, 60/79 students answered affirmatively. Actually, 60/79 students
have a digital music players. 8/79 students are carrying iPhone as a mobile phone. It is,
thus, highly reasonable that they get accustomed to handling iPod Touch very easily.
More than half the students answered that iPod Touch is useful in learning a foreign
language. This, however, doesn’t necessarily motivate students to study English more; only
38/79 students answered that this motivates the students for further study. One reason might
be that they have experienced learning in more elaborated CALL rooms.
5. Conclusion
We have shown that our project of iPod Touch in the EFL classroom is so far successful.
This result leads to two different possibilities for further research. One is toward
development to Tablet Computes like iPad. Intuitively, it seems to me that iPad is less
friendly than iPod Touch for students, but its large display is very attractive. Large displays
might solve the problem like as noted in Figure 2. The other way is that the class
improvement or faculty development will be enhanced by using iPod Touch in the
classroom, ranging from EFL to other subjects. In either way to go, our current research is
worth pursuing as a fundamental project in the field of TEFL and educational technology,
including evaluation of the system and effects of this learning method.
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Abstract: This paper describes a system which allows platform independent access to
quizzes of the popular learning platform Moodle. The main focus is on the software
architecture which is implemented on the base of platform independent technology like Web
Services, HTML5 and JavaScript. Another aspect is the user interface which was developed
with the goal to run on a broad range of mobile devices from small mobile phones up to large
tablets.
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Introduction
The number of students with smart phones and tablets is steadily increasing, as described in
[1]. Bringing content from eLearning platforms to these devices allows integrating
interactive material into the classes and allows for learning in informal settings [2]. Since
there is not yet a single operating system that dominates the market of mobile devices [3] a
platform independent approach for the development of mobile learning applications seems
to be necessary in order to avoid the reimplementation of the same application for several
mobile operating systems. Therefore, we propose the combination of HTML5 and
JavaScript to provide a way of platform independent software development for mobile
devices. The system presented in this paper makes use of these platform independent
technologies and together with Web Services this allows for an easy adoption of a wide
range of mobile devices. Besides the technical compatibility the user interface needs to be
defined in a way that it works on a wide range of display sizes and resolutions.
1. Scenario
Within the standard implementation the web based Moodle eLearning platform offers
quizzes to reinforce the topics of a lesson. Therefore, the mobile devices of the students
would be a convenient platform in order to increase interactivity. The access to the
questions should be fast and the system easy to use. The teacher directly receives the results
from a PC at the lectern and give additional explanations or exercises where required.
Beside this classroom based scenario, the developed application can be used in location
independent mobile scenarios, e.g. a learner sitting in a bus on his/her way to school or
university. Furthermore, contextualized quizzes for a certain topic are possible in the, e.g. a
field trip [4] could be enriched by quizzes related to the topic of the field trip.
2. Architecture
We developed an architecture that utilizes HTML5 and JavaScript in order to access the
quizzes of a Moodle system and to provide a platform independent application to the
learners. Additionally we also used Web Services in order to provide access to the Moodle
system. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the presented approach

On the left part the Moodle system is shown. This system provides Web Services that allow
accessing the quizzes stored in its database. The Web Services are called by a servlet that
runs within the application server together with the developed application. The learners can
access a webpage that presents a modified version of the Moodle quizzes.
The presented architecture implements an additional layer, the application server, where the
application runs on. This layer allows for a platform independent application, but increases
the complexity of the architecture. A possible drawback might be a lower performance of
the application due to the more complex network communication. A test scenario was
implemented in order to investigate whether the architecture provides a lower performance
in comparison to an application that directly performs Web Service calls. The Web Services
consist of five different methods. Within the test we called these five methods, each 100
times, both with the presented approach and via direct Web Service calls. The test was
performed either on a mobile device simulator running on a usual PC (to decrease latency)
and on a test device. For these two scenarios we measured the round trip times of the
corresponding calls as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Testresults

Method

#

authenticateUser
getCoursesForUser
getQuestionsForCourse
getAnswersForQuestion
registerAttempt

100
100
100
100
100

simulator (in ms)
device (in ms)
approach Web Service approach Web Service
191
95
128
69
58
88
90
142
77
87
89
71
68
99
88
54
89
116
138
65

The tests running in the simulator show for the presented approach slightly better
performance in comparison to directly method calls. This is probably due to the fact that the
SOAP protocol provides a large overhead in comparison to the protocol used in the other
approach. Therefore, in the scenario where we decreased latency, the performance can be
slightly increased by our approach. The results that we received within the test on the real
device where not significant in order to answer the question which of the approaches
provide a better performance since some of the method calls perform better with the direct
Web Service calls while others perform better within the presented architecture. The
different results for the round trip times obviously depend on complexity of the
corresponding return values. Nevertheless the results show that the actual performance is
not dramatically worse with our approach compared to a scenario with direct service calls.
3. Example Application
The example application was developed to prove the concept and show that the architecture
is capable to deliver the content independently of the client.
In comparison to [5], it was not the design intent to offer full access to the Moodle content.
Instead our goal was to give quick access to the available quizzes and display questions and
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related answers in a clearly arranged screen layout which works for resolutions from a low
cost smart phone with 2.8” display up to 10.1” displays.
The user interface was tested during development in Firefox web browser with different
window sizes. To demonstrate the real application two different mobile platforms, an
Android based phone and an Apple iPhone, were used.
Figure 2, a) and b) shows the implemented screens of the user interface as displayed on the
iPhone. The representation of the question screen as it appears on an Android phone is
presented in part c).

Figure 2: Screenshots from iPhone and Android based phone

As seen on the picture only three steps are required to start with a test. On screen a) the login
and password for the Moodle system shall be entered. Screen b) shows the courses which
the user is enrolled for in a stack panel. If one of the courses is selected, the related quizzes
are shown directly below on the same screen.
Finally the last screen shows the question itself. As the length of the question and number
and length of answers may vary from this area is designed flexible and user adoptable. On
the one hand the fraction used for question text and answer text can be adjusted and on the
other hand scrollbars are automatically added if a text does not fit into the available space.
4. Conclusion and Outlook
The developed system shows that a platform independent access to the quizzes in Moodle
can be realized, that provides almost the same performance as a stand-alone application, by
the presented approach. The user interface can be defined in a way that it works on small
and large displays. With the reduction of the feature content to the required minimum to
support a quiz it is possible to design a clear user interface.
The next steps in this project will be the support of additional question types like numerical,
matching or gap fill. The ease of use and usefulness will be validated with usability test
methods based on the technology acceptance model [6]. Results will be used to improve the
system furthermore.
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Abstract: Learning ecology in learning is not limited to a specific type of learning, subject,
or method. It is a concept that matches all types of learning. In this paper, we positioned the
learning types in focus/navigation matrix proposed by Richardson as the basic learning
types, and the learning ecology concept for each learning type was examined. We then
attempted to create a learning environment based on the concept.
Keywords: Learning ecology, e-Leaning, Focus/navigation matrix, learning environment

Introduction
In the learning ecology concept, learning indicates the learning that takes place in a new
learning environment corresponding to social changes, and does not refer to specific
learning contents or methods. Various efforts have been made in educational settings, and
many of these are considered as learning ecology concepts. The learning ecology concept is
a “paradigm concept that expresses learning as a whole,” with indexes such as
collaboration, sustainability, community property, informality, etc. [1]. According to this
concept, learning takes place in a learning environment that has implemented such
ecological indexes. That is, the learning ecology concept is a “paradigm concept of learning
itself” that is in harmony with social changes, sense of values in education, and changes in
methods to acquire knowledge, and allows the realization of a sustainable and
developmental circulation cycle of knowledge [2].

1. Classification of learning type based on learning ecology concept
Richardson uses two axes, one expressing the degree of focus on contents and experience
and the other expressing instruction navigation from instructor-centered to learner-centered.
The methods of learning are categorized into 4 quadrants separated by the two axes: i.e.,
“Studying,” learning quadrant, “Projects” learning quadrant, “Teaching” learning quadrant,
“Exercises” learning quadrant [3] [4].
In the “Studying” quadrant, the learner tries to acquire necessary information from a variety
of information sources, such as papers and the Web, and selects what is required from all of
the collected information. Of course, the collected information may not be designed as
educational content. In the “Projects” quadrant, learners engage in activities to solve
problems found in actual life or in case studies. In the “Teaching” quadrant, the learners
learn from the teacher in a lecture format that uses a blackboard, slides, and video clips. In
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the “Exercises” quadrant, the learners engage in simple drills and practice questions with the
teacher, or receive skill training to acquire skills necessary for problem solving from an
instructor with expertise, such as instructors invited from a third party.

2. Learning environment design using LEBEL and its effect
2-1 Collaborative learning in the “Studying” quadrant
2-1-1 Hypothesis in the “Studying” quadrant
The “Studying” quadrant is a learning type in which the contents of learning are set, but the
learner is responsible for deciding the learning activities. Inquiry-based learning used in
Social studies and Science classes is this type of learning. In many cases using this type of
learning, learning often takes place by individuals performing research, which is then
discussed in a group, then a paper or report on the subject is prepared, and the information is
shared within the class through group presentations. In this learning type, the teacher
provides instructions on the contents of the activities, but plays a larger role as a supporter
or advisor in the actual activities.
2-1-2 Practice using a portal site (2010): Verification of the hypothesis
(1) Practice environment
Course unit name: Social Studies “People who work at a supermarket”
Duration: October 12, 2010 to November 12, 2010
Instructor: Instructor 1 Grade 3, Class 1 Homeroom teacher
Instructor 2 Grade 3, Class 2 Homeroom teacher
(2)Actual class
In this learning, the portal site LEBEL was utilized to post necessary learning resources,
and each student summarized their own research on a Wiki site. On the Wiki site, students
read other students’ pages, and were asked to mutually link to each other’s sites to
complement their own research content as well as to gain new insights. In addition, we felt
that the participation of parents/guardians, who are the main purchasing customers for
supermarkets, would be indispensable, and purposely planned for parents/guardians to take
part in this learning.

Figure 1 Information exchange (Class 2)

Figure 2 Information exchange (Class 1)

(3) Learning effect of using LEBEL
In this practice, the learning effect was examined by focusing on how information of each
individual (individual’s research content) was diffused and summarized. Figure 3 shows the
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number of accesses to view other students’ pages (views), and the number of accesses to edit
a student’s own summary page (edit). The figure indicates how students access other
students’ pages to edit their own summary page.
Figure 3.7 summarizes the relationships of mutual views based on the above information
exchanges. Red lines indicate unidirectional views, blue lines indicate bidirectional views,
and the thickness of lines indicates the number of views. The number of bidirectional views
was 2267, and because indicating all the views would complicate the diagram, the views
were counted when the same page was viewed by the same students more than 3 times. The
figure indicates students that are the core (yellow) of information collection to create
individual summary pages. The figure indicates how information from these core students
complements each other and is diffused as new information.

Figure 3 Mutual viewing
In a normal classroom setting, the summaries for each student are exchanged as completed
information. In such exchanges, the individuals can only evaluate each other, and are not
able to create new knowledge or information. This case demonstrates a significant effect of
learning that takes place under the LEBEL environment.
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Abstract: This article proposes to use a smart phone as a data recording and acquisition device in
some physics experiments. First, its camera can be used to capture the motion of a moving object and
a student can record the time and displacement of the object. This idea was tested in experiments of
projectile motion and slope motion. Second, the cell phone can be used as a data acquisition device
measuring angular displacement in an experiment where the cell phone was the weight of a swinging
pendulum. With the recorded data, students can explore and hypothesize a quantitative relationship
between some variables, similar to what a scientist does in a real experiment. Instead of following
prescribed steps in traditional physics experiment with completely predictable reults, students can
now “rediscover” physical laws. With this training in scientific inquiry, students might develop better
inductive skills in pattern finding, hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing.
Keywords: Physics experiment, scientific inquiry, inductive skills, mobile learning, Android

Introduction
Physics experiments play an important role in science education. The process of an
experiment can make a deep impression on the students and increase their interest in learning
science. The process of scientific inquiry can make the students think actively, make
simplifying assumptions, construct hypotheses, explore various approaches, revise and
verify their hypotheses. These skills can enhance students’ ability to solve problems
(Chiappetta & Russell, 1982; Saunders & Shepardson, 1987) [1] [2].
In recent years, science education emphasizes more on encouraging students to explore
and learn actively. Inquiry-based learning is a kind of teaching strategies of exploration
activities that intend to help students construct and develop their own knowledge. Instead of
giving direct answers to students, a teacher asks questions and provides information related
to the subject so that the students can take the initiative to make hypotheses, explore,
validate, summarize, explain and discuss their ideas. Some researchers have proposed
inquiry-based learning environment for learning science. For example, Linn (1998)
developed "WISE" (Web-Based Integrated Science Environment) and "TELS" (Technology
Enhanced Learning in Science); de Jong (1996) developed "SimQuest" [3], and Pryor and
Soloway (1997) developed “Science Ware” to explore science [4]. These studies focus more
on encouraging students to develop self-directed solution to open-ended problems. In this
study, more basic training is provided for students in designing effective experiments, doing
effective reasoning, discovering rules, collecting data and interpretation of data plots.
1. Android Phone is Used in Physics Experiment in Two Ways
Android, acqired by Google in 2005, is a free and open operating system with a linux
kernel for mobile devices such smart phones and tablet pc. In this study, a handheld device
(Motorola Milestone) is used in several physics experiments. In some experiments, we use
the embedded camera in the device to take video of the experiment. In another experiment,
we make use of the acceleration sensor and the orientation sensor in the handheld device.
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2. Experiment and results
There were two ways in which the smart phone was used in our experiments. The next
two subsections describe two experiments where the phone played different roles.
2.1 Projectile Motion
This section describes an experiment in which the camera of a smart phone was used to
record the experiment as a video. A scale handmade from cardboard was placed in the
background of the object that was projected upward and then fell downward as free fall. The
time (t) and displacement (s) data were then taken from the video with the background scale
frame by frame. The data are plotted in Figure 1 and shown in the two leftmost columns of
Table 1.
There are a couple of issues in working out the algebraic relation between t and s. After
collecting the data and starting to find the relation, students would most likely start from the
gravitational theory they remember learning in Physics 101. But this is precisely what we do
not want the students to do. What the students should do is to do the experiment before
learning about the theory. Then they can focus on the numerical data and ask what possible
relation between the displacement and the time the data are trying to tell us [5].

Fig. 1 Projectile motion plot
Consider the example in Figure 1 and Table 1. The figure shows that s is likely to be a
quadratic function of t. Then the next question is where the vertex is located. The data show
that both t=0.41 and t=0.45 can be a candidate, since s=0 at both instants. However, if either
is chosen, the symmetry of the data about the chosen time is lost completely. So a better
candidate is t=0.43, which is the middle of t=0.41 and t=0.45. Hence, a new term t-0.43 is
generated. More terms are then generated: s/(t-0.43) and s/(t-0.43)2. The latest term shows a
more or less constant value in Table 1. Hence, we can claim that a relation has been
discovered: s/(t-0.43)2=4.64, meaning s = 4.64 * (t-0.43)2.
Table 1 Pursuing to find a relation between t and s

2.2 Physical Pendulum
This section describes a second experiment in which the smart phone was the weight of
a swinging physical pendulum. As the phone swings, it also records, as a data acquisition
device, the angular displacement of the pendulum reported by a sensor embedded in the
phone.
For one particular setting of an experiment at an initial angle of 15 degrees, the data of
time and angular displacement are plotted in Figure 2. Clearly, the pendulum motion was
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periodic. The period for each wave was taken as the time elapsed between two peaks (or two
troughs). Then the periods were averaged. The experiment was repeated for different lengths
of the pendulum and the averaged period was computer for each trial. Table 2 shows that,
after a number of terms were generated, the relation T5/L2 = 14, meaning T5 = 14*L2, was
found.

Fig. 2 Pendulum plot
Table 2 Find a relation between the period and length of a pendulum

3. Conclusion
As smart phones become more popular, many applications have been developed.
However, not many of them are made for the purpose of learning. This article proposes to use
an Android smart phone in physics experiments so that students can enjoy an educational use
of their smart phones.
In the first experiment of projectile motion, the relation s = 4.6 * (t-4.30)2 was found. In
the second experiment of physical pendulum, the relation T5 = 14*L2 was found. Comparing
the displacement-time relation with theoretical results indicate that the relation is reasonable,
considering the effects of other real-life factors. In summary, this article has shown an
innovative way in which a smart phone can be used to enhance the learning of physics
experiments for students.
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Abstract: We develop an animation making system called "Galop" for students to
understand about phenomenon in the science education by expressing dynamic models. To
express the dynamic phenomenon, students can easily make animations by using Galop.
Through the animation making process, students think compared with the objects moving in
the animation and understand the phenomenon. This paper describes our system design and
development.
Keywords: Drawings, Science education, Repeat-playable-drawing system, Animation
making, Galop

Introduction
It is general that we express our concepts and ideas using drawings and figures to reorganize
or reflect our thought. Recently, a lot of computer systems for assisting reorganization and
reflection of human thought have been proposed and developed. We especially focus on
Drawings [1-4] in science education as a target domain to investigate assistance of
reflection using the above-mentioned way, and developed “Polka”[5]. Polka assists students
to draw and edit scientific model as the combination of plural abstract figures and to reflect
their drawing processes using the playback function.
Thorough several educational use of Polka in classes, we found that it is hard for
student to express dynamic images including movement of objects or phenomenon by using
Polka. For expressing dynamic images of students, we develop an animation making system
called “Galop[6]”. Student can represent various kind of phenomenon (water evaporation,
electric current, and so on) by using Galop.
1. Related Works
Concept Map and Drawings are representative methods to assist reorganization and
reflection. Reflective Mapper called “Ando-kun” is one of educational tools for Concept
Map[7]. Ando-kun can show the construction history of concept maps. In other hand,
"No-no-Kagami"[8] is a digital paint tool which can be used for Drawings. Naruo et al. [9]
investigated children's naive concepts and thinking processes about an electric current using
"No-no-Kagami". In their investigation, children drew models of the electric current and
explained their concepts using the models. Through this investigation, they confirmed the
educational effectiveness of "No-no-Kagami" for drawings.
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2. Background of System Development
Drawings
In science education, children learn many things through observations and experiments
about nature objects and phenomena. They might learn common features of target objects
through their observations. They also might find mechanisms behind the observable
phenomena. These common features and mechanisms of the objects and phenomena are
regarded as nature rules and models. For example, "Leaning of Insect" substantially focuses
on children's understanding of common features of many kinds of insects but not only
individual features of each species. For other example, "Learning of Combustion"
emphasizes on children's understanding of behaviors of invisible oxygen and carbon
dioxide in combustion phenomenon. "Drawings" is a popular way for such science
education. Children usually draw observation objects or invisible things behind phenomena
in Drawings. For example, children might understand the common features of insects
through drawing the insects they observed.
In learning of science phenomena, teachers can make their students to draw their
predictions for explaining their hypnoses before experiments and then draw figures enable
to explain observed phenomena after the experiments. In addition, children understand the
target objects abstractly, and predict and explain the target phenomena based on their own
drew models in leaning by Drawings. We define "learning of scientific model" as "learning
assisting children to enable to represent nature objects and phenomena as abstract models
and to predict and explain about them based on their models". We also focus on Drawing as
a proper way for learning of scientific model. In the viewpoint of learning process, it is
typical that children convert target objects and phenomena to abstract figures (basic figure
objects) and then explain the targets using their abstract figures.
Repeat-Playable-Drawing System "Polka"
We developed "Polka" as a drawing system for science education with Drawings. Polka has
the following functions:
(1) drawing basic figure objects (circle, rectangle, polygon and so on),
(2) drawing lines and free lines,
(3) text input for additional explanation and comments,
(4) duplicating same objects easily,
(5) editing drew objects (move, delete, and so on), and
(6) memorizing all of drawing processes and playback of the processes.
As for (1) to (5), Polka has similar functions of common drawing systems. The function (6)
is special feature of Polka which supports Drawings.
In other view point, Polka was also developed as a Repeat-Playable-Drawing
System. Polka has two significant features: (1) figure management using vector data, and
(2) playback of drawing process. All drawing processes can be identified as editing
operation of basic figure object in Polka. Students can check their drawing process by
playing these processes step by step. Through playing drawing processes, students can
reflect their thinking process.
Fig. 1 shows the interface of Polka. In design of Polka's interface, we classify Polka
operations into the following three modes:
(1) drawing figures: for setting basic figure objects on drawing area
(2) editing figures: for changing figure attributes, move, and deletion, and
(3) playback of drawing process
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Polka provides three-mode interface according to the classification. We call these three
modes "draw mode", "edit mode", and "playback mode". Children can draw figures in
"draw mode", edit them in "edit mode", and confirm their processes in "playback mode".
Draw mode
select figure

input text

draw line

free drawing

draw circle

draw rectangle

draw poly-line

draw polygon

stamp
setting stamp

drawing

drawing

editing figures

playing process

Edit mode

Playback mode
duplicate
delete
undo
forward
backward

(B1)
(B1)
(B1) magnification bar

thin line
thick line
change line color
change body color
change text
change text color

reverse play
stop
play
(B2)
(B2) playback bar

Fig.1. Interface of Polka
Polka and Dynamic Phenomenon
Thorough several educational use of Polka in classes, we found that it is hard for Polka to
express dynamic images including movement of objects or phenomenon. Fig. 2 shows the
state of affairs of hydrogen combines to oxygen and becomes water. For expressing this
chemical reaction, adding the arrow that shows the passage of time is needed in the figure.

Fig.2. Chemical reaction of water on Polka
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3. Galop: Animation Making System
Needs analysis about making animations for science education
We obtained five representative opinions by teachers who used Polka in their classes. Their
opinions are in the followings:
(1) Some children enjoyed moving figures by using "Play mode" of Polka.
(2) Polka could be used as an animation tool for expressing the change of the
phenomenon in some science classes.
(3) If Polka is used for making an animation, some needless scenes remain or it is
difficult to revise the animation.
(4) If a simple animation system for the science class is developed, they wanted to use it.
(5) Simple animation tool is expected that preservation of revision record and indication
of revision process, similar to Polka.
We have also investigated needs from teachers of science education for design and
development of Galop. Through the investigation about needs of teachers and the analysis,
we decided the function Galop should provide. The functions are in the followings:
(1) Object drawing function to draw in model
(2) Color change function to express that passage of time of model
(3) Animation function to move model and arrow, and to express dynamic phenomenon
(4) Function to leave afterimage while moving (drug) model
(5) Function that selection of the arbitrary model can easily if overlaps models.
(6) Function that the object moves on drawn with the mouse.
(7) Automatic reproduction function that speed can be specified.
(8) Correction function of animation
How to make animation
The number of work processes to make animation provided by Galop should be reduced and
be easy for student to understand the method. Therefore, general animation making method
that making all animation scenes one by one is not suitable. We use “cut” for making
animation in Galop. First, a student locates objects in a cut (start status). And then, s/he
moves them or adds several effects (end status). After this process, Galop automatically
generates animation between the start status and the end status. For realizing this function,
each cut has location and effect data of start and end status shown in Fig. 3. Animation
making by cut is easy for student to use and understand.

： Objects （before moving）
： Objects （after moving）

： Movements

Fig. 3. Information of “cut”
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Interface of Galop

Parts Area：
as a temporary storage of objects
*Objects are copied from Polka

There are two operation modes called “Making mode” and “Animation mode” in Galop.
Students can make animation by coming and going between making mode and animation
mode. Making mode is for student to make animation in cuts. In this mode, students can
locates figure objects, edit them, and set cuts. Fig. 4. shows a snapshot “Making mode” of
Galop. In addition, Students have to prepare figure objects which they want to animate,
before making animation.Galop can read figure object data created by Polka and edit each
figure object shown in Fig.5.

Edit buttons:
to edit objects and change their attributes
Edit Area:
to edit objects and set their moves
*Objects are copied from Parts Area
*Using Edit buttons and Move buttons

Move buttons:
to set move of objects
Color palette

Mode buttons

Cut Area：to locate cuts for animation

Fig. 4. Making mode of Galop

Making figure objects

Reading and edit objects

Figure objects
Polka

Galop

Fig. 5. Figure data transmission between Polka and Galop
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Animation mode is for show animation based on cuts set by students. There are two types of
animation: “one cut animation” by one cut and “all animation” for all cuts. Fig. 6. shows a
snapshot “Animation mode” of Galop.

Animation Area:
to show one cut or all animation
Animation speed buttons
-Quick animation
-Normal animation
-Slow animation

Seek bar for animation
One cut animation

Mode buttons
All cut animation

Fig. 6. Animation mode of Galop
4. Educational Practice
In order to confirm whether students can express dynamic phenomenon by Galop or not, we
did educational practice in a science education (4th grade of elementally school, 60
students). Target domain was “water evaporation” and student expresses the phenomenon.
After this practice, we obtained the following comments from the teachers:
There ware few students who could not understand the animation making method,
 They concentrated to express the phenomenon,
 The idea and thinking of each student can be confirmed by making and playing
animation.
 Reconstruction of understanding can be found through animation making, and
 There were communications about scientific concept in the context of teaching Galop
operations among students.
Finally, all students could express evaporation phenomenon. Through this practice, we
confirmed that students could express dynamic phenomenon by Galop.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we described the needs of an animation system for science education through
the use of Polk in science classes. Then we described development of the animation making
system called "Galop" for students to understand about phenomenon in the science
education by expressing dynamic phenomenon. To express them, students can easily make
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animations by using Galop. As for the future works, we use Galop at many science classes
and improve our system.
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Abstract: This paper argues that in “educational” game development, there is often a gap
between design and learning. It suggests how involving learners in the design process,
known as the informant design approach, is able to close this gap. One key affordance of
such an approach is the provision of learning opportunities for the learners themselves
where designing and learning are intertwined. Specifically, learners had opportunities to use
their experiences as their resources for learning and game design and become more
cognizant of their knowledge about their lifeworlds, particularly adolescents’ gaming
culture and Earth phenomena.
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Introduction
Increasingly, many studies have suggested that there are educational benefits in playing
games, which have not been harnessed for formal schooling. For instance, the British
Educational Communications and Technology Agency [1], or otherwise known as Becta,
advocates that playing computer games is capable of developing information and
communication technological (ICT) skills, increasing motivation, promoting collaboration,
amidst other educational benefits. Other studies on computer games in education also report
similar pedagogical benefits and put forward the argument that computer games not only
provide edutainment but themselves are powerful learning environments [2][3][4][5][6][7].
While these studies promote the use of computer games for teaching and learning,
there are also studies that contend that many computer games developed for teachers and
students do not meet their teaching and learning needs [8]. Kim et al. [3] argue that it is
difficult to maintain a balance between learning and entertainment when using games for
teaching and learning. Gee [2] also highlights this difficulty when he contends that game
activities often provide meaningless play and do not necessarily provide learning contents
that encourage intellectual pursuits. Becta [1], although brings our attention to the
educational benefits in using games for education, cautions that the educational focus can be
easily lost when learners are distracted by the game interface. In short, the context of the
game (such as the scenarios depicted, the activities or the game interface) is often disparate
from the learning aspects in many “educational” games.
In this paper, we argue that when developing games for educational purposes, the
gap between design and learning needs to be adequately addressed before teachers and
learners can benefit from using games for teaching and learning. In our project, we aim to
develop a 3D immersive game for learning Earth science and geography, named Voyage to
the Age of Dinosaurs (VAD). Much literature has documented the difficulties learners have
in understanding the Earth as a complex system (e.g., [10][11][12][13][14]). We aim to
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enable learners to immerse themselves into Earth system concepts through the game by
providing ways of perceiving and understanding earth processes.

1. Designing with Learners Using the Informant Design Approach
In this paper, we present our arguments on how the gap between design and learning can be
minimized when developing a 3D immersive game for the teaching and learning about
Earth system science concepts. In informant design, the users are positioned as experts and
their expertise are called upon when required at the various stages of development. When
adopting such an approach in educational game development, learners as expert users
provide insider’s information about their learning difficulties and desired learning processes
and outcomes [15][16][17]. The impetus for involving learners in the design processes
stems from the need to develop a learning tool that meets their needs.
Over the course of three years, we conducted five progressive workshops in our
informant design approach. In all five workshops, there were 22 students from two
secondary schools (U.S. grade 7-10) as design partners. Each workshop illuminated
learners’ ideas about different narratives, earth’s phenomena, games, and their roles in
learning. Table 1 summarizes the flow of informant design workshops.
Table 1. Five informant design workshops
Theme
Workshop 1:
Understanding Learner
Conceptions
Workshop 2: Creating
Learners’ Narratives

Purpose
to understand students' existing
ideas about earth science and
dinosaurs
to engage their prior knowledge and
experiences for developing game
narratives
to solicit learners’ feedback on
commercial dinosaur games and
VAD prototype I

Key activities
Focus group discussions on the causes of
Earth’s disasters and dinosaur
fossilization
Field trips and movie production

Workshop 4: Experiencing
the Game Narrative
(Prototype II)

to enact game scenario in the
physical setting using hands-on
activities and test VAD prototype II

Workshop 5: Designing
Specific Parts of the Game
(Prototype III)

to solicit learners’ feedback on
VAD prototype III and invite
learners to design parts of next
prototype

Participation in experiential learning
(mock fossil excavation, compass/map
reading, rock examination, and
experimentation of pseudo plate
movements using jelly)
Evaluation of VAD prototype III and
concept designs

Workshop 3: Game Play
and Ideas (Prototype I)

Evaluation of two existing commercial
games and VAD prototype I, and
brainstorming of “hottest” game in town

The VAD game scenario starts with Dr. Konglong, an enthusiastic scientist who is
eager to study feathered dinosaurs from early Cretaceous in Liaoning Province in China. He
invites paleontologists wanna-be’s to help him test his new invention by going through a
portal to the past and boost his research by bringing real feathered dinosaurs. The players go
through various quests in the present and the past worlds. These quests include meeting Dr.
Konglong, finding fossils considering the distribution of rocks, assembling them, collecting
rocks from the past, and capturing feathered dinosaurs after surviving volcanic eruptions.
In this paper, we will discuss workshop 5 in detail in order to illustrate what
meaningful learning and design have taken place based on the informant design workshops.
The VAD prototype III tested during the Workshop 5 introduced a quest and challenge at
the beginning of the storyline, where the players look for Dr. Konglong. Adopting the
curricular content (navigation in Geography), players had to get to various locations using
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clues (such as compass bearings and landmarks) and figure out the features of the specific
locations (e.g., elevation) to obtain the directions to meet Dr. Kong Long (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Prototype III, navigating using compass bearings
Workshop 5 tested out this new quest in the game as well as concepts of other quests
and new avatars. We brought them the graphic designers’ sketches of avatars and discussed
how they see it, what roles they think different avatars play, and so forth. Utilizing
paleontologists’ methods of finding fossils, tools of excavating them, and extensive work of
putting the pieces together, we engaged them in looking for fossil pieces among eroded
materials (hands-on simulation using sands, other materials, and water), and digging and
assembling fossils (paper-based games).
Most importantly, we gave them a focused task of designing quests around plate
tectonics and dinosaur capture. For plate tectonics, we gave them resources (books and
access to the Internet), and showed them a documentary video about mount St. Helen’s
volcanic eruption. Their task was to use concepts of plate movements, landforms, Earth’s
activities in developing a game quest. For dinosaur capture, we challenged them by giving
some conditions, such as not to kill or abuse dinosaurs, not to use gun fires, and to use of
natural resources and environment in the past world. Students gathered in their own groups
and came up with their own ideas. In the following, we focus on their ideas about tectonic
plates and game play.

2. Affordances of Informant Design Workshops
Kafai [15] argues for constructionists’ approach to educational games, with which students
design games for learning. Kafai and her colleague argue that designing educational games
as project-based learning provides important affordances for young students’ science talk
even though some researchers are concerned about students’ focusing too much on the
aesthetics of the game design [16]. We argue that our informant design workshops have a
potential to provide affordances for both science and design talks where learners’
understanding about design is very important for learning. Students’ experiences as gamers,
students in school, participants in our workshops, and actors in their lifeworlds all mattered
in their idea generations [18][19].
By Workshop 5, students had been working together in their four small groups (4-5
in each group; they named themselves as Allosaurus, Barney, Stegosaurus, and T-Rex
groups); and their voices and interactions reflected the group dynamics developed. Many
students became much more aware of their own gaming expertise, which gave them the
confidence to provide criticisms and suggestions for the VAD prototype. Their
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foregrounding of the identities as designers, gamers, and informants who provide important
ideas to the research team (as opposed the passive knowledge recipients) became much
more apparent. In the following sections, we examine illustrative examples of how students
might be making connections between the design tasks and their own ideas and experiences
(i.e., gaming, lifeworlds, and previous workshops). The informant design workshops
afforded opportunities for learners to use: 1) their pre-existing ideas and concepts; 2) game
design components that are meaningful to them; and 3) their cultural models about the
world.
2.1 Learners’ Use of their Informal Ideas on Plate Tectonics
One of the crosscutting ideas about plate tectonics among the groups was that plate
movements are related to volcanic eruptions and would make significant changes to the
environment and the situation. Two of the groups (Allosaurus and Barney) used some type
of man-made moving force (pushing plates by robots or a machine) to make the volcanoes
erupt in the game. On the other hand, Stegosaurus and T-Rex were more specific on the
internal Earth processes: convection currents and pressure. Stegosaurus used plate
movements as the context for dinosaur capture quest, which would provide time limit for the
play. Figure 2 shows their drawing and “Warning!” text that accompanied their description
of how game players bring the dinosaurs back to the future within the time limit: As the time
becomes lesser and lesser, the plate tectonic movements will cause the volcano to slowly
form and the pyroclastic flow from existing volcanoes becomes bigger. They indicated
movements within mantle (convection current), of magma (upward to the surface), and of
plates (spreading) similar to those of oceanic ridges.

Figure 2. Stegosaurus’ use of plate movements as context of play
T-Rex, on the other hand, moved directly into built-up “pressure” as the causing
eruption of previously formed volcano without dealing with plate movements. They
suggested making volcano erupt in order to destroy a factory that produces dinosaur-killing
robots, after losing a battle with Huai Gu Tuo (a wicked character of the game):
… so you thought of an idea of using the volcano-Mt. Valbentor-to destroy the factory.
In order to do that, you steal the pressuriser 3056 from Huai Gu Tuo at his company.
[When pressure builds up in the volcano, it will erupt]

In these examples, the learners participating in this informant design workshop had an
opportunity to work with the concepts they had (or searched and interpreted during the
workshop) about plate tectonics. In return, we, researchers, have a chance to understand
their ideas about the concepts.
2.2 Learners’ Meaningful Design Application for Plate Tectonics
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Students often imagined becoming powerful through tools and environment in games. The
tectonic plates’ movements became the source of power in students’ designs. In T-Rex’s
example above, players take the risks of breaking into the evil-doer’s company as well as
erupting a volcano, which is dangerous and impossible in the real world. At the same time,
the player does a simple action of using the tool (i.e., the pressuriser 3056), which leads the
complex process of volcanic eruption. As such, all the groups used plate tectonics (i.e.,
volcanoes) as power-related mechanism. There were variations in the role of volcanic
eruptions. They used volcanic eruptions as player’s means of destroying something
improper, as something that should not happen (a bad guy trying to make it erupt to kill
dinosaurs), or as a context that provides a further challenge to another quest.
Below is the example of Allosaurus’ quest scenario, where players should stop the
volcanic eruption and mass extinction of dinosaurs:
The bad guy, Huai Gu Tou, has managed to capture several dinosaurs and does not want
Prof. KongLong to succeed in his plans to become rich and famous. So he plans to
annihilate the entire dinosaur population by rearranging the tectonic plates in such a way
that all the volcanoes on Earth would erupt at the same time and cause the extinction of all
dinosaurs. Professor KongLong sent his team of avatars to retrieve the machine that Huai
Gu Tou stole from him to rearrange the tectonic plates in order to prevent the mass
extinction of dinosaurs.

In Allosaurus’ suggestions for this quest, it can be inferred that is a highly goal-driven effort
(fighting for the justice and making improvements for the situations). The above scenario
uses a machine to move plate toward or away from each other using + or – buttons (See
Figure 3). Players would need to figure out how to create a mountain, for example, by
moving specific plates in particular directions.

Figure 3. Allosaurus’ ideas about a plate tectonics machine
Barney, on the other hand, suggested avatars manually pushing plates together using
robots. With the exception of Stegosaurs, who used plates as power that already exists in the
environment and controls their actions in the game, three other groups used plate tectonics
(or rather volcanic eruptions by pressure, machine, or pushing with robots) as something
that gives them power and opportunity to change the environment and the situation in the
game in order to achieve their goals.
2.3 Learners’ Cultural Models for Working with Plate Tectonics
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The informant design workshop also allows learners to use their cultural models. Their
designs pointed to their cultural models about the distributed nature of the world as well as
games they play: people can achieve things by working with others, tools, and environment .
Barney is the only group suggested on working with other players, but all groups focused on
the use of the environment and tools: Allosaurus (the machine in Figure 4), T-Rex (the gun,
pressuriser 3056), and Barney (the giant and powerful robot to push plates). Coming up with
such situations, students tried to justify their use of powers in the scenarios, which signify
the players’ achievements in the game. Barney’s scenario exemplifies such efforts:
Objective(s) - To exterminate certain species of dinosaurs via volcanic eruption
Storyline
The avatars enter the world of dinosaurs and find out that certain dinosaurs are existing in the
wrong age. (Eg., T.rex in the Jurassic age). Dr. Kong Long contacts the avatars and instructs
them to create a volcano by pushing tectonic plates together and using the eruption to wipe out
ALL DINOSAURS THAT DO NOT BELONG TO THE AGE THAT Dr. Kong Long sent them to.
To help the avatars achieve their objectives, Dr. Kong Long sends each of them a large robot to
help push the tectonic plates together.
How It’s Done
Players get their Avatars into the robots and the player controls his/her robot to push the tectonic
plates to form the volcano to destroy the wrong dinosaurs.

They suggested that multiple players should move plates together and make the
volcano erupt in order to wipe out the dinosaurs that should be in different period from the
current one (early cretaceous). They situated their knowledge about the dinosaur species
and their existing eras and their ideas of plates and volcanoes in the situation and the quest
objective (i.e., To exterminate certain species of dinosaurs via volcanic eruption). The work
toward this objective is distributed among the robots (pushing power), the avatars (control
of the robots, coordination among multiple robots, control of plate movement directions),
the plates (destructive power, cause of volcanic eruption), and the situation (the driving
force for the quest). In Barney’s scenario (as well as others), the distributed nature of the
meaningful situation, the environment, the tool, and other players becomes the important
rule of the game.
Their game ideas show that each of them could be stronger and achieve things that
are beyond their capabilities because of other players they collaborate, tools that enable
them, and the environmental limitations and/or possibilities, and that these achievements
are situated in a meaningful context (for justice, in most of the groups). More importantly,
players would be learning/thinking about plate movements together with the tools, the game
environment, and/or other avatars.

3. Discussion and Conclusion
Students’ ideas show that they are indeed experts in what would work for them as a game
and how they like to learn. Our approach provided learners to come up with game ideas that
use Earth science concepts without adopting the instructionist approach. Participating in the
designing processes is learning in itself. In addition, when learners are designers
themselves, the learning benefit does not remain with them only, as argued by Kafai [15]. In
Kafai and colleague’s [16] work, the constructionists’ approach was used only for
benefiting learners who participated in the project-based game design. In contrast, our
informant design approach benefited both learners as the designers as well as potential users
of the game.
We have argued elsewhere for designing learning technologies around relational
meanings and emotional experiences: situating the learning experience in the larger
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structure of practices and concepts to embed experts’ knowledge and practices; and
considering learners’ emotional experiences as resources for them to engage in activities
(Kim & Kim, 2010). Our students became quite good at following these principles through
their workshop experiences without being taught. Emotional affairs were always apparent in
their ideas (e.g., winning battles and gaining points), but it was more closely related to the
main learning concepts. The groups’ game narratives (which are extensions of the narratives
of VAD prototype III) were goal-driven and highly emotional. For example, students used
plate tectonics to arouse emotions to engage game players in actions (e.g., time-limit for
urgency, devastation of volcanic eruption) and often to drive the goals of drastically
changing the environment and the situation. At the same time, they tried to put their
achievements in meaningful contexts not only for winning in the game, but also for helping
the characters and the environment in the game. In their quest designs, students positioned
plate tectonics (the focus of learning content) as the mechanism for their goal achievement
and the motivation for collaborations, and game player as justice-fighter who can use the
power of the Earth’s processes.
Design and learning activities are interrelated. Participation in the informant design
workshops demanded students to become cognizant of their prior knowledge of both the
Earth science concepts and game design. Although learning was playful and informal as the
students participated in the designing process, the ideas for game play were not disparate
from the disciplinary knowledge they gained from their formal schooling. Game activities
could be meaningful play when game developers make deliberate effort to close the gap
between design and learning, such as through informant design approach.
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Abstract: Competitive learning attracts increasingly attention in digital game-based
learning. However, since the limitation of social competition in application, there is a need
to investigate other competitive models. In this paper, a self-competition model is
emphasized, and a My-Avatar system with self-competition model is developed to further
investigate students’ preference on the choice between self-competition and
peer-competition. The result revealed that over half of participants (63%) preferred the
peer-competition version and fewer (37%) participants preferred the self-competition
version. The major reasons why they preferred the competition versions were discussed.
Keywords: Avatar, competition, game-based learning, idiom learning

1. Introduction
Competitive learning recently attracts increasingly research attention. Several studies
investigate the effects of competitive learning on student learning [3, 9, 10, 16, 17]. Since
competition involves the process of social comparison, in which students are exposed to
numerous comparative information, it would significantly influences students’ development
of self-concept [8, 11], such as the lack of confidence [1] and lower self-efficacy [14].
To prevent possible negative effects, previous works have proposed several
mechanisms to enhance competitive learning models. For example, anonymous mechanism
is used to diminish negative impacts resulting from a keen face-to-face competitive context
[15]. Group mechanism is used to share the responsibilities of the competitive failures [13].
Surrogate mechanism is developed to enhance the belief of effort-making through virtual
characters as competitive buffer [2].
However, these mechanisms seem to be limited in some aspects. Regarding the
anonymous mechanism, although the anonymous competition could conceal students’
identities from the public, students might still suffer from slight damages to their
confidence. Regarding the group mechanism, the application setting is restricted to
group-based learning contexts so that the responsibilities could be shared by group
members. Regarding the surrogate mechanism, this mechanism can be applied to different
learning contexts, but its development cost is higher than other mechanisms since it involves
the mediation of virtual characters.
Due to these limitations, there is a need to investigate other mechanisms to make
competitive learning be more flexible. Consequently, this study proposes a self-competition
model, in which each student competes against himself/herself rather than competes against
other students. Due to the fact that such self-competition owns different features, it might
further benefit student learning. To address this issue, this study develops a learning system
with self-competition model to investigate its influence on students’ perception. More
specifically, the following research question is addressed: how do students prefer to learn
via self-competition when compared with peer-competition? Based on the results of this
study, further system design and evaluation could be improved.
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2. Self-competition model
2.1 Design rationales
Using avatar mechanism to make students be more aware of their learning status
Two rationales are used to underpin the design of self-competition model. The first design
rationale is related with avatar mechanism: using avatar mechanism to make students be
more aware of their learning status. Avatars are frequently used in digital game-based
learning to represent the students’ presence, appearance, and actions. This is due to the fact
that avatars refer to graphical representation of students in the form of virtual characters.
More specifically, the students not only could see what they do from a third-person point of
view, but they could also be observed by others through these virtual characters. Thus,
avatars could enhance students’ feelings of telepresence, even as the alter ego in the learning
environment [12]. This is the reason why avatars are used to help students enhance their
self-awareness in this study.
Using comparison mechanism to encourage students to improve their learning status
The second design rationale is related with comparison mechanism: using comparison
mechanism to encourage students to improve their learning status. As described above,
although social comparison is an effective and immediate approach, they might have
negative impacts on students. Thus, this study emphasizes the effect of self-competition.
This is due to the fact that self-competition focuses on the comparison between what they
had done before and what they have done so far. In other words, regardless of whether they
are capable students or not, their opponents are themselves. It implies that if they are willing
to make more efforts to improve their learning status, they could make progress in the
self-competition.
2.2 Conceptual model
Underpinned by the two rationales, the conceptual model of self-competition is illustrated in
Figure 1. The model involves two components: self-awareness and self-improvement.
Regarding self-awareness, to facilitate students’ self-awareness of learning status, an Open
Learner Model (OLM) approach [4, 5, 6] is adopted in this study. In particular, we use
avatars to reflect students’ learning status. This is due to the fact that one of significant OLM
applications is to promote students’ self-reflection through collecting students’ learning
profiles. Although OLMs have different presentation formats [7, 18], a simple format of
numerical OLM is used in this study because of its ease of use.
Regarding self-improvement, to foster students’ improvement in subject learning,
self-competition is held in the form of a comparison game, in which students’ current
learning status would be compared with their past learning status. In other words, the
difference of students’ learning progress between the past and current statuses is highlighted
in the competition. By doing so, students could be aware whether they have improved their
learning status, and whether they should make more efforts to improve learning status.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of self-competition
3. My-Avatar system
A self-competition system, named My-Avatar, is implemented according to the conceptual
model. The My-Avatar system consists of three major functions, including customizable
avatars, avatars as OLMs, and avatar arenas.
3.1 Customizable avatars
When using the system, each student has an avatar, which could be customized according to
the student’s different preferences. As illustrated in Figure 2, the student has a basic boy/girl
figure to choose. Then, the student could further customize their styles, including different
hairs, eyes, eyebrows, clothes, plants, and shoes. By doing so, the student could own an
avatar to represent him/her in the following usage.

Figure 2. Students could customize their avatars
3.2 Avatars as OLMs
To examine the system feasibility, the learning activities of Chinese idioms is used in this
study. The learning content contains three parts: identifying-word (basic and advanced),
sequencing-words (basic and advanced), and applying-idioms. More specifically, the
identifying-word part offers learning tasks to help students recognize a correct keyword
from an idiom; the sequencing-words part provides students with learning tasks about how
to order the four words of an idiom in a correct sequence; the applying-idioms part offers
students opportunities to learn how to appropriately apply idioms to the given contexts.
In addition, a student’s learning status is further represented as the attributes of
his/her avatar, as shown in Figure 3. Since the avatar is used to represent him/her, these
attributes could be related with his/her status. In particular, the learning status of Chinese
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idioms is also represented as his/her learning attributes. In other words, when the student
observe his/her avatar’s attributes, he/she could know what his/her learning status is. By
doing so, we hope that such design could enhance students’ self-awareness towards Chinese
idiom learning.

Figure 3. Using avatars as OLM to reflect students’ learning status
3.3 Avatar arenas
After doing learning tasks about Chinese idioms, a student could attend an avatar arena, as
illustrated in Figure 4. The result of the arena is determined by the comparison of the
attributes between the current round and previous round. More specifically, the attribute
values of Chinese idioms in the current and previous rounds would be listed respectively so
that the student could clearly know the details and why he/she wins or loses the competition.
Through showing this information, the student could know how to improve his learning
status if he/she loses the competition.

Figure 4. Using avatar arenas to improve students’ learning status
4. Method
The research question addressed in this study was: how do students prefer to learn via
self-competition when compared with peer-competition? To answer this research question, a
within-subject experiment was conducted in an elementary school in Taiwan.
4.1 Two system instruments
Two different versions of the My-Avatar systems were used in the experiment. The subject
content of the two versions was the same, i.e., Chinese idioms. Each student was presented
with learning status through a customizable avatar. However, in the Self-Competition (SC)
version, the self-competition mechanism described above was used to highlight the difference
between their current and past learning status. Nevertheless, in the Peer-Competition (PC)
version, a peer-wise competition mechanism was used to highlight the difference between
their current learning status and other student’s status. Table 1 summarizes the different system
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instruments between the two versions, and selected snapshots of the two system versions are
also illustrated in Figure 5.
Table 1. Different system instruments between the two versions
Self-competition
Peer-competition
(SC) version
(PC) version
Avatar mechanism
Customized avatar
○
○
Avatar as OLM
○
○
Competition mechanism
Self competition
X
○
Peer competition
X
○
Peer-competition (PC) version

(a) Choosing a peer who is ready to
attend the competition
Self-competition (SC) version

(b) Competing against a peer based on
their OLMs

(b) Competing against his/her past
status based on the OLM
Figure 5. System snapshots of the two system versions

(a) Starting a new competition

4.2 Participants
This study took a within-subject quasi-experiment. Participants of two classes (N=54) used
the variant versions of the My-Avatar system. The elementary school took policy of normal
distribution. In other words, each class included students with various levels of background,
knowledge and learning capabilities. Table 2 illustrated the numbers of participants with
three different levels of capability in the language literacy subject.
Table 2. Participants for each version
Participants
Level 1 (low-capable)
16
Level 2 (medium-capable)
17
Level 3 (high-capable)
21
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4.3 Procedure
Since this experiment is a within-subjects design, all students were organized to experience
the two system versions. To reduce the bias of treatment order, participants of the two
classes used the systems in a different order, as shown in Figure 6. More specifically, in
Class I, participants first used the SC version for two sessions and then used the PC version
for another two sessions. In contrast, in Class II, participants first used the PC version for
two sessions and then also used the SC version for two sessions. Each session lasted 40
minutes and was held within a week. The procedures employed were as follows: (1) Before
the experiment, participants were instructed to use the systems for ensuring that they know
how to use. (2) During the sessions, to increase the validity of their opinions, the participants
were told that they could freely use the system functions. (3) At the end of each system
version, data collection (DC) was conducted. In other words, students were required to fill
out a preference questionnaire to express their opinions. the questionnaire contains two
items: “which system version you preferred to use” and “the reason why you preferred to
use”.

Figure 6. Experimental setting: a within-subject design
5. Results and discussion
The result of the preference questionnaire was shown in Table 3. Totally, the ratio of SC to
PC was approximately 3:5. Regarding low-capable (level 1) students, four students
preferred the self-competition (SC) version, whereas 12 students chose the peer-competition
(PC) version, as listed in Table 4. The major reason why most students preferred the
peer-competition lied in the fact: peer-competition was more fun and exciting. An
interpretation for this result was that low-capable students felt fun and joyful experience
was a key feature for a learning system.
Table 3. The result of participants’ preferences
Preferred version
Self-competition (SC) version
Peer-competition (PC) version

N
20 (37%)
34 (63%)

Regarding medium-capable (level 2) students, six students liked the SC version,
whereas 11 students preferred the PC version. Most students preferred the PC version
because they felt that peer-competition was more fun and exciting (the reason is the same as
the low-capable students), whereas several students chose the SC version because
self-competition could make them understand more about the level of self-improvement. In
other words, self-competition version seemed to offer them more information about their
learning progress. An interpretation for this result was that medium-capable students felt
fun and joyful experience was a key feature for a learning system, but some students also
felt that information about the level of self-improvement was a crucial feature.
Regarding high-capable students (level 3) students, ten students preferred the SC
version, whereas 11 students chose the PC version. The reason why most students liked the
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peer-competition version lied in the fact that this version made them know better about
peers’ learning performance. On the other hand, the major reason why most students
preferred the SC version was the fact that self-competition version could offer them more
information about self-improvement. An interpretation for this result was that knowing
peers’ learning performance and self-improvement information were both significant for
high-capable students.
Table 4. Participants’ preferences and reasons
Level 1
(N=16)

Level 2
(N=17)

Level 3
(N=21)

Preferred version
SC version

N
4

PC version

12

SC version

6

PC version

11

SC version

10

PC version

11

Reasons
Knowing the level of self-improvement (2)
Fun and exciting (2)
Fun and exciting (7)
Interaction with others (2)
Driving force to improve (1)
Easy to use (1)
Sense of achievement (1)
Knowing the level of self-improvement (4)
Fundamental to compete with others (1)
Lower pressure (1)
Fun and exciting (5)
Interaction with others (3)
Knowing other students’ status (2)
More challenging (1)
Knowing the level of self-improvement (5)
Indicator of how much effort should made (2)
Preferring the game rules (2)
The biggest enemy is self (1)
Knowing peers’ learning performance (7)
Fun and exciting (2)
Interaction with others (1)
More challenging (1)

6. Conclusion
The research question examined in this study is: how do students prefer to learn via
self-competition when compared with peer-competition? Regarding the research question,
this study showed some preliminary findings: (1) Over half of participants (63%) preferred
the peer-competition version and fewer (37%) participants preferred the self-competition
version. (2) For low-capable and medium-capable participants, most of them felt that a key
feature for a learning system was fun and exciting, which was also the major reason they
preferred the peer-competition version. However, several participants also felt that knowing
the level of self-improvement was another key feature, which was another reason why they
chose the peer-competition version. (3) For high-capable participants, half of them preferred
the peer-competition version, and half of them preferred the self-competition version.
However, due to the limitations of this study, some further investigations are required.
Firstly, although this study showed some preliminary result, it was a short-term study. The
long-term effects of self-competition are still unclear. Secondly, due to the relatively small
sample sizes in each condition, some treatment effects (e.g., the lack of a non-competition
treatment) cannot be addressed in this study. This should be clarified in future works.
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Abstract: The planetary simulator can simulate planets' revolutions around the sun by
fixing the viewpoint and point of gaze on any planet. We compared junior high school
science classes using the planetary simulator (Class A) with a blackboard diagram (Class B)
to represent the phases of Venus. In this study, 40 ninth grade (14–15 years old) students per
class participated. Results of statistical analyses show that the planetary simulator enhanced
students’ understanding the phases of Venus more than a blackboard diagram. Most students
evaluated the planetary simulator positively.
Keywords: Planetary simulator, junior high school, Venus, viewpoint, point of gaze,
astronomical education, science education

Introduction
Traditionally, astronomy has been taught as a part of earth science in high schools in Japan.
Especially, it is becoming important for students to understand structure and phenomena in
the solar system, because nowadays it has been possible to survey the solar system by
spacecraft, and also space industry will be important in near future. However, it is not easy
for high school students to understand the structure and phenomena in the solar system,
because it is impossible for them to see the structure and phenomena in the real sky with
three dimensional views.
Considering such a background, several simulators with computer graphics have been
developed for astronomical education. We briefly explain some simulators.
Simulators of solar system, galaxies and gravitational lens of black hole were made by 3D
computer graphics, and then they have been used in a theater in Science Museum in Tokyo
[1]. This has been known as science live show “Universe” supported by Chimons [2].
Astronomical VR Contents [3] can simulate the universe from the earth to the great wall
galaxies like traveling by spaceship. Recently, tangible interface is made for solar system
simulator to help children understand solar system more friendly [4].
As research on a method of expression of space phenomena with CG animation, the
collision of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter in July 1994 is simulated [5].
Commercially available Stella Navigator [6] is an astronomical simulator produced by
Astroarts co. ltd. It simulates night sky in any time and any place. It can simulate
astronomical phenomena only from the earth viewpoint.
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Furthermore, Mitaka [7], developed by the Four-Dimensional Digital Universe Project
(4D2U Project) of the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, runs simulations
showing the perspective of a person traveling to the end of the universe, 13.7 billion
light-years from Earth. By selecting a star from the menu, a learner can travel from the target
star to the end of the universe. Planets, the moon, and several stars are prepared as target
stars, and the distances from target stars are displayed for learners to be able to understand
the size of each structure in the universe. This makes Mitaka excellent for understanding the
contiguity from the solar system to the end of the universe.
Although those pieces of pioneering software have been developed, it is difficult to say that
they have sufficient functionality required for general understanding of astronomical
phenomena in the solar system, such as the waxing and waning of inferior planets and the
passage of inferior planets across the solar disk.
Many astronomical phenomena in the solar system occur because of a certain positional
relation between a target star and an observer. The biggest disadvantage of those pieces of
software is that users cannot simulate astronomical phenomena in the solar system by fixing
viewpoint or point of gaze on certain planet.
The planetary simulator [8] was developed by one of us, and is used in this study. It runs on
Windows OS (Microsoft Corp.); it can simulate the motion of eight planets and a dwarf
planet, Pluto, of the solar system in a virtual three-dimensional space in a personal
computer. The advantage of planetary simulator is that it has a function for viewpoint
setting and point-of-gaze setting activated by learners. The planetary simulator also has
learning contents. Soga and others performed an evaluation of learning support effects of
the learning content, the passage of Mercury across the solar disk, in a laboratory and
reported the results [8]. However, no practical evaluation has been made at educational sites
using the viewpoint setting function and point-of-gaze setting function of the planetary
simulator. For this reason, we specifically examined the viewpoint setting function and
point-of-gaze setting function, and developed a lesson including an activity that freely
changed viewpoints in the space of the solar system.
1. Purposes
Purposes of the study were to implement and evaluate science classes at a junior high
school, where a teacher gives demonstrative lessons to students using the viewpoint setting
function and point-of-gaze setting function of the planetary simulator.
2. Methods
2.1 Overview of the planetary simulator
The planetary simulator has two fixing modes as the viewpoint setting function: one for
viewpoint planets and the other for target planets as a point of gaze. The fixing mode for
viewpoint planets can change a target point and observe the space of the solar system
continuously while maintaining a given viewpoint fixed on a planet. Furthermore, by fixing
a viewpoint on Earth and a target as a point of gaze on Venus, for example, a user can
observe Venus as seen from Earth with tracking of Venus to be displayed always at the
center of the screen. This is a new function that was not available satisfactorily in software
used for the studies described earlier. The function enables a user to view the waxing and
waning of Venus and view the changing apparent diameter of Venus as seen from Earth, as
shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b). Moreover, simulation speeds of the revolution and
rotation of a planet can be controlled on the control panel.
Figure 1(c) shows a miniature plan view that is displayed in the bottom-right square frame
of the screen when seeing the solar system from “over” the North Pole. Furthermore, the
positional relation between the sun, a planet (red point) as a viewpoint, and another planet
(yellow point) as a target is displayed in real time in conjunction with the main screen. The
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angular range from a viewpoint indicated by pale yellow is the range being displayed on the
main screen. When setting Earth as a viewpoint planet, the positional relation between
Earth, planets, and the sun can be known by referring to this, as well as the apparent size and
the waxing and waning of planets. The functions described above were used during lesson
time.

(a) Venus is away from Earth

Figure 1

(b) Venus is passing between Sun and Earth (c) Miniature plan view

Examples of Venus views seen from Earth

2.2 Practice Overview
This study was conducted for 2 hours. We introduced teaching practice in the area of the
waxing and waning of Venus in the second field of science. Participants in the study were 80
students in two classes in the third grade of the attached junior high school, Faculty of
Education, Shiga University: 40 students were studying in Class A (experimental group)
and 40 students in Class B (control group). The teacher conducting lessons was the fourth
author, who was in charge of regular science classes at that school.
Lessons were conducted for two credit hours. In the first period of the two hours, we taught
a lesson to the experimental group using the planetary simulator and a lesson to the control
group not using the planetary simulator. At that time, we conducted a problem-solving type
questionnaire survey to investigate how much they understood about the learning content.
We created survey sheets, called the investigation sheets for tasks, as one type each for preand post-surveys.
Next in the second period, we taught a lesson to the experimental group not using the
planetary simulator and a lesson to the control group using the planetary simulator. We also
conducted a survey by questionnaire to investigate how learners felt about the system. The
prepared survey sheet was one type; this paper calls it a questionnaire survey.
Table 1 Flow of the practice
Date

Experimental group
Pre-survey

Date

Control group
Pre-survey

Dec.
10

Lesson A1
(Lesson with the planetary simulator)

Dec.
4

Lesson B1
(Lesson without the planetary simulator)

Dec.
12

Post-survey
Lesson A2
(Lesson without the planetary simulator)
Questionnaire survey

Dec.
8

Post-survey
Lesson B2
(Lesson with the planetary simulator)
Questionnaire survey

Table 1 schematically presents the procedures of the survey. Because of the progress of
lessons, the surveys of Class B (control group) were implemented on December 4 and 8;
those of Class A (experimental group) were conducted later, on December 10 and 12.
For a quantitative evaluation for learning effects with the planetary simulator, we conducted
Lesson A1 for the experimental group and Lesson B1 for the control group. We gave Lesson
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A2 and Lesson B2 to fill the gaps in final understanding between Class A and Class B, but
did not use them for the quantitative evaluation for learning effects with the planetary
simulator. However, we conducted the questionnaire survey after Lesson A2 and Lesson B2
had been completed. We sought responses after all subjects had experienced the differences
between lessons with and without the planetary simulator. We extracted the contents of the
investigation sheet for tasks shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b).
When seen from “over” the North Pole, Earth and
the sun bear the relationship shown below.

When seen from “over” the North Pole, Earth
and the sun bear the relationship shown below.

When Venus is regarded as the diagram below, at
which position is Venus located? In this perspective,
the white area is the shining part.

How is Venus with the following marks seen
from Earth? Apply black to the area of a shadow.
1. Venus at B 2. Venus at L

(a)Investigation sheet used for the pre-survey

Figure 2

(b) Investigation sheet used for the post-survey

Investigation sheet used for the pre-survey and post-survey (extract).

2.3 Overview of “Lesson A1” and “Lesson B1”
As Table 1 shows, we call the first period of lessons for the experimental group “Lesson
A1” and that for the control group “Lesson B1”, and used the planetary simulator in Lesson
A1.
First, at the beginning of Lesson A1, we conducted a pre-survey with the investigation sheet
for tasks related to the waxing and waning of Venus. Next, a teacher drew a
half-moon-shaped Venus on the blackboard and had students think about the reason it
showed that shape by asking “Let’s explain why Venus looks half-moon shaped”.
The teacher selected several students, who then explained their ideas. From among those
presented ideas, the teacher selected the idea that is visualized as follows: Venus is seen as
half-moon shaped when straight lines connecting Earth and the sun and connecting Venus
and the sun intersect at right angles, as shown in Figure 3(a). Then, the planetary simulator
was used to verify with whether Venus was regarded as half-moon shaped when the planets
had such a positional relation.

(a) Positional relation by which Venus is
NOT regarded as a half-moon shape

Figure 3

(b) Positional relation by which Venus is
regarded as a half-moon shape

Positional relations and Venus’s apparent shape when seen from Earth.

The procedures for verification were the following: Activate the planetary simulator, and
move the viewpoint to “over” the North Pole. When lines to Venus and Earth from the sun
form right angles, as shown in Figure 3(a), then time is stopped in the simulator. Then the
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relative position settings are left as is, and the viewpoint from Earth to the planet is fixed
with the fixing mode for viewpoint of planets. We have set Venus as the target planet.
Therefore, we observed the shape of Venus as seen from Earth.
At this point, results showed that Venus was not regarded as half-moon shaped.
Accordingly, we took the following procedures: we advanced time inside the simulator
while keeping Venus in view from Earth; we stopped time inside the simulator when Venus
became half-moon shaped. At the point, we changed the viewpoint with the fixing mode for
target planets, and viewed the positional relation between Earth, Venus, and the sun from far
“above” the North Pole. It was verified that straight lines connecting Earth and Venus and
connecting the sun and Venus intersected at right angles (Figure 3(b)). That is to say, results
showed that the straight line connecting Earth and Venus became a tangential line of the
circle of the orbital path of Venus. The teacher selected some students to present what they
found, and summarized the results on the blackboard. There were comments such as “Venus
is not seen when it is behind the sun”; “Venus disappears when it is closest to Earth”; and
“When being regarded as a half-moon shaped, Venus is on a tangential line of the orbital
path.” Finally, the teacher summed up the lesson by writing on the blackboard “The sun is
on the brightly shining side.” At the end of the lesson, we conducted a post-survey about the
waxing and waning of Venus with the investigation sheet for tasks.

Figure 4

Diagram that the teacher drew on the blackboard in Lesson B1.

Meanwhile, we conducted Lesson B1 without the planetary simulator. First, at the start of
the lesson, we administered a pre-survey about the waxing and waning of Venus using the
investigation sheet for tasks with the same content for the experimental group. Next, a
teacher drew a crescent-shaped Venus on the blackboard and asked “When Venus is
regarded as this diagram, at which position is Venus located?” Students thought and
presented their own ideas. The following comments were given: it is the position being
“closer to Earth than the sun is”, “far away or daytime”, and so on.
The teacher drew 12 Venuses on the orbital path centering the sun on the blackboard (Figure
4) and explained, one by one, how each of the 12 Venuses was seen.
At the end of the lesson, we conducted a post-survey about the waxing and waning of Venus
using the investigation sheet for tasks with identical contents for the experimental group.
3. Methods of analysis
3.1 Methods of analysis for the pre- and post-surveys
Eliminating absentee students, we analyzed 38 students in Class A and 39 students in Class
B.
After giving “Lesson A1” with the planetary simulator and “Lesson B1” only with
blackboard demonstrations, we examined the degree of difference between the results of
task investigations, the waxing and waning of Venus, and between the experimental and
control groups.
First, we calculated average scores for the pre- and post-surveys by class and assessed
whether a significant difference could be inferred between them. A Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was employed for this task.
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For the experimental and control groups, we examined whether a significant difference was
found in scores between the pre- and post-surveys. “Change in score” means subtracting the
score in the pre-survey from the score in the post-survey. First, we calculated changes in
scores in every subject of analysis. Subsequently, after dividing the students into the
experimental group and the control group, we calculated averages of changes in scores for
each group and assessed whether a significant difference was found between the averages of
change in score in the experimental and control groups. A Mann–Whitney U test was used
for this task.
Finally, calculating average scores of the entire class, we assessed whether a significant
difference was found between the average scores of the experimental and the control groups
in the pre-survey. Similarly, regarding the post-survey, we examined whether a significant
difference was found between the average scores of the experimental and control groups. A
Mann–Whitney U test was used for this task.
3.2 Questionnaire survey
The questionnaire comprised items with four choices and was quantified by rating on a scale
of 1–4, where four is the highest. We calculated the averages of each class and then the
standard deviation. In the questionnaire survey, we stated “Please specifically write down
advantages and disadvantages of using the astronomical simulator when compared to not
using it” and asked students for free descriptive answers. (In the lessons, the planetary
simulator was called “the astronomical simulator” by the instructor.) Then we analyzed the
free descriptive answers about the planetary simulator.
4. Results and study
4.1 Pre- and post-surveys
Table 2 portrays the average scores of the pre- and post-surveys by class. In both Class A
(experimental group) and Class B (control group), a significant difference at the 1% level
was inferred between the average scores of the pre- and post-surveys, as Class A, p<0.0001;
Class B, p<0.0001 (see Figures 5(a) and 5(b)), which indicates the scores of tasks increased
in both the experimental and control groups by Lesson A1 or Lesson B1.
Table 2 Average scores of the pre- and post-surveys
Class
Pre-survey
A
Pre-survey
B
Post-survey
A
Post-survey
B

(a)Average scores of Class A

Average
34.21 (SD＝35.08)
52.56 (SD＝41.28)
73.68 (SD＝32.33)
84.62 (SD＝30.68)

(b) Average scores of Class B (c) Improvements of Class A and Class B

Figure 5 Average scores of Class A and Class B in the pre- and post-surveys.
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We calculated differences in scores between Class A and Class B between the pre- and
post-surveys. The difference in scores is presented by subtracting the score in the pre-survey
from the score in the post-survey.
We calculated the averages of changes in score in Class A and Class B, respectively: 39.47
points (SD=38.83) in Class A and 32.05 points (SD=42.12) in Class B. Although no
significant difference in the average of change in score was found between Class A and
Class B (p=0.4496), the average of the changes in scores was greater in Class A.
As Figure 5(c) shows, the average scores were higher in Class B both in the pre- and
post-surveys than in Class A. However, although a significant difference between the scores
of two classes in the pre-survey was found at the 5 percent level (p=0.0466), no significant
difference was found between the scores of two classes in the post-survey (p=0.0688),
which indicates that the scores in Class A reflected better improvement.
4.2 Questionnaire survey
We rated four choices for an item of the questionnaire on a scale of 1–4, where four is the
highest. To the question of “How did you find the activity using the astronomical simulator
in science classes?” all students in Classes A and B gave positive comments: The average in
Class A was 3.87 (SD＝0.23); the average in Class B was 3.73 (SD＝0.41). Furthermore, to
the question of “Was the lesson using the astronomical simulator easy to understand?” all
students in Classes A and B gave positive comments: The average in Class A was 3.94 (SD
＝0.28); the average in Class B was 3.75 (SD＝0.41).
Many students who answered about the lessons used the planetary simulator, remarking that
it was “enjoyable” and “easy to understand”, which indicates that students had positive
views about the lessons with the planetary simulator.
As for comments on “advantages” of the planetary simulator given in the free description
part of the questionnaire, we introduce the following as examples: “It can be seen with eyes.
It is easier to get a mental image because I cannot see stars from my house.” (student N in
Class A); “It is easier to understand what is being presented in text books. It is easier to have
images in my head.” (student I in Class B); “Because viewpoints were changeable, I
understood Venus as seen from Earth very well.” (student K in Class A); and “Because
viewpoints and targets are changeable, it is very convenient” (student K in Class B). We
think that students understood the learning contents visually and found it easier to imagine
planets through the lessons using the planetary simulator.
Furthermore, there were descriptions as follows: “It was easier to understand the motion of
stars because they actually moved.” (student O in Class A); “Because it is
three-dimensional, it is easy to understand. The positional relations of planets were easy to
understand” (student K in Class A); and “Proportions of planets are easy to understand.
Viewpoints and targets are changeable. The movement on each date is understandable.”
(student T in Class B). We consider that the following facts supported students to change
their viewpoints: planets can be moved quickly and on site through operation by a teacher;
moreover, the positional relations among planets after the movement are understandable.
On the other hand, as for the comments on “disadvantages” of the planetary simulator,
students who answered that “There are operability problems” were four in Class A and 30 in
Class B. As well as comments that “It seemed difficult to operate.” (students K and F in
Class B, etc.), “It takes time to prepare.” (student M in Class B), and “It takes time to
operate.” (student F in Class B), there were comments such as “It cannot be rewound.”
(students Y and W in Class A, etc.). It can be rewound to the scene where one wants to see
again, even if it is missed, because the planetary simulator can display a specific scene at a
particular time. However, the teacher did not use the function during lessons.
Students who left response areas blank or wrote “none” about “disadvantages” were 27 in
Class A and one in Class B. In the free description part of the questionnaire related to
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disadvantages, the number of students in Class A who “left blank or answered as none” was
nearly equal to the number of students in Class B who gave comments that “There are
operability problems.” We interpret this as the following: Lesson A1 for Class A was
conducted after Lesson B2 for Class B; and because a developer instructed the teacher how
to operate the simulator briefly during the lesson for Class A, the teacher was more familiar
with the operation of the simulator in the lesson for Class A. Consequently, the students who
remarked about operability problems were fewer in Class A.
Results show that, despite some anxiety about the operability of the simulator, students
thought that the planetary simulator would support learning. Moreover, results suggest that
the operability of the planetary simulator must be examined.
5. Conclusions
This study was undertaken to evaluate the planetary simulator as a teaching aid to support
learning in the astronomical domain of school education. We conducted lessons using
different methods to teach third grade students of a junior high school about the waxing and
waning of Venus. The lessons were given in classes with the planetary simulator and only
with blackboard demonstrations. We analyzed task investigations of Venus that were
conducted before and after the lessons. In both classes, scores increased after the lessons,
but improvement rates were greater in the lessons using the planetary simulator. We also
conducted a questionnaire survey in the lessons using the planetary simulator. Results
revealed that students surveyed regarded the viewpoint setting function of the planetary
simulator generally approvingly, which suggests that the viewpoint setting function of the
planetary simulator supports learning about planets at a practical level. Students who
observed the teacher’s demonstrations judged the viewpoint setting function approvingly.
However, the free descriptions of the questionnaire showed that some students were anxious
about the simulator operability. We think that some improvements, such as enhanced help
functions explaining how to operate the simulator, are needed when using the planetary
simulator in class.
The authors feel that learning should not end by recognizing a starry sky seen on the
simulator as some artificial phenomenon. The lesson development should be devised in
collaboration with outdoor observation activities. For example, understanding of the waxing
and waning of Venus might be enhanced considerably by watching Venus during daytime
and combining observations to study the shapes and the positional relation with the sun.
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Abstract: Modeled Sustained Silent Reading (MSSR) is one of significant approaches for
pupils to developing early literacy. To promote MSSR, different follow-up activities are
used. Due to the game characteristic of active participation, digital games are potentially
regarded as a promising means to promote reading activity. Thus, the purpose of this study is
to develop a management-based game, My-Bookstore, to investigate its feasibility and
influence. My-Bookstore was used by primary school students, and some preliminary
observations were discussed in this study.
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Introduction
Reading is regarded as a significant way to develop early literacy [3], especially for pupils.
This is due to the fact that reading not only could foster pupils’ capability of recognizing
symbolic representation and meaning-making, but also the ability of learning how to learn.
Because of the significance, different approaches were proposed to promote the reading
activity. One of significant approaches is Modeled Sustained Silent Reading (MSSR),
which emphasizes two features: teachers’ modeling and students reading habit [4]. The
former refers to the significant of teachers’ modeling for students. This is because such
modeling could have great impact on students so that students could develop reading
attitude through imitation. The latter means that students of a class or a school read quietly
continuously for a long period of time [3]. In particular, while reading, students can choose
books freely and change other books whenever they lost interest in the books they had
chosen. In other words, the SSR provides students an opportunity to explore what they
really interest in and makes them have an enjoyable reading experience. Thus, students can
make decisions by themselves and take control of their learning progress, which would be
helpful to make students become lifelong readers.
Besides, to promote the reading activities, different follow-up activities are also promoted
[8]. These follow-up activities should have no responsible, which is essentially different
from traditional responsible reading reports. Instead, they provide an outlet for sharing
reading enthusiasm with others [1]. Students are often voluntary to join and engage in
exchanging opinions. These follow-up activities can be implemented in various ways, such
as book talk, discussion, or even dramas, in which students are major roles; teachers can
scaffold their representation or discussion according to the real situation.
With the rapid development of the game-based digital learning, many researchers adapted
video game as an effective means to enhance students’ learning motivation. Video games
usually have fantastic elements, which attract students’ attention and motivate them to
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engage in learning tasks. Students are often devoted themselves to meet challenges
voluntarily in games and obtain satisfaction from overcoming these challenges, which
drives students to constantly participate in game playing. Thus, the game-based learning
could be regarded as a non-responsible task from students’ view. In other words, the game
strategy might be one of potential approaches to promote students’ sustained reading
behaviors.
Under such vein, the purpose of this study is to develop a game-based follow-up activity,
especially in the form of a management game: My-Bookstore. More specifically, a student
acts as a manager to run his/her bookstore, including recording what he/she had read and
recommending the books he/she likes to their classmates. The details would be introduced
in the following sections.
1. Conceptual model and design rationales
1.1 Conceptual model
The My-Bookstore System consisted of three components: book-recording component,
store-management component, and book-recommendation component. (See Figure 1).
After students read books, they need to record these books as the virtual books via
book-recording component in the My-Bookstore. In other words, a virtual book in the
My-Bookstore refers to a learning portfolio for his/her reading. Then, students in the
store-management component could decorate their bookstores to sell these virtual books,
especially adding value these virtual books, such as introducing, commenting, or
advertising these virtual books. These could be done in the book-recommendation
component. Then students could sell their virtual books. When a student successfully sells a
virtual book, the student who buys the book could get the book from the classroom library,
which implies that the student successfully recommend this classmates to read a book.

Figure 1. The conceptual model of My-Bookstore system
1.2 Design rationale I: enhancing ownership of book and reading
Before introducing the system functions, two design rationales are described in this section.
When students participate with the recommending book activity in the beginning period,
student should get the sense of achievability. However, the sense of achievability might
make little contribution to stimulate students to persistently participate in reading activity if
such achievability not be emphasized. Within a management game, students could get the
sense of satisfaction gradually through long-term sustained reading, and further shape their
reading habit. In addition, a management game could enhance students’ sense of ownership
through a visible book stocking-recommendation-selling cycle within the game
environment. As mentioned above, Students could use adornments to prettify their
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bookstores. Students could make their bookstores different than other students. The
gradually enriched appearance of a bookstore would reflect a student’s effort and enhance
the sense of ownership, which, in turn, stimulates them to engage in the management and
reading activities. In other words, through the management game element, students are
encouraged to participate in the activities.
1.3 Design rationale II: fostering social interaction among the readers
The management game is underpinned by a community-based environment which connects
different classes of readers. A bookstore is designed as a personal place, which was
implemented based on a hierarchical architecture. The hierarchical architecture of the game
included four particular levels: person, group, class and school. By doing so, students could
find out the location of certain student’s bookstore and visit them according to the
hierarchical architecture. On the other hand, since a student’s bookstore is located in public,
student could share personal information to his/her classmates by some communication
functions in the game. For example, a student could send message to invite friends for
visiting his/her bookstore.
Furthermore, the characteristic of social interaction within the management game gives
students a smooth access road to recommend books. Through the communication function
and the promotion mechanism, students could actively transmit immediate information to
others. For example, a student could send a message to inform his/her friends about the
latest book sold in the bookstore. His friends could thus be aware of a new book worthy of
reading, even borrow and read it. In other words, students could benefit each other through
mutually recommending books.

2. My-Bookstore system
2.1 Book-recording
Students could log into the book-recording function to register the books they read in the
MSSR phase. Students not only note down the name of the book by the function, but also
record their reading status. For example, system would ask some questions such as “Do you
like this book?”, “Have you read all the paragraphs in this book?” etc. Figure 2 illustrates
the screen shot of the book-recording function.
The purpose of registering books is not for teachers to check whether students did read this
book or not. Actually, the book-recording function was designed for two particular
intentions. The first one is to help teachers to understand each student’s reading behaviors
more easily. Not focus on “weather” student read this book or not or “what” student read
from this book, such as “Please give a brief description about this book”, the recording
function further emphasize “how” student read this book and “why” students read this
books. For example, the register program would post some questions, such as “Do you like
this book?”, “Is this book an easy read one?”, “why did you choice this books” etc. Teachers
could give detail information about student’s reading favors, speed of reading and even the
reasons for borrowing by the registered logs from book-recording function. Teachers could
be aware of each student’s reading status and provide student suitable assistance.
The second intention of the register program is to transform student’s reading logs as the
game attributes. In the designed game, certain basic attributes were associated with
student’s real reading behaviors. On the other hand, student’s reading behaviors could partly
take effect to the performance in the virtual world of the game. Student’s reading logs are
not only used by teachers, but also become the foundational data to shaping the background
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of the game. The detail mechanism of transformation will be introduced in the followed
session.

(a) The input field for book codes

(b) The questions provided by book-recording function

Figure 2. The interface of the book-recording function

2.2 Store-management
Since the main purpose of the follow-up activity is to create a space for students to share and
recommend books. In this game, student acts a bookstore manager to run a bookstore. The
bookstore could earn money through selling (i.e., recommending) books to others. Students
have to prepare attractive introductions about the book to encourage other students to buy it
in the game environment. In particular, students don’t have to pay any virtual coins to buy
the book they are interested in. Students just only borrow the book from the classroom
library On the other hand, when a student accepts other students’ recommendations to
borrow books, this behavior is regarded as a consumption activity in the virtual game world.
Students would earn coins from successful recommendation. The most important job for
every bookstore manager is to recommend books which they have read before as possible as
they can. Figure 3 illustrates the screen shot of the store-management function

(a) The outside of bookstore

(b) The inside of bookstore

Figure 3. The interfaces of My-bookstore

2.3 Book-recommendation
After reading a book, students may generate some ideas or opinions from the book, and
desire to share to his friends or classmate. My-Bookstore provided four approaches to
recommend books. Students could introduce the books or give comments by star rating,
sound recording, drawing and typewriting. The star rating function provided students a
scaffolding to begin to recommend books. Students only have to rate the star and choose
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brief comments provided by the system. This approach was designed as a training for
students to learn some representative criterions and further apply them proficiently through
continual practice.
By the sound recording function, students can introduce a book through giving a sort
speaking by their personal devices. Students could speak aloud certain specific plots of a
story or some attractive sections in the book. The sound recording function provides an
opportunity for students to practice their speaking ability. In addition, students could
constantly modify the recorded contents through the support of digital technology. This
function offers an instinctive approach to organize incoherent sentiment and make them
become methodical statements.
The third approach to recommend books is drawing a picture. Considering that the target
users are children, the drawing function provides students a nature way to share what they
read. This function further provides an opportunity for students to apply their creativity to
combine what they read in the book and the experience in the real life. Students could draw
a particular scene of a story or delineate certain pleasing roles. In addition, this function
could be seen as a foundational approach to promote students to generate ideas. The drew
pictures could facilitate students to combine fragmented ideas into more integral and
meaningful contents.
The fourth recommending approach is typewriting. Students could introduce books and
share opinions through words and sentences. This approach helps students to present ideas
in more detail way. Certainly, students should have adequate writing ability for expressing
meaning. This function provides different difficulty levels for students to recommend
books. In the first level, students would be allowed to comment a book by only one
sentence. This level facilitates students to present ideas in an easy way in the beginning. In
the second level, students would be allowed to use more than one sentence. Students have to
write more sentences to express ideas. In the final level, students have to evaluate books and
give critical comments. Students could claim the advantages and shortcomings of a book.
Figure 4 illustrates the screen shot of the book-recommendation function.

Brief comments

Star rating

(a) The function list of recommending

(c) The drawing function

(b) The start rating function

(d) The sound recording function

(e) The type writing functions

Figure 4. The interface of the recommending functions
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3. Preliminary observations
3.1 Research field and participants
There were two hundred first grade elementary school students (7 classes) participating in
this study. All students executed the Modeled Sustained Silent Reading in the morning study
period four days a week. In order to facilitate access to books, which is an important element
to promote reading [8], a small-scale book library was set in each classroom. Every
classroom library has about four hundred books, which were picked out by all the first grade
teachers, and were suitable for the young children.
Before the reading period, students could pick two or three books to their seats from the
classroom library. And then, the teacher reminded students of constantly keeping quiet and
concentrating attention on reading during the MSSR period. Students have an average of
twenty minutes in every MSSR period. After reading, students registered the books by
book-recording function. Students spend about five minutes for registering, and then turned
to the management game to recommend books. Students have ten to fifty minutes a day
playing the game in the school. Besides, students would be allowed to play the game in the
after-school time. Students totally participated in these activities for four months. Figure 7
illustrates the process of the follow-up activity.
MSSR

Book Registering

Game Playing

(Reading Register)

(My-bookstore: Book Recommending)

20 min

5 min

10~15min
MSSR Follow-up Activity

Figure 7. The process of the designed MSSR Follow-up Activity

3.2 Preliminary results
This study gave a preliminary observation of a relationship between reading behaviors and
recommending behaviors. The system logs of book reading and recommendation were
collected. Besides, the logs of making reservations and reading after accepting
recommendation were also collected. The detail data were shown in Table 1. The data
showed that the amount of the reading books was more than twenty six hundred; it means
that each student read an average of one hundred books in the past four month. In addition,
the data also indicated that students totally recommended almost ten hundred books. On the
other hand, each student recommended an average of forty books. The recommendation rate
was approximately forty percent.
Comparing with the four recommendation approaches, the star rating was the most applied
approach (94.2%). One possible reason is that grading is essentially simple and is involved
without the complicated process of restructuring the contents of a book; students can easily
complete the tasks without any frustration. The second approach was drawing (26.4%). The
result basically agreed with the anticipation of the designed rational, that drawing should be
a most nature way for young children to export ideas. In addition, the last two approaches
were type writing (17.5%) and sound recording (12.2%).
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The unexpected result was that the sound recording took the lowest proportion. According
to the anticipation, speaking should be a nature way for expressing ideas, however; the
amount of the recommendation showed that most of the children were not willing to use the
sound recording function. The teachers provided a possible reason, that the noisy
environment of classroom would reduce the quality of recorded sound, especially in which
all students recorded sound at the same time. Students usually felt disappointed when
listening to the recorded sound. In order to avoid this problem, we provided each student an
earphone with microphone to improve the quality of recorded sound.
The data also included the amount of making reservations and reading amount after
accepting recommendations. The data indicated that the total amount of making
reservations was almost sixteen hundred times. It means that each student accepted other
students’ recommendations in an average of seven times (16%). But the data also indicated
that the total times of taking books from classroom library after accepting recommendations
were relatively low (5%). The cause should be that the system didn’t provide support
function to remind students the books, which they had ordered in the game environment.
Students usually meet difficulty in find out the books in the classroom library.
Table 1. The amounts of book reading, book recommending and accepting recommendation
Behavior

Reading

Recommending*
(in game)

Accepting
Recommendation
(in game)

Item

Amount

Average

Rate

(each student)

(percent)

Book Reading

26973

114

--

Book Recommending
Star-Rating
Drawing
Typewriting
Sound Recording

9744
9177
2575
1701
1191

41
39
11
7
5

100 %
94.2 %
26.4 %
17.5 %
12.2 %

Book Preordering

1598

7

16%

Reading after Book Preordering

505

2

5%

*Students could recommend a book by more than one approach

In addition, this study explored the affective attitude of the participators. Students’
responses of the designed affective questionnaire, which based on the ARCS motivational
gaming scale [2][5][6][7], including four dimensions of items: attention, relevance,
confidence and satisfaction, were collected to understand students’ feeling during game
playing. The data showed the positive results. Most of the students agreed that the
management game is interesting and attractive. Students like the feeling to be in charge of
self’s bookstore. In addition, the students also agreed that they often visited other students’
bookstores due to the curiosity to know what books had been recommended by their
classmates. Besides, most of the students agreed that they got a clear goal during game
playing and have sufficient confident to manage self’s bookstore well. Finally, the data
further indicated that most of the students get satisfaction when they successfully
recommend a book to others and earned virtual coins for their bookstores. Figure 8
illustrates the average scores of the designed questionnaire in four dimensions.
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Figure 8. The average score of the designed questionnaire

4. Future work
This study attended to design a management game to support classroom reading activity. A
recommending activity was embedded in the game environment and shape as a reading
follow-up activity. Every student became an administrator controlling self’s reading.
Besides, through recommending books, students became active explorers and engaged in
finding out the attractive elements in the books and feeling excited to share their products.
The recommending activity involves with the process of critical thinking, which can
facilitate the internalization of knowledge and transformation to meaningful information. In
addition, students have the opportunity to be acquainted with more books from others’
recommendation.
The future work could be focused on the quality analysis of recommendation contents. In
addition, the action logs of game playing could be further analyzed to identify different
behavior patterns, which could facilitate looking for potential factors influencing reading
and recommending. Finally, the gender difference in recommending behavior is also a
potential research issue.
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Abstract: In this study, we explored the players’ behavior of gender switching in a
MMORPG game. The empirical data is come from the Soul of Magic online game and
65,407 samples were collected for analysis. With regard to the gender of avatars, 37,031
players (56.60%) selected male avatars while 28,376 players (43.40%) selected female
avatars. With regard to the gender of players, there were 49,398 males (75.50%) and 16,009
females (24.50%). The result reveal that there were significant differences between the
genders of the players who chosen the gender of avatars. One third of male players chose
female avatars and one fourth of female players chose male avatars. Among the age layers,
50.17 to 66.12 percent of female avatars are played by male players while 5.85 to 23.60
percent of male avatars are played by female players. According to the result, the gender
switching in online games happens more on male players than on female ones.
Keywords: Gender switching, MMORPG, Gender Role, Soul of Magic Online Game

Introduction
Previous studies mentioned that there were 1.5 million players in Habitat, one of the MUDs.
The percentage of male and female players was approximately 4:1, while the gender of the
avatars was 3:1. This suggests that players have the behavior of switching their gender in
online games. The world of Internet has become another virtual environment of social
networks, where the players can play a brand new character which is totally different from
themselves [4]. There have no consistent answers to the question that why players switch
their gender in online games. Therefore, this study aims to explore the behavior of gender
switching under different background variables, such as the gender and different age layers
of players.

1. Literature Review
1.1 Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG)
MMORPG is a role-playing game, which include features of direct interactions between the
provided service and the game; players are able to interact with others for fun via
synchronous connection; and enjoy the fun of the virtual characters [6, 9]. [12] indicated
three main factors of MMORPG: doing quests and achievements, interacting with other
players and “leveling-up” the avatars. Therefore, MMORPG has a main story and quests,
the players interact with other players and solve the quests, different results would be
revealed afterward. MMORPG has the characteristics as below: enabling people to interact
closely, real game background and rules, as well as high indulgence and imagination [7].
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The virtual worlds where players are in are filled with avatars of other real players. Players
could also easily interact with others through the avatars.
1.2 Gender Role
[5] indicated that gender role is the behavior, interests and attitudes that a society considers
suitable for males or females. [8] collated thousands of research and found that the different
gender has significant differences on the two traits below: males are far more aggressive
than females, and females are more talented on languages and weaker on spatial ability than
males. Different gender roles are given with different stereotypes respectively. [2] proposed
two theories about the formation of stereotypes on gender roles: the kernel of truth theory
refers to the essential difference such as physical structure, and stereotypes are just the
outcome of exaggerating those differences; social-role theory is proposed due to the two
genders’ adoption of different social stereotypes, which is the basic assumption of the
characteristics of the two genders in a society. Different gender behaves differently and
forms the gender stereotypes.
1.3 Gender Switching
Gender switching refers to the behavior of challenging, transcending or reversing part or all
of the players’ original gender roles on Internet or online games. The possible reasons of
gender switching, the players choosing the opposite gender for his or her avatar, are a lot of
researchers interested in. [13] proposed the possible reasons of males’ gender switching: the
desire to get rid of socially-agreed male stereotypes, the possibility to obtain attentions on
Internet, to learn and explore the question of getting along with the difference gender,
gaining benefits from the game, to find the feeling of intimacy with difference gender, and
failure of gender recognition, and other study suggested that the reason of male’s choosing a
female avatar is just to balance male and female in a game. [1] found that male players try a
different gender avatar is just for the reason of fun and novelty. On the other hand, the
possible reasons for female players to switch their genders are as following: to understand
how other females interact with males, to be a hero, to have more leadership in a game, and
to experience the power which they are not able to have in reality. [10] pointed out that
sometimes female players chose avatars of opposite gender to avoid harassment from male
players.

2. Methods
2.1 Research Hypotheses
According to literature review, two hypotheses are proposed:
H1: Players of different genders show differences on choosing game avatars.
H2: Players of different age layers show differences on choosing game avatars.
2.2 Data Collection
The empirical data is collected from the Soul of Magic online game in this research. Soul of
Magic online game is a cartoon-style and fantastic MMORPG which produced by Lager
Network Technologies. Players create their male or female avatars and decorate it in
different clothes, hats, and so on. In this game, players solve the quests and reach to higher
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levels with other players together. The screenshots of the online game are shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1 Screenshots of the Soul of Magic online game

There were 65,407 data collected for analysis. The variables include: the player level, the
gender of avatars, average time spent on games (minutes), the amount of money spent on
buying credits, joining the community (yes or no), the gender of players, age of players, and
residential area of players. A detailed explanation is as follows.
In respect of the players level, the lowest level is 1 while the highest level is 57. The
average level is 16.14 (SD=8.82). With regard to the gender of avatars, 37,031 samples
(56.60%) selected male avatars while 28,376 samples (43.40%) selected female avatars. As
for the average time spent on games, it spans from 0 to 1,364 minutes. The average time
among the samples is 185.72 minutes (SD=227.58). Regarding the gender of players, there
are 49,398 males (75.50%) and 16,009 females (24.50%). As for the age of players, the
youngest players are aged 8 whereas the oldest are 89. The average age is 25.27 (SD=7.61).
This research grouped the age of players as follows: aged 14 and under, aged 15-17, aged
18-22, aged 23-30, aged 31-40, aged 41-50, aged 51 and older. There are totally 7 age layers.
The distribution of age layer is listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Age layers distribution
Age layer
under 14
15-17
18-22
23-30
31-40
41-50
over 51
total

Count
3754
4829
16237
26462
12239
1413
473
65407

Percent (%)
5.7
7.4
24.8
40.5
18.7
2.2
.7
100.0

3. Results
3.1 Gender Role and Gender Switching
In H1, it is assumed that different gender players chose different gender avatars. The
percentage of gender of players in the game is as following: 49,398 males (75.50%) and
16,009 females (24.50%). The percentage of gender of the avatars is as following: 37,031
males (56.60%) and 28,376 females (43.40%).
The result ofχ2 test is personχ2= 10159.07, p<.01. It is confirmed that the difference
on choosing the gender of avatars actually existed. According to Table 2, one third of male
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players chose female avatars while the others chose male ones. As for female players, one
fourth of them chose male avatars and three fourth of them chose female ones.
Table 2 Sex role and character gender cross table
Gender role
Character gender
Male
Female
Total

Female
3571
12438
16009

Total
Male
33460
15938
49398

37031
28376
65407

3.2 Age Layer and Gender Switching
In H2, it is assumed that players of different age layers chose different avatars in a game.
Figure 2 displays the histogram of the gender of the chose avatars of different gender
players in each age layer. The result ofχ 2 test indicates under each age layer, it is
significant that players chose avatars of opposite gender.
Table 4 Pearsonχ2 test on the genders of chose avatars of different gender players in each age layer
age layer
Pearsonχ2
under 14 age
907.6298
15-17 age
1219.959
18-22 age
3333.666
23-30 age
3426.188
30-40 age
1308.056
41-50 age
198.3214
over 51 age
16.56925

p
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

character Gender

Figure 2 The histogram of gender of the chose avatars of different gender players in each age layer

4. Discussion
This research aims to explore the behavior of MMORPG players’ gender switching. The
result suggests that there is a significant difference between the gender of the players and the
chose avatars (χ2= 10159.07, p<.01). One third of male players chose female avatars and
one fourth of female players chose male avatars. There is also difference in players’ chose
gender of their avatars in different age layers. Among the age layers, 50.17 to 66.12 percent
of female avatars are played by male players while 5.85 to 23.60 percent of male avatars are
played by female players. According to the result, the gender switching in online games
happens more on male players than on female ones. It is necessary to conduct further studies
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to investigate the reasons of gender switching, such as to get more attention, to obtain
benefits, to balance the gender percentage of the character, or just for fun and novelty.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate the students’ game-playing
behaviors and learning outcomes in terms of their different levels of prior knowledge. Based
on the measurement of a pretest, 22 out of 44 third-graders were divided into high and low
prior knowledge groups. They all played a game integrating the design of a self-explanation
prompt. The log data of the game were analyzed by sequential analysis to visualize the
game-playing patterns. The students’ conceptual understanding was evaluated through a
pretest and a posttest that occurred right after the treatment. The results indicate that
although the design of the self-explanation prompts could engage the players in reflection on
the causes of their failure during game-playing, it still had some limitations when it came to
improving the students’ learning outcomes. Possible suggestions are proposed for future
studies.
Keywords: Game-based learning, digital game, self-explanation, science learning

1. Introduction
The traditional learning context has been criticized for not engaging students in learning
activities. Many educational practitioners and researchers may consider game-based
learning as a way to remedy this motivational problem and to further promote students’
knowledge building [1] [2]. According to Prensky and Thiagarajan [3], games can provide a
number of merits such as giving the players enjoyment, providing motivation and
opportunities for doing, engaging the students’ emotions, and promoting learning.
However, games are not a panacea for all learning problems [4]. Some researchers indicated
that reflection on the outcomes plays an important role in a player’s game-playing. Without
it, players may tend to simply try out certain actions until their outcomes improve (e.g.,
scores), which does not foster higher order thinking. Thus, to develop more effective
educational games, it is necessary to integrate instructional strategies into game design, and
self-explanation principles are one of them. Self-explanation is an instructional method in
which learners are prompted to explain to themselves orally, in writing, or by a multiple
choice question. The prior research [5] has indicated that the self-explaining process has a
positive impact on learning and is a constructive process supporting the linkage between the
newly learned materials and prior knowledge. In addition, many researchers [6] have
pointed out that the prior knowledge the students bring to the class is a major factor enabling
meaningful learning. Nonetheless, how the students’ prior knowledge (PK) guides their
playing of an educational game is rarely investigated. Thus, this study, implementing a
game to facilitate third graders’ acquisition of light and shadow concepts, intended to
answer the following questions:
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1.
2.

What was the role played by the students’ different levels of prior knowledge in their
game-playing behaviors?
What learning outcomes did students with different levels of prior knowledge have
after playing the game?

2. Methodology
2.1 Participants
This study recruited 44 third graders from two elementary schools in northern Taiwan. The
students whose pretest scores (described later) were within the top or bottom 25 percent
were selected as the participants, totaling 22 students in all. Those with pretest scores within
the top 25 percent were categorized into the high PK group (4 females and 7 males), while
those with pretest scores within the bottom 25 percent were classified into the low PK group
(5 females and 6 males).

2.2 Instrument
The instructional objective of the game implemented in this study was to help the
participants learn the relationship between the height of a light source and the length of the
shadow produced. The content was determined by individually interviewing 14 students out
of the target population. The results showed that most of them seemed to have alternative
conceptions of this concept. For example, they thought the higher a light source, the longer
the shadow of a lighted object. The goal of the game requires the player to control the avatar
toward a destination while adjusting the height of the flashlight to keep the shadow of the
avatar’s head within the red path (see Figure 1). As illustrated in the game interface of
Figure 1, the player should click the arrow buttons so as to change the height of the
flashlight. When failing to maintain the avatar’s head shadow within the red path, the
avatar’s shadow would be sucked up and the game would produce a scream as a negative
sign. Meanwhile, a self-explanation prompt appears to help the player reflect on the possible
cause of the failure. As displayed in the Screenshot of the self-explanation prompt in Figure
1, the player needs to select one of three possible options, namely: 1) I adjusted the position
of the flashlight too high; 2) I adjusted the position of the flashlight too low; and 3) I have no
idea. No feedback was given to inform the player whether their selection was right or
wrong. Each player has three opportunities and can replay the game until he/she runs out of
chances. Any button clicked and any option selected is recorded in the log file together with
the time information.

2.3 Procedure
The experiment began with a brief introduction of the aims of the study delivered by one of
the researchers. Each student individually used a computer in a computer class. Before
playing the game, the students were required to take a pretest consisting of five multiple
choice questions to probe their prior knowledge. Since the game-playing instructions had
been embedded in the game, they were told to remain silent during the game playing and to
raise their hands if they had any questions. After completing the game, each player took the
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The game interface

Screenshot of self-explanation prompt

Figure 1. Screenshots of the game context
posttest that shared the same test items with the pretest, except for a change in the question
and option orders. No time limitation was imposed on playing the game or taking the tests.
On average, each player took around 7 minutes to complete the game. All the user
information (e.g. buttons clicked, time spent, and test responses) was recorded in a log for
later analysis.

2.4 Data analysis
The participants’ log data were analyzed through sequential analysis (Bakeman & Gottman,
1986) to visualize their game-playing process. To do so, the researchers first categorized the
participants’ game-playing behaviors and then developed a coding scheme in terms of these
behaviors. In this study, the coding scheme consists of seven behaviors, as described in
Table 1. According to the scheme, each player’s log record was coded in chronological
order. For instance, the sequence of I->SI->C represents that a player makes a wrong
adjustment and then fails to offer an accurate response to the self-explanation prompt. After
replaying the game, the player correctly adjusts the height of the flashlight. In sum, there are
22 sets of data and 2,245 nodes in total. The computation of adjusted residuals (z-scores)
was conducted to identify sequences with statistically significant difference.
Table 1. A coding scheme of game-playing behaviors
Code

Behaviors

Description

C

Make a correct adjustment.

A player adjusts the flashlight and maintains the avatar’s
head shadow within the red path.

I

Make an incorrect adjustment.

A player adjusts the flashlight and fails to maintain the
avatar’s head shadow within the red path.

PC

Pause and make a correct adjustment.

After pausing for more than three seconds, a player
adjusts the flashlight and maintains the avatar’s head
shadow within the red path.

PI

Pause and make an incorrect adjustment.

After pausing for more than three seconds, a player
adjusts the flashlight and fails to maintain the avatar’s
head shadow within the red path.

SC

Make a correct response to a
self-explanation prompt.

A player accurately replies to a self-explanation prompt.

SI

Make an incorrect response to a
self-explanation prompt.

A player inaccurately replies to a self-explanation
prompt.

SU

Select the option, “I do not know”, to a
self-explanation prompt.

A player selects the option, “I do not know”, to a
self-explanation prompt.
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3. Results
3.1 Investigating the game-playing behaviors in terms of different levels of prior knowledge
The results from the sequential analysis show that nine and seven sequences, respectively
for the high and low PK groups, reached statistically significant difference (p < 0.05). To
visualize the game-playing behaviors, these sequences are illustrated in Figure 2. As shown,
students with high prior knowledge would pause to think a few seconds before manipulating
the flashlight (C->PC). Their responses to the self-explanation prompt were inconsistent
(i.e., I ->SI, I ->SU, and I ->SC; PI->SI, PI->SU, and PI->SC), which implies that
responding to a self-explanation prompt is not simple. That is, the process requires a player
to pay a certain degree of attention to reflecting on the causes of the failure. In addition, the
sequence SI->C means that even though the students with high PK failed the
self-explanation prompt, they could still adjust the flashlight accurately after replaying the
game. The students might either learn from the trial-and-error process or pay less attention
to the prompt so as to randomly select an option instead. Finally, the sequence SC->PI
indicates that when correctly replying to the prompt, the students with high PK could fail to
maintain the avatar’s shadow within the red path, which means that they might encounter
misconceptions of the targeted concepts.
The students with low PK tended not to pause to think while manipulating the flashlight
(i.e., C->C). Like the students in the high PK group, their responses to the self-explanation
prompt were also inconsistent (i.e., I->SI, I->SU, and I->SC). This finding means that they
were inclined to engage in reflecting on the causes of the failure during the game playing.
Furthermore, the sequence PI->SU indicates that when pausing a while and still making an
incorrect adjustment, they tended to be aware of their misunderstanding and selected the
option, “I do not know” in response to the prompt. Similarly, the low PK students might
encounter misconceptions (i.e., SC->I) during the game playing.

C

I

SI

SU

PC

PI

SC

C

I

SI

SU

SC

PI

High prior knowledge group
Low prior knowledge group
Figure 2. Sequential patterns of high and low prior knowledge groups.
3.2 Investigating the learning outcomes in terms of different levels of prior knowledge
An independent t-test was conducted to examine whether there was any statistically
significant difference in the posttest scores between the high and low PK groups. The results
show that no statistically significant difference was identified (t= 0.42, p>0.05). Students
with high PK did not outperform those with low PK. When looking further into the pretest
and posttest scores, Table 2 reveals the results of paired t-tests regarding the high and low
PK groups. As shown, a statistically significant difference was only found in the low PK
group. This means that the posttest scores of the low PK group were higher than their pretest
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scores, whereas the high PK group’s scores did not show improvement. Further, the pretest
scores of the high PK group were higher than their posttest scores, which may imply that the
high PK students did not learn from playing the game.
Table 2: Paired t-tests for the scores of high and low prior knowledge groups
Pretest – Posttest

Group
High PK
Low PK

Mean difference
0.73
-2.64

SD
1.62
1.69

t-value
1.49
-5.18***

***p < 0.001.

4. Discussion
The primary intention of this paper was to utilize the sequential analysis method to explore
how the behavioral patterns of the students with different levels of prior knowledge may
differ while playing an educational game. The findings indicate that, first of all, during the
game playing, the students with high PK tended to pause a while before adjusting the
flashlight (i.e., C->PC), whereas those with low PK rarely did (i.e., C<->C). Since this study
investigated the player’s pauses during the game-playing, future studies should utilize
qualitative approaches (e.g., thinking aloud) to examine what the players were thinking
while pausing for more than three seconds. For instance, it might take more than five
seconds for the players to really engage in thinking, rather than only three seconds. Second,
the players’ inconsistent responses to the prompts imply that the self-explanation prompt
worked well in terms of engaging the players in reflection on the cause of their failure (i.e.,
I->SI, I->SU, and I->SC for both groups). It is likely that the students’ engagement might
influence their game-playing. Or, since the game did not offer any feedback when the
players failed to select the accurate option for the prompt, it is also possible that the students
from both groups needed to have several trials until they got it right. In addition, not offering
any feedback to the prompt could be the reason why the High PK students’ posttest scores
were lower than their pretest scores. This can be seen in the sequence (i.e., SC->I, SC->PI)
appearing in both groups, showing that the players still failed to maintain the avatar’s
shadow within the red path, even though they accurately answered the prompt. According to
Kulhavy and Wager [7], feedback can be viewed as (1) a motivator or incentive for
increasing the rate or accuracy of performance; (2) a satisfying state of affairs; or (3)
information which learners could use to validate or change a previous response. It is
therefore suggested that future researchers and designers should consider adding feedback
(e.g. offer feedback when an incorrect option to a self-explanation prompt is selected) into
the design of the game, as well as investigating the players’ engagement.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a new theoretical framework or visual grammar for
analysing visual aspects of digital 3D games, and for understanding more deeply the notion
of Visual Digital Game Literacy. The framework focuses on the development of a visual
grammar by drawing on the digital literacy framework developed by Buckingham. It
supplements and extends this framework by offering a more detailed account of how visual
principles and elements in games can be analysed. In developing this visual grammar we
draw theoretically on existing approaches within: the arts, history, film study, semiotics,
multimodal analysis, and game studies. We illustrate the theoretical and analytical
framework by analysing samples of screenshots and video clips collected from the online
game “World of Warcraft” (WoW) where we have conducted our online research. The
research data is supplemented by ethnographic data (observation and interviews) collected
during a game workshop where students, studying to become game designers, developed a
number of games. The visual digital literacy framework we propose consists of five main
major components: Gamescape Principles, Interpretation, Style, Experiences and Practices.
For the purpose of this paper we emphasise the gamescape principles dimension, which
focuses on the analysis of the visual elements and principles. The framework will open for
new ways of conducting in-depth analysis of the basic elements of 3D games, as a means of
better understanding visual digital media and game literacy. This can prove relevant for
researchers and game designers (or those studying to become game designers), as it can
provide better conceptual and analytic tools for understanding the meaning of visual
elements and principles in games. Furthermore, it is of relevance to researchers and
educators as to understand how learners posses or can develop broader critical media
literacies and visual digital literacies in education.
Keywords: Visual digital literacy, video games, visual grammar, gamescape principles

Introduction
“Media literacy” or “Digital literacy” has become critical issues within education in terms
of supporting learners in developing critical, media literacies. Some of the broader questions
these debates raise in terms of media or digital literacy within education are: how can digital
media support the development of critical, media literacies, and how do learners perceive
and conceive media content and construct meaning. Buckingham (2006) raises critical
questions in relation to digital media and proposes a digital literacy framework for
understanding and analyzing critical media literacy in education – both in relation to games
and other digital media. The framework consists of four essential components, which have
been further developed on basis of existing definitions of media literacy: representation,
language, production and audience [1]. Buckingham (2006) argues that these four essential
components can be used as a general framework for producing more specific categories
such as web literacy or gaming literacy. Therefore we argue that games can provide one
fruitful educational arena for understanding of how we can analyse and design for the
development of critical, media or digital literacies – and more specifically a visual digital
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game literacy. The main purposes of this paper are: to develop a better theoretical and
analytical understanding of the „visual grammar‟ of games, and to understand how the
„visual grammar‟ might contribute to our understandings of the broader notions of critical
digital and media literacies – and more specifically a digital visual game literacy. We
investigate the role of visual design in online games by focusing on “World of Warcraft
(WoW)”. We analyse a video gaming sequence recorded in WoW (the video link), as to
develop and analyse the role of visual elements in semiotic domains. Semiotic domains Gee
(2003) understands as 'an area or set of activities where people think, act, and value in
certain ways' that recruits one or more modalities (words, images, movement, sound, etc.)
[2]. To develop the theoretical and analytic notion of „visual grammar‟ in online games, we
draw on multi-disciplinary methods and consult existing analytic frameworks, including
multimodal analysis, the grammar of visual design [3], media discourse analysis and
semiotics.

1. The Principles Approach for Reading Games Literacy

Since video games studies were established, many approaches were employed to analyse
this new media. Buckingham proposes the framework of digital literacy, and Church
(2006) suggests the „Formal Abstract Design Tools (FADT)‟ to create a framework for a
vocabulary in video game [4]. While these approaches are valuable for broader analytic
purposes, the more detailed aspects of visual grammar or language have not been explored
to the same degree. The theoretical framework which we propose in this paper was
developed based on online gaming research and a game workshop. This paper will focus
on Buckingham‟s idea of „language‟ to understand the more detailed „grammar‟ of various
forms of communication. The framework is a basic analytical tool to interpret a complex
of sign and includes five components: gamescape principles, interpretation, style,
experiences and practices. For the purpose of this paper, we only go deeper into one of the
dimensions (gamescape principles). We only briefly explain the other dimensions, but
relate to them in our analysis and presentation of the Gamescape Principles. By
Gamescape principles, we mean the principle of designed elements in a game landscape or
gamescape [5]. It consists of the „Principle of Visual Elements‟: line, shape, form, color,
space, texture, and sound, and the „Visual Principles‟: balance, emphasis, movement or
rhythm, dynamics, and perspective. Both principles create meaning together through a
game content and storyline via designed elements. Interpretation is the representational
meaning of games‟ designed elements. These elements are aligned by composition in the
game landscape. The interpretation of (visual) designed elements in the video games needs
gamescape principles to analyse it as a semiotic structure. Style
, is the artistic of
interpretation in video game genre. It is the whole meaning of the interpretation from
game objects, visual principles, practices, and other. Experiences, are the emotional
experiences and knowledge which a gameplayer respond to the visual elements of game
objects and a sense of presence. Practices, concern the game activities and interaction
which a gameplayer and game objects interact with each other. This includes the
participation among game players in both virtual and physical world. This paper will focus
on the notion of „gamescape principles‟.
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2. Applying Gamescape Principles as the Basic Analytical Tools
2.1 Classify Games Objects Component and Composition as of Visual Grammar
One way of beginning analysis of a video game (games) is by analyzing the visual objects in
games as screenshots and video clips of gaming situations. Leeuwen and Kress (2006)
suggested that three-dimensional objects can be placed on a continuum which allows for
viewer reading, depending on the position of the viewer relative to the object. We can
interpret its meaning at a certain position. Admittedly, it can be useful to analyze objects as
belonging to different layers in the visual composition. The screenshot (Fig.1) is shot in
third person perspective at the high angle view of a long shot. When classifying the system
of objects in the gamescape, it is an advantage to apply fundamental theory from art history
and film studies. To classify game objects we can view the gamescape as composed of
layers. The screenshot shows us at least three layers of game objects; frontal, middle, and
background layer. These layers refer generally the area of game objects position in
landscape which uncertainly fix in the game world; it is always dynamic and changing all
the time when player moves an avatar or camera position. Therefore, layer is as a reference
position in the gamescape.

2.2 Analysis of the Visual Elements in Games
We can classify the visual elements in the video game by employing the „gamescape
principles‟ term to define the visual elements and visual principles. We can analyze lines,
shapes, forms, colors, space, textures, and sounds as the basic form of visual design which
creates visual meanings or visual experiences as visual learning for players. This analysis
proposes the basic initial tools to study and understand visual digital games literacy.
In screenshot (Fig.1) we can see how a Line draws the shape of game objects as floor plan,
table, trees, building and other things via contour lines or edges. The Line also creates the
Style and signifies the energy of game objects as artistic forms at the base of building and at
the main front doors which build from the thick and sharp curved, diagonal and jagged lines.
It communicates the feeling of magic power and strong energy of atmosphere in this
building area. Thus, lines create the form and shape. The contour line (edge) describes and
separates floor plane shapes and builds the space around it. The game player can define each
game object by using the contrasting areas which draws from edges or contour lines. For
instance, the tree shape is an organic shape in the middle layer, which is separated from the
building behind via the contour line.
The texture in Wow‟s game imitates the visual texture from the physical world for creating
an illusion of reality. It is a low modality with a rough quality which is not enough to
dedicate a real texture because the limitation of technical capacity. So, it has to work with
other visual elements for creating illusion of reality with higher modality like color, line,
shape and other. Texture creates the feeling of depth dimension in game world.
Space and dimension in WoW work with the terms of spacing -third dimension relevant to
size, position, and perspective, create the perspective illusion of real space from the
dimension of semiotic. The third space allows the player to walk-through, fly-through,
swim and dive in the gamescape. The third dimension works with the gravity as a game
mechanic; it makes the game more real as the physical world. It engages player to feel
realistic in the games as games immersion, it creates the sense of feeling of “being there” or
self-presence [6]. The game subjects in the middle layer and background layer also establish
the depth dimension of space from overlapping effect. A vanishing point as Figure 1 also
forms an eye line and leads the player or viewer to go to the gate through inside the building.
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Thus, the third space in three-dimension games makes it different from the two- dimension
and other media genre, it gives the authority of power to players interacting and doing things
as imagination which they can‟t do in the physical world.
Blizzard Entertainment, Inc.

Background layer

Diagonal line
Curved line

Edge or contour line

Vanishing Point

Vertical
line
Middle layer

Frontal layer

Figure 1 the three layers of game landscape
Sound and game reaction are very important factors to create the feeling of the third
dimension and the perception of reality. When the player is running or walking in a game,
the sound of the foot step and movement of camera (shake in the first perspective) imitate
the feeling from physical world to game world (as Gee (2007) claims the effective thinking
is more like running a simulation than it is about forming abstract generalizations cut off
from experiential realities). Sound in WoW consists of dialogue, background music, and
sound effects: creatures‟ sound, footsteps, fighting, etc. that constitute the illusion of game
atmosphere. The basic cinema sound design technique was implemented to design sound in
video games. It creates the sense of immersion as Zehnder and Lipscomb (2006) state that
music in video game can serve crucial functions in the technical, aesthetic, and emotional
experience to enhance a sense of presence, an emotional signifier, and the sense of aesthetic
continuity [7].
Color is one of semiotic domains because it can immerse gameplayer experiences by
signified meaning through perception depending on games culture and context. The role of
colour in the modality of three-dimensional visual communication as Leeuwen & Kress
(2006) argue, also resembles that of the two-dimensional visuals. When applying color in
game, game designers are concerned with the game theme and context. As Saunders and
Novak discuss a general rule, the number of colors to use in an interface is the minimum
number required to achieve the design goal. Using more colors lessens the visual impact of
each and thus reduces the overall effect of colors [8]. Considering the color in the Wow‟s
screenshot, it is the warm color which consists of red, yellow, and orange for adding in the
theme as the highest modality. The aesthetic of color builds images which transmit feelings
of strength, power, and excitement. Therefore, with limitation of texture, color in WoW has
to work with shape and form to create the game environment and the imagination landscape,
where we will see trees of WoW in color shade and tint without leaf texture. Color also
helps creating theme in each game atmosphere areas.
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3.4 Visual Principles as Grammatical Integrating Visual Elements
Visual elements are working under the grammar of visual principles: balance, emphasis,
movement or rhythm, dynamics, and perspective. Moreover, visual principles are related
among themselves and working together. Designing different aesthetics theme in each
Wow‟s game spaces, game designers consider to control visual elements via the visual
principle such as color, composition, spacing, etc. For instance, the perspective, one of the
visual principles, relates with a way of how to design color, shape and space in a particular
game area, so that it will create a different sense of presence. The third-dimensional
perspective (TPP) as designing of player position creates immersion in the game world of
player perception through the first person perspective (FPP). In the WoW game, player can
select and switch between two perspective views. TPP creates the feeling of power to
control an avatar as the high angle view point, on the other hand FPP that player immerse to
the game world. In FPP, players interact directly with game subjects from their own eyes
rather look through the camera. They experience from their game-eyes an effective thinking;
any actions which they did or were done can be felt from their eyes such as eyes (camera)
shaking while they run or attack. In this sense, eyes are perceived and active from game‟s
interaction.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

As a result of analysis by using the new visual digital grammar approach as the initial
framework (gamescape principles, interpretation, style, experiences and practices), it
provides a level of analysis that can help us understand more about the visual elements of
video games e.g. how they might afford immersion through the use of Line, Spaces,
Texture, Colour, and Sound, and also help us understand better the notion of critical game
literacy. While e.g. Buckingham‟s notion of „language‟ seems to include some of the same
analytic concepts we have explored (e.g. a visual grammar), he does not flesh out in detail
how games can be approached at a more detailed level of analysis (nor is this his intention
or purpose), we therefore understand the more concrete analytical tools and concepts we
have presented in this paper, as underpinning and supporting broader and more general
notions of critical digital literacy.
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Abstract: Multi-touch technology has become increasingly popular interactive technology of teaching
content. The displays with multi-touch are responsive enough to support a wide variety of applications. In this
study, we attempt to apply three different technologies of C#, Microsoft Surface and Windows Presentation
Foundation developing an interactive jigsaw game. This game would design with the multi-touch interactive
technology and adapt the scaffolding theory to construct three scaffolding levels based on the operated
features of multi-touch interactive technology. The three levels are the progressive learning by the easy to the
difficult. In addition, this study also proposed collaborative and competitive learning scenarios for the
multi-touch jigsaw interactive game. The collaborative learning scenario allows two learners to help each
other and to perform a jigsaw game at the time appointed. The competition learning scenario allows two
learners to perform their own jigsaw game by themselves, enable learners to more easily and quickly learn and
to get the knowledge in a jigsaw game.
Keywords: Multi-touch technology, scaffolding theory, jigsaw game, interactive surfaces

1. Introduction
In recent years, classroom learning has changed from the multimedia presentation of
teaching content into the presentation with interactive technology. However, multi-touch
technology has become increasingly popular interactive technology of teaching content.
The displays with multi-touch are responsive enough to support a wide variety of
applications. In [3, 4, 6, 8] studies, they have explored the multi-touch application in
education. Multi-touch interactive technology could support children to guide collaborative
design task [3, 4, 8], collaborative Web search [6], and learning with a mind mapping
application [2]. Some studies also indicated that multi-touch interactive technologies are
very enjoyable and engaging [2, 8] for learners, not always to produce learning gains [2, 4].
However, the combination of the multi-touch interactive technology and jigsaw game does
not that discuss in previous studies. In addition, this study will adapt scaffolding theory in
jigsaw game, to enable learners to more easily and quickly learn and to get the knowledge in
a jigsaw game. In light of these concerns, the purpose of this study attempts to design a
multi-touch jigsaw game with three scaffolding levels for learners. Such study is still in its
infancy, but it may have a contribution to the learning application with multi-touch
interactive technology in education.
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2. Literature review
In this section, we will explore the scaffolding theory, the development of multi-touch
interactive technology and its application in education.
2.1 Scaffolding Theory
The scaffolding theory is based on the social development theory of learning by
Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky. Wood, Bruner, and Ross’ (1976) idea of scaffolding
also parallels Vygotsky’s work [9, 10, 11]. The term of "scaffolding" meant to represent the
support and assistance offered by a teacher or peer to support learning. "Scaffolding" is a
metaphor that describes the way a teacher provides assistance to the learner during the
learning process. In such way, the construction of scaffolding provides the learners a
temporary support to build their own knowledge. When the learners take responsibility for
or masters their learning task, the teacher would begin to fad or to remove the scaffolding,
which allows learner to work independently, Scaffolding theory proposes that teachers will
act as assisting roles in the learning process to provide a temporary support (scaffold) in
order to assist learners to construct self-learning. Scaffolding Theory includes two main
procedures, which are to setup the scaffold and phased removal of scaffold. The scaffold can
be a teaching strategy or a teaching tool; it can be provision of clues, a reminder, and
encouragement, solution, providing an example or assistance through information
technology. Meanwhile the learning responsibility is gradually shifted from teachers to
learners and eventually learners can lead their learning [9, 10, 11]. According to their
findings, there are two levels of scaffolding: soft and hard. An example of soft scaffolding in
the classroom would be when a teacher circulates the room and converses with his or her
students [9, 10, 11]. The teacher may question their approach to a difficult problem and
provide constructive feedback. In this study, we attempt to provide the learners three
scaffolding levels from easy to difficult to perform their jigsaw games. These levels would
base on the operated features of multi-touch interactive technology.
2.2 Development of multi-touch interactive technology
An interactive technology, multi-touch technology, would replace the use of keyboards
(button) and a mouse used in the recent. The system design of multi-touch technology in the
past can only mostly sensor to one touched finger. It would restrict to apply the interactions
with multiple users. So far, the present touch technology was improved which sensor a lot of
and keep in touch at one time, the range of application of multi-touch technology more
overall [5]. Multi-touch interactive technology allows user to interact the presented
information through several touched fingers. To use the multi-touch technology, the device
must be equipped with touch screen or touchpad, at the same time be a little more than
loading the same time recognizable touch software. In contrast, the biggest difference
between its standard touch technology that can identify single touch.
Recently, there have been some studies have applied multi-touch interactive
technology in education and can more easily promote collaborative learning. In [12]
combine the system of the smart board and video conference. Other related studies have also
investigated the use of multi-touch interactive technology to support children guide
collaborative design task [3, 4, 8], collaborative Web search [6] and learning with a mind
mapping application [2]. These studies indicated that multi-touch interactive technologies
are very enjoyable and engaging [2, 8] for learners, not always to produce learning gains [2,
4]. The previous study in [7] found that the multi-touch interaction can support a very fair
participation in learning situations. As discussions of the pervious studies, it could be
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concluded that the multi-touch interactive technologies would be a very popular and
effective application in education. However, the combination of the multi-touch technology
and a jigsaw game into application of collaborative and competitive learning does not that
discuss in previous studies. Therefore, this study will design a multi-touch Jigsaw game and
explore application in education, such as in geographic instruction. The system design of the
multi-touch jigsaw game is shown in section 3. The collaborative and competitive learning
are designed in section 4.
3

System Design

In this paper, the technologies of C # and Microsoft Surface 2.0 were used to develop a
multi-touch interactive jigsaw game. Learning with jigsaw game brings people together to
connect, learn and decide with a 360-degree interface that supports touch and real-world
objects.
3.1 Presentation
We apply three different technology of C# 、 Microsoft Surface and Windows
Presentation Foundation to develop a jigsaw game. The presentation of this system is shown
in Fig.1. In Fig. 1, there are three functionalities in this system, the first functionality is to
change the two different learning scenarios, collaboration learning scenario and competition
learning scenario of two programs. The second functionality is the Scaffolding Levels
which is divided into three scaffolding levels by different difficulty from easy to difficult. In
Fig. 1, the third functionality is to select the desired image would be automatically separated
into nine puzzle pieces. In Fig. 1, two buttons are designed to control the current jigsaw
game, the first button is to restart the current jigsaw game by removing, the pieces of jigsaw
and to open a new jigsaw game. The second button is to stop the timer of the current jigsaw
game. This timer is designed to measure the playing time of playing a jigsaw game.

Fig.1. The presentation of the multi-touch interactive jigsaw game
3.2 Scaffolding Levels
Scaffolding theory can be provided in learning support [9, 10, 11] provides assistance to
the students during the learning process in much the same way that construction scaffolding
serves as a temporary support until the building can stand on its own. So, this studies
according scaffolding theory to construct three-levels scaffolding of jigsaw game according
to the operated features of multi-touch interactive technology. These operated features
consist of moving, rotating, and resizing. The three-levels are the progressive learning by
the east to the difficult. The three levels are described as follows: (1) Level one: It allows the
learner to move the piece to touch the desired region and then this piece will be attracted into
the correct space. (2) Level two: It allows the learner to move the piece to touch and rotate
the shape of desired region, and then this piece will be attracted into the correct space.
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(3)Level three: It allows the learner to move the piece to touch and rotate the shape of
desired region. Also, the learner needs to scale the size of the move piece having the same
size of the desired region. Finally, this piece will be attracted into the correct space.
4

Learning Scenario

This study designed collaborative and competitive learning scenarios for the
multi-touch jigsaw game. The collaborative learning scenario allows two learners to help
each other and to perform a jigsaw game at the time appointed. The competition learning
scenario allows two learners to perform their own jigsaw game by themselves. The outcome
of completion depends on who could finish the game first. It through such learning
programs for learners in learning when to play jigsaw game can be effectively improved.
4.1 Collaborative learning scenario
Collaborative learning scenario enables two learners to perform one jigsaw game
together. Both of these two learners can learn how to complete the jigsaw game in the
complement and collaborative way. However, each learner could have different cognition
on a picture. In this scenario, the present of timer would urge both of learners to learn
actively. Fig.2 shows the system design of collaboration learning scenario. The support of
multi-touch interactive technology allows four touched fingers to operate on the screen
simultaneously. Therefore, each user can use two touched fingers to complete the jigsaw by
using this kind of technology.

Fig.2. System Interface of the Collaboration learning scenario
4.2 Competitive learning scenario
In this study, the multi-touch jigsaw game in competitive learning scenario enables
learners to complete two separated jigsaw games as shown in Fig.3. As mentioned above,
the four touched fingers would be assigned two fingers to each of learners. According to the
example in the figure, the cognitions of these two learners on the map of a country have
different degrees of familiarity. Therefore, learners may finish their jigsaw at different time.
In this way, the system in this study would measure the playing time of each learner. The
completion in this scenario would actuate learner’s potential capacity.

Fig.3. System Interface of the Competition learning scenario
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5

Conclusion and future work

In this study, we have explored the scaffolding theory [9, 10, 11] and, development of
multi-touch interactive technology and in education application [1]. The purpose of this
study is to develop a multi-touch interactive jigsaw game with three scaffolding levels. So
that, this study apply three different technology of C#、Microsoft Surface and Windows
Presentation Foundation to design the this system. We believe that three different
scaffolding levels could provide the learners a good learning assistance to learn in
geography. These three levels would be a temporary scaffolding support for learners to learn
the knowledge of presented image and to construct the cognition of spatial information.
Although the design of scaffolding level has purposed in our system, we will keep
adjusting the scaffold of learning jigsaw game in the future research. The scaffolding
support of learner will decrease during the learning process. The other limitation of current
work is rooted in the luck of empirical study of using the multi-touch interactive jigsaw
game. We are hopeful that future research will provide more detailed results which may
understand the effects of learning application in multi-touch technology and playing with
jigsaw game. Therefore, a next step of our study should be considered is why certain
strategies are used to develop jigsaw game increasing the learning effectiveness.
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Abstract: This paper gives an insight into Waag Society‟s research and design approach on
the development of educational games for children, illustrated by a description of the project
StoryBOX. The innovative pilot StoryBOX stimulates the development of language in the
form of intuitive play. Tangible, technologically enriched objects enable children, aged
six/seven, to learn by serious gaming. By addressing creative, collaborative and spatial skills
a playful approach to language learning is developed that connects to an existing educational
format used in Dutch primary schools. A key aspect of this project was to involve pupils and
teachers in the design process to assure that the final product will suit the real needs of the
end-users.
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Introduction
In this paper Waag Society and its design approach are introduced. One of Waag Society„s
core themes is Creative Learning. Within this theme Waag Society works on a number of
projects that involve the design of tangibles for children. To illustrate Waag Society‟s view
on the design process in which iterative prototyping and user involvement is central, the
case study StoryBox is described. In StoryBOX tangible objects are used for language
learning within the context of the Dutch educational system. The target group consists of
pupils aged six/seven. Using auditive and tangible senses they can recognize characters,
construct small words and experiment with language structures in a playful way. Playing,
after all, is one of the most natural ways to learn and may be an important enrichment of the
existing teaching methods [1].
1. Waag Society’s Design Approach
1.1 Background
Waag Society is an Amsterdam based media lab, researching and developing creative
technology for innovative applications in the field of education, healthcare, culture and
society, bridging virtual and real world experiences. The foundation was established in 1994
and continues to empower people to both express themselves and connect to other people,
being now one of the biggest independent media labs in the world. Its research agenda
includes tangible interfaces, narrative structures, gaming principles, semantic web,
mediated collaboration, locative media and design methodologies.
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Waag Society employs creative research: experimental, multi-disciplinary research that puts
artists, makers and users at the heart of development, giving them an active and equal role in
the end result. This method is called „users as designers‟ [2].

1.2 Users as designers
„Users as Designers‟ is the main design philosophy of Waag Society. Basis of this
philosophy is the involvement of a select number of users in every stage of the project, from
first investigations and design inspiration to pilot testing, and a strong relationship of the
developers with those exemplary users. This philosophy relies strongly on empathy,
subjectivity of interpretation, personal intuition, human interaction and trust, with research
integrated in the development process and development being the focus of its research. By
involving prospective users in the design process, the results are likely to bring meaningful
perspectives and options into the hands of people.
„Users as designers‟ is a combination of existing and customized participatory and empathic
design methods that help to facilitate the dialogue needed to illicit personal and contextual
information that helps define the user‟s needs and wants [3]. Waag Society‟s methods have
a qualitative nature and are drawn from art and social science: varying from probing, to
interviews, to observation, to prototyping. When more challenging user groups are
involved, such as special needs children (e.g. children with dyslexia), the „users as
designers‟ approach tends to be particularly successful. The technical development process
is supportive to this design process, which allows iterating quickly from idea to prototype,
combining techniques from rapid prototyping, physical computing and tinkering.

2. The case study StoryBOX

2.1 Need for new ways of learning
StoryBOX (http://storybox.waag.org) focuses on language education for primary school
pupils. Good quality of language education is of general interest. The latest survey within
the Periodic Survey of Quality of Education [4] states that results in the field of language
education are disappointing, in particular the non-technical aspects of language education,
such as comprehension. Current methods provide insufficient didactical guidance for
teachers on qualitative and effective teaching.
Young children like to play, but formal education, from approximately the age of six and
upwards, focuses for a large portion on cognitive development. Up to the age of six children
are allowed to play inside and outside the classroom, but that suddenly changes in group
three, which can create difficulties for some children. Playfulness, multisensory stimulation
and affective and social activities become less free and less prominent within school.
Learning through playing becomes learning by being taught.

2.2 StoryBOX
StoryBOX consists of a number of tangible, technologically enriched blocks. Every block
contains a sound (vowel and consonant sounds) that can be listened to individually or in a
series, using a „stethoscope‟. Pupils are challenged to form words out of the sounds. For
example, when the „v‟-sound is linked to the „i‟- and „s‟-sounds, one hears „vis‟, Dutch for
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„fish‟. When the combined sounds do not form a word, the user hears nothing but the
separate sounds. The children examine language on the level they‟re capable of at that
moment, bringing sounds, characters and words together. Because of the audio and the
tangible quality of the interactive blocks, the exploration of the language is experienced as
playing, rather than learning. They build, change and combine out of their curiosity, using
various senses. Part of the process is to stimulate children to create and (re)tell their own
stories. This way StoryBOX creates an accessible and intuitive method for processing
language and creativity.

3. Exploring playful learning
3.1 Playful learning
In her book “Play in Child Development and Psychotherapy” [5], author Sandra W. Russ
states that gaming environments provide a safe and relaxed place to experiment and explore
the world. By playing games, cognitive and affective processes are practiced such as
problem solving, vocabulary, social skills and empathy.
Physical play can enhance the learning experience, as is for example shown in research on
embodiment and gestures in mathematics education and on embodied media learning
environments [5]. Especially playing with blocks can stimulate the brain for language
learning as children learn to play with structures [6].
To enrich the interaction with StoryBOX the use of the game and play elements have been
researched in relation to an existing educational format. Four children, two children with
good reading abilities and two children with indications of dyslexia, of ages six-seven were
observed while playing with the first StoryBOX prototypes: a set of blocks that play sounds
and connect to other blocks in order to create words, and a stethoscope that gives pupils
auditive feedback. During the observations, no specific game rules or competitive elements
were introduced, and the interaction was not goal-oriented. With this open approach it was
possible to let the children engage in play by themselves. After the observation, the children
were asked to give feedback and bring in their own ideas. All four children were highly
enthusiastic about StoryBOX and enjoyed the playing. Both groups understood the principle
of it and managed to create words. The children with indications of dyslexia needed more
guidance to create words and often placed the blocks in the reverse order. In addition, a
group of experts provided feedback. The experts were teachers, researchers of language
education and special needs teachers.
Based upon the observations, four areas of interest have been identified within the children
and the group of experts:
1) Making words from sounds, by listening to the sound and connecting blocks to
create a word.
2) Creating stories together (in groups of two), by building words out of the blocks.
3) StoryBOX itself needs to give more (auditive or visual) feedback in order to guide
the children to make words or sentences in the correct way.
4) Special needs. The group of experts where immediately enthusiastic about the
StoryBOX, especially for special needs children. Pupils who learn „differently‟ or
suffer from dyslexia may benefit from these new forms of learning that address
more senses.

4. Design Methods
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The core of Waag Society‟s research and design process are three phases that are passed
through in a cyclic and iterative way. These three main phases of the development process
are described below.
4.1 Questioning the question
In the initial stages of projects it is important to challenge the question at hand. For this,
involvement of users and other stakeholders is crucial, as a basis for inspiration, as a way of
gaining insights and as a sounding board for initial ideas. The nature of this dialogue allows
you to step into the shoes of the people you are designing for and see the context you design
for from the perspectives of the people that will use the applications and services to be
designed. Conversations can take the form of research into the context of the future users of
the services, but conversations can also be a workshop with more members of the design
team and future users. Within StoryBOX, interviews and workshops with a sounding board
of experts were held on a regular base in order to reflect on the various concepts and
challenge ideas.

4.2 Thinking through making
Prototyping is an entry point to go into dialogue with users and other stakeholders. By
testing prototypes you can get direct feedback on the functionalities as well as user
experience aspects, in 1-on-1 sessions, expert panels and user groups. Different from
traditional design processes, materialising ideas and thoughts needs to start early on in the
process. By materialising concepts instead of merely talking about potential design
directions, creativity and playfulness is triggered and possible language barriers are
overcome. In addition, during the making process new ideas will develop that would not
have come up in a purely verbal process. Waag Society‟s Fablab [7] is an example of a rapid
prototyping lab, which can be used for off-the-shelf fabrication, sharing and learning.
Fablab is a place for engineers to work on real life design problems and bring technology to
communities that otherwise would not be able to create consumer items. Within StoryBOX
first ideas were visualized and quickly prototyped within multi-disciplinary design teams,
based on the input of experts and pupils. Accordingly, initial ideas could be tested early in
the design process. Especially, when involving young children in the design process,
receiving feedback from visual and tangible objects is far more likely to give valuable
results than merely talking about ideas.

4.3 Testing and evaluating
Prototypes are tested and evaluated with users to make sure it meets their needs. The aim is
to investigate whether a product or service can be successful for a (larger) user group. At the
same time the product/service/practice is refined and enhanced. Different approaches are
viable to reach this goal. At the start of the evaluation process, tests are carried out with
smaller user groups, iteratively, in every step more users are involved. Depending on what
you want to investigate and the complexity of the product/service to be tested, you focus the
research questions. The research question defines the group size, time and money needed.
At every stage in the design process of StoryBOX several tests with children are/were
carried out and based on their reactions the design was adapted. In the first test series in
spring 2011, four tests with four kids were carried out. According to their feedback a new
prototype was built and tested in summer 2011. Based on the insights of these tests, last
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improvements of StoryBOX were made and translated into a third prototype. A pilot study
on this final prototype will be carried out in autumn 2011 in order to measure the effect of
StoryBOX.

5. Discussion
5.1 Expected results
This paper gives an overview of the design process of StoryBOX up until now, halfway
through the development process. Creative Research involves an iterative process,
alternating between prototyping and user testing. Through testing the prototypes the design
team has been able to observe how children handle the blocks, and how they interact with
StoryBOX. Having an expert group was very important for the development of StoryBOX.
They helped to move the design and its functionalities forward. The results of the first and
second testing phase have been used for the design of the final prototype. This prototype has
more functionalites with the audio blocks still being central. This prototype is created as a
small eco-system that refers to a factory, challenging pupils to be the producers of their own
content, rather than consumers of pre-produced content. This prototype will be tested in
autumn of 2011. In these user evaluation sessions the development team will focus on game
and educational logic, tactility and materials and logistics of the factory metaphor. We
expect the results to show that special needs children, especially those with dyslexia, who
find it difficult to distinguish between different word sounds learn language with StoryBOX
easier and better than the children who only learn from pure textbook methods. Until now,
the effects of StoryBOX seem very promising. An important aspect for the success of
StoryBOX in our view is the involvement of various experts and pupils throughout the
whole design process.
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Abstract: Homework has been considered an effective strategy in order to help students.
However, previous studies indicated many contradictions for this because the effectiveness
of homework should be discussed with teachers, parents and students. Hence, this study
developed and applied a game-based network homework platform, entitled
My-Pet-My-Quest (MPMQ), to explore its potential and to sustain learning in terms of
cognitive effectiveness and affective experience. This math game-based network homework
was conducted in an elementary after-school club and at home for 29 students over a period
of one year. The findings indicated that students can continuously participate in math tasks
and maintain the proficiency and fluency of tasks in MPMQ across home and school time.
The findings also proved the MPMQ for mostly students can attain self-efficacy.
Keywords: Game-based learning, homework, network homework, sustainable learning

1. Introduction
Generally speaking, most teachers believe that homework can improve students‟ learning
achievement, as well as parents also believe that students completed homework as
accomplishing learning activities. However, relevant academic literature did not confirm
these statements, because many educational studies indicated that have many conflicts and
contradictions about the helpfulness of homework for students [3]. Moreover, previous
studies indicated the effectiveness of homework should be considered with teachers, parents
and students. In particular, do teachers assign appropriate homework [3]; do parents care
about children‟ homework [9]; do students pay attention to their homework [4]? New
technologies can open up new possibilities in learning. Many studies attempt to adopt
learning technologies in order to change the contemporary school education [1]. For
examples, Kerawalla and his colleagues [5] explored the potential values of network
homework for students. Following this idea, the study adopted the My-Pet-My-Quest [2].
This study focuses on the research question: how are the influences of game-based network
homework on students’ math learning in terms of cognitive effectiveness (learning portfolio
of all students) and affective experience (self-efficacy). To answer the question, a
long-term, approximately one year, experiment was conducted in an elementary school in
Taiwan.
2. Methods
2.1 Participants and Settings
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The participants were 29 nine-year-old third-grade students (14 males and 15 females) from
an elementary school in Taiwan. Each participant had a computing device with wireless
capability, i.e. “netbook”. Each participant used the netbook to practice math problems
about basic computation in a game-based learning environment. Each participant can access
Internet whether at school or home; each participant also can bring the netbook back home
and school.
2.2 Game-based Network Homework Platform: My-Pet-My-Quest
Previous studies have developed a game-based learning environment for math learning,
entitled My-Pet-My-Quest (MPMQ) [2, 7]. MPMQ, targeting elementary students as
primary users, is developed according to a three-tier framework. The three-tier framework
included learning activities, coupling mechanism, and game world. The top tier embeds
learning activities in different subject matters (e.g., math) into the game world. The middle
tier provides students with a goal-oriented mechanism for guiding them to undertake
learning tasks, increasing time on-task. The bottom tier stimulates and sustains students‟
participation motivation in learning activities through a virtual game world [2]. MPMQ
contains many pet-keeping tasks and learning tasks. More specifically, students play the
role of pet-keepers who can interact with virtual pets and solve a series of small quests that
sustain students‟ motivation and engage them in a game-based learning environment. The
learning tasks in MPMQ are implemented according to the criteria of the national
curriculum for third-grade elementary school mathematics, such as calculation fluency and
conceptual understanding.
2.3 Procedure
The experiment using math game-based network homework of the MPMQ environment
was conducted in an elementary after-school club and at home over a period of one year.
The experiment was divided into three phases: a summer school phase, a after-school club
or students’ home phase, and a students’ home phase. The summer school phase is to make
the participants familiar with using their small netbooks and manipulating the game-based
learning application, the instruction session was conducted each day forty-minutes during a
5-day period. In the first semester phase, we utilized a „„math game-based network
homework‟‟ activity in an elementary after-school club. During a 122-day period of
after-school club from September to December in 2009, students could nurture the virtual
pet and practice the math problems about basic computation in MPMQ environment. In
each day, the students used the netbook for approximately thirty or forty-minute sessions for
four months. When the students finished the first semester experiment, we conducted the
Math Self-Efficacy Scale. In the second semester phase, we also utilized the math
game-based network homework in students‟ home during February and May in 2010.
Students assigned to finish their network homework. When the students finished the second
semester experiment, we also conducted the Math Self-Efficacy Scale.
2.4 Measures
2.4.1 Cognitive Effectiveness
In order to examine the cognitive effectiveness of students, the examination of cognitive
aspect was composed of learning portfolio. The MPMQ environment automatically
recorded the participants‟ time-on-task (the learning time), attempt frequencies (the number
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of math questions they had tried to solve), and correctness frequencies (the number of the
questions they had solved correctly).
2.4.2 Affective Experience
In order to investigate the affective experience of students, the investigation of affective
aspect was composed of self-efficacy. Self-Efficacy was measured by the sources of
self-efficacy scale [10], is a collection of many related and published scales (e.g. [8]) and is
most researchers have used adapted versions of Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale developed
by [6]. The Math Self-Efficacy Scale used for this study had 40 items modified from Usher
and Pajares‟s original 30 items, with five items for each component of mastery experiences
(ME), vicarious experience-peers (VEP), vicarious experience-adults (VEA), social
persuasions (SP), and physiological state (PS) respectively. Students were asked to their
self-efficacy on a Likert-type item with five anchors (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 =
not sure, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). The potential total score range was from 40 to 200.
Sample items were, “I got a high grade in last year‟s math class.” (ME); “I had a close
friend(s) whom I respected for math achievement.” (VEP); “My favorite teachers are
usually math teachers.” (VEA); “My teacher often encouraged me by praising my math
ability.” (SP), and “I often felt blue when I thought of math.” (PS).
3. Findings and Discussions
3.1 Cognitive Effectiveness
3.1.1 Learning Portfolio of All Students in 1st Semester
Table 1 showed that all students‟ participation was stable and increased gradually between
September and December (approximately has 1500 to 2000 frequencies), except October.
Because school has the three cases of H1N1 in October 2009; school shut for a week which
led to the decreased frequency of all students‟ participation at school, but on the other hand,
the frequency increased at home. In particular, all students‟ participation not only increased
gradually at school, but was stable at home.
Table 1. Distribution of All Students‟ Participation between Home and School.

The findings indicated that game-based network homework can possibly support the
sustainable learning of students‟ participation wherever at school or at home. Besides, the
most participation of students occurred at school, not at home. In particular, the ratio of all
students‟ participation at school and home was between 2:1 and 3:1. The findings showed
that a few students can participate in math game-based network homework at home.
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Table 2 showed that all students needed to spend approximate 5 minutes in each task of
game-based network homework. In particular, the spending minute of each task was from
4.45 to 3.68. Table 2 also presented that all students participated in approximate 2
frequencies in every day. In particular, the participatory frequency of every day was form 2
to 2.41. The findings not only revealed that the speeds of completion in December showed
faster than those in September, but also revealed that the frequencies of participation in
December showed more than those in September. This phenomenon implied that the
students participated in math game-based network homework possibly increased the
proficiency and fluency of task about math learning.
Table 2. Proportion of All Students‟ Participation in 1st Semester. (n = 29, duration = 122 days)
September (30)
October (31)
November (30)
December (31)
Average

Total Number of
Tasks (frequency)
1745
1175
1717
2171
1702

Total Time Time/Tasks Average Number of
(minute)
Tasks (month)
7756.95
4.45
60.17
8435.55
7.18
40.52
7279.68
4.24
59.21
7899.22
3.68
74.86
5020.13
4.89
58.69

Average Number of
Tasks (day)
2.01
1.31
1.97
2.41
1.93

3.1.2 Learning Portfolio of All Students in 2nd Semester
In 2nd semester, all students only practiced math game-based network homework at home.
In particular, they participated in tasks approximate 2 frequencies in every day; and they
spent approximate 5 minutes in each task, see Table 3. In other words, the results of 2nd
semester was similar the results of 1st semester. The findings proved that mostly students
can participate in math game-based network homework at home, that is, they could also
maintain the proficiency and fluency of task, even at home.
Table 3. Proportion of All Students‟ Participation in 2nd Semester. (n = 27, duration = 99 days)
February (7)
March (31)
April (30)
May (31)
Average

Total Number of
Tasks (frequency)
563
2235
1544
1295
1409.25

Total Time
(minute)
1050.03
10809.93
7262.68
6931.55
6513.55

Time/Tasks Average Number of Average Number of
Tasks (month)
Tasks (day)
1.87
20.85
2.32
4.84
82.78
2.67
4.70
57.19
1.91
5.35
47.96
1.55
4.19
52.19
2.11

3.2 Affective Experience
3.2.1 Self-Efficacy
The one-way ANOVA conducted on overall self-efficacy scores revealed a significant
difference for the treatments, F(1, 53) = 19.09, MSE = 5466.95, p=.000 < .01. The pairwise
comparison procedures revealed that students in 2nd semester phase (M = 158.41, SD =
13.08) showed higher self-efficacy than those in 1st semester phase (M = 138.46, SD =
19.94).
MANOVA indicated that the game-based network homework treatments had an effect on
components of self-efficacy, Wilks‟s Lambda = .373, F(5, 10) = 16.47, p=.000 < .01.
Univariate analyses indicated that differences occurred only for mastery experience and
physiological state. For mastery experience, there was a significant difference for the
treatments, F(1, 53) = 17.86, MSE = 489.83, p=.000 < .01, partial η2= 0.252. The pairwise
comparison procedures revealed that students in 2nd semester phase (M = 35.15, SD = 2.48)
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showed higher mastery experience than those in 1st semester phase (M = 29.18, SD = 6.92).
Regarding physiological state, there was a significant difference for the treatments, F(1, 53) =
38.28, MSE = 725.66, p=.000 < .01, partial η2= 0.419. The pairwise comparison procedures
revealed that students in 2nd semester phase (M = 30.44, SD = 2.74) showed higher
physiological state than those in 1st semester phase (M = 23.17, SD = 5.48). There was not a
significant difference for vicarious experience peers, vicarious experience adults, and social
persuasions.
4. Conclusions
This is a long-term study of a game-based learning environment to incorporate math
learning materials with paper-based homework and network-based homework. This study
focused on examining the findings of cognitive effectiveness and affective experience of
students. First, the findings indicated that students could continuously participate in math
task and maintain the proficiency and fluency of task in game-based network homework
platform across home and school time. Second, the findings proved the game-based network
homework platform for mostly students could attain self-efficacy.
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Abstract: RPG is a game genre that focuses the cooperative interaction among players, as
well as socialization and the improvement of communication skills. As these actions form
the very context of these games, RPGs have an inherent level of decision-making that
naturally occurs at all times throughout the course of the game. Those reasons led the idea
to take advantage of the RPG genre to design a model that is built in a Petri Net and that
combines concepts taken from the Game Theory and from the Theory of Persuasion for
easing the decision-making process in, particularly, MMORPG environments, as they have
all the benefits of the RPG genre and additionally, involves a massive number of players in
a kind of plot, thus, reinforcing the needing of interaction and of taking decisions.
Keywords: Psychology of Persuasion, MMORPG, Petri Net and Game Theory.

Introduction
In a game context the making of decisions is a crucial process that has direct influence on
any player performance, occurs at all times, at different levels of importance and of
awareness of the players. Thus, it is impossible to think of games without considering the
constant occurrence of the decision-making, which in fact, can even be seen at empirical
level by simple observation of a game match [7]. First, this paper uses the Game Theory
that consists of models for the analyses of conflicts and operations that are reliant on
strategic behaviors in which; a player’s actions are partly dependent on the actions of other
players [4][5]. Lastly and perhaps taking an even more prominent approach, this paper
applies a principle from the Theory of Persuasion to provide support to decision-making
process, due to its emphasis on the use of communication skills to change attitudes, beliefs
and even the behavior of other people, thus, preventing the use of force or coercion [2].
With the above said, the aim for this paper is to build a decision-making model founded
on the Reciprocity concept from the Theory of Persuasion for use on MMORPG
environments and in that, taking advantage of an entertainment environment that favors
the interaction of several players in order to apply concepts taken from the Theory of
Persuasion and from the Game Theory to aid these players to build their own knowledge.
1.

Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG)

The MMORPG is a variant of the traditional RPG that keeps many its concepts. The main
difference is its online game environment, with a massive number of simultaneous players
and the constant intervention of a team of Game Masters (see below), that work on plots
and create new challenges for players, while a traditional RPG is mainly described by
speech representation and thus, emphasizes the imagination of players during the game
sessions, which in turn, are commonly the continuation of a previously started session that
had to be interrupted [7]. The basic concepts for RPGs as well as MMORPGs are [1]:
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Player: the person in charge of one or more characters of the plot (each known as PC,
player character). A player has freedom of action in a game scenario, provided it
meets the game system of rules;
Game Master: the one who controls all factors that are related to settings and game
plot that does not involve any player character (PC) actions.
System of Rules: any action taken by PC must be addressed to the game master, who
in turn verifies at the game system of rules which is the result of the PC action under
the circumstances at the circumstances in which it was taken;
NPCs (Non Player character): a common RPG term that indicates a character that is
not controlled by any player. Thus, belonging to the game master.

2. The Theory of Persuasion
According to Robert Cialdini [2] persuasion regards is related to the use of communication
to change the attitudes, beliefs or behaviors of other people. But, this change must occur
voluntarily and not by the use of force or coercion. Hence, the person using of persuasion
must leads others to the acceptance of a particular idea by convincing them of it [3].
2.1. Consistency
The principle of consistency regards the desire to be (and appear) consistent with
previously established concepts. For example, when someone has to make a choice or take
a side on any particular matter – personal or interpersonal – it is important to maintain
what society considers a rational behavior. It is this kind of pressure that leads people to
have specific reactions that justify the decisions they have made [2]. Thus, the principle of
consistency employs the social norms as artifices for exploring the pressure of being
consistent with a said society prevailing beliefs, attitudes and behaviors, all of which, must
present a positive guise for its members.
To break a commitment or change an already established behavioral pattern is not only
seen in a negative way by other members of the society, but can also induce psychological
distress in the person infringing these social rules, who might eventually try to minimize
such problems by taking a behavior that goes against their own interests.
An extra benefit of this principle is that its strategy strengths itself over time, to the extent
that people often seek and define new reasons for explaining behaviors in an attempt to
maintain themselves consistent [2].
3. A Decision-Making Model based on The Theory of Persuasion
3.1. Circumstances for Consistency in MMORPGs
There are many circumstances in a MMORPG game environment for which the principle
of consistency can be applied. A diversity that is justified by the way that this genre of
games combines real-world elements with those of a surreal one in a single environment in
which players are able to interact with. The most common of these circumstances are:

The commitment in buying a rare item, which focuses on the knowledge that it was
very difficult for the seller to obtain this item;

The possibility of checking a seller’s Reputation (an attribute assigned to a PC that
ranks its consistency and that other players can consult);

Becoming popular (as the game environment tries to emulate the real world it is
possible for a PC to become popular);
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Players helping each other, an activity that “demands” an even greater commitment
among members of a same faction;

3.2. The module of the Principle of Consistency modeled in a Petri Net
Some ways to activate the Principle of Consistency in a MMORPG environment were
mentioned in the previous section and were modeled according to the depiction of Fig. 1
that clearly expresses the operational flow between those concepts on its environment.

Fig. 1 Flow of Consistency

Fig. 2 Petri Net for the MMORPG Consistency
Principle

The flow of Fig. 1 shows that the principle of consistency can be activated when a player
asks another player on its same faction for help with simple tasks such as locating an item,
completing a Quest1 or hunting a monster. For example, players who want to buy a rare
item can use of different tools such as the depicted Trade 2, Guild3 and Party4. The flow
shown in Fig. 1 starts when a player appeals to its subjects. All of which, are related to the
principle of consistency, such as, Help from Same Faction, Rare Item and Known Player,
this last is related to the fact that the consulted player may be someone known (a friend or
a player of high Reputation), thus creating a consistent profile for this player.
The Petri Net model for the Principle of Consistency, with its locations (states), transitions
and set of guided arcs, is depicted at Fig. 2. The formal definition of this net assumes an
m1 location as initial marking for any of the principles of the Theory of Persuasion. Still,
this does not limit a net model to one principle, being possible to create a cyclic movement
that extends the net to all other principles of the Theory of Persuasion. Once started, the
movement of this net will only cease if the active player decides to not conform to the
social norms of the principle. The list below details the states and variables of this net:

Variable m1 – Start of Consistency: the initial state of the model. It corresponds to a
player using the Consistency Principle to achieve a desired goal. Next, the player
activates the Requesting Support transition to change the current state of the net. To
proceed, the requesting player requires that a supporting player becomes available;

Variable m2 – Supporter Available: at this state, a supporting player waits for requests
coming from the player who activated the Consistency cycle. It also verifies if there is
an available supporting player for the request. If there is no player available to act as
passive intermediary for the principle, the Supporter Unavailable transition is
triggered. Otherwise, the Requesting Support transition is triggered;

Variable m12 – Waiting for Reputation Research: here, the active player of the
principle verifies the consistency of the profile of the supporting player. If the profile
is consistent, then the Chooses to Continue transition can be triggered. If not (or if the
chosen player is unavailable), the Chooses Not to Continue transition can be triggered;

1
2
3
4

In RPGs the term quest denotes a mission or a purpose that must be accomplished.
Trade is a MMORPG tool that allows two players to exchange or to sell items between them.
Guild is a MMORPG term for a corporation or league of players.
Term employed by RPGs for creating a hunting group or task force.
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Variable m13 – Waiting Start of Consistency: this state indicates the moment at which
the principle of Consistency starts to act. This instant effectively marks the network
start and triggers the m1 and m2 states;
Variable m3 – Waiting for Support Request: this state occurs while the active player
of the principle is deciding what to ask the passive players. This state has redundant
paths due to have been modeled to support parallel, concurrent, asynchronous and
non-deterministic systems (due to the net have been modeled after human activities).
The decision of which route to take is entirely up to the active player, who might
choose to trigger either the Buy Item, Request Help or Ask in Forum transition;
Variable m5 – Waiting for Rare Item: this state establishes that the passive player will
sell a rare item to the active player. This state might trigger the Buy transition;
Variable m6 – Waiting for the Order: a passive player may only proceed with the
negotiation of an item if such item is properly requested. If such request does not
happen, then the No Request for Purchasing Item transition is triggered. Otherwise,
the item is addressed to the Buy transition where the item value will be negotiated;
Variable m7 – True to Purchase: this state is attained after the value of a product is set
and a reliability bond is created between the involved players. At this state either the
Request Trade or Purchase Rejected transitions might be triggered;
Variable m9 – Negative Reputation for Requester by Purchase: one of the final states
of this Petri Net model. It is activated when a player at the active role of the principle
decides to abort the purchasing of an item, which creates a bond of unreliability
among the involved players. As the player is breaking the consistency cycle he/she
might be subjected to a penalty that decreases its points of reputation. This is an
undesirable (for players and for the intents of this paper) but it may occur;
Variable m8 – Waiting for Available Item: as implied by its name, this state concerns
the availability of an item owned by a passive player who may negotiate it. In case the
passive player does not currently have the item being negotiated the Unavailable Item
transition is triggered and this condition persists until the passive player can obtain
this item in order to sell it. Then, the Request Trade transition is triggered;
Variable m4 – Trade: is the state where the actual selling of an item occurs. Once an
item becomes available for selling and its value is set the Approve Trade transition is
triggered in order to check the goods being transferred, items and values alike;
Variable m10 – Purchase Accomplished: it is the state where the player completes a
purchase and that triggers the Score Reputation transition;
Variable m11 – Score Reputation by Sale: the model final state for the analyses of the
amount of sale a player accomplished by using the principle of consistency, thus
granting the player a better reputation on future sales;
Variable m26 – Score Reputation by Purchase: this state works similarly to the
previous one, but focus the buyer instead of the seller;
Variable m24 – Goal of Reciprocity Achieved: the principle of consistency does not
always acts as a cycle, thus it is possible to attain a final objective. For this to happen,
a player just needs to provide the assistance being required by another player. Thus,
taking the passive role of a seller or adviser and in that, assuming a position within the
principle does not “demands” a repayment. This situation fits the context of the model
at the same time that employs the principle of consistency. Hence, at this state it is up
to the active player to decide whether or not to trigger the Activation of Consistency
transition and repay the received aid;
Variable m25 – Waiting for the Choice of a Requester: this states stands for a “waiting
room” where players are placed while they decide what action to take. To trigger the
Chooses To Not Repay or the Chooses To Repay transition;
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Variable m27 – Negative Reputation for the Requester: it is a final state of the net that
occurs when the active player decides to not conform with the social norms of the
principle of consistency and thus, acquires a negative score on his/her reputation;

Variable m28 – Reputation for the Requester: there are two parallel routs that a player
may take at the Chooses To Repay state, one of which is the Reputation for the
Requester state. Here, a positive reputation is assigned to the active player, a fact that
will benefit him/her on future activations of the principle of reciprocity. The other
option is the Waiting Completion of Consistency Cycle state;

Variable m29 – Waiting Completion of Consistency Cycle: this state can be achieved
when a player triggers the Chooses To Repay transition. This state poses as a waiting
room where a player waits the activation of the Completion of Consistency Cycle
transition. After that, the cycle returns once again to the m13 state;
However, a Petri Net requires one more variable in addition to the above ones. This
variable is given by the net weight function and is responsible for launching the network.
Thus, a minimal weight value is required to effectively start the Petri Net.


3.3. Game Theory
The application of the Game Theory principle to the proposed model aims to achieve the
studying of the choice of the optimal decision for the activation of one of the principle of
the Theory of Persuasion (here, the Principle of Consistency) under conditions of conflict.
Moreover, as each player has its own set of strategies, every time a player chooses a
desired strategy a new profile is created at the space that comprises all possible situations.
Each of these situations also corresponds to a profile, due to every player having different
interests that are focused on the outcome of different circumstances. Mathematically, it is
said that each player has its own utility function that assigns a real number (the gain of
the player) to every game situation [8].
4. Conclusion
What this paper presents is an attempt to bring into focus the real benefits that the
principles of the Theory of Persuasion can add to the development of a decision-making
environment by demonstrating their advantages in an existing game environment in order
to model an architecture that meets the real needs of players (a problem present in usual
playable environments). Thus, it is held that the application of decision-making systems to
MMORPGs environments, combined with the principles and theories mentioned above,
can act in accordance with the conditions proposed for the model of persuasion, giving
these games a support that will allow players to better build their knowledge.
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Abstract:
VISOLE (Virtual Interactive Student-Oriented Learning Environment), which is a
teacher-facilitated pedagogical approach to game-based learning, aims at enabling students
to acquire subject-specific knowledge in a multi-disciplinary context as well as enhance
their higher-order thinking for problem solving. In order to gain an in-depth understanding
of the course of students’ learning in VISOLE, under the setting of formal curricular
teaching, we carried out a qualitative case study in a Hong Kong secondary school,
involving one teacher and 40 secondary-4 (K10) students. This paper focuses on presenting
a part of the entire study, discussing two impeding phenomena, degenerate gaming and halt
gaming, which emerged in a gamer-student’s learning process. The findings provide
insights into the issue of implementing game-based learning in classroom teaching.
Keywords: VISOLE, game-based learning, educational games, constructivist learning

1. Introduction
We have proposed VISOLE (Virtual Interactive Student-Oriented Learning Environment)
[1], a teacher-facilitated pedagogical approach to game-based learning. It aims at providing
students with opportunities to acquire subject-specific knowledge in a multi-disciplinary
manner and sharpen their higher-order thinking skills for problem-solving. VISOLE is
composed of 3 operable pedagogical phases, namely Multi-disciplinary Scaffolding (Phase
1), Game-based Situated Learning (Phase 2), and Reflection and Debriefing (Phase 3).
Farmtasia [2] is the first online game created to facilitate Phase 2 of VISOLE. The content
of the game was developed upon a multi-disciplinary topic, Agriculture, in the senior
secondary Geography curriculum of the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination1.
This topic involves eight areas of subject knowledge, including natural environment,
biology, economics, government, production systems, technology, natural hazards, and
environmental problems. Farmtasia features interacting farming systems which cover the
domains of cultivation, horticulture, and pasturage. In this virtual world, each student acts as
a farm manager to run a farm. Each of them competes for 2 quantified outcomes, i.e.,
financial gain and reputation, with three other students who are also running their own farm
simultaneously somewhere nearby. For enabling teachers to review students’ performance
and extract their gaming scenarios for conducting debriefing lessons (Phase 3 of VISOLE),
we implemented a teacher console in Farmtasia. When students are running their farm in the
virtual world, the game server will record their every single gaming action. Through the
1

Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination is an important public examination in Hong Kong
secondary education, equivalent to O-level examination in the United Kingdom.
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teacher console, teachers can replay students’ gaming proceedings in the form of video
playback.
An online knowledge manual, which covers all underlying knowledge employed to
model Farmtasia, was created to serve two purposes. Firstly, it is a reference guide for
teachers to prepare and frame their scaffolding lessons (Phase 1 of VISOLE). Secondly, it is
a learning resource bank for students to look up when they meet some insolvable problems
arising in the virtual world (Phase 2 of VISOLE). In addition, a blogging platform was
developed to facilitate students’ reflection exercise in Phase 3 of VISOLE. After each bout
of gaming, students are required to “blog” their own reflective journal through the platform.
By reading students’ blogs, teachers can grasp more clues about each student’s gaming /
learning progress. These clues can assist teachers in selecting more critical debriefing
content (students’ gaming proceedings) to be discussed with their students.
In 2006, we conducted an evaluative study [3] on VISOLE (with Farmtasia). The
research was carried out in the form of a competition (an extra-curricular activity).
Through the pre- and post-tests, we obtained positive results in terms of the students’
advancement in the knowledge and higher-order thinking skills concerned. However, a
significant amount of the interviewed students revealed that a number of impeding
phenomena emerged during the course of their participation in VISOLE. A number of
“plausible” student factors leading to these impeding phenomena were identified; one of
them was students’ prior gaming experiences 2 . Although we gained some initial
understanding of students’ learning process in VISOLE, it was still superficial.
Based on the previous study [3], we conducted further an in-depth qualitative case
study on the “inner-workings” of students’ learning process in VISOLE (with Farmtasia).
Our focus was to probe into the impeding phenomena which emerged during their
participation in VISOLE. We carried out this research in the setting of formal curricular
teaching in a Hong Kong secondary school, involving 1 teacher and 40 secondary-4 (K10)
students. This paper reports a part of the entire study, elaborating on two impeding
phenomena, degenerate gaming and halt gaming, which emerged in the course of a
gamer-student (who possessed rich gaming experiences).
2. Research Design
Our initial invitation scope focused on the five Geography teachers from those teachers who
had participated in the prior evaluative study in 2006 [3]. Eventually, only 1 female teacher,
Tracy (pseudonym), was willing to participate in this research3. Owing to the practical
constraint on recruiting additional suitable teacher participants, we adopted a single-case
study approach. It involved Tracy’s implementation of VISOLE (with Farmtasia) in
teaching her Geography class of 40 secondary-4 students on the topic of Agriculture.
2.1. Identification of a Gamer-student
Three weeks before Tracy’s implementation of VISOLE, we conducted a questionnaire
survey to gather the 40 students’ background information related to the plausible factors
(identified in the prior evaluative study [3]) that might lead to the emergence of the
impeding phenomena. The data collected helped us identify a number of initial key student
informants in the study. One week before the implementation, we visited the class twice to
start developing a friendly rapport with the students. We chatted purposively with the initial
2

Other plausible factors included students’ examination-orientedness, conception of learning, etc.
The reasons for the rejection given by the other four teachers were similar, and frank indeed. They did not
want to take “risk” to teach the formal curriculum concerned with a new educational innovation.
3
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key student informants in an informal way so as to gain more understanding about their
background and triangulate further the survey data. Finally, we selected a male student, Ben
(pseudonym), as one of the focal units of analysis4 in the entire study.
Ben, who was an enthusiastic gamer, had rich experiences in online gaming. His
classmate recognized him as a “game expert.” Apparently, Ben was a high achiever in the
“game world,” but he was a low achiever in terms of academic performance. Ben’s
academic rank was the second last in the class. He also realized Geography was one of most
boring subjects in his studies.
2.2. Implementation of VISOLE
There were two 70-minute Geography lessons every week in the school. Tracy used 6 weeks
(namely, Weeks 1 to 6) implemented the VISOLE approach. The implementation was
composed of 3 scaffolding lessons (Phase 1), 1 game-trial lesson, 12 bouts of gaming (Phase
2, namely Bouts 1 to 12), and 4 debriefing lessons (Phase 3). The game-trial lesson was to
help the students get familiarized themselves with the operation of Farmtasia. The
scaffolding lessons were completed in the first two weeks. The students started playing
Farmtasia in Week 3. They played one bout every 2 to 3 days (at home mainly) until Week 6.
Tracy conducted the debriefing lessons respectively after Bouts 2, 4, 7, and 12.
We adopted multiple data collection means to probe into the students’ learning process.
Table 1 shows a summary of the data types (in the left column) and the corresponding
collection means (in the right column) involved.
Table 1. Data Collection
Data Type

Data Collection Means

Participants’
Self-reported Data




Just-in-time researcher-student and researcher-teacher chats
Multiple purposive student / teacher interviews

Observational Data



Observations on scaffolding / gaming / debriefing lessons

Documentary Data




Students’ gaming proceedings
Students’ blog, and knowledge manual access logs

4. Findings
Figure 1 shows the bouts that Ben participated in Farmtasia. He only played the first five
bouts of the game. Table 2 displays his gaming results in those bouts, showing that the
capital and reputation of his farm increased bout by bout. Starting from Bout 6, Ben stopped
participating in Farmtasia. The following sub-sections will spell out 1) how Ben made good
achievements in the early bouts, and 2) why he ceased his participation in the middle of the
game.
4.1. Being a Serious and Active Participant
At the beginning of the VISOLE process, Ben was one of the most active participants in the
class. According to our observations, Ben very focused on listening what Tracy covered in
the scaffolding lessons. In the game-trial lesson, as expected, Ben was able to get himself

4

Other focal units of analysis included a non-gamer student, an “angry” student, and an academic
achievement-oriented student.
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familiarized with the operation of Farmtasia without any problems. Furthermore, he taught
some “weak-gamer” or “non-gamer” classmates how to start playing the game.
According to Ben’s access logs of the knowledge manual, he read the manual 4 times
respectively before playing Bouts 1, 2, and 3. He also “copied and pasted” a considerable
amount of content from the manual onto his blog for developing his gaming strategy notes.
Through the teacher console, we reviewed Ben’s gaming proceedings in Farmtasia. He led
other 3 players from Bout 1 till Bout 3. In those bouts, Ben usually did the right things at the
right time. In the first debriefing lesson (after Bout 2), we observed Ben quite engaged in
listening and discussing the gaming scenarios that Tracy extracted from Farmtasia. Ben told
us that he did enjoy this kind of learning approach. Moreover, he also sensed that studying
Geography was not really so boring.
1

Table 2. Ben’s Gaming Results
from Bout 1 to Bout 5

1—Played
0—Didn’t play
0
Bout 1

Bout 2

Bout 3

Bout 4

Bout 5

Bout 6

Bout 7

Bout 8

Bout 9

Figure 1. Bouts Played by Ben

Bout 10 Bout 11 Bout 12

Bout
1
2
3
4
5

Capital
$23,061
$32,120
$41,897
$88,541
$209,876

Reputation
106
121
142
165
172

4.2. Degenerate Gaming
As shown in Table 2, Ben’s capital in Farmtasia bloomed from $41,897 (after Bout 3) to
$88,541 (after Bout 4), and dramatically to $209,876 (after Bout 5). After reviewing his
gaming proceedings of Bouts 4 and 5, we found Ben had discovered an exploit5of the game
and developed a corresponding degenerate strategy6 on this exploit. Later, this strategy
became well-known in the class, and the students named it “cattle-scalping” —buying cattle
and then reselling them immediately at a higher price. Apparently, this exploit revealed a
fault inside the economic model implemented in Farmtasia. In real life, the price of cattle
should drop when cattle are available largely in the market.
According to Ben’s gaming proceedings, in the last 2 months (the virtual-world time)
of Bout 4 and the entire Bout 5, he did nothing except scalping cattle in Farmtasia. Ben’s
degenerate gaming in these 2 bouts brought him a profit of more than $140,000. In the third
debriefing lesson, Tracy discussed the cattle-scalping scenario with the class, and the fault
inside the supply-and-demand model of Farmtasia. Since Tracy realized that the scalping
exercise was meaningless to learning, she asked the class to stop doing it. She also
encouraged the students who had felt cheated to go on participating in Farmtasia.
4.3. Halt Gaming
Ben stopped playing Farmtasia since Bout 6. He even skipped Bout 10 which was scheduled
to be played during the lesson time. In that lesson, we observed that Ben was playing a new
commercial online game. In the interview with Ben after the completion of the VISOLE
process, Ben elaborated on why he had ceased to play the game since Bout 6—
I already found out a way to win in Farmtasia … this game is no longer
challenging to me … Even if I had went on playing the game, I should have
still scalped cattle in my farm …

5
6

Exploits [4] refer to weaknesses/loopholes in a game that allow players to advance in the game effortlessly.
Degenerate strategies [4] are ways of playing a game that ensure victory every time.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
The findings in Ben’s VISOLE process echo Koster’s claim on gamers [5] and
Csikszentmihalyi’s Flow theory [6]. Koster observed that gamers have an instinctual urge to
win in gaming. After ascertaining the ultimate goal of a game, they always look for the
“shortest path” to get there. As a richly experienced gamer-student, after 4 bouts of gaming,
Ben already derived a degenerate strategy on an exploit for making a great financial gain in
Farmtasia. After that, Farmtasia no longer kept him inside, in Csikszentmihalyi’s terms,
“optimal gameplay corridor” to motivate his participation. Ben regarded this game as no
more challenging. He stopped to start playing another new commercial game for seeking
new challenges therein.
Despite the inclusion of the teacher-facilitation components (scaffolding and
debriefing), a critical part of the learning taking place in VISOLE relies on students’ gaming
participation (Phase 2 of VISOLE, see [1]). Halting their gaming, students will miss
considerable learning opportunities offered in VISOLE. For example, Tracy injected an
artificial catastrophe7, locust attack, into the middle of Bout 8 in Farmtasia. It aimed at
arousing the students’ interest in looking for the related knowledge of this catastrophe (e.g.,
causes, precaution, remedy, etc), and providing them with a chance to practise their ability
to deal with contingency and emergency. Regrettably, Ben did not play Bout 8. He missed
this learning opportunity.
“Exploits” [4], which are weaknesses/loopholes in game design allowing players to
advance in games effortlessly, will impede the course of game-based learning. However,
having exploit-proof games for game-based learning is hard to be guaranteed, as gamers
often do things that game designers can not foresee [5]. Thus, besides minimizing the
number of exploits in games in the development stage, after the start of game-based learning,
once new exploits are noted or discovered, game designers should fix them immediately so
as to mitigate the negative effects on students’ learning process. On the other side, teachers
can also make use of the exploits as discussion materials to debrief their students. As shown
in our study, through Tracy’s debriefing on the cattle-scalping event, the students learnt
more about the related knowledge of the supply-and-demand in agricultural economics.
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The teacher console can also allow teachers to inject artificial catastrophes into the virtual world.
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Abstract: Do you know anything about Facebook? Maybe you had seen a movie which is
called Social Network. It’s talking about people get community on website.Facebook has
more and more user since 2006,and it had already become the most popular network
community in past few years.How can this small platform become so popular? It has a
graffiti wall allow users to

say something about their recent life. Between users, if

somebody like what you post on graffiti wall, this somebody may probably give you a
“like”.
However, these “Humanity” function are unable to find out what users’ emotion.So, if we
can build an affective computing platform on Facebook, analyzing users’ input
information(such as :what user type or what user say),it may help you understand what is
your emotion easily ,and this may help your friends know what is your situation recently
that they can have some corresponding to you, and this behavior is what we want to see;
We hope to use this platform to help improving you and your friends’ friendship. This
study is focus on three major as following: (1)Using Internet to have Community and
interaction .(2) How to build a platform combining affective computing on
Facebook(identify symbols including text and voice), then let users decide whether update
their emotion status on Facebook’s graffiti wall or not.(3) Setting up our platform on
mobile device. Such as: Android、iPhone…etc. We used Android smart phone in this
project.

Keywords: Mobile Device, Social Network, Affective Computing, Facebook, Android
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Introduction
Due to the Internet boom, The users of computers are growing to a great number . Many
people will use computer no matter how old you are; And using time is also being longer
and longer. For those results, many different communities had been built on Internet.
Those communities which were built on Internet have a new name .Here comes there new
name, ”Social Network”.
Facebook, which is the leader of social networks in recent years. According to
checkFacebook.com (Facebook’s official website) shows that, Facebook had already have
624,682,160 users, and is continuously growing. The data said that: Taiwan's Facebook
users have more than ten million people. What a enormous number!
You might have a question for Facebook, how did Facebook get so much users? Here is
the reason .Facebook has a function called ”user’s emotional state”, this one is really
attract teenagers; You can make friends on Facebook or comment a post by “like”. If your
friends change their emotional state from “In a relationship” into “single”, there must have
a lot of curious friends to ask “What’s going on” or something else. But sometimes ,they
are already heart-break, and don’t want to be bothered cause they are in a blue. So, we
think Facebook might need an affective computing platform which can let users talk about
themselves then make analysis. When user’s emotion state come out, sharing on the
graffiti wall .This may help people understand each others more and more.

1.

Research Methods

This research used affective computing algorithm, PHP, MySQL, Android mobile device
and Flash AS3 , to build a platform that can recognize emotion with user’s text or vocal
level. We built a platform by Flash AS3,turning it into an Android App to catch
information from user’s inputs. After our database get user’s information, it’ll return the
recognize results for users. The database used Facebook API to communicate with
Facebook.
Word recognition, using the method as follows: (1) Ontology and natural language
processing technology base on the Symbolic AI mode.(2) Computational Intelligence
model which is Combined with SVM, KNN and other classifiers, emotional dictionary,
language structure. Vocal level recognition part are: (1) Using sensors to capture
emotional speech signal, then use the endpoint detection method to cut out the useful
passages to exclude unnecessary data.(2) Calculating sound pitch and energy from the data
to define different emotional features. Finally, to determine the emotion state with hybrid
model of decision-making through voting algorithm to send the recognition results.
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2.

Experimental Results

Users can use our platform on Facebook or their Android phone. When users is using their
Facebook on the PC, they can use microphone to input the vocal level, then upload to
emotional recognize database or type text with their keyboard; Or, using Android smart
phone to give the information which our system need to our database. After system
recognized, the database will transfer user’s emotional state to their platform and the
platform will automatically upload the result to Facebook’s graffiti wall.

3.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, we met a numerous problem ;Some user don’t have a smart phone and
it’s not easy for everyone to accept what affective computing is (Some of the tester said
that it’s dangerous to give emotion to computer). This research did a great job to help
people understand what is the new trend of 22 century technology, Smart phone ,Android,
and affecting computing. We proof that computer have emotion it’s really humanity and
it’s only dangerous in movies.
There are more and more people start using smart phone. Android, Apple and windows,
they are getting better and cheaper. This is a chance to have a revolution on technology,
letting everybody have a smart phone it’s not just a dream; It have happened , and it’s still
happening.People will get closer due to our platform. It’s really easy to share your feeling,
after recognized you can upload your emotion to the Facebook. It is so easy to let people
know each others.
We hope to add facial detection in our platform. Besides, we want to put our platform not
just on Facebook or Android but even iPhone or Windows phone. This might help our
system to get more recognition and more accuracy.
Hoping user who use our platform will:(1)Getting more and more people to use Facebook,
and let the social network getting better and better.(2) Let user know what is their feeling
and help them to recovery or share with user’s happiness (3) Let people know each other
not just what they looked outside but their heart inside.
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Abstract: Eye movement tracking and augmented reality (AR) technologies are regarded of
more and more importance nowadays. Due to the continually improvement of measurement of
eye movement, it is applied to many research areas such as the processes of reading and
cognition. However, the study on eye tracking when manipulating AR systems is still in
infancy. Therefore, this work aims at combing AR and eye movement evaluation. In the
experiment, the participants were divided into two groups: domain experts group and IT skilled
group, with each group 30 persons. All participants manipulated AR teaching aids on
performing tasks about learning monocotyledons/dicotyledons recognition. This study used
eye tracking to measure the operation of the AR task time and number of operating times.
Hope to have a better understanding of the use of the AR. This study analyzed the relationship
among the eye movement conditions, workload level, and the system usability via the use of
scales through the system scale (SUS), the Task Load Index NASA-TLX scale, and several
types of eye movement evaluation.
Keywords: Augmented Reality (AR), Eye Movement Tracking

1. Introduction
The oculomotor measure is applied in reading research generally. As the progress of
technology, new instruments have more subtle and precise tracks on the eyes. There’re many
research infers reading and other trace of cognition process from the experiment of
oculomotor.[1][2] Since AR is regarded of importance and widely applied to many areas
nowadays, this work attempts to explore the user behaviors when manipulating AR interfaces
so that the designers can establish a better AR system. Besides, the study on eye tracking
when manipulating AR systems is still in infancy. Therefore, this work aims at combing AR
and eye movement evaluation[3][4]. This work will construct AR teaching aids on learning
monocotyledons/dicotyledons recognition. this study will analyze the relationship among the
eye movement conditions, workload level, and the system usability via the use of scales
through the system scale (SUS), the Task Load Index NASA-TLX scale, and several types of
eye movement evaluation.
2. The Method of Research
The structure of this research is showed in picture 1. This paper addresses the
following research questions:Q1:Is there a significant difference in eye movement between
users with various learning backgrounds when manipulating AR systems? Q2:Is there a
significant difference in task loads between users with various learning backgrounds when
using AR to learn monocotyledon/dicotyledon recognition? Q3:Is there a significant
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difference in perceived system usability between users with various learning backgrounds
when using AR to learn monocotyledon/dicotyledon recognition?
Subjects
Research Group
IT skilled group
Q1
Attention
Eye Movement Data

Augmented Reality
Q2
NASA-Task Load
Index (NASA-TLX)

Q3
System Usability Scale
(SUS)

Figure 1. Research Framework.

3. Experimental Results
In this study, the eye tracker was used to measure the eye movements of subjects when
they were performing the experiment tasks. The system diagram is shown as in Figure 2.

Figure2. System diagram

When viewing marker-1 and marker-2, the average fixation duration of the IT skilled
group is significantly longer than that of the expert domain group, as shown in Table 1. In
Table 2, the average fixation count of the IT skilled group is significantly higher than that of
the expert domain group. In Table3, when viewing these four makers, the values of average
fixation duration of the IT skilled group are closer. It conveys that the IT skilled group takes
the similar strategies when observing these four cards. When the IT skilled group views these
markers, the eyes move with saccadic jumps; the eye movements direct at the target direction.
Table 4 indicates that the saccade counts decrease in both groups when viewing these four
cards, where the saccade count of the domain expert group is less than that of the IT skilled
group. Besides, there are significant differences in saccade counts between two groups when
viewing marker-1and marker-2.
As to the task loads, Table 5 indicates that the average values of mental load,
physiological load, time load, and frustration level of the domain expert group are higher than
the IT skilled group; whilst the energy consumption and performance show reverse results.
The SUS result is shown in Table 6. It indicates the IT skilled group obtains a higher
SUS score than the domain expert group. However, there is no significant difference. As to
the skewness and kurtosis, the domain expert group has right-skewed normal peak, whilst the
IT skilled group has left-skewed normal peak.
Table 1. T-test on Fixation Duration
IT Skilled Domain Expert
Group
Group
Variables
Average
Average
Marker-1
56566.80
40247.77
Marker-2
38806.27
24841.03
Marker-3
24153.67
23844.63
Marker-4
18447.17
19680.00
*p<0.05

P Value
.000*
.000*
.946
.663

Table 2. T-test on Fixation Count
IT Skilled
Domain Expert
Group
Group
Variables Average (ms) Average (ms)
Marker-1 1468.73
650.47
Marker-2 957.53
406.03
Marker-3 283.47
231.50
Marker-4 248.10
180.47
*p<0.05

P Value
.000*
.000*
.324
.196
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Table 3. T-test on Average Fixation Duration

Variables
Marker-1
Marker-2
Marker-3
Marker-4
*p<0.05

Table 4. T-test on saccade count

IT Skilled
Group
Average (ms)

Domain Expert
Group
Average (ms)

P Value

Variables

33.30
33.43
43.50
35.80

90.63
417.27
38.33
340.43

.169
.113
.534
.113

Marker-1
Marker-2
Marker-3
Marker-4
*p<0.05

IT Skilled
Group
Average

Domain Expert
Group
Average

P Value

1765.33
1137.20
671.23
519.67

1052.00
686.41
686.16
467.54

.000*
.000*
.910
.533

Table 5. Descriptive statistics and t-test on average task loads

Variables
Mental load
Physiological load
Time load
Energy consumption
Performance
Frustration level
*p<0.05

IT skilled group
Average Skewness
2.20
.293
2.03
.763
2.30
.555
2.16
.232
3.63
.692
2.06
.543

Kurtosis
.261
.018
-.212
-.786
-.699
-.140

Domain expert group
Average Skewness
2.83
-.132
2.33
.749
2.56
.001
2.06
.338
3.13
1.217
2.33
.226

Kurtosis
2.150
.058
-.214
-.170
3.711
-.498

p Value
.002*
.249
.278
.651
.004*
.243

Table 6. SUS results and t-test

IT skilled group
domain expert group
*p<0.05

Average
66.91
62.91

Max
87.5
85

Min
27.5
40

Skewness
-1.353
2.406

Kurtosis
-.157
-.165

p value
.196

4. Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, because the research is designed to match the operation of remote eye
tracker, so the design of expandable virtual reality experiment is more easier. So we could
suggest that the expandable virtual reality could add more Interaction. Now we have two
groups of subjects of this research, IT skilled group and domain expert group. And it have a
possibility to add the third group, like about the academic group in the high school, to
increase the difference between the subjects. Or we could classify the different subjects
according to learning or recognition style. Besides, the 3D plant model is in an acceptable
range for subjects, but it’s not so subtle enough. So we could cooperate with art talented
person to show a visual effect subjects expect to add the interest to the experiment.
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Abstract: Researchers have started to apply games to education recently. Teachers can use
computers to understand and manage students’ learning statuses. However, games are
seldom designed and used for teachers, who play important roles in the learning process.
This study therefore applies the concept of a management game for teachers using students’
learning portfolios. Furthermore, this study creates an environment that teachers play the
role of gardeners and who grow and take care of trees which represent students. Many of
teachers have never shared game experiences to students which may cause the gap between
students and teachers. This study aims to clear up the gap between students and teachers
through game-based teacher management system, and also to create a game interface for
teachers to visualize students’ learning profiles and interact with students.
Keywords: game-based learning, learning portfolio

1. Introduction
An old Chinese saying goes, “It takes ten years to grow trees but a hundred years to rear
people.” The trees here are a metaphor of students, of whom their teachers need to take care.
As if a gardener cultivates plants, a teacher needs to watch students’ learning statuses, to
perceive their mistakes, and to help them correct these mistakes. However, in a classroom
without computers, it is difficult for teachers to take care of every student. For this reason,
there is a need to develop a teacher management system, which can present students’
learning statuses and, more importantly, personal learning portfolios.
Learning portfolios, a kind of method to evaluate students’ learning processes and
outcomes, allows teachers to understand what students pay and gain in the learning process
[1]. Learning portfolios collect various data of students’ learning activities, such as
documents, photographs, interaction data, and so on [2]. In addition, learning portfolios can
also stimulate teachers’ reflection on teaching [3]. Therefore, a teacher management system
should be established on the basis of students’ learning portfolios. However, it is difficult
for most teachers to understand the meanings of learning portfolios in a teacher
management system because they may be not an expert to interpret the data.
On the other hand, games can provide an intuitive way to present learning portfolios.
Furthermore, games can help teachers setup teaching goals without pressures. Hence, this
study designs a gamed-based teacher management system, My Teaching Forest, which
adopts the metaphor of trees. More specifically, the system is designed to collect and
provide students’ learning portfolios for teachers. Besides, teachers and students can share
common learning experiences. Teachers can also manage students’ learning statuses more
effectively and efficiency with the system.
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2. My Teaching Forest
This study applies the metaphor of trees to establish a game-based teacher management
system. In the system, every tree represents a student. If a student performs well, his/her tree
grows well; but if he/she performs badly, the tree grows badly. The system can transform
complicated learning portfolios into simple and concrete objects. With the system, teachers
can monitor students’ learning statuses more easily.
Figure 1(a) shows several forests. Each one represents the whole condition of a class.
Teachers can visit other teachers’ forests by clicking them, which may show more details.
By doing so, they exchange their experiences of managing a forest, or taking care of a class.
For connecting the system with six-year elementary education, the authors change the old
Chinese saying mentioned earlier into “It takes six years to grow trees but a hundred years to
rear people.”

(b) My forest

(a) Forests
Figure 1: My Teaching Forest

As shown in Figure 1(b), the system creates an environment that teachers play the role of
gardeners, growing and taking care of trees which represent students. Every tree has five
stages: seed, bud, seedling, growing and bloom to fruitage. In the process, trees may
undergo some positive or negative situations depending on students’ learning statuses.
If a student does not do assignment, his/her learning paces become slow, or his/her scores
decrease, negative situations happen. The negative situations include insect pests or drought.
These situations may remind the teacher to help the student. If students perform well on
learning, teacher can use irrigation, sun shine and fertilization to help the tree grow up.
Besides, teachers could interact with students and students could exchange their learning
experiences.
My Teaching Forest provides the learning portfolio of every student to teachers. Each
student have its’ detail information, which shows what the student have learned and what
assignments or practices undone. According to teachers’ interface of every child’s different
learning pace and condition, teachers could assign different learning tasks to different
students. Besides, Students could set how much learning tasks they want to reach in this
week.
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EeClick button could get
more information of
students’ learning task

Ee students’ goal setting
and the outcome
Figure3：Personal learning information.
Individuals set their general criterion for academic tasks to be learning and improving,
then as they monitor their performance and regulate it, this guide them toward the use of
self-regulatory processes [5]. Specific goals (numbers of problems to complete) enhance
learning and active self-evaluation than general goals [6]. Teachers also see every student’s
learning goal and whether achieve or not through our system. Thus, teacher could use this
information to help students justify their goals or give some advices.

3. Conclusion
Teachers, many of whom have never shared the experiences of playing digital game, face a
deep chasm when trying to communicate with this generation in their classroom population
[7]. We hope to clear up the gap between students and teachers through our game-based
interface for teachers. On the other hand, to make teachers not feel the teacher management
system is just a kind of tools which shows some records, it could be efficient and joyful!
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Abstract: In this study, we examined the effectiveness information presentation for statue
appreciation using augmented reality teaching equipment. We clarified that the interest in
statues can be improved by adding animation to computer graphics (CG) statues and
presenting them at real size. On the other hand, we found that the interest in the information
of a statue decreased as the interest in the statue increased. It is useful to present CG text to
improve the interest in the information of the statue.
Keywords: Augmented reality, teaching equipment, information presentation

Introduction
In various fields, real-world oriented interfaces, which allow interaction between a
computer and objects in the real world, is gaining attention [1]. These technologies are
becoming more easily recently become available and hardware is becoming smaller and
cheaper.
For instance, augmented reality (AR), which can synthetically present virtual objects in real
environments [2], is studied in educational fields. Teshima et al.[3] and Shirouchi et al.[4]
have conducted practical research on AR teaching equipment. It has been suggested that the
learning ability could be improved by presenting virtual objects in regular textbooks.
However, no study has examined the effectiveness of information presentation using AR
teaching equipment.
The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness information presentation via AR
teaching equipment using as an example of statue appreciation in art education.
1. Procedure
1.1 AR teaching equipment for statue appreciation
AR teaching equipment for statue appreciation was developed using an AR authoring
software (metaio Unifeye SDK). The learner can observe computer graphics (CG) statues
using a head- mounted display (HMD). The web camera unit in the HMD recognizes
square- markers pasted on a piece of paper. In addition, a control PC processes information
on the locations of the square- markers, and a CG statue is presented on paper.
Figure 1 compares four types of content generated by the AR teaching equipment. The
"Standard type" which only generates CG statues on paper is compared to the three other
types. For the "Animation type," the CG statue rotates at a constant speed. For the "CG Text
type," the CG text is generated in addition to the CG statue. The "Real Size type" generates
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a real-size CG statue. For this type, a cube-shaped marker consisting of six square markers
was used so that the web camera can recognize the marker from about 1 m away.
square-marker
(40 × 40 mm)

CG statue

Animation type

paper

CG Text type

CG text

Standard type
Real Size type
cube-shaped marker
(100×100×100 mm)

Figure 1: Content presented via AR teaching equipment
1.2 Subjective assessment by survey
Thirty undergraduate university students participated in the survey. After viewing all four
presentation types simultaneously, the students responded to the items listed in Table 1. The
questionnaire consisted of four categories: Statue Presentation, Information Presentation,
Motivation, and Usefulness. The students compared each presentation type with the Standard
type by selecting from the responses "Strongly agree," "Agree," "Neutral," "Disagree," and
"Strongly disagree." The point scores were 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The mean value of
the points in each category was then calculated and analyzed.
Table 1: Items in each category on the questionnaire
Statue Presentation

Information Presentation

 I actively appreciated the statues.
 I concentrated on appreciating the statues.
 I examined the statues’ shapes.
 The statues’ CG representations were easy to see.

 I actively studied the statues’ information.
 I concentrated on appreciating the statues’
information.
 I understood the statues’ information.
 It was easy to see the statues’ information.

Motivation

Usefulness

 I want to learn more about these statues.
 I want to learn more about other statues.
 I want to conduct a class using an AR textbook.

 I enjoyed using the AR teaching equipment.
 AR textbooks are an effective teaching
equipment for sculpture appreciation.

2. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the results of the subjective assessment in each category. The data was
analyzed using ANOVA and multiple comparisons using the least significant difference
(LSD) method. The effect of the content type was statistically significant in each category:
Statue Presentation [F(2,58) = 26.89, p < 0.01], Information Presentation [F(2,58) = 71.21, p
< 0.01], Motivation [F(2,58) = 12.73, p < 0.01], Usefulness [F(2,58) = 3.32, p < 0.05].
In the "Statue Presentation" category, the LSD method showed that the mean values of the
Animation and Real Size type data were higher than that of the CG Text type data (MSe =
0.25, p < 0.05). In the "Information Presentation" category, the LSD method showed that the
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mean value of the CG Text type data was higher than that of the Animation and Real Size
type data. Moreover, the mean value of the Animation type data was higher than that of the
Real Size type data (MSe = 0.52, p < 0.05). In the "Motivation" category, the LSD method
showed that the mean value of the Real Size type data was higher than that of the Animation
and CG Text type data (MSe = 0.18, p < 0.05). In the "Usefulness" category, the LSD
method showed that the mean value of the Real Size type data was higher than that of the
CG Text type data (MSe = 0.18, p < 0.05).
The results show that presenting not only paper media but also CG textual information in the
AR teaching equipment was effective for understanding of the content. Moreover, it was
found that learners’ interest increased when the CG statue displaying information was
animated at its real size.
Standard Type

1

2

3

4

5

Mean

Animation type
CG Text type
Real Size type

4.3

Statue Presentation

✻
4.5 ✻

3.6

2.9

✻
✻

✻

Information Presentation

4.3
2.2

Motivation

3.7
3.8

✻
4.2

Usefulness

4.4
4.2
4.5

✻
**: p <.01，*: p <.05, ✝: .05 < p <.10

Figure 2: Results of the subjective assessment
3. Conclusion
In this study, we examined effectiveness information presentation using AR teaching
equipment for statue appreciation. We found that students’ interest in statues was increased
by adding animation to the statues and presenting them at their real size. We also found that
the interest in a statue’s information decreased as the interest in the statue increased.
Moreover, we found that students’ motivation and the usefulness of the presentation could
be improved by presenting real-size CG statues in an AR textbook. In the future, we will try
to provide more evidence for these results by using an AR textbook in classes.
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Abstract: DaMath is an educational game that embodies the concept of a local strategic
game, dama, combined with mathematics, by adding computational values on its chips. This
game has been promoted in the Philippines to be a collaborative endeavor in increasing the
awareness of learning mathematics especially on students. However, certain game
requirements like board, chips and counter player are a hindrance to game portability and
easy accessibility. Mobile gaming technology satisfies much of the matter and to back it up,
the percentage of mobile phone users is significantly increasing every day. The application
had been found functional as a whole and served its purpose insofar as eliminating the
hassles of having to carry around the game‟s board and chips.
Keywords: Interactive, Mobile Game, Numeracy, DaMath

1. Introduction
Learning basic mathematical concepts and skills should be fun and exciting rather than a
tedious task for the students. In the Philippines, a board game known as DaMath was
created by Jesus Huenda in late 1970s due to his difficulties in teaching students math
basics. His aim was to transform mathematics into an enjoyable and educational subject for
the students. The game has become a highly addictive game in the country and the inventor
received a presidential merit award for his educational project [1]. The local game has been
widely promoted in schools nationwide for it was seen to be a good training material in the
field of mathematics. DaMath is composed of chips, which signifies numbers, and a board
similar to chess but with the basic mathematical symbols in it. The invention of DaMath
contributed techniques for educators to improve numeracy skills among students,
specifically on primary and secondary education.
With the recent advancement of technology, the use of mobile phones has increased
significantly. And with the capabilities of current mobile phones, issues related to
portability and accessibility of the conventional DaMath game has been addressed. To play
the game, a player needs a DaMath board, chips and an opposing player, which may not be
readily available at all times. Making DaMath a mobile game could provide the players with
mobility, accessibility and ease of use to boost the interest of today‟s youngsters. In this
paper, we present the mobile interactive DaMath game, which can be played by the students
through their mobile phones.
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2. Background of the Study
Being aware of the impact of mobile technology on today‟s generation will push us to find
ways to incorporate learning and training on what the present youth take pleasure in, which
are the games they play.
Students nowadays are no longer the youth our educational system was designed to
teach [2]. The 21st century students have been introduced to technologies which provide
education type of entertainment. One evident example is the integration of learning with
gaming. By making learning fun, it motivates students and helps them to pay attention and
stay focused on the subject. The success of game-based learning strategies owes to active
participation and interaction being at the center of the experience, and signals that current
educational methods are not engaging students enough[3]. The benefits of effective use of
game-based learning are considerable, but as studies have shown use is often most effective
with particular learners who enjoy learning with games [4][5]. Moreover, mobile devices
have been used in both learning and gaming. Mobile learning calls for „environment and
time independent pedagogy‟, informal and spontaneous, and lends itself to situated learning
in real-life settings[6].In Augmented Learning, Eric Klopfer describes the largely untapped
potential of mobile learning games—games played on such handheld devices to make a
substantial impact on learning. Klopfer argues that the strengths of the mobile platform—its
portability, context sensitivity, connectivity, and ubiquity—make it ideal for learning games
in elementary, secondary, university, and lifelong education[7].
The implementation of DaMath game for mobile phones could provide mobility,
broad-reach ability, ubiquity, convenience and localization.

3. Implementation
The interactive mobile DaMath game was developed using Java™ 2 Platform, Micro
Edition (J2ME™), Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) 1.1, and Mobile
Information Device Profile (MIDP) 2.0, which was initially developed to support Nokia
Series 40 and is now also compatible with Nokia Series 60 mobile phones. In addition, the
game uses Java API for Bluetooth (JSR-82) to enable the needed Bluetooth connectivity
function for the application. The game was compiled, ran, and tested with the Sun Java
Wireless Toolkit 2.5.2 emulator, before it was loaded and installed to mobile phones.
With the conventional DaMath game, an opponent may not be available at all times.
In the mobile version, an AI component was created to allow single player or standalone
mode. The AI design of the DaMath game implemented alpha-beta pruning procedure in
Minimax algorithm to improve the efficacy of search of two-player game. In the case of two
players, the user can play with a human opponent provided that both have the game installed
in their respective mobile phones and are connected via Bluetooth connection.
4. Results and Discussions
A mobile interactive DaMath game was developed to further support mobile game-learning
environment. The mobile version of the game allows students to play DaMath anytime and
anywhere with an AI opponent or with another human opponent through Bluetooth
connection. The mobile version of DaMath was tested by few elementary students. The
students enjoyed playing with the AI opponent than with other human opponent. Like the
conventional game, students aimed at getting the higher point over the AI opponent by
carefully selecting a chip to move. In this game, capturing the opponent‟s dama chips is
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strategically planned such that a player would target a chip representing high number. The
game becomes a combination of strategic higher order thinking skills and basic
mathematical operations [1]. According to the students, they enjoyed playing the game
because it‟s in a mobile environment but with same set of original rules except for the
game‟s time duration which is reduced to 10 minutes from 20 minutes. The game‟s GUI
received a satisfactory rating though there were recommendations presented with regards to
the navigation of chips. In terms of game duration, game flow and over-all fun, users found
the game satisfactorily enjoyable and effective as a whole. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of
the game.

Figure 1—left to right. (a) Current chip with green selection indicator; (b) and (c) Active chip with blue
indicator, ready to move to the right or left diagonal position; (d) Opponent‟s current chip with green
selection indicator; (e) Opponent‟s active chip with blue indicator, ready to tackle; (f) Yellow chip has
been tackled.

5. Conclusion & Recommendations
Mobile implementation is an effective way to address portability and mobility of the
DaMath game as well as making it an easy and appealing tool for training and learning
mathematics. The evaluation on its efficacy was not determined during the study, however,
the development of it mobile version will highly benefit the students as the game can be
accessible at all times. For further studies, the game will be improved to provide specific
features that will increase player‟s experience with DaMath game (e.g. hints, best moves)
and user-interface interaction.
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Abstract: A significant use of Multimedia Based Learning within schools and universities
across the world give rise to concern about learners' differences in performance and
interaction style in these environments. The computer human interaction (CHI)
environment regularly researches factors that affect the success or failure in interaction
with computers. Designers need to construct meaningful frameworks for making
appropriate decisions regarding visual design and user interaction. Many research studies
are engaged in finding ways to build a computer-learning environment that can
accommodate the different levels of learners' needs and abilities. This paper concludes that
understanding individual differences of learners and learner's characteristics will
undoubtedly help designers to provide effective educational programs, in which users can
acquire knowledge that will meet their individual needs, resulting in improved learning
performance in multimedia computer based learning environments. In addition, The paper
suggests that in any e-learning adoption must match learners’ expectations in order to keep
them motivated and attracted to the system.
Keywords: HCI, Interface Design, Educational Multimedia, Usability.

1. Introduction
Learners’ performance, perception, and their ability to comprehend learning materials are
determined by their varying skills and abilities. In other words, some users may need more
explanations than others. In hypermedia, learners are allowed to learn in their own ways
and to make their own paths through the material. In this way, they learn things at their
own pace and construct their understanding of subject matter actively. It is important that
instructors are easily able to recognize information resources that match user’s needs. In
addition, user’s should have a flexible interface that accommodates their individual
preferences, learning styles.

2. Individual differences
Learners may have different backgrounds, especially in terms of their knowledge, skills,
and needs, so they may show various levels of engagement in course content. Therefore,
many studies argue that no one style will result in better performance. However, learners
whose browsing behavior was consistent with their own favored styles obtained the best
performance results. Previous studies by Chen and Macredie [2], demonstrated the
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importance of individual differences as a factor in the design of computer-based learning.
Such individual differences have significant effects on user learning in multimedia
computer-based learning. The sections bellows discuss individual differences of learners
such as cognitive styles; gender differences; prior knowledge; and culture.

2.1 Cognitive Styles
Cognitive style refers to the preferred way individual’s process information. Multimedia
and hypermedia learning systems provide users with freedom of navigation that allows
them to develop learning pathways. Much empirical evidence indicates that not all learners
can benefit from these systems. In particular, some learners have problems dealing with
non-linear learning. Research into individual differences by Ford and Chen [4] suggests
that a learner’s cognitive style has considerable effect on learning in multimedia systems.

2.1.1 Field-Dependent versus Field-Independent
Field dependence (FD) and field independence (FI) refers to an analytical or global
approach to learning, and is probably the most well-known division of cognitive styles. FI
learners generally are analytical in their approach, whereas FD learners are more global in
their perceptions. Many experimental studies have argued the impact of FD and FI on the
learning process, Ford and Chen [3].
2.1.2 Holist versus Serialist Strategy
A study by Chen and Macredie [2], two versions of a hypermedia learning system, the
Breadth-first and the Depth-first, were designed with program control paths. In the Depthfirst version, each topic was presented in detail before the next topic, which was presented
in the same way (i.e., Serialist condition). The material was classified into seven depth
levels. In contrast, the Breadth-first version provides a summary of all of the material prior
to introducing detail (i.e., Holist condition), and included 12 categories in breadth. Results
showed that users whose cognitive styles were matched to the design of hypermedia
learning systems that they preferred achieved higher posttest scores. Field Dependent
learners performed better in the Breadth-first version than in the Depth-first version.
2.1.3 Visualized versus Verbalized
Visualizer and Verbalizer emphasizes the presentation of information. Since multimedia
systems incorporate numerous ways to present information, such as text, graphics, sound,
animation and video, multimedia content was found to significantly influence users’ levels
of understanding and enjoyment. According to Jonassen and Grabowski [5], the main
differences between the two cognitive styles, Visualizers and Verbalizers, is that a
Visualizer prefers to receive information via graphics, pictures, and images, whereas a
Verbalizer prefers to process information in the form of words, either written or spoken.
Visualizers prefer to process information by seeing, whereas Verbalizers prefer to process
information by listening and talking.
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2.2 Learner's Gender
Gender differences are also argued as an important factor that significantly impacts
learning in hypermedia learning systems. Studies show that, in general, females have less
experience with computers than males. Thus, females tend to experience more
disorientation in hypermedia than males [1], and males have been found to outperform
females [4].

2.3 Prior knowledge
Learners with different levels of prior knowledge, from experts to novices, benefit
differently from hypermedia learning systems. According to Simmons and Lunetta [7], a
novice can be defined as someone having little or no formal training/experience in the area
examined, whereas an expert can be defined as a learner with formal training and
experience in the area under investigation.

2.4 Learner's Culture
Designers of multimedia interfaces should be aware of the cultural features of the program
in which it is important to have a mechanism to understand the cultural elements of the
target user. These mechanisms are needed not only to provide “good” cultural multimedia
interfaces to learners across multiple cultures, but also to serve as tools for users of a
specific culture. It is important to understand the difference between what is
comprehensible to a culture and what is acceptable, Russo and Boor [6]. Because social
norms, values, and traditions vary greatly between cultures, what is acceptable in one
culture can be objectionable in another. One of the design principles in any interactive
multimedia application is to understand the relationship between the various visual
elements of the intended application and how multimedia programs can accommodate
“culturally diverse” users. This is accomplished by seeking users’ perceptions of the
presentation aspects of an interface.
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Abstract: This paper is a report on the findings in making a storytelling with evaluation and
modification activities conducted on a undergraduate level. The university’s storytelling
class enables students to both deepen the students’ self-understanding and heighten their
skills in using computers and problem solving. First students write a narration of a story
relating to them and then convert the story to a slide presentation. After appreciating the
story slide show together and evaluating them by peer, then the students modify them. The
students in this study felt that these activities deepened their self-understanding, as shown
by significantly high average rating scale values. The factor analysis was conducted on these
values and found three factors: “skill in solving one's own problems cooperatively and
creating,” “skill in setting up problems and in expressing opinions,” and “interest in
computers and technical skills in using computers.” The average rating values for the factors
were raised significantly at the posteriori of creating the first work.
Keywords: storytelling, slide, evaluation activity, problem-solving skill, higher education,
educational effects

Introduction
Many studies of new effective methods of teaching have been conducted [4]. It was found
that classes can foster students’ problem solving skills through a series of activities that
repeat self-evaluation, peer evaluation, and correction of weaknesses in assignment to
produce a product in a university class [5], [6], [9].
Creative activities producing products that inform and entertain people by describing
real and imaginary events, using graphics, narration and music, are called storytelling [3]. In
a digital storytelling, still pictures, such as photos, figures, and drawn pictures, are displayed
sequentially with narration. Still pictures are easy to handle for the producers of such
assignments, and students can reflect upon memories or what they learned through
reviewing still pictures [2]. Digital stories can be easily reconstructed, and producers can
distribute a story to many people via the Web [11]. It has been reported that the practical
class improved the quality of their text narratives through the practice of digital storytelling,
compared to the control class that did not practice it [1].
Students create things which others can use and evaluate each other. They correct the
products based on others’ evaluations. We let students learn how to create what others
require. It is thought that students’ skill to solve a problem can be fostered by such practice.
The effect of storytelling depends to the purpose, the instructional design, etc. However, the
changes and effects on students’ perception related to skills are rarely measured
quantitatively.
Creating storytelling was undertaken as a class in order to increase students’
self-understanding and improve their computer skills. "self-understanding" means to
understand and recognize oneself which character each student has and what he likes and
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dislikes, and so on. Students create a slideshow in PowerPoint which tells a story about their
life by looking back on it. In the creative process, we made students inform the meaning of
correcting in making products and the method delivering to people what students consider
by taking in the evaluation and correction process [7], [8]. Students were required to present
report which was filled in content of product, self-evaluation, peer evaluation, and
consideration about contents to report at the end of the classes. After checking the submitted
report, the teacher pointed out unclear and incomplete elements. The students corrected
their reports. It is reported that the attitude related to the skills acquired through these
activities were improved [10]. In this paper, effects of creating digital story telling for three
themes are explained by analyzing questionnaire for attitude related to abilities.

1. Instructional Design and Method
The interest course was an information science experiment, consisting of three hours/week
as one of the compulsory subjects in the second term at A university. The “creating digital
storytelling” unit consisted of 14 lessons and led by the author. Each class took 180 minutes,
and the class proceeded according to the plan shown in Table 1. The class was conducted by
a teacher and a teaching assistant (TA). After explaining the activities at the beginning of
each class, they walked around the classroom and responded to questions as needed. There
were 31 participants.
1.1

Purposes of Lesson

The purposes of this course are as follows: (1) to create a story on the assigned theme and
thereby raise self-understanding and self-analysis, since they are important when searching
for jobs; (2) to heighten students’ skills in computer use, self-expression, and logic through
creative activities; (3) to increase and develop problem solving skills through discovering
the process of determining and creating something useful for people through the activities of
evaluation and revision.
Since students tell their stories through a slide show in this class, it is important to
create a scenario through which peers can understand their stories. In order to complement
the narrative, they must consider how pictures and photos are composed and organized as
expression unlike the sentence. They make their stories easy to understand in order to
convey their actions and thoughts to peers by using a computer and manipulating the
graphic and text media. The autobiographical nature of the storytelling assignment make the
students think about themselves in the first story’s draft. They are required to modify their
works after the peer-review. Students are made understand that they should work while they
think about a person in order to work for the person.
1.2

Lesson plans

Students are requested to make storytelling of the first work "self understanding," the
second work "story for children", and the third work "future course" as a title in this class.
The first, second and third works are made each in 5, 5, four weeks. The students draw six
pieces of pictures in accord with the scene of the story and make them a slide of PowerPoint.
The students are requested to include an animation to promote the understanding of the story.
The narration is taped with a microphone so that the feeling of the contents of the story
comes. A digital picture book is produced in this way.
The first work is to write a story related to autobiographical topics such as “my hobby,”
“my memories,” and “dream in my childhood”. The students were directed to include their
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reflections upon these topics in order to express their thoughts to their peers and to further
their own self-understanding.
The students are allowed to create the second work in order to understand that they
worked for a person. As an example, the following examples are shown; "fantasyland, the
adventure of dog, the story of the child of spider, the life of insect, the funny trip of the space,
the underground world". The students were told so as to create the story which a child has
interest in or which was useful for a child by this theme.
The third work was set to improve students’ attitude to work. The students conduct
self-examination enough and then are allowed to think about their future. As an example,
the following examples are shown "a job that I like to get, workplace where I wanted to
work, company which I wanted to take an entrance examination for, my dream, person that
I wanted to be, work that allows me to take advantage of my hobby, my meaning to work, a
company study, my job hunting, my qualification". The students were requested to think
about a future course and to create the work with attitude to work by this theme.
In order to improve students’ computer application-use skills, they are allowed to use
Word, Excel, Power Point, and Paint software which was installed as one of Windows XP
files. The students write a report using Word. A chart is made using Excel and is pasted on a
report. A slide is created using PowerPoint. An illustration and a picture in according with a
story are drawn to enhance the understanding of the story. It is loaded with an image scanner.
The image is processed with paint. It is pasted on a slide.
Since the theme selection alone took one hour, the class session lasted for 90 minutes.
An A4 30-page experiment description document was first distributed. The experiment’s
purpose, the contents, the plan, the slide creation method, and the experimental method, and
related details were explained in the first session, based on the experiment document. Six
pictures and the narrative stories could be entered using both sides of one sheet of A4 paper,
as shown in Fig. 1. This is an example of the entered case. Students were assigned to write a
story on the right-hand page, and to draw a related picture within the square frame on the
left-hand page before the second session. Animation is made for deeper understanding for
the story. Illustrations and characters which are made animation are drawn on the blank out
of the frame.
The students were instructed to download the story slide of the “Diet Challenge Story”
shown in Fig. 1 as an example for their assignment. They were required to create the story
slides with the narration by the third session. At the beginning of the third session, the
students were instructed on how to write reports, and were required to submit the file of the
story slides at the end of the third session. The picture is drawn by color pencil on the paper
sheet and is appreciated by image scanner. Then it is modified using Paint software. The
narration was recorded using a microphone. Students performed self-assessments after the
first draft’s completion at the end of the third lesson, after modification in the fourth session,
and after the final evaluation in the fifth session.
A peer evaluation sheet and all works of students were printed and distributed in the
fourth session. The slide shows of all members in the class were projected on the screen in
succession. Students were directed to appreciate the story slide show at the same time and
then evaluate them for one minute. Each show was immediately followed. After evaluating
all the stories, the evaluations were input into an assessment spreadsheet of Excel, and the
files were submitted using Web. The teacher gathered and summarized the evaluations in
files of all students, then enabled each student to download the peer evaluations from an
e-learning portal that allowed each student to download the peer evaluations. The teacher
pointed out the point that should be revised in the printed work and distributed it to a student.
The students were then required to modify their digital stories by referring to the peer
evaluations and the advice of the teacher in the fourth session.
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The modified story slides were appreciate again the story slide show in the same
manner as the fourth session, and then evaluated once again in the fifth session. The second
peer evaluation was input into an assessment spreadsheet, and the file was submitted. This
was processed in the same manner as for the fourth session. Students pasted the second peer
assessment for themselves on an assessment spreadsheet. By comparing the first evaluation
with the second one, students could learn and interpret the appropriateness of the corrected
elements.
Table 1: Lesson plans.
Tim e W ork
Lesson content
1
Explanation of them e, priori consciousness survey related to skills, inform ation retrieval, story creation
2 First Story subm ission, slide creation based on the first story
3 w or Slide creation, recording of narration, self-evaluation, w riting the first of the first report
k Appreciating slide show of the first story, peer evaluation, m odification of story and slides, w riting the second of the first report
4
5
Appreciating slide show of the story, peer evaluation, w riting the third of the first report, posteriori consciousness survey related to skills
6
Story subm ission, inform ation retrieval, slide creation based on the second story
Sec
7
Slide creation based on the second story, m aking anim ation
ond
8
Slide creation, recording of narration, self-evaluation, w riting the first of the second report
w or
9
Appreciating slide show of the second story, peer evaluation, m odification of story and slides, w riting the second of the second report
k
10
Appreciating slide show of the story, peer evaluation, w riting the third of the second report, posteriori consciousness survey related to skills
11 Thir Story subm ission, inform ation retrieval, slide creation based on the third story
12
d Slide creation based on the third story, m aking anim ation, recording of narration
13 w or Appreciating slide show of the third story, peer evaluation, w riting the first of the third report
14
k W riting the second of the third report, posteriori consciousness survey related to skills

1.3 Contents of report
The student reports of about 15 pages were written in three steps using Word, and were
submitted on the days prior to the 4th, 5th and 6th sessions. The elements corrected were
noted by the teacher and the report was returned during class hours. Contents of the report
consist of the following 11 items: (1) definition of storytelling and digital picture books, (2)
contents of the story slide show, (3) structure of the product, (4) self-evaluation of story and
its slide show, (5) peer assessment from reading the story slide show, (6) the elements of the
story and the slide show modified based on peer assessment feedback, (7) the correction
elements modified based on teacher feedback, (8) evaluation of the peer’s product, (9)
changes of the contents from re-evaluation of the corrected product, (10) change of attitude
of their skills improved by the course, and (11) discussion of the items (2)–(10).
1.4 Function of e-learning
The students obtained the template of the report and assessment spreadsheet file from the
e-learning portal. The teacher created the worksheet required for the evaluation activities of
the lesson as an Excel assessment spreadsheet. The contents of the assessment consist of
three self-assessments, two peer-evaluations, and pre- and post-evaluation of the student’s
attitude of his/her own skill. The file was submitted through the e-learning portal. Students
can use the following functions.
(1) Browsing: The example of story slide, how to draw illustration, how to create story
slides, set-up procedure of animation.
(2) Download of files: The paper sheet in which a story and a picture are entered (Word
file), template of the report (Word file), template of the assessment spreadsheet (Excel file),
results of peer assessment, experiment description document (PDF file).
(3) Upload of files: Report (Word file), assessment spreadsheet (Excel file), story slide
(PowerPoint file).
(4) Bulletin board.
(5) E-mail
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I07I255
Momotaro Okayama
Content of the story slides
Introduction

３

タイトル

３
Momotaro, "Finally I r
eached the target weig
ht!" Quitting drinking a
nd smoking, and watch
ing his eating, he could
recovered good health.
“I've done a good job,
myself!”

Introduction
A story of challenging
dieting,
I07I255
Okayama Momotaro
学番
氏名

１

I07I255
岡山 桃太郎

４

１

４
Momotaro "All my
family was happy
because I became well
and healthy. Now, I'll
do my best to work
harder than ever !"

１
Momotaro, " Oh, no !
Gained weight again!
Metabolic
syndrome? . . . "

２

２
Dr. Kitano, "You will be
in trouble if you leave it
unattended."
Nurse Rika, "Please
take dietary therapy into
consideration besides
exercising."
Momotaro, "Ok! I will
begin dieting today! I
will do my best to reach
the target weight!"

End

End
As a result, I find
myself healthy at this
age.“
Happy ending!

Figure 1 Sheet example in which a story and a picture are entered (entered case)

2. Analysis Result and Discussion
The students’ attitude related to their skill was analyzed in order to find difference of the
learning effects gained by creating the three kinds of storytelling works described in the
previous chapter. The factor analysis was conducted and related factors are extracted.
The significant difference will be judged at the 5% significance level.
2.1

Change in Degree of Self-understanding

By asking “What is the degree of self-understanding?” and “What is the degree of
comprehension of working?” at the post and the end of having created the first, second and
third works, we made students report the degree of their understanding. "comprehension of
working" means to understand for what a job is haven, which occupation is wanted to
become, what is meaning to work, and so on. There are five scores in the semantic
differential: 1. no, 2. somewhat no, 3. no opinion, 4. somewhat yes, 5. yes. There were 31
respondents for each of the three sessions.
Table 2 shows the results of analysis of variance regarding these degrees. Where, m
and SD mean the average and standard deviation respectively. There were significant
differences among the three average rating values of self-understanding and understanding
of working. Then multiple comparisons were conducted among them. This showed that they
could learn more about themselves by creating the first stories. Self-understanding and
understanding of working improved because they created the third works through
considering their dreams and careers which they wanted in the future.
The discussion section of the reports contained comments supporting this result: “I was
able to understand myself by creating a story, drawing the pictures and making the slides,”
“ It was useful for understanding what I should do from now on,” and “By seeing the slide
shows of friends and realizing the differences from myself, I came to understand myself
better.” This showed that the course objective of raising self-understanding had been
achieved.
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Table 2 Change of the degree of self-understanding
Post

Multiple Comparisons
Square sum Mean square
F
p Post: Post: Post: 1st: 2nd:
Cond
Cond
Error
Error value
1st 2nd
3rd 2nd
3rd
ition
ition
Self-understanding
2.7 0.6 3.4 0.6 3.2 0.6 3.8 0.6 19.9 47.9 6.6 0.40 16.6 *** *
*
*
*
Comprehension of working2.7 0.6 3.4 0.6 3.3 0.6 3.9 0.6 22.7 47.9 7.6 0.40 19.0 *** *
*
*
*
*** p<.001, * p<.05
Items

2.2

First

Second

Third

ｍ ＳＤ ｍ ＳＤ ｍ ＳＤ ｍ ＳＤ

1st:
3rd

*
*

Change in Student’s Attitude of Their Skills

Regarding the students’ attitude of their skills, as shown in Table 3, rating values were
entered on an assessment sheet, and submitted at the first session (priori), the 5th, the 10th,
and 14th session. Students rated their skills and attitude on a nine-point scale: 1. Not at all;
3. slightly yes; 5. somewhat yes; 7. considerably yes; 9. extremely yes. The number of
respondents to questionnaires at four times is 31 persons. Averages and standard deviations
of priori and posteriori are shown in Table 3. The posteriori after having created the first,
second and third works are called the first posteriori, the second posteriori and the third
posteriori in the following respectively.
The analysis of variance was conducted among the average rating values for attitude of
skills in priori and three posteriori as a whole of the 30 items. As the result, significant
difference was recognized (F(3,116)=35.3, p<.001). Then multiple comparisons are
conducted by LSD method. The result showed that significant difference between priori and
three posteriori was recognized as shown in Table 3 (MSe=.71, p<.05). This showed that all
the students’ attitude of their skills improved. It was found that their self-confidence
regarding their computer and problem-solving skills improved in this study. The significant
difference tendency was recognized between the first and the second posteriori. The
significant difference between the first and the third posteriori and between the second and
the third were not recognized. Changing a theme of the storytelling brings an effect until
twice. However, it seems to be difficult to raise attitude of the student even if the student
makes the third work successively.
The analysis of variance for each item was conducted among the average rating values
for attitude of skills in priori and three posteriori. Significant difference was recognized
about all items as the result as shown in the column of F and p of Table 3. Then multiple
comparisons are conducted by LSD method. The result showed that significant differences
between priori and three posteriori were recognized about all of 30 items.
In addition, the items where significant difference was admitted between the first and
the second posteriori were (6) skill in mapping out a plan and (25) sense of accomplishment.
The student acts according to a series of flows to create the story, draw the illustration, make
a slide, record the narration, and write a report as shown in Table 1. It is supposed that the
skill (6) was obtained by activities of creating the storytelling. Because the students finished
one work, it is supposed that they might taste a feeling of accomplishment corresponding to
(25). The items where a tendency of significant difference was admitted between first and
the second posteriori were (15) skill in giving a presentation and (24) sense of fulfillment.
The item where significant difference was admitted between the second and the third
posteriori was zero. The item where a tendency of significant difference was admitted was
(12) skill in expressing self-opinions in sentences. The rating values of item (12) for priori
and three posteriori were 3.6, 5.4, 5.6, and 6.2 respectively. The rating values rise gradually
as times of writing the reports increase. It shows that experience is important for attaining
this skill. The no attitude rising significantly between the second and the third posteriori
means that most of the attitude does not change between the second and the third posteriori.
The reasons are thought as follows: It have been difficult to make a story of the third theme
because many students did not yet decide "a future course" in early December of the third
grader; The preparations time have been short because the teacher communicated the third
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theme just before one week; The period is short for one week. The result in analysis of
variance in Table 3 showed that (1) interest in computers, (2) understanding of computers,
(3) technical skills with computers, and (4) methods of computer use improved. These
results demonstrated that the course’s objective “to improve skills in using personal
computers,” was achieved.
The students' report indicated they gained the attitude of skills through the course as
follows: The number of students who said, “I could master or use narration, PowerPoint, a
computer, Word, Paint, animations, an image scanner, and Excel,” were 29, 26, 17, 8, 8, 6,
6, and 2 respectively. The number of descriptions totaled 102, and the average per person
was 3.3. All the students have described how well they can use any of the computer skills.
This showed that another course objective, “improving computers application skills,” was
achieved.
Through creating slide of storytelling, the students acquired “skill in expressing
self-opinions in sentences” by writing stories and reports, as well as “skill in expressing
through non-verbal media” by drawing the pictures of their stories. Thus, it seems that the
purpose of raising the students’ attitude of all their skills related to problem solving was also
achieved, since all their post-attitude rating values regarding skills improved significantly,
as shown in Table 3.
Factor analysis was conducted by using the rating values for 30 items of the
questionnaire in priori and three posteriori. The principal factor analysis was used for the
extraction of factors. Three factors were extracted based on having an eigenvalue of more
than one. The contribution ratio by the three factors was 69.7% in total. Factor 1 consists of
(23), (21), (22), (28), (29), (17), (24), (13), (8), (19), (18), (20), (27), (9), (26), (10), (25), (6),
and (7). Factor 2 consists of (12), (14), (15), (5), and (16). Factor 3 consists of (4), (3), (2),
(1), and (30). By items consisting of each factor, factor 1, 2 and 3 were interpreted
respectively as follows: “skill in solving one's own problems cooperatively and creating,”
“skill in setting up and expressing an issue (problem)” and “interest and skills in computer
use.” Results of t-test using average rating values belonging to each factor show that factors
1 and 3 rose significantly from the priori to the second posteriori. Factor 2 rose significantly
from the priori to the first posteriori.
Table 3 Result in analysis of variance for the rating values regarding skills.
Priori
Evaluation item s
( 1) Interest in com puters
( 2) understanding of com puters
( 3) technical skills w ith com puters
( 4) m ethods of com puter use
( 5) skill in clarifying problem s
( 6) skill in m apping out a plan
( 7) deepening of understanding know ledge
( 8) skill in studying independently
( 9) skill in collecting inform ation
(10) skill in sorting inform ation and necessary data
(11) skill in analyzing inform ation
(12) skill in expressing self-opinions in sentences
(13) skill in expressing through non-verbal m edia
(14) skill in creating sim ple explanations
(15) skill in giving a presentation
(16) skill in understanding others' explanations
(17) skill in com m unicating w ith others
(18) skill in accurately judging self-evaluations
(19) skill in accurately judging others' opinions
(20) skill in im proving and correcting
(21) skill in perform ing detailed investigations
(22) skill in com pleting research
(23) skill in cooperating w ith each other
(24) sense of fulfillm ent
(25) sense of accom plishm ent
(26) skill in solving one's ow n problem s
(27) skill in organizing inform ation
(28) skill in thinking independently
(29) skill in creating som ething
(30) interest in artificial intelligence
Average

First

Second

Third

SS

MS

m

SD

m

SD

m

SD

m

SD

C ond. Error C ond. Error

4.5
3.6
4.0
4.6
4.3
4.4
3.9
4.5
4.8
3.8
4.0
3.6
3.9
3.4
3.6
4.2
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.0
4.2
4.0
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.7
4.1

1.8
1.2
1.3
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.9
0.9

6.1
5.7
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.4
5.5
6.0
5.8
5.8
5.3
5.4
5.6
5.1
5.2
5.4
5.4
5.8
5.5
5.8
5.5
5.7
5.4
6.1
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.5
5.5
6.3
5.6

1.5
1.1
1.1
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.1
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.1
1.5
0.8

6.5
6.0
6.0
5.8
6.1
6.1
5.7
6.2
6.1
6.0
5.7
5.6
5.8
5.3
5.8
5.8
5.8
6.2
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.8
6.8
6.8
6.1
6.3
6.0
5.9
6.8
6.0

1.3
1.2
1.1
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.0
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.5
0.8

6.4
6.4
6.1
6.1
6.6
5.9
5.9
6.3
5.9
5.7
5.7
6.2
5.9
5.8
6.0
5.8
5.8
6.3
6.0
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.8
6.4
6.3
5.8
6.2
6.2
5.8
6.6
6.0

1.1
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.1
1.3
1.2
1.5
1.1
1.5
1.0
1.3
1.4
0.9
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.1
1.4
1.2
1.6
0.7

80.9
148.6
85.9
38.6
91.0
54.3
82.3
63.1
31.3
93.6
61.5
115.3
85.1
101.9
105.5
52.4
39.6
66.7
49.9
46.4
76.5
64.7
67.0
128.8
129.6
76.9
90.2
86.2
66.9
85.4
75.2

265.1
188.9
170.1
105.6
159.2
163.9
183.9
181.0
171.5
187.0
189.2
156.0
225.5
168.2
151.7
166.1
201.1
159.7
155.7
201.2
196.2
205.8
244.4
221.8
200.5
183.4
198.0
238.0
175.7
327.9
85.2

27.0
49.5
28.6
12.9
30.3
18.1
27.4
21.0
10.4
31.2
20.5
38.4
28.4
34.0
35.2
17.5
13.2
22.2
16.6
15.5
25.5
21.6
22.3
42.9
43.2
25.6
30.1
28.7
22.3
28.5
25.1

2.2
1.6
1.4
0.9
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.9
1.4
1.3
1.4
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.7
1.6
1.7
2.0
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.6
2.0
1.5
2.7
0.7

F
12.2
31.5
20.2
14.6
22.9
13.3
17.9
13.9
7.3
20.0
13.0
29.6
15.1
24.2
27.8
12.6
7.9
16.7
12.8
9.2
15.6
12.6
11.0
23.2
25.8
16.8
18.2
14.5
15.2
10.4
35.3

p
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

M ultiple com parisons
Priori Priori Priori 1st- 1st-1st -2nd -3rd 2nd
3rd
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
p<.001, * p<.05, + p<.1

2nd3rd

+
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3. Conclusion
The storytelling using the slide was made about three themes, was evaluated by peer and
was corrected in this practice. The following results were found in the practice:
(1) The students’ self-understanding was deepened significantly at the first posteriori, did
not rise at the second posteriori, and rose at the third posteriori. This suggests
development of self-understanding depends on theme content.
(2) The skills in using computers were heightened using software as Word, PowerPoint,
Excel, and so on.
(3) The attitudes related to skills rose significantly by the first posteriori, tended to rise from
the first posteriori by the second posteriori, and did not rise at the third posteriori. This
suggests development of attitude depends on repetition of practice.
(4) Factor 1 “skill in solving one's own problems cooperatively and creating” and Factor 3
“interest and skills in computer use” rose significantly by the second posteriori.
Meanwhile, factor 2 “skill in setting up and expressing an issue” rose significantly by the
first posteriori and tended to rise until the third posteriori.
Further it is planned that the author classifies students and wants to examine the
difference of the effect by students' characteristic.
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Abstract: Concept map is a useful tool for learners to organize and represent knowledge.
Tasks to generate concept maps can be divided into two: one is the segmentation task where
parts (called “kit”) of a concept map are extracted; and the other is the structuring task where
the extracted elements of the kit are connected and the concept map is built. In the Kit-Build
method, a teacher builds a concept map and extracts kits of the concept map, and then
provides them to learners. Then, a learner builds a concept map using the kit. In this method,
learners do not carry out segmentation tasks but conduct recognition tasks based on the kit.
Therefore, it is necessary to examine the influence on learning effect by replacing the two
tasks. In this research, we have performed an experiment to compare the Kit-Build method
and the usual method - where the learner performs the segmentation tasks and then builds
the concept map - to examine the difference on memory retention. 30 subjects were
participated in the experiment. As results of ANOVA, the Kit-Build method proved to have
memory retention equivalently to the usual method.
Keywords: Concept map, Kit-Build method, memory

Introduction
A concept map is a graphic representation of a semantic structure of propositions based on
the relationships among two or more concepts [1]. There are many reports on the effects of
concept maps on learners. For example, Morita et al. showed that memory is enhanced by
presenting the items to be memorized in the form of a concept map [2]. According to
Fukuoka and Kasai, the use of concept maps is an effective way to acquire required
knowledge in a structuralized form [3].
Furthermore, concept maps are used to evaluate the knowledge of the learners, since it is
possible for teachers to examine their externalized knowledge [4-5]. Fukuoka and Iwai have
researched the conceptual development of elementary school students between grades four
to six [6]. Tanaka and Miyawaki have analyzed the way middle school students associate
flowing water and the layers of the earth, by calculating the distance between the nodes from
the number of bonds of the nodes [7]. Morita and Sakakibara [8] and Morita et al. [9] made
a quantitative comparison of the structure of the concept map based on the number of links,
and evaluated the conceptual change of the learners before and after the class.
However, in many cases where the learner builds the concept map, the learners freely use
the nodes and links, resulting in a variety of expressions. Thus, when considering the
evaluation of the acquired knowledge by the learners, it will be a great burden for one
teacher to evaluate the numerous varieties of concept maps built by the dozens of learners.
For this reason, one way may be for the teachers to prepare the nodes and links beforehand
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and provide them to the learners; however, this method may interfere with the free thinking
of the learners.
Tasks to generate concept maps can be largely divided into two: one is the segmentation
task where the nodes and links (“kit”) of a concept map are extracted from resources such as
teaching materials; and the other is the structuring task where the extracted elements of the
kit are connected and the concept map is built.
When a concept map is built by one person, the creator simultaneously performs
segmentation and structuring tasks. In other words, segmentation and structuring tasks are
not clearly differentiated. Furthermore, the segments extracted from the resources differ for
each creator. Therefore, comparing multiple concept maps is a large burden. For example, it
is not easy to use freely created concept maps as a way to determine the level of
understanding of the learners of a class, or to do a comparison or a study among the learners.
In this research, we call this type of a mapping method the Scratch-Build method.
In comparison, the Kit-Build method [10] aims to support interaction among the teachers
and learners through the concept maps using a computerized system, and differentiates the
segmentation and structuring methods between the teachers and learners.
In the Kit-Build method, the teacher performs the segmentation and structuring tasks based
on the resource, and builds a concept map that reflects the resource to be studied (called
“goal map”). Then, the goal map is broken down to nodes and links to prepare a kit, which
are then provided to the learners. In order for the learner to express how he/she understood
the content of the resource, after studying the resource (or while studying), the learner builds
a concept map (called “learner’s map”) using the kit provided. In this way, actions for
“segmentation” are replaced by actions for “recognizing segments”. So the goal map and
learner’s map are built using the same nodes and links, making it possible to perform a
straight-forward comparison or an evaluation.
However, the learning effects of concept maps made relevant by previous research is based
on the premise that the learners were performing the segmentation tasks - fully or in part. On
the other hand, in the Kit-Build method, “segmentation tasks” are replaced by “tasks for
recognizing segments”, and the necessary and sufficient segments to build a concept map
are provided to the learners. Therefore, this replacement may possibly have an influence on
learning effects, and the same learning effects as previous methods are not necessarily
guaranteed.
In this research, we first conducted an experiment focusing on the “memory of the resources
through building a concept map” where the verification of the effects are relatively easy, and
compared the effects on the learner’s memory of the Kit-Build method - where the learners
recognize the provided segments - and the Scratch-Build method - where the learners
themselves conduct segmentation.

1. Kit-Build Method
1.1 Overview of the Kit-Build Method
In the Kit-Build method, the teacher builds a goal map which is the learning target of the
resource, and prepares a kit. Using the provided kit, the learner builds the learner’s map
and represents how he/she understands the resource.
Since the goal map and learner’s map are built using the same nodes and links, it is easy to
directly compare the differences between the maps, and an evaluation or feedback by a
computerized system is possible.
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1.2 Segmentation and Recognition of Segments
In the Kit-Build method, segmentation is performed by the teacher, and the learners - who
do not perform segmentation - recognizes the segments provided by the teacher and
structures them. The learning effects of concept maps relevant to date cannot be guaranteed
to be applicable to the Kit-Build method.
However, depending on multiple factors such as difficulty of the resource, preexisting
knowledge of the learners, and cognitive skills regarding segmentation, it is anticipated that
the recognition of the provided segments serve as a scaffold for the learners. For example,
when the resource is difficult for the learner and he/she is also not skilled with segmentation,
the learner will find it hard to extract segments from the resource, and consequently,
structuring will not be possible. In such a case, it is thought that by providing the learner
with segments, he/she will be able to recognize the segments by comparing with the
resource, and perform structuring tasks as well.
This research keeps in mind such aspects, and will evaluate the factors under much control
as possible. To do so, the content of the resource has been limited to the description
regarding the hierarchical classification of the element group and the explanatory
descriptions of the elements, and an experiment was carried out to see the effects of
segmentation and recognition of segments on the memory of mainly the former description.

2. Experiment
2.1 Purpose
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the effects on memory retention of the
Kit-Build method, where a learner recognizes segments, and the Scratch-Build method,
where a learner carries out segmentation by themselves.

2.2 Hypothesis
In this experiment, there are two hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1) For knowledge related to propositions which the teacher described in the goal
map - in other words, propositions which can be built using the kit - the Kit-Build
method is more effective than or equal to the Scratch-Built method.
This is based on the assumption that in the Kit-Build method, memorization is carried out
more efficiently since segmentation has already been performed by the teacher and
therefore the object to be memorized is limited; on the other hand, in the Scratch-Build
method, the learner must think of what to memorize while performing segmentation
tasks, and therefore is inefficient. It is thought that this trend will be more relevant for
knowledge built from complex propositions rather than from a single proposition.
Hypothesis 2) For knowledge regarding propositions not described in the goal map - in other
words, propositions which cannot be built using the kit – the Scratch-Build method is
more effective than the Kit-Build method.
This is based on the assumption that in the Kit-Build method, memorization is disturbed
since the object to be memorized is limited by the teacher and attention to content outside
of the limit is weakened; on the other hand, in the Scratch-Build method, the learners
themselves must think of the object to memorize, so disturbances do not arise.
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2.3 Method
The experiment was conducted over two days. On the first day of testing, the concept map
was built and the post test was conducted. On the second day of testing one week later, the
delayed test and recognition test were carried out.

2.3.1 Subject
The subjects are 30 third-year students at an engineering university. All of the students have
very little experience building concept maps. The 30 students were randomly divided into
two groups with 15 students each. One group built the concept map using the Kit-Build
method (K-B group), and the other group used the Scratch-Build method (S-B group).
Students who were late or absent for the test; who could not complete map building due to
system error; or who left blank answers to the tests are not included in the above 30.

2.3.2 Teaching Materials
The teaching material used is titled “The Classification and Usage of Rocks Found in a
Certain Region.” We referred to the writing regarding rocks which Morita et al. used in
their experiment to validate the effects of concept maps on memory learning [2], and
included classification of imaginary rocks and their historic and cultural explanations in the
writing.
To eliminate the effects of existing knowledge to memory, we used imaginary contents. The
reason we included two types of explanations – regarding the classification of rocks, and
regarding the history and culture – is to validate the hypothesis we explained in section 2.2
by including the former and leaving out the latter in the goal map. Furthermore, although the
former requires segmentation, the burden is not too high and it is possible to create learning
materials with a clear framework since there is little fluctuation among the segments that are
usually extracted.

2.3.3 Goal Map and Kit
The goal map categorizes the rocks that are mentioned in the writing (Figure 1). There are
17 nodes and 19 links. The kit was created by breaking down the goal map (Figure 2).

2.3.4 Building a Concept Map
In teaching activities, it is common to set a learning goal to make clear how the teaching
materials should be understood. For this experiment, the learning goal was to understand the
“hierarchical classification of rocks” set forth in the teaching material.
The K-B group was provided with kits (Figure 2). The kit is a set of segments extracted from
the teaching material, and is expected to be a catalyst to understand the material.
On the other hand, the S-B group was provided with only the teaching materials, and carried
out segmentation freely by themselves. Usually in cases like this, segmentation tends to
differ greatly between the subjects. However, in this experiment, a large deviation is not
expected since the learning goal is set, and as noted in 2.3.2, the content of the teaching
material is limited to two topics.
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Figure 1: Goal Map

Figure 2: Kit

To build the concept map, we used the “KBmapEditor” [10] concept mapping tool. System
operations by the K-B group were limited to moving nodes and links, and connecting links.
There was no limit placed on operations by the S-B group, and they were freely allowed to
create nodes and links.

2.3.5 Test Questions
To measure the memory of the learners regarding the teaching materials, a fill-in-the-blank
question (total 34 questions) composed of a group of keywords based on the teaching
material and goal map was prepared. The same questions were used for the post, delayed,
and recognition tests, and the order of the questions were re-arranged to minimize the
learning effects towards the test. The following three types of questions were prepared
based on the hypothesis stated in section 2.2.
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(1) Singular answer question regarding the goal map (22 questions)
This question asks to complete a section of the goal map composed of a node- link- node set.
The contents are clearly expressed in the teaching material. This type of a question
corresponds to the hypothesis 1.
Ex.1) The Ord Rock is a type of a (Disa Rock)
Ex.2) The Boris Rock includes (Zumana Stone)
(2) Multiple answer question regarding the goal map (4 questions)
This question tests the knowledge which can be derived from multiple questions such as
those asked in the Singular answer questions. The contents are not clearly expressed. In
order to answer this question, the subject will need to look at the larger area of the map
composed of multiple sets of node-link-node - instead of just a singular set. This type of a
question corresponds to the hypothesis 1.
Ex.1) Rocks categorized as Daisa Rock always include (Kenk Stone)
Ex.2) Rocks belonging to the Pezum Rock include Marom Stone and (Kiluhe Stone)
(3) Singular answer question not related to the goal map (8 questions)
This questions asks to answer questions regarding topics not included in the goal map and
thus without a kit, but which are clearly stated in the teaching materials. This question
corresponds to the hypothesis 2.
Ex.1) A characteristic of a Kiluhe Stone is that it is (very hard)
Ex.2) Nore Rocks have a characteristic that it (glows in the dark)

2.3.6 Procedures
On the first day of the experiment, a 10-minute explanation was given regarding concept
maps and operations of the KBmapEditor using documents on a web page, and the subjects
practiced building concept maps. Next, the teaching materials were presented to the
subjects, and they were given 5 minutes to study. Finally, after being told that they should
focus on creating the concept map with the learning goal of understanding the “hierarchical
classification of rocks” and that they would be tested after creating the maps, the subjects
were told to build the maps. The S-B group was provided with only the teaching materials;
the K-B group was provided with the teaching materials along with the kit; and both groups
used the KBmapEditor. The time it took for all subjects to complete creating the concept
map was 30 minutes for the K-B group, and 35 minutes for the S-B group. It took 5 more
minutes for the S-B group because they had to create the nodes and links by themselves. The
amount of time was relatively short, but it was sufficient for all the subjects. After
completing the concept map, a 20-minute after-mapping test was conducted to each group at
the end of the first day of the experiment.
The second day of the experiment took place one week after the previous test. First, the
delayed test was given in 20 minutes. Next, each subject was given 5 minutes to confirm the
concept map built by the KBmapEditor on the first day of testing. After checking the concept
map, a 20-minute after-confirmation test was given.

2.4 Results and Discussion
The average score and standard deviation of the three tests for both groups are shown in
Table 1. For the “Singular answer question regarding the goal map” and “Multiple answer
question regarding the goal map”, the K-B group had higher scores. Furthermore, the
recognition test tended to have a higher score compared to the post and delayed tests. For the
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“Singular answer question not related to the goal map”, the S-B group tended to have a
higher score than the K-B group.
As a results of the Two-way Mixed design ANOVA, for the “Singular answer question
regarding the goal map” and “Multiple answer question regarding the goal map”, the group
factor was insignificant while the test factor was significant (p<.01). Furthermore,
interaction was not seen. The LSD method was used to assess the differences between the
tests, and it showed that the recognition test was significantly higher than the post and
delayed tests (each p<.05), and there was no significant difference seen between the post
and delayed tests.
The result clearly shows that the memory retention of the K-B and S-B groups are the same;
memory did not decline after one week; and the short-term memory increased after looking
at the concept map, so the hypothesis 1 has been verified.
For the “Singular answer question not related to the goal map”, interaction was seen
between the group factor and test factor. Results of the analysis of the interaction showed
that in the post test, S-B group had scored significantly higher than the K-B group (p<.05),
and in the recognition test, the same significant trend was seen (p<.10). Furthermore in the
S-B group, the test factor was significant (p<.05). The LSD method was used to assess the
differences between the tests, and it showed that the for the S-B group, scores for the post
test was significantly higher than for the recognition test (p<.05), and there were no
significant differences seen between the post and delayed, and recognition and delayed
tests.
It follows from this that immediately after creating the concept map and after looking at the
map, the S-B group had a higher memory effect than the K-B group. However, memory
declined after one week, and the S-B group had the same amount of memory as the K-B
group, so the hypothesis 2 has been verified.
Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation of Tests
K-B group
Type of question
Test
Mean
SD
Singular answer question
regarding the goal map
Multiple answer question
regarding the goal map
Singular answer question
not related to the goal map

After-mapping
Delayed
After-confirmation
After-mapping
Delayed
After-confirmation
After-mapping
Delayed
After-confirmation

8.13
8.13
15.13
2.07
1.67
2.60
3.53
3.87
3.53

5.95
6.58
6.65
1.24
1.58
1.45
2.25
1.86
2.19

S-B group
Mean

SD

4.93
4.53
14.6
1.27
1.07
2.33
5.40
4.27
5.00

2.86
3.24
5.80
0.92
1.07
1.45
1.67
1.57
1.59

3. Conclusion
In this research, we conducted an experiment to compare how two different concept map
building methods affect the memory of the learners, with focus placed on the “memory of
the resource through building concept maps”. The methods used were the Kit-Build method,
where the learners recognize the provided segments, and the Scratch-Build method, where
the learners themselves carry out segmentation.
Memory tests were conducted three times; the first was directly after building the concept
map; the second was 1 week later; and the last was after reviewing the concept map the
learners built themselves. Test results confirmed that 1) there is no difference in memory
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between the Kit-Build method and Scratch-Build method regarding contents included in the
kit; and 2) for contents not included in the Kit, the Scratch-Build method scored higher.
We can see from the above that where segmentation is necessary but the burden is kept low,
and where teaching materials with clear structures are used, the Kit-Build method proves
effective towards memory as with what has been previously stated regarding concept maps.
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Abstract: This case study examines how three pre-service teachers in Singapore use
different computing devices across different spaces. It provides a snapshot of their
ubiquitous computing experiences and sheds light on how their ICT experiences affect
their learning and consequently teaching. On closer examination, we found that in general
pre-service teachers owned more than one mobile device, and chose which to use
according to their needs and situation. The mobile device most often used for work-related
purposes, whether as a student or as a trainee teacher, is the laptop. However, the usage of
the devices is also limited by the ICT infrastructure of the different locations. The laptop is
also sometimes used for leisure activities. The pre-service teachers‟ perceptions of the
various devices and their affordances are also reflected in this paper.
Keywords: ubiquitous computing, ICT environment, digital native, people-centric,
seamless integration

Introduction
Personal computing technologies are increasingly widespread in the lives of students,
influencing many aspects of our social and work lives. Ubiquitous computing initiatives are
already expanding in educational contexts. Since the early 2000, education colleges in the US
such as University of South Florida, Pennsylvannia State University and University of Texas
at Austin, had implemented laptop initiatives for their trainee teachers and faculty [1], [2], [3].
Research showed that the use of computers in teacher education programs better prepares
future teachers for integrating technology into their own instructional practice [4], [5]. Resta
[5] emphasized that it is essential for future teachers to immerse in technology-rich
environments throughout their preparation in order to assure that they are comfortable and
competent in integrating new tools into their instruction.
ICT has always played a central role in Singapore‟s education system in preparing our
students for 21st century learning. To date, the Ministry of Education has implemented three
Masterplans for IT in Education [6]. ICT skills for education have been an integral part of the
teacher training program at the National Institute of Education (NIE), as teachers have a
profound influence on students‟ attitudes toward technology. They are agents of change in
their classrooms.
In January 2009, the Ministry of Education (MOE) introduced one-to-one laptop initiative for
its pre-service teachers in an attempt to create a ubiquitous computing environment. A
ubiquitous computing environment is one where technology is completely incorporated into
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our lives [7]. However, a one-to-one laptop program alone does not automatically mean that a
ubiquitous computing environment is created or achieved. There are also other factors to be
considered. Also, NIE is only one part of the student-teachers‟ lives. A truly ubiquitous
computing environment looks at how ICT is involved in all parts of their lives – the different
spaces that they engage in and even the mindsets of the pre-service teachers towards ICT. As
Bahr, Shaha, Farnsworth, Lewis and Benson [8] said, “Attitude remains the critical factor in
feeding the drive towards progress”.
It is of little use to only provide the physical infrastructure if the student-teachers have no
interest in using them. Environment and attitude need to go hand-in-hand, as one without the
other would be ineffective.
The use of technology in education is becoming more and more prevalent. Pre-service
teachers play very important roles in this environment as education is taken to a new frontier.
They are the next generation of teachers. Many of them are young and are considered „digital
natives‟ [9], people who grew up with technology and are supposedly very comfortable with
technology. However, just because they grew up with technology does not necessarily make
them „natives‟. In studies done by Chen, Lim and Tan [10] and Bennet, Maton and Kervin
[11], it was found that although there were “high levels of ownership…and high levels of
some academic and recreational activities”, “only a minority were engaged in creating their
own content and multimedia for the Web”.
So far, there have been quantitative studies done on the student-teachers‟ perceptions of
laptops [12] and [13], but these only offer a generic view of their perceptions.
This study is unique in that it takes a deep look not just at the physical support structure of
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the main spaces that the studentteachers engage in, but also at how well these student-teachers have used and integrated the
affordances of ICT in these spaces into their lives, and how some of these affordances
overflow across spaces. It is a people-centric study, focusing on the interaction between the
student-teachers and multiple environments they engage in, and the attitudes of the studentteachers towards ICT in these environments.
The three spaces that are studied in this paper are NIE, the schools the pre-service teachers go
to for their practicum and their personal spaces, as these are the primary spaces that the preservice teachers move in. The purpose of this study is to draw a more detailed, richer picture
of how trainee teachers use technology and their experiences with it. This insight would help
policy makers and stakeholders integrate the use of technology appropriately in teacher
education. It could form the basis of more effective career screening and aptitude testing. It
would also give valuable feedback to the institution‟s one-to-one laptop initiative.
Based our main objective to examine pre-service teachers‟ technology experiences in a
ubiquitous computing environment, this study addresses the following questions:
1) What personal computing devices do the pre-service teachers use or own?
2) How do they use technology in different stages of training and across different spaces?

2. Research design methodology
The methodology used is a longitudinal case study. A case study method is adopted for this
study to examine pre-service teachers‟ attitudes and experiences in a ubiquitous computing
environment. A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of evidence [14]. It has been
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commonly used in different fields in social science and education is of no exception. Case
study is a useful method to gain insight and interpretation rather than hypothesis testing [15].
It emphasizes on process and meanings and is undertaken to get a closer lens of investigation
of a phenomenon to add dimension to what is already known through previous research.
Three pre-service teachers (Steve, Kenneth and Nicole) from NIE voluntarily participated in
this study over a one-year period. They were all pursuing their post-graduate diploma in
education (PGDE) and have since graduated.

3. Context
Pre-service teachers pursuing their PGDE in NIE have to go through a year-long training
program. In the course of the training program, they have to undergo a ten-week long
practicum (or teaching practice).

4. Data collection
This case study adopts a “phenomenological inquiry” to "inductively and holistically
understand human experience in context-specific settings" [16]. Areas of inquiry include
examining how learners use laptop computers in the ubiquitous computing environment, and
how this impacts their learning and teaching. Data collected included: (1) Reflective diary: A
diary template was designed by the researchers, consisting of a table whereby the pre-service
teachers recorded their technology usage pattern in terms of time and place, devices and
applications used, and purpose; and an open response section whereby they reflected on their
personal use of technology. (2) Interviews: Periodic interview sessions were held with the
focus group. A semi-structured interview was employed at each session, as this offered a
more flexible way to approach different participants while still focusing on the same area of
data collection. The questions were designed to probe into the pre-service teachers‟
perceptions, attitudes and use of technology. Each interview was about one hour long, and
was recorded and transcribed.

5. Findings
This section focuses on the findings of the three pre-service teachers in terms of their use of
computing devices, usage and their attitudes towards ubiquitous computing technology.

5.1 In NIE (as students)
The student-teachers were each loaned a laptop from NIE. Some classrooms in NIE are also
equipped with desktops and there is wireless Internet network all over the campus. NIE also
has a team of IT support staff based in the school library. The student-teachers can approach
them for assistance anytime.
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Steve and Kenneth brought their laptops to NIE almost every day. Nicole would bring her
laptop only when she needed to use it for a presentation or when an instructor made it
compulsory to have a laptop in class.
Nicole described the laptop as „cumbersome and distracting‟. She said she did not use it much
in school as her classes were quite closely packed. When she needed a desktop, she would
book one to use in the library. She also preferred to use the computer in the library as it is too
slow to stream videos so she would focus only on her work. Describing her laptop as
„distracting‟ hints at some negativity in the way she perceives the laptop.
When in NIE, most of them used their laptops for doing their school assignments like
preparing lesson plans, PowerPoint slides for presentations and surfing the Internet for
resources and information. Steve also used his laptop to take down notes during lectures and
tutorials. He feels typing is faster and it is easier to organize information on a computer. Once,
he was challenged to make his presentation livelier, so he spent time learning how to use
Flash. He described the process as „tiring and time-consuming‟, but the end results were
„satisfying and fulfilling‟.
Nicole prefers to use the pen and paper to take down notes as the laptop takes time to start up
and switch on. She believes that books are more credible than websites, are less stressful on
the eyes, easily available, easy to read and flip, and holding a book feels „real‟. To her, IT is
very „exasperating‟, especially when she has to deal with applications for the first time and
has little time to explore how it can be used. She finds the huge amount of resources available
online to be „confusing‟.
When her fellow student-teachers simulated classroom lessons using IT, she felt there was
generally no clear purpose or objectives for applying IT activities to their teaching. The
lessons conducted by them were fun and creative but she felt no learning took place.
However, she likes chatting online for group projects because links can be sent and viewed
immediately and a discussion can take place straightaway. She perceives ICT as something
she has to learn as there is a lot of „hype surrounding it‟.
Nicole transitioned between traditional methods of communication and technology-enabled
methods of communication. She felt a need to embrace these new methods, but at the same
time, she thought that the use of ICT took away communication as she knew and was familiar
with, and this might have scared her so she tried to hold on to what she was familiar with as
much as she could.
While Nicole saw new programs and tools as „exasperating and confusing‟, Steve embraced
them. This marked difference in attitude could be due to the difference in how comfortable
they are on the whole using technology.

5.2 In their personal spaces
On top of the laptops provided by NIE, Steve and Kenneth also have their own laptops.
Nicole has a desktop at home. All of them carry mobile phones. Only Kenneth carries a
smartphone. Nicole said she did not like to carry her mobile phone out with her as her mother
would call her frequently and that annoyed her. Kenneth used his smartphone to access the
Internet when he did not have his laptop with him.
In their personal spaces, e.g. home, their activities on their laptops are generally as follows all of them checked emails, chatted online, played games, logged on to Facebook, watched
videos online and movies. Additionally, Steve also edited his photographs and watched online
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television, Nicole watched Japanese animation and read online comics, and Kenneth did
graphic design. Their leisure activities on the laptop were mostly similar.
Steve said he is very comfortable with technology. He turns on his laptop the moment he gets
home. He enjoys exploring new tools and applications. Kenneth mentioned he sometimes
prefers chatting with his friends face-to-face as he said it feels more „human‟. Although
Nicole stores her photographs digitally, she prefers having them printed out so she can „hold
and feel‟ them.
Kenneth and Steve brought their laptops with them on their holidays. Kenneth ended up not
using his laptop as the first place he went to did not have free Internet access and said that
taking a break from technology, especially the Internet, is very „refreshing‟, although he felt
„lost‟. The second place he went to had Internet cafes, which he visited. Steve used his laptop
as a storing device for his photographs. He would surf the Internet only when there was free
Internet access. He also played games on his laptop while overseas. Internet access among
some of them is gathered to be a preference, but not a strong one, as they would only use it
when it is offered for free (when they are overseas).
All of them, except Steve, said that they used their laptops less during the holidays. Their
laptop usage is inconsistent during the school term and when they were on holiday, indicating
that the laptop was more often used for work and it may not be well integrated in their
personal lives.

5.3 In their practicum schools (as trainee teachers)
All the schools did not provide the student-teachers with laptops. The student-teachers used
the NIE laptop during their practicum.
Although all the schools had Internet connection in the staffrooms and in classrooms, Nicole
and Steve faced problems with limited Internet access for various reasons. Nicole was told by
her cooperating teacher not to use the LAN cables with her own laptop. This may be because
quite often, personal computing gadgets are not sufficiently protected against viruses due to
poor security implementation. The teachers in her school were strongly encouraged to bring
their own wireless modem. The teachers in the school that Steve did his practicum in were
told they could not use the wireless Internet access in the classrooms. Both Nicole and Steve
were also not given access to the wireless networks of the respective schools they were posted
to as they were trainee teachers. Not being granted full access to the schools‟ ICT facilities
may have been a slight hindrance to the use of ICT in the classrooms. All the classrooms in
the school Steve was at were equipped with computers and ActivBoards.
However, there were also some other issues pertaining to the ICT infrastructure of the schools
that the student-teachers faced while doing their practicum.
For Nicole, projectors in the classrooms did not work well and there were problems with the
VGA (video graphics array) cables and sockets. She ended up using the blackboard.
Moreover, there were limited sets of visualizers in the school and the schools‟ laptops were
very old so the document files had to be converted to a suitable format. There was generally
not much technical support from the school.
Steve brought his own laptop to class but faced problems with displaying Chinese fonts
accurately. He also found it troublesome to set up his laptop in the classroom. Teachers in the
school were also not allowed to log on to certain websites, i.e. social networking sites.
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During practicum, Kenneth brought in simulation, applets and videos for the classes as he
believed it to be a hidden expectation for his practicum assessments. He used PowerPoint
presentations and Civilization 4 to teach Physics. He also used TED and other social
networking tools to engage his class in discussions outside classroom time. He did not think
sending emails to his students was a good idea as he said many of them did not check their
mailboxes. He believes a tablet PC would be very useful for teaching as he can write whatever
he needs to on his tablet PC and send it to the students. This way, the information can be
stored and used again at a later date. With the whiteboards, the information simply disappears
when the board is erased. His smartphone also came in handy when he could not find his
mobile presenter and used an application on his mobile phone to substitute a mobile presenter.
Also, in his opinion, ICT should be used with students who are academically stronger and for
students who are not as academically inclined. He said that going through the „normal tutorial
is good enough‟ for students who are less academically inclined as they take a longer time to
grasp concepts.
Nicole used her laptop mostly for teaching-related matters as she said she had little time for
„non-teaching stuff‟. In the classroom, she used PowerPoint presentations, videos, Wikipedia
and crossword puzzles. She said they „did not have time for too many creative lessons‟ as they
had to finish covering the given syllabus. She said that there were time constraints as they
were required to teach many things for the examinations and for that, she felt the most
efficient method was frontal teaching. She thought PowerPoint presentations were good
because they could be re-used. For her thirty-minute lessons, she also did not see the point in
using her laptop as the laptop takes a while to start up.
Steve used PowerPoint presentations in the classroom and tried to bring in computer games
and „online stuff‟ for his Primary Five students. He said the classes were well-received. He
did not do the same for his Primary Three class as he felt they were „too young for that‟. His
belief about technology not being suitable for lower-ability students might be due to him
attempting to force-fit ICT into traditional classroom methods and activities and these end up
being ineffective as the introduction of ICT may have changed the dynamics of the traditional
activities. He also used Flash to design a scoring program and a program for learning new
Chinese words. He commented that Adobe Flash opens a lot of possibilities in designing
teaching tools and new methodologies.
For their practicum, most of them tried to use other software and tools apart from PowerPoint
presentations in their classroom teaching session, and found them to be rather useful. Nicole
and Kenneth only did so because they felt pressured to or that it was a necessity. Although
this is a form of adoption of laptop affordances, it is not a willing one. Steve is the only one
who had gone to the extent of designing programs himself for his class and not just used
whatever was available online.

6. Implications of the study
Overall, there were some observations that stood out in the study. Kenneth and Nicole used
ICT tools mostly on a need-to basis, and most of their ICT usage involved work. Secondly,
Nicole‟s level of comfort with ICT tools did not seem to increase much with the increase in
her level of familiarity with her ICT tools. This is contradictory to the results found in the
study done by Resta, Abraham, Gerwels and Tothero [17], which showed that after a year of
forced implementation, the student-teachers‟ attitude towards ICT tools changed for the
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better. Also, the student-teachers seem to only be scratching the surface of what ICT tools can
be used for in the classrooms, and in their personal lives. The factors affecting the smooth
transition of the laptops into their classroom session and their lives include the lack of ease
and familiarity with ICT, and their general perceptions about laptops and ICT. Also, they
were sometimes not able to effectively manipulate the tools to suit their needs, and as a result,
they view the tools as ineffective.
Mostly, the student-teachers seem to view the ICT tools as objects to enhance, rather than as a
main tool in itself.

7. Conclusion
We live and work in an increasingly ubiquitous computing environment, and personal
computing devices in education and learning have become more human-centered, less visible,
and available to students whenever and wherever they need it [18], [19], [20]. The ubiquitous,
24/7 access to computers makes it possible for students to access a wide range of resources to
support their learning, to communicate with peers and their teachers and to become adapt in
their use of the technological tools of the 21st century workplace. Today in most
technologically advanced societies, it is not uncommon for people to own more than one
computing device. Although an individual has more than one device, he/she would usually
only use one device at a time, switching between different devices to serve different purposes.
Seamless integration of technology happens when technology becomes a part of the studentteachers‟ lives, be it in NIE, their homes or in the schools they were posted to for their
practicum. From the data above, it can be seen that generally, there seem to be a dissonance
between the usage of laptops / desktops for work and for personal use among the student
teachers.
Many of them see the computer mostly as a work tool and even when they employ it for
personal utilization, many of them only use it for a limited set of activities and mostly do not
seem interested in exploring much further than they have to.
According to Dwyer, Ringstaff and Sandholtz [21], teachers generally go through five stages
in the process of incorporating the use of computers into their classrooms. The same model
can be adapted and applied to gauge how well the student-teachers have adopted the
affordances of ICT tools into their lives. From the data collected, Nicole seems to hover
around stage two and Kenneth around stage three. Steve might qualify to be in stage five. This
shows that there is still much room for improvement when it comes to using ICT devices.

8. Limitations of the study
This study has a number of limitations. The key data was collected via self-reportage during
interview sessions. Future studies could include personal observations or even “shadowing”
of the pre-service teachers to achieve a greater in-depth study. Nevertheless, this case study
serves as a complement to a quantitative self-reported impact study by the research team. This
research adds to the growing body of knowledge about pre-service teachers and their attitudes
towards ICT.
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Abstract: This paper reports on the results of a three-year study conducted at the Centre for
Schooling and Learning Technologies (CSaLT) at Edith Cowan University in collaboration
with the Curriculum Council of Western Australia which concerns the potential to use
digital technologies to represent the output from assessment tasks in four senior secondary
courses: Applied Information Technology, Engineering Studies, Italian and Physical
Education Studies. This paper focuses on Engineering Studies. The general aim of this study
is to explore the potential of various digitally-based forms for external assessment for senior
secondary courses in terms of manageability, cost, validity and reliability.
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Introduction
This paper describes the results a three-year study conducted at the Centre for Schooling and
Learning Technologies (CSaLT) at Edith Cowan University in collaboration with the
Curriculum Council of Western Australia and supported by an Australian Research Council
grant. The study commenced in January 2008, was completed in December 2010, and concerns
the potential to use digital technologies to represent the output from assessment tasks in four
senior secondary courses: Applied Information Technology, Engineering Studies, Italian and
Physical Education Studies. The work parallels and builds upon research undertaken by Kimbell
[2]
from Goldsmiths College London. This paper will focus on Engineering Studies, with a
particular emphasis on the implementation strategies used.

1. Significance and Rationale
From the 1990s, significant developments in computer technology have included the emergence
of low-cost, high-powered portable computers, and improvements in the capabilities and
operation of computer networks. These technologies have appeared in schools at an escalating
rate. During that same period many school systems were moving towards a more standardsbased curriculum and investigating methods of efficiently and effectively assessing students
from this perspective. Many of the high-stakes senior secondary courses being implemented
over the latter half of the decade have a significant performance component, and are not able to
be adequately assessed using paper-based methods. Therefore it is important that a range of
forms of assessment are considered along with the potential for digital technologies to support
these alternative forms.
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While students tend to focus on, and be motivated by practical performance in courses, teachers
being accountable for student results will tend to ‘teach to the test’ [3][6]. Educators are
increasingly accountable to society for the outcomes of the use of resources in education, and
our society increasingly expects that students should demonstrate practical performance and not
just theoretical knowledge. Moreover, students are more likely to experience deep learning
through complex performance. As McGaw [4] explains, this places a responsibility on education
authorities to consider strategies to increase the assessment of performance on practical tasks.
If tests designed to measure learning in schools ignore some key areas because they are
harder to measure and attention to those areas by teachers and schools is then reduced,
then those responsible for the tests bear some responsibility for that. (p. 3)
Performance-based assessment is not new. Oral and laboratory examinations have been used in
schools and universities for over a century. In many industries performance-based assessment
approaches are used (e.g. pilots). In many high-stakes courses in developed countries
performance is, and has been, assessed using observation, interview, portfolio or recording (e.g.
USA, UK, Denmark). For example, a recent review of assessment methods in medical education
[5]
outlines performance-based assessment of clinical, communications and professional skills
using observations, recordings and computer-based simulations. In secondary schooling, there
has been a history of performance-based assessment in some high-stakes courses, for example in
the Arts, but this has been limited by the costs involved in collecting the evidence of
performance and difficulties in ensuring reliable and valid results.
The general aim of this study was to explore the potential of various digitally-based forms for
external assessment in an Engineering course in terms of manageability, cost, validity and
reliability. The problem being addressed was the need to provide students with assessment
opportunities in new courses that are on one hand authentic, where many outcomes do not lend
themselves to being assessed using pen and paper over a three hour period, while on the other
hand being able to be reliably and manageably assessed by external examiners. That is, the
external assessment for a course needs to accurately and reliably assess the outcomes without a
huge increase in the cost of assessment. The main research question was: How are digitally
based representations of student work output on authentic tasks most effectively used to support
highly reliable summative assessments of student performances for courses with a substantial
practical component?

2. Method
The research design can be described as participative action research with participants
contributing to development through evaluative cycles. As such this required an analysis of the
perspectives of the key groups of participants (teachers, assessors, students) with data collected
from each group. These data were compiled into case studies within a multi-case approach [1] in
which each case is defined by one class. This approach allowed for refinement and further
development of findings based on multiple instances of the same phenomenon under different
conditions [7]. Therefore, this study largely employed an ethnographic action research evaluation
methodology using interpretive techniques involving the collection of both qualitative and
quantitative data.
A range of types of quantitative and qualitative data were collected including observation in
class, a survey of students, a survey of the teacher, interviews with the teacher and a group of
students, student work output from the assessment task, and the assessment records of the
teacher. These data were analysed and used to address the research questions within a feasibility
framework consisting of four dimensions:
2
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Manageability (Can the digital assessment be managed in a normal classroom?),
Technical (Can existing technologies be adapted for digital assessment purposes?),
Functional (Is the digital assessment data reliable and valid?), and
Pedagogic (does a digital assessment support and enrich students’ learning?).
The digital assessment tasks outcomes were marked independently by two external assessors,
using detailed sets of criteria, which were represented as rubrics, and linked to the Engineering
course content and outcomes. Correlations were determined for comparison purposes between
the two external assessors and also between the assessors and the classroom teacher.
Additionally, the collection of work for each course was marked using the method of
comparative pairs, and these results were again compared against the results from the other
forms of marking.
The Engineering course was selected as part of this research because it is a completely new
course and its outcomes include processes and practical performance. The assessment task was
implemented in five schools where Year 11students were studying Engineering Studies. In the
first year a wide range of technologies were trialled in order to determine their appropriateness
and success within the digital assessment context. These included a web-based digital portfolio
system created in FileMaker and also a stand-alone system making use of net book PCs. In the
second year the task was refined and the technology streamlined in order to determine the issues
of scalability. In the third year scalability issues were addressed further by limiting deployment
to those technologies already available within the trial schools (Web based) and with a USB
solution for those schools with poor internet speeds or other restrictions.

3.1 Year1
The task was designed with the teachers who were currently teaching Engineering, and
proceeded through a number of meetings and online refinement of the elements of the task. It
involved a series of specified activities which took the students from a design brief to the
construction and evaluation of a model over a period of 3 hours. Each activity was timed, so all
students had the same specific time frame in which to complete each activity.
The task was presented to the students in the following manner:
Families living in remote areas in developing countries have no access to town amenities
such as power or water. They collect water in dams or tanks and use local material as
fuel for heating and cooking.
The purpose of this task is to design and model a solar water heater for a family living in
a remote area of a developing country who collects their water in a tank adjacent to their
house.

A portfolio template was developed using Filemaker Pro, which included instructions for
students, and spaces for their input of either text, voice, sketches, pictures or videos.
Other Template pages required students to list the principles of appropriate technology, make a
webcam presentation about the features of their design, evaluate other students’ sketches and
respond to peer evaluation of their own design.
The students were required to do some sketching of their ideas on paper, and then they took a
picture of their sketch to include in their e-portfolio. A paper template was prepared for this
purpose, folded to promote the sequence of activities required, and printed on 2 sides of an A3
sheet.
An initial visit was made to each school in order to discuss with the teacher the most appropriate
physical facilities available for the implementation of the task. The task involved students
3
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working on computers, and also needing some desk space for the sketching and modelling
aspects of the task. In all cases the task was implemented in an area where there was ample
power outlets for the computers and peripherals, and also desk space for sketching and
modelling with materials.
It was not necessary to visit the school for a trial of the hardware and software because the
complete and self contained system was brought to each school by the researchers. This included
all modelling materials, to ensure that each student had access to the same volume and type of
materials so valid comparisons could be made between schools.
All teachers had to make timetable adjustments to enable the relevant groups of students to be
available for the 3 hour block of time, which in realty was 3½ hours including the initial
instructional and set up time. At most of the school sites, this period ran across lunch time and so
the students were given a 20-30 minute break from the activity at an appropriate time.
A process was established, before implementing the task, to familiarize the students with the
hardware and software. This involved students first of all setting up the computer and
peripherals (mouse, web cam and memory stick) to ensure it was all functioning, and then going
through each of the main elements of the task such as entering text, taking a picture, using both
the external and integrated web cams and saving images into the portfolio template. This
process was managed through a power point presentation by the facilitator, which included
instructions and screen captures. When students had successfully mastered each element, the
task was begun.
Students were allocated an ID number when they were issued with their USB thumb drive. They
used this number to identify their portfolio, sketch sheet and model. In the collection of data then
the student name does not appear. The students were then paced through the task activities,
recording their output in their portfolio.
The three-hour exam was carried out without the use of any school resources, both the material
for modelling and the ICT equipment was brought to the school by the researchers. Each student
was allocated a mini computer (ASUS EeePC) for use in completing the engineering task. The
battery on these computers lasts for about 3 hours, and because that is the length of the task, it
was judged as inadequate for the time period hence the power cables were used, each computer
was also accompanied by an external camera and mouse.
A FileMaker Pro database was used to develop the portfolio template and was loaded onto a
USB memory stick. This was the mechanism used to capture all the digital student work: text,
voice, pictures and video. At the end of the task, in the last page of the student portfolio, all the
data entry boxes from the portfolio were collated on the one screen so students and researchers
could make sure all pages had been recorded correctly. The memory sticks were removed from
the computers upon completion of the task, and then later each of these individual student
databases was combined to produce a master database of all student work which was uploaded to
a web server.
The camera was the only tool used in the data collection process that could be improved. The
integrated web cam was appropriate to record the student presentations but the USB camera
posed some difficulties. This was used by the students to take pictures of both their sketches and
their models. It worked well with the models because the camera could be easily moved to the
appropriate angle to illustrate a specific feature of a model.
Because the camera focus could be adjusted, and the focal length was critical in ensuring
sketches were recorded in adequate clarity, the fact that it was hand-held did not always result in
crisp representations.
There were five schools, six teachers and five classes of Year 11 and one class of Year 9
students involved in the project who were doing the Engineering course. For each case the
survey of students was done immediately on completion of the performance examination.
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Broadly, it sought students’ opinions on the examination itself, use of computers and other
digital devices, attitudes to using computers and facility with computer applications. The
questionnaire consisted of 45 closed response items and two open-response items.
The exam outputs for the 66 students were uploaded to the online repository. The students’ work
was marked by two external assessors using a standards based rubric. At the same time each
teacher marked their students’ work using his/her own method. The two external assessors
marked the student work on the criteria developed for the assessment task using analytical
‘marks’ and converting these to scores using Rasch Modelling through the RUMM software
package.
The analytic marking tool was developed from the Engineering Course of Study. The relevant
outcomes were selected, and links were made with the engineering examination tasks. Each
outcome was allocated a value, and then descriptors were developed to indicate a high, medium
or low mark for each. The tasks which addressed each outcome were linked to the outcomes.
The marking methodology of comparative-pairs was also used. The marking tool designed for
this purpose displayed two students work side-by-side, with the recording of the marker’s choice
as to which one was best. The tool was developed using FileMaker Pro and deployed on the
Internet. This comparative pairs method of marking was used with five assessors each making
276 comparisons. One holistic and three specific assessment criteria were developed for the
comparative pairs marking from the criteria previously developed for the task, and assessor was
required to make the four choices for these criteria. The criteria were:
 Holistic Criteria: Progression of ideas and knowledge of materials clearly
communicated within the design context. These holistic criteria related to the students
ability to progress from their initial idea, in response to a range of stimulus and activities,
to a satisfactory solution in a manner that clearly communicated the rationale for doing
so.
 Specific Criteria 1: Communication and progression of ideas.
This criterion dealt with the students’ ability to clearly communicate their ideas through
sketching, talking and writing.
 Specific Criteria 2: Materials.
This criterion dealt with the students’ selection of materials appropriate for their design.
 Specific Criteria 3: Awareness of context.
This criterion dealt with the students’ awareness of the design context – a remote area of
a developing country – and the need to implement appropriate technology solutions in
this context.
There was a strong and significant correlation (0.780 p<0.01) between the mark generated by
comparative pairs marking and the mark determined by analytical marking. As might be
expected, the 3 separate criteria (pairs marking) are also strongly correlated with the average
analytical mark. There was also significant correlation between the teacher’s examination mark
and the pairs marking.

3.2

Year 2

The task evolved from that used in year one but still specified a series of activities which took
the students from a design brief to the construction and evaluation of a model over a period of 3
hours. As in year one each activity was timed, so all students had the same specific time frame
in which to complete each activity.
The task was presented to the students in the following manner:

5
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The context for this task is a family camping at a remote beach. They have no transport, and have
run out of fresh drinking water. There is no water around and so they need to invent a process to
make seawater into drinking water. They have no power, so must depend on the heat and energy
from the sun.
You are to sketch and then model a system for turning seawater into drinking water.

A portfolio template was developed using Tag Learning’s e-scape web based assessment
management system which included instructions for students, and spaces for their input of either
text, voice, sketches, pictures or videos. The paper workspace template used in the first year was
again used. As in the first year, other template pages required students to list the principles of
appropriate technology, make a webcam presentation about the features of their design, evaluate
other students sketches and respond to peer evaluation of their design. Contact with schools and
other preparations were done as in year one. The e-scape portfolio environment was delivered
either via the school’s computers and the Internet or in some schools the Eee PCs used in year
one communicating with a classroom-based server via wireless networking. This equipment was
provided by the researchers and was used where the school’s Internet or computers proved
problematic.
The material for modelling and (in some cases) the ICT equipment was brought to the school by
the researchers. Students were either allocated a mini computer (ASUS EeePC) for use in
completing the engineering task or used a web browser and a classroom computer. A separate
web camera and stand that allowed the taking of pictures was provided in both cases. The
camera stand was developed as a result of the focus issues identified in year one.
The exam marking was carried out much as for year one, with multiple markers undertaking a
comparative pairs style ranking procedure. The year two was undertaken within the e-scape
portfolio environment which allowed markers to make comparisons between portfolios that
contain various media types including video and audio and graphics. The figures below show the
environment itself and the judgement screen. There were 104 students and after 13 marking
rounds by 8 examiners the reliability coefficient was 0.898.

6
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3.3

Year 3

The third year of the study involved eight Engineering teachers and the eight classes of Year 11
and 12 students they taught, with data collected from a total of 94 students. The students were
studying the Engineering Studies course at either Stage 1 or Stage 2 levels.
The assessment task required a two-hour performance computer-based exam that was
implemented for each class using the e-scape exam management system through the MAPS
portfolio system (provided by TAG Learning Inc.). The examination was either run live from a
website (online), from a wireless intranet within the classroom, or off USB flash drives on each
student’s computer.
The exam, facilitated by a researcher (or invigilator) and the teacher, was implemented with
relatively few technical difficulties evident. This was largely due to the availability of the three
modes of delivery. The exam was focussed on the design and development of a solution to a
problem of producing drinkable water from seawater with a limited range of materials and using
sunlight as the power source, similar to the second year of the project. Students were guided
through a series of tasks for which stimulus material was presented. In online or wireless
methods of examination delivery, the teacher controlled the student progress through the tasks,
while in the flash drive method the student had control of their own progress with the teacher
recommending the movement to the next activity. The same assessment task was implemented
for each case (school) with the key difference to years 2 and 3 being that the 3D modelling
aspect of student ideas was dropped on the advice of the Curriculum Council advisors.
The major variation between schools was the mode of the delivery (online, wireless or flash
drive), but this variation did not alter the presentation format of the examination to the students.
With the online and the wireless systems, the student work was automatically uploaded to the
external server for the MAPS portfolio system. The students who worked off the USB drive had
their work uploaded later to the server for marking. This required inserting the USB flash drive
into a computer that has Internet access and logging into the MAPS server using the student
login. As a result this method of delivery was only used when it was not possible to use either of
the other two methods due to network firewall restrictions, Internet bandwidth constraints or
software incompatibility.
As in previous year, a range of data was collected related to each teacher and class involved.
These data included: observation of the class completing the exam; a survey of students;
interviews with students, teachers and assessors; and scores generated by three methods of
marking.
The three methods of marking used were: external analytical marking by two expert assessors;
comparative pairs judging by some of the teachers and other expert assessors; and marking by
the teacher for their own purposes and using their own methods. These data were analysed both
for each case study (teacher and class) and for the combined samples of all teachers and
students.
Overall Conclusions
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As the study has progressed the technologies have been rationalised and streamlined so that they
may be scaled up in larger trials.
While the technology has varied during the study, the examination has consisted of a design
task that was scaffolded into a number of timed activities, progressing students from vague ideas
to a realistic solution. Students were paced through each activity, recording their output in the
form of a portfolio.
Although there were not always significant correlations between the markers scores using the
analytical rubric based approach, overall the correlation was low but significant at 0.43. There
was little correlation with any of the external assessors’ marks and those provided by the
teachers. The comparative pairs approach to marking provided a reliable set of scores (SI around
0.92) that was significantly correlated to the analytical marking scores (r = 0.78). There were
similar outcomes for rankings on the marking approaches.
Overall the results of the third year of the study indicated that the benefits of the digital form of
performance exam implemented outweighed the constraints. The assessment aligned well with
the pedagogy of the Engineering Studies course, and most students enjoyed the practical design
nature of the examination task.
The vast majority of students were enthusiastic about undertaking this form of examination.
Apart from some disinterested students the vast majority were fully engaged with the task. Once
the main technical issues were overcome it was relatively easy to invigilate. The students
indicated a willingness to complete the exam on the computer and the ability to demonstrate
their understanding through drawing, taking digital photos and commenting while taking video
proved to be an influencing factor here.
This research demonstrated that a computer-based performance exam could be constructed for
the Core content of the Engineering Studies and that this could be readily implemented in a large
range of schools offering the course. However, in a number of ways minor improvements could
be made to the structure, content and implementation of the exam.
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Abstract: A case conferences wherein several teachers analyze an ASD person have been
adopted in ASD intervention programs to analyze ASD person‟s behavior. However,
inexperienced teachers may have a tendency to focus not on the causal behavior factors but
on the surfaced behavior when analyzing videos in a case conference. Therefore, we
designed a computer-based video annotation system for supporting case conferences to
increase inexperienced teachers‟ awareness of behavior factors. In this paper, we reported
the results of the trial use of a prototype system. The results suggested that the prototype
system is effective for enabling inexperienced teachers to pay attention to behavior factors.
Keywords: Balloon type video annotation, Behavior Analysis, Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD), Analyzing Skill Acquisition of inexperienced teacher

1. Introduction
This study focuses on those children who are diagnosed with low-functioning autism
spectrum disorder (ASD). ASD is a neural development disorder characterized by impaired
social interaction and communication, which are listed on the diagnostic criteria of both the
DSM-IV [1] and ICD-10 [2]. Problem behavior, such as self-injury, includes movements
that injure or can injure the person, such as skin picking, hand biting, and head banging, are
almost caused by these characteristics of ASD [3]. It is sometimes compared to an iceberg:
the tip of the iceberg represents the overt behaviors (the result), whereas the submerged
portion represents the underlying differences and impairments (the factor) [4]. The same
was also said in Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), which is the science wherein the tactics
derived from the principles of behavior are applied systematically to improve socially
significant behavior, and experimentation is used to identify the variables responsible for
behavior change [5, 6]. Therefore, a teacher who instructs ASD person must observe his/her
overt behavior and acquire the skills to analyze the causes. However, they cannot afford to
analyze the cause of behavior because of the amount of work like responding to problem
behavior in class.
Accordingly, case conferences wherein several teachers analyze an ASD person have been
adopted in ASD intervention programs. The discussion among teachers enables objective
analysis. More recently, case conferences have increasingly started using videos to view the
behaviors of ASD people. By using videos, teachers can analyze the behavior precisely even
when their memory of the behaviors of the ASD people is unclear. On the other hand,
inexperienced teachers may have a tendency to focus not on the causal factors but on the
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result when analyzing videos in a case conference. For example, if a ASD person injures
himself/herself, the experienced teacher assumes that the self-injury was caused by the
stress of the unpredictable situation, and creates a work schedule. In contrast, the
inexperienced teacher assumes that the self-injury is just a risk behavior because it is
difficult for him/her to analyze the causal factors of the problem behavior from the video.
Thus, it is necessary to develop a supporting function for analyzing behavior factors in
video case conferences.
In the present study, we designed a computer-based video annotation system for supporting
case conferences to increase inexperienced teachers‟ awareness of behavior factors. Before
the system design, we focused on that behavior factors are present in the intentions of the
ASD person, such as a demand or a refusal, because of the communication difficulties and
developed a prototype system which is based on the following two hypotheses (Fig. 1). One
is that the inexperienced teacher can become aware of behavior factors through the activity
of expressing the intention of the target child by a balloon-type video annotation.
(Henceforth, the balloon-type video annotation in this paper will simply be referred to as
video annotation.) Another is inexperienced teachers can judge the propriety of their own
analysis through comparison with the balloon-type video annotation which an experienced
teacher inserts.
This paper describes the components of the prototype system and the results of the system‟s
trial use in a school for special support education. Section 2 discusses the existing studies
related to this topic. Section 3 describes the components of the system. Section 4 reports the
examination procedure. Section 5 provides details of the examination results and discusses
the findings.

Fig. 1 Concept of our method

2. Related Work
Analysis of human behavior can be traced back hundreds of years [7]. More recently, such
analysis has utilized technologies such as videos or computers. As these technologies
emerged, teachers were able to analyze human behavior objectively and quickly refer back
to actual events, rather than rely exclusively on notes and memory [8]. With the
advancement in technology, new techniques for analyzing children in special education
have emerged. From the perspective of prompting the reflection of inexperienced teachers,
video annotation technology is useful for case conferences on behavior analysis.
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Today, many studies have addressed computer-based annotation systems for
videoconferencing. Schroeter, Hunter, & Kosovic [9] developed Vannotea, a collaborative
video annotation system to describe, store, and share video annotations. Bargeron, Gupta,
Grudin, & Sanocki [10] discussed design considerations in the construction of the
collaborative video annotation system called Microsoft Research Annotation System
(MRAS). Colasante [11] developed the integration of a media annotation tool (MAT) and
explored the learning and assessment activities of an undergraduate teaching course
(physical education). Yamamoto & Nagao [12] developed a web-based video annotation
system named iVAS (intelligent Video Annotation Server) whose users can associate any
video content on the internet with various annotations. However, these systems do not target
behavior analysis.
Ogawa, Ogawa, Kakegawa, Ishida, & Morihiro [13] proposed the VISCO (Video Sharing
System for Supporting COllaborative lesson improvement), which visualizes the
correspondence between the problem scene and a related scene on video and reports the
educational practice for inexperienced teachers. Gotoh & Nishihara [14] proposed teacher
training using a web-based annotation system, which involves teaching practice students to
allow teachers to develop their own teaching cognition, views on physical education, and
views on students. These studies targeted collaborative lesson improvements and produced
results for inexperienced teachers‟ training. However, they did not target special needs
education. In the case of special education, it is not necessary to display the problem scene
and related scene in the video. Therefore, the existing systems are difficult to apply in the
special needs education context.
Nagamori, Ando, Nagasawa, Songmuang, & Ueno [15] developed a data base system for
special needs education cases in order to store and share children‟s problem behavior, which
are recorded by webcams in the classroom. This study reported that teachers could clearly
describe children‟s behaviors in electronic educational records using the video webcam
recordings even when their memory was unclear. Halipern, Karahalios, Halle, DeThorne, &
Coletto [16] proposed Annotation for ASD Analysis (A3), a coding guideline for ASD
analysis that quantitatively assesses a set of dependent variables identified through the
digital video annotation process. These studies made it easy for teachers and scholars to
analyze the problem behaviors of ASD person However, they did not focus on improving
the awareness of inexperienced teachers. Inexperienced teachers may tend to insert video
annotations for overt behavior or the method of instruction and disregard the causal factors
of an ASD person‟s problem behavior. We conducted an ex-ante evaluation for
inexperienced teachers using a video annotation system. As a result, there were hardly any
annotations in the video.
Consequently, we aim to develop a video annotation system that enhances the
inexperienced teachers‟ awareness of behavior factors.

3. Components of the prototype system
The prototype system is a client-server system. The client side is developed by Microsoft
Visual Studio 2010 and is able to operate in Windows VISTA/7. Figure 2 shows the
prototype system interface. It is composed of a video part and annotation list part. Video
annotations can be inserted by using the interface, which appears when the user clicks on the
video, as shown in Figure 2. The annotations are then shown in the annotation list part. In
order to distinguish the users, the video annotations of each user appear in different colors.
Additionally, users can jump from one video annotation to another by clicking an item in the
annotation list.
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Annotation List

Video /Annotation Display Screen

I want to play trampoline.
I‟m not feel like staying!

Video Control Panel

Fig. 2 Interface of the prototype system
Please imagine this person‟s intentions
and type in the textbox

Fig. 3 Interface for inserting the balloon-type video annotation

4. Experiment Method
4.1 Target video
The target child was 10 years old, male, diagnosed with ASD, and enrolled in a school for
special education. His vocabulary was limited, and his method of communication was to use
non-verbal instrumental gestures. Although the teacher had instructed the target student to
participate in the class many times before the experiment, there were many video scenes that
showed the target child running around or not participating in the class.
We video-recorded the target child for one day of school and edited the video. The video
was 40 minutes long and composed of a morning assembly, an arithmetic lesson, and a
Physical education (P.E.) lesson wherein the target child exhibited problem behavior rather
frequently.

4.2 Participants
The participants in the present study comprised four inexperienced teachers and one
experienced teacher. Table 1 shows the data of participants. All the inexperienced teachers
had been worried regarding how they should cope with the target child‟s problem behavior.
Although case conferences had been held several times and the experienced teacher had
advised the inexperienced teachers regarding how they should handle the target child, there
was no improvement in the target child‟s behavior.
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Table 1 Participant data
Name

Sex

Experience level

Participant A
Participant B
Participant C
Participant D
Participant M

Male
Female
Female
Male
Female

Inexperienced
Inexperienced
Inexperienced
Inexperienced
Experienced

Years of experience in school
for special support education
1
2
3
2
11

Years of experience
in school
1
7
3
23
37

4.3 Procedure
[first case conference (Date: October 21, 2010)]
(1) Insertion of the video annotation (1.5 hours): The participants inserted video
annotations using a personal computer (PC), which had been prepared individually and
installed in the prototype system. In this step, participants were not able to view each
others‟ video annotations.
(2) Sharing the video annotation (0.5 hour): The participants accessed the server-side
system and shared their video annotations.
(3) Discussion (1 hour): The inexperienced teachers discussed the target child. The content
of the discussion was recorded with their consent.
[second case conference (Date: November 9, 2010)]
(4) Practice report (1 hour): The inexperienced teachers discussed changes in the behavior
of the target child. The content of the discussion was recorded with their consent.
(5) Questionnaire survey: We distributed a questionnaire survey, which used a four-grade
evaluation system, to the inexperienced teachers (possible responses to the
questionnaire survey items were “4: I strongly think so,” “3: I think so,” “2: I don‟t
think so,” and “1: I don‟t think so at all”).
[third case conference (Date: December 20, 2010)]
(6) Personal interview survey (1 hour): We interviewed all participants regarding the
changes in the behavior of the target child.

5. Results and Consideration
The participants inserted a total of 116 video annotations. Table 2 shows the results of the
questionnaire survey. In this section, we analyzed the results of the study using the video
annotation, recorded discussions, and questionnaire survey.

5.1 Awareness of behavior factors
First, Questions 1 and 2 in the questionnaire survey suggested that every inexperienced
teacher was able to consider the behavior factors. Many video annotations described
behavior factors concretely, for example, “When will it start?” (the factor of the child
moving his hand up and down in front of his face repeatedly or stamping his feet violently)
and “Hula hoop is too difficult!” (the factor of the child running frantically in the gym).
Subsequently, a change was suggested in the inexperienced teachers‟ analysis methods of
the target child. It was assumed that as a result of the case discussion, the inexperienced
teachers became actively aware of the behavior factors, and the number of the problem
behaviors was clearly reduced. Every participant recognized the improvement in the
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Table 2 Results of the questionnaire survey
Item

A

B

C

D

Ave.

Awareness of the causal factors of the student’s behavior
Question 1: Did you consider the participant more than usual when
inserting a video annotation?

4

4

4

3

3.75

Question 2: Did you consider the reason for the occurrence of the
behavior?

4

4

4

3

3.75

4

4

4

3

3.75

4

4

4

4

4.0

4

4

3

3

3.5

Question 6: Do you want to use the system again?

4

4

4

3

3.75

Question 7: Was the improvement more effective than that obtained
by using the usual case conferences?

4

4

4

3

3.75

Question 8: Was the improvement more effective than that obtained
by using video case conferences?

4

4

4

3

3.75

Question 9: After the case conference, were you able to incorporate
the results of the discussion into your instruction?

4

4

4

3

3.75

Question 10: Did you revise the goals or content of instruction for
the target child?

3

3

3

2

2.75

Question 11: Did you revise the time schedule for the target child?

4

3

3

3

3.25

4

3

3

1

2.75

3

3

3

4

3.25

3

4

4

4

3.75

4

4

4

4

4.0

Question 3: Did the use of the system facilitate the analysis of the
child’s ideas?
Awareness of others from the annotation
Question 4: Were other peoples’ annotations helpful to you?
Question 5: Did the other peoples’ annotations help you to make a
discovery?
Utility of the method

Effect on teaching

Question 12: Did you reduce the number of times of verbal
communication for the target child?
Question 13: Did you change your approach of talking to the target
child?
Question 14: Did you change the manner in which you supported the
target child?
Question 15: Did you change your own movements toward the target
child?

problem behavior; although a large number of instances of problem behavior appeared in
the video that was used in the first case conference, only a few problem behaviors emerged
in the video that was taken on October 22, 2010 (the second day of the first case
conference). This improvement was also noted in the third case discussion.
Following this, the personal interview survey revealed that case conferences on the behavior
factors of the target child or other children were held voluntarily, and teachers used the
prototype system in their spare time at work. Therefore, it was suggested that the
inexperienced teachers enthusiastically conducted the analysis.
On the other hand, all the inexperienced teachers responded, “I considered the intentions of
the target child. However, there were some scenes for which I could not insert a video
annotation because it was difficult.” For a scene wherein the target child had disobeyed
Participant B‟s orders in spite of the factor that participant B wanted to improve the situation
by having the target child do a forward roll on the mat, experienced Participant M inserted
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the following video annotation of the specific behavior factor: “It is too difficult for me to
understand your instruction” and “How many times I should do the forward roll?” In
contrast, inexperienced Participant B centrally inserted video annotation of the abstract
behavior factor: “I don‟t care to do it” and “it‟s a pain.” However, Participant B derived the
following conclusion: “I have depended on linguistic communication like „Come back
soon‟ and „Do the forward roll.‟ Therefore, I should instruct by using visual information”
from the experienced participant‟s video annotation “I can‟t understand what you say!”
Equally, Participant B derived the following conclusion: “The factor of running around in
the gym was that the target child couldn‟t understand what to do next or when to stop” from
the experienced participant‟s video annotation “How many times do I do a forward roll?”
Accordingly, the inexperienced teachers were able to analyze behavior factors in scenes for
which only abstract video annotation had been inserted by referring to the experienced
participants‟ annotations.

5.2 Awareness by referring to the video annotations of others
Responses to Questions 4 and 5 suggested that all the inexperienced teachers increased their
awareness by referring to other participants‟ video annotations. For a scene wherein
Participant A had to hold the target child from behind, for example, the video annotations
indicating the target child‟s stress included “Don‟t touch me from behind! (Participant B)”
or “When will the teacher pull away from my body? (Participant C)” In the stage of the case
conference, Participant A was not aware that the behavior factor was his holding the target
child from behind, though he knew that the target child was always on the move. He gained
this awareness by referring the other participants‟ video annotations in the first case
conference; in the practice report of the second case conference, he said, “I have not had to
hold the target child from behind his back and am now aware of the distance that I must
maintain from the target child after the last case conference.” This was a case in which
differences between the teachers‟ analysis of himself and other participants‟ analysis of the
behavior factor led to the achievement of awareness.

5.3 Usefulness of the method
Questions 6 to 8 suggested that the case conference that used the prototype system led to
more effective instruction improvement than those that did not use it. Though every
participant had held case conferences several times, they were ineffective.
It was also suggested that participants could share ways to attend to the target child by
sharing insights on the behavior factors. Actually, the participants said the following in the
second case conference: “He is quite a different child now. Although he remains calm, he
behaved violently before the case conference” and “The participants could share the target
child‟s intention through the case conference. Consequently, the target child‟s problem
behavior was improved.” Though we had not expected this result, it was an important factor
in improving the problem behavior.

5.4 Influence on instruction
Responses to Question 9 suggested that all the inexperienced teachers made use of the case
conference‟s results to improve their instruction. Moreover, responses to Questions 11 and
13 to 15 indicated that the case conferences influenced the teachers‟ method of building a
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relationship with the target child through instruction. However, the scores of Questions 10
and 12 were relatively low. Regarding Question 10, it was assumed that originally,
inexperienced Participant D had a few opportunities to call the target child‟s attention.
Regarding Question 12, it was supposed that the lesson improvement was not concerned
with the analysis of the behavior factors.

6. Summary
In this paper, we reported the results of the trial use of a prototype system based on the
hypotheses that inexperienced teachers can become aware of behavior factors by expressing
the intentions of the target child through balloon-type video annotations and can judge the
propriety of their own analysis by referring to video annotations inserted by experienced
teachers in a school for special support education. The results suggested that the prototype
system is effective for enabling inexperienced teachers to pay attention to behavior factors.
In future works, we will investigate the differences among the several types of participants.
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Abstract: In this paper we investigated student online learning and non-learning related
activities. The data collected in the research showed that students felt certain affective states
when performing particular activity types and performed particular activity types when they
felt certain affective states. These transitions were further investigated by generating
transition likelihoods between all pairs of activity types and affective states. The transition
likelihoods were used to create a model that could predict possible student behavior when
they learn online. Certain transitions wherein students may need interventions were
identified, so that feedback can be put in place to prevent them from transitioning to activity
types and affective states that do not support learning.
Keywords: online, learning, non-learning, affective states, transition likelihood

Introduction
The current generation is quite unique largely because of the available technologies that
have enabled them to develop unique characteristics and are often referred to as digital
natives, internet generation and generation Y among others. Most if not all of them are
tech-competent and perform many of their activities on the internet. Research shows that
they have the capability of doing many things in parallel, finding information easily and
keeping track of many social connections [13].
The accessibility of the internet and the presence of online services and tools like
web portals and search engines allow digital natives to get information about any topic,
anytime and anywhere. It has not only been used for entertainment or social interaction, but
more importantly also for learning [9]. It is easy for students to look for tutorials or videos to
learn more about their lessons in class or about any topic they find interesting.
Students usually use these technologies when they learn on their own because it is
the fastest and easiest way to get information without physically going to sources of
information such as libraries or personally communicating with a teacher or expert. When
students learn under these circumstances they have complete control over how they learn.
Apart from learning over the internet, it is easy for them to shift into non-learning activities
since these are equally accessible and no one is present to guide them. In this research we
define learning activities to be any activity related to learning including searching for
information, viewing video tutorials and listening to podcasts about topics discussed in
class. Non-learning activities refer to other activities apart from learning such as browsing
unrelated websites or videos, social networking websites and gaming websites among
others. Although students may initially have the motivation to learn, non-learning activities
have the tendency to disrupt learning. On the other hand, these activities might not be all bad
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as these may also help students de-stress. Too much stress has been found to hinder learning
[7] so engaging in de-stressing activities may help students to continue more effective
learning at a later time. This indicates that affect, i.e., mood or emotion, also plays an
important role in learning online [4][10]. This domain now becomes another avenue to
support learning. The research reported in this study investigates students’ transitions
between learning and non-learning activities online together with their affective states so as
to identify when support can be given to the student.
1. Related Work
Many research works have highlighted the importance of affect in learning. Apart from
identifying affective states, changes in affect during learning are also important. In the
context of learning using an intelligent tutoring system (ITS), the affective state and
transition from one affective state to another was found to correlate with learning [3]. These
states can be used as triggers to provide appropriate support for students. Baker et al. [1]
extended the approach and investigated affective transitions together with the activities
performed by students. One finding was that gaming the system co-occurred with
confusion. Identified affective states can then be used to identify or predict behaviors that
are not helpful to learning and provide appropriate interventions.
For the digital natives, however, learning does not occur solely offline but also
online. Especially because of the benefits of information availability on the internet, many
research works study its impact on learning. These include investigating the relationship
between browsing behavior and performance [5][8][11] as well as providing intervention to
support student learning [6][10][12].
From the literature studied in the course of this research, most work on using the
internet for learning consider student actions only within the learning environment or
context. No work, however, seems to consider student activities not related to learning that
are performed parallel to these learning environments and contexts. This behavior seems to
be innate in browsing the internet and is shown in the data gathered in this research. Thus,
this work investigates shifts between student learning and non-learning activities and their
affective states. Possible interventions are also identified to support learning.
2. Methodology and Data Gathering
An experiment was conducted to observe online student learning behavior. Twenty-four
students (10 male and 14 female) taking an introductory programming course under the
Bachelor of Science in Information Systems degree at De La Salle University, Manila,
Philippines were asked to participate in the collection of data. This was their first
programming course in college and is a major subject for their degree. The programming
language used in the course was Java and most of them had no previous knowledge about it.
The average age of the respondents is 17, and they were all familiar with the different
technologies on the internet such as social networking sites, instant messaging, search
engines and multimedia sharing sites.
For this study, we developed a web based system called Sidekick, which is
composed of two components, namely, the web server and the browser add-on. The add-on
was created for the Firefox web browser which collected information about a student’s
learning behavior. This information was sent over the internet to the web server and stored
in a database. A more detailed description of the data collected is discussed later.
Students were first briefed in class about labeling their activities and affect. They
were told that when they visit a website related to discussions in class, they should consider
it a learning activity and visiting any other website as a non-learning activity. They were
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also asked to identify the affect they felt about visiting the website and select from delight,
engagement, neutral, boredom, confusion or frustration. These were based on Craig et al’s
work [2] which observed these affective states when students used a learning environment.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the labeling component. Each affective state was discussed
so students could easily identify them later. When students experienced more than one
affective state, they were asked to consider the most pronounced one. They were then taught
how to install and use the Sidekick Firefox extension for labeling the websites. They were
instructed to use Sidekick at home when they used the internet for doing their assignments
or projects and studying or learning more about the topics discussed in class. Students were
given extra credit in the course for participating in the experiment.

Learning
Non-learning
Engaged
Delighted
Neutral
Bored
Confused
Frustrated

Figure 1. Screenshot of Sidekick’s pop-up window for labeling.

At home, students first visited the registration page and created their own accounts.
They then downloaded and installed the Sidekick Firefox browser extension which would
collect and send data to the Sidekick server. Once the extension was installed, students
logged in using their accounts. Every time a new web page was viewed by typing a URL
directly on the browser’s address bar, following a hyperlink to a different web page or
viewing a previously loaded web page in a different tab, a small pop-up window was shown
to the student. The student then identified the category of the current web page and the
affective state they felt toward it. Icons were used to make it faster for students to identify
activity types and affective states. Textual descriptions were also shown when the mouse
was hovered over the icons. After labeling, the student ID, timestamp, URL, activity
category and identified affective state were sent to the server and stored in a database.
Students had total control over the number of times and duration of each learning session
when they used Sidekick. Data was gathered within a span of two weeks.
3. Data Characterization and Observation
Students visited 25 web pages and spent two minutes viewing a web page on the average per
session. A total of 1,562 data instances were obtained, each consisting of the student ID,
timestamp, URL, activity and affect label provided by the student. The data showed that
students temporarily shifted to non-learning activities while learning. On average, students
spent 47.84% of their time on learning related activities and the rest on non-learning. This
can be interpreted according to Vassileva’s findings where students who learn online shift
tasks in order to temporarily gratify themselves [13]. In this case, viewing videos or
chatting may allow them to enjoy or relax when they experience stress while learning. On
the other hand, these activities may also serve as distractions that disrupt learning.
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Figure 2. Websites commonly visited by students.

Figure 2 shows websites commonly visited by students. Notably, the most visited
websites were social networking sites followed by search engines, course related websites,
email hosting sites, blogging websites, multimedia hosting sites, discussion groups, online
comics, news sites and wikis. The other sites visited covered special interests like games and
personal websites. It was also observed that students seemed to be in either a learning state
or relaxed state when performing activities. When in the learning state, they usually
searched for a term related to the topic they are learning through a search engine then visited
the top results of their search. They would follow the trail of links in cases where
information spanned more than a page and repeated the process using different search terms.
Many students used search engines as their starting point when learning.
When students shifted to a relaxed state, they usually started from their personal
blogs, social networking sites like Facebook or web portals such as YouTube. This also
confirms Vassileva’s findings where digital natives were described to be particular about
their social network and liked to interact with people within it [13]. Students get news about
their friends through social networks or blog connections, play multiplayer games over
Facebook or watch videos over YouTube which were either linked from Facebook or
suggested by a friend.
Interestingly, there were few cases when students shifted from learning to
non-learning related activities and vice versa. They usually spent prolonged periods of
performing learning related activities then shifted to prolonged periods of non-learning
related activities or vice versa. This again confirms Vassileva’s findings describing digital
natives to be motivated in accomplishing their goal [13]. If the current goal is to learn the
student would perform activities that would accomplish this.
Figure 3 shows a general view of the interplay between the student’s affective state
and activities. Each bar shows the students’ affective state while learning or non-learning.
The percentages show the ratio of instances when a student experienced a certain affective
state relative to all other affective states experienced while either learning or non-learning.
The most common affective state that students felt while non-learning was delight.
This is expected because they probably engaged in non-learning activities to relax. Students
rarely felt confused or frustrated probably because they refrained from doing activities that
were not relaxing. It is also interesting that students experience more boredom while
non-learning which may indicate that these activities are not always interesting. Learning
may be more challenging so it was considered less boring.
When learning, students reported less feelings of delight and more feelings of
engagement since this activity probably required more concentration. This was assumed to
occur when the student understood what was being learned. Confusion was experienced
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while learning probably when students tried to understand a new or unfamiliar topic.
Frustration was experienced probably because of prolonged states of confusion or not
understanding the current topic. Students continued to learn despite being confused or
frustrated since they needed to overcome them to learn.

Figure 3. Comparison of affective states during learning and non-learning activities.

4. Points of Intervention
Since we know that affect influences learning, we took a closer look at the transitions
between learning and non-learning activities and the affective states associated with them.
Although D’Mello’s metric [2] can measure the likelihood of transitioning between
affective states, we are also interested in activity type transitions. Therefore, we use the
same likelihood metric but concatenate the activity type and the affective state to measure
the likelihood of transitioning between pairs of activity types and affective states. In Eq.
(4.1), NEXTA2,E2 refers to the next activity type and affect pair that the PREVA1,E1 activity
type and affect pair will transition to.

LA1, E1 A2, E 2 

Pr( NEXT A2, E 2 | PREV A1, E1 )  Pr( NEXT A2, E 2 )
(1  Pr( NEXT A2, E 2 ))

(4.1)

For example, the likelihood LL,DNL,E computes for the likelihood of transitioning
from learning while feeling delighted to non-learning and feeling engaged. The likelihood
metric will give a value ranging from one and -∞. Values above zero indicate that it is more
likely for the transition to happen compared to chance and increases in probability as it
approaches one. Zero indicates that the likelihood of transitioning into the state is equal to
chance and values below zero indicate that the transition is less likely to happen compared
to the base frequency of performing an activity type while feeling a specific affective state
toward it. Table 1 shows transition likelihoods that are above zero.
When observing the table of likelihoods, we consider four quadrants. The top left
refers to transitions from learning to learning activities and indicate continuous learning.
The top right refers to the transitions from learning to non-learning activities. The bottom
left refers to the transition from non-learning to learning activities. The bottom right refers
to transitions from non-learning to non-learning activities and indicates periods when the
student did not engage in learning.
Ideally, we want student transitions to belong to the first quadrant since this is the
point where students plausibly learn. As shown in the table, when students transitioned
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between learning activities they experienced both positive and negative affect. Although
transitioning from positive to negative affect is understandable, continuous transitions to
negative affective states need to be kept track of. Particularly, we can see that confusion,
boredom and frustration tend to be prolonged as there is a likelihood of transitioning to the
same state while learning. This indicates a possible point of intervention either to reduce the
student's frustration, e.g., through encouragement, to help sustain learning or advice the
student to shift to non-learning activities to de-stress and then return to learning.

LD
LN
LE
LC
LB
LF
NLD
NLN
NLE
NLC
NLB
NLF

LD
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.02

0.04

LN

Table 1. Transition likelihoods of activities and affect.
LE
LC
LB
LF
NLD
NLN
NLE
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.12
0.07
0.06
0.02
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.05

NLC

NLB

NLF
0.04
0.04

0.01

0.03
0.06
0.08
0.01

0.06
0.14

L = learning; NL = non-learning; D = delighted; N = neutral; E = engaged; C = confused; B = bored; F = frustrated;

In the second quadrant, we see the transitions from learning to non-learning
activities. Transitioning from learning activities to non-learning activities may both be good
and bad since it may serve as a reward for successfully learning a certain topic but may also
serve as a distraction especially when the student was already engaged in learning. Thus, it
is important to help the student maintain self-control. Intervention may be provided by
reminding students of their learning goals. It is unfavorable however when students
transition from a learning activity to a non-learning activity and experience negative affect
because this indicate that it makes the student feel worse and may lead to less motivation
and discontinued learning. It is important that at this point, students should be led to more
positive non-learning activities. Historical data may be used to identify which non-learning
web pages the student visited led to reported positive affective states and suggest them to the
student.
The third quadrant is very important because this is when students transition back to
learning activities from their non-learning activities. It is beneficial when non-learning
activities cause students to transition back to learning with positive affective states since this
may indicate more motivation to continue learning. However, returning to learning with
negative affective states may indicate that there might be something wrong in the context of
what the student is learning rather than the problem being affective in nature. Thus, at this
point, intervention should probably provide further explanations regarding what the student
is studying or encourage getting help from a tutor or peer.
Lastly, the fourth quadrant indicates the transition between non-learning activities.
Sustained positive affective states within these transitions will be beneficial to the student
only up to a certain point. Being too engrossed in the non-learning activity minimizes the
amount of time the student could have spent to learn. In this case, a balance between
relaxation and learning has to be met and students need support to identify when to resume
learning. Negative affective states within non-learning activities are also important to track
since prolonged negative affective states in non-learning activities may cause the student to
stop learning instead of helping the student de-stress.
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5. Utilizing Transition Likelihoods for Providing Intervention
The transition table for activities and affective states can be represented as a directed cyclic
graph shown in Figure 4 . Each node represents a student’s state expressed in terms of the
activity category and affect felt towards the activity. The 12 nodes represent the
combinations of activity categories and affective states. The connection between a parent
node and child node indicates that the student can transition to that state with a
corresponding likelihood. Paths can then be traced to predict the student’s next state and
interventions can be provided depending on the current state and the next probable state.
LN

0.01

LD 0.03
0.02

Intervention
suggest transition
to NL or provide
encouragement

NLE

LF 0.07
NLD

LE
LC

NLB
NLF

LB

NLC
NLN

Figure 4. Cylic directed graph of transitions built from the transition likelihoods table.

Given the sample scenario where a student starts in a learning delighted state, the
student may either stay in a learning delighted state, transition to a learning frustrated state
or a non-learning delighted state. Since transitioning to a learning frustrated state has the
highest likelihood, we can assume that the student will transition into this state next. Since
the student is currently in a positive affective state and feeling frustration in learning may
indicate that the student is still trying to understand the concept, intervention may be
reserved at this point. However, assuming that the student continuously transitions to and
from the learning frustrated state, it is highly probable that this may continue and
intervention needs to be provided such as encouraging the student or suggesting
non-learning activities for de-stressing.
The transition likelihoods and transition graph created were based on the data
gathered. Because of the limited amount of data, it is possible that some student behavior
were not modeled. Given more data, better models of transition may be constructed. The
approach can be replicated to build better models with more data and provide more
appropriate feedback at the identified points of intervention.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
It was shown that different affective states were felt depending on the activity performed
such as feeling confusion while learning. Different affective states may also have influenced
students to transition activity types such as frustration causing students to engage in
non-learning activities. This was investigated further by viewing the students’ transitions
between activity types as they experienced certain affective states. Transition likelihoods
were used to create a predictive model of activity and affective states that a student can
transition to. Based on the current activity type and affective state of the student,
interventions can be provided to prevent students from transitioning to undesired states. The
approach performed in the research can be replicated to build more accurate models with
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more and better data. This model can then be used as basis for providing intervention.
The transition likelihoods used in creating the predictive model were generated from
the data set of all students. Each student will most likely behave differently so a
personalized model will create a more accurate representation of the student’s behavior.
Moreover, new data observed from students can be used to update the transition likelihoods
and further improve its accuracy.
This preliminary study made use of self-reported data which revealed transitions
that were both logical and explainable by commonly perceived and observed student
behaviors. However, even if the predictive model can be used for providing intervention,
labeling the activity types and affective states were done manually. Automating the
identification of activity types and affective states will allow intervention to be given
without requiring the subject to perform self-reporting.
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Abstract: The purpose of the study is to investigate the effects of different combined
annotations with first and second languages for verbal annotations and pictures and
animation for visual annotations. It was administered on PDAs to further confirm whether
the results are in agreement with those implemented on the desktop. According to the
assigned annotation type, four classes of 121 senior high school freshmen in central Taiwan
read 4 passages, each of which had 5 target English verbs, annotated in the following ways:
L1 definition-plus-graphics, L1 definition-plus-animation, L2 definition-plus-graphics, and
L2 definition-plus-animation. These participants took an immediate posttest after reading
each and a delayed parallel posttest one month after the experiment. Two-way ANOVA
analyses indicated no significant differences between the definition languages but
significant differences between the visual aids, with animation more effective; besides, no
interaction effects were observed. The findings of definition languages were in line with the
previous studies’, and this study offered evidence from younger adults and lower proficient
English learners. The performance for animation over pictures supported the argument that
dynamic animation is designed to illustrate concepts of changes and processes such as
English verbs. Directions for future research and suggestions for language practitioners are
also discussed.
Keywords: vocabulary learning, multimedia annotations, mobile-learning, PDA

Introduction
Successful vocabulary acquisition lays solid foundations for the mastery of a language.
However, for most second language learners, it is hard to be equipped with a large
vocabulary. To reduce stress from encounters of unknown words and to enhance vocabulary
learning, glosses or annotations on a text are designed. This design increases exposure of the
target words and calls learners’ attention to them and the information provided by the design
helps learners avoid incorrect guesses and inferences in given context (Nation, 2001:175).
With the advent of technology, multimedia annotations, the digital genre of glosses, emerge
and diversify gloss presentations, which improve learners’ reading comprehension and
promote their interest in vocabulary learning. Over the past decade, with mobile
technologies applied to education, vocabulary learning has become more convenient.
Beyond the constraints of time and space, mobile devices render language learning
ubiquitous. Proposed systems via mobile devices can provide personalized and
context-aware vocabulary, catering to the needs of language learners. Multimedia
annotations via mobile devices are worthy of research due to hardware appropriateness,
namely the capacity of mobile devices suitable for the installation of multimedia
annotations and the screen of mobile devices suitable for the presentation of multimedia
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annotations. As the popularity of mobile devices increases, their cost decreases. For future
practical and efficient use, studies of multimedia annotations on mobile devices are urgent,
but, however, now, still scant; thus, the purpose of this study, which has focus on language
used for definition and on visual aids used for illustration.
The present study is guided by the following research questions: Do Chinese and English
definitions have different effect on Taiwanese senior high school students learning English
verbs? Do still images and dynamic animation have different effect on Taiwanese senior
high school students learning English verbs? Is there an interaction effect between
definition languages and visual aids on learning English verbs in the case of Taiwanese
senior high school students?

1. Literature Review
1.1 Multimedia Annotations
Annotations, the design of textual enhancement, helped language learners better understand
reading texts and acquire vocabulary (Hulstijn et al., 1996). As technology advances,
multimedia annotations were soon incorporated into digitized materials, presented in
diverse modes, verbal and non-verbal, including text, graphics, and videos or animations.
This assists learners with reading comprehension and vocabulary acquisition (Chun &
Plass, 1996). Proponents of multimedia-based vocabulary learning concentrate efforts on
providing most helpful non-verbal aids. Their findings reveal that the effects of annotation
are studied based upon a series of theorization of cognitive load from Paivio to Mayer and
Mareno (Mayer, 2005).
Paivio’s (1990) Dual-coding Theory concerns how information is processed. It states
information processed in more than one channel, such as verbally and visually together, is
more effective for learning than information processed singularly. The combination of
textual and pictorial gloss has a larger positive effect on language learning, including word
recognition, vocabulary retention, listening comprehension, reading comprehension,
regardless of the text given in L1 (Chun and Plass, 1996; Kost, Foss & Lenzini, 1999;
Yanguas, 2009; ) or in L2 (Yoshii and Flaitz, 2002; Shahrokni, 2009; Yoshii, 2006).
However, the cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1994) concerns the processing capacities
when information is processed. It assumes that multimedia learning processes require
cognitive resources but are executed under the constraints of limited working memory.
Because a picture involves a higher cognitive load, pictorial annotations hindered the
learning of young learners under the condition of text-plus-picture (Acha, 2009). The
simultaneous provision of both written and pictorial annotations was not appropriate for
learners with lower verbal and visual ability (Chen, Hsieh and Kinshuk, 2008). Vocabulary
acquisition was worse for low-verbal and low-spatial ability students when they received
visual annotations for vocabulary words (Plass, Chun, Mayer, and Leutner; 2003).
Based on Dual-coding Theory and the cognitive load theory, Mayer (2001) proposed his
Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning. It assumes that learners have to actively
involve themselves in the selection, organization and integration of the dual-channel
information under the condition of limited capacity. The results of the studies are consistent
with the theory (Plass, et. al., 2003; Akbulut 2007). It suggests that simultaneous
presentation of verbal and visual annotation and elimination of extraneous media modes
lead to better learning.
Animation or video, as well as pictures, is one of the suitable visual media especially to
depict a series of changes or demonstrate a concept of process. However, annotations of
dynamic animation have not yet reached a consensus of their competitiveness with still
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pictures (Chun and Plass, 1996; Al-Seghayer, 2001; Akbulut, 2007). Considering these
researchers includes in their studies diverse parts of speech, nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.,
animation can’t exert its distinctive effect to the full. So there is one issue that needs to
attend to is whether or not dynamic graphics instead of static one are employed to annotate
concepts of changes and processes.

1.2 Mobile-Assisted Vocabulary Learning
Mobile devices enable language learning to proceed in unprecedented ways. Whether cell
phones, MP3/MP4 players, personal digital assistants (PDAs), smart-phones, or tablet PCs,
mobile devices share such features as portability, immediacy, connectivity, and
social-networking. These features have built language learning the threshold for
mobile-learning (m-learning), ubiquitous-learning (u-learning), and seamless learning
(Kululska-Hulme & Shield, 2008). Of all published studies on mobile-assisted language
learning (MALL), mobile-assisted vocabulary learning received most attention. The reasons
can be that compared with those in listening, reading, writing tasks, the contents of
vocabulary learning are similar to those of short messaging service (SMS), which learners
are able to finish reading in very few screens, and don’t overload vocabulary learners in
terms of temporal and environmental factors.
Studies on mobile-assisted vocabulary learning reveal mobile devices are endowed with
strengths in facilitating vocabulary learning. First, mobile devices are a successful interest
trigger, which arouses learners’ greater interest in learning vocabulary, as in Thornton and
Houser’s project, Vidioms (2005), and in a series of personalized systems (Chen & Chung,
2008; Chen & Hsu, 2008; Chen & Li, 2010). Learners displayed positive attitudes towards
mobile-assisted vocabulary learning (Lu, 2008; Kennedy & Levy, 2008). Many studies
found that, compared with classroom instructions, paper-and-pencil learning, and personal
computers with the access to the Internet, the effects of using mobile devices on vocabulary
learning were significantly better, regardless of learners’ age and proficiency (Thornton &
Houser, 2005; Lu, 2008; Basoglu & Akdemir, 2010; Sandberg et al, 2011), except for a
series of studies by Stockwell (2010). Second, mobile devices transcend the learning
barriers to the classroom and further enable informal learning out of the classroom to
complement formal learning in the classroom. Learners believed mobile devices are
efficient because of their accessibility and portability (Basoglu & Akdemir, 2010).
Repetitive delivery of SMSs caused the learning process to take place out of the classroom
environment (Cavus & Ibrahim; 2009). Most agreed that the PDA enables them to perform
English ubiquitous learning (Chen & Chung, 2008; Chen & Hsu, 2008; Chen & Li, 2010),
reading or vocabulary learning. Besides, for school children mobile devices could promote
seamless vocabulary learning after class hours (Wong & Looi, 2010) and formal school
learning can be enhanced by learning in an informal context away from school (Sandberg et
al, 2011); college students would also use networked computers in association with mobile
devices to respond to their own requests for vocabulary learning (Song & Fox, 2008). Third,
the mobile device works successfully as a platform. Researchers’ self-developed systems
range from vocabulary service systems (Thornton & Houser, 2005) to personalized systems
(Chen & Hsu, 2008) to those equipped with context awareness features (Chen & Li, 2010)
to game-incorporated MEL-application (Sandberg et al, 2011).
With all these advantages from previous studies, multimedia annotations for mobile-based
vocabulary learning need studying. First and foremost the results of multimedia annotations
on PC-based and web-based platforms need to be confirmed on mobile devices. This study
asks two questions regarding the language of textual definitions and the visual aids for target
words. Yoshii (2006) found no differences between learners’ L1 (Japanese) and L2 (English)
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for textual definitions on college students. This study tested on young adults, freshmen in a
senior high school in central Taiwan. Whether or not the language issue remains
insignificant among younger learners is key to acquisition and pedagogical practice. As for
the types for visual aids, this study followed the instructional principle that dynamic
animation be used for expressing concepts of changes and processes. Verbs were then the
target words.

2. Methods
A total of 121 students participated in this study, who came from four freshman classes in a
senior high school in central Taiwan. They were chosen because they just passed the joint
high school entrance examination and entered the same high school according to their
scores. This meant that they performed almost equally in academic achievement and were
supposed to be equipped with 1,000 basic English words suggested by Taiwan’s Ministry of
Education. These participants were randomly assigned to one of the 4 annotation groups.
These learners, equipped with 1000 basic English words, were regarded pre-intermediates
in terms of English proficiency and had never done their vocabulary learning on PDAs .
Four stories were selected as reading materials in this study according to their length and
readability, examined by the English teachers and two assistants. Five verbs as the target
words in each story, totaling 20 target words, were annotated with four annotation types:
L1(Chinese) definition plus pictures, L1 definition plus animation, L2 (English) definition
plus pictures and L2 definition plus animation. As far as each target word is concerned,
animation for annotation, whose clear illustration of the target verbs was evaluated by the
English teachers and two assistants, was chosen from the on-line animation bank and one
frame of the animation was taken as the picture annotation. The screenshots of the
annotation presentation for one of the target words are as follows (Figure 1):

Figure 1: Chinese (left) and English (right) annotations of plead
The instruments in the study included a pretest and two posttests. The pretest was designed
to assess the participants’ prior knowledge of the target words, consisting of 20 target words
and 10 distracters. The parallel posttests included the immediate posttest and delayed one.
The former was administered on the PDA and was given to have an understanding of
vocabulary learning after each story, containing three types of questions, five questions in
each type, with a total of 15 questions in each story and 60 questions in the whole posttest.
Participants were asked to answer a target word next to a given word definition in definition
questions; to fill in each blank with a target word in sentence cloze questions; and, to match
a target word with its definition given in matching questions (Figure 2). Chinese definitions
were given to two Chinese groups, English ones to two English groups. The delayed posttest
was parallel with the immediate but administered with paper and pen.
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Figure 2: The snapshots of three types of tests
The treatment was done in the following procedure. Prior to the treatment, the participants
were asked to take the pen-and-paper pretest and were given instructions on the operation of
PDA. During the treatment week, the participants were required to finish 15 questions after
reading each story on PDAs. One month later, all participants were asked to take the
pen-and-paper delayed posttest without prior announcement. Each correct answer was
counted one point. The highest point of the pretest is 30 and that of the posttest is 60.
One-way ANOVA was applied to the pretest and two-way ANOVA was applied to analyze
the results of the posttests.

3. Results and Discussions
The results of the pretest scores analyzed by one-way ANOVA showed that there were no
significant differences among the four groups (F(3,117)=1.517, p=.214) and that our
participants hardly knew the 20 target words (M=.99, S.D.=1.814). The descriptive statistics
of the two posttests are shown below (Table 1).

Groups
Chinese Pictures
Chinese Animation
English Pictures
English Animation

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the posttests
Immediate Posttest
Delayed Posttest
N
M
S.D.
M
S.D.
30
33.77
13.174
18.37
10.775
30
45.63
11.291
21.50
9.350
30
33.97
15.655
19.83
13.228
31
38.87
13.358
15.55
8.687

The two-way ANOVA was used to analyze the scores of the immediate posttest with
languages and visual aids as two independent variables. The results revealed no significant
differences between the two definition languages (F(1,117)=1.798, p>.05), suggesting
Chinese definitions and English definitions did not differ in their effectiveness for helping
our participants learn the English verbs. The analyses, however, manifested significant
differences between the two visual aids (F(1,117)=11.742, p<.05), in which the animation
groups (M=42.252, S.D.=1.723) outscored the pictures groups (M=33.867, S.D.=1.737).
These indicated that animation annotations were significantly more effective than pictures
annotations for learning the target English verbs. There were no significant interaction
effects between the two independent variables (F(1,117)=2.024, p>.05). The two-way
ANOVA of the delayed posttest failed to show significant differences between the two
definition languages (F(1,117)=1.344, p>.05) and between the two visual aids
(F(1,117)=.089, p>.05). These indicate that Chinese definitions and English definitions did
not differ, neither did pictures and animation, in their effectiveness for retrieving the
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meanings of English verbs learned among our participants. Their interaction effects were
not significant (F(1,117)=3.677, p>.05).
In line with Yoshii’s findings (2006), the results of this study revealed no significant
differences between Chinese and English used in the definitions of multimedia annotations.
In Yoshii’s study, English learners’ mother tongue (Japanese) and the target language
(English) were compared and Japanese college learners of English found both Japanese and
English definitions helpful to their learning and acquiring the target words with or without
pictures. However, in this study, English learners’ mother tongue (Chinese) and the target
language (English) were compared and Taiwanese senior high school students found there
were no significant differences in the effect of Chinese definitions and English definitions
while they learned the English verbs. The present study further confirmed that Taiwanese
senior high school students, younger adults and less proficient English learners, could
maintain their learning of English verbs with either Chinese or English definitions together
with some visual aid. Pedagogically, the concern of avoiding using English to explain or
define English words derives from a worry about learners’ proficiency levels. However,
drawn from Yoshii’s study and the present study, it is highly recommended that teachers
employ the target language to explain vocabulary together with some kind of visual aids to
facilitate vocabulary learning. For one thing, language learners benefit from learning
vocabulary meanings from L2 definitions as well as from L1 definitions. For another,
compared with learners given L1 definitions, those given L2 definitions need to mentally
exercise more to make the connection between the L2 definitions and the visual aids
available (Yoshii, 2006). This deep processing of target words in L2 gives the learning in L1
no advantages. What’s more, the provision of the target language exposes learners to the
target language longer, increasing learners’ learning opportunities
As had been expected, in this study, with English verbs as the target words, two groups with
access to dynamic animation significantly outperformed the other two with access to still
pictures in the immediate posttest. However, they didn’t sustain their retention of the target
words in the delayed posttest. From the comparative studies on dynamic films/animation
and still images/pictures (Akbulut, 2007; Al-Seghayer, 2001; Chun & Plass, 1996), the
findings are not yet conclusive; however, the premise of using video, films, or animation
was not observed used to test verbs in the past studies. In the pioneer study of multimedia
annotations, Chun and Plass (1996) used different nouns, verbs, and adjectives, 4 in a
syntactic category and 12 in total, for each type of annotations, including text, text and
pictures, and text and animation (p. 198). So did Al-Seghayer (2001) and Akbulut (2007),
where Al-Seghayer included equal amount of nouns (7), verbs (2), and adjectives (1) for
each type of annotations (p. 213) and Akbulut simply annotated target words without
informing readers of their syntactic categories (p. 505). Chun and Plass’ American college
learners of German found texts and pictures more effective than texts and video, but
Al-Seghayer’s international learners of English found the otherwise. As for Akbulut’s
Turkish college learners of English, the two annotations did not differ. Three reasons for
explaining the dynamic favoritism given by Al-Seghayer (pp. 224-225) are that compared
with pictures, films are easier to remember, films are easier for users to concentrate, and
films have more redundant information. Likewise, designed to illustrate concepts of
changes and processes as in English verbs in the present study (Mayer, 2005), animation
offers our participants sufficient information to create mental images of the target English
verbs. This goal of illustrating verbs was attained.
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4. Conclusions
This study administered on PDAs examined the effectiveness of different combination
glosses on EFL learners’ vocabulary learning with particular focus on comparison between
different language types and between different visual aids. It tried to confirm the effect of
using the target language for definitions and that of using dynamic images for illustrations.
Unlike previous studies, this study concerned the use of English to explain verbs to young
adults at a senior high school in Taiwan; it also focused its efforts on annotating English
verbs by using animation. The findings that our young learners of English found no
differences in learning the target words from Chinese and English definitions are in
agreement with Yoshii’s (2006). The findings that our senior high students performed better
when given animations than pictures on learning English verbs add a piece of evidence
supporting the premise of using dynamic images for concepts of changes and processes. The
suggestions for language practitioners, therefore, are as follows. Images, in general, help
EFL learners retrieve word meanings; and, classroom teachers should take advantage of
them, both dynamic and static. Links to dynamic images from free online sources are highly
recommended for explaining lexical concepts of changes and processes. With the assistance
of images, language teachers should encourage students to learn unknown words defined in
the target language, found in monolingual dictionaries. To avoid incorrect guessing and
improper inferences, classroom teachers can have a check of meanings after presentations
of target words.
The following are some suggestions for future research. There were two limitations to this
study: the media and the tests. Films should also be used as one of the annotation types.
However, they were not used because of the capacity limitations of the PDA. Films may
involve features different from those of animations and of pictures. If films are included as
one of the visual aids, how they affect vocabulary learning may be demonstrated. Besides,
all tests designed for the study should have been administered on PDA so that three-way
ANOVA could be conducted, time of measurement being the within-subject factor. In this
way, it can be observed whether there is difference in the effect of different language types
and of different visual aids on retention of vocabulary. Thus, the immediate needs for future
study are to include films for multimedia annotations and time for data analysis. Other than
the media and the test issues, the directions for future study should also incorporate features
of mobile devices in mobile-assisted vocabulary lessons, for example, context awareness as
demonstrated in Chen and Li (2010). Language learners should find it facilitative when
learning vocabulary with the assistance of multimedia annotations and mobile technologies.
Rich contextual and instant information not only enhance vocabulary learning but also
ensure vocabulary retention. Last, all the findings on annotations may be experimented on
the e-book so that language learners and readers may profit more with the popularity of the
e-book.
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Abstract: This paper presents some theoretical perspectives that might inform the design
and development of information and communications technology (ICT) tools to support
integrated (in-session) reflection and deep learning during e-learning. The role of whyquestioning provides the focus of discussion and is informed by the literature on critical
thinking, sense-making, and reflective practice, as well as recent developments in
knowledge management, computational linguistics and automated question generation. It
is argued that there exists enormous scope for the development of ICT scaffolding targeted
at supporting reflective practice during e-learning. The first generations of e-Portfolio
tools provide some evidence for the significance of the benefits of integrating reflection
into the design of ICT systems; however, following the review of a number of such
systems, as well as a range of ICT applications and services designed to support elearning, it is argued that the scope of implementation is limited.
Keywords: ICT, e-learning, pedagogy, critical thinking, explanation, reflection, question
generation, question-answering, QG, Q-A, storytelling

Introduction
Prior to the invention of the World Wide Web and the subsequent proliferation of
information and communications technologies (ICT) that support learning, education, and
training (LET), the concept of „scaffolding‟ was used to describe the support and guidance
provided by a teacher to a student to assist in conceptualizing problems and constructing
knowledge. It was conceived initially with an „adult to child‟ emphasis [33, 39]. It has
now evolved in meaning to also include assistance provided by peer learners and ICT
systems in the development of understanding and the construction of knowledge [5, 10].
In both meanings, scaffolding is therefore concerned with techniques and tools used to
assist in the development and maturation of understanding associated with learning.
Furthermore:
This process of scaffolding is much like the traditional definition of scaffolding as a
temporary support system used until the task is complete and the building stands
without support. [16]
Thus, once understanding and/or knowledge has been acquired, the scaffolding
becomes redundant. In the case of ICT, however, it would appear that scaffolding may be
re-used for multiple purposes. A search engine that offers options of conceptual categories
that refine an initial search query provides a generic example through its clustering of
concepts and terms that are semantically related.
Despite rapid advances in ICT and its application in LET, however, commentary
concerning negative cognitive impact has begun to emerge in recent years. For example,
Carr (2010) characterizes IT as an “interruption technology” that weakens cognitive focus.
In substantiating this Carr says:
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The Internet…wasn‟t built by educators to optimize learning. It presents information
not in a carefully balanced way but as a concentration-fragmenting mishmash. The
Net is, by design, an interruption system, a machine geared for dividing attention …
What we are experiencing is, in a metaphorical sense, a reversal of the early
trajectory of civilization: we are evolving from being cultivators of personal
knowledge to being hunters and gatherers in the electronic data forest. [4]
Such a characterization may well describe mainstream usage of the Web but it
doesn‟t describe all usage scenarios, particularly those learning environments that are
designed to contain interaction with specific content and peers. For example, the
development of e-portfolio systems that specifically support reflective learning in
personalized learning environments represents an important trend. Intelligent tutoring
systems and learning management systems represent other, more established, examples.
Following on, this paper presents a theoretical perspective that is focused on how
ICT might further “optimize learning” through supporting integrated (in-session)
reflection and deep learning during e-learning. The role of why-questioning provides the
focus of discussion and is informed by the literature on critical thinking, sense-making,
and reflective practice, as well as recent developments in knowledge management,
computational linguistics and automated question generation.

1. Questioning, Storytelling, and Explanation
Questions initiated by who, what, when, where, how, and why belong to a set sometimes
referred to as the “journalists‟ questions” [38]. Why this label? For the simple reason that
answers to these questions help create a story. Without answers to who, what, when, or
where there is no news and nothing to report. There are no facts, and there is no
information. When answers to who, what, when, and where are supplemented with
answers to how and why then the storytelling creates interest.
These „primitive‟ questions can also be considered in a number of other ways, based
upon function. From an information science perspective who, what, when, and where
collectively form what can be termed the “primitives” of text-based information retrieval
because they assist in the retrieval and discovery of factual information [8, 17]. As such,
they form the basis of most metadata schemas designed to describe and manage
information resources, whether in physical libraries or in the digital domain. This is
because they define the core aspects of provenance.
Stories of the form “once upon a time in a far off land there was an ogre who lived
under a bridge”, typically contain the four primitives in the first sentence; although, on
close analysis a rich complexity is established as a number of facets to “what” can be
discerned. Anyone who has ever told such a story will also know that being interrupted by
a young child with questions of how and why is part of the process of the child making
sense of things.
During the last decade the evolution of Knowledge Management has been described
as a shift from a managerial discourse driven by a theory of reduction toward a richer
academic discourse and organizational intervention informed by complexity and theories
of emergence [27, 37]. During this time it is also true that storytelling has become
recognized as an important tool for sense-making and sharing knowledge [6]. Of course,
storytelling has its roots long before human societies became literate. In the case of
indigenous Australians, often through song, it was a primary means of preserving cultural
and environmental knowledge from one generation to the next for many thousands of
years [7, 30].
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Despite storytelling being advocated as a useful component of e-learning [21] and an
artifact of reflection it is not the central focus here. More importantly is the role of whyquestioning during learning. More than any of the other „primitive‟ questioning, whyquestioning requires an explanation or a rationale as an adequate response – that is,
information coupled with reasoning. While explanation and rationale are often part of a
good story they are not necessarily its essential or driving components. Thus, it is
explanatory content which is of prime interest here as distinct from descriptive content.
The question that follows is: what ICT scaffolding opportunities might be designed into
systems explicitly built to support why-questioning?

2. Critical Thinking, Pedagogy, and Reflective Practice
While „critical thinking‟ and „reflective practice‟ can be defined in different terms and
there exists a significant body of literature associated with each, it is assumed here that
they share much in common and both are generally understood as a positive influence
upon learning. Neither activity takes place without some kind of critical attention or
attitude of enquiry; in many situations they work together; and, why-questioning is
common to both.
Critical thinking is a cognitive process that is often associated with enquiry and
analysis and the role of why-questioning within formal LET contexts has long been
recognized as a key component in its development [22, 23, 36]. Enquiry based learning is
facilitated when the learner makes sense of some content through interpretations and
judgments. Despite this, however, there does not appear to be one commonly accepted
theoretical approach to the conceptualization of critical thinking within the Philosophy of
Education with ongoing debates concerning the roles of reason versus skill [1, 26, 34]. In
Psychology, the debate is to do with whether critical thinking is an aptitude or a skill [19].
Resolution of such debates is not crucial to the theme of this paper – what is important is
how critical thinking might be facilitated. Traditionally, this will be understood to be the
role of pedagogy; but with advances in ICT and learning design it is likely that purposebuilt tools will also serve this role.
In a similar way, the discourse on reflective practice and its epistemological roots
reveals some tensions around „learning through doing‟ and „learning about‟ and the
appropriateness and timing of reflection on the job [31]. When considered in a holistic
sense, reflection is a mix of cognitive processes that can be quite complex, involving much
more than recall and comprehension or the composition of a journal entry – involving
discernment, objectivity, identification of facts and issues, checking, reconciliation,
summarization, synthesis, and pattern recognition, etc. In situations that require domainspecific knowledge then it is also likely to involve sophisticated cross-referencing with an
established knowledge base [35]. But whether it is during internship or the context of
continuing professional development it is now standard practice for practitioners (from
professionals to trainees) to engage in a critical examination of outcomes of a learning
experience. The mainstream institutionalization of this as an activity (such as keeping a
personal journal) that takes place after a learning experience represents, however, only a
subset of the potential range of cognitive tasks required for integrated reflection.
The challenge of achieving integrated (in-session) reflection, whether the session is
a unit of e-learning or teaching or some other vocational activity, will ultimately be
determined by the context. Where it is appropriate for scaffolding to assist in the process
then the design of that scaffolding will be an important factor in determining the outcome.
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Dedicated software already exists that could be used effectively for e-learning – for
example, Rationale™ is software specifically to enhance student abilities in forming
rational arguments and reasoning skills through identifying fallacies or weakly formed
arguments within existing texts. Its website contends:
Rationale is the most effective software tool for building students‟ critical thinking
skills. It can be used throughout all curriculum programs at tertiary, secondary and
primary levels of education … [and] when someone states a contention, we usually
ask “why?” Critical thinkers want to know the reasons for and against the contention
before they form a judgment. [25]
Combining the threads of the discussion above with that of the preceding discussion
regarding questions, Thomas and Seely Brown (2011) identify the emergence of a “new
culture of learning”:
We propose reversing the order of things. What if, for example, questions were more
important than answers? What if the key to learning were not the application of
techniques but their invention? What if students were asking questions about things
that really mattered to them? [28]
This proposition aligns neatly with recent advances in computational linguistics and
automated question generation, both of which provide new opportunities for the design of
tools to support e-learning discussed in the next section [8, 14].

3. Linguistic and Computational Perspectives
3.1 Linguistic Versatility
The versatility of the word „why‟ is clearly evident from the fact that it is commonly found
in questions as well as a range of other linguistic expressions. From a grammatical
perspective it can function as an interrogative (simply as Why?), an adverb (as in Why do
we sleep?), as a pronoun (as in There is no reason why she shouldn’t attend), as a noun (as
in He provided an analysis of the semantics associated with why), and as an interjection
(as in Why, you’re crazy!). This versatility provides the basic rationale for why it might be
useful to classify why-questioning [14]. This linguistic versatility has the implication that
any computational modeling of textual content that contains why will need to consider
carefully the broader textual context.
Evered (2005) provides an analysis in which the explanative function of responses to
why-questioning is categorized according to three classes of explanation: Causal (Why E?
Because C (C= cause)); Teleological (Why E? In order to P (P = Purpose)); and Gestaltic
(Why E? For these reasons, R (R = Reasons)) [8].
Closely aligned with this classification is the work of Verberne (2010) whose
analysis on why-questioning is focused on linguistic structures and components that can
inform the design of effective automated question-answering (QA) [32]. QA research had
its beginnings in the field of information retrieval (IR) during the mid 1990s and now has
a significant and mature discourse [18]. Verberne‟s classification identifies four kinds of
why-questioning after closer discourse analysis and “distinguish[es] the following
subtypes of reason: cause, motivation, circumstance (which combines reason with
conditionality), and purpose” [32]. However, Verberne shows that while such
classifications can be helpful they are not sufficient. Importantly, despite her expectation
that algorithms focused upon reasoning would likely guide any effective automated
answering system, her work on linguistic structure and relation reveals that “elaboration is
more frequent as a relation between a why-question and its answer than reason or cause”.
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This key finding has helped Verberne develop a number of related algorithms informed by
IR and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques that together demonstrate an
effective approach to ICT systems design for answering why-questioning [32]. Despite
achieving close to 60% effectiveness in answering why questions, Verberne concludes:
high-performance question answering for why-questions is still a challenge. The
main reason is that the knowledge sources that are currently available for NLP
research are too limited to capture the text understanding power that is needed for
recognizing the answer to an open-domain why-question. Since this capability is
problematic for machines but very natural for human readers, the process of why-QA
deserves renewed attention from the field of artificial intelligence. [32]
NLP has also been important in the research and development associated with
natural language search engines such as PowerSet [24] and TrueKnowledge [29]. More
recently IBM has led the DeepQA project with its smart computer named “Watson” [32].
But again, there are limits to its effectiveness of answering why-questions:
The expectation is that if there is a good explanation out there Watson can discover,
score, and even chain levels of explanation together. However, inferring how and
why answers that require deeper thinking may represent a level of intelligence that
requires capturing knowledge that is much more difficult to automatically learn. [9]
Will these advances also deliver new opportunities for integrated reflection during
learning? Only time will provide an answer to this question for now; however, there is no
reason why the design of ICT could not anticipate such developments given that
innovation takes place in multiple domains in parallel.
3.2 Question Generation
Possibly one of the more promising areas of research currently underway that might yield
implementation opportunities for ICT tools that might support why-questioning is the field
of Question Generation (QG). As Thomas and Seely Brown suggested above [28], and
others such as Freire and Faundez (1989) argue [36], it may well be that the framing of
questions is more productive for learning in an information-rich context than the actual
answers. Thus, Freire and Faundez also argue for the need for a “pedagogy of asking
questions” that gives emphasis to the questioning process as something valuable in itself,
where the „answer‟ may not even be relevant: “thinking about questions that may not
always or immediately arrive to an answer are the roots of change” [11].
As a consequence of innovations in ICT, however, the volume of accessible
information is at a scale never previously seen with information now being produced
through increasingly diverse channels from increasingly many more sources and yielding
potentially increasing layers of complexity. Thus, Graesser, et al., (2008) make the
following observation:
For the first time in history, a person can ask a question on the web and receive
answers in a few seconds. Twenty years ago it would take hours or weeks to receive
answers to the same questions as a person hunted through documents in a library. In
the future, electronic textbooks and information sources will be mainstream and they
will be accompanied by sophisticated question asking and answering facilities. As a
result, we believe that the Google generation is destined to have a much more
inquisitive mind than the generations that relied on passive reading and libraries. The
new technologies will radically transform how we think and behave. [12]
Learning how to ask good questions is clearly very important in both teaching and
learning. In highlighting this, the 1944 Nobel Laureate in Physics, Isidor Rabi, once
responded to a question as to how he came to be a scientist, as follows:
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My mother made me a scientist without ever intending it. Every other Jewish mother
in Brooklyn would ask her child after school, „So? Did you learn anything today?‟
But not my mother. She always asked a different question, „Izzy,‟ she would say,
„Did you ask a good question today?‟ That difference - asking good questions made me a scientist. [2]
Following this line of argument, Graesser et al., assert that:
Most teachers, tutors, and student peers do not ask a high density of deep questions
… so students have a limited exposure to high-quality inquiry. There are a few role
models in school environments through which students can learn good question
asking and answering skills vicariously. This situation presents a golden opportunity
for turning to technology to help fill this gap. [13]
Through developing intelligent tutoring systems and tools that can create wellformed questions from collections of relevant content it seems likely that new
opportunities are not far away for ICT that is better able to support why-questioning, and,
as a result, support integrated reflection during e-learning.

4. Related Work
There are numerous examples of work that has some synergy with the theme of this paper.
For example, the Inquiry Project at the University of Illinois is a project focused on the
advocacy of inquiry-based learning and it uses the motto: “learning begins with
questions”. Of course, no motto covers all scenarios and while learning can clearly take
place without questioning – for example, through repetition and memorization – it is
through questioning that reflection, discourse, and knowledge construction takes place.
In the area of e-portfolios used in LET much has been said and documented about
the key role that reflection can play in assisting ongoing learning and professional
development [15]. An initial review of practice, however, reveals that while a designated
space for documenting and collating personal reflections is a typical design feature of
most e-portfolio systems very little exists in the way of tools that stimulate reflection,
apart from question prompts and templates. Thus, apart from enabling personal journalism
through blogs and template approaches to writing, scaffolding tools within e-portfolio
systems that encourage the actual process of reflection appear to be under-developed.
As a consequence, Wang (2009) proposes “an ontological model that specifies a
generic organizational structure of eportfolios in the integrated reflection context” [35]. In
this model reflection features as a dominant ontological category within a structure that
includes learning subject, learning objectives, learning objects, assessment instruments,
and reflection query. Wang‟s conception, „integrated reflection‟ is facilitated by „active
learning‟ but represent a challenge for widespread deployment.
Looking back to older theoretical models, Bloom's taxonomy [3] of educational
objectives provides an interesting reference point for the theme of this paper. Bloom's
original (1956) framework identifies six levels of learning represented as a pyramid:
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation – with the
implication that each level of the pyramid represents a higher order or learning. In this
conception, however, „knowledge‟ is only really a facet (i.e. „knowing-that‟ and based
upon knowledge of facts). With comprehension as the next level (being able to describe
and explain) it is interesting to note that description and explanation are conceived at the
same level. At all subsequent levels knowing-why is a prerequisite. In many ways, while
Bloom‟s taxonomy could be revised to be more relevant to current circumstances it also
represents a model that presents the fundamental components of integrated reflection.
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5. Conclusions
This paper has been explicitly theoretical in pointing to opportunities for ICT innovation
that could support integrated reflection. Theory and practice are mutually informing and
co-evolve in multiple venues. The development of e-learning is no different and ever since
the term was first coined in the late 1990s it has evolved as both a discourse and a
practice. In conclusion, the following observation and question from Moor (2006) seems
appropriate:
There is a debate in the philosophy of science whether science explains nature or
only describes it. Clearly, laws of nature are only descriptive. They describe by
words or by mathematical equations the rules and order of nature. They give an
answer to the question how things happen in nature, but they don't answer the
question why things happen this way. This descriptive knowledge of nature is
enough for any practical purpose, but curious creatures like us are not content with
this kind of knowledge. We also want answers to the question why.
The question “why” is about reason. Reason is not something that exists in nature, at
least not in a way that we can perceive by our senses. Reason exists in our minds, in
our thoughts. It is beyond the boundaries of our possible knowledge about nature.
What tools do we have to deal with what lies beyond these boundaries? [20]
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Abstract: This case study compares the data from two secondary schools and attempts to
contribute to a better understanding of the construct of parental influence on children‟s
information and communication technology use at home. It identifies five components of
parental influence: parents‟ information and communication technology (ICT) skills,
parental monitoring, parental control, parental guidance and parental worries. The
relationships among these components were often complex with intriguing similarities and
differences among the participants. The findings suggest the existence of certain inequalities
in education or, as the authors prefer to call it, the digital divide in education.
Keywords: Parental influence, students‟ home ICT use, digital divide, educational
inequality

Introduction
Relying on the assumption of sizable benefits of information and communication
technologies (ICT) for education, a score of measures tries to provide physical access and
effective use of ICT in education. As it has been in the case of the universal access to
education [1], much of the contemporary effort in the area of ICT in education addresses the
issue of equal opportunity. We might call it simply the „digital divide in education‟, that is,
the gap between students with access to ICT and those with limited or no access at all. This
definition is however rather incomplete. Unlike studies in sociology, politics and economics
that have regarded digital divide as socioeconomic inequality in the physical access and
usage [2], a concept of digital divide in education must include the imbalances in education,
especially learning.
However, the researches about digital divide from an educational perspective is scarce[3]
and often they do not adequately go into details of possible inequalities in the
implementation of ICT programs for digital access [4]. Although several studies in literature
deal with the factors affecting children‟s ICT use in family environment, their findings are
often fragmentary as they seldom attempt to pile together all the factors or build systematic
theoretical framework or model towards a better understanding. The present study compares
the data from two individual secondary schools in Hong Kong and attempts to contribute to
a better understanding of the construct of parental influence on children‟s ICT use at home.
The research questions were as following:
What are the possible relationships between parental influence and students‟ home-based
ICT use? What are the possible components of parental influence construct in regard to
students‟ ICT use at home? What are the differences among participating schools and
individuals?
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1. Literature Review
1.1 Family Environment and Students’ ICT Use
Existing literature shows that children‟s family environment, including parents‟ job status,
ethnicity, income, and education level could influence their educational attainments.
Students from lower socioeconomic status (SES) family tend to show less confidence in
their ICT skills and less opportunities to develop ICT competency [5]. Even when the
impact of computer use on students‟ learning outcome was positive, the effect size was
much smaller for the lower SES students [6]. A further point is that providing children with
physical access to ICT without attention to other socio-political aspects will not do much to
close the digital divide [7].
The importance of home-based ICT use of teenagers has been noted from different research
perspectives. For instances, the role of home computer can be crucial for enhancing
adolescents‟ digital skills and self-efficacy regardless of country-basis high or low ICT
penetration rates. A possible explanation for the latter may be that home-based activities
such as computer game playing, downloading, and emailing could be more closely related
to digital skill enhancements than school-based activities [8].
However, computer access at home does not ensure an academic use of it. Even prior to the
era of Internet browsers, all the children turned their home computers into game machines
or word processors[9]. There could be a digital divide arising from disparities in the home
use of ICT with consequences in education[10].

1.2 Parental Influence on Students’ ICT Use for Participation in Education
An important question arising from the foregoing is about family environment factors
affecting students‟ use of ICT. Findings from selected literature suggest that the presence of
computing resources and adult users at home were most important in explaining disparities
of use among children. The presence of Internet using of family or friend provides support
called „social support network‟ [11], „trusted peer‟ [12], or „a critical foundation for
successful implementation of information technology curriculum to foster information
literacy‟ [13] since they can influence their children‟s relationship with ICT by providing
technology resources, creating learning opportunities and communicating their own values
and aspirations about their children‟s ICT use [5].
However, studies describing those clusters of parental factors affecting students‟ home use
of computer are few. It is rather apparent therefore that there is an interesting research gap in
the likely linkage between parental influences and children‟s use of ICT at home for
educational purposes. The present research attempts to contribute to knowledge about it.

2. Method
Great improvements have taken place in the accessibility to computers and the Internet in
schools between 1998 and 2006[14]. The mean student-computer ratio in Hong Kong
decreased from 23:1 in 1998 to 6:1 in 2006, indicating a substantial improvement.
Pedagogical support and technical support available to ICT-users in schools have also
improved significantly in Hong Kong over the same period [14].
This study is one part of a large five-section educational research project funded by the
Hong Kong Research Grants Council and reports the early findings from the qualitative
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focus group interviews. The focus group interviews method is to carry out interviews with
several participants, usually 5 to 8, to understand their perspectives during one hour or half
an hour, using a list of prepared questions.
This study was conducted in two Hong Kong secondary schools (School A and School B,
convenient samples). Participants were in their second year of secondary school (13–14
years old). Parents participants were those with a child in the same year as our student
participants and all the teachers were teaching those students. For the interview section,
mainly 6 focus group interviews were conducted with a total of 37 participants distributed
into the following groups: 2 students groups with 10 participants and 1 parents group with 6
parents attended from School A; 2 students groups with 16 participants and 1 parents group
with 5 parents attended from School B.

3. Results and Discussion
Through analysis of the transcriptions of focus group interviews with students, teachers and
parents, we compared the data from the two schools. For analysis, we used the transcriptions
of the interviews of parents and students while several other teachers‟ transcriptions were
used for triangulation. We identified five categories of parental factors that could be the key
components of parental influence: parents‟ ICT skills, parental monitoring, parental control,
parental guidance and parental worries.

3.1 Parents’ ICT Skills
The results of the interviews show that parents from both schools regarded themselves as
non-proficient in ICT skills. Nevertheless, there were significant differences between the
two. Most of the School A parents seemed to be beginners in such skills. One of them said
during an interview “I am not so skilled in ICT” and it was greeted with a nod by the rest of
the parents. In order to verify such a self-evaluation, we inquired their children, the second
year students, about their parents‟ ICT skills. The following answers were obtained from
different students:
“My parents‟ ICT ability is just so so.”
“My parents are not familiar [with ICT]c.”
“[My parents] know a little bit. If you help them to start the computer and open the Web pages,
they will browse. But they do not know how to shut down the computer, type, or search
something [via the Internet].”

School A parents‟ lack of computer skills could be attributed to different causes. What was
clearer is that their children do not receive help from them in that regard. When the children
of such parents encountered difficulties in using home computer, they would try to seek help
from friends and teachers, not from their parents. The ICT skills of school B parents were
slightly better. Parents considered themselves as having a fair level of ICT skills as all of
them use computer in a daily basis:
“I just search for information. For example, I will look up for the bus route and roadmap
information.”
“I can go to the school website to find out what is happening.”
“I use Facebook. Actually, I use [computer] more than my son.”
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Nonetheless, many others were unsatisfied with their own skills and would seek for help in
their children should any problems arise:
“[my computer skill is] fair. [I] do not know why they [my children] are so clever [in using
computer]. [I will] consult with them when [I] get confused [when using computer].”
“I think I am a primary school level [in using computer].”
“I am not so clear [about computer use], [I] have to ask them [the child] for help [with the
computer use].”

The level of ICT skills of the parents in the school B was more likely to enable them to
interact with or follow up their children better than their counterparts in the school A. It also
explains why children from the school A had to ask their peers and teachers for help, not
their parents.

3.2 Parents’ Monitoring
Parental monitoring in this paper refers to parents‟ intentional observing or inspecting what
their children are doing with the computer. The two sample schools differed significantly
from each other in this respect.
In general, parents from school A displayed less monitoring. When they were asked by the
interviewer whether they knew what kind of use their children are giving to the computer at
home, most of them answered by saying something like “Actually, I am not clear [about
what my kid is doing with computer] .” Furthermore, their answer to our intentionally
explicit query on whether they knew their children watch online pornography, the usual
answer was “I do not know, [so] it is very difficult to answer [this question]”.
In contrast, school B parents seemed to follow up their children‟s home use of computer.
For example, they could either tell the interviewer very confidently that their children never
went to indecent websites because they have been observing them, or they all said they
would check again what websites their children opened. School B students said that all of
them had copied information from the Internet for their homework and their parents were
aware of this since they could even tell the interviewers for which subjects their children
copied for: “My child must have copied, for example, for history subject.”

3.3 Parental Worries
It was rather clear that all the parents from both schools were somewhat anxious about their
children‟s use of computer at home. However, the reasons for those worries were different.
For school A, only one parent expressed his worries about the online risks: “I am afraid of
the negative information from the Internet.” Other parents‟ worries were about negative
effects on physical and moral well-being:
“[Using computer] is harmful for the eyes”
“If [my kid] sits in front of the computer for a long time, his bones must be fatigued. I am
worrying about his health. [Using computer] affects the development of the bones.”
“The problem of health”

It could be suggested that worries of school B parents were not only about their children‟s
activities online but also a more holistic development of their children. They were
concerned more about their children‟s thinking ability and communication within the family
apart from health hazards and moral risks. Apart from health related issues such as lack of
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sleep, some parents from this school suggested that since their children intellectually
depended a lot on the Internet, their thinking ability might deteriorate. But above all, they
seemed really worried about decreasing family communication due to many online hours:
“Communication diminishes; when [my child is] online [our] communication become less.”
“He does not hear when one is talking to him.”
“When online, he will not sit there or talk to you. He seems to get bored when you talk to him.”

3.4 Parental Guidance
The differences between the two groups of parents were quite evident in terms parental
guidance of children‟s computer use at home.
As far as parents from school A were concerned, there was fewer or no discussion about the
usefulness or negative aspects of using computer and the internet between parents and
children. When asked about the benefits of using ICT for learning, one parent replied, “He
[my kid] knows.” Another parent even complained, “They [the kids] are so pleased when
they talk to each other. Sometimes I could not understand their words, they would say, why
are you so outdated? I will not speak to you!” It was rather apparent that these families were
facing difficulties in communication at home, let alone parental guidance for computer use
at home.
By contrast, communication is easier within school B families. Parents expressed their
opinions about the usefulness of ICT, such as “[using ICT is] convenient”; “more reference
could be found”; “no need to go to the library [to search for information]”; “[we] could get
online immediately to see what is happening”; and “It is impossible for everyone [children]
to go to school library to finish their stuff, but computer really could help.” Furthermore,
school B parents showed certain degree of knowledge about guidance of this kind by
mentioning their own strategies:
“Usually, I will watch warning news with them together because some of the warnings are
about the Internet affairs or lessons of ending up with evil. So far, secondary two students are so
young and behaved quite well.”
“I will also talk with him [about the online risks]…some of the websites …are not acceptable.
You should not …I will remind him never …”

At the core of the difficulties in parental guidance seems to lay the ability to communicate,
which in turn is related to some basic ICT skills of the parents.

3.5 Parental Control
All the parents participating in this research have imposed different degrees and types of
restrictions on children‟s home computer use, typically time limits and the websites visited.
However, control exerted by some parents was weaker and less effective.
Although all school A parents stated they were in control or controlling, some of their
children did not agree with such assessment and even said there were no restrictions at all.
When the interviewer asked: “Do your parents put any restrictions on your Internet use at
home?” Most of the students replied with a negative. Only a few said there were some
restrictions, like, “My internet playing time is from 9:00 to 10:30 pm”, or “I can play with
internet after finishing the homework.” Some of students‟ perceptions about their parents‟
control over specific websites was “My parents do not care. Anyways, I myself do not
browse that kind of websites,” or, “I own my individual account so they should not control
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me.” Then we further discovered that from the perspectives of school A parents, the
situation seemed habitually beyond control:
“My Child put off the time of shutting down the computer for a long time.”
“If the kid wants to play with the computer, he will stay up till very late.”
“You ask him to stop; he will not listen to you.”
“It is very difficult to tell whether they are doing homework or playing with the computer…”

For parents from the school B, the situation was different all together. There were certain
rules and practices in their families. For example, their children were not allowed to use
computer during school days except for doing assignments and they are allowed to play with
computer for a few hours or only in holidays. Another parent said that her child was allowed
to use only one or two hours after the completion of homework. It was interesting that the
children from school B reported less hours of computing at home:
“I could use computer for one hour per day at most.”
“…anyway, only after finishing my own business [homework], I could play with computer and
time is limited…about one hour a day.”
“One hour every two days”.

Specifically, in regard to the effectiveness of parental control, school B parents were far
better off than their school A counterparts. School B parents appeared to be proud of their
children‟s obedience to their rules and practices at home. One of the parents said, “It all
depends on self-discipline… he should try to manage his time by himself…so far, the kid
has managed it well.” The effectiveness of school B parents‟ control could also be attributed
to dialogue and negotiation between parents and the child. One of the parents said,
“Generally, [we both] know the amount of time needed [to do the homework]; we have
already discussed, [so] the permitted time is sufficient.”

3.6 Children’s Home Computer Use
One of the most interesting findings was that when students described their use of
computers at home, they most frequently used the word „to play‟. In a way, it unveils the
main purpose of using computers at home from the point of view of the students. The group
interviews further corroborated the fact that entertainment is the main appeal for children‟s
computer use at home. An intriguing finding of the present research was that the students
from the school A used computers for longer time in general than school B students. Some
school A parents admitted:
“[My kid is] chatting online every day, could not be busier.”
“[My kid is] so busy that does not have dinner.”
“Maybe [he is sitting] in front of the computer screen for three to four hours a day.”

Two parents from the same school suspected that their children might use for learning only
one hour out of three to four hours of sitting in from of the screen. When the interviewer
asked the children whether they would like to use an iPad for study, all of them replied with
a „No‟ as their plans were all about entertainment, which runs far better in PCs.
Although school B students‟ total time in home computing is less than those of students
from the school A, the parents also thought that their children might give limited use for
academic purposes. Nevertheless, one student told us, “I seldom use computer to play
games, I will use it to practice writing…sometimes. Some people will leave a message and
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tell me how to write [better]; give me suggestions and inspire me with new thoughts and
new ways of arguing a point.” Comparatively, school B students seemed to use computer
more for learning.

4. Conclusion
The results of the present early research findings suggest that there is a need to rethink about
the roles that parents are playing in today‟s education. We identified five categories of
parental influence on their children‟s home-based computer use: parents‟ ICT skills,
parental monitoring, parental control, parental guidance and parental worries. Possible
relationships between parent influence and students‟ home-based ICT use are presented in
Figure 1. Some of the relationships among components of parental influence are illustrated
in the aforementioned discussion of findings.

Figure 1: Possible Relationships between Parent Influence and Students‟ Home-based ICT Use

Some parents of the school A were so poor at ICT skills that they do not know even how to
shut down a computer. However, parents‟ basic ICT skills are quite essential for parents to
monitor quality usage of ICT by their children at home. Therefore, parents with relatively
higher ICT skills are more likely to monitor and assist their children in their education,
which is the core of their worries. At the same time, parents who communicate better and
guide their children closely are also more effective in their control of children‟s home use of
time and, consequently, their children tend to spend more time in learning activities as
compared with their counterparts from households with poor communication skills. It is
somewhat logical that children from the school B do not spend as much time as their
counterparts using computers at home or „playing with computer‟ according to their own
understanding of „computer use‟. In spite of the fact that all the parents from both schools
were relatively weak in computer skills and could not help their children for computer use at
home, school B parents showed more concern about the educational dimension of ICT and
cared more about the thinking ability of their children. And the parents who worried more
tended to monitor more according to our interviews.
Regarding the educational attainments of the two schools, as we briefly introduced in the
methodology section, the education attainment of the school A ranks lowest in Hong Kong.
The educational attainment of the school B ranks the top 30% of the whole city. If we link
these publicly known educational attainments, our research findings indicate that issues
such as technology adoption, equal opportunity in education, educational achievement and
parental influence on children‟s education [1] seem to be facing today the classic problems
of social stratification and social reproduction [15]. The differences between our two
participant schools and their families tell us what „social reproduction‟ and „education as
symbolic violence‟ as argued by Pierre Bourdieu are all about. We think that beyond
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economic, social and cultural capitals and their respective inequalities or divides, there is a
digital divide in education, which lies neither in access nor in the amount of usage but in the
mastery and intelligent use of ICT.
The type of results and limited scale of this study are insufficient to reach the conclusion that
there is an overall limited educational use of computer at home by students. Future
empirical research could shed additional lights on the quantitative correlation between
parents‟ ICT skills and students‟ educational use of home computer.
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Abstract: Blended courses that include both face-to-face and e-learning have been offered
in many universities in Taiwan but very little research has been undertaken on instructor
perspectives of the pedagogical factors. This paper explores the pedagogical factors that
influenced instructor use of e-learning in a national research-based university in Taiwan. An
interpretive paradigm utilizing qualitative method was adopted. The paper outlines the
findings from 27 e-learning instructors in in-depth interviews about instructor perceptions of
pedagogical factors. The findings suggested instructors needed to adopt different
pedagogical approaches to work with new media in developing their e-learning courses so
new curriculum design, new teaching methods, new ways of assessment, and new
interaction approaches were needed. All the instructors thought e-learning teaching is
different from traditional teaching in three aspects: instructor‟s role change to become more
of a facilitator, knowledge and skills needed for e-learning instructional design and
technology, and need to be well prepared before class for e-learning teaching. However,
instructors may be reluctant to change. University administrators interested in solving the
issue of the under-use of e-learning would be wise to recognize the challenges instructors
face and to provide the necessary support to help overcome these barriers if they wish to
promote the use of e-learning as a part of the blended delivery of courses.
Keywords: e-learning, blended learning, university instructors, pedagogy, factors

Introduction
Courses may be delivered completely online or via „blended learning‟ which involves a
combination of face-to-face and an online component of technology-based learning [1][2].
E-learning is a key component of blended learning and was the catalyst for the rapid growth
in this form of learning [3]. Currently many institutions are opting for the blended learning
delivery of courses [1]. Blended courses has been offered in universities in Taiwan but very
little research has been undertaken on instructor perspectives of pedagogical factors that
influenced instructors use of a blend of e-learning and face-to-face instruction.
E-learning allows the delivery of teaching materials electronically. It involves the use
of ICT such as e-mail, the Internet, audios/videos, videoconferencing, mobile, CD-ROMs,
DVDs, television, and satellite broadcasting. The use of ICT can remove time and place
constraints on teaching and learning to provide the flexibility that many tertiary students are
now demanding [4][5]. The Taiwan government has built up a good ICT infrastructure and
encouraged universities to develop e-learning systems but questions such as “What are the
pedagogical factors that influenced instructor use of e-learning?” are being asked by
educators in Taiwan. This paper outlines the study research design and findings from
interviews with 27 e-learning instructors at the National Research University (NRU, a
pseudonym). These voluntary e-learning instructors were asked about their experiences of
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e-learning and perceptions of the pedagogical factors that influenced instructor use of
e-learning teaching.
Background literature and research design
University instructors in Taiwan have begun to use universal Internet access, multimedia,
and state of the art computer labs, wired and wireless campus network for teaching and
learning because these have been implemented and become mainstream [6]. However,
instructors may misuse of technology because they fail to see its real potential [7]. Firstly,
technology may be seen as a teaching tool to support current ways of teaching only.
Secondly, technology may be used as an add-on element to the traditional
instructor-centered and subject-based curriculum. Regarding computers as tools or add-ons
can undermine the potential value of a computer-rich environment and prevent instructors
from changing their pedagogy. Stratford (2000) [8] suggests that only if the pedagogy is
transformed are the real strengths of technology utilized.
Studies reveal that most of instructors are ill-prepared to make the shift from the
traditional face-to-face classroom setting to the online academic forum due to a general lack
of understanding of what it entails to teach courses online [9]. The barriers hindering the
development of e-learning are not only technological but also pedagogical [10]. Levine and
Sun (2003)[10] asserted that although instructors have a fair knowledge about how to use
technology, instructors do not know how to customize e-learning as a highly interactive
medium of learning in order to meet the individual needs of students. Thus, the
misconception of e-learning and misuse of technology will lead to a poor quality of
e-learning production. Thus, the demand of adequate pedagogy is an important factor for the
e-learning practice.
Much literature has suggested e-learning has the potential benefits to increase
institutional reputations and improve the quality of teaching and learning [11]. However,
when instructors teach through e-learning they face multiple challenges such as the need for
skills to work with new media, a lack of reliable technological infrastructure and support
services, and the need for different pedagogical approaches [12][13]. Few articles discuss
the views and experiences of instructors who teach on e-learning courses in Taiwan. Why
some instructors use e-learning and others do not is of interest because instructors are key
people who put the technology and learning objects into practice [14][15]. Previous studies
suggest that some instructors prefer face-to-face instruction to e-teaching because it
provides for greater interpersonal contact. Research has also identified instructor concerns
about recognition and administrative support [12]; teaching online is not always highly
valued or rewarded in tenure and promotion decisions [16]. Taken together, these studies
suggest that the motivating and inhibiting factors for instructor e-learning use may be both
personal and to do with the context of university policy along with technological and
pedagogical factors [15]. In this paper we elaborate on university instructor perspectives of
the pedagogical factors for their engagement in e-learning.
An interpretive paradigm utilizing qualitative and quantitative methods was adopted
to gain rich data on instructor perspectives of the factors they faced in their e-learning
teaching [17]. The 150 instructors who used “Networking Teaching and Learning System”
at NRU were asked to respond a questionnaire on aspects of their use of e-learning.
Simultaneously, the questionnaire respondents were asked if they were prepared to be
interviewed. The data for this paper is from 27 e-learning instructor interviews about the
pedagogical factors that affected their e-learning teaching. The instructor volunteers came
from different departments within a number of different colleges at NRU. The same
questions were asked of each instructor but because the interviews were semi-structured not
all instructors discussed the questions in the same depth. The interviews were conducted and
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transcribed in Mandarin and then translated into English. In order to ensure the veracity of
this translation, two colleagues who knew both Mandarin and English verified the
transcripts of a sample of the interviews. The qualitative comparative method was used to
analyze the transcripts [18](Ragin, 1987). The researcher read all the transcripts and
manually highlighted the quotes that fitted into the categories. The following will describe
the pedagogical factors that affected instructor use of e-learning.

The Findings
All the interviewed instructors said they needed to spend more time and effort on their
e-learning teaching because it was significantly different from traditional classroom
teaching. The instructors pointed out that in e-learning the role or main responsibility of
instructors had changed from an instructional designer to discussion guide. As science
e-learning instructor D remarked, “I need to change my role to be a discussion guide and
problem-solver rather than only be an instructional designer or the practitioner for my
teaching strategy” (SeiDi.4.5.1). A non-science e-learning instructor reiterated this point. In
addition, she emphasized the added technology requirements associated with e-learning.
She pointed out, “Instructors are not just responsible to prepare their course materials to
teach in e-learning but also need to become a problem solver to help their students to solve
all the related technical problems within their e-learning environment” (NSeiKi.12.4.6).
The lack of instructional design capability and technology knowledge and skills were
seen as influences on instructor use of e-learning. A science e-learning instructor remarked:
Although personal will, capacity, and time are three important factors that influence the instructors’ teaching
in e-learning, we still need to consider the instructors’ capability to use multimedia or other technologies in
their instructional design. For example, instructors may teach well but may not be a good video director.
Usually they don’t know how to conduct a video class or write a good course curriculum for e-learning
teaching. (SeiA.6.3.2)

They suggested that one strategy to enhance instructor use of e-learning practice
would be to demonstrate e-learning system functions and to teach instructors how to
develop their e-learning instructional design. They thought this approach would be helpful
for science instructors. Some comments were:
The instructors must be re-trained on how to use multimedia to develop their e-learning courses especially for
science education. So, science instructors should attend some seminars or demonstrations and learn how to
use and develop e-learning courses. (SeiEi.3.5.7)
An effective strategy of enhancing e-leaning practice is to broadcast the benefits of e-learning and teach
instructors how to develop their e-learning instructional design especially for persuading science instructors
to use e-learning teaching. (NSeiMi.5.1.4)

Eight instructors also pointed out that some instructors may not be comfortable with
being video-recorded. Science e-learning instructor C explained:
I am afraid my face will become uglier because of the quality of video facility. It will decrease my students’
good impression of me. Moreover, it depends on the instructors’ attitudes whether they want to be
video-recorded with all their gestures in class and for this to be open to the public as a testimony. Maybe they
just like their written words in the blackboard to be video-recorded. Moreover, the images on the video always
move forward and backward and it makes us feel uncomfortable when we look at the video. (SeiCi.3.3.3)

The instructors reported they spent a lot of time and effort in modifying videos of class
teaching. A non-science e-learning instructor stated, “Sometimes I need to exclude the jokes
or the „byword‟ or some ugly images (pictures) from the class video. All these tedious tasks
take me lots of time and effort. I don‟t like to revise it” (NSeiCi.3.5.6).
All the interview instructors thought there was a greater need for before class
preparation with e-learning. A science e-learning instructor stated, “E-learning needs more
time to prepare course materials well before and after class and also needs to spend more
effort to think about the courseware, content, and pedagogy” (SeiAi.3.3.1). Some of them
indicated they spent much time transferring their old transparencies into PowerPoint files or
developing new PowerPoint files for their e-learning courses. Non-science e-learning
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instructor Q said, “In the beginning I spent much time transferring my old transparencies
into PowerPoint files or putting my course materials into PowerPoint files which include
figures, texts, equations, and pictures. The figures and pictures are very important to my
class” (NSeiQi.2.5.1). This was seen as of greater significance for those instructors who
relied on their reputations to carry them through the face-to-face teaching. For these
instructors, e-learning required a major change in their teaching approach. Science
e-learning instructor A remarked:
Usually some older and famous instructors like their lecture teaching style because they do not need to prepare
all the course materials before the class. Sometimes they prepare the lecture materials just one night before the
class. For teaching e-learning courses, they must be well prepared. The instructor must prepare the syllabus,
well-designed curriculum, and all services on program for an e-leaning course before the class begins.
(SeiAi.9.1.3)

However, twenty e-learning instructors thought other instructors would resist any
changes to their teaching approach. Science e-learning instructor E stated, “The instructors
often persist in their attitudes and perceptions of teaching and learning and they would not
like to change their teaching methods and styles” (SeiEi.5.8.6). They also discussed the
particular pedagogical issues in terms of the characteristics of the course/subject attributes
and the influence of size of the classes when they went to revise or redesign their course
materials in e-learning. Science e-learning instructor F argued that course design depends on
the course/subject attributes. He stated:
Each different subject/course has different ways to share the course materials. All the instructors must redo or
revise their course materials onto the e-learning system. For instance, one instructor let his student assistant
help him scan all the textbook’s figures/pictures into his PowerPoint files to teach a General Chemistry course.
(SeiFi.3.2.3)

Some science courses might not be appropriate for e-learning teaching because of
their course/subject attributes, such as the inclusion of abstract science knowledge and
formulae. Some comments were:
It is hard to express abstract science concepts in e-learning because these need some body-language to explain.
For instance, in inorganic chemistry I usually use my fingers to express the rotary motion. Moreover, for the
use of formulae, I use a traditional teaching style in which I write on the blackboard/whiteboard and then
video-record it. It is difficult for me to design and express well in e-learning teaching. (SeiCi.3.5.6)
Maybe in College of Science there are lots of formulae to be used and explained to the students and it is hard to
express this well in e-learning courses. (NSeiSi.2.25.2)

By way of contrast, science e-learning instructor B did not agree that abstract
knowledge in science was hard to develop via e-learning. Animations, simulations and
pictures could be used. He stated:
I don’t think the course contents and curriculum which contain science abstract concepts will be hard to
develop in e-learning. On the contrary, the abstract concept of course content is easier to express well in an
e-learning course if you use many animations, simulations, pictures, and figures to explain clearly.
(Sei.Bi.2.26.2)

Furthermore, science labs did not necessarily cause problems, videos, pictures and
demonstrations could be used instead. Science e-learning instructor A explained:
I think different Colleges have different needs. However, I don’t think the subject or content attributes in
science education such as lab operation will cause any troubles in developing e-learning courses. For example,
we saw lots of lab operations or outdoor science education videos on the ‘Discovery’ channel. By using
camera or audio/video equipment, we can catch lots of real actions or pictures to teach our students.
(SeiAi.6.2.3)

Science e-learning instructor B also described the use of simulations and virtual
experiments for science labs. He stated:
Chinese Technology University has a set of software for student lab experiments on the computer. It has not
only simulations but also lab equipment on the computer. The students only need to click the mouse to choose
one of various selections and the system will do all the different virtual experiments for you. (SeiBi.2.26.3)

There was some feeling that e-learning was better for general rather than advanced
courses. Hence, science e-learning instructor A suggested that basic or general courses
should be developed and taught in e-learning and the more specific and advanced courses
should continue to be taught in face-to-face style.
If the course subject has more basic knowledge or concepts, it should be encouraged to teach in e-learning in
order to avoid the instructor spending too much time to teach it repeatedly. If the course subject such as
graduate course is too specific to teach in e-leaning, then it had better use more face-to-face teaching.
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Otherwise, it will cost the instructors much time and effort in developing and teaching in e-learning for
university students. (SeiAi.9.2.1)

The instructors identified the differences between compulsory and elective courses.
They suggested it would not be worthwhile to develop elective courses for e-learning
because the content often changed and student numbers tended to be relatively small.
Science e-learning instructor A noted:
I think lots of compulsory courses such as Physics, Calculus in College of Science are appropriate to teach in
e-learning. The contents of elective courses usually change very often and variously, so it is not good for
e-learning. Moreover, the students taking the elective course are few, too. (SeiAi.9.3.1)

The instructors noted many compulsory courses could be developed in e-learning and
many students could take advantage of this benefit because the compulsory course was often
a big size of class. Science e-learning instructor A speculated that around one third of the
courses at NRU could be developed in e-learning, but pointed out, “it also depends on the
instructors‟ will”. Science e-learning instructor B agreed:
The compulsory courses belong to the basic core courses. The elective courses are more advanced courses.
The advantage of the compulsory course is that the students must take and study them. They have no choice, so
they need to study hard to pass it. I feel the effectiveness of e-learning on the compulsory course will be better
and more students will get this benefit because the compulsory class is usually a big class for more students to
take. (SeiBi.4.3.2)

Referring to instructor perceptions of their students, all the instructors considered
most students are not active learners so they needed to use different teaching approaches to
improve the students‟ learning. Simultaneously, the instructors found the effectiveness of
e-learning to be better for diligent students but of no use for passive students. A non-science
e-learning instructor remarked:
The students usually are passive learners. We have found the effectiveness of e-learning outcomes is good for
those diligent students but no use for those passive students. If the students dare to choose my course, they will
be active learners and they will improve themselves very well. I think the students must be active learners and
require themselves do their best in their study, otherwise the learning outcomes will be better no matter what
kind of teaching styles are. (NSeiDi.6.3.2)

Science e-learning instructor A reiterated the relationship between the students‟
learning attitudes and teaching approaches. He stated:
I think most of students still come to class if they are active learners. If the students are passive or lazy, then
they still do not come to class no matter what you use, what kind of teaching methods. I do not worry that
students will not come to class if I put the videos and all my course materials on the web. (SeiAi.1.2.1)

Science e-learning instructor A did not give his students any assignments or quizzes
because the participants were not only university students but also community people. He
explained:
Because my participants are not only the university students but also the community people, I need to make my
course materials easy to read and understand just as the newspaper reporter does. Thus, I do not use any
Mathematics Formulas and/or English words in my class. There are two open-book exams (mid-term and final)
and no assignments for this course. I prepared two exams’ questions and count all students’ grades.
(SeiAi.3.1.3)

However, other instructors gave many quizzes to their students in order to stimulate
them to preview online materials before class and to encourage them to attend class (see
Section 5.2.3). They saw this is a way to improve their students‟ learning outcomes.
Sixteen instructors noted they had video-recorded their classroom teaching and six
instructors video-recorded their student performances in class. They revised the videos
before putting them onto the system, and their students could download and review the
videos. Some of them indicated that in addition to video-recording their lectures they also
provided additional professional videos for their courses (see Section 5.2.3).
Concerning online discussion, nine interviewees provided this function but they
thought it was not very effective. Science e-learning instructor A stated:
This course provides an online discussion area but it is not effective. Every time in class I give at least five
minutes to let them ask questions, therefore all the students in the different universities can see and listen
synchronously just like a video conference. The students also can ask the student assistant questions after class.
(SeiAi.3.1.2)

A non-science e-learning instructor noted:
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In my e-learning course, they can discuss on online discussion area or ask questions by using email. However,
the students seem not use online discussion very often and maybe they are not used to ask questions in this way
because it takes time to type in and it is hard to describe the questions and answers well online. (NSeiNi.3.1.7)

Science e-learning instructor B did not use online discussions. He thought he did not
need this function because he already had many discussions in class. He also worried about
network connections and his students were not far away from campus. He explained:
I have put all my course materials on the system and spend lots of class time in discussion so I don’t use online
discussion. Simultaneously, I worry about the network problems which include some students who do not have
computers or cannot connect to the system. Moreover, all my students are NRU students on campus and they
can come to class to have a discussion. They do not need to stay at home and discuss online. (SeiBi.6.7.9)

The instructors thought it was important that there was two-way communication
between them and their students and face-to-face discussions were best for this. A
non-science e-learning instructor said:
I feel face-to-face discussion is better than online. I think in the class if the teacher only transfers their
knowledge to their students in one direction; it will be boring and few interactions among them. I think I had
better put my knowledge transfer part on the system and increase more interactions and discussions in class.
(NSeiPi.5.3.5)

Science e-learning instructor A noted some specific courses such as „Satellite
Information and Life‟ also could be taught explicitly and in depth by using colloquial words
or phrases. He described:
When I taught this general ‘Satellite Information and Life’ course in both distance education and e-learning
ways, I always think about how to use colloquial words or phrases to explain this specific field of knowledge
explicitly and in depth for all of my students particularly who come from the community. I did lots of seminar
presentations or speeches before. I think a speech or a lecture is similar to a part of ‘general education’ course
although their participants are very different. (SeiAi.7.4.2)

Ten interviewed instructors also indicated that they used many online case studies and
examples that related to student daily life to motivate their interest and improve their
learning outcomes. Science e-learning instructor A stated, “I give many online case studies
and examples that are related with our daily life, such as „Satellite Guided System‟ for car
drivers and so on” (SeiAi.2.2.7). A non-science e-learning instructor also noted, “I also gave
many online case studies or examples in my „Electricity and Life‟ course” (NSeiMi.5.6.3).
Some instructors indicated they needed to be supported by the university to overcome
their pedagogical challenges in their e-learning teaching. Science e-learning instructor B
remarked, “The University needs to provide more support services to help instructors in
their development of e-learning courses such as providing seminars for new instructional
design or new teaching approaches and so on” (SeiBi.6.2.1).

Discussion and Implications
This paper has described instructor perceptions of the pedagogical factors that affected their
use of e-learning. All the instructors thought e-learning teaching is different from traditional
teaching in three aspects: instructor‟s role change to become more of a facilitator,
knowledge and skills needed for e-learning instructional design and technology, and need to
be well prepared before class for e-learning teaching. However, instructors may be reluctant
to change. Moreover, while the interview instructors were able to list the benefits of
e-learning for them, the students and the university, they raised a number of pedagogical
issues such as how e-learning is different from the traditional teaching, the impact of science
course/subject attributes on course design, the influence of class size (ratio of instructor and
students), and teaching approaches. Each instructor had their own ideas about their class
teaching approaches such as assignments and quizzes. Some instructors noted they did not
give assignments or quizzes depending on the students in class. Some instructors mentioned
the need for explicit explanation of „specific‟ field knowledge/words using common and
colloquial words for their students particularly those who came from the community
because the course belongs to the distance education and e-learning course. Furthermore,
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instructor perception of the students‟ learning attitude was seen as a significant influence on
the use of different e-learning teaching approaches. They all suggested that instructors,
including science instructors, needed to be re-trained on instructional design and technology
skills for e-learning.
A majority of instructors involved in the study pointed out that e-learning not only
relies on multiple ICT technologies but also that technology innovation is ongoing and so
instructors are continuously faced with pedagogical, personal, and technological challenges.
The assertion from a majority of instructors was e-learning was significantly different from
face-to-face instruction and so they need to adopt different pedagogical approaches.
However, respondent instructors indicated that actually most instructors have had little or no
formal training in the effective use of technological resources in e-learning. The general
perception was that they would benefit from training in this, either from the university and
or external professionals. The contention that training is important to create a shift in
teaching practice is supported by Palloff and Pratt (2001)[9].
Overall, the findings of the study indicate that in the face of ongoing technology
demands instructors not only feel they lack time but some also experience challenges from
their personal expertise and beliefs to the incorporation of technology into course design.
The findings indicate instructors perceive pedagogical challenges from e-learning that
might hinder instructor personal motivation to adopt e-learning teaching. These include lack
of time, support, pedagogical and technical skills. University administrators interested in
solving the issue of the under-use of e-learning would be wise to recognize the challenges
instructors face and to provide the necessary support to help overcome these barriers if they
wish to promote the use of e-learning as a part of the blended delivery of courses.
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Abstract: The final purpose of this study is to propose learning support methods, in
particular collaborative support methods and behaviors, of the learning supporter in
e-Learning environment with ICT tools such as SNS, Web Bulletin Board and so on. It is
thought that the success or failure of the learning in this e-Learning environment depends on
the following factors; (I) Ability for distance support of learning supporter such as tutor,
mentor, facilitator and moderator, (II) Competency of learner about learning skill (such as
method, attitude and so on) of learner in e-Learning environment, (III) Development of
e-Learning environment and distance learning support environment where learners and
learning supporters can learn and work actively. So, we need to consider these factors. In
this paper, we report a case practice and its evaluation of the Distance TA training program
to enhance distance support ability of learning supporter in e-Learning environment,
including Distance TA program held in 2010 by the Distance TAs of university students.
Keywords: Distance TA Training Program, Distance Teaching Assistant (Distance TA),
Distance Support Ability of Distance TA, Distance Support Training Program,
Collaborative Support Methods/behaviors, Distance Learning Support Model, e-Pedagogy

Introduction
The e-Learning tools and new Web applications to support learners according to various
learning styles are expected, studied and developed by new computer and network
technologies such as WebAPI, AJAX, FreeDB and so on [1, 3, 4, 7, 9]. The learning,
educational and training form utilizing these e-Learning is being established as one of the
learning programs in high education or corporate education. Furthermore, these are also
used for substantiality of learning activity and improvement in scholastic ability in
elementary and secondary education.
It is thought that the improvement of the quality of the learning workspace in this
e-learning environment depends on the following factors;
(I) Ability for distance support of learning supporter such as tutor, mentor, facilitator
and moderator
(II) Competency of learner about learning skill (such as method, attitude and so on) of
learner in e-learning environment
(III) Development of e-learning environment and distance learning support environment
where learners and learning supporters can learn and work actively
In particular, when learner and learning supporter take communication not on face-to-face
meeting but on the Internet, the learner's stance and the learning supporter's stance are very
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important to enhance the quality of the learning workspace in the e-Learning. Specifically,
learners need to have the ability to utilize various learning resources effectively on the
Internet. Simultaneously, it is indispensable that they get the learning skill in the offered
learning environment under the condition that they understood the feature of learning on the
e-Learning and the Internet.
On the other hand, learning supporters need to get the method of supporting the learning
process on the Internet. For example, it is the method of raising up learner's motivation for
learning and supporting the learning process at the synchronous or asynchronous timing, or
the technique of supporting the learning process in which multiple learning supporters
interact with the learner or the learner group collaboratively.
That is to say, the research about e-Pedagogy of the new pedagogy and learning support
method is needed, because learner who survives knowledge-based society continues to learn
in the new form of learning and education, attached importance to collaborative and social
relation with other learners and environments [6, 9]. The development research and
practical study about learning support (for instance, tutoring, mentoring, moderating etc.)
for e-Learning have been already advanced as examples of e-Pedagogy research. For
example, the role of learning support, the classification and effect of learning activities, the
development method of the learning support guideline accompanying with learning support
practice and the research on learning supporter training have been studied [5, 10, 11].
Furthermore, in order to cope with the problem of dropout rate and the increase of learner,
the research on learning agent which offers adaptive learning support information
identifying the learning state of learner with her/his learning history data have been
studied[14]. The learning support method or learning skill will be needed by teacher and
student of elementary and secondary school from now on [8]. Moreover, the university and
faculty of teacher education will be also requested to design and practice the learning
program for making these abilities.
The final purpose of this study is to propose learning support methods, in particular
collaborative support methods and behaviors, of the learning supporter in e-learning
environment with ICT tools such as SNS, Web Bulletin Board and so on. We have already
developed and practiced the Distance Teaching Assistant (Distance TA) Program, in which
distance TAs support the problem solving and learning in each group on the Internet [12].
Considering the background of our study, the purpose of this study is to develop a
training program to enhance the distance support ability of learning supporter and an
educational program to raise the learning skill of learner who have the opportunity of
learning on the Internet, to guarantee the quality of learning workspace in the e-Learning
environment as a next step.
In this paper, we report a practice and evaluation of the program to enhance the distance
support ability of learning supporter proposed as Distance TA Training Program [13].
Firstly, we describe the requested ability, competency and their relations in Distance
Learning Support Model. Secondary, we explain the flow of the Distance TA Program in
which Distance TAs asynchronously support group learners, who are engaged in
problem-solving activities in the learning environment. Moreover, we describe the outline
of Distance TA Training program. Finally, we explain the case practice and its evaluation of
the Distance TA Training Program including Distance TA Program held in 2010 by the
Distance TAs of university students.
1. Requested Ability and Competency in Distance Learning Support Model
The research of e-Pedagogy which explore the learning and education model of next
generation in knowlege-based society have been developed. The method of learning support
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according to learning form is required in the e-Learning. It is possible to classify the form of
this learning support from the following six axes;
+ Number of support target: 1-N persons
+ Number of learning supporter: 1-M persons
+ Number of learning support group: 1-L persons
+ Reality of learning supporter: person, agent
+ Type of learning supporter: teaching person, field expert, facilitator, mentor, TA,
and pseudo learner etc.
+ Tense of learning support: synchronous, asynchronous
+ Place of learning support: face-to-face, distance
We have considered and proposed the distance learning support model, in which the
learning supporters of M persons constituted from TA in remote site asynchronously and
teacher in face-to-face lesson asynchronously support the problem solving of L groups
constituted from the support target of N persons in this research [12]. The feature of this
asynchronous support is at the point that the communication channel between learning
supporters for examining the plan and role of learning support is able to be utilized apart
from the interaction among learners. As a result of using this two interaction place, multiple
learning supporters become possible to develop collaborative support, changing a certain
role dynamically.
In this research, we have been practicing the Distance TA Program as one example of
the Distance Learning Support Model (DLSM). We designed the program in which
university students participate in the task based group learning asynchronously as Distance
TA. The role of Distance TA is to support the teacher who is performing the face-to-face
lesson by providing the group with learning support through Web bulletin board. The target
and advantage of this program for learner, teacher and Distance TA are as follows.
[Learner]
+ To improve the learner's understanding state of the learning content.
+ To enhance the motivation of learner by relation to university student.
+ To master the learning skill in e-Learning environment.
[Distance TA]
+ To grasp the understanding situation of learner and support learning
in the group of Distance TA.
+ To enhance the distance support ability in distance learning environment.
< Learning Workspace >

Teaching Assistant (C)

Learner (1)

< Learning support Plan
Making Workspace >
Teaching Assistant (C)

Teaching Assistant (B)

Learner (3)
Teaching Assistant (A)
Teaching Assistant (A)

Learner (2)

Teaching Assistant (B)

Distance Learning Support Model
(DLSM)

Learning Skill Education Program
(LSEP)

Distance TA Training Program (DTTP)

[Lesson1]
(1) Explanation of the distance support
(2) Self-learning with the manual
(3) Communication experience
(4) Virtual experience of the distance support
[Lesson2]
(1) To compile the difficulty of distance support
(2) Virtual experience of collaborative support

Figure 1: Image of DLSM and relation among DLSM, DTTP and LSEP
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[Teacher]
+ To improve the method of instruction (including Team Teaching with Distance TA)
about the contents of a subject.
+ To get the lesson support by participating Distance TA.
The quality of the learning workspace in the e-Learning depends on the learner's stance
and learning supporter's stance. Therefore, the program which raises the learning skill in
e-Learning environment is required to learner. Furthermore, the program which raises the
capability to support learning from remoteness in e-Learning environment is indispensable
for learning supporter. Furthermore, the program which raises the capability to support
learning from remote site in e-Learning environment is indispensable for learning supporter.
2. Outline of Distance TA Program
Figure 2 shows the flow of Distance TA Program. On the side of university, an instructor
explains the Distance TA Program to Distance TAs and then explains the purpose of the
Distance TA to university students. Then, the instructor divides Distance TAs into various
groups corresponding to the number of high school’s group. Each group examines what
kind of support methods and behaviors exist by using the Web bulletin board. Then,
according to the selected support method, the Distance TA performs her/his role. On the
school side, a teacher divides learners into various groups (4-8 members/group) and gives
each a subject. Then, the teacher tells the Distance TAs the subject and explains their roles
in the Distance TA Program. After an introduction, the teacher gives instruction and support
to the learners in a face-to-face lesson. Then, each group or student asks questions and
reports on the progress of their work through the Web bulletin board and Work record tool.
If a Distance TA is unable to recognize the state of progress of the group work, she/he
requests it from the group or learner and gives the learners suitable support according to the
situation. The role of the Distance TA is not only to return a correct answer to a learner's
question, but also to recognize the state of the learner and group correctly and to function as
an instructor, an adviser, a helper and a mentor. Therefore, a Distance TA may give various
Teacher

Problem solving
( Group)
Learner

Learner
Face-to-face
Learner Lesson

Learner
Web work record tool

Tools
Input/Modify

Information Retrieval
Dialog pattern-based Web bulletin board tool
Interaction

Date
Group name
Reporter
Achievement rate
List of task
List of trouble

Interaction
Recognition of
Understanding state
of students
Decision of
Support strategy,
method and content
Performance

Check
Face-to-face Lesson
Tools
Distance TA

Instructor
Distance TA
Interaction
Distance TA support
Meeting bulletin board tool

Figure 2: Configuration and Flow of Distance TA Program
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kinds of support for problem solving such as work proposals and methods of learning
activity.
We have already developed some tools for Distance TA Program [12]. In this program,
the teacher, the learners and the Distance TAs use three tools as shown in Figure 2.
 Dialog pattern-based Web bulletin board tool to support remote group learning
 Web work record tool to record and save learner group or individual learner’s work
 Meeting bulletin board tool to allow the Distance TAs to discuss support strategies
and tactics
3. Outline of DTTP to Enhance Learning Supporter's Distance Support Ability
From the practice of our Distance TA Program, we understood so that it is not easy for
Distance TA of university student to understand the feature of the support on a network
environment. Moreover, it is difficult for Distance TA to realize collaborative support by
multiple learning supporters. So, we considered that it is necessary to develop the learning
content about distance support or collaborative support. The following keyword of the
learning contents was obtained from the questionnaire in Distance TA Program;
 Characteristic of the Internet and learner on the Internet
 Difficulty of the distance support
 Mental attitude as Distance TA
 Support method and skill on the Internet
 Collaborative support method
It is necessary for Distance TA to understand the learning contents about the above
mentioned keywords, having a real practical experience.
To develop the Distance TA Training Program, firstly, we extract the required learning
goals and contents shown in Figure 3. Then, we developed the Distance TA Training
Program to enhance the distance support ability of Distance TA [13]. Figure 3 shows the
lesson goals and activity contents.
4. A Case Practice and Evaluation of DTTP
This practice of Distance TA Training Program held in 2010 involved 16 university students
as Distance TA. For this Distance TAs, we carried out a pre and post questionnaire in DTTP,
and post questionnaire in Distance TA Program. We got the subjective answers from 14
Distance TAs in each questionnaire. The questionnaire items of a pre and post in DTTP
were 14 and 15, and the items of final questionnaire is 19. We show a part of the post
questionnaire in table 1.For Q1, Q3 and Q6 in pre and post questionnaire in DTTP, and Q1,
Q4, Q7, Q9, Q11 in final questionnaire, we got answers by five possible responses (5.Agree,
4.Somewhat agree, 3.Neutral, 2.Somewhat disagree, 1.Disagree) from Distance TA. Then,
we describe a part of the result and consideration of the questionnaire.
In Question (1)/(1)/(7), almost Distance TAs answered that they are likely to join in
Distance TA Program enjoyably. Moreover, the result of post questionnaire in DTTP
become somewhat better than pre result. Some Distance TAs who answerd a negative
judgement in pre questionnaire described the following reasons; "I have an uneasy feeling
for Distance TA Program", "I feel the terminology "Distance TA" difficult", and "It is not
easy for me to understand a high school learner's understanding state from remote site". It
seems that these problem can solve by explaining the meaning and the method of support or
by practicing the trial of Distance TA in advance, in the DTTP. Next, there are the following
some reasons in the negative reply of the last questionnaire; "I couldn't support actively", "I
was not able to produce the good learning process by shortage of communication with the
learner", "There were few reactions from high school learners in our group", "Mutual lesson
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time were not the same", and "I sometimes forgot the check of bulletin board". Therefore,
we found that the feeling that Distance TA is pleasant tends to be dependent on the behavior
of the learner or the group rather than the quality of the DTTP. As future correspondence,
we need to explain the feature of the learner's behavior in detail in the DTTP.
Distance TAs gave high positvie answer through the three times of questionnaire to
Question (3)/(3)/(9). In the first two times of questionnaires for the opportunity of good
learning, somewhat abstract reasons such as practice experience which she/he teachs to
learers, necessity for the support technique which can be answered on the network, high
school learner's understanding and good opportunity in which she/ he interacts with high
school and so on, were conspicuous. Moreover, some Distance TAs gave the following
reason as negative answer; for example, she/he had an ambiguous feeling about the purpose
and role of Distance TA Program. As the method corresponding to this problem, we need to
make Distance TA grasping the actual learner's state through experience, on defining the
purpose and role of Distance TA clearly. In the result of last questionnaire, some Distance
TAs who answerd a positive judgement described the following reasons; the view of the
subject content, the method for supporting a learner or group on considering her/his context
in which he/she recieves feedback or information, the movement of viewpoint from learner
to teacher, the difficulty of the guidance and discussion on the netwok, the necessity for
raising learner's motivation for learning and the consideration on the way of transmitting
knowledge and skill to make a learner understood. Also, there are some Distance TAs who
noticed the attitude about colloaborative support such as the method of the argument in
[Learning Goals]

To acquire the distance support ability in the distance learning support environment.
[Required Learning Subgoals]

To understand the concept of the distance support.

To recognize the difficulty of support activity and the interaction on bulletin board through practice.

To recognize the difficulty of knowing the situation of the learner.

To recognize the difficulty of explaining various things for the learner on the bulletin board.

To recognize, through the practice, the difficulty of carrying out the appropriate support collaborating with other
Distance TAs and acquire the basic collaborative skills.

To create the attitude for the distance learning support as the Distance TA by herself/himself, knowing the
difficulty of the Distance TA practice.
// Lesson 1 (1 hours 30 minutes) //
Distance TA carry out the communication experience on the network after having understood the concept of the
distance support.
[Learning Goals]

To understand the concept of the distance support.

To understand the characteristic of the information and communication.

To recognize the difficulty of the synchronous and asynchronous support, while Distance TA has an experience,
in which she/he grasp the learning situation and understanding state of the learner.

To understand the characteristic and a method of basic distance support for the learner.
[Contents of Activity]
I.
Explanation of the distance support and self-learning with the manual.
II.
Communication experience and virtual experience of the distance support.
<The distance support experience is homework for one week>
// Lesson 2 (1 hours 30 minutes) //
To learn the difficulty from virtual experience of the distance support and carry out collaborative support experience
on the network.
[Learning Goals]

To recognize the difficulty of carrying out the appropriate support collaborating with Distance TAs.

To understand the basic behavior as Distance TA.

To understand the role as mentor or facilitator.

To recognize the difficulty of knowing the learning situation and understanding state of the learner.

To understand the ability that the learner should acquire at each situation.
[Contents of activity]
I.
To compile in the group the difficulty of supporting on the network asynchronously.
II. To perform the virtual experience of the collaborative support on the network.

Figure3: Learning Goal and Activity in Distance TA Training Program ([13])
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Table 1: Results of response on pre and post questionnaire in DTTP and Distance TA Program
Quesionnaire Item
(1)/(1)/(7) Could you enjoy Distance TA ?
(3)/(3)/(9) Could this activity of Distance TA
give you good learning ?

Date of Enforcement
Before DTTP
After DTTP
After Distance TA Program
Before DTTP
After DTTP
After Distance TA Program
Before DTTP
After DTTP

(6)/(6)/- Could you do activity positively
in this Distance TA Program ?
-/-/(1) When you carried out DistanceTA
program, were the knowledge and skill learned in After Distance TA Program
DTTP helpful?
-/-/(4) When you carried out Distance TA
Program, was the manual learned in DTTP helpful After Distance TA Program
for you ?
-/-/(11) Please look back upon your activities
as Distance TA. Are you satisfied with your
After Distance TA Program
behavior as Distance TA to high school student?

5
4
4
4
6
10
6
2
6

Evaluation
4 3 2
7 2 3
6 3 1
4 5 2
9 1 0
2 0 2
7 2 0
7 4 3
4 3 1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

6

0

2

5

3

5

2

3

2

3.75
3.93
3.67
4.31
4.43
4.27
3.50
4.07

Standard
Deviation
1.04
0.88
1.01
0.57
1.05
0.68
0.94
0.96

0

4.20

0.98

2

0

3.73

1.06

6

1

2.93

1.22

Average

consideration of the opinion of other Distance TA(s). Though the three marks are same as a
result, the point which the learner could describe more specific or with feeling based on
experience have appeared as change of reason description.
On the other hand, we received the following negative reasons; for instance, "I was not
able to notice the advantage of Distance TA" , "I didn't understande what I can obtain
through Distance TA Program". Therefore, we need to reconsider some points (to repair
how to describe our manual and to add concrete explanation in face-to-face lesson for the
nature of Distance TA and the acquired competency) of DTTP to these problems. Moreover,
the average values of Question (7) and (9) after Distance TA Program have fallen. It is
thought that this depends a little activity and utterance of high school student, since there
was no lesson at the high school side in the latter half of the program.
The negative reason for the answer of Question (6) before DTTP is as follows; for
example, "I think that I want to participate in this program positively, however I can't
understand the program yet", "Since I have no experience as Distance TA, I don't have the
confidence whether I can involve positively or not", "I have the uneasy feeling whether the
student shows the interest for this program or not", "There is a problem for the character of
Distance TA itself". The average value after DTTP is improving. The cause is the point that
Distance TAs have solved the uneasy feeling through the DTTP. Moreover, we carried out
the explanation about the feature of high school and the situation of high school student by
high school teacher and the self-introduction among each group with Skype besides the
DTTP. It turned out that this activity had removed the uneasy feeling of Distance TA.
However, Distance TA who describes a reason that she/he don't know how to communicate
with learner also existed. In this point, we need to describe how to interact with learner
easily, or explain in the DTTP.
Distance TA who evaluated positivly explained about the reason that the existence of
the manual could understand easily the image ant the concrete flow of Distance TA, the
advantage and problem using Web and how to use each tools. Furthermore, there is the
following another reason; the contents of the manual were what was written carefully.
Distance TA who evaluated negatively explained about the reason that she/he couldn't grasp
the schedule of Distance TA Program or she/he didn't usage the manual itself. From these
results, we found the capability leading to promote the understanding of Distance TA that
she/he learns the meaning of each terms, and the goal, advantage and flow of Distance TA
Program with the manual, and university teacher explain the distance support, in particular
collaborative support based on some cases or examples.
Moreover, we gave some open ended quesitons to Distance TA. Especially, from a
relation with the above-mentioned result, the uneasy feeling of Distance TA is resoved by
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the following reasons; "She/he understood the collborative relation with group menbers
through concrete work", "She/he understood the state or the condition of high school
learners by self-introduction between Distance TAs and the learners with Skype", "There
was a metting bulletin board which can be discussed only by Distance TAs" and "She/he
understood various support method through DTTP and Distance TA Program". From this
answer result, it turned out that the propose program was functioning.
From the above result and consideration, we found that DTTP contributes to the learning
of Distance TA effectively, but we need to redesign some points in the DTTP.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we explained the requested Ability and Competency in Distance Learning
Support Model. Moreover, we reported a case practice and its evaluation of DTTP and
Distance TA Program. We could find some improvement points in DTTP. In particular,
since it turned out that the learning support in early stage of the program, we would like to
improve the DTTP corresponding to this part.
In the future, we'd like to develop an educational program to raise the learning skill of
learner who has the opportunity of learning on the Internet. Furthermore, we need to design
and develop some tools for making collaborative support easy to develop.
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Abstract: Design research has been the major methodology when learning sciences
researchers design and implement interventions to bring education change in schools.
However, how to promote systematic and sustainable change in design research remains a big
challenge. The study is part of a three-year project that brought a seamless learning innovation
to transform primary three (P3) and four science learning. During the first year enactment, we
had one teacher and one P3 experimental class. We followed the same teacher and class to
Primary four. Another teacher and experimental class joined the project at P4. Audio/video
recordings of teacher-researcher weekly meetings, research team weekly meeting minutes,
selected audio/video recordings of science lessons and field notes, teacher reflection and
interview audios, and student artefacts were collected over about three years of time. We
identified teacher to be the major agency for sustainable education change. We apply a
Structure/Agency framework and a teacher qualification model when describing and analyzing
teacher learning and teacher change during the seamless learning project. Our results showed
teacher knowledge, belief, and practice change was facilitated and constrained by the school
environment and the change was not of the same pace and synchronized but affected by each
other. The paper provides empirical data and analytical framework for teacher change in
design research context.
Keywords: Teacher learning; teacher change, Seamless learning, primary science;
Structure/Agency

Introduction
Design research has been the major methodology when learning sciences researchers
design and implement interventions to bring education change in schools. However, how
to promote systematic and sustainable change in design research remains a big challenge.
The study is part of a three-year project that brought a seamless learning innovation to
transform primary three and four science learning [3]. During the first year enactment, we
had one teacher and one experimental class. We followed the same teacher and class to
Primary four (P4). Another teacher and experimental class joined the project at P4.
Audio/video recordings of teacher-researcher weekly meetings, research team weekly
meeting minutes, selected audio/video recordings of science lessons and field notes,
teacher reflection and interview audios, and student artefacts were collected over about
three years of time. We identified teacher to be the major agency for sustainable
education change. We apply a Structure/Agency framework and a teacher qualification
model when describing and analyzing teacher learning and teacher change during the
seamless learning project. The purpose of the project is to explore how to leverage on the
affordances of the mobile technologies to support student-centered mobile learning
(seamless learning). However, when we entered the school, a real world, we have found
that developing curriculum that integrate mobile technology, teacher preparation, and
assessment were so intertwined with how student should learn, these were all the things
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we had to consider. We had to work with people, and the most important people were
teachers. In that context, this study explores how we can foster desired and sustainable
teacher change.
The following research questions guided the study:
1. What are teachers‟ knowledge, beliefs, and practices before the seamless learning
intervention?
2. How do teachers‟ knowledge, beliefs, and practices change over time during the codevelopment and enactment of seamless learning?
3. What are the conditions that facilitate teacher knowledge, belief, and practice change?
1. Literature review
1.1 A Structure/Agency framework
Introducing innovation and new methods involves a variety of issues and stages [2][6]. The
importance of involving teachers in curriculum innovation has long been recognized [4].
Several studies have found that differences in teacher qualifications across school districts
can account for as much of the variation in student achievement as students' backgrounds or
socioeconomic status [1]. Therefore, teachers have their agency to make or break reform
efforts. Vora & Barton [9] defined agency as individual or group effort to influence the
surroundings in purposeful ways. Structure is a set of rules and resources that actors draw
upon as they produce and reproduce societal norms in their activities. It includes virtual
schemas, intangible values, beliefs, and ideas that affect actions [7], and tangible resources,
such as social class, religion, gender, ethnicity, technology infrastructure in schools. We
acknowledge that teacher agency can both enable and constrain how human agents influence
the world around them.
1.2 Teacher competence and teacher change
We refer to teacher competence as the characteristics that make teachers qualified for their
work. It is the knowledge, abilities, and beliefs a teacher possesses and brings to the teaching
situation [5]. This goes beyond what a teacher knows to teacher‟s quality in teaching. Teacher
competence here is based on the needs for teachers to be able to design and enact “the
mobilized” science curriculum [11]. Teacher content knowledge (CK) influences how
teachers engage students in learning subject matter; Teacher pedagogical content knowledge
(PCK) refers to knowledge about how to teach subject matter to students [8]; Teacher
technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPCK) reflects some of the essential qualities
of knowledge required by teachers for technology integration in their teaching, and finally the
non-intellectual factors (NIFs), such as beliefs, motivation, anxiety, and attitudes that are
relevant to soft skills are also very important to influences a teacher‟s collaboration with
researchers and their actions. We consider CK, PCK, TPCK, and NIFs as a teacher
qualification (competence) model that affects education change [10].
2. Research design
2.1 Context and participants
Our collaborative school, North Coast Primary School (all names in the paper are
pseudonyms), is a neighborhood school. It had nine primary three classes. At primary three
(P3), we chose one of the “mixed ability” classes, Class X. There were 39 students in the
class comprising 24 boys and 15 girls. We chose the class because its form teacher, Grace,
was recommended to be our collaborating teacher. She coordinated the operation of the class‟
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activities in school and taught English, Math, and Science (EMS) to the class. She had been
teaching in the school for more than three years. The school chose her to teach the
experimental class because she felt comfortable in using technology. She was quite receptive
to new ideas. She wanted to collaborate with the researchers to enrich her knowledge and
skills in using mobile learning to improve student learning. During year two enactment, a P4
teacher, Jean, and her class Y joined the project as an experimental class. Class X and Y
remained the same from P3 to P4. Y is a high performance class. Jean was chosen by the
principal. She had just started teaching in the school when joining the project.
It might be confusing to tell that the project was three years and we only talk about P3 and P4
enactment. The reason is that before enactment we had to work with teachers to co-design the
curriculum. After collecting data, we also need time to analyze and write up the results. Table
1 listed the timeline and topics taught in P3 and P4. Some topics could last for about 10
periods; some might only take 2-3 periods.
Table 1: List of MLE units designed for the mobilized curriculum
Unit ID Level & time period
Topic
P3-1
Feb. 2009
Classification for living & non-living things
P3-2
Feb. & Mar. 2009
Classification of animals
P3-3
Mar. & Apr. 2009
Plant
P3-4
Mar. & Apr. 2009
Plants & their parts
P3-5
Mar. & Apr. 2009
Fungi
P3-6
Apr. & May 2009
Materials
P3-7
Aug. & Sept.2009
Body systems
P4-1
Jan. & Feb. 2010
Cycles
P4-2
Feb. & Mar. 2010
Matter
P4-3
Apr. 2010
Light & shadow
P4-4
Apr. & May 2010
Heat & temperature
P4-5
Jul. 2010
Magnet

2.2 Data and data analysis
Besides systematic and continued natural observation data, such as audio/video recordings of
teacher-researcher meetings, classroom teaching, and artifacts created by the teachers and
their students, we have also collected self report data such as field notes and audios when
teacher debriefed their experience and ideas after teaching and/or during teacher-research
meetings. Their statements also included indicators of their competence. When we track the
data over time, patters emerged in terms of the four dimensions of CK, PCK, TPCK, and
NIFs. We compare and contrast the data with our observation data to consolidate our
assertions. Because we always have at least two researchers to work with teachers
and/observe their classes, the inter-rater reliability was on one hand checked by the two of
them, and when they report to our weekly meeting with NIE with the whole research team,
their observation and interpretation was further checked by the whole team. We defined
teacher change as not so obvious, noticeable, and significant. They should be selfexplanatory. As for coding the evidence, as stated above, we used both observation and selfreport data to triangulate our assertions. Agency was coded as teacher‟s self-initiated and/or
volunteered actions that are relevant to our project work. Support structure refers to school‟s
institutionalized and sustainable efforts.
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3. Results
We have summarized the degree of improvement of the two teachers and major supporting
structure that might have facilitated their changes. We consider the demonstration of agency
as part of their change. So we will present the two teachers‟ stories as two cases. Our main
focus will be on the interaction of teacher agency and the support structure.
Table 2: Teachers‟ degree of improvement vs. supporting structure
Competence Teacher Grace Support Structure
Teacher
Jean
CK
Significant
Researcher/Teacher
Not so obvious
working group; school Significant
PCK
Significant
recognition
TPCK
Significant
Noticeable
NIFs
Significant
Significant

Support
Structure
School assigned;
researcher/
peer teacher

3.1 Case 1 Teacher Grace’s change
Teacher Grace coordinated the operation of class X‟s activities in school and taught English,
Math, and Science (EMS) to the class. Teaching was not Grace‟s first job. She was an IT
trainer before joining teaching. Therefore, she had more knowledge on ICT. She had been
teaching in the school for more than three years when she started working with the research
team. She had no formal training in teaching science.
In the real world, Grace had to adjust the understanding of her role on the research team, and
thus demonstrated her agency. Here is how she had considered her role at the beginning of
the project:
Grace: For me I thought in terms of content developing would be more of erm, task, might be a smaller
role than the other colleagues who are in this content developing team. This is because I was told that I was
suppose to mingle, the only, now I know that I am the only class, the only class that‟s involved in this
project. So I think it‟s more involved in implementing the lessons that were actually created in the class. I
think it‟s more of like, you get the progress and then sharing of the experiences that I have, with my other
colleagues. [Interview, Feb. 15, 2009]

She did not consider herself to mainly responsible for curriculum development because the
initial decision was that researchers and a teacher task force to be responsible for curriculum
development and she adopted and enacted the curriculum. However, when there was time
constrain, when other teachers were not able to fulfill their commitment, Grace had to
eventually finalize the curriculum and upload the materials to a web learning management
system so that her students could download the materials and assignments. Fig. 1 and 2 are
the screenshots of a unit called body system as part of the “mobilized curriculum”. There are
many components and activities in such a unit that integrated the affordances of mobile
technology (see [11] for more details). When the support structure was not as strong as she
had thought, this led to her agency to take over more responsibilities, and finally led to her
being able to develop such “mobilized curriculum” herself. She had thus developed her
competence and now she has been a lead teacher to give workshops to teachers in her school
and other schools to develop “mobilized curricula”.
Grace: My class is not really very independent. You know they are still at the age where they, even
working in groups, there‟re still arguments. They can‟t work properly in groups and then they, they have
this, I don't want to work with this person, but when the mobile devices come in, it‟s like more of one to
one. Right? Wouldn‟t it discourage group work? That was one concern that I think. I know that there‟s this
MLE (Mobile Learning Environment) function that they can still use it; but I thought it‟s really different
from group work. Because group work is like, one piece of thing right? So all of us will crowd together and
work on this … so arguments will come in as well. So they have to learn to be cooperative. … [Interview,
Feb. 15, 2009]
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Fig. 1 An MLE body bystem unit

Fig. 2 An overview of the body system unit

The needs from classroom teaching, again, became a structure for her to demonstrate her
agency and develop her competence. As stated above, she started to think about how to foster
collaboration among students when each student had a smartphone with unlimited access to
the Internet. Students were also able to share files between phones and even just looked at
each other‟s screen to share ideas. It was indeed very challenging in the new situation to
consider technology affordances, content knowledge, student-centered learning, as well as
making sure the class did not miss important objectives required for the whole cohort.
There were obvious changes in class structure when implementing the “mobilized curriculum”
[11]. Teacher Grace used to be under pressure to cover the essential learning points through
teacher-centered approach lesson by lesson. Supported by part of the “Structure”—the
research team, she learned to consider teaching a topic as a small project that lasted for
several periods. Now she was able to switch her didactic teaching to student-centered
learning. She was inclined to give students more time to construct their understanding rather
than feeding them with information. With more time to observe students learning with mobile
devices, she learned to identify student learning difficulties when she facilitated student
learning (see Fig. 3). The use of the designed MLE lessons gave the teacher more breathing
space and she was able to focus on the natural flow of the lessons. In the past, she was taskoriented and aimed to finish predefined drill-and-practice activities in stipulated time. When
implementing MLE lessons, she instructed when the situation called for it and she spent more
time facilitating the learning processes rather than providing answers. As a result of using the
redesigned curriculum using the mobile devices, the teacher shared with the researcher that
she had more time to reflect on her lessons even during class. She could think on her feet and
improvise on the lessons in real time. This was another instance to show how teacher Grace
was able to demonstrate her agency because she was in charge of her class teaching. She had
to make decisions from moment to moment. On the other hand, the changed class structure
and the curriculum had been changed to be unit-based vs. lesson-based enabled her to have
different practices as she had before.
In a later interview with researchers, Grace acknowledged that she herself learned much from
the experience of being involved in designing the mobilized curriculum as well as enacting it
in class:
"I feel I do not have enough content knowledge (before the project)...I would say I have gained
some content knowledge...through the PD (Professional Development) sessions...it is more
fruitful than being a trainee at NIE (the teacher training institute in Singapore) ...""In the past, I
taught chapter by chapter...but I did not know I can actually change the order of the content and
teach in a different way..."

She further elaborated changes in herself:
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“...at the beginning (of the project)...I felt stressful...(now) when I come to class, the stress did not come
from content...they came from different sources...it was about technology or questions from the students
that I could not predict ....but I feel more confident...I have more content knowledge...”.
“In the past, I had to respond to a student's question, so I (sometime) gave an answer anyway even
I was not so sure…now, if I do not know, I will say „I do not know‟...because otherwise a student
might find the answer (by searching the Internet on their smartphone) and get back to me
immediately..." “I changed my mindset…now I feel I am learning with the students...it is OK to
say I do not know...” [Interview, Aug. 19, 2009]

In summary, the teacher acknowledged that the curriculum co-designing experience helped
her to prepare her teaching in terms of subject knowledge (CK), student learning difficulties
(PCK), and the use of technologies (TPCK) (Zhang, 2011). She had also significant change in
NIFs, such as whether she had to give student an answer when she was not sure. She was also
very persistent to teach the mobilized curriculum although she occasionally switches back to
her “old” teaching. This was due to both her own belief change and the structure change (the
students had their smartphone could find out answers on their smartphone at any time). The
co-design process also allowed researchers to understand tensions between the seamless
learning approach and existing concerns of the teacher, such as assessment, in order to
develop feasible and evolutionary strategies towards a fundamental switch of pedagogy.
Researchers and teachers had staged priorities in terms of fostering student-centered and
inquiry-based learning. There were new challenges when she had students with different
profiles. At P4, she also taught another high achieving class Z. Below is a dialog session
between researchers and teacher Grace.
Researcher 1: …questioning style. Cos we saw you in the beginning of last year you don‟t question in
this way. So what made you change your questioning technique?...
Grace: Yes! I thought that got good grades is important but getting them to understand the subject topic (is
more important) …
Researcher 1: but I think they are so busy already how you going to balance. You have so many things to
do in class then you still spend a lot of time doing discussion so do you think you can.
Grace: true.
Researcher 1: how you gonna …?
Grace: I think I rather suffer now right because I thought I feel that erm I did not teach them correctly I
should say. Furthermore, this is the first time I‟m teaching a high level class and in the past it‟s always a
mix a bit of class … it‟s more of like what you say. You don‟t know it‟s ok as long as I know I give you the
information but I think after the PD (Professional Development) sessions that we go through, we actually
we do some discussion then I realize that it is really important that that the pupils must understand…
I may not be teaching them in Primary 5 (P5) and Primary (P6) but when they go to P6 er
they will still be tested on the topics that they had in P3 and P4. I cannot be sure because
they memorize…until now then I realise that you know, P3 and P4 they can actually have
held so much of misconception that they thought this is this is correct, but it‟s actually not
correct…
…but you didn‟t at that point you didn‟t realize the kids have misconception
…I didn‟t realise that actually it‟s true. I didn‟t realize that they can have misconception because like when
I teach right, it‟s like I give you all the content. Then I know so you should know all these so there cannot
be misconception… [Mar. 1, 2010].

From the above dialog we can see that researchers have followed the teacher to her classroom
and they tried to understand teacher Grace‟s ideas. In fact, such dialogs had been almost the
daily routine between the two researchers who were almost stationed at the school, and
teacher Grace. Their dialogs were always related to real world situation and everything they
had to think about many things in relation to curriculum development, enactment, and
research. Besides the external needs and intrinsic motivation to bring the best to her students,
teacher Grace has also felt the support structure from the principal. For example, at the end of
2009, she was nominated to be the teacher of the year from the school to acknowledge her
contribution to the research project. Although we have only presented self-report data, our
selection of the data was based on other data, like field notes, meeting minutes, to show
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qualitatively the patterns of change in teacher Grace. Therefore, we hope the instances
presented here can show the dynamic interaction between the teacher‟s agency and support
structure, which has led to her change in CK, PCK, TPK, and NIFs.

Fig. 3. Teacher listens to students
3.2 Case 2 Teacher Jean’s change
Teacher Jean was a novel teacher when she joined the project as a P4 science teacher and a
form teacher of class Y. Class Y was one of the three high achieving classes at P4 cohort.
According to the two researchers, Jean was resistant to allow her students to talk while she
was teaching. Later she had realized talking was unavoidable if she changed from teachercentered to student-centered teaching. She had moved from didactic to participatory delivery
at the second half of the year. She was more willing to let kids learn on their own without too
much handholding [Research group meeting minute, Sept. 14, 2010].
At the beginning of the year, she only considered the mobilized lesson plan as supplementary
to her own lesson plan although she was supposed to adopt it for her experimental class. Her
change was due to both the imposed structure (the commitment to be on the research project)
and her own observation when she tried selected activities from the mobilized curriculum.
During a magnet unit, she was happy that kids were testing out ideas. They were doing things
that she never expected before. She was pretty much intrigued by the magic bullet magnet
which her students brought to class. In one of the interviews, she commented “students could
learn without being taught”. She admitted that student-centred learning was a relatively new
concept. She did not feel her training was student-centered. Jean‟s change, like Grace‟s, was
not stable at the beginning. She could still fall back to her old way of drilling. Although the
change of NIFs and beliefs was ahead of their practice change, sometimes we found that only
when they taught the way in the mobilized curriculum, she could feel the differences in her
students [Research group meeting minute, Nov. 24, 2010]. Jean was a brand new teacher when she
became the form teacher of class Y. Y was one of the high achieving class. She was quit firm
in controlling the class activities and pace; she did not even allow students to talk and move
around in science class at the beginning. Even after more than a month after our collaboration
began, she was still resistant to our mobilized curriculum. She believed that she had to teach
in order for students to learn well. She was reluctant but stated that she could simply use the
mobilized curriculum that developed by Teacher grace and the research team; she requested
the researchers to stay in her class to support her. Her change of belief happened during the
“magnet” unit when she found out that students could achieve several important objectives
when engaging in MLE activities without her teaching! In a briefing interview, she
commented that she did not learn how to teach in the MLE way in her training institution but
“covering” the content. Jean‟s content knowledge change was not that obvious probably
because she was not involved much in the curriculum development. However, Jean‟s change
in NIFs was quite significant because our data showed big contrast of her self-reported belief
change and her change in practices. On the other hand, for sustainable changes, the more than
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two years‟ collaboration like that of Grace was needed. On the other hand, when Jean joined,
the support structure has been improved because at least Grace had more things to share with
her. Researcher support was also available for her. It was the level of engagement in the codesign of curriculum that mattered a lot for Jean‟s competence development.
4. Discussion and implications
We apply a Structure/Agency framework and a teacher qualification model when describing
and analyzing teacher learning and teacher change during the seamless learning project. Our
results showed teacher knowledge, belief, and practice change was facilitated and constrained
by the school environment [5]. For example, Jean preferred to drill and asked her students to
do worksheets because it was the school‟s routine for the non-experimental classes. She felt
more pressure to deliver good grade because her class was a high achieving class. We have
also found that the changes in knowledge, beliefs, and practices in teachers were not of the
same pace and synchronized but affected by each other. There had been debates about which
one to change first: teacher knowledge and beliefs or teacher practices, our findings showed
that teacher change needs the interaction between teacher agency and structure. We have also
found that the sustainable and scalable teacher change depends on the stable structure change
[11]. Teachers should be open to new ideas because there was nothing for granted. For
example, Jean changed her assumptions like “students could not learn without being taught”.
The paper provides empirical data and analytical framework for teacher change in design
research context.
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Abstract: According to the redundancy effect in cognitive load theory, if two or more
sources of information could be understood separately without the need for mental
integration (e.g., when the same information is presented in different formats or modalities),
redundant sources of information should be omitted rather than presented. Within a
cognitive load framework, the redundancy effect is explained by a more efficient use of the
available working memory resources: by reducing cognitive load wasted on unnecessary
integration of redundant sources of information, more resources become available for
meaningful learning. However, some studies failed to replicate the redundancy effect and in
some cases, found significant differences opposite to those expected. This paper reviews
and systematizes a set of factors moderating the redundancy effect in multimedia learning.
Keywords: multimedia learning, cognitive load, redundancy effect, audiovisual
redundancy.

Introduction
Working memory is our major information processor which is very limited in its capacity
and duration when dealing with new information [1]. In addition, contemporary models of
human cognition assume that we have two different, partially independent, processors for
dealing with visual and auditory information both of which have capacity and duration
limitations [2, 3]. These characteristics and limitations should be taken into account when
designing instructional presentations. Firstly, the presentation formats should be designed in
a way that can help learners to avoid an unnecessary overload in either of the processors.
Secondly, by using both, rather than a single processor, the processing load can be spread
over both processors thus reducing the load on a single processor, and dual modality
presentations could be superior to visual only presentations (modality effect, [3, 4]).
The redundancy effect generally occurs when two or more sources of information can be
understood separately without the need for mental integration, for example, when written or
spoken text that simply re-describes a diagram that can be fully understood without the text.
Under these conditions, processing the text and mentally integrating it with the diagram may
result in an increased cognitive load and inhibit learning by unnecessarily diverting
cognitive resources. Accordingly, redundant sources of information should be omitted
rather than presented.
In multimedia learning, the most common form of redundancy occurs when the same
information is presented in different modalities. A diagram with text that re-describes the
diagram, or text presented in both spoken and written form provide examples. In cognitive
load theory [4], any information that is not required for learning but is presented to learners
is regarded as redundant as it may result in wasteful (extraneous) cognitive load. However,
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some studies failed to replicate the redundancy effect and on few occasions even found
differences opposite to those expected. Therefore, establishing clear boundaries and
moderating factors for the effect is an important research issue. This paper reviews and
systematizes a set of factors moderating the redundancy effect in multimedia learning.

1. Concurrent Presentations of Written and Spoken Text
Many multimedia instructional materials use narrated explanations simultaneously with
written text. From a cognitive load perspective, such duplications of essentially the same
information in two different modalities may overload working memory and have negative
learning effects. When spoken explanations are used concurrently with the same written text,
learners may be required to relate and coordinate the corresponding elements of written and
spoken information. This extraneous to learning processing may unnecessarily consume
additional working memory resources.
For example, computer-based instructions in mechanical engineering were used to compare
written text, spoken text, and written plus spoken text that explained an animated diagram
[5]. The results demonstrated that the spoken text group outperformed the written text plus
spoken text group. Subjective ratings of cognitive load indicated that presenting on-screen
textual explanations of the diagram together with the same auditory explanations resulted in
additional load. Two experiments with university students [6] demonstrated that learners
who studied narrations with concurrent animations performed better on posttests than
learners who studied animations with concurrent narration and on-screen text that either
summarized or duplicated the narration. A similar effect was demonstrated with animated
pedagogical agents [7]. Diagrams with spoken text were also compared with exactly the
same information along with the equivalent written sentences presented either sequentially,
sentence by sentence, or as a full-text displayed next to the diagram [8]. The spoken text
format resulted in superior learning compared to both written text groups.
With the increased popularity of PowerPoint presentations, the same verbal information is
often provided in both spoken and written forms simultaneously. Based on the redundancy
effect, learning might be inhibited by such concurrent presentations. This effect was also
obtained using technical, text-based instructions without any diagrams [9]. Learning was
facilitated when instructions were presented in a spoken form alone rather than
concurrently.
Audiovisual redundancy effect was also demonstrated in hypermedia learning [10].
Arithmetical information supplemented with lengthy spoken and written explanations was
less efficient than written only text. In this study, spoken only explanations did not result in
better learning than the dual-modality explanations. Lengthy spoken text may cause
cognitive overload due to the transiency of spoken information (some elements of
information become unavailable before they are mentally integrated with related follow-up
elements). The role of the length of instructional segments will be discussed later.

2. Moderating Factors

2.1 Independence of Sources of Information
The redundancy effect was always demonstrated under conditions when sources of
information were intelligible in isolation. An example is textual information that merely
re-describes a diagram, a table, or another section of text. If a source of information (textual
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or graphical) is fully intelligible on its own, then any additional redundant sources of
information should be removed from the instructional materials.

2.2 Levels of Information Complexity
Sufficiently high levels of interactivity or interconnectedness between elements of
information represent an essential moderating factor for the redundancy effect. Instructional
materials with low levels of complexity are unlikely to demonstrate benefits from
eliminating redundant information as it may still be within working memory limits and not
interfere with learning. In contrast, if materials are characterized by high levels of
complexity, an additional load caused by processing redundant information can be harmful.
For example, studying a self-contained manual without actual hardware was beneficial at
initial stages of learning compared to the manual plus the hardware, but only for relatively
complex tasks [11]. No redundancy effect was demonstrated for low complexity materials.
Measures of cognitive load confirmed the importance of internal complexity of materials to
the redundancy effect. Significantly better test results associated with a lower cognitive
load favored an integrated manual only group compared to the manual and hardware group
in areas of high complexity. No effects were found in areas of low complexity.

2.3 Levels of Learner Control
In most experiments that demonstrated audiovisual redundancy effects, system-controlled
pacing was used, and the fixed instruction time was determined by the pace of the narration.
In such conditions, learners presented with visual text in addition to its auditory form,
needed to engage in cognitively taxing visual search between on-screen text and pictorial
elements while under strict time constraints. In learner-paced presentations, students may
review the material at their own pace with extra time available for managing cognitive load,
thus reducing the benefits of non-redundant presentations.
In two experiments with technical apprentices, simultaneously presented written and
auditory explanations of a diagram were compared with an instructional format in which
these two forms of verbal information were temporally separated (written text presented
only after the narration ended) [9]. The experiments demonstrated superiority of the
sequential presentation of auditory and visual explanations over their concurrent
presentation, but only when instruction time was constrained in a system-controlled
condition. There were no differences in a learner-controlled condition.

2.4 The Length of Instructional Segments
The length of textual segments may also influence the redundancy effect. When
simultaneously processing uninterrupted, long textual descriptions presented in visual and
auditory modalities, learners may have to relate and reconcile too many elements of
information within a limited time frame. This may contribute to the intrinsic complexity of
such materials in addition to dealing with the transient nature of spoken information.
For example, a concurrent presentation of auditory and visual forms of the same technical
text (without diagrams present) resulted in less learning than the auditory-only text [9].
However, another study demonstrated that when no visual diagrams were involved,
concurrent presentations of the same auditory and visual text produced better results than
auditory-only text, indicating a reverse redundancy effect [12]. This difference in results
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could be explained by the length of textual segments. In the first study, the text was
presented to participants continuously as a single large chunk without breaks [9]. In contrast,
in the second study, the text was presented in several consecutive small segments with
appropriate breaks between them [12]. Such breaks might have allowed the learners to
consolidate their partial knowledge structures constructed from each segment of the text
before moving to the next one. If text is partitioned into easily managed sequential segments
with time breaks, a narration with concurrent visual text may not only eliminate negative
effects of verbal redundancy, but actually improve learning. For example, such formats
could be effective for learners for whom the language of instruction is a second language
and who may benefit from a written back-up.
Thus, the audiovisual redundancy effect most likely occurs when the textual information is
lengthy and complex. Presenting this information in spoken form, especially concurrently
with the same information in visual form, may cause a cognitive overload and have negative
learning consequences. Lengthy sections of spoken text that is transitory in nature may
exceed working memory capacity limits. The length of textual segments may override
pacing of the presentation as a moderating factor for the audiovisual redundancy effect.

2.5 Levels of Learner Prior Knowledge
Most studies reviewed in this paper were conducted with novice learners. At the same time,
the notion of redundancy may depend on levels of learner prior knowledge. Information that
is non-redundant for novices may become redundant for more knowledgeable learners.
Therefore, as learners acquire more knowledge in a domain, the information that has been
previously essential may become redundant and cause increased levels of unnecessary
cognitive load for these learners. For example, auditory explanations of technical diagrams
became redundant after a series of training sessions intentionally designed to increase levels
of learner expertise in using similar types of diagrams [13]. Similar results (referred as the
expertise reversal effect) have been demonstrated on many occasions in relation to different
instructional techniques, formats of information presentation, and levels of instructional
guidance (see [4, 14] for comprehensive overviews of the expertise reversal effect).

3. Instructional Implications
The major instructional implication of the redundancy effect is that in many instructional
situations, there may be no benefits in concurrently presenting the same sources of
information in different forms. The most important conditions for the effect to occur are that
the sources of information must not rely on each other for intelligibility, information should
be sufficiently complex, and (if involved) the spoken text should to be sufficiently lengthy
to cause high levels of working memory load. The levels of learner prior knowledge could
also influence the effect as the notion of redundancy depends on levels of learner expertise
in a domain.
There are many instructional situations in multimedia learning where these conditions are in
place. A simple example is provided by many PowerPoint presentations during which large
amounts of textual information are often presented on the screen and simultaneously
narrated by the presenters thus generating a potential cognitive overload. Reducing the
on-screen text to a short list of the most important points and explaining details orally may
be a better technique.
Many computer-based multimedia manuals instructing people how to use complex software
applications or technical equipment require learners to simultaneously pay attention to
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explanations in the illustrated manual, to the actual computer software on the screen or
equipment, and also enter data or commands using the keyboard. From a cognitive load
perspective, the actual computer software or equipment may be redundant at the initial
stages of learning (e.g., for novice users) and their temporarily elimination may facilitate
learning [11, 15]. In the following stages of instruction, when learners acquire some
knowledge of the application or hardware and are able to handle high levels of cognitive
load, more interactive modes of learning with actual hardware could be used.

Conclusion
It is a common belief that by presenting the same information in multiple forms may
enhance student learning. Counter to this intuition, the available evidence obtained within a
cognitive load framework indicates that this perspective may be wrong and instructional
presentations involving redundant information more often inhibit rather than enhance
learning. This paper reviewed the theory and empirical evidence, outlining the factors that
may influence the redundancy effect in multimedia learning.
Within a cognitive load framework, the redundancy effect is explained by the increases in
unnecessary, wasteful cognitive load generated by the need to process redundant
information. Learners who are presented with several sources of essentially the same
information (e.g., written and spoken text) must coordinate them and search for connections
between elements from different sources of information. These activities are not directly
related to learning but may generate a heavy cognitive load and thus inhibit learning.
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Abstract: The reported study was aimed at developing effective techniques for reducing
learner cognitive overload while using pinyin (a phonetic system) to learn Chinese
language. Learning effects of two instructional conditions (character-pinyin-pronunciation
and character-pronunciation) were compared for learners with different levels of prior
Mandarin proficiency and pinyin knowledge. It was expected that the effectiveness of
eliminating redundant on-screen pinyin might depend on levels of learner prior
knowledge. Results demonstrated superiority of the character-pronunciation condition
over the character-pinyin-pronunciation condition for learners with a lower prior
knowledge level. No differences between the two conditions were found for learners with
higher levels of prior knowledge.
Keywords: Multimedia, cognitive load, learning Chinese, pinyin, redundancy.

Introduction
This study is conducted within the framework of cognitive load theory which is an
instructional theory based on assumptions that humans have a very limited working
memory capacity for processing novel information and that learning becomes ineffective if
the demand for cognitive resources exceeds this limit [1,2]. However, working memory
capacity could be effectively expanded by optimizing the involvement of two relatively
independent sub-systems of working memory, one responsible for dealing with visual
information and another for processing auditory information [3,4]. Also, the available
organized knowledge base in long-term memory allows us to chunk elements of
information in working memory into larger higher-level structures and process them as
single units, thus reducing working memory load [5].
This study investigated the effectiveness of using pinyin in learning Chinese characters
from the perspective of cognitive load theory. Pinyin represents one of the phonetic
systems used to support learning Chinese [6]. Pronunciation information conveyed by
characters is very limited because of their ideographic nature [7]. It is therefore
conventionally believed that pinyin should accompany characters because it provides
accurate pronunciation of Chinese characters. In practice, pinyin is often used
simultaneously with its auditory pronunciation. However, in some conditions, this practice
may possibly hinder learning characters due to multimedia redundancy effect in cognitive
load theory.
According to the modality effect in cognitive load theory, presenting a diagram (picture)
with written explanatory text could be less effective than presenting the diagram with
spoken explanations. In a single-modality presentation format, the visual channel of
working memory might become overloaded, whereas in a dual-modality format, working
memory capacity could be effectively expanded by combining the partially independent
visual and auditory processing channels. However, simultaneously presenting both written
and spoken explanations of a diagram could be detrimental for learning (a multimedia
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redundancy effect [8]). Additional cognitive activities involved in processing the
redundant written explanations and cross-referencing them with spoken explanations may
impose additional wasteful cognitive load that would overload working memory and
interfere with learning.
Therefore, a concurrent presentation of a character (pictorial representation), pinyin
(written verbal representation), and its auditory pronunciation (spoken verbal
representation) might impose an unnecessary cognitive load on learners and thus eliminate
any potential benefits of using pinyin. The visual pinyin could be regarded as a redundant
source of information in this situation that might potentially inhibit learning. However,
available studies have demonstrated that the effectiveness of most methods for reducing
cognitive load depend on levels of learners' prior knowledge [5]. The purpose of the
present study was to investigate if multimedia redundancy and expertise reversal effects
would apply to young native Chinese learners with prior exposure to Mandarin in learning
Chinese vocabulary. It was assumed that learner familiarity with pinyin and Mandarin
would be an important factor influencing the instruction effectiveness of pinyin.

1. Method
1.1 Participants
Ninety-six Cantonese speaking Year 2 students from two Hong Kong subsidized primary
schools participated in the study. Sixty-one students (28 male and 33 female, average age
8.72 years SD = 0.85) indicated in the questionnaire that they had studied in Mainland
China and communicated with their family members (native Mandarin speakers) in
Mandarin. These participants with prior exposure to spoken Mandarin were selected as
participants in the experiment. The average length of their Mandarin training at the school
by the time of the experiment was 3.9 (SD = 1.73).

1.2 Materials and Procedure
The experiment included a pre-test phase, a learning phase, and a posttest phase. The
pretest phase was conducted in a normal classroom setting in one single session of 25
minutes. The learning and test phases were conducted in a language laboratory in one
single session of 35 minutes.

1.2.1 Pretest
The paper-based pretest consisted of three sets of items which were used to evaluate the
level of participants’ prior knowledge in pinyin reading skills and Mandarin proficiency.
The first two sets of items were multiple-choice questions. The first set included five items
and was used for evaluating students’ knowledge of Mandarin pronunciation of some
Chinese characters used in learning materials (homophones or share syllable). Students
were asked to circle a correct Mandarin pronunciation corresponding to the vocabulary
they were instructed to read. The second set included five items and was used to evaluate
students’ familiarity with pinyin. Students were requested to correlate a written pinyin
with a pronunciation they heard. The third set of items was a listening comprehension test
(a short passage with 73 characters). Each response in the pretest was scored 1 (correct) or
0 (incorrect) for the first two sets of items. No score was given if participants selected
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more than one answer. A maximum score of 5 could be obtained for the listening
comprehension question and a maximum of 15 could be obtained if all items were
answered correctly. Participants were listed in ascending order according to their pretest
scores and alternatively allocated to two different experimental conditions.

1.2.2 Learning Phase
Sixteen two-character words (vocabulary) were selected for learning. The words were
presented using PowerPoint on the computer screen. A vertical layout was chosen for
presenting the characters and pinyin for the character-pinyin-pronunciation group, and the
pinyin was presented just underneath the corresponding character. This format was
considered as more effective than alternate prevailing format that placed the pinyin
horizontally next to the characters due to the elimination of split attention effect (for more
details, see [9]).
The flow of the presentation was the same across each word and instructional format. For
example, for each word in the character-pinyin-pronunciation instructional format, only
the characters were first shown on the screen for 4 seconds with a voice-over pronouncing
the word in Cantonese. Then a blank screen was shown with Cantonese voice-over to
explain the meaning of the word. This phase lasted for five to fifteen seconds, depending
on the length of the explanation. Then, during the following 14 seconds, the words were
presented with pinyin for the character-pinyin-pronunciation condition (characters only for
the characters-pronunciation condition), with another voice-over pronouncing the word in
Mandarin for three times. The PowerPoint slides changed automatically. The total time
allocated for reading one word was set to18 seconds in each condition.

1.2.3 Posttest
A test consisting of four sets of items was designed to measure recall and listening
comprehension. The first two sets including eight multiple-choice items were recall
questions that required knowledge of the corresponding characters and pronunciation in
Mandarin. Participants were told not to make random choices if they did not know the
answer. Each response was scored 1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect). The maximum score of 8
could be obtained if all the answers in this test were correct. The following two sets were
listening comprehension tasks. In the first set, students were instructed to read six
characters that they have learned in the learning phase before listening to a recorded short
sentence. They were then asked to identify two characters that they heard. Each full
correct response was scored 2. Students were told that no score would be allocated for this
question if more than two characters were circled. Another question required students
listen to a short passage with 25 characters and answer short questions. The passage
consisted of five two-characters words that were selected from the learning materials.
Each response was scored 2 (correct) or 0 (incorrect). The maximum score of 8 could be
obtained if all answers in these two sets of listening comprehension tasks were correct.
The maximum score of 16 could be obtained if all answers in the posttest were correct.

1.2.4 Rating of Cognitive Load
Immediately after the test, each participant was instructed to estimate how easy or difficult
it was to answer the questions on a nine-point scale by circling one of the nine numbers
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from 1 (extremely easy) to 9 (extremely difficult). The scores obtained from this rating
scale were used as indicators of cognitive load associated with test performance.
Subjective measures of cognitive load have been extensively used in research within a
cognitive load framework (see [10] for an overview of the studies).

2. Results
The dependent variables under analysis were overall posttest scores, posttest scores for
separate sets of items (i.e., recall tasks and listening comprehension), and subjective
ratings of cognitive load. Independent variables were instructional formats (characterspinyin-pronunciation, character-pronunciation) and levels of learner expertise (lower and
higher level).

2.1 Posttest Results
The pretest scores for all 61 participants were arranged in an ascending order and divided
into two groups according to the following rule: participants who obtained scores 7 or
below belonged to the lower prior knowledge level group, n = 33; participants who
obtained scores 8 or above belonged to the higher prior knowledge level group, n = 28 (a
median split).
Two-way ANOVA (learner level of expertise X instructional conditions) indicated no
significant main effect for instructional conditions on overall posttest scores, F(1, 57) =
0.92, MSE = 3.82 (M = 7.37, SD = 2.60 for the character-pinyin-pronunciation group and
M = 8.03, SD = 1.83 for the character-pronunciation group). There was significant main
effect for learners' prior knowledge levels, F(1, 57) = 7.31 , MSE = 30.21 , p < .01, ηp 2 =
0.11 (M = 7.15, SD = 2.20 for the lower expertise level; M = 8.43, SD =2.06 for the higher
expertise level). There was a significant interaction between the two instructional
conditions and levels of learner expertise for overall posttest scores, F(1,57) = 6.68, MSE
= 27.62, p < .05, ηp 2 = 0.11 (For the character-pinyin-pronunciation condition, M = 6.13,
SD = 2.33 for the lower expertise level; M = 8.92, SD = 2.11 for the higher expertise level.
For the character-pronunciation condition, M = 8.00, SD = 1.72 for the lower expertise
level; M = 8.06, SD = 2.02 for the higher expertise level). In regards to simple effects,
there was a significant difference between the two conditions for lower prior knowledge
level learners. The characters-pronunciation condition outperformed the characters-pinyinpronunciation condition, F(1, 31) = 7 .03, MSE = 4.06, p < .05, ηp 2 = 0.19, with no simple
effect for higher knowledge level learners.
Further analysis for scores obtained for each set of items measuring recall tasks and
listening comprehension using indicated a significant interaction between the two
instructional conditions and levels of learner expertise only for the set of items that
measured listening comprehension, F(1,57) = 5.41, MSE = 13.15, p = < .05, ηp 2 = 0.09
(For the character-pinyin-pronunciation condition, M = 2.40, SD = 1.72 for the lower
expertise level; M = 4.00, SD = 1.71 for the higher expertise level. For the characterpronunciation condition, M = 3.78, SD = 1.35 for the lower expertise level; M = 3.50, SD
= 1.51 for the higher expertise level) In regards to simple effects, there was a significant
difference between the two conditions for the lower prior knowledge level learners,
F(1,31) = 6.62, MSE = 2.35, p = < .05, ηp 2 = 0.18, with no simple effect for higher
knowledge level learners.
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2.2 Ratings of Cognitive Load
Two-way ANOVA for measures of cognitive load indicated a significant main effect for
experimental conditions, F(1,57) = 4.10, MSE = 29.69, p < .05, ηp 2 = 0.07 (M = 6.30, SD
= 2.84 for the character-pinyin-pronunciation condition; M = 4.91, SD =2.49 for the
character-pronunciation condition). There was no main effect for levels of learner
expertise. There were also no significant interactions between the levels of expertise and
instructional designs for measures of cognitive load.

3. Discussion
Overall, the visual pinyin transcription provided in addition to auditory pronunciation of
characters did not cause a multimedia redundancy effect in learning Chinese vocabulary
by junior primary school students. However, a reduced level of cognitive load during the
test for learners in the character-pronunciation condition may imply more efficient
learning under this instructional condition than under the character-pinyin-pronunciation
condition. The findings also demonstrated an expertise reversal effect according to which
the effectiveness of alternative instructional techniques depends on learners’ available
knowledge structures in long-term memory. In this experiment, learners’ familiarity with
Mandarin and pinyin could effectively increase working memory capacity to allow
processing redundant visual pinyin. The anticipated multimedia redundancy effect with the
character-pinyin-pronunciation condition was demonstrated for the lower prior knowledge
learners. For these learners, eliminating the redundant information enhanced learning. For
learners with higher prior knowledge level, the available knowledge might have allowed
effortless processing of the redundant on-screen pinyin. It should also be noted that,
aligned with previous studies (e.g., [11]), the multimedia redundancy effect affected only
certain aspects of language learning (listening comprehension in this study).
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Abstract: Personal knowledge management has been defined to be “A process and strategy
for properly using the tools of technology for enhancing information, learning and inquiry
skills” [1] and has been applied to student learning by using a model [2] based on that of
Dorsey [3]. This paper extends that model to include interpersonal, small group knowledge
management in an attempt to better reflect the way in which students are required to
collaborate in their production of group projects. The model of small group knowledge
management (SGKM) has then been implemented by using wikis and then utilized within an
MBA unit in Information Systems Management. The students were required to work in
groups to produce wiki portfolios of work and the groups also had to view and comment on
other student groups' wiki portfolios. Data were collected from the students in an attempt to
determine the usefulness of the model and technology utilized in the support of their
learning, and the results from an initial analysis are reported.
Keywords: knowledge management, student learning, collaboration, wikis

Introduction
Students who are well organized, and manage their personal knowledge well,
usually achieve higher grades than those who do not [4]. The well organized student usually
has some of the following characteristics: a well structured sets of notes; a tidy desk; good
physical and computerized filing systems; a well utilized diary; lists of tasks; etc. The tech
savvy organized student will often make use of some form of Personal
Information/Knowledge Manager. However today's systems of Education usually require
students to work and collaborate in small groups for their assignment work. This suggests
that it might be advantageous for a group to have some form of small group knowledge
management that helps them manage their construction of knowledge when creating a
solution to a task that has been assigned to them by their tutor. This paper puts forward a
Small Group Knowledge Management (SGKM) model to be used by students. The model
was implemented by utilizing wiki software and a cohort of MBA Information Systems (IS)
Management students made use of the system when producing their major assignments.
Data were collected from the students concerning their experiences using the system and
some results from an initial data analysis are provided.
1. Personal and Small Group Knowledge Management
When students enrol in course at universities or colleges, one main aim is that they
construct and build their knowledge in a particular domain. Defining the term knowledge is
not straight forward as it can mean different things to different people, however a working
definition to be used in this paper:
The confident understanding of a subject with the ability to use it for a specific purpose if
appropriate [5]
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Most commentators agree that society is now being subjected to information overload
and so it is more important than ever that students are able to manage the knowledge that
they construct and this can be supported by personal knowledge management (PKM)
systems. According to Frand [6]:
PKM is a conceptual framework to organize and integrate information that individuals feel is
important so that it becomes part of their personal knowledge base. And it provides a strategy
for transforming what might be random pieces of information into something that can be
systematically applied and that expands personal knowledge.

Dorsey [3] suggests that there are seven skills associated with PKM: (1) retrieval of
information, (2) evaluation and assessment of information, (3) information organization, (4)
information analysis, (5) information presentation, (6) security of information, and (7)
collaboration around information. These seven elements have been mapped to a learning
framework for students [7] in an attempt to better understand the association between PKM
and student learning, however a perceived problem of this model is that the seventh PKM
skill of collaboration does not fit well as it infers something more than "personal". For
example, Denham [8] states:
PKM to me is a paradox - knowledge in my world is socially constructed - it is not about
organizing your thoughts, learning to use tools or developing individual competencies - it is
about dialog, community and collaboration.

Hence the author has extended the PKM model to better reflect the way in which small
groups of students are required to collaborate on their group assignments. This model could
be called Interpersonal Knowledge Management (IPKM) as Earl [9] emphasizes the idea
that knowledge emerges through inter-personal validation. A term favoured by the author is
Small Group Knowledge Management (SGKM) as this directly relates to the way in which
students collaborate in groups to produce the final output of an assignment or project. A
small group in this context is assumed to comprise 3 or 4 students. The next section puts
forward a model for SGKM.
2. SGKM Model for Student Learning
The PKM model of Dorsey [3] with its seven components has been applied to
student learning [7] however the collaboration component is considered not to fit well
within the model. The author has therefore extended the model to better reflect the nature of
small groups and the SGKM is shown in Figure 1. The numbers in the model correspond to
the first five components of Dorsey’s model.
The figure shows two students, A and B, however the author suggests that the group
size the model is aimed at is around four students.
The model assumes that the students are usually carrying out activities that require
them to interact with content and produce some form of solution to an activity. An activity
is normally in the form of an assignment or project that might require a report to be
produced and a presentation to be made to other students.
The students would start an activity by carrying out the first element of Dorsey's
components: Retrieving information. This is usually done via search engines and the
Internet and includes online library resources. Direct discussions between students may take
place dependent upon whether they are in a classroom situation or working remotely. The
information gathered is stored in an online repository.
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Figure 1: Small Group Knowledge Management Model for Student Learning
Component 2 involves evaluating and assessing the information gathered which
involves judging the quality of information and determining its relevance to the activity.
Component 3 requires the information gathered to be organized and this would again be
stored in the repository.
The fourth component, analysing information, is generally where the “problem” that
has been set in the activity is “solved” and entails the challenge of “tweaking” meaning out
of data [3]. The levels of student - student interaction increase significantly as the “solution”
is constantly changed and knowledge is constructed. The student interactions may still take
the form of direct discussions however the model also includes asynchronous discussions
that would be stored electronically.
The creation of the final product is the fifth model component and is the presentation
of information/knowledge. It could be merged with the fourth component as during that
analysis phase the product to be presented is iteratively enhanced. Keeping it separate from
the fourth component does emphasise the importance of the “tidying up” of the final product
in order to present a professional product.
The sixth component of securing information is implicit in the model and assumes
that the model's implementation includes acceptable levels of security. And finally the
seventh element of collaboration around information is also implicit as the SGKM model is
clearly based around inter-student discussions and interactions.
3. Technology Supported SGKM in an MBA Unit of Study
The implementation of the SGKM model can be done with a variety of tools
including search engines that store search results; cloud-based notebooks/word processors,
file organizers and presentation tools; and cloud-based screencast production tools [2, 7].
However after further research into possible tools to support the model it was decided to
make use of a cloud-based wiki as this appeared to have all the necessary attributes available
in order to successfully implement the SGKM model.
The wiki chosen was Google Sites [10] which is a free, cloud-based wiki, that has a
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relatively small learning curve. Clearly the SGKM model also requires a search tool for the
retrieval of information, the de facto tool being the Google search engine. Other search tools
would also be required, especially the proprietary ones that are utilized to search online
libraries. The wiki has facilities to store retrieved information; store student discussions;
allow stored information to be constantly updated and rearranged whilst keeping older
versions; and present a final product that includes formatted text, images, and embedded
videos and presentations.
Google Sites was used with an MBA IS Management unit of study in order to implement
the SGKM model. The students formed into groups of 3 or 4 and, for their major assignment,
were required to attempt six tasks. Each group created its own wiki and answers to the tasks
were embedded within their wikis to form a portfolio. An example of one of the tasks is:
1.

2.
3.

Search for a resource on the Web that concerns Software as a Service (SaaS) which
might also be known as Cloud Computing. This might be a web site, video (eg from
YouTube), podcast, online newspaper article, etc
Briefly summarise the content of the resource and include the link to the resource.
Discuss the importance to business of the information that you have obtained from
the resource.

Figure 2 shows the Google Sites interface for one of the groups. At the bottom of
each page in the wikis, comments and file attachments can be added.

Figure 2: Google Sites Example for a Student Group
Data were collected from the students to determine the usefulness of using Sites to
manage their groups’ work. There were 33 responses and an initial analysis of those
responses has been undertaken. Google Sites was found either quite or very easy to use by
97% of students. The use of commenting via Sites was extensive with 88% of students
utilizing this important function, and 97% found the commenting feature useful when
collaborating on a task. Students were also asked if they would have preferred to use the
more traditional model of email and Microsoft Word to complete their tasks. Only 15%
responded that this would have been better for them.
One final task that the students were required to do was to “swap” wikis and make
comments on one of the other groups’ tasks. This was done in a very controlled manner such
that each group was given access to just one other groups’ wiki and they were asked to add
to the knowledge by making constructive comments only. This was perceived as very useful
by most students with 85% indicating that viewing and commenting on another groups’
wiki was very helpful to their learning and the remaining 15% that it was slightly helpful to
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their learning. Students also indicated that they found the comments made by other students
from another group to be very helpful to their learning. A comment made by one student in
the questionnaire suggests that they would have liked to see more of the other students’
work:
All the groups should have collaborated in the end so that we could see the best of the work that
had been done on the assignment.

Other comments that students made when asked about the usefulness of Google Sites
include:
It was a new way of learning and we got a new type of socialisation with our assignment so
that we had shared that with other groups and also got their comments to improve our
learning. So it was really very useful for me.
Using google was much more helpful than using an e-mail for keeping track of the changes
made by the group mates as it was all done by wiki.
Saving all the work on Google sites and easily retrieving it without necessarily saving it
elsewhere. Being able to use built-in word and creating slide presentations all inside the site.

5. Conclusions
This paper has offered a new model for the management of small groups that are
required to collaborate in order to produce a “solution” to a given task or problem. The
model is based on Dorsey’s PKM model with the collaborative nature of a small group
having been made explicit. The model has been used by students in an MBA IS
Management unit of study, the implementation of the model being made via Google Sites.
Data collected from the students suggest that the system has been very useful to their group
knowledge management and that it has helped their learning. Students particularly liked the
“swapping” of wikis and felt that this should have been expanded. As a result, further work
will be done by the author in this area.
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Abstract: This paper describes the implementation and evaluation of Blogics!, a software
system for the learning of logic diagrams aimed at beginners and non-specialists. The
system was developed in order to make it viable a Physical Computing module for first year
Engineering students with no prior knowledge of Electronics, as part of an effort to diminish
student attrition rates. The system was evaluated with beginners using a desktop PC and a
touch sensitive whiteboard.
Keywords: Logic circuits simulator, attrition, Boolean logic, digital circuit, freshmen

1. Computer Engineering Education

Many students with an apparent aptitude for Computer Science avoid choosing it as a major
[1]. One of the reasons for that may be that students have an incorrect or no perception at all
of what it is like to be a computer scientist: most imagine computer scientists sitting in front
of computers and programming all day. Therefore, a major challenge in Computer Science
and Engineering education and in STEM fields in general is how to motivate these students
before and after they enrol in a Computing related major.
Furthermore, many of the ones that do enter Computer Science don’t finish the course.
Numbers for Computer Science attrition rates in the U.S.A in the first two years of the
course vary from 20% to 60% [1]. Women are especially affected by this. Not only men far
outnumber women in Computer Science by almost a 4 to 1 ratio [2], the retention rates for
women are also smaller than for men [3,4].
Some initiatives to tackle this problem include, among others, the Storytelling Alice
Programming Environment [5], the LEGO Mindstorms robotics kit [6] and the Scratch
visual programming language [7]. Research shows that Wearable Computing and e-textiles
workshops are effective in introducing programming and electronics skills to beginners [8,
9]. These are fundamental skills for a Computer Engineer that need to be learned and
improved since the very beginning of the course. Moreover, Lau et al. [9] suggests that
wearable computing is exciting and inspiring to students, it can motivate both boys and girls
and it can let students explore their creativity while they learn about electronics and
programming.
Mahmoud [10] suggests some measures to improve Computer Science education that a
Wearable Computing course could implement: it offers a cross-disciplinary content,
because the student must consider Electronics, Programming and Fashion Design to build a
prototype; it can help fix Computer Science’s image by inserting it in the fashion world; it
can help increase women’s enrolment in Computer Science and, if well designed and taught,
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a module on Wearable Computing can be fun. That is why we decided to take this approach
and create a Wearable Computing course for first year Computer Engineering students at
the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro.
Unfortunately, first year students get to University with little or no prior knowledge of logic
gates and digital circuits. Moreover, traditional simulation tools, such as Proteus [11] and
LabVIEW [12], are great for simulating a wide variety of components and integrated
circuits, but they can be rather cumbersome for the beginner. That is why physical
computing and embedded systems modules are usually offered after they take other
modules on Basic Electronics and Logic [13, 14].
Therefore, although there are teaching approaches of minimizing student attrition, such as
collaborative hands-on projects, there is also the need to develop tools to support these
activities. That is why, in order to make viable this Wearable Computing module for first
year students in our University, we developed Blogics!, a digital circuit simulator especially
aimed at beginners. It emphasizes real world elements – sensors, actuators and even the
different variables of the environment, such as luminosity and humidity – in the
construction of digital circuits for enhancing beginners’ understanding of the connections
between real world and the circuits they will work on.

Fig. 1. A circuit built with Blogics!.

2. Blogics!
Blogics! is a logic circuit simulation software in which logic gates, wires, sensors and
actuators are created and manipulated as moving blocks, as to make the interaction easier
for users from different areas other than STEM, such as designers and artists as well as
beginners in Electronics, such as first year Computer Engineering students.
The goal of the system is to offer the basic resources for a didactic logic circuit design
experience and not a sophisticated simulation of electronic circuits and systems. In its
current version it simulates logic gates (AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR, XNOR),
truth values (1, 0, blank), sensors (button, switch, presence, humidity, luminosity,
temperature), environment variables that alter sensors’ values (finger, room with and
without people, dry and humid weather, day and night, hot and cold), actuators (LED,
buzzer, vibration motor, fan) and wires (Figure 1). A digital circuit is built by arranging and
connecting blocks over the screen. Sensors and truth values are used as inputs for the circuit
and actuators will turn on and off accordingly. When environment variables are connected
to sensors, the circuit will immediately present the results. For instance, if a “Hot” block is
connected to a “Thermometer” block, the latter’s output value will be “1”, while if a “Cold”
block is connected to it, its output value will be “0”. When sensors and actuators have their
values changed, their corresponding image is also altered to reflect these changes and the
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corresponding Boolean value is indicated on the block. For instance, when LED is on the
image shows a bright red LED, but when it is off, it shows a dimmed LED. This paradigm
was chosen in order to emphasize a systemic approach to the circuit building process: the
student must figure out which are the inputs, outputs and how they interact with and within
the environment. Simulation occurs in real time. The user interface is designed for the
system to be used in a touch sensitive surface. Therefore, the user only needs to click, drag
and drop blocks to build a circuit. It doesn't require right clicks, double clicks and text entry
since these actions are rather cumbersome in a touch sensitive display. Its design followed
touchscreen interface design guidelines proposed by [15].
3. Case Study
Given that an obstacle for the implementation of a first year Wearable Computing module is
the gap between the little of Electronics and Logic that students know and the minimum that
they need to understand in order to build a circuit, we wanted to check whether Blogics!
could help bridge this gap.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the software we conducted a case study with
students of a graduate course at the Superior School of Industrial Design of the Rio de
Janeiro State University (ESDI/UERJ) in the beginning of a Physical Computing module.
At the start of the case study, the students had a single lecture on logic gates, in which they
learned how to translate natural language sentences to formal logic statements and to design
the corresponding circuits using the AND, OR and NOT gates.
One week later, the case study proceeded with a revision of the previous lecture, a
presentation of the software, a pre-activity questionnaire, a pre-test, a learning activity using
Blogics!, a post-test and, finally, a post-activity questionnaire. The learning activity was
elaborated to teach them the XOR logic gate, which was unknown to all of the students and
wasn’t presented in the previous lecture.
It started with a 15 minute revision of the previous lecture on logic gates, followed by a 10
minute introduction to the tool. Afterwards, the students answered a questionnaire so we
could figure out their profiles for group formation purposes. At this point, they took a 10
minute pre-test to assess their current knowledge on the subject. It included an exercise for
which the solution could easily be found if they had known the XOR truth table.
The class of 8 students was divided into 4 pairs, based on their pre-test score (good scores
paired with bad scores) and their answers on the questionnaire. The members of 3 of the 4
pairs didn´t know each other before the activity. Two of these pairs were moved to a
separate room equipped with a desktop PC computer and the other 2 pairs to one with a
SMART Board 680 Interactive Whiteboard. This is a 77” single touch sensitive vertical
surface widely used in interactive classrooms [16].
Each pair of students received 2 exercises to be solved in 20 minutes. In the first one, they
were to use Blogics! in order to learn the truth table of the XOR gate. In the second one, a
project specification was presented and they had to build the corresponding circuit. This
problem could be solved using a wide variety of gates, but if the students used the gate they
had just simulated, they could find a very short solution to the problem.
After the exercise, students were asked to take a post-test, with the same level of difficulty
of the pre-test, to check whether their performance would improve and whether they would
use the XOR gate in the post-test. Finally, the students received by email a link to a
questionnaire asking about their experience with the activity to be returned within a week.
4. Results
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Seven out of the eight students answered the questionnaire and gave feedback about the
software including: “The tool is very simple and objective.”, “The tool is very effective”, “It
was fun using Blogics!”, “Working with graphic elements helped a lot to understand the
exercise”, “What I liked: Visualization of how programming can be applied in real life.”
Mixed responses included “Blogics! enables us to work on a trial and error basis, so we
could get the task right, but we not necessarily understood what we were doing”.
Students commented on the software featuring sensors and actuators: “The idea to separate
sensors, actuators and logic concepts will help a lot when the time comes to translate it to
code. This way, we could work separately the inputs, the outputs and the internal logic”.
Several responses also commented on the possibility of seeing the results of the system in
real time, during the construction process: “It made the resolution of the exercise easier
because we could immediately see the implication of using one logic gate or other. The
result of each action was immediate”.
The exercise with Blogics! made it possible for them to contextualize what they were
studying. One student observed that the exercise clarified the students’ idea about what they
were studying: “Before [the exercise], we were intrigued about the Arduino
[microcontroller prototyping board] and its possibilities (…). Now we know that the
knowledge about digital logic, Boolean operations and logic circuit construction is much
more important than the potentialities of a small equipment that does nothing more than
process inputs and outputs”. Another student stated that he gained “a better understating of
the new technology that we are studying in the Physical Design module.”
The usage of a graphic representation of electronic elements was also commented:
“Working with graphic elements and pictures help a lot to understand the exercise”.
The negative points they commented on the software were related to the interface: “the need
for a hand block to activate a switch”, “the bin [block]”, “we could have the option to select
several blocks and move them at once”.
When asked about what they learned students showed an increase in their knowledge on the
subject: “I learned how the XOR logic gate works [...]. Besides, I could visualize how
Boolean logic works inside a computer, especially when I visualized the result of each
action I made, I had an immediate feedback of what I was doing”.
The most promising results appeared when we compared the students’ performance in the
pre-test against their performance in the post-test. Most students improved their
performance, while two kept their scores and one actually got a worse result. The pair that
kept their scores spent most of the time (10:35’’ of the 20:00’’ they had) trying to solve the
exercises on paper, instead of using the tool to figure out the XOR truth table. Without the
software, they were not able to build the XOR truth table and skipped directly to the second
exercise. Even when they started to use the interactive board, they tried to solve the second
exercise first by hand. Hence, they were the only group that didn`t use the XOR gate to solve
the exercise. The others started building the circuits with Blogics! straight away. The
student that got a worse result used a desktop PC, but he didn’t hold the mouse during the
activity. We posit that the actual interaction with the software is an important factor in the
student’s learning process. Remarkable results that indicate the success of the activity were
the students who improved their scores significantly from a 5 to a 10 and from a 0 to an 8,
respectively. Unfortunately, only 1 of the 6 students that used the XOR gate in the exercise
did use the XOR gate in the post-test. The bright side is that they figured out a way of
solving it using AND, OR and NOT gates, differently from the pre-test.
These results confirm our hypothesis that a software like Blogics! can support beginners in
grasping Digital Circuits concepts. Most of the students that actually used the tool to build
the circuits figured out the XOR truth table and improved their scores.
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5. Conclusion
Student attrition rates are a huge problem in Computer Science education around the world.
In order to try to minimize this problem in our University, we decided to offer a module on
Computing for first year students. In order to make this course viable, we developed
Blogics!, a software tool designed to mitigate the difficulties that beginners and
non-specialists have in their first contact with digital circuits.
In order to achieve this, the software was built to support them with a concise tool that
brings elements of the real world into the circuit design process: not only by using sensors
and actuators, but also bringing the environment itself in the equation as variables such as
hot/cold, high/low humidity and presence/absence of a person in a room.
The goal of this work was to investigate this tool and its educational potential. Blogics! was
evaluated with beginners in the subject of Digital Circuits and we found promising results:
students seemed to bridge the gap between the real world and the logic circuit’s abstraction
and they were able to freely explore the logic in a trial and error way with immediate
feedback. Hence, this study showed that a software with Blogics!’ features has can be used
as a didactic tool for introductory Electronics courses. This is a small but important part in
the effort to empower beginners and diminish attrition rates for both genders in Computer
Science and Engineering. Further insights on our approach to minimize attrition rates will
be gained in the long term, once the Wearable Computing module is implemented.
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Abstract: In algorithm education, creating a program is as important as understanding the
principle of an algorithm. Even if students understand the principle of an algorithm, it is not
easy to build an algorithm for programming. Therefore, the authors tried empirical
algorithm education with manual activities by using sort algorithms as learning materials, so
that the students could understand the principles of algorithms and improve their capability
building algorithm for programming. The authors will report the details and learning effect
of the educational practice.
Keywords: algorithm education, programming, experience learning, learning effect

Introduction
In algorithm education, teachers tend to put emphasis on presenting algorithms and making
their students understand the principles. Many students, however, cannot create an
algorithm for programming even after they understand the principle. It is caused that
students cannot find regularity how to express, using array and control structure of
sequence, selection and repetition to create a program. Therefore, in this research, the
authors propose a new approach in algorithm education to solve the problem, to motivate
students create algorithm by themselves and express in C language.
Among previous studies, Abe [1] visualized the process of a sort algorithm by using
cards that showed the steps in the algorithm so that the students could sort them. Abe also
developed a tool to show the interaction between the sort program and data to help students
understand the program, but did not mention writing programs. Sugiura et al. [3] reported
introductory education to improve the algorithm building capability, where algorithms
created manually could be described as executable programs. They used “Kotodama on
Squeak” as the programming language because the difference between the expression of an
algorithm and that of a programming language was small. They did not use common
programming languages, such as the C language. Namatame [2] reported evaluation through
group learning using peer review in the lesson of programming.
This paper is aimed to improve algorithm ability of students. In this research, the
authors instructed the students to manually sort data and create the C programming in
groups. The authors make students to describe data flow with index of array in order to
lower a hurdle of processing flow and algorithm expression. Through experiencing these
operations, students are expected to develop their sense to find regularity of sequence,
selection and repetition in processing flow. Furthermore, the authors can offer an
educational circumstance not to give up a trial and error process to create algorithm through
group learning. This paper describes the educational method and the learning effect after the
educational practice.
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1. Algorithm education with manual activities
Some previous studies show that learning algorithms with manual activities is effective in
understanding them [1],[3]. Therefore, the authors told the students to develop a sorting
method and manually sort data. The authors also told them to describe the process clearly by
using array to prevent manual sorting from being different from sorting on a computer.
These activities enabled the students to check their ideas through manual activities and
create algorithms that could be realized on a computer. The following shows the procedure
that the authors suggest, from manual sorting to algorithm building.
Step 1: Describing a basic idea
The students wrote the numbers on the five cards and sorted these cards in ascending order.
They described a basic idea about the process in which a computer can perform sorting that
can be done easily by a human.
Step 2: Listing procedure steps and changes of data
The students listed the steps in the basic idea of their operation. They moved the cards
according to the procedure to check whether they could sort them in ascending order. Then
they wrote down each change in the arrangement of the cards as the procedure proceeded.
Step 3: Describing the steps in the list using array
The students described the procedure in step 2 using the array as shown in Table 1, which
shows a sorting procedure created by one of the groups.
Step 4: Creating an algorithm for programming
The students found possible basic processes, such as sequential, selective, and repetitive
processes in the flow expressed with array in step 3 by paying attention to regular changes in
the subscript. Then they created an algorithm for programming.
Step 5: Creating and executing a program
The students created a program according to the algorithm and performed data sorting on a
computer.
Table 1: The flows of card data and operation
Numbers of
8 5 3
5 8 3
3 8 5
3 8 5
2 8 5
2 5 8
2 5 8
2 3 8
2 3 6
2 3 5
2 3 5

Cades
6 2
6 2
6 2
6 2
6 3
6 3
6 3
6 5
8 5
8 6
6 8

Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare
Compare

a[1]
a[1]
a[1]
a[1]
a[2]
a[2]
a[2]
a[3]
a[3]
a[4]

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

a[2] ．
a[3] ．
a[4] ．
a[5]．
a[3] ．
a[4] ．
a[5] ．
a[4] ．
a[5] ．
a[5] ．

Procedures
a[1] > a[2] ．
a[1] > a[3] ．
a[1] < a[4] ．
a[1] > a[5] ．
a[2] > a[3] ．
a[2] < a[4] ．
a[2] > a[5] ．
a[3] > a[4] ．
a[3] > a[5] ．
a[4] > a[5] ．

Change a[1] for a[2] ．
Change a[1] for a[3] ．
Change a[1] for a[5] ．
Change a[2] for a[3] ．
Change
Change
Change
Change

a[2]
a[3]
a[3]
a[4]

for
for
for
for

a[5]
a[4]
a[5]
a[5]

．
．
．
．

2. Practice of algorithm education with manual activities
The algorithms and data structures lessons are given the third-year students in the
department of information engineering in "A" technical college. A 100-minute lesson is
given once a week for a total of 30 sessions. The students had taken introductory classes in
C programming in the second year and had experienced creating easy programs. There were
44 students in the class.
The students were divided into 11 groups who consisted of four students before they
learned the basic sort algorithms. In four exercises (4✕100 minutes), they created an
algorithm to sort five cards in ascending order, created a program, and made a presentation
for the created algorithm.
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In the first exercise, the students were instructed to perform Steps 1 and 2. In the
second exercise, Step 3 and Step4 were explained. Then the students were told to write an
algorithm with basic control structure. In the third exercise, the students were given
instructions to create and execute a C program. In the fourth exercise, each group was
required to make a presentation using PowerPoint and compare the algorithm with the ones
by other groups.
Table 2 shows the algorithm created by each group and the feedback from the students.
As shown in Table 2, in the algorithms created by the students in these exercises, five
groups (1, 2, 5, 8, and 11) used selection sort. Two groups (3 and 9) used bubble sort. Group
6 used quick sort. Two groups (4 and 10) considered an algorithm using the list structure.
Group 7 created a simple and fast algorithm by handling the array subscript as data,
although it used much memory. Many of the groups used selection sort and bubble sort,
even before they knew about basic algorithms. Some of the groups used the list data
structure because they were instructed to use the knowledge they ever learned in creating a
sort algorithm. The students had also learned the criteria for evaluating algorithms, so group
7 aimed at a program that performed sorting quickly. After the four exercises about creating
sort algorithms with manual activities, basic sort algorithms were explained.
Table 2: List of algorithm created by each group
Group
No.
1

Idea

Find out the minimum data and exchange them for the first
2, 5, data. Next, find the second minimum data and exchange
8, 11 them for the second minimum data.
3
9

6

4

10

7

Comments

Find out the minimum data and put it in front of another
If several same data were found, an array didn’t work well.
array. Next, find the second minimum data and put it in the Therefore, students tried to find out the minimum data,
second from the top of another array.
counted data and added them to another array.
Students discussed in a group and made a program by
themselves in practice. They could have deeper
comprehension.

Compare the data next to them and exchange one for
another when the data is not arranged in the right direction
according to their size.

Students thought that it was the clearest way to understand
but realized that it was not easy to create algorithms.

Divide data into two groups: one less than the average and
the other for more than the average. Next, divide each
group into two by the average and divide the smaller groups
again by the average.
Insert data in order to arrange data in descending order from
the top, using a list structure.

Students found it difficult to program their ideas into
algorithms and repeated the process. Finally, they realized
that it was the same with the quick sort algorithm, and
created algorithm referring to it.
Students could insert data into any place in the sequence so
they could insert data like arranging data by their hands.

Arrange data in descending order, using an interactive a list
structure.

Students wanted to create different algorithm from other
groups. As a result, their algorithm structure became
complicated to understand. Inefficient and useless program
was found in the algorithm.
Store data into sequence b[] after displaying subscripts of
Larger size of array was needed as data became larger. If
unsorted sequence data a[]. For example, a[2]=3 is displayed the same data were found, the process didn’t work well.
as b[3]=3. Lastly, find the same value with subscripts of
However, the program was simple and students could
sequence b[] and then store them into sequence c[] in order. arrange it quickly.

3. Analysis of the practice results
3.1 Change of abilities and awareness
Table 3 shows the results of a questionnaire that was conducted about nine items of the
abilities and awareness of algorithms before and after the exercises of creating algorithms
with manual activities. The students responded on a scale of 1 to 5 (5. Strongly agree, 4.
Somewhat agree, 3. No opinion, 2. Somewhat disagree, and 1. Strongly disagree). In Table
3, m, SD, and t value are the average, standard deviation, and test statistic respectively. In
the results column, ** and * show that a significant difference was observed with the
significance levels of 1% and 5% respectively. Items are sorted in descending order of the t
value. The following was found from the items where a significant difference was observed
with a significance level of 1%.
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(1) Improvement in algorithm creation capability
Item 5 “Ability to create algorithm” improved significantly. From the result, it was found
that students thought that they could improve an ability of creating algorithm.
(2) Improvement in using the algorithms the students learned
Item 9 “Ability to use the learned algorithms” improved most significantly among the
evaluation items. In the introductory programming course in the second year, the students
had learned algorithms for selecting maximum values, Euclidean algorithms, and the Sieve
of Eratosthenes using array that is the basis of data structure. As shown in Table 2, groups 4
and 10 created an algorithm using the list structure by employing such knowledge. Group 7
created a simple algorithm using the fact that the subscript in the array was placed in
ascending order. Group 1, 2, 5, 8, and 11 sorted by finding the minimum value. Thus, it can
be said that the students sufficiently used the algorithms they learned.
The comments in Table 4 prove that group learning improved their willingness to
learn. In group learning, as described in the comments, some students do not try to think.
Therefore the students were instructed that they must participate in at least one of the
activities of five steps. The students who could not create the algorithm or program were
made create a PowerPoint in the presentation. The authors thought that they could
understand the algorithm by summarizing what their groups considered.
On the other hand, the authors understood that students felt it took them time to finish,
while sequential expression of a series of motions by manual algorithm creation easier.
Table 3: Growth of abilities and awareness
Before
Item

Ｎｏ．

9
3
8
1
5
7
4
6
2

Ability to use the learned algorithms
Ability to devise solution to the problem
Ability to design test data
Knowlegde about sort algorithm
Ability to create algorithm (to find regularity)
Ability to check for algorithm
Ability to refine asolution to the problem in stages
Ability to express in program language
Ability to understand solution to the problem
Average

ｍ
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.4
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.9
2.8
2.3

After

SD
0.8
0.9
0.9
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0

ｍ

SD

3.0
2.8
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.7
2.6
3.2
3.1
2.9

0.8
0.9
1.0
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

t-Test
Value
Results
of t
6.2 **
4.6 **
4.2 **
3.6 **
3.2 **
3.1 **
2.9 **
2.3 *
1.5
10.2 **

Table 4: Comments about practice of group exercises
・
・
・
・
・
・

Comment
I was able to hear other students' opinions and think about various solutions.
I was able to discuss what I did not understand with other students.
Some students did not think.
I could understand more deeply by thinking step by step.
Manual processing facilitated making the algorithm.
Manual operation took time.

3.2 Comparison of scores in examination
In 2009, seven classroom activities were practiced to teach students a principle of five sort
algorithms and algorithm to create programming. Students did not work in groups.
In 2010, four exercises were practiced to teach how to create algorithm by manual in
group learning as suggested in this paper. After the four exercises, three more classes were
done to teach a principle of five sort algorithms. The three classes were not enough for the
students, so students were assigned to create algorithm and program by themselves as
homework after the classes. The classes were practiced seven times in 2010. It is just the
same times as in 2009.
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The authors included the same six questions among ones in the examination as shown
in Table 5 to know quantum of knowledge in 2009 and 2010.
A test of significant difference shows that the average score of the six questions in
2010 was significantly higher as a whole (t (82) = 3.6, p < 0.01). It can be said that the
students in 2010 have more knowledge of basic sort algorithms than those in 2009. It is
found that the dispersion of score in 2010 is small because the standard deviation in 2010 is
smaller than that in 2009.
For Question 3 and 4, significant differences were observed with a significance level of
1%. It can be said that the students in 2010, who wrote the flow in array, understood the idea
of insertion sorting and data flow better than those in 2009. For question 6, a significant
difference was also observed with a significance level of 1%. This shows that the students in
2010 understood better that a bubble sort program can be improved by using the fact that the
data have been sorted if there is no change in data in sorting. The result of this test shows
that activities to create manual algorithm are an effective method for students to concretely
understand the principle and data flow in sort algorithms, and improve the retention of
knowledge.
Table 5: Comparison between scores of examination in 2009 and 2010
2009
No.

Eexamination Questions

Q.1 Fill in the blanks of the program for selection sort.

Score

m

t-Test

SD

m

SD

Value
Result
of t

3.8

16.5

2.8

1.0

Q.2 Calculate the amount of calculation by the number of comparisons in selection sort.

4

3.4

1.1

3.6

1.0

0.9

Q.3 Fill in the blanks of the text about the amount of calculation in insertion sort.

2

1.5

0.9

2.0

0.3

3.4 **

Q.4 Write the data list after the loop outside of the insertion sort algorithm was performed once.

9

5.1

3.6

8.6

1.5

5.6 **

12

8.2

2.0

8.3

3.0

0.2

4

2.8

1.6

3.6

1.2

2.7 **

49 36.6

8.1

42.5

6.7

3.6 **

Q.5 Write the data list after the loop outside of the bubble sort algorithm was performed once.
Q.6 Efficiency can be improved in bubble sort. Write the reason and the program for the improvement.
Total

18 15.8

2010

4. Conclusion
Sorting the cards manually, describing the flow with array, and creating an algorithm took
time, but these activities made the flow easy to understand and the algorithm easy to create.
In addition, from the comparison of the test scores, it turned out that the students could
understand the principle of sort algorithms better and consider data flow more concretely
with manual activities. From these results, it can be said that the proposed method is
effective in fostering the ability to understand the principles of algorithms and create
algorithms.
The authors appreciate the support of the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, foundation study
(C22500955) provided by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan for
this research.
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Abstract: This report focuses on electronic textbooks which have been researched and
developed in connection with full implementation of new guidelines for teaching. It
discusses findings from an analysis of the features offered by such textbooks and the
potential learning activities to which they might contribute. In addition to the features and
utilization methods of electronic textbooks already being sold, the report also examines
electronic textbooks published by several companies, which have been distributed as
samples, to identify new features that have been added in response to anticipated uses. A test
study was conducted to analyze “motivational features” and “methods of addressing
setbacks in learning”. In addition to the existing features of previous electronic textbooks,
the following areas were identified as having the potential to address the broad needs of
teachers and expand teaching effectiveness: 1) attention to universal design; 2) attention to
spiral leaning, prospects for learning, and heightened awareness of related topics; and 3)
enhancing features that aid instructors with class preparation and effective classroom use of
materials.
Keywords: Electronic Textbooks, ICT , Learning Environment, Instructional Method

Introduction
Digital content had been developed for electronic textbooks by the Information-Technology
Promotion Agency of Japan, an independent administrative institution, between 1999 and
2003 as a part of the millennium project policy called “Informatization of Education”.
Around the same time, Dainippon Tosho Co., Ltd. was already engaged in the development
of electronic textbooks, with the same layout as conventional textbooks, for educational
content under development by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology. The publisher was involved in a research group to investigate how to use the
electronic textbooks as a tool to lead students toward understanding (visualization of
thought process) by actually using the electronic textbooks in the class on a spot basis.
Since then, in addition to being sold and distributed in CD form, digital content has also
become available for purchase and use by downloading necessary content over a network.
Between 2004 and 2006, a network content distribution service was introduced and the
systematic examination of its potential for use was conducted along with research on trial
applications.
In recent years, there have not only been various experiments and observational studies, but
also research trials on use scenarios for the “Science Network” and the verification of
improved learner ability. These have looked, for instance, at 1) frontrunner initiatives using
Japanese electronic textbooks; 2) initiatives focusing on the effective use of presentational
content (e.g. electronic textbooks developed from arithmetic textbooks and evaluated for
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their method of utilization); and 3) examples showing how digital content can be effectively
utilized in course design and in initiatives to improve learner ability.
However, the utilization of ICT and digital contents was hindered by difficulties in the
educational setting. Moreover, schools often did not have enough funding to purchase
educational digital content. As a result, developers also found it difficult to regularly update
contents to fully reflect schools’ educational intentions.
1. 1.

Purpose and Objectives

Under these circumstances, in 2009 a high definition display and an electronic black board
were introduced to classrooms as a part of the support effort by the state to create a learning
environment. In connection with teaching guidelines (Course of Study) to be fully
implemented in elementary schools in fiscal year 2011 and in middle schools in fiscal year
2012, electronic textbooks were created by various companies in conjunction with revisions
made to regular textbooks. As a result, the situation involving electronic textbooks has
gradually changed and they are now being used more actively [10].
This report focuses on electronic textbooks for elementary schools created by various
companies in conjunction with ongoing textbook reforms. In addition to the features and
utilization methods of previously sold electronic textbooks (for Japanese, English, etc), it
also examines the recently developed electronic textbooks to see what uses are expected and
what new functions have been added. The study seeks to consider the prospective uses (i.e.
features which, if available, would made certain uses possible) that would result once the
guidelines were fully implemented in practice.
2. Summary of the Latest Preceding Research
While much preceding research has been conducted on digital contents, research on
electronic textbooks (including digital textbooks) first started appearing in 2005. By 2010,
numerous studies were being published.
Research has been discussed from various perspectives. Some discuss the potential of
electronic textbooks[7], while others highlight the problems involved in electronic
textbooks[14]. Others still try to examine the issue of copyright [6].
The Japan Society of Educational Information includes many reports on electronic
textbooks in their annual conference proceedings for 2010 (volume 26: 394-437), while
volume 12.1 of Gifu Women’s University Culture Information Research is a special issue
devoted to research on electronic textbooks.
In terms of teaching, electronic textbooks are often used for Japanese, special education,
arithmetic/mathematics, and foreign languages [4] [8] [11] [13].
Meanwhile, South Korea is often introduced in Japan as an example of a country with
ongoing research on electronic textbooks [1] [3] [5].
This report builds on trends in the research described above. It begins with an analysis of
currently available electronic textbooks and then examines electronic textbooks released in
sample form by the various companies. The goal is to establish an initial frame of reference
for analyzing the characteristics of electronic textbooks.
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3. Research method
The report will focus on electronic textbooks for elementary schools created by the
companies in conjunction with textbook reforms. As mentioned above, the textbooks used
in this research are the ones distributed as samples by four companies (for Japanese,
arithmetic, social studies and science, as of October, 2010).
In addition to examining the features and utilization methods of previously sold electronic
textbooks (for Japanese, English, etc.), a test study will examine (1) what uses are expected
and (2) whether new features have actually been added.
For this purpose, the researcher analyzed the sample electronic textbooks from two
perspectives, i.e. “motivational features” and “methods of addressing setbacks in learning”,
with the help of two elementary school teachers and two graduate school students who plan
to become teachers. Motivational features are examined because electronic textbooks offer
the advantage of handling information in multiple modes relative to conventional paper
textbooks. The features of electronic textbooks are expected to invite learners to engage in
learning activities and encourage them in a multi-sensory way. Methods of addressing
setbacks in learning are examined because electronic textbooks have interactive features by
which teachers can predict areas in which a child may stumble and can fill in blanks with
links to supplementary explanations, practice questions, demonstrations of how to think,
and so on. It is difficult for conventional textbooks to provide this functionality; trying to do
so with conventional textbooks will inevitably lead to very thick textbooks with many
charts. In short, electronic textbooks are expected to address the various needs and
circumstances of learners more effectively.
Analysis was carried out on each of these two dimensions, with the ARCS model suggested
by Keller used to analyze motivational features, and the setbacks model proposed by
Hubbard used for features that address setbacks [2] [12]. Items for which over 70%
agreement was reached (i.e. items identified by four people, or those identified by three
people and agreed to by one of the remaining two people) were discussed by all members of
the study to brainstorm the intended motivational features and methods to address setbacks.
Similar items were then organized in a table by type.
Through this approach, we have tried to identify as concretely as possible the characteristics
of electronic textbooks (how they differ from conventional paper textbooks, what new
features are awaited).
4. Results
The study revealed the following.
The sample electronic textbooks from the four companies all shared the following four
features in common which retain the original features of previously sold textbooks:
・ Features to supplement direct experience (motivational feature, addresses learning
setbacks)
・Features that cause learners to think based on images, visualization features (motivational
feature)
・Scaling features (motivational feature)
・Scrolling features (motivational feature)
・Read-out-loud features (motivational feature, addresses learning setbacks)
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・Annotation features (when used with digital blackboard)
The following are new improvements observable in all four companies.
・Embedded support features (repetition, spiral, presentation of related matters) (some
usability support features as well) (addresses learning setbacks）
・Enhanced interactive features (motivational feature, addresses learning setbacks)
・Improvement in display (addresses learning setbacks)
・Lesson preparation support (motivational feature, addresses learning setbacks)
・Lesson process support (motivational feature, addresses learning setbacks)
In other words, these newly added functions, which are seen as having the potential to
address the broad needs of teachers and expand teaching effectiveness, include 1) attention
to universal design; 2) attention to spiral leaning, prospects for learning, and heightened
awareness of related topics; and 3) enhanced features that aid instructors with class
preparation and effective classroom use of materials.
Moreover, individual companies had their own special ideas for improved features, as
follows:
・Unique teaching material support features (Modify and edit textbook materials, as well
insert external materials) (motivational feature, addresses learning setbacks)
・Post-it and curtain features (motivational feature )
・Features to provide prospects for learning (for specific grade, previous and next grades,
overall elementary education, toward middle school) (motivational feature, addresses
learning setbacks)
5.

Findings

Analysis of the identified characteristics of electronic textbooks revealed that they are
designed to cover a wider range of children with different levels of learning ability, from
those who face difficulty in learning (including children who do not show any interest in
learning) to those who learn beyond what is covered in the textbooks. In this respect they
differ from conventional paper textbooks which are designed to target children with average
leaning ability. They also, to
a large degree, factor in
universal design as pointed
out by Shibasaki et. al [9].
The results so far make it
possible to conclude that the
two analytical viewpoints
adopted initially as a frame
of reference for examining
characteristics of electronic
textbooks have some validity
for the purposes of analyzing
their features. Some features,
however, were identified
both as motivational features
and as features that address
learning setbacks. Thus, we
crossed 1) the perspective of
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motivational features suggested by Keller, with 2) the perspective of typical setbacks faced
by children with learning challenges as suggested by Hubbard, and also combined 3) home
study support and ways to address advanced students and 4) attention to universal design,
both of which were found to be common factors, in order to produce the frame of reference
for initial analysis shown in Figure 1.
6. Future Issues
In the future, we intend to use these analytical frameworks in analysis to identify, as is the
goal of this report as well, the methods of effective use of each electronic textbook’s
features and to further refine our analytical frameworks.
For instance, in the case of Japanese electronic textbooks (considering the several
companies which make Japanese electronic textbooks), each of the features described in the
cells in Figure 1 will be further analyzed and compared among various textbooks to identify
which textbook has most enhanced a particular feature. It is our hope that these findings will
then be used to identify the underlining principles of electronic textbooks that best utilize
instructional content and curricular features.
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Abstract: In this study we made references to past literatures and developed a e-Learning
training program for Chinese as Second Language (CSL) teachers. The class was held
from July to August, 2010, in Chinese Culture University (Taiwan), and we designed a
performance-evaluation questionnaire with the Delphi method. Three months after the
training program was completed, the questionnaire was given to the 30 students of the
class, and they were asked to answer questions regarding their use of e-Learning in the
actual practice. We also asked 5 students to conduct experimental e-Learning for us to
video-record and observe. This effort allows us to discuss the use of e-Learning among
CSL teachers in Taiwan, come up with a conclusion and suggestions, and use the findings
as references for course-planning and policies or research regarding the e-Learning of
Chinese.
Keywords: e-Learning, CFL, CSL, CALL

Introduction
David Graddol (2004), a British guru of linguistics, predicted that the most
widely-used language in the world would be Chinese by the year 2050. According to a
statistics by Ministry of Education (2010), the number of foreign students studying
Chinese in Taiwan continues to increase per year. As the important of Chinese continues
to increase in the world, nations in Asia, Europe and Americas have been establishing
CSL-related institutes.
The development of the Internet and digital technology has also led to profound
changes in the styles of CSL teaching. Many past studies also point out that CALL may be
facilitated learning (Chang, 2007; Xie, 2007). The use of information and e-Learning may
provide diverse ways to learn, but if we were to establish CSL e-Learning, CSL teachers
must be equipped with e-Learning skills before they could provide diverse and quality
CSL e-Learning. Facing the arrival of the digital era, the question of how CSL teachers
apply digital technologies in teaching, whether using a technology as a main body for
learning or to use it as a supplementary tool, has become extremely important.
Of the "Taiwan e-Learning and Digital Archives Program" (TELDAP)" that is
being implemented in Taiwan, one of the sub-projects is the “Training of e-Learning
Capacity for CSL Teachers” being implemented by the Ministry of Education. In our
study that is commissioned by the Ministry of Education, we reviewed past literatures and
developed an e-Learning training program for CSL teachers. The training class was
implemented from July to August in Chinese Culture University, and we designed a
performance-evaluation questionnaire based on the Delphi method. Three months after the
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training program was concluded, the 30 students of the class were asked to participate in
the online questionnaire and answer questions regarding the use of e-Learning in their
actual practice. Five volunteers of them were also asked to conduct experimental classes
and for us to record the sessions for observations. This effort allows us to discuss the use
of e-Learning among CSL teachers in Taiwan, come up with a conclusion and suggestions,
and use the findings as references for course-planning and policies or research regarding
the e-learning of CSL.

1. The Planning and Implementation of e-Learning Training for CSL Teachers
1.1 Structure of the Training Program
In early 2010, we (Chang et al.) formulated the indicators of CSL teachers’
e-Learning abilities with the Delphi method, and the indicators were basically divided into
two aspects: “CSL teachers’ basic e-Learning capacity: and “CSL teachers’ e-Learning
core abilities.” CSL teachers can be placed in different training programs based on their
ability-indicators, and those in the entry-level class would learn about the fundamental
computer skills and e-Learning design skills. The advanced class was then established to
teach the application of e-Learning, including “e-Learning abilities of linguistic structure,”
“e-Learning abilities of linguistic skills,” and “e-Learning abilities of linguistic culture.”
Based on these indicators, we invited five senior CSL teachers and five expert designers of
e-Learning to participate in the meetings on curricular design in order to jointly formulate
the structure of our training program and determine the specific goals of training. The
structure is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Structure of e-Learning Ability Training for CSL Teachers
Curricular
Topic
Module
Entry-level
Class
Advanced
Class

Concepts of e-Learning and Types of Implementation
Fundamental Operations of Information Technology
e-Learning Ability
e-Learning Ability of Linguistic Structure
e-Learning Ability of Language Skills
e-Learning Ability of Linguistic Culture

1.2 Models of the Implementation of the Training Program
After the curricular structure was formulated, we conducted meetings to determine
the curricular objectives and determined the mixed-method curricular implementation. A
company that assists in the implementation of this project developed a series of
e-coursewares with systematic development procedures, and the material was to be read
by the students in an asynchronous online environment (samples shown in Fig. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 Menu of e-Learning Courseware

Fig. 2

Display of e-Learning Courseware
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The training courses on the actual practice were also implemented in a face-to-face
class (see Table 2 for details on the curricular syllabus).
Table 2 Course Outline of e-Learning Ability Training for CSL Teachers
Topic
Concepts of e-Learning and
Types of Implementation
Fundamental Operations of
Information Technology
e-Learning Ability

Course hours
7/5~7/11



7/12~7/18



7/19~7/25



e-Learning
Ability
Linguistic Structure
e-Learning
Ability
Language Skills
e-Learning
Ability
Linguistic Culture

of

8/9~8/15



of

8/16~8/22



of

8/23~8/29



Model
From Monday to Friday, students log onto the
platform to read the weekly online courseware.
On Saturday and Sunday, students participate in
face-to-face lessons in the computer classroom.
7/26-31Submit the semester-end assignment to the
platform.
From Monday to Friday, students log onto the
platform to read the weekly online courseware.
On Saturday and Sunday, students participate in
face-to-face lessons in the computer classroom.
8/30-9/5Submit the semester-end assignment to the
platform.

1.3 Participants
For the training program we conducted a public recruitment and recruited 6 males
and 24 females; of whom, 21 are undergraduates and 9 have finished master’s studies. All
the participants work in CSL-related teaching, research, or administration in Taiwan.

2. Research Methods and Procedures
We made reference to course-evaluation methods adopted around the world and
invited five experts on CSL-teaching and research to determine the key factors and
indicators necessary to such an evaluation. The result is the initial draft of our “Evaluation
Questionnaire for the Performance of CSL e-Learning Training Program.”

2.1 Tools for Performance Evaluation
With the Delphi method by inviting the five experts mentioned above, who are
reputable individuals from domains such as CSL teaching, e-Learning, teachers’
development, and related industries. Our research tool is the "Evaluation Questionnaire for
the Performance of CSL e-Learning Training Program," with three sessions of
Delphi-based research. We summarized experts’ comments of high homogeneity and
clarified their differences-in-opinion in order to add or delete the indicator-items outside
the experts’ consensus. At the end, 20 question-items for evaluating the participants’
follow-up e-Learning applications were formulated.

2.2 Results of Questionnaire-answering
The first question-item reads “After participating in the training program hosted by
the Ministry of Education, have you applied e-Learning in CSL teaching?” Ten
participants answered “yes,” and 20 answered “no”.
If the respondent answered “no,” the online questionnaire system would skip to
another item that reads “why do you not apply e-Learning?” which allows multiple
answers. Fifteen respondents selected “the course I teach is not suitable for e-Learning,”
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ten respondents selected “the place I teach at does not have enough hardware,” and “the
place I teach at does not provide computers for teachers.” Eight respondents selected “the
place I teach at does not have Internet access;” 15 selected “there is not enough e-Learning
material in the market or it is not suitable for the class;” 3 selected “the available resources
online are not suitable for the class;” 1 selected “not enough time to prepare the related
materials.” See Fig. 4 for the distribution.
Of the 10 respondents who answered they have applied e-Learning, all of whom
indicated that they have applied information in face-to-face classes; 5 stated that they have
taught classes in asynchronous online teaching settings; 1 stated that he/she has taught
classes in synchronous online teaching settings; 4 stated they have designed their own
mixed-method classes. These ten respondents also wrote down the difficulties they faced
in teaching classes with e-Learning methods, including the places they worked at were not
suitable for such lessons, they were unfamiliar with this kind of teaching, they lacked the
appropriate materials or tools, or their organizations did not provide support.
In order for us to understand the participants’ follow-up implementation of
e-Learning, we asked the ten participants whether they would let us to film their classroom
sessions and determine their styles and process of CSL teaching. Five of them agreed to let
us determine the underlying limitations and issues through such a method.

2.3 Filming for Observation
We did not provide any of these five teachers with advice on teaching. They designed
their own teaching plans and their educational targets and objectives were all different
from on another’s. We set up two cameras in the classroom, with one of them at the back,
in order to capture the teacher’s movements and interactions with the students, and we also
tried to record the whiteboard or projector screen. The other camera was placed by the
front door of the classroom to film the entire class.

2.4Results of Video Analysis
The video footages of the five teachers’ class-sessions were then recorded as a
verbatim text. After verbatim text is completed, the researcher conducts a qualitative
content-analysis of the verbatim text. Our findings are listed below.

2.4.1 Information-integrated Face-to-Face Lessons
The most common method we found is that the teachers often produced slide-shows
or film files and project the materials on screen to complement the lecture, or they would
use multimedia to demonstrate a scenario or the evolution of a word with narrations in
order to enhance the students’ learning. Moreover, we also discovered that another reason
why these teachers utilized information in teaching was to motivate the students. For
example, several teachers asked the students to choose CSL-related games online or let
them get into groups to produce multimedia works and to share them with the rest of the
class. In general, these teachers focused more on the teaching styles that rely on deduction,
lecturing, and material-analysis.

2.4.2 Online Asynchronous Settings for Face-to-Face Classes
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In our video footages, we discovered that the teachers often moved several physical
activities onto an asynchronous platform, which were mainly after-class discussions and
submitting assignments. Further, the teachers also provided the students with online
materials for them to download or read; the materials for were self-studies, and the
teachers did not guide the students in the online setting.
3. Results and Conclusion
In terms of the background, all of the participants joined the CSL e-Learning training
program for the first time, and this is sufficient to prove the uniqueness of this program.
This does not only allow us to understand how e-Learning is applied in CSL but also
encourages teachers to pursue further training.
In the open-ended questions on the last page of the performance-evaluating
questionnaire, several participants expressed the wish to place students into different
levels based on their information-literacy as well as their status such as being an adult,
child, Chinese, or foreigner. In addition, the participants also wished to have more
experience-sharing classes where experience teachers and novice teachers could
communicate with each other more closely. We should also discuss the difficulties and
obstacles faced by the participants who did not apply e-Learning and determine possible
solutions, including the arrangement and planning of on-job training, the establishment of
appropriate e-Learning policies, and designing e-Learning materials.
The questionnaire-survey and video-analysis demonstrate the gap between the
teachers’ educational actions and beliefs, and the possible reasons deserve future studies.
They may be due to insufficient teaching-related knowledge or differences in experience
or environmental support. Further, other studies indicate that online learning with
teachers’ guidance works better; however, we did not see any teacher guiding students in
online teaching, and this is something to be looked into by future researchers as a way to
improve the performance of CSL. For our study we will continue to complement the
training hosted by the Ministry of Education and carefully analyze the use of e-Learning
and the difficulties among CSL teachers. For our study we will continue to complement
the training hosted by the Ministry of Education and carefully analyze the use of
e-Learning and the difficulties among CSL teachers. It is our belief that the findings would
serve as valuable references for related training organizations in other countries as well as
policies on CSL e-Learning or related studies.
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Abstract: This paper reports the key findings of a territory-wide review survey on the
current development of Information Technology in Education (ITEd) in Hong Kong. 711
schools in different sectors had taken part in this study. Five areas regarding ITEd were
reviewed: (1) IT facilities and accessibility; (2) Resources; (3) IT deployment in schools; (4)
IT deployment for learning/teaching; and (5) Students‟ awareness/competency in use of IT.
All schools had basic infrastructure to support the development of ITEd while teachers and
students were competent to adopt IT in teaching and learning. The present progress of ITEd
has posted a solid foundation for further development which aims at developing 21st century
skills.
Keywords: Information Technology, education, technology and education, evaluation
study

1.

Background

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government (HK Government) has been
promoting the use of IT in education (ITEd) actively in the past decade. Through the use of
IT, HK Government aims to enhance the effectiveness of learning and teaching and to equip
students with 21st century skills, information management competency as well as capability
for life-long learning so that they can cope with the changing needs and competitions in the
information age [1].
To achieve the above goals, the HK Government has implemented three ITEd strategies
since 1998. In response to the First [3] and the Second Strategy [4] published by the
Government, three major territory-wide evaluation studies were conducted to review the
progress of ITEd in Hong Kong: the Overall Study [5]; Phase (I) Study [6] and Phase (II)
Study [7]. These studies showed favourable findings in the infrastructure and competencies
in using IT among teachers and students but revealed needs in improving the pedagogy and
the fostering of Information Literacy1 (IL). As a result, the Third Strategy (EDB, 2008) and
the corresponding review studies (the current paper describes one of them) aim to assess the
ITEd development progress, especially focusing on the integration of IT for empowering
learning and teaching as well as promoting the development of IL.
Seven review areas were identified for the current Review Survey by comparing and
re-mapping (see [2] and [6]) the various areas of concern of Phase (I) Study [6], the
standards for the educational use of technology suggested by International Society for
Information Literacy – CILIP‟s definition: “Information Literacy is knowing when and why you need information, where to find it, and
how to evaluate, use and communicate it in an ethical manner.” [13]
1
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Technology in Education (ISTE) [8, 9, 10] and UNESCO [11, 12] study: (1) IT facilities &
accessibility, (2) resources, (3) IT deployment in schools, (4) IT deployment for
learning/teaching, (5) students‟ awareness/competency in use of IT (6) parental support, and
(7) school expectations on ITEd.
2.

Method

2.1.

Participants

Full enumeration was conducted in March 2010 for all schools from four sectors: primary
and secondary schools, special schools 2 adopting mainstream curriculum [special
(mainstream) schools] and those with special curriculum [special (special) schools]. 343
(70%), 324 (70.13%), 14 (77.78%) and 30 (71.43%) of them had responded respectively.
2.2.

Design

A web-based questionnaire survey was used in this study by using an evaluation platform
which is developed by the Education Bureau. A server was set up for preparing the online
questionnaires, as well as for collecting and analyzing online data. Descriptive statistics for
the first five review areas was used for discussion at this stage. Other inferential testing for
examining differences among school sectors and some independent variables will be
conducted later and the results will be reported in the subsequent paper.
3.

Major Findings

3.1. IT facilities and accessibility
Respondent schools in the primary and secondary school sectors had similar net student
computer ratios of 8.57:1 (SD: 4.70) and 8.09 (SD: 6.76) respectively. The ratios of special
schools sectors were lower, which were 2:1 (SD: 1.01) and 3.46:1 (SD: 1.39) for special
(mainstream) and special (special) schools respectively (Table 1).
TABLE 1

#

AVERAGE NUMBER OF COMPUTERS AND STUDENT TO COMPUTER RATIOS IN DIFFERENT SCHOOL SECTORS

School Sector
Accessibility of computers
Average number. of computers
Average net student to computer ratioa

Primary

Secondary

138(59.33)
8.87:1(4.70)

257(77.11)
8.09:1(6.76)

Special
(Mainstream)
129(55.11)
2:1(1.01)

Special
(Special)
94(36.61)
3.46:1(1.39)

# Standard deviations in brackets
a. calculated by dividing the average number of computers for students‟ use only in the respondent schools by the total number of students

Table 2 shows some key figures of the accessibility of computers and digital projectors
in classrooms and special rooms3. The computer and projector to room ratios suggest that
majority of the respondent primary and secondary schools had around one computer and
projector in each classroom and special room. For special schools (mainstream and special),
they had at least one computer in classrooms and special rooms, while more than half of the
special rooms were equipped with projectors in average.

2

Special schools were classified into six categories: School for Children with Hearing Impairment, with Intellectual Disability, with
Physical Disability, with Visual Impairment, for Social Developmentm and Hospital School
Special rooms refer to： Multi-media Learning Centre, IT Learning Centre and Computer Laboratory

3
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For internet availability, all the schools had internet connection, while most of them had
Wi-Fi connectivity within campuses (primary 94.46%, secondary 97.84%, special
(mainstream) 100%, and special (special) 100%).
TABLE 2 AVERAGE COMPUTERS AND PROJECTORS RATIO IN CLASSROOMS AND SPECIAL ROOMS #

School sector
Accessibility of computers and projectors
Average computer to classrooms ratiob
Average projector to classrooms ratio
Average computer to special rooms ratio
Average projector to special rooms ratio

Primary

Secondary

1.06:1(0.53)
0.95:1(0.24)
4.75:1(6.31)
0.85:1(0.52)

0.91:1(0.46)
0.98:1(0.20)
4.14:1(5.07)
0.97:1(0.42)

Special
(Mainstream)
1.24:1(0.85)
0.71:1(0.39)
4.71: 1(7.70)
0.82:1(0.86)

Special
(Special)
1.20:1(0.68)
0.87:1(0.35)
2.03:1(1.73)
0.59:1(0.27)

# Standard deviations in brackets
b. ratio calculated by dividing the average number of computers/projectors by the number of computers/projectors of classrooms/special
rooms

3.2. Resources
In terms of financial resources, schools spent around 12% of their annual school expenditure
on ITEd development (Table 3).
TABLE 3 FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR ITED DEVELOPMENT IN DIFFERENT SCHOOL SECTORS#

School Sector
Resources
Average annual ITEd expenditure
Average % of school annual expenditure

Primary

Secondary

328,496
(187,467)
12.23 (8.37)

481,256
(270,327)
11.26 (7.95)

Special
(Mainstream)
239,929
(93,070)
13.54 (8.78)

Special
(Special)
254,700
(107,812)
12.10 (7.91)

# Standard deviations in brackets

For the availability of digital resources, all respondent schools had set up school
homepage. Also, all special schools and most primary and secondary schools (93% and
99.38% respectively) had intranet. Apart from that, majority of the respondent schools,
85.42%, 94.44%, 100%, 66.67% (primary, secondary special (mainstream) and special
(special) respectively) have been using e-learning platform/learning management system.
3.3. IT deployment in schools
89%, 85%, 86% and 97% of the primary, secondary, special (mainstream) and special
(special) schools had formulated development plans on ITEd respectively, where “to
improve students‟ learning outcomes” was rated as the most important goal for ITEd
development across the four school sectors.
Over 85% the respondent schools required teachers to include IT elements in teachings
and learning activities (primary 93.88%, secondary 86.73%, special (mainstream) 85.71%,
and special (special) 90%). Moreover, majority of primary (79.88%) and secondary
(84.26%) had provided online exercise/test database bank. However, only 50% of special
(mainstream) and 33.33% of special (special) schools had such system.
For the development of student‟s IL, a majority of the respondent schools had
integrated IL into the computer/IT curriculum (primary 97.38%, secondary 97.21%, special
(mainstream) 100% and special (special (86.67%). IL is also taught as independent subject
in 31.49% primary schools, 27.02% secondary schools, 28.57% special (mainstream)
schools and 10.00% special (special) schools.
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3.4. IT deployment for teaching
80%, 77%, 70% and 83% respondent teachers at primary, secondary, special (mainstream)
and special (special) schools respectively were confident or very confident in using IT for
teaching/learning. On the other hand, majority of the respondent teachers had used IT for
learning/teaching within one month of the survey date (primary 88%, secondary 84%,
special (mainstream) 66%, and special (special) 88%). Assigning learning tasks to student
with the use of IT beyond school hours was uncommon, only 48% (primary), 51%
(secondary), 25% (special (mainstream)) and 11% (special (special)) respondent teachers
did that within one month of the survey date.
3.5. Students’ awareness/competency in using IT
In the questionnaire, students‟ level of IL and computer/IT skills was evaluated by school
representatives using a Likert scale ranging from “totally not competent” (1) to “very
competent” (5). In general, students were fairly competent in IL and computer/IT skills,
where most of the mean ratings were over 3. Moreover, they were rated best in the
“computer operation skills” and “information search” areas, with a mean rating over 4
(Table 4). Results also show that students‟ competency in “information collation and
analysis” was comparatively low amongst these seven areas.
TABLE 4 STUDENTS‟ LEVEL OF COMPETENCY IN IL AND COMPUTER/IT SKILLS#

School Sector
IL and computer/IT skills
Information search
Information selection
Information collation and analysis
Reporting and presentation
Proper use of IT
Computer operation skills
Chinese characters input

Primary

Secondary

4.31(0.58)
3.58(0.58)
3.46(0.59)
3.74(0.64)
3.81(0.64)
4.32(0.58)
3.34(0.60)

4.41(0.62)
3.67(0.64)
3.46(0.64)
3.67(0.71)
3.49(0.67)
4.35(0.58)
4.04(0.63)

Special
(Mainstream)
4.00(0.55)
3.43(0.51)
3.36(0.50)
3.71(0.47)
3.71(0.83)
4.00(0.68)
3.71(0.61)

Special
(Special)
3.24(0.97)
2.76(0.88)
2.60(0.71)
2.80(0.82)
2.88(0.95)
3.50(1.00)
2.64(0.99)

# Standard deviations in brackets

4.

Summary and Conclusion

Results from the survey indicate that schools in all four sectors were fairly well equipped
with ITEd systems and facilities. All of the respondent schools had school homepage and a
majority of schools had set up intranet and e-learning platform. However, a much smaller
proportion of special schools (mainstream and special) provided online exercise or test
database bank when comparing with primary and secondary schools. Special schools‟
students might be less competent in self learning thus the demand of such system was low.
Moreover, existing online exercises or tests might be designed for mainstream schools‟
students and were not suitable for the students of special schools. In terms of hardware, most
schools had set up IT facilities and equipped with computers and digital projector for
learning and teaching. For IT deployment at school, majority of respondent schools required
teachers to include IT elements in teaching and learning activities. Most teachers reported
that they were confident in using IT and had used IT for teaching and learning recently.
However, assigning learning task using IT to students beyond school hour was uncommon.
Students of the respondent schools were fairly competent in different IL or IT skills and they
performed best in information search and computer operation. It is worth to note that
“information collation and analysis” was the weakest area. Future teaching activities and
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curriculum should address this issue and strengthen students‟ development in this aspect. In
terms of resources, schools spent similar proportion of budgets on ITEd development across
all school sectors.
A major limitation of the study is that it was based on a self-reported questionnaire,
where responses were subjective opinions only. If possible, further studies should be carried
out to investigate different skills levels and perceptions of a sample of students and teachers
individually.
The above results show that the current situation of ITEd development in Hong Kong is
satisfactory. Schools are equipped with IT facilities and resources. Students are competent
in IT skills and teachers show good acceptance of IT and use IT in their teaching. All these
lay a solid background for further development in enhancing student‟s cognition and 21st
century skills.
Despite the generally successful implementation, there are still a few areas that need
further effort. First, more attention should be put to address special schools‟ needs in
designing digital resources specifically for their students and teachers. More resources
should be spent in purchasing computer for students use as well as in technical support and
maintenance. Furthermore, schools and teachers should be more active in exploring the
possibility of the use of IT in doing and submitting assignments. Last but not least, teachers
should strengthen students‟ information collation and analysis skills by practicing
student-centred pedagogy in their teaching.
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Abstract: This experimental study aimed to assess the effects of pair programming
pedagogy in an introductory programming course at a public university in Thailand. There
were total 65 undergraduate students participated in two sections; 31students in solo section
and 34 students in paired section. Results indicated that pair programming students
performed better on lab assignments and examinations than their solo counterparts.
Moreover, pair programming created a laboratory environment conductive to more active
learning and enjoyable than traditional labs. Students and lab assistant reported labs to be
more productive and less frustrating.
Keywords: Pair programming, Introductory Programming Course, Undergraduates

Introduction
Teaching programming is a major challenge for IT instructors. Much research has reported
the success of pair programming as an application of collaborative learning [1, 2, 3]. When
used in undergraduate courses, pair programming has been shown to be very effective way
for teaching students how to program [4, 5, 6, 7]. Pair programming involves two
students working together at a computer to code one program. One member of the pair
called the „driver‟ takes control of the mouse and keyboard to develop the program. The
other member called the „navigator‟ watches for defects and thinks of alternatives [1, 2].
Pair programming is very different from a two-person team project that would be use
divide and conquer process. With pair programming all code is developed at a single
computer with both students working together [1, 2]. The published studies on pair
programming in the classroom have identified a number of reasons why instructors should
allow their students to use pair programming. These benefits include more students
passing the course, higher quality programs, less time to complete programming projects,
increased student satisfaction, increased numbers of students continuing with a computer
related major, and possibly better exam scores [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. For example, the research
held at the University of Utah in a senior-level Software Engineering course observed that
the benefits for using pair programming included superior results on graded assignments,
increased satisfaction/reduced frustration from the students, increased confidence from the
students on their project results, and reduced workload of the teaching staff [8, 9]. These
observations inspired further research directed by educators at the University of
California-Santa Cruz and North Carolina State University to assess the efficacy of pair
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programming in an introductory Computer Science classroom. They found that pair
programming improved retention rates and performance on programming assignments [4,
5, 6, 7].
In an Introductory Programming Course in Thailand, most programs written by
college students are written individually. This practice is based on the belief that the
students must write the programs on their own in order to learn how to program. This belief
includes the assumption that if allowed to work with a partner one student might do all of the
work and the learning while the other student does neither. However, recent studies have
begun questioned the practice of necessitating students to complete programming
assignments individually [9]. This solitary programming approach has begun to change in
recent years with growing numbers of instructors requiring or allowing students to use pair
programming. However, little research has been done for assessing the effects of pair
programming in an introductory programming course in Thai universities. Therefore, this
experimental study is carried out at King Mongkut‟s University of Technology Thonburi
(KMUTT), Bangkok, Thailand. The aim is to assess the effects of using pair programming
in an introductory programming course in Thai context.

1. Research Questions
1.1 Are there any differences of the test performances between solo and paired group?
1.2 What are the students‟ experiences with pair programming?
1.3 How are the laboratory environment based on lab assistant‟s observations and students
focus group of using pair programming?

2. Research Methodology

2.1 Course Setting
An introductory programming course at the Faculty of Industrial Education and
Technology, KMUTT is the “Computer Programming Language I” course. This course
employs C++ to provide students with a foundation in computer programming. The course
is taught with two 50-minute lectures and two 50-minute laboratory sessions each week.
Students attend labs in groups of not more than thirty-five with others in their own lecture
section. The lab period is run as a closed lab where students are given a weekly assignment
to complete during the allotted time. Student grades are based on one midterm exam (30%),
one final exam (30%), and eight lab assignments (40%).

2.2 Participants
There were total 65 students enrolled in this course in the second semester of academic year
2010. All of them were the sophomores majoring in Printing Technology who did not have
experience about programming. Participants were divided into two sections based on their
enrollment, 31 students were in the solo section and 34 students were in the paired section.
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2.3 Instruments
There were three instruments used in this study as following:
2.3.1 Midterm and final exams
The midterm and final exams were performed individually on paper-pencil format. Students
were asked to complete numbers of small programs. If a student completed all the functions
correctly, he/she would be awarded a total score of 30 for each exam. The scores from
midterm exam, final exam, and lab assignments would be analyzed using independent
samples t-test to compare between solo and paired sections.
2.3.2 A survey questionnaire
The questionnaire used in this study was adapted from [4, 5]. It consisted of two parts. The
first part had five demographic information questions such as age, sex, GPA. The second
part had four groups of statements described students‟ experiences with pair programming.
For example, the effect of pair on understanding course material, the effect of pair on
individual test performance, helpfulness in laboratories, and enjoyment. Respondents rated
each statement on three scales: positive effect, neutral effect, and negative effect. The data
would be analyzed using percentage.
2.3.3 Focus group report
In this study, two focus groups were held, one with a randomly selected group of five
students in paired section and the other one with one lab assistant from both solo and paired
section. Analysis of qualitative data from focus groups used to explain laboratory
environment in both solo and paired lab.

2.4 Procedure
The experiment was run in two sections of the course; the same instructor taught both
sections. Additionally, the midterm exam and the final exam were identical in both sections.
One section had traditional, solo programming labs. In the other section, students were
required to complete their lab assignments utilizing the pair programming practice. In the
pair programming labs, students were assigned partners based on their grade-point-average
(GPA) in previous semester. The highest GPA score student would be paired with the
lowest GPA score student. Students worked with the same partner throughout the entire
semester. We employed closed lab in this experiment because it was easy for controlling the
usage of pair programming. The lab assistant could ensure that students were working in
pairs at one computer and rotated the roles of driver and navigator periodically. At the end
of the semester, data was collected in three ways to assess the effects of pair programming:
students‟ scores from exams and lab assignments; questionnaires of students‟ experiences
with pair programming; and focus groups reports.

3. Results

3.1 Performance on Examinations
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Type
Midterm
Final
LAB
assignment

Table 1: Midterm Examination Scores
Section
n
Mean
S.D.
Solo
Pair
Solo
Pair
Solo
Pair

31
34
31
34
31
34

22.39
24.26
22.48
24.09
31.81
35.09

2.591
3.018
2.014
2.442
2.104
2.288

t-value

t-prob.

-2.698

.009*

-2.899

.005*

-6.024

.000*
*p-value < .05

From Table 1, the mean scores of midterm exam, final exam, and lab assignments from
paired section were higher than solo section. These differences were statistically significant
at p<.05.

3.2 Experiences with Pair Programming
Table 2: Experiences with Pair Programming
Experience areas
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Effect
Effect
Effect
Understanding of Course
65%
30%
5%
Helpfulness in Laboratories
70%
22%
8%
Enjoyment
80%
13%
7%
Individual Test Performance
30%
60%
10%
From Table 2, the majority of students believed that pair programming had a positive effect
on their understanding of the course material (65%), helpful for them to complete tasks
(70%), and enjoyable (80%). However, for the effect on individual test performance, the
majority of students (60%) presented a neutral view toward to this statement.

3.3 Focus Groups
3.3.1 Students
During the focus group discussion, students stressed the advantages of pairing. Primarily,
students brought up the benefits of having their questions answered immediately by their
partner rather than having to wait for an instructor or lab assistant. Having someone there
while working on problems also seemed to help them pick up on minor errors and to focus
on understanding conceptual knowledge. The main concern of pair programming was the
imbalance in effort. Many students identified problems that occurred when one of the pair
was not as well prepared as the other. Compatibility between members in the pair was also
seen as a problem by many students. Some students claimed they could not understand the
program written by their partner.
3.3.2 Lab Assistant
In the focus group, lab assistant agreed that implementing the paired programming gave him
flexibility and time to give students equal opportunities for questions, discussions, and other
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support. As a result of having more time for meaningful exchanges with students, lab
assistant found his jobs more satisfying and rewarding when teaching in paired labs. Lab
assistant also noted that students in paired labs displayed more active participation in their
learning than students in the unpaired labs. Students in paired labs engaged in extensive
discussion throughout the entire lab session, and students seemed to help each other resolve
questions. Alternatively, solo lab sessions were quiet and appeared to be very frustrating for
the students. Frequently, a student needed to wait to ask a simple question. During this
waiting period, students were often very unproductive.

4. Discussion
This study provides strong results of the following findings: students in paired labs have a
more positive attitude toward working in collaborative environments; this should ultimately
help the student in his/her professional life [Table 2]. I believe that previous studies and the
above data indicate that students should be allowed to use pair programming. Previous
studies have shown that the benefits of using pair programming in an introductory
programming course may ensue to faculty and students when pair programming is done in a
closed lab and when pairs are assigned [5]. The vast majority of students will learn more
when working with a partner to create a working program than they would struggle on their
own to create a non-working program. Our data clearly show that the lab assignments
produced by students working in pairs are significantly better than the lab assignments
produced by individuals [Table 1].
Further study is needed to understand how much additional benefit is accrued from
some of the more aspects of pair programming suggested by others, such as effects of
gender, partner evaluations, and changing partners versus working with the same partner. In
the mean time, we hope more instructors will take the first step and at least let their students
voluntarily pair.
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Abstract: This paper draws on a range of internal research and external reports to discuss
the relationship between school leadership and the impact of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in schools. Characteristics of school leadership and
related decision-making processes are key determinants to the successful integration of
ICT. While the Principal‟s role is important, having a leadership team that includes a
curriculum leader who provides vision and support in the use of ICT is the most important
component. The effectiveness of such a role depends on its connection with the leadership
structure, the status of the person, and personal characteristics.
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Introduction
In Australia there has been a massive investment in ICT for schools over the past two
decades but the impact on teaching and learning has varied considerably between schools.
As a result research organizations such as the Centre for Schooling and Learning
Technologies (CSaLT) at Edith Cowan University (ECU) have investigated factors that
explain this variation. This paper draws on this work, in particular a long-term evaluation
of a one-to-one notebook program [4] (referred to as School J) and of a project involving
over 50 schools. This paper does not discuss these evaluations in depth; references are
provided if further details are required. The discussion is framed within theory developed
nationally and internationally, in particular the report by Moyle [3].

1. School Leadership a Critical Factor
There is little doubt that leadership is a critical factor in almost all outcomes connected
with a school, including for the integration of the use of ICT. Over the past decade much
international research has found that the leadership and the organisation of a school are
critical factors in the way in which educational technologies are used and their subsequent
impact on teaching and learning [1][3][7]. The real question is not whether leadership is a
critical factor but the extent to which particular features or components of leadership
affect ICT integration. To this end Tondeur, Cooper and Newhouse [9] from CSaLT at
ECU conducted a study in seven primary schools in Western Australia. These schools
were selected to have similar characteristics in terms of financial resources, infrastructure,
and staffing. A measure of the likely impact of ICT on learning outcomes and pedagogy
was used for four data collection periods over a period of three years and then sets of
qualitative data were interrogated to identify factors related to ICT coordination and
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school leadership that may explain differences in impact between the schools and over
time. The Learning Outcomes and Pedagogy Attributes (LOPA) measure was used;
largely derived from a quantitative analysis of open-ended items from a teacher
questionnaire (refer to [5]). For this study the inter-rater reliabilities on this measure were
significant and between 0.8 and 0.9 (p<0.01). Scores for the seven schools from 2005 to
2008 are shown plotted in the graph in Figure 1 (2005 was a true baseline). The project
intervention occurred in 2006 and 2007 during which time the schools were provided with,
among other things, specific ICT leadership resources and professional learning.
4.5
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School LOPA Score
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Figure 1 Changes in LOPA score over time [9].
Analysis of variance with post-hoc testing (Bonferroni) on these scores identified
statistically significant differences over the four years. It was found that almost all of
these differences occurred during the first year and to a lesser extent over the first two
years. This is readily identified with the steep gradients of the graphs, particularly for S1,
S4 and S6. These schools then became a special focus for the study, however, an overall
trend for the schools apart from S7 was to start with similar scores in 2005, have varying
degrees of increase over the ensuing two years, and then to regress and re-congregate at
the end. There was a marginal increase for all schools over the period that was believed to
represent the residual effect from improvements in infrastructure.
An analysis of a range of qualitative data in each school explained much of the
similarities and differences in School LOPA scores. A major leadership resource provided
in 2006 and 2007 was funding for a Curriculum ICT (CICT) coordinator role to support
ICT integration. This analysis indentified that the role of the CICT coordinator was
successful in the first two years when “adequately supported and driven by specific
teaching and learning needs for a school” (p. 297)[9]. In the final year when this support
largely disappeared there was a negative impact on the School LOPA scores. It was
identified that “in schools where some encouraging progress was made in ICT integration,
this was largely due to the CICT coordinator as the driving force with support from the
principal”. Further, the effectiveness of the role depended on its “connection with
leadership in the school and a range of personal characteristics and the status of the person
in this role”. In particular the coordinator “needed to be viewed as a leader in the school
by teachers, either on the basis of personal attributes, longevity at the school or position in
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the school”. It was clear that when the person was a, “strong leader, well supported by the
principal and visible throughout the school community”, positive outcomes were
sustained. Improvements tended not to be sustained once support for the role was reduced
partly due to a high turnover of inexperienced teachers.
During a similar time to this study a related study was conducted in School J at
which a one-to-one notebook program was implemented. Some of the results from this
comprehensive evaluation have been previously reported that show a similar, if not more
dramatic, initial increase in School LOPA score [4]. However, a difference was that this
increase was maintained and built upon in subsequent years. It was concluded that the
most critical reason why this was maintained, despite other negative factors such as high
staff turnover, was the continuing support given to a CICT coordinator role. This role had
the status of a Deputy Principal and included responsibility for all curriculum development
and teacher professional learning; in effect a Curriculum Director. Although over the
years three people held the position each was successful and was supported by the
Principal and was an integral part of decision-making processes.

2. School Leadership to Maximize the Impact of ICT Integration
A number of international reports (e.g. [1] [2]) and the Australian report by Moyle [3]
have theorized the manner in which school leadership affects the use of ICT in schools.
Typically these are stated as organisational conditions that provide a mechanism to explain
this relationship. These conditions may be distilled to three: (1) Vision and Strategic
Planning; (2) A Conducive School Culture and a Whole School Approach; and (3) School
Infrastructure and Organisational Structure.
Vision and strategic planning is always the cornerstone for any organizational
change and without this it is likely that only a few enthusiast teachers will battle alone [2].
The vision for the place of ICT in the school should be driven by pedagogical
requirements to avoid what Papert [6] refers to as technocentric thinking. Thus school
leaders should enunciate a clear vision, grounded in pedagogical understanding, and
reflected in well-constructed strategic plans (p. 10) [2] as was found at Schools S2, S5, S7
and J [4] [9].
A conducive school culture and a whole school approach to the use of ICT can only
be sustained with leadership support. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition
because it also needs the involvement of teachers and students. Tearle [8] explains that a
whole school culture and ethos are critical for motivating staff and Moyle [3] argues that
the leadership in a school needs to foster this and then support teachers in implementation.
At School S1 and J the leadership fostered a school culture of inquiry, innovation,
excellence and participation that established communities of practice [4] [9]. This was
achieved through involving staff in developing the vision and strategic plan, providing
school-based professional learning and showcasing, using publicity opportunities, and
leading by example. In addition more formal mechanisms such as performance
management and mentoring were used.
School infrastructure and organisational structures are largely determined by the
leadership of a school. Clearly infrastructure is critical, however, organisational structures
also have an impact on the use of ICT with, for example, some structures better facilitating
peer support amongst teachers. At School J system and school leaders provided and
maintained increased and reliable ICT infrastructure and through the „Curriculum
Director‟ connected the use of the infrastructure with the organizational structures of the
school [4]. For example, to combat the effects of staff turnover resources were developed
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for induction. School J and schools such as S2 had long-term upgrading plans and
routines to check the operation of infrastructure [9].
The Principal of a school is the prime instructional leader, however, the studies by
CSaLT found that critical decision-making rested with other people as well. Some
schools, such as School J, instituted a form of distributed decision-making, such as
through committees to involve staff in policy development and implementation. Even so
the Principal‟s “vision, belief and commitment for ICT use” (p. 21) [8] is pivotal in
establishing and maintaining learning environments compatible with ICT use [3]. While
most Principals espouse support for the use of ICT, for sustainable positive outcomes the
vision needs to be operationalised through a leadership team with a variety of roles [3].
Research by CSaLT identified the value in having complementary leadership roles such as
that provided by administrative assistants and librarians. However, most critical is that the
executive includes someone who holds the responsibility and oversight for ICT integration
[7]. This leader needs to have adequate knowledge and skills, be well supported by the
Principal, be visible throughout the school community, and have a formal part in decisionmaking [1] [3]. The effectiveness of the role depends on four factors: (1) the nature of the
role; (2) the provision of professional learning for teachers; (3) the support for whole
school approaches to integration; and (4) liaising with technical support.
The nature of the role and the characteristics of the person in the role are critical to
the effectiveness of the role. This includes the connection of the role with the leadership
team, the range of personal characteristics brought to the role, and the status of the person
in the role [1]. The person needs interpersonal and organisational skills and an ability to
network, communicate and work well with a range of teachers. The most successful also
have a combination of curriculum understanding and competence in the use of ICT [2].
However, the role is not for technical support and where this occurs the curriculum
support role is compromised. The CICT coordinator role observed in the main study
provided a model for this role [9] with perhaps one of the best examples provided by
School J [4]. The role requires adequate support and where support disappears the impact
of ICT integration is gradually eroded [9]. Clearly the formalisation of the curriculum
leadership position is a powerful strategy to increase the linking curriculum and ICT.
The provision of professional learning for teachers is an integral component of the
role. The CICT leader needs to consider how well developed the use of ICT is at the
school, what goals have been set within the vision and strategic plan, the characteristics of
the staff in order to meet the needs of teachers for ICT knowledge and skills, integration
strategies, and strategies for the development of student ICT skills. In all schools in the
main study the most effective strategy appeared to be one-on-one support in the classroom
[9]. This was particularly realized in Schools S1, S4, and S6 through mechanisms such as
teacher mentoring, augmented with workshops or professional learning days, along with
access to resources on the school‟s intranet.
Supporting whole school approaches to integration is a key strategy for effective
curriculum leaders [1]. With the increasing investment in ICT in schools and the
increasing sophistication of ICT systems it is clearly ineffective and inefficient to have
teachers working alone. Researchers such as Tearle [8] have found that there is a need to
foster a “community of users” (p. 21) through informal support as part of the culture of the
school. In all the schools in the main study at any time there were a number of curriculum
initiatives [9]. In most cases it was likely that some use of the ICT infrastructure available
would have enhanced the effectiveness of these other initiatives. This was more likely to
occur in Schools S1, S4, and S6, and J where there were explicit connections between the
use of ICT and these initiatives [4].
Liaising with technical support is a critical responsibility of the CICT leadership role
whether that support is remote or local. It is important to recognize that to some extent the
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agenda of IT technical support and curriculum ICT support are at odds. The former wants
a standardized very limited system while the latter wants a very flexible extensive system.
It is therefore important that the CICT leader has a good working relationship with all
facets of IT technical support and has a strong voice in decisions made about the structure
of technical support. Many schools have a technical ICT manager who liaises with the
curriculum ICT leader, at School J this person reported to the curriculum leader [4].
While the effectiveness of CICT leaders would be severely limited if they were involved
in technical support, some involvement, in a supervisory or collaborative sense, is
necessary to provide appropriate support and maximize potential.

3. Conclusions
Research at CSaLT has supported the notion that successful ICT integration in a school
requires teachers to have a sense of ownership of the vision and strategic plans, and then
to be provided with adequate support for implementation. The Principal needs to foster a
vision, belief and commitment for ICT use across the school but then needs to involve a
wider range of personnel in decision-making and policy-making. Within this team a
curriculum ICT leadership role is critical, however, the effectiveness of this role depends
on selecting the right type of person and supporting the role. The role is that of a
„Curriculum Director‟ with responsibility for oversight of curriculum initiatives in the
school, including the integration of ICT. The development of such as role is necessary to
transform a school from isolated enthusiasts using ICT to a community of users providing
powerful learning environments. It is the last piece of the jigsaw in the investment in the
technology in schools, but without this piece the rest is largely wasted.
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Abstract: This paper aims to discuss the design of an online collaborative writing platform
for primary school students. With minimal face-to-face input from teachers, students went
through process writing (a learner-centric learning approach with brainstorming, drafting,
revising and publishing stages), and created their own storybooks with visual support,
online scaffolds and communicative features using this online platform. Initial findings
suggest that this writing platform can be an effective approach to improve students’
motivation towards English learning and writing skills. This paper also proposes that the
Process Writing model can be used to facilitate students’ writing of different genres.
Keywords: Process writing, creative writing, collaborative learning, learner-centric
e-learning application, evaluation of CAL systems

Introduction
Process writing has proven to be a long-lasting and innovative teaching approach since the
1980s [14]. Traditional approaches to the teaching of writing focus on a teacher-centric
model and the written product [7]. Students are taught to produce one-shot and discrete
writing pieces. They are very seldom encouraged to express their own ideas and meaning of
their writing. Students would hardly be involved in text revisions. Teachers merely evaluate
students’ writing based on the grammatical correctness and their mechanics. As a result,
students’ writing pieces are rather mechanical, and they also lack the skills needed to do free
writing [7]. In addition, struggling students tend to produce writing pieces that are shorter,
more poorly organized and weaker in overall quality [6]. They also lack the motivation and
confidence in writing [1].

1. Process Writing
1.1 An innovative approach to teach writing
Flower and Hayes [5] are among the first group of researchers who studied writing as a
cognitive and problem-solving process. They identify that writing can be viewed as a set of
unique thinking processes, and these processes have a hierarchical and non-linear structure.
In addition, Flower and Hayes indicate that writing is goal-oriented, and that writers explore
and refine their goals through the process of writing (planning, translating, reviewing and
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the monitor). Teachers in Hong Kong were introduced to the process approach to the
teaching of writing in the 1990s [1][11]. Instead of focusing on the product, teachers will
teach students the way real writers write [14]. This process-oriented writing instruction puts
more emphasis on a learner-centric approach and the basic writing stages – planning,
drafting, revising, editing and publishing. Teachers provide students with planned activities
so that students can learn the specific writing skills at every stage.
Research studies on teaching process writing to students confirm that this approach can be a
workable and effective approach in enhancing students’ writing skills [1][7]. It also
increases students’ confidence in writing and a greater awareness of the different stages in
writing.
Despite the long history of its benefits, the process approach to writing is still not being
widely adopted by schools in Hong Kong [3][7]. That could have been caused by the lack of
teacher training and time constraints on both the students and the teachers. Teachers need to
allocate extra lessons to go through the different writing stages and students need the time to
do the actual writing.
1.2 Can technology enhance or even transform process writing?
Educators believe that there are many synergies between process writing and the use of
technology [14]. Englert, Manalo, & Zhao [4] indicate there are at least three ways that
technology can enhance students’ writing. First, technology can provide visual support and
prompts that can help students better understand properties and specific structures of
different genres. Second, technology can facilitate the communication and collaboration
among students and their peers and teachers during the writing process. Third, technology
can offer appropriate scaffolds at different stages of the writing process to enable students to
improve their thinking, problem-solving and organizational skills. Scaffolding might be
particularly useful to young students in their writing performance.
Englert, Manalo, & Zhao [4] used the above approach for their research study and results
indicated that students wrote more, used more genre specific characteristics and wrote with
higher quality when appropriate scaffolds were given. Their texts were rated higher in terms
of the introduction, supporting details and conclusions. The study also suggested that
scaffolds did have long-term effects on students’ writing performance. Cho [2] designed
SWoRD (scaffolded writing and rewriting in the discipline), an online writing system which
focuses on peer reviews.
Mak [10] conducted a similar study to evaluate the effectiveness of using wikis to develop
the writing skills of a group of secondary school students. The use of wikis followed the
process writing approach: students used wikis to collaborate and write in context, they could
review others’ work and provide feedback online to work towards the final product. The
study indicated also indicated that students produced a greater quantity of text and this
approach boosted students’ confidence in their writing and creative skills. Both studies
called to adopt these process writing approaches to a wider audience. Kessler’s study [8]
also demonstrated positive results that students could benefit from an autonomous
collaborative environment with careful design and controls.
Another study was done by Liu, Chen, Shih, Huang, & Liu [9] to measure the effects of an
enhanced concept map approach on improving students’ storytelling and writing skills. The
web-based system provided students with a concept map as the storyboard, and scaffolds
were given to develop students’ meta-knowledge about stories. Results demonstrated that
the learner-centric concept map approach could help students develop stories with more
complex structure, clearer subjects, more creative ideas, and abundant content. The
limitation of the concept map approach is that it only involves an individual task for each
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student. Students did not have the opportunity to participate in the peer review and editing
steps.
Yeh, Lo & Hwang [15] also report a promising research result that students who use their
synchronous scaffolding environment have improved outcomes in content and writing
organization. The environment also improves students’ motivation in writing.

2. Process Writing Platform: combining the best of both worlds
2.1 Research Questions
This study addresses two research questions: (1) Can visual support, online scaffolds and
communicative features of the process writing platform influence students’ writing
performance? (2) To what extent can this writing environment increase students’ motivation
to write?
2.2 Design methodology
The current study focuses on the design of an online writing environment (“Process Writing
Platform”) which is being used to facilitate primary school students’ process writing. The
web-based platform was designed for primary school students to author their own online
storybooks in an autonomous and teacher-less environment. Figure 1 illustrates the
conceptual framework of the design.
B

D

E
R
Online writing platform:
* Visual support and prompts
* Online scaffolds at different stages
* Communication among students and teachers
* Collaborative tasks

Process writing stages
B: Brainstorm
D: Draft
R: Revise
E: Edit

Figure 1 Process Writing Conceptual Framework
2.3 Visual support and scaffolds
The system will provide visual support and prompts for students. For example, students can
read storybooks and complete the associated learning tasks for them to understand the
vocabulary and elements of the story.
Students would then go through the writing process (brainstorming, drafting, revising,
editing and publishing) using various tools and features in the system, including character &
scene selection, image scaling, text boxes and dialog boxes to allow students to complete
their stories (Figure 2). Students could also upload their own images during the writing
process and everything will be under the control of the student, at his/her own pace.
a) Scene, character and
dialogue/text box
selections

c) Students read the
original storybook for
reference

b) Tools to create
various visual effects,
e.g. image
resize/upload, etc.

d) Students can save,
revise or publish their
stories
Figure 2 Visual support & prompts
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Different levels of scaffoldings will be also given online to guide students through the
writing process. Figure 3 demonstrates sample scaffolds including story mind maps and
editing checklists, these features are available within the writing environment. Students
could create and edit multiple versions of their own storybooks.

Story mind map

Editing checklist
Figure 3 Online scaffold examples

2.4 Communication among students and teachers
Students could communicate online with others, review others’ work online and vote for
their favourite storybooks. It provides students with the opportunity to review and critique
their own and others’ writing pieces within the online learning community. Teachers could
also facilitate the learning process by commenting and providing students with feedback on
their writing using the discussion forums. There were no set limits on how many times
students could submit their own, read and review others’ storybooks. Leader boards were
also established to display storybooks with the most number of votes and schools with the
most number of submissions or votes to motivate students to participate.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Preliminary Results
A total of 6,980 students from P.1 to P.6 from 50 primary schools used and submitted their
storybooks on the Process Writing platform. 15,916 stories were received and each student
therefore submitted an average of 2.3 stories during the four-week period. In addition, a
total of 12,801 comments and votes were placed by students and teachers during that period.
The study adopted a similar rubric as [15] grading rubric to evaluate the writing
performance of the students. Students’ storybooks were graded based on the content and
organization (genre specific features, e.g. does the story have a beginning, middle and end,
etc). We examined the top 20 storybooks of each level, and all these stories scored at least
80 (out of a total of 100) in each of the content and organization sections. Students were also
invited to tell the stories in front of a live audience in the final.
3.2 Discussion
Preliminary results to the research questions indicate that this learner-centric writing
platform can be an effective approach to improve students’ motivation towards English
learning and writing skills. Follow-up work is being performed with several primary
schools to integrate this environment into the school’s writing curriculum. With minimal
teacher intervention, students will utilize the online scaffolds and the process writing
platform to learn and practice the writing skills of a range of genres.
Another project is being proposed to create a mobile learning extension (using iPads or
netbooks to include multimedia or video recording and integration) based on the current
web-based framework to allow teachers and students to use this platform in cross-curricular
collaboration projects.
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4. Conclusion
This paper discussed the design of an online collaborative writing platform for primary
school students. With minimal intervention from teachers, students went through process
writing (brainstorming, drafting, revising and publishing stages), and created their own
storybooks with visual support, online scaffolds and communicative features using this
online platform. Preliminary results suggest that it can be an effective approach to increase
students’ motivation and writing performance, and has the potential for further research
studies.
A follow-up experiment (pre-test and post-test) is being done to examine the effects of this
Process Writing platform with a control group of students who have not used the
environment at all. Both groups of students will be asked to create a storybook on paper and
the same grading rubric will be used. Interviews and questionnaires will also be provided to
the students to evaluate their motivation on using this platform.
Work is also being done to use the platform to enhance students’ writing of different genres
and in cross-curricular collaboration projects by designing appropriate visual support and
scaffolds. It may also be interesting to examine the changing role of teachers in this
technology-enabled collaborative learning environment.
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Abstract: In this study, we investigated the extent to which self-reported measures for user
acceptance (attitude, behavioral intention, self-reported frequency of use), added to the
prediction of several aspects of use of a portal for education. Data from 835 teachers was
collected: questionnaire “acceptance” data on one occasion and five parameters for
observed use (number of logins, downloads, uploads, page views, and reactions) were
extracted on two occasions from the portal database. We found that the self-reported
measures for acceptance primarily predicted search behavior (monthly number of logins,
downloads and page views), and not share behavior (monthly number of uploads and
reactions). So, researchers aiming to assess teachers’ acceptance of a technology to
contribute information, should adjust their measures for user acceptance so that these
correspond with the targeted actual behavior.
Keywords: TAM, portal for education, acceptance testing, actual use

Introduction
In education, teachers are constantly exposed to new technologies and they are strongly
encouraged by educational authorities and their school superiors (to start) to use these new
technologies. Examples are interactive whiteboards, intranet portals, presentation software,
et cetera. As these new technologies may require teachers to develop new skills or adopt
other work routines, it is vital that they accept and use that technology. A plethora of studies
- also in education, e.g. [4, 5] - has been setup in the past to assess user acceptance, in which
in most cases self-reported measures of user acceptance serve as proxies for actual use. Yet,
little attention is paid to the congruency between the measure for acceptance and the actual
usage of the technology. For instance, a word processor such as Microsoft Word, can be
used to read, print, type, et cetera. This raises the question: when assessing users’
acceptance of MS Word, which aspect of use is measured? Reading, printing, typing...? This
study aims to fill in this void by assessing to what extent self-reported measures for
teachers’ acceptance of an educational portal can predict different aspects of actual use.
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1. Background
Several models have been developed to explain and predict technology acceptance (see [6]
for an overview), the most prominent being the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [2].
According to TAM, the acceptance of a technology depends upon that technology’s
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.
Technology acceptance is typically measured as attitude towards use of the
technology (e.g. “Using [the technology] is a good / bad idea”) [1, 5], behavioral intention
(e.g. “I intend to use [the technology] in the next month”) [3, 6], and / or self-reported use
(e.g. “I use [the technology] ... hours per week”) [4, 6]. In the case where these measures
coexist, attitude is an antecedent to behavioral intention, while the latter serves as
antecedent to use [4]. These generic measures contrast with the rich variety of actual use
possibilities. In this study, an educational portal is studied, in which the most important (and
opposing) use aspects are searching in order to download, and sharing. In this study, we will
assess the extent to which attitude, intention and self-reported use can predict these different
aspects of portal use.

2. Material and methods

2.1 Technology
The portal under study, KlasCement (http://www.klascement.net), is an educational portal
targeted at Flemish and Dutch teachers, yet everybody can join. Enrollment is mandatory in
order to obtain full access to all aspects of the portal. Upon enrollment, a limited amount of
points is received to download material and consult specific parts of the portal, while points
can be gained by contributing (= uploading information or reacting on uploaded
information). To retain membership, a member has to login at least once per six months.
Members can use the portal in several ways, the main being: (a) searching for information
posted by other members or by the portal administrators in order to download the retrieved
material; and/or (b) sharing information or knowledge, either by uploading, or by reacting
on earlier uploads.

2.2 Data Collection
The acceptance data were collected online, as part of a user-satisfaction survey. Three
operationalizations for acceptance were measured: attitude (4 items), behavioral intention (2
items) and self-reported frequency of use (1 item). 7-point Likert scales, anchored between
“completely disagree (1)” and “completely agree (7)” were used for scoring, except for use
which was anchored between “never (1)” and “several times a day (6)”. The actual use was
collected on two occasions: upon completion of the survey (March-April 2009, T1), and
about 2 years later (January 2011, T2). The following use parameters were extracted:
number of logins, downloads, pages viewed, uploads, and reactions. An important note is
that the first three parameters are incremental, while the latter two depict a moment in time
as members can remove their own contributions in which case the associated reactions are
also removed.
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2.3

Research model and research questions

For this study we focus on predicting the future use at T2, therefore the use parameters
extracted at T2 will serve as dependent variables. To account for the differences in duration
of membership, the absolute number of logins, downloads,... will be divided by the number
of months between enrollment and completion of the questionnaire (T1), or by the number
of months between completion of the questionnaire and date of last login (T2). Five research
questions are put forward, the research model is in Figure 1.
Controlling for the actual use of the portal, to what extent can attitude towards use of
the portal, behavioral intention to use the portal, and self-reported frequency of portal use
predict the average number of ...
RQ1: ... logins into the portal.
RQ2: ... downloads teachers make.
RQ3: ... uploads teachers contribute.
RQ4: ... pages viewed by teachers while browsing the portal.
RQ5: ... reactions made by teachers.

Figure 1. Research model
Hierarchical linear regressions will be run in SPSS 15 to assess these research questions,
with the actual use at T1 in the first block, and the other variables in the second.

3. Results and discussion
The survey was completed by 919 teachers. Prior to the analysis, two groups were removed
from the dataset: teachers that completed the questionnaire at their first login (N=37), and
teachers who abandoned use of the portal between T1 and T2 (N = 47). This led to a final
dataset of 835 teachers. Sample characteristics and descriptive statistics (mean and standard
deviation) are displayed in Table 1. The results of the hierarchical linear regressions are in
Table 2.
From Table 1, we learned that the portal is primarily used to search for and download
information rather than for contributing (uploads & reactions). We also observed a close
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correspondence between self-reported frequency of use and average number of logins (at
both times), as a score of “3” on self-reported frequency of use corresponded with the
response category “I use the portal about once during a regular workweek”. Furthermore,
we also found that the average number of reactions at T2 was negative, indicating that a lot
of contributions have been removed from the portal between T1 and T2.
Table 1. Sample characteristics and descriptive statistics (Mean and Standard Deviation)
T1

T2

N

835

Gender (female / male)

586 / 249
Mean (SD)

Age (in years)

39.68 (10.37)

Length of membership (in months)

26.08 (16.51)

Attitude
Behavioral intention
Self-reported frequency of use

Mean (SD)

5.98 (0.94)
4.32 (1.53)
2.95 (0.91)

Monthly logins
Monthly downloads
Monthly uploads
Monthly page views
Monthly reactions

3.33 (8.23)
4.74 (12.52)
0.11 (0.53)
52.26 (118.99)
0.13 (0.78)

3.87 (8.36)
7.16 (12.61)
0.06 (0.51)
43.93 (78.33)
-0.10 (0.39)

Table 2. Results of hierarchical linear regressions
Dependent: Monthly
... at T2

logins

downloads

uploads

page views

reactions

Block 1
Monthly ... at T1
Adj. R2

.32***

.40***

.24***

.39***

-.43***

.10

.16

.06

.15

.18

Block 2
Attitude
Behavioral intention
Self-reported use
Monthly ... at T1
Adj. R2
Sig F change

.05
.02
.28***
.25***

.05
.11**
.19***
.32***

.03
-.01
.05
.23***

.05
.08*
.26***
.31***

-.05
-.05
-.08*
-.41***

.19

.24

.06

.25

.20

p<.001

p<.001

p=.38

p<.001

p<.001
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Adding attitude, behavioral intention and frequency of use led in four cases to a significant
increase of variance explained. In the case of search behavior (a teacher who logs in, views
pages to find the desired information, and downloads the retrieved information), this led to
an increase by 8 to 10%. This was not the case for share behavior (uploading and reactions
on posted material) in which no increase in variance explained was observed for uploading,
and only by 2% for reacting. Two unexpected findings from this analysis deserve some
further elaboration. First, it was found that, uploading at T2 could hardly be predicted by the
uploading behavior observed at T1 (Adj. R2 of .06). This indicates a lack of consistency into
why and how frequently teachers upload. Deeper analysis of data collected through the
satisfaction could shed light on this issue. Second, negative ß standardized regression
coefficients were observed in the regression with reactions as dependent variable. As Table
1 shows, the average number of reactions was negative, so the negative ß’s reflect that the
more a teacher had reacted at T1, the more reactions could have been deleted by T2. The
best predictor of actual use was self-reported frequency of use, while behavioral intention
was only significant for predicting the number of downloads and page views. Attitude had
no direct influence on actual use, path analyses could reveal indirect influences of both
attitude and behavioral intention.

4. Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the extent to which commonly used self-reported measures for
acceptance (attitude, behavioral intention, self-reported frequency of use) added to the
prediction of different aspects of actual use behavior (monthly number of logins,
downloads, uploads, page views, and reactions). The self-reported measures were especially
predictive for search behavior (logging in to search for and download material) and not or to
a lesser extent for share behavior (upload material or react to uploaded material). So, when
studying technology acceptance in a population of teachers, researchers should be aware of
the different uses of a technology and direct their questions to the actual behavior / use
aspect of interest. Further analyses taking more data into account will be performed,
especially with respect to the prediction of upload behavior.
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe the preliminary findings of a qualitative research of
the implementation of e-portfolio assessment in Hong Kong schools. The ten teachers
interviewed revealed that e-portfolio assessment is an instrument that allows students to
understand their learning progress and growth. It requires time to accomplish, and
considering that the learning activity is carried out in a short period, the method turns out
to be a way of piling up files. It also serves as a reference to show students‟ performance
when they apply for quota in secondary school. The culture of compiling actively using
e-portfolio has not been formed, and the use of e-portfolio as an assessment tool has not
been realized.
Keywords: e-learning, e-portfolio, assessment, computer education

Introduction
Hong Kong has witnessed a number of educational reforms in the past two decades,
including changes in quality [1], curriculum [2, 3], teaching, and school system [4] as well
as the integration of information technologies [5]. Today, it is common to see desktop
computers, notebooks, and tablet computers (like iPad) being used in the classrooms.
Computer rooms are configured to allot one computer for every student and now, it is
almost a standard for each classroom to have Internet connection and a computer and
video projector connected to the screen. Computer servers become the standard equipment
of a school for administration, teaching and learning. We have come to an era when digital
technology is changing the world; thus, the digital development in the field of teaching,
especially for assessment, has become a noteworthy topic. Hong Kong is promoting the
adoption of alternative assessment in response to educational reform for evaluating
diversified abilities of students and verifying high-level learning performance which is
hardly achieved by traditional paper-based assessment method. The technology
environment also is ready for the adoption of e-portfolio, a digital alternative assessment
method, in the schools but the fact of such implementation is still unknown. The purpose
of this study is then to explore the current practice of e-portfolio in the schools and the
perception of using such method with digital devices in daily learning activities among
school teachers in local primary schools.

1. Background
1.1. What is e-portfolio?
E-portfolio is known as using computer in building a portfolio. It is also named the
learning process assessment, a collection of personal works and documents, the learning
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documents, the works collection, or the complete dossier on student‟s learning. According
to Chapman and King [6], “portfolio” was originated from the Latin words portare (“to
carry”) and foglio (“one piece of paper”). The portfolio is regarded as an evaluation tool
because it requires students to collect sample works or completed works systematically
and deliberately. Portfolio exhibits and describes the efforts of students in certain aspects
using the record to display students‟ learning performance or the mastery level of a subject
matter. A portfolio can also be described as a self-portrait of students‟ personal
achievements, and is used to exhibit their self-growth and thinking. Teachers can know the
efforts made by students during learning and the achievement of the learning target
through the performance in a portfolio [7, 8, 9].
Portfolio contains various items like paper exam results, conceptual diagrams,
interview records, learning reports, copies of oral reports, worksheets, homework, logs,
photos, models, and work that can reflect the initial concept and finished works of students.
It also includes logs of systematic observation and peer review, records of appraisal,
feedback or opinion from teachers and classmates, and self-reflection during a learning
period [10, 11]. The samples of work collected can be of any format like text, audio, video,
program code, picture, and so on. The portfolio is also regarded as a progressive
assessment tool because it is through students themselves to demonstrate, record, collect,
and illustrate reproduction and ideas of objects [12, 13, 14].
Portfolio contains some common characteristics [15] no matter it is presented in
traditional way or digital form. Portfolio can: (1) express a specific aim; (2) stimulate
students‟ reflective thinking; (3) reflect definite criteria of choices; (4) provide students
with the opportunity to get involved in teaching and choosing the learning results; (5)
exhibit the learning process and outcomes for students; (6) show clear criteria for
assessment; and (7) reduce complexity.
The organization and growth of information in portfolio allow students to do
self-reflection and assessment of their own work. It is a collaborative method between the
teachers and the students, which allows varied, current, and realistic assessment of
students‟ learning. As a means to store learning data, portfolios presented by words,
images, or other means can now be saved in digital form. Students can use scanners or
digital camera and the computer to combine images and texts in multimedia format and
hence, the term “e-portfolio” is used.
The infrastructure of information technologies in the schools of Hong Kong is good as
the government has invested a lot of money in to support the application of computers in
daily teaching and school administration [5]. Such a technology environment makes the
adoption of web-based or online portfolio assessment feasible as schools can develop a
web-based resource management and learning assessment system for their own use. In
such system, students can build their e-portfolio easily by uploading their digital artifacts,
receiving teacher‟s and peers‟ comments and communicating with others via its
user-friendly interface.

1.2. How to build an e-portfolio for assessment?
Students may follow the recommendations of Lo [15] as follows when building a
portfolio:
1. Ensure that students have their own growth records.
2. Decide the type of works samples to be collected.
3. Collect and store work samples.
4. Choose the criteria for assessment of work samples in the portfolios.
5. Students are required to assess works in the portfolios on an ongoing basis to ensure
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that they assess their works based on the predefined criteria. Self-assessment and
Peer-assessment should be the important parts in preparing portfolios.
6. Arrange meetings to discuss portfolios. Students and teachers are key players.
7. Mobilize parents to get involved in the assessment of portfolios.
In e-portfolio, the digital form puts more emphasis on knowledge management and
software application. It reveals a need for students to master relevant capabilities in
dealing computer and software. Students must pay extra attention: 1) to decide e-portfolios
architecture, indexing, or ways of assembling different contents; 2) to organize all data and
place them in right locations; 3) to input all entries to computer by texts or images; 4) to
make sure that all printed materials, images, or audio files must be clear, readable, and
identifiable; and 5) to type or write in correct, concise and readable manner.
No matter constructing or assessing e-portfolio, teachers need time to instruct students
on how to choose suitable data and to record, analyze, and wrap up such data
systematically. The assessment of e-portfolio is more difficult than paper-based format.
First, it is a challenge to develop a set of generally accepted assessment criteria. Second,
teachers need to understand the assessment method of portfolio through continual training
before they can attempt to give students effective instructions for making portfolios.

1.3. What are the limitations regarding to implementing e-portfolio assessment?
The major limitation to portfolio, no matter in digital or traditional form, is related to time.
Lo [14] expressed the following views: “Portfolio includes a lot of information about
students. Teachers need to spend a lot of time to read the portfolio. When assessing the
portfolio with scores or grades, teachers need to assess the portfolio objectively, which is
a great challenge to assessment” [page 26]. Besides, there is no single method in design
and structure an e-portfolio. There are diversified formats and ways of presentation. Thus,
the prior collaboration among teachers is indispensable. Clear assessment criteria should
be given in advance as it assures mutual understanding of all criteria for success and
failure between teachers and students. Furthermore, students with poor writing skill may
be at a disadvantage for writing self-reflection. We should then provide alternative ways
for this task. As students‟ output is also influenced by the use of digital resources,
sufficient word and image processing software applications and hardware should be
installed in schools. However, the availability of such resources is always the critical
factor in determining the success or failure in e-portfolio.
Given the above background regarding e-portfolio, the discussion on its practice in
Hong Kong is still rare. This study, therefore, aims to examine the current practices of
implementing e-portfolio assessment and the perception of using such method among
school teachers in local primary schools. The findings will provide useful information for
the education community on how student learning can be facilitated via using alternative
assessment method in digital form. The following sections report the preliminary findings
which focus on the perception of teachers on the role of e-portfolio assessment in local
primary schools.

2. Method
The present study adopted a qualitative research method. Ten teachers were invited for
semi-structural interviews on voluntary base from five primary schools (two from each
school, with teaching experience ranging from seven to 27 years, working as discipline
master, curriculum leader, or vice principal in their respective schools) with experiences in
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implementing e-portfolio assessment. Semi-structured interview were carried out at the
meeting rooms in the schools for 35 to 55 min to gather responses to following four
leading questions: 1) What is your idea of e-portfolio? 2) How should schools apply
e-portfolio? 3) What problems do schools encounter during the practice? 4) What is the
role of e-portfolios in schools?
The researcher transcribed the audio interview record into text files, and used NVivo 7
for encoding and analysis, with particular emphasis on (1) the processing of e-portfolios in
school practice; (2) the challenges met by teachers during the implementation of
e-portfolios; and (3) the true role of e-portfolio in school practice. The interview
transcripts were encoded as S1_T2_1.1 (School 1_Teacher 2_Section 1.1)

3. Results
The present paper focuses on the results and discussion on the perception of the role of
e-portfolio assessment in schools among the participants. The following major themes
were clustered after a qualitative analysis process:
1. Teachers think that the e-portfolio is an instrument for students to understand their
learning progress and growth.
2. In school practice, the e-portfolio is merely a learning activity carried out within a
short period.
3. In school practice, e-portfolio is viewed as a means of piling or filling up of record
files.
4. Both teachers and students lack the time to develop high-quality e-portfolios.
5. E-portfolio serves as learning performance record for use in applying a study place in
secondary schools.
The preliminary findings reveal that the schools in this study have a tendency to piling
up record files as a means for implementing e-portfolio. The teachers and students had
mistaken e-portfolios as merely an instrument for the collection of learning materials
rather than a method for assessment. The participating schools created digital folders in the
computer system at the start of each school term, in which students were required to
upload relevant materials into the folders assigned to them. The uploading periods were
usually short and the students seldom had the chance to write reflection on the work they
have done. Teachers expressed in the interviews that they collected and assessed students‟
portfolios only at the end of each term. They did not monitor and evaluate students
learning during the school term but allowed students to fill up record files in the folders
without any screening or doing self-reflections.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
The above results show that the perception of the role of e-portfolio among the teachers in
this study is far from that being reviewed in the literature. Teachers only considered
e-portfolio as a central cabinet for “piling or filling up of record files” of students‟ work
[15, 16]. The idea of assessment for learning by e-portfolio has not been realized in the
current school practice [17]. The above findings also indicate a need for promoting the use
alternative assessment method using learning portfolio. Teachers should understand that
the aim of learning portfolio is not just to provide a convenient tool for teachers and
students for processing multimedia files and word documents but is to demonstrate the
growth of students and to develop their ability for self-reflection. E-portfolios cannot be
completed at once or in a short period of days or weeks. Creating e-portfolio requires the
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active design, guidance, and encouragement by teachers. Teachers and students should
discuss the criteria of success and failure altogether. The right to actively choose materials
for inclusion into the portfolio must be given back to students. Students should have the
opportunity to decide what to exhibit, to illustrate the reason for their selection, to write
down their self-reflection, and to exhibit their own learning growth. Based on such
preliminary results, it is doubtful to conclude that the educational purpose of e-portfolio
has been realized [17] in Hong Kong local primary schools for the research sample was
small and there was a lack of an empirical design for in-depth study. However, the current
findings may illustrate a tangible discrepancy between theory and practice on “alternative
assessment” in the education community and it is a crucial issue that deserves further
exploration.
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Abstract: In this paper, we discuss the implication of assigning students to write Wikipedia
articles in a course on motivation and learning. As part of mandatory course assignments,
students write an article about a concept that relates to the course topic. This was introduced
in a course in information science and the feedback shows that students are highly motivated
and they have learned more about the topic that they write about.
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Introduction
Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia that exists in 262 languages. In some languages,
some scientific topics are shallowly or not at all covered. For example, in the Norwegian
Wikipedia, most topics in artificial intelligence such as genetic algorithms, neural networks
and decision trees are not covered. Writing Wikipedia articles as course assignment consists
in letting students create quality-assured Wikipedia articles in Norwegian as part of their
course assignments. Course lecturers instruct students to write a Wikipedia article in their
language about a topic covered in the course. In a course about cognitive psychology, for
instance, students are given a selection of topics that are not or only shallowly covered in the
Norwegian Wikipedia, such as – at the time of writing– the terms working memory,
availability heuristic, or Capgras syndrome. The student selects one of the terms (or
proposes an own term) that is not yet covered in Wikipedia and writes an encyclopedia entry
about that topic. The lecturer then corrects the entry and proposes revisions before the
article goes online. To make sure that students are not forced to contribute to Wikipedia –
which is an encyclopedia based on voluntary contributions – uploading the article to
Wikipedia is optional.
Writing quality-assured Wikipedia articles as student assignments pursues three goals: (1)
to give students assignments that are meaningful and relevant beyond the course and thus
increase student interest in the course content; (2) similarly, the revisions by lecturers are
relevant beyond the individual student because the final text will be publicly available. This
is predicted to increase the interest of the lecturers in correcting and helping to revise the
texts; (3) finally, this scheme benefits society at large that gets quality-assured information
about academic topics. This may help increase the scientific literacy of users without
science background (see [14] for the case of continuing education) and address the scientific
base of socioscientific issues [9]. If successful and copied by others, this scheme may
provide Norway with a powerful knowledge base that is free for all. Importantly, the quality
assurance could improve the quality of scientific Wikipedia contents to a point that students
at all levels and ages could rely on it for their homework. Like the whole Wikipedia project,
it is a community of practice (see [10]) where students, together with lecturers, develop
quality-proven materials that the lecturers can give other students to read who may later
contribute articles on their own.
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1. Background
There is to our knowledge little systematic research on how assignments relevant beyond
the confines of instruction could increase student motivation and learning. This is mainly
because most assignments are thought to improve student learning, but not to benefit
society. Where there were exceptions, assessment of student motivation has not been
systematic. For example, Buckley [2] discussed a computer science course where students
solved programming problems related to problems of everyday life, such as creating a
computer-assisted device for a stroke patient in order to enable him to express via a
computer voice what he wants to communicate (he could not speak and barely write).
Although Buckley reported that delivering the device has been a highly emotional moment
for the students involved, he did not systematically assess student motivation for the whole
course so that evidence remains anecdotal. Reber [11] had students create a webpage on a
topic within language development (e.g., dyslexia) that was uploaded onto an educational
website in Switzerland. Although he did assess student motivation systematically and found
that creating a webpage was rated as more motivating than the usual activities within a
psychology course, it remained unclear whether student motivation was related to potential
benefits for the users of the pages. The positive outcomes could also be due to factors like
novelty or fascination about creating a webpage.
Despite the lack of direct evidence, there are several lines of research that allow us to predict
that writing Wikipedia articles as course assignment will be motivating and will have
positive learning outcomes. Creating a Wikipedia article is supposed to be motivating, for at
least three reasons. First, the activity of writing a Wikipedia article presumably is deemed to
be relevant. Recent research has shown that relevance is one of the most important
determinants of interest [1, 8]. Second, students can choose what topic to write about in
Wikipedia, provided that the topic has not yet been covered. Indeed, choice has been shown
to have positive consequences on motivation [6, 7 &12]. Third, beyond a sense of autonomy
through choice, students may get a sense of relatedness through the contribution to a
community, adding to the intrinsic motivation of writing a Wikipedia article (e.g., [4]). In
addition, writing a Wikipedia article is predicted to have positive learning outcomes
because active generation of information results in better learning than passive encoding
(see [13] for the classic demonstration).

2. Pilot Study
We conducted a pilot study to see what students get out of writing a Wikipedia article,
compared to a usual assignment, such as a class presentation.
2.1 Participants and procedure
We received completed questionnaires from 26 students at a Norwegian and a German
university. Of the 14 Norwegian students, 10 were first year master students in Information
Science who took advanced topics in Artificial Intelligence (nine male and one female); five
students were undergraduate students in clinical psychology who took a course in cognitive
psychology (four female and one male). The German students were master students who
attended a social cognition course (ten female and two male students). In these courses, they
were asked to write a Wikipedia article about a self-chosen topic within the topic of the
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course (Artificial Intelligence or psychology, respectively) in their native languages. After
having written the article, they were asked to reflect about such an assignment.
“Please describe in your own words how you experienced the Wikipedia-article
assignment. Discuss advantages and disadvantages of this assignment, maybe by
comparing it to other forms of assignment. Please think about this comparison on several
dimensions, such as learning, motivation, exam relevance, depth and breadth of knowledge
acquisition, relevance outside the studies, or workload.”
We analyzed the reflections from students. In addition, we assess the quality of the
Wikipedia article with regard to both correctness, with regard to both correctness, as
assessed by expert reviewers, and comprehensibility, as judged by lay reviewers
representative for the readership of Wikipedia.
2.2 Data analysis and findings
In the course assignment, the students have written nine new Wikipedia articles and
improved on four existing articles in the Artificial Intelligence course (some students edited
more than one article); seven new articles from the Norwegian psychology students (two did
not answer the questionnaire); and 11 new articles from 14 German psychology students
(some worked in groups; two students did not answer the questionnaire). The
comprehensibility and readership have been assessed and feedback was given by the
lecturer of the course. After these articles were uploaded to Wikipedia, about half of them
have been worked upon by other contributors.
In order to get a more quantitative picture of the reflections, we let two independent judges
analyze the written reflections on ten dimensions: Good task; Interest in the topic;
Motivation; Relevance for society; Relevance for the exam; Learning outcome; Breadth of
knowledge; Depth of knowledge; Difficulty; Workload.
For all dimensions, there were three degrees of scores and one option for “not mentioned”.
For the first eight dimensions, the labels were “little”, “neutral”, and “much”. For difficulty,
the labels were “very difficult”, “neutral”, and “easy”; and for workload, “much”, “neutral”,
and “little”, in order to retain the left-to-right order of negative to positive.
Interrater-agreement was relatively low, which had mainly to do with disagreement about
whether a dimension was mentioned or not. About half of the students did not reflect on
dimensions like interest, relevance for exam, breadth of knowledge, depth of knowledge,
difficulty, or workload, with higher response rate for the other dimensions, which were good
task, motivation, relevance for society, and learning outcome. However, the average scores
of the two raters were about the same, independent of whether we considered all responses
or only those where both judges agreed that they had been answered (in this case,
interrater-agreement was more than 88% on average for the most frequently mentioned
dimensions, but only 68% on average for the less mentioned dimensions). We provide the
average scores given by the two raters:
Good task
Interest in the topic
Motivation
Relevance for society
Relevance for the exam

2.98
2.79
2.85
2.80
1.98

Learning outcome
Breadth of knowledge
Depth of knowledge
Difficulty
Workload

2.70
2.40
2.53
1.91
1.81

These scores show that students found that this was a good, interesting and motivating
assignment that yielded positive learning outcomes. They were less convinced about
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breadth and depth of knowledge that was addressed by the assignment, and they were
neutral about the relevance to the exam, the difficulty and the workload, the latter compared
to other assignments.
From the reflection essay, all students think that such assignment is “good”, and most
responded that it was “interesting” or “motivating”. Some of them were so motivated that
they started writing and improving on several articles. A majority of students found the
assignment meaningful to general public. To be able to contribute to Wikipedia made them
feel that they are making important contribution to the society which gives them “extra
motivation” to make a good article. In the meantime it is “a little scary” because not only the
lecturer and fellow students can read what they have written, but also the general public.
They have to put much effort in writing the article so that the general public can read and
understand.
Other advantages of such assignment include:
 Students learned the internal structure of Wikipedia
 Students learned the social skills, knowledge and manners necessary to be accepted
in a community
“…the Wiki community, which requires some level of social skill and general
knowledge for the students in order to behave properly, in the particular manner
that the community accepts.” (student 5)
 Students learned to write articles about scientific topics for general public
“Dialog between Wikipedia editor and me was very good and it gave me motivation
to make a better and more understandable content” (student 1)
 Closely related to what they have learned in the course and they need to have a good
knowledge about the topic in order to write the article.
“The assignment to post an article on Wikipedia was very interesting and fun. I like
to believe that I got a lot out of it. I had to actually understand what I was posting to
it. Even if I was just looking at other Wikipedia pages in other languages I felt I had
to understand the algorithms and terms in order to post them to my article.” (student
11)
“I think the assignment has really enhanced my understanding of this topic, how the
algorithm should be implemented…It will help me in the oral exam to explain the
topic because I had to explain it to a third person in the assignment.” (student 1)
Three students found such assignment post higher workload than standard assignments.
Some of them found it difficult to decide on a suitable translation of the terms in English to
their native languages. One student translated from the English version to his native
language. He reported that he learned much about the topic during the translation. Another
student found the assignment extra challenging because the topics he wrote about did not
exist in the English version of the Wikipedia. He had to read many original scientific
publications.
Two students pointed out the possible problem with such kind of assignment -- it becomes
harder to repeat over time. When all topics in a course are covered with a relative high
quality article, then there is less space for improvement.

3. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we present a pilot study on motivation and learning effects of writing
Wikipedia articles as a course assignment. The feedback shows that students are highly
motivated and they have learned much about the topic that they wrote about.
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This research aims to contribute to the knowledge on the motivational and learning effects
of assignments that are relevant for contexts outside the current educational setting. Other
creations for uploading to the worldwide web, such as creating educational movies that
students upload to the online platform Youtube.com, are predicted to show the same effects:
They are supposed to increase student and teacher motivation and to benefit society at large
by providing a comprehensive knowledge base of high quality.
We are currently planning an experimental study. We will compare the Wikipedia article
assignment with a class presentation (or some other writing assignment) about different
topics. Dependent variables are motivation, interest, control, duration of rereading the
contents after the assignment, retention of the contents, and their understanding (see Reber
et al., 2009, for the measurement of some of these variables). In addition, we plan to conduct
a survey study about the experience and motivation of lecturers. One of the problems of
introducing teaching innovations is that teachers have to understand the methods and be
able to handle the problems the students’ experience. We therefore use a stepwise procedure
for assessing the role of the teachers and their motivation through formative evaluations [5].
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Abstract: Interactivity in a classroom environment is a usual concern among teachers,
where the students lack interaction with the teacher and are unresponsive to teacher-class
dialogue. The use of wireless, mobile, portable, and handheld devices are gradually
increasing across every sector of education. Such utilization of technology in the classroom
serves as a key motivator for students. This project aims in improving the learning process
by using mobile messaging to augment and create a more interactive learning environment.
Keywords: Augment Classroom Interaction, Mobile Messaging, Bluetooth, SMS.

Introduction
Decreasing classroom interaction is a growing concern among teachers. Students lack
interaction with the teacher and are unresponsive to teacher-class dialogue. This is evident
when a teacher initiates interaction, such as asking questions related to previous discussions,
expecting students to participate and engage in peer discussion activities yet none of the
students respond. Even if the students understand the question, or know the answer, most
often these students do not take part in classroom interaction. Furthermore, students tend to
be very reluctant to ask questions to the teachers or give feedback in class.
The traditional learning environment has provided universities with a cost effective
and scalable means of teaching students. However this has come at the price of making
interaction difficult and inefficient, leading to reduced student engagement, motivation and
learning. The work of Mazur [1] suggests the use of interactive pedagogies that are able to
engage students in peer discussion and activities, guided by the lecturer, can result in
effective student learning outcomes. Using interactive classroom pedagogies it is possible to
promote a more active learning environment, increase the motivation of students, inform the
work of teachers and generally enable a genuine learning community in the classroom.
Sharples [2] also suggests the application of the conversational learning theory to mobile
learning. The fundamental idea is that learning occurs through conversations and
interrogation of a subject matter between learners and teachers in an interactive classroom
environment. And due to such outcomes of conventional environment, the proponents saw a
need to augment teacher-student classroom interaction using mobile messaging.
This project aims to improve learning process by using mobile messaging to
augment and create a more interactive learning environment.
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1. Background
The use of wireless, mobile, portable, and handheld devices are gradually increasing and
diversifying across every sector of education, and across both the developed and developing
worlds [3]. Mobile learning or m-learning has attracted the interest of educators,
researchers, and companies developing learning systems and instructional materials [4].
Despite limitations in the computing, networking, and interface capabilities of mobile
phones, they are the most promising technology today for supporting classroom active
learning in the wild [5]. The use of the cell phone technology in the classroom served as a
great motivator for students. It seemed that some students could communicate with the
teacher better by texting, creating space between them rather than face-to-face contact [6].
A number of research studies were made on mobile phones as a tool to augment
teacher-student interaction. Mobile Messaging Feedback system (MMFS), a client-server
prototype system developed to promote interaction in a class via mobile phone and
Bluetooth. MMFS enables students to anonymously send questions using their mobile
phones via Bluetooth to the lecturer’s laptop. The lecturer sees the feedbacks in real time
on her laptop and she can develop the interaction further by verbally addressing the
feedbacks [7,8]. Another classroom interaction system is the TXT-2-LRN system. The
development of the TXT-2-LRN (text-to-learn) system is based on the assumption that
nowadays most students have a SMS enabled mobile phone and that they bring it to the
classroom [9]. With this opportunity, a system was developed that allows the students to
send SMS messages to the mobile phone of the teacher (which is connected to his
computer).
Although these systems exist, some issues should be considered. First, not all mobile
phones have Bluetooth functionality. Second, sending SMS message via mobile couriers for
class interaction is costly. Lastly, receiving feedback from the student is not the end of
interaction. Interactivity is a loop originating from and concluding with the student [10].

2. Methodology
The system’s basic infrastructure is shown in Figure 1. It starts with the student's mobile
phone which sends questions via SMS or Bluetooth. Connected with a mobile phone and a
Bluetooth USB dongle, the teacher's computer then receives and manages such questions.
Lastly, the teacher filters and displays fitting questions on the projector screen.

Figure 1. System Architecture
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Client and server applications were created. In order to send messages to the teacher,
a client application must be installed on the student’s mobile phone. The server application
is necessary to allow the teacher to receive and manage messages in the computer while
lecturing. While the server application is running on the computer, the projector screen will
display the lecture presentation. Messages sent by the students will only be displayed after
the teacher has filtered unrelated and inappropriate questions.

3. Results and Discussion
A mobile messaging system for augmenting classroom interaction was developed. The
system includes a client application and a server application as well. Figure 2 shows how
each module of the system interacts with each other. Bluetooth Message Receiver Module
retrieves all the messages sent by the Mobile Client Application. The Text Message
Receiver Module retrieves all the text messages sent to the SMS Gateway Server. All
retrieved messages will then be relayed to the Message Management Module which will
manage all messages and also provide functionalities like approve, delete and display. All
messages that were tagged as approved will be displayed via the Display Module on the
Extended Desktop monitor.

Figure 2. Messaging System Diagram

Figure 3. Bluetooth Message Receiver Diagram

Figure 3 shows how the Bluetooth Message Receiver works. Bluetooth enabled
phone may use the Mobile Client Application to send messages to the Server. Only the
Mobile Client Application can send message to the Server via Bluetooth. All the messages
relayed via Bluetooth will be managed and retrieved by the Bluetooth Message Receiver
Module of the Server Application.
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Figure 4. Text Message Receiver Diagram

Figure 4 shows how the Text Message Receiver works. An SMS capable phone
can send text message via SMS to the SMS Gateway Server. All messages received by the
SMS Gateway Server will then be relayed to the Text Message Receiver Module.

Figure 5. PC Mobile Server Dialog Window

Figure 5 shows the Dialog Window of the PC Mobile Server along with the
necessary interfaces. All incoming questions will be displayed in the Questions Received
Table wherein a preview of the question, the sender and remark are shown. All of the
questions received are still subject for approval by the teacher.
Clicking the Approve Button will move the highlighted question to the Approved
Questions Table. The Start Display Button pops out a window displaying the first
question. The teacher may then drag the window to the Extended Desktop so only the
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questions can be seen. The teacher can also display the highlighted question by clicking
the Display Button.

4. Conclusion and Recommendations
This project aimed in improving the learning process by using mobile messaging to
augment and create a more interactive learning environment. To create this environment, a
mobile messaging system was designed and developed. A client application, installed on
the student’s mobile phone, sends messages/questions to the teacher thru Bluetooth or
Text messaging, while a server application, installed on the teacher’s computer, receives
and manages such messages. As the server application is running on the computer, the
projector screen displays the lecture presentation. Messages sent by the students are then
displayed after the teacher has filtered the received questions.
Mobile learning has attracted the interest of educators developing learning systems
and instructional materials [3]. This project contributes to this realm of learning whereby
students communicate with the teacher instantaneously through the mobile phone
technology. This project also reinforces the existing research of Scornavacca [11] which
shows that classroom interactivity using mobile devices is preferable to traditional
interactive methods. With the ongoing developments in networking and interface
capabilities of mobile phones, mobile learning may someday be the greater support for
classroom active learning.
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Abstract: The declaration of the nation’s Vision 2020 to become a fully developed country
has demanded a major transformation of the Malaysian education system. The robust
advancement of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has commended its
integration into the education system. However, the rapid development of ICT has caused
anxiety and concerns among Malaysian teachers and thus may jeopardize the Ministry of
Education’s aim of ensuring all schools will be fully ICT-mediated by the year 2015. Visual
Art Education, as a subject that places emphasis on creativity, innovation and critical
thinking, has urged its teachers to utilize the full potential of ICT. The positive impacts
toward integrating ICT into art classrooms have been acknowledged through previous
research findings. Despite its huge potential advantages, art teachers were reported not
utilizing the full potential of ICT in the art classroom. Moreover, previous research has
revealed that art teachers used ICT without knowing its necessity towards conducting
successful art instruction. Further, to date, there is no published research on the integration
of ICT into Visual Art Education in Malaysia. Recognizing the potential of ICT integration
into art classroom, a survey was conducted to investigate the current ICT uptake among
Malaysian Visual Art Education teachers. Specifically, this study will explore the most
common types of ICT used and how it has been integrated into art classrooms. A total of 296
teachers in Selangor, a state in Malaysia, were the respondents of this study. An on-line
survey was undertaken. Finding of the study have indicated that availability and ease of
access affect ICT tools usage in the art classroom. In addition, a main usage of ICT by most
Malaysian Visual Art Education teachers was for researching information as compared to
other ICT usage in art classroom. It is envisaged that findings derived from this study will
contribute toward the understanding of the importance of ICT integration in the Visual Art
Education subject area.
Keywords: ICT, Visual Art Education, Malaysian Secondary School Teachers

Introduction
Malaysia has set a long-term vision known as the Vision 2020. This lofty vision is aiming to
mould Malaysia into a developed country through economic, political, social, spiritual,
psychological and intellectual growth [1]. Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) has been identified as one of the key foundations to facilitate achieving this vision [2].
Transformation of the national education system was implemented through reviewing the
existing curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, teaching, and learning materials [3]. However,
numerous initiatives that have been initiated since 1980s, by the Ministry of Education,
have not resulted in the successful uptake of ICT integration among Malaysian teachers.
Previous research found that teachers were not utilizing the full potential of ICT [4]. In
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addition, a contradiction exists between the attempt to integrate ICT and the appropriateness
of ICT integration into classroom situation.
As a subject that emphasizes creativity and critical thinking, Visual Art Education requires
its teachers to take full advantage of ICT potential [5]. It is believed that by integrating ICT
into art classrooms, students will be actively involved in constructing, processing,
evaluating and synthesizing their own ideas [6]. However, previous research has reported
that art teachers are not utilizing ICT to an expected level [7]. Instead of using it for
supporting creativity, most teachers were reported using it for administrative works [8].
Given the importance and consideration of various initiatives and extensive amount of
budget that by carried out by the Malaysian government, this study examined the ICT
uptake among Malaysian Visual Art Education teachers. Specifically this study sought to
explore the common type of ICT used and how it was used in the art classroom.

1. ICT Integration in Malaysian Education System
The promising and rapid development of ICT has highlighted its roles toward enriching the
teaching and learning process. Apart from being an object of instruction and disseminator of
information, ICT can act as cognitive and mind tools in assisting students to construct their
own knowledge. Moreover, ample evidences from previous research have indicated the
positive effects of ICT as time saving devices, powerful source of information, tools and
media that cater for the varying needs of students [9]. Recognizing those potentials of ICT,
the Malaysian government, through the Ministry of Education, has initiated various
initiatives to accelerate the integration of ICT into its educational system. Under the main
aim of producing technology savvy citizens, all initiatives have highlighted the capabilities
of ICT in expanding students’ knowledge, skills, creativity and innovative thinking abilities
pertaining to technology, thus useful for the next generation of the information age [10].
However, those initiatives and supports did not seem to result in the successful uptake of
ICT among Malaysian teachers. A survey by [11] has revealed that, in Kuala Lumpur and
Selangor (a state in Malaysia), Smart School teachers have only demonstrated an
intermediate level of ICT integration. In addition, research finding by [12] also revealed that
teachers had only showed a moderate level of ICT competency and many of them still
lacked ICT skills and pedagogical knowledge to integrate it into their instructional process.
An urgent intervention is needed in ensuring Ministry of Education’s aims of having all
school fully ICT-mediated by the year 2015 will be realized.

2. ICT Integration in Visual Art Education
Similar to the other subjects, Visual Art Education teachers were urged to take advantage of
ICT by creatively integrating it into art classroom. By promoting student-centred learning,
the integration of ICT in the art classroom will provide opportunities for students to
construct their own knowledge, and improve problem-solving skills [7] through a
simulation, manipulation and creative expression [6]. Similarly, researchers have
acknowledged ICT as a tool that provide opportunities among less skilful students to focus
more on enhancing their self-expression by exploring a variety of art media and techniques
[7]; [13]. These practices will train them to be more mature and creative in producing
artworks [6]. In categorizing all those purposeful uses of ICT in the art classroom, four main
functions of ICT in art classrooms, namely (1) ICT for planning and administration tools, (2)
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ICT as teaching tools, (3) ICT as an art making tools and (4) ICT as research tools have been
outline [14].
However, despite all those advantages, many researchers have revealed the low uptake of
ICT integration in the art classroom [7]. Majority of art teachers are integrating ICT without
knowing its value and necessity towards successful art instruction [8]. Moreover, research
by [7] have concluded that many art teachers are reluctant to embrace ICT into the art
classroom owing to their misconception that ICT will actually decrease students’ creativity,
artistic expression and understanding of art form.
Realizing the importance of ICT toward enriching Visual Art Education subject, this study
examined the common types and ways of ICT tools used in Malaysian art classrooms. By
answering these questions, especially in the Malaysian contexts, it is expected this study
will provide some recommendations regarding the appropriate ways to integrate ICT in
Visual Art Education to all Malaysian Visual Art Education teachers.

3. Research Questions
This study aimed to examine the current uptake of ICT by Visual Art Education teachers in
Selangor, Malaysia and how they integrated ICT in their classrooms. Two research
questions were formulated (1) what is the common ICT used by Visual Art Education
teachers in the art classroom and (2) how ICT been integrated into the art classroom.

4. Research Methodology
This study collected the data through an on-line questionnaire survey. In order to structured
data collection procedure and increase the response rate, a number of measures were
undertaken: a pre notice letter, questionnaire and survey, remainder letter and replacement
survey. Out of a possible total of 878 Visual Art Education teachers in Selangor, 296
teachers responded, giving the response rate of 33.7%.The questionnaire in this survey was
adopted from the Faculty Technology Survey. It consisted of 10 lists of ICT tools (i.e,
computer, LCD projector, digital camera and digital video); respondents were asked to
determine the most common tool that they used in the art classroom. The Cronbach’s alpha
reliability of these questions is 0.82. Further, in determining the purposeful use of ICT in the
art classroom, four basic ICT applications were applied [14]. Through a Cronbach’s alpha
reliability procedure, the reliability value of all items was 0.80. The data collected were then
analysed using descriptive statistic.

5. Research Findings and Results
5.1 Common ICT tools used by Visual Art Education Teachers
Table 1 shows the mean scores, standard deviations and percentages for each of common
ICT tools used by the Visual Art Education teachers. Specifically Visual Art Education
teachers mostly used computer, LCD projector and Internet access. The usage of printer,
scanner and digital camera in the art classroom were reported as average. However, digital
video camera, interactive whiteboard and graphic tablets were categorize as rarely used with
the entire mean score were less than 3.0.
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N
Sum
Mean Std. Deviation Percent
Statistic Statistic Statistic
Statistic
Statistic
Computer
296
1371
4.63
0.829
51.46
LCD projector
296
1315
4.44
0.854
49.36
Interactive whiteboard
296
338
1.14
0.674
12.69
Scanner
296
1052
3.55
0.874
39.49
Printer
296
1138
3.84
0.681
42.72
Digital camera
296
888
3.00
0.917
33.33
Digital video camera
296
637
2.15
1.039
23.91
Graphic tablets
296
330
1.11
0.508
12.39
Internet access
296
1183
4.00
0.734
44.41
Table 1: Mean Scores, Standard Deviations and Percentages for Each of Common ICT
Tools used by Visual Art Education Teachers

5.2 Purposeful used of ICT among Visual Art Education Teachers
The result concerning the purposeful uses of ICT were reported based on average score for
each of four categories (planning and administrative tools, teaching tool, art making tool
and research tool). Table 2 shows the mean score and standard deviation for all items in each
category. Based on the result, research tools were found as the most purposeful used of ICT
tool among Visual Art Education teachers. The use of ICT as a planning and administrative
tool was found as often. Further, the average score of art making tools was seldom while the
usage of ICT as teaching tool was reported as rarely.
N
Mean
SD
Planning and administrative
296
.5593
.10057
tools
Teaching tool
296
.3683
.08699
Art Making tool
296
.5253
.08423
Research tool
296
.6157
.08533
Table 2: Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for All Items in Each Category

6. Research Discussion
The first research question related to the most common ICT tools used by Visual Art
Education teachers in the art classroom. Results from the study indicates that computer,
LCD projector and Internet access as the most commonly used. This finding is parallel with
previous research findings [4]; [11]. Through various ICT related initiatives and major
programs in providing the necessary ICT infrastructures, those ICT tools were reported to
be the most common ICT tools that were available in schools. Continuous efforts by the
Malaysian government are likely to ensure all schools will be equipped with ICT tools. The
findings from the study also have indicated the limited usage of Visual Art Education
related ICT tools. The low uptake of those visual art related tools were influenced by art
teachers’ misconception that those ICT tools would decrease students’ creativity, artistic
expression and understanding of art form [7]; [8].
In examining the purposeful uses of ICT in the art classroom, the study found that most
teachers used ICT as a research tool. Previous researchers have highlighted the importance
of ICT as a research tool [9]. Through a wide range of sources, ICT as a research tool may
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facilitate a dynamic discussion and reflecting and sharing ideas [6]. In addition, in ensuring
the birth of technologically literate and critical thinking workforce, the Malaysian Ministry
of Education has encourage teachers to embark into research and invention projects [10]. 0
However, findings from the present study indicate that ICT usage as teaching tool was the
lowest. In was found that, art teachers are integrating ICT without knowing the value and
necessity towards successful art instruction [7]. Based upon the findings and supported by
previous researches, it is expected that Visual Art Education teachers to make a complex
adjustment and substantial rethinking of new possibilities in teaching. Teachers were urged
to explore creative and innovative uses of ICT in their art classroom teaching. In ensuring
this educational reform program to be successful, it is necessary to provide teachers with
necessary pedagogical, technical, social and cultural supports. In addition, sufficient
funding and resources are also crucial in enable art teachers to fully integrate ICT into art
classroom.
7. Conclusion
As a foothold at every levels and areas of education, ICT integration into classroom is
essential. The full support from the school administration and the Ministry of Education are
also crucial in addressing school infrastructure issues. Sufficient ICT tools for both teachers
and students usage are necessary to conduct a meaningful ICT mediated instruction. As a
form of encouragement, the readiness of ICT mediated tools will generate interest and
willingness among the Visual Art Education teachers to integrate it into their instruction
process.
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Abstract: The paper explored the potential for after-school learning using
compute-mediated-communication (CMC) tools. A survey involving 284 high school
students were conducted to study the usage of CMC tools, the motives of using CMC tools
and the relationship between self-esteem. The findings showed that students had the ability
and motivation to exploit CMC tools for after-school learning. Beside, the motives of using
CMC are closely related to self-esteem of students. Teachers are recommended to provide
more guidance and encouragement to these students for learning via CMC tools.
Keywords: Computer-Mediated-Communication, after-school learning, motives of CMC

Introduction
The rapid growth of Web technology brings much convenience in the communication
between people. In particular, the emergence of computer mediated communication (CMC)
tools such as online discussion forums, emails, and social network sites (SNS) including
blogs, microblogs accelerate the social interaction between people. CMC tools allow two or
more people to interact and share opinions, photos or videos through the Internet at different
points of time. Recently, different forms of CMC tools have been applied to teaching and
learning. For example, different pedagogies exploiting blogs and microblogs have been
developed to improve the learning performance of students [1,2]. Brady et al. shows that
education-based SNSs can be used effectively in distance education courses as a
technological tool for improved online communications among students in higher distance
education courses [3]. Dunlap and Lowenthal describe the use of Twitter to encourage
free-flowing just-in-time interactions, enhancing the social presence in online courses [4].
CMC tools become increasingly common among students, especially after normal school
hours. However, studies were conducted to illustrate that CMC tools might pose negative
effect on students‟ learning. For example, children lose the ability to pick up on nonverbal
cues when they rely only on written text [5]. Studies also showed that Facebook users
tended to spend relatively less time on study and achieve GPAs in the range of 3.0 to 3.5,
while nonusers obtain GPA in the range of 3.5 to 4.0 [6,7]. On the other hand, after-school
programs are found to be effective to improve students‟ academic achievement and
communication skill. For example, Durlak & Weissberg showed that after-school programs
could improve students‟ self-perceptions and bonding to school, their positive social
behaviors, and their school grades and level of academic achievement [8]. In light of this, it
raises the potential for adopting CMC tools as an after-school learning.
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Researches were also conducted to study the relationship between personal characteristics
and the usage of CMC [9,10]. Prior studies show that personality is one of the potential
predictors for the use of CMC [11,12]. Elliso revealed that there was a strong association
between Facebook usage and three types of social capital, namely, bridging social capital,
bonding social capital, and maintained social capital [13]. Some studies reported that some
students believed that their generation is not as good at learning as the pre-ICT generation,
although they use the Internet and other ICT for school purposes [14]. With this regard, one
of our objectives is to study the students‟ motives of using CMC tools to see w
In this paper, we aim at investigating the potential for adopting CMC tools for after-school
learning. In particular, our research questions are as follows:
- What are the motives of using CMC tools of students?
- Is there any potential for adopting CMC tools for after-school learning?
- Is there any relationship between CMC usage and self-esteem?
1. Method
This study conducted a survey investigating the CMC usage and self-esteem. It involved
284 students in Hong Kong. Among these students, 127 students are male and 157 students
are female; 177 students are junior high school students and 107 are senior high school
students. Each participated student was asked to complete a questionnaire consisting of
three sets of questions, which were adapted from related instruments. The first set of
questions of the questionnaire was related to CMC genres, which asked students to indicate
how frequency they used CMC genres in a 4-point scale ranging from 1 = “never” to 4 =
“often”.
The second set of questions was related to students‟ motives of using CMC tools. The
students were asked to indicate their level of agreement with each item in a 4-point Likert
scale from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 4 = “strongly agree”. These questions related to
students‟ motives of using CMC tools were adapted from [15]. These questions focused on
two factors of students‟ motives of using CMC tools, namely the Socio-Affective
Regulation (SAR) factor about a social or affinitive orientation toward Internet use; and the
Goods-and-Information Acquisition (GIA) factor about a utilitarian or practical orientation
toward Internet use [10,15]. In particular, the questionnaire items were as follows:
Q2.1.
Q2.2.
Q2.3.
Q2.4.
Q2.5.
Q2.6.
Q2.7.
Q2.8.
Q2.9.
Q2.10.

keep in touch with parents or teachers
keep in touch with classmates or friends
just look around
make new friends online
talk to others, share feelings
exchange information
seek others‟ recognition
escape from reality
research on academic issues
research on living issues

The next set of questions of the questionnaire was related to students‟ level of self-esteem.
The students were asked to indicate their level of agreement with each item in a 5-point
Likert scale from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly agree”. The question was adapted
from the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale [16] with reliability coefficient α of 0.73.
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TABLE I.

CMC Genre

STUDENTS‟ USE OF CMC GENRES

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

SNS

3.52%

6.34%

21.13%

69.01%

IMS

3.87%

11.27%

30.63%

54.23%

Email

3.87%

25.00%

50.70%

20.42%

BBS Forum

19.01%

31.34%

31.34%

18.31%

Online Game

39.44%

28.17%

17.25%

15.14%

Micro Blog

52.82%

23.94%

13.03%

10.21%

Blog

48.94%

33.10%

12.32%

5.63%

Chatroom

52.46%

30.28%

13.03%

4.23%

2. Results and Discussion
Table I shows students‟ use of CMC genres. There was no student who had never used any
one of the CMC tools before. As shown in the table, about 90%, 85%, and 70% of student
frequently used SNS, Instant messenger (IMS), and Email for communication respectively.
The majority of students were familiar with synchronized/asynchronized and private/public
CMC tools to communicate. This indicated that students had the ability to acquire
information and communicate with others online, leading to the potential for after-school
learning using CMC tools.
TABLE II.

Motives
Q2.1
Q2.2
Q2.3
Q2.4
Q2.5
Q2.6
Q2.7
Q2.8
Q2.9
Q2.10

STATISTICS OF STUDENTS‟ MOTIVES OF USING CMC TOOLS

Whole sample
Mean
S.D.
2.55
0.81
3.57
0.56
3.27
0.68
2.17
0.87
2.68
0.81
3.14
0.64
2.38
0.79
2.01
0.84
2.77
0.80
2.79
0.75

Junior high school
Mean
S.D.
2.49
0.82
3.59
0.59
3.33
0.65
2.24
0.86
2.71
0.81
3.13
0.67
2.43
0.79
2.09
0.85
2.72
0.83
2.73
0.74

Senior high school
Mean
S.D.
2.66
0.80
3.54
0.52
3.18
0.74
2.06
0.87
2.62
0.81
3.17
0.60
2.29
0.80
1.87
0.81
2.89
0.74
2.89
0.74

Remark 1. 1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = agree;4 = strongly agree.

Table II shows the statistics of the students‟ motives of using CMC from the whole sample,
junior high school students and senior high school students. Regarding the priority of the
motives of using CMC tools, the top five motives in descending order were Q2.2 (keep in
touch with classmates or friends), Q2.2 (just look around), Q2.6 (exchange information),
Q2.10 (research on living issues), and Q2.9 (research on academic issues). As indicated,
students mainly exploited CMC tools to communicate with peers and acquire information.
The self-esteem of the students from the whole sample, junior high school, and senior high
schools were 3.33 (S.D.: 0.59), 3.25 (S.D. 0.58), and 3.48 (S.D.: 0.59) respectively. The
self-esteem of junior high school students was significantly lower than that of senior high
school students (with p < .01). This observation was consistent with the ones reported in
[17,18]. Self-esteem declines at the early adolescence stage and then increases at the late
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adolescence stage. To study the relationship between different motives of using CMC tools
and self-esteem, we calculated the Pearson correlation between different motives of using
CMC and self-esteem. Table III shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between different
motives of using CMC tools and self-esteem. As shown in the table, self-esteem is closely
related to some of the motives of using CMC tools. This also is in line with findings that
good use of CMC tools could probably lead to higher self-esteem as suggested in [19].
Self-esteem was positively related to Q1, Q2, Q9, and Q10, and negatively related to Q8.
Students with lower self-esteem students were less likely to communicate with others and
research on academic or living issues using CMC tools. They mainly treated CMC tools as a
way to escape from reality. Self-esteem had no significant relation with any motives of
using CMC tools for junior high school students. The difference between junior high school
students and senior high school students is probably due to the fact that junior high school
students, who are at the early adolescent transition stage, are influenced by many other
factors such as personality, curiosity, enjoyment, parents and peer attachment [20,21]. On
the other hand, senior high school students, who are at the late adolescent stage, have less
guidance from parents and more social participation. Self esteem becomes a major factor for
developing social skills [22].
TABLE III.

THE PEARSON CORRELATION BETWEEN EACH INDIVIDUAL MOTIVE OF USING CMC TOOLS OF STUDENTS AND SELF-ESTEEM

Motives
Q2.1
Q2.2
Q2.3
Q2.4
Q2.5
Q2.6
Q2.7
Q2.8
Q2.9
Q2.10

Whole sample
0.23**
0.16**
-0.07
0.05
0.00
0.09
0.00
-0.20**
0.16**
0.12*

Junior high school
0.15
0.09
-0.06
0.10
0.06
0.14
-0.02
-0.14
0.07
-0.02

Senior high school
0.34**
0.32**
-0.04
0.03
-0.08
-0.02
0.09
-0.25**
0.27**
0.31**
*p < .05, **p < .01

Our study implies the need of after-school learning activities which aim at information
acquisition through CMC between students. In this regard, teachers who incorporate CMC
in after-school learning are recommended to design collaborative learning activities which
ask students to exchange information on target topics through CMC tools with classmates or
other people who can be helpful to their learning. Second, students with lower self-esteem
are less likely to employ CMC tools to obtain useful information. Therefore, teachers are
recommended to provide more guidance and encouragement to these students. Third, when
considering incorporating CMC tool in students‟ after-school learning, teachers should
consider which types of CMC can be more appropriate. From our study, social network sites
(SNS) and instant message (IM) are suitable for after-school learning because students are
familiar with these tools.
3. Conclusion
This study conducted a survey with 284 high school students to explore the potential of using
CMC tools for after-school learning. The results indicated that the students had sufficient
ability and motivation for after-school learning. Our study also showed that self-esteem was
closely related to the motives of using CMC tools. This suggested that teachers are
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recommended to provide more guidance and pay more attention to students with low
self-esteem when designing after-school learning activities.
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Abstract: This paper reports on the second phase of an ongoing project being carried out at
Edith Cowan University (ECU) in Western Australia examining ECU Education students’
ownership and use of information and communication technologies (ICT). In particular the
study gathered information concerning students’ self-perceived software skills and
frequency of use, hardware ownership and frequency of use, access to and location of
Internet use, preference for various types of online learning materials, and access and use of
university email and the Blackboard virtual learning environment. It is critical that modern
universities understand their students’ ICT capabilities in terms of hardware ownership,
software facility, and preferences in order that online course and content delivery may be
tailored to deliver effective, usable and engaging learning resources.
Keywords: E-learning, Educational technology, ICT readiness, online learning

Introduction
In 2007 the researchers undertook an online survey to try and determine the skills,
ownership and use of ICT by ECU education students [3]. This survey showed that in 2007
students were not early adopters of new technologies, nor were they making use of its
potential in their studies. In 2010 and modified but related survey was used to determine
what had changed, and it is this survey that is the subject of this paper.
ICT use by education students is of particular importance, as it is these students who form
next-generation of classroom teachers. Other research undertaken by the authors has
shown that in Western Australia at least, the vast majority of classroom teachers are not
using ICT effectively within their classrooms. Thus if student teachers are reticent to use
ICT to support their own learning the authors believe that it is unlikely that they will see it
as a tool to support the learning of others. Edith Cowan University (ECU), situated in the
metropolitan area of Perth Western Australia, is a large university with 24,241 students
(18,678 equivalent full-time student load) in 2010. These students are spread over four
campuses and about 20% of all students are international full fee paying students.
Historically, ECU has its foundations in teacher education and training and its Faculty of
Education and the Arts is the largest in Western Australia, with 7298 students (6074
equivalent full-time student load) and 268 academic staff.
Previous research has shown that whereas new teachers may be competent users of
information and communication technology (ICT), they do not necessarily utilise them in
their own classrooms [4]. It is also known that students’ own pedagogical beliefs and
values that are generated during their education (including tertiary) play an important part
in whether or not they choose to implement technology for their own students [2]. This
suggests that, if students do not have positive experiences with ICT and its applications to
education while at university, they are unlikely to employ ICT in their own teaching. We
are also mindful that web technologies (including those touted as 'web 2.0') are developing
at a rapid pace [1] and that the 'online' aspect of ICT use is likely to become of greater
importance in education in the future [5]. Additionally, and significantly, in 2011 the
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Faculty of the Education and the Arts at ECU began work on a project funded by the
Australian Department of Education, Employment, and Workplace Relations called the
Teaching Teachers for the Future (TTF) project. This project is a nationwide initiative to
ensure that “... pre-service teachers achieve and demonstrate (upon graduation)
competence in the effective and innovative use of ICT in education to improve student
learning”. The results of the current investigation into students’ ICT use and preferences
will inform the TTF project in terms of the most effective ways to engage ECU Education
students with online learning resources.
The Investigation
The investigation was undertaken via an online survey developed and delivered via
Filemaker Pro 8.5 and housed on a university web-server. Education students were
informed of the survey via a link placed on Blackboard. Data entry was via drop down
menus and radio buttons to ensure an uncluttered layout and accurate data entry. Finally, a
progress bar indicated how far participants were through the survey to encourage them to
continue through to the end. Further an iPod Nano was offered as a prize to a random
student that completed the survey. It is acknowledged that this method of recruiting
students for the survey skewed the sample towards the more ICT capable members of the
target group as they were required to use the online learning management system to access
the survey. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the sample represented the middle to
upper end of Education students in terms of ICT ability.
The survey contained the following sections: About you – demographics
 Your Skills – perceived software skills and frequency of use
 Your Stuff – hardware ownership and frequency of use
 Your Access – type of internet access, location of internet access
 Your Learning – Preferences for various formats of online materials (Word, PDF etc),
frequency of access to university email and Blackboard, frequency of saving, printing
online learning materials

In all 158 undergraduate, 3 postgraduate, and 11 unidentified students from the School of
Education completed the survey. Twenty one percent of the respondents were male and
the remainder female. This ratio of male to female students fairly accurately reflects the
actual ratio mong Education students at ECU. Overall the sample is a reasonable
representation of the ECU Education student population under examination.
The survey collected data on students’ self-perceived skill with a variety of software. The
survey was constructed such that for each piece of software a number of descriptors were
developed indicating the respondent level of skills with the software. Table 1 illustrates
two examples from the survey for Word processing and Spreadsheeting (e.g. Microsoft
Excel). The student selected the rightmost category in which they could complete all listed
skills.
Table 1: Sample from the survey where students indicated self-perceived skill level
Little

Introductory

Competent

Advanced

Word
processor

I can’t
do
much

I can print a document,
change fonts, spell check,
insert a footer and page
numbers.

I can insert images, create
tables, change Page Setup,
change margins.

I can use columns and
sections, set up styles, use
mail merge for labels or
letters.

Spreadsheets
(e.g. Excel)

I can’t
do
much

I can enter data, use Sort,
create charts [graphs] and
modify them.

I can insert some
calculations, format cells,
insert and delete rows and
columns.

I can use complex
formulae, use absolute and
relative cell references.
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As a result of this the students indicated competency in all categories excepting video
editing. Looking at the advanced category in Figure 1 the greatest self-perceived skill with
software was in email, the virtual learning environment (Blackboard), word processing,
and slideshows (e.g. Powerpoint). This is consistent with the types of software they are
most likely to be using in their Education course.
VE – Video Editing
SS - Spreadsheeting
FM – File management
IE – Image Editing
IN – Internet Browsing
DP – Digital Photography
SL – Slideshows
WP – Word Processing
VLE – Virtual Learning Environment
EM - Email

Figure 1: Student self-perceived skills with a variety of software.
In the 2007 survey students were asked to rate themselves as either very skilled, skilled,
unskilled, or very unskilled. Although a less satisfactory measure than the current
descriptor-based method the types of software that students ranked themselves as skilful in
remained approximately the same with minor changes in rankings probably due to the
variation in question technique adopted by the different surveys.

Figure 2: Software frequency of use

Figure 3: Student hardware ownership

Figure 2 illustrates the frequency of use indicated by the students for the various software
types. Interestingly the only software indicated to be used on at least a daily basis by the
majority of students was Internet browsing, email, and word processing. The survey asked
students to identify what hardware they owned, how old it was, and how frequently the
hardware was utilised. In terms of computers over 83% of students owned a laptop with
22% of these obtaining it in the last year whereas 66% owned a desktop PC with 8%
obtaining this in the last year (Figure 3). In the previous study from 2007 less than 65%
owned a laptop and just over 70% owned a desktop PC. The greatest change however
occurred in the smart phone (3G phone) area with less than 10% owning such a device in
2007 and over 65% of students indicating ownership in the current survey with over 50%
of students purchasing one in the last 2 years. This data shows a very significant move
toward mobile technologies both in terms of current ownership and purchasing pattern. It
can safely be assumed that the student population of the future will be armed with laptops
and 3G enabled mobile devices. The current study occurred too early for the trend toward
tablets such as the iPad to be observed in the statistics but this may well be an important
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factor in future surveys. Figure 4 shows the reported frequency of use of each of the
hardware types. Again the mobile devices (laptops and G3 phones) are the most frequently
used followed by desktop PCs and mp3 players. Over 70% of students responding to the
survey use a laptop at least daily.

Figure 4: Hardware frequency of use.

Figure 5: Type of Internet access

Figure 5 illustrates the variety of ways that students access the Internet. This pattern is
drastically different to the distribution from the 2007 survey with regard to both university
wireless and 3G phone access to the internet. In 2007 just over 20% indicated using
university wireless and just over 10% indicated using 3G devices to access the internet.
By 2010 this has changed to 35% accessing the internet using university wireless and over
45% indicating the use of 3G devices. Once again this indicates a huge shift toward
mobile devices for student use.

Figure 7: Frequency of saving materials.

Figure 8: Frequency of printing Materials

The authors were also interested in how frequently students access online learning
materials and this is shown in Figure 9 with the majority of students indicating fortnightly
access. This would seem to be a worrying statistic when more and more of course
materials are being presented online. This picture is worsened by the fact that many
students still print or save online learning materials (Figures 6 and 7) which suggests that
these materials are of a traditional printable form and do not require any interaction
beyond reading. This would not be the case if they were, for example, simulations or
materials that were not primarily information-based and that required interaction on the
part of the student.
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Figure 9: Frequency of accessing online learning materials.
Conclusions
Overall, the outcomes from the 2010 survey are far more positive than those obtained in
2007. Increases in technology ownership by education students have been quite dramatic
particularly the ownership of laptop computers and 3G mobile phones. Generally the
trends are in a positive direction towards students who not only own technology are
comfortable using it for the tasks of life and students are making more use of technology
in their learning.
However, the survey also reveals, as it did in 2007, another large group of students who
technology adverse. For while universities, ECU included, have steamed headlong into the
production of digital content online lessons and/or communications in a digital form it
would appear that many students still prefer printed materials (as they did in 2007),
Perhaps more worrying (for university educators in particular) is that there are a
significant group of students for whom online technologies are not being used. Those
students who rarely or never make use of their University e-mail address and/or make
little use of the University learning management system, present a particular challenge.
The authors believe that these students are unlikely to make use of technology when they
graduate, for they do not value it in their own education. Currently such students are able
to flourish at University as we are in a transition period between digital and analogue
world’s. The authors believe that as the transition closes such students’ will either decide
tertiary education is not for them or embrace the digital world.
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Abstract: A substantial programming support tool that integrates a physical object such as
a robot and educational programming language is one of useful instruments to foster not
only general problem-solving skills but creative thinking. That provides an actual
opportunity for learners to simulate the problem-solving process designed by themselves by
utilizing the physical object to modify any incorrect prior knowledge or stereotype of
problem-solving process that they may have. Such an experience is especially effective at
stirring up creative thinking that refers to steadily exploring new solutions and seeking after
a positive change of the given environ- ments. The purpose of this study was to develop a
robot-aided programming program of instruction, and robot programming education by the
program turned out to exercise a significant influence on the creative problem-solving skills
of the learners who received that education. Specifically, that had a good effect on their
divergent thinking faculty, critical/logical thinking faculty and motivational elements,
which were subfactors of creative problem-solving skills. Therefore the robot programming
education could be said to be one of good ways to improve the creative problem-solving
skills of learners.
Keywords: Robot Programming, Pico Cricket, Creative Problem-Solving Skill

Introduction
Creative problem-solving skills are mandatory for everybody in the 21st century's
information and knowledge-based society. Problem-solving skills are especially required to
find the best solution in the given circumstances, and creativity is to explore new possible
solutions to pursue better environments. Exploring ways of fostering both of
problem-solving skills and creativity at the same time is very worth doing, as the object of
modern education is to nurture competent people in response to the needs of modern society.
Algorism and programming education can be defined as the best education for the
improvement of problem-solving skills. A programming process that one designs a
significant algorism to find the best solution in the given problem situation and implements it
on the computer makes it possible for him or her to gain substantial experience about the
specific abstract concept.
However, algorism and programming education geared toward fostering problem-solving
skills calls for abstract thinking and might eventually put pressure on beginning learners who
are exposed to programming education for the first time or on young learners who don't yet
make a full cognitive development. Furthermore, the process of acquiring programming
language and its grammar is likely to impose another cognitive load on them. In the past,
programming education just focused on the use of particular programming language or
grammar rather than the process of designing and developing algorism that is the actual
process of problem solving[7].
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In recent days, studies have concentrated on the utilization of educational programming
languages such as LOGO, Squeak Etoys, Alice and Scratch in order to solve the problem
with programming learning.
Therefore this study attempted to design instructional strategies required for robot-aided
programming education for the improvement of creative problem-solving skills and to
analyze the impact of the strategies on the problem-solving skills of learners.
1. Background
1.1 Pico Cricket
Pick Cricket is an educational programming kit that is based on Papert's constructivist
educational philosophy and was produced in 2006 jointly by the MIT Media Lab's research
team, Lego and Playful Invention Company. As that involves programmable bricks, learners
are able to configure their works by utilizing the major sensors of the robot and to prepare
various programs geared toward stirring up the motion, sensing, interaction and
communication of the works.
1.2 Creative Problem-Solving Skills
Creative problem-solving skills refer to every kind of process that an individual or a group
thinks creatively to solve a certain problem or to such efforts. There are a wide variety of
factors in problem solving, which interact with one another in a complex and dynamic
manner, and the skills are defined as an ability to be useful for problem solving and produce
a unique output or solution[7]. Initially, studies of creative problem-solving skills mostly
centered around the cognitive thinking process of individuals. Lately, however, a lot of
studies have focused on what kind of environmental conditions or motivations are effective
at stimulating the display of problem-solving skills or on the interaction between the skills
and personality. In other words, it's believed that one can exert his or her creative
problem-solving skills through the interaction among diverse components involving his or
her background knowledge, cognitive ability, motivation, personality traits and related
environments[4]. It denotes that the development and improvement of creative
problem-solving skills are possible by employing successful strategies of instruction or by
creating appropriate learning environments. In particular, recent studies of the relationship
among creativity, knowledge and problem-solving skills have increasingly emphasized the
importance of individuals' domain knowledge and problem-solving skills as a means to
foster creative problem-solving skills[6]. The findings of the studies show that not only the
domain knowledge of individuals but their procedural knowledge like general
problem-solving skills and intrinsic motivation are all vital for the improvement of creative
problem-solving skills.
1.3 Robot-Aided Programming Learning
The Pico Cricket project is an extended form of such robot-aided projects. That enables
learners to make more extensive and creative works(e.g. flower, insect, portable lantern or
musical instrument) by utilizing various types of materials(e.g. textile, paper, plastic, metal
craft item or glass beads) that are more diverse than those of the LEGO bricks. And that
provides programming environments for them to get their works in control, and enables them
to design and program artistic works by integrating light, sound, music and motion. The Pico
Cricket takes full advantage of the benefit of existing robot-aided education and aims to
ignite the interest of learners in diverse ways. Namely, existing robot-aided education merely
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focuses on the performance of challenges by triggering the competition of learners as if they
played robot games. That results in failing to spark the interest of learners or satisfy their
needs, and the Pico Cricket can be called an attempt to make up for the shortcoming of
existing robot-aided education[5].
2. Instructional Design for Robot-Aided Programming Learning
A program of instruction for robot-aided programming was developed in accordance with
the following design principles to step up the development of creative problem-solving
skills:
First, a variety of open-ended, activity-theme-centered learning activities were prepared
instead of simply sticking to existing challenge-oriented practices. Learners select activity
themes that they are going to deal with by using the robot, share mutual ideas about the same
interested fields and engage in programming. This process provides an opportunity for them
to solve the given problem, to do problem finding in real life and to perform problem
representation activities.
Second, 'cooperative activity tasks' were conceived to provide intrinsic motivation to
learners, and the use of competitive activity tasks was avoided. Lately, researchers of
creativity view intrinsic task motivation as indispensable to the display of creativity[3].
According to Csikszentmihalyi's system model[1] of creativity, an individual cannot be
called a creative person if his or her creative output doesn't get recognized by others and
society.
Third, the substantial programming tasks prepared to bolster creative problem-solving skills
are ill-structured and aim at modelling of various problems in real life, which might put
excessive cognitive strain on beginning learners. Particularly, they should learn how to
configure and manipulate physical objects and how to use the programming tool to program
the physical objects, and that is likely to make them put less time and effort into creative
problem-solving process itself. In this study, several instructional strategies were devised to
lower excessive cognitive burden and extrinsic cognitive load that may be imposed on
learners. When the instructional strategies were designed, the 4CID(components
instructional design) model was utilized, which is an instructional design method to back up
complicated problem-solving process in real life.
3. Method
3.1 Hypothesis
The following hypotheses were formulated:
(1) Robot programming education by the Pico Cricket might affect creative problem-solving
skills.
(2) Robot programming education by the Pico Cricket might affect four subfactors of
creative problem-solving skills.
3.2 Subject
The subjects in this study were 40 students who were in their sixth grade in an elementary
school located in North Choongchung Province, South Korea.
3.3 Instrumentation
3.3.1

Creative Problem-Solving Inventory
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The instrument used in this study to assess creative problem-solving skills is the MI Research
Team's creative problem-solving skills inventory at the Psychology Research Center of
Seoul National University, which was based on the Korea Educational Development
Institute's study of the development of creative problem-solving skills inventory. This
instrument covered four different domains with five items each, and consisted of 20 items in
total. Each item employed a five-point scale.
Domains to be tested
Specific domain(understanding of knowledge, thinking function, understanding and mastery of technology)
Divergent thinking faculty
Critical, logical thinking faculty
motivational elements

No. of item
5
5
5
5

3.3.2 Robot-Learning Program for the Improvement of Creative Problem- Solving Skills
The robot-learning program used in this study to bolster creative problem-solving skills was
devised by combining typical materials and a programming robot, which is a new digital
technology, to inspire students to integrate arts, science, music and engineering for the
purposes of creation, invention and exploration. The preliminary validity of the program was
verified by a programming expert group, and then a pilot test was conducted to analyze its
reliability. As a result, the Cronbach alpha coefficient of the program was .732, and that was
utilized in this study since it turned out to be appropriate for judging creative
problem-solving skills.
Peri
od
1-2

Learning
theme
Art car

3-4

Birthday
cake

5-6

Compass

7-8

Painter

9-1
0

Smart car

1112
1314

Walking
robot
Dancer

Learning content

Things to be prepared

Programming-related
domain

Make a car that moves when one pushes the button and changes
direction when one claps his or her hands.
Make a cake that gets the candles to light up and snuff out
repeatedly and emits a song to celebrate birthday when one claps
his or her hands.
Make a compass that moves at a particular angle according to the
frequency of clapping.

the Pico Cricket, Lego block,
Styrofoam, colored paper, paints

Conditional statement,
statement, variables

for

the Pico Cricket, thick paper,
colored paper

Conditional statement,
statement, variable

for

the Pico Cricket, Lego block

for

Make a printer robot.

the Pico Cricket, Lego block,
paints, paper cup

Conditional statement,
statement, variable
Conditional statement,
statement, variable

Make a car that is driven according to the frequency of clapping.
One time of clapping: turn left,
Twice of clapping: turn right
Three times of clapping: go straight ahead
Four times of clapping: stop

Two sets of Pico Cricket, Lego
block

Conditional statement,
statement, variable

for

Make a walking robot

the Pico Cricket, Lego block

for

Make a dancer who turns around in a different direction when one
claps his or her hands

the Pico Cricket, Lego block, doll

Conditional statement,
statement, variable
Conditional statement,
statement, variable

for

for

3.4 Research Design and Process
The research design and process of the study are as follows:
Group
An experimental group

Pretest
O1

Experiment
X1

Posttest
O2

The experimental group took a test in creative problem-solving skills before the experiment
was conducted. After the experiment, the same test was carried out again to see whether
there would be any differences between their pretest and posttest scores. In other words, a
paired-samples t-test was conducted twice, and the experiment was implemented in 14
sessions.
4. Result
4.1 Creative Problem-Solving Skills
The paired-samples t-test was carried out two times to determine the impact of the robot
programming education by the Pico Cricket on creative problem-solving skills. Before that
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education was provided, they got a mean of 3.07, and then 3.39 after that. According to the
results of the paired-samples t-tests, the gap between their two scores was statistically
significant at the .01 level of significance. It indicated that the robot programming education
by the Pico Cricket was effective at improving creative problem-solving skills.
p<.01
Group
Pretest
Posttest

Collective averages
3.07
3.39

Standard deviation
.41
.36

t

p

=3.553

.001

4.2 Specific Domain(Knowledge, Thinking Function, Understanding and Mastery of
Technology)
The first subfactor of creative problem-solving skills is skills of specific domain(knowledge,
thinking function and understanding and mastery of technology). According to the results of
the paired-samples t-tests, they got a mean of 3.07 before the robot programming education,
and 3.20 after that. But the gap between the two was not statistically significant.
p<.001
Group
Pretest
Posttest

Collective averages
3.07
3.20

Standard deviation
.46
.47

t

p

-1.207

.235

4.3 Divergent Thinking Faculty
The second subfactor for creative problem-solving skills is divergent thinking faculty that is
an ability to conceive something unknown or new things. According to the results of the
paired-samples t-tests, they got a mean of 2.94 before the robot programming education and
3.14 after that. The gap between the two was statistically significant at the .001 level of
significance. Therefore it could be said that the robot programming education by the Pico
Cricket was effective at bolstering divergent thinking faculty.
p<.001
Group
Pretest
Posttest

Collective averages
2.94
3.14

Standard deviation
.57
.68

t

p

-1.493

.000

4.4 Critical/Logical Thinking Faculty
The third subfactor of creative problem-solving skills is critical/logical thinking faculty that
is an ability to discriminate between right and wrong. According to the results of the
paired-samples t-tests, they got a mean of 3.13 before the robot programming education and
3.81 after that. The gap between the two was statistically significant at the .001 level of
significance, and it implied that the robot programming education by the Pico Cricket was
effective at boosting critical/logical thinking faculty.
p<.01
Group
Pretest
Posttest

Collective averages
3.13
3.81

Standard deviation
.66
.53

t

p

-1.493

.000

4.5 Motivational Elements
The fourth subfactor of creative problem-solving skills is motivational elements. It refers to
whether there is what makes something happen or not, and involves target setting, inquiry
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needs, interest and efforts for the attainment of selected objects. According to the results of
the paired-samples t-test, they got a mean of 3.12 before the robot programming education
and 3.39 after that. The gap was statistically significant at the .05 level of significance, and it
could be said that the robot programming education by the Pico Cricket was effective at
strengthening the motivational elements.
p<.01
Group
Pretest
Posttest

Collective averages
3.12
3.39

Standard deviation
.43
.58

t

p

-2.084

.044

5. Conclusion
The substantial programming support tool that integrates a physical object like a robot and
educational programming language is a useful means to not only foster problem-solving
skills but further creative thinking. That enables learners to gain substantial experience in
simulating the problem-solving process designed by themselves by utilizing the physical
object, and thereby provides a chance for them to correct any incorrect prior knowledge or
stereotype of problem-solving process that they may have. This experience is effective at
stirring up their creative thinking faculty, which refers to steadily exploring new solutions
and seeking after a positive change of the given environments. But the utilization of the
educational programming language and physical object such as the robot might impose
another cognitive load on learners, and the use of new media or state-of-the-art technology as
a means of motivation might end up producing just temporary effects.
The purpose of this study was, therefore, to design instructional strategies for robot-aided
programming learning geared toward improving creative problem-solving skills and to
examine the impact of the strategies on the creative problem-solving skills of learners.
The robot programming education by the Pico Cricket could be said to have a significant
effect on the problem-solving skills of the group that received that education. Besides, that
education was evidently effective at boosting their divergent thinking faculty, critical/logical
thinking faculty and motivational elements, which were the subfactors of problem-solving
skills. The findings of the study suggested that the instructional strategies for the robot
programming learning exerted a significant influence on not only problem-solving skills,
which denoted general procedural knowledge, but all the affective elements involving
motivation.
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Abstract: This paper aims to understand how students use technology to enhance their
learning in problem-based learning environments. The research methodology is based on
both qualitative and quantitative studies. The results are based on students‟ interviews, a
survey and students‟ reflections in course-related blog posts; they show that students have
positive perceptions toward using technologies in problem-based learning environment.
Keywords: Net generation, Web application

Introduction
There are number of studies concerning the digital natives or the “Net generation” [1]. Some
researchers claim that the Net generation- they have different brain structure, different
learning practice, and different knowledge perception from the previous generation [2]. This
is because of the impact of technologies in daily life since they were born. The digital
natives or the Net generation, are argued to be a part of the creative and participatory culture
where they produce, re-mix and develop advanced-learning capabilities through their
informal use of technologies. Therefore, it has been claimed that we need to fundamentally
rethink about the entire educational system to accommodate and cater to the needs of the
digital natives or the Net generation [2]. Firstly, because of their advanced skills of using
technologies, but also because they are bored with traditional education; they want learning
environments which respond to their rich, varied and advanced use of technologies.
However, it has become increasingly clear that the notion of a homogenous group of young
people with particular traits and a general disinterest in education is somewhat misleading.
While we can find differences between generations, there are equally pronounced
differences within the generations assumed to be the Net generation. Likewise, empirical
studies seem to suggest that their use of and creativity with technology is of a more mundane
nature. Therefore, there is a need for more detailed knowledge on how students actually use
technologies within a higher education context than these metaphors can provide us with.
Students have come to study and within higher education we educate and train people to be
ready for their future profession, whether to industry, public sector or academia [3].
Nowadays, students use many kinds of technologies in their daily life including for learning
activities in both formal and informal learning contexts. As institutions or educators, we
need to provide support for students to let them use what tools they are comfortable with. It
is a challenge for student to use technologies for academic purposes. Therefore, in order to
provide better facilitate and support, we need to understand how students use technologies
to enhance their learning. To understand the particular setting in which the study took place
we will briefly present some notes on the pedagogical model of Aalborg University (the
Aalborg PBL model).
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1. Review of Literature
1.1 Problem-based learning in Aalborg University
Aalborg University has employed a PBL model since its establishment in 1974. This has
been become known as the Aalborg PBL-model and also referred to as problem oriented
project pedagogy (POPP)[4]. In POPP, the students define real-life problems, plan and
perform to achieve the projects‟ goal by themselves, but work closely with the project
supervisor who acts as a facilitator. This is where POPP differs from traditional PBL[4]
which students have to work in pre-defined problems or tasks and under control of teachers.
Students in the POPP environment do not only learn about the domain content but they
construct their learning from group by working collaboratively in their project time.
However, they rather aim at the learning outcome, not to solve the project problems.
2. Methodology
We have engaged in different types of data collection (both qualitative and quantitative) to
understand how students use technologies to support their learning. We launched an online
survey on 30th May 2011 for the entire university, as to get an overview of students‟ use of
technologies in different domains - across four faculties. We have analyzed or roughly
categorized more than a hundred blog posts (narrative analysis) which were about how
students use technologies in relation to courses and to support their problem oriented group
work. The aim of this analysis was to gain an overview and a better understanding of the
tools they use, and their attitude towards the various tool. The blog posts were written in
Danish and were translated using Google translator (also cross-read by a native Danish
speaker to avoid misinterpretations (one of the authors). We will discuss the results of the
narratives in section 4. In addition we have followed a project group from April to May
2011 to get a deeper understanding of how they use technologies in different situations. We
discuss their learning practices in section 5. In this way we have gathered data at three
different levels of scale and for different analytic purposes – across faculties (survey quantitative), within a semester (blog posts – analysis – semi-quantitative categorisation
coupled with more analytic, interpretavist readings of the posting) and an ethnographical
inspired observations and interviews with a small group of students (group work –
qualitative deeper understanding of particular uses of technology)
3. Survey result
On 30th May 2011, we had launched the survey by sending email invitations to more than
3,000 students randomly from 15,000 students in the university. After the deadline (10th
June 2011) we had got 254 completed replies. We have got replies from all 4 faculties:
Social Science 25.7%, Humanities 28.1%, Engineering and Science 41.6%, and Medicine
4.6%. Engineering and Science is the big faculty and Medicine is a new faculty. There were
80% of Danish students. However, most of the foreign students were from European
countries. The survey was divided into 4 sections: Background (gender, nationality, faculty,
number of years of PBL experienced), Mobile life style (owning mobile, Internet on mobile),
Nature of collaboration (size of working group, places to work, places to use computer
devices for working), and Tools (level of awareness to personal-acquired tools, and
institution-provided tools) but we will not discuss about mobile life style in this paper. In the
Nature of collaboration, we found that mostly students they form group with 5 members but
that is because most of them are in the early year of study and group will be smaller when
they go in the higher year. Students meet and work together at different places. Mostly
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students prefer to work at a project or meeting room at the university but it was small
number in faculty of Humanities because
they cannot provide enough project rooms for
students so the Humanities-students prefer to
work together at one of their homes. After
assigning task, they prefer to stay home to
work alone. It reflects to our interview which
found that most of students have the internet
connection at home. They can stay connected
when they work alone at home. In the last
section about tools that they acquire and the
university provides for them. We gave them a Figure 1: States of using the institution
list of tools which can be classified into 2 (AAU) provided email system
categories: personal tools and academic tools.
Personal tools are used for their personal life but they also can be adopted to be used for
academic purposes, for example, Facebook, Skype, MSN messenger, Dropbox, Twitter, and
etc. The second kind of tools is academic tools which are specially for collaboration or
academic use, for example, Google docs, Wiggio, Diigo, Prezi, and etc. The survey result
shows that students use varieties of personal tools for their academic task, for example, they
use Facebook, Skype, Dropbox for their collaboration and communication. The email
system has been used as a common communication tool within an organization. From the
interview we found that the email system is used for communication between students and
also with teachers or supervisors. We have asked the students from a survey question about
the use of the institution-provided email system. The result is shown in figure 1. It is quite
surprise that some students do not even know or they have stopped using it. They may have
some way else to get information about the classes without using the email system.
Students who are in the Net generation, they use varieties of digital tools for their personal
life. However, they do not use or know much about academic tools when they are new to
academic as their professional life. The institution expects students to use collaboration
tools to support their work. Even though, the tools have been proved and have potential to
enhance their work, but students need to be facilitated in order to adopt the tools.
4. Students’ narratives
We have collected narratives from the first semester students. We have got 133 student‟s
replies with 51 males and 82 females. They were asked to write blog about using tools for
their learning and project collaboration at the end of the semester. At the beginning of the
semester they had been introduced to a number of tools for project collaboration by the
institution, for example, Moodle and Mahara which are provided services by the university.
Apart from this institution-provided tools, they were very briefly introduced to some web
2.0 tools e.g., Evernote, Skype, Etherpad, Google services (Google docs, Google wave,
Google calendar), Doodle, and Wiggio. Students wrote in different stories under the theme
of using tools for project collaboration. We have divided attitude of each tool from each
postings into 8 categories as follows 1) Know it, 2)Tried it, 3) Like it, 4) Dislike it, 5)
Indifferent, 6) Use but not specify attitude, 7)Use or know but still confuse, and 8) Use or
know but not for this semester. From these states, we can identify the students‟ level of the
using for tool. We (2 researchers and 1 Danish researcher) read the blogs individually and
classify them into either one of the eight states for each tool, then we compared the result
and adjusted into a single table. The following is the result of the narrative analysis.
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Moodle. The institution provides Moodle service for communication, and sharing
course materials between teachers and students. There were 127 students wrote about
the use of Moodle and most of students like Moodle but anyway, there are some
comments about difficulty to navigation and accessing to information as in the quotation
„Moodle is well structured, but it is messy in the way that documents and PowerPoints are not in
one place. I think I spend more time on Moodle than it really is necessary because I often have
problems and to find the various files.‟(a female student‟s blog).









Mahara. The institution provides the Mahara service for students and teachers and
expected it to be used as a social network and to support group work. There were 128
students wrote about the Mahara service. Most of students have bad impression on the
Mahara service. They reflected it was too complicated and most of them have already
used Facebook as a social network so they did not find any need for the Mahara services.
Dropbox. The students were introduced to Dropbox to share files. It is quite successful.
Most of students wrote about using Dropbox and almost of everyone like it especially
user-friendly aspect. There was a person did not like it because his group wanted tool
which allows editing documents simultaneously then they preferred to use Google docs.
Facebook. There were 115 students who wrote about using Facebook and Almost
everyone like it. There was a person did not like Facebook because he afraid of losing
his privacy, but he prefers to use Skype which is not opened to unknown person.
Skype. There were 51 wrote about using Skype for their project work. Most of students
like it and others know it but do not use it.
Google services (includes Google docs, Google wave, Google Calendar, and Google
group). There were 94 replies about using Google services and most of students like
Google and there are 2 students dislike Google because did not see any useful for the
project.

From the narratives, we can see that institution-provided tools were highly adopted into
practice. The pressure from teachers or institutions may be the reason of the adoption.
However, if students did not find needs, they also reject to use. Personal tools which are
familiar for students also were adopted into academic activities. They learn fast to use the
tools for professional activities. Personal-acquired collaboration tools are also adopted into
their project work collaboration; they may know about the tools from institution, friends, or
other social. However, it takes sometimes for students to learn and make sure about tools
before adoption to their practice.
5. Focus group observations and interviews
We had followed a group with 5 members. They were in the second semester of the first
year. They had got project about work place communication. They decided to apply video
analysis as the main methodology for the project. They made a video clip on interview a
company-manager. They started their project from February and ended in May 2011. They
maintained 3 strategies of working namely: the group assignments, sub-group assignments,
and individual assignments. There were 2 from different city which takes 45 minutes by
train to arrive the university so face-to-face meeting every time is expensive. The faculty
cannot provide students enough project rooms. They met at university twice a week at a
meeting room, canteen or some common area which can sit and work together. Many times
they worked at home. They use tools for communication when they were at different
locations. They defined a closed-group in Facebook to discuss and keep track of the project.
They usually put assignments, schedule, feed back from the supervisor on the closed-group
Facebook. Skype was used when they need conference. Dropbox was used all the time for
file-sharing. To avoid concurrent editing, they had to maintain version of files on Dropbox.
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They were very impressive on Dropbox and Facebook for project work support. They
wanted to try new tools, for example, Zotero but they thought they did not have time to try.
Even though, they know it will benefit their working. There was a member in the group who
usually introduced new tool to the group. They need to make sure before adopting any new
tools into their working. The group has a good impression on using technologies to support
their group work. They can use different technologies in different situations and for
different purposes. However, if they know a new tool; even though, they know it is useful
for their work but they need time to learn before adopt the tool; sometimes they reject to use
the tool. In order to let students adopt a tool for their academic activities, we need to provide
facilitation. They can get help, if they are not sure about using the tool.
6. Conclusion and Discussion
The results of survey, the narratives analysis, and focus-group observation and interview
show that these students, who are claimed as the Net generation; they have good attitude on
using technologies. Technologies have become a part of their daily life. They are good in
using technologies which they use for their personal life (e.g. social network,
communication tools, and social-media sharing tools) and then they can also to some degree
adopt these tools into their professional life (e.g. document editor, reference management
tools, reflection tools, file sharing tools, conference tools, resource management and
scheduling tools). The survey result shows that student work at different location, they need
to stay connected by using technologies (e.g. social network, conference tools, and file
sharing). The narrative analysis shows that even we provide tool for students but they may
not adopt if they find any need (Mahara). On the other hand, if they find needs and it is easy
to use, they will adopt it very soon (Dropbox). The observation says even though they aware
about the useful of a tool for their professional but if it is complicated or they have no
experienced, they also reject to use. Therefore, they still need guidance to adopt more
advanced technologies into their professional. It is opened for students in Problem-based
learning environment (Aalborg PBL model) to use any tool to support their learning.
However, institution should provide facilitation for students who need on both
institution-provided and personal-acquired tools. They should be introduced into varieties
of tools with how to get facilitation then there is higher possibility that they will adopt the
tools to their professional life.
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Abstract: This paper presents a tangible programming system called Robo-Blocks. The
system consists of electronic command blocks that can be connected together to form a
program that controls the movement of a floor robot. The basis of the design is to make
programming accessible to young children. Robo-Blocks adds the ability to debug a tangible
program by allowing children to step through each instruction and observe the resulting
action. We present case studies that demonstrate how the step-by-step operation can help
children to better analyze and debug the robot’s action when the outcome is different from
their expectations.
Keywords: tangible interface, programming, debugging, robotics

Introduction
Tangible programming is an emerging field that has captured the attention of many
researchers. The premise of this area is that tangible interfaces or digital-manipulatives can
make programming more accessible to small children. Although there have been a number
of on-screen programming environments, such as Logo [2] and Scratch[5], that were
designed especially for children, programming in the traditional sense requires the ability to
map the on-screen symbolic representation to the actions it produces. This abstraction level
can be alienating to young children (and many adults as well). Tangible programming
reduces this mental gap by carrying out the programming action through the act of
manipulating tangible objects. Tangible programming is, thus, an expression method that
taps into the child’s existing experience of the physical world. This work presents a tangible
programming system called Robo-Blocks. Our main objective is to investigate how to
facilitate “debugging”: a core activity in programming that engages children in problem
solving [2]. Using Robo-Blocks, children with ages of five to eight snap together a series of
acrylic command blocks to control a robot that can move around the floor, as shown in
Figure 1. There is no need to use a computer in this process.

1. Tangible Programming
There are two main threads of tangible programming environments: implicit and explicit.
Implicit programming embeds the programming action within the target object. Topobo [4]
embraces a “record and play” paradigm by creating “kinetic memory” to each piece of a
specially designed robotic construction kit. Topobo allows children to create kinetic
structures by manipulating the physical structure itself.
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Floor Robot

Master Block

Command Blocks
Figure 1: Robo-Blocks consists of command blocks connected to a master block which
interprets the program and wirelessly sends the commands to the floor robot.
This research focuses more on explicit tangible programming, which offers a separation
between the programming logic and the programmed object. There is a set of tangible
objects or blocks that represents primitives of a computer program, which then get
translated into actions controlling a separate physical object. The Button Box [3] developed
by Radia Perlman at the MIT Logo Lab in the mid-1970s is most likely the first example of
this paradigm. The system was design to control a “floor turtle”, a robot that moves around
with a pen attached. Perlman later developed the Slot Machine [3], which was conceptually
a significant step forward from the Button Box. Instead of buttons, plastic cards were used
to represent the possible turtle actions. Children can place many cards onto racks, thus
creating a command sequence. The cards used with the Slot Machine provided a much more
concrete way for children to think about and, more importantly, alter their program. In
essence, the Slot Machine gave a way for children to become involved with “debugging”:
one of the most important cognitive activities in learning through programming.
More recent research projects that follow this path includes Tern [1], which allows children
to program a moving robot by putting together wooden blocks each representing a robot
command. A camera then interprets the block sequence and tells the robot to execute the
command sequence.
However, despite the increase research interest on tangible programming, we were surprised
to discover that very little attention has been given on further improving the debugging
process. In fact, the Slot Machine from 1976 remains the best example of how debugging
can be implemented!
2. Programming and Debugging with Robo-Blocks
The Robo Blocks system consists of acrylic boxes embedded with a custom designed
micro-controller circuit. Each block represents a command that can be used to control the
floor robot. They each have a set of magnetic connectors both on the top and bottom sides
allowing children to easily snap the blocks together creating a command chain.
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Block Name
Description
Movement Blocks
Forward
Moves the robot forward
Backward
Moves the robot backward (without changing its heading)
Left turn
Turns the robot to the left
Right turn
Turns the robot to the right
Pen commands
Pen down
Puts the pen down causing the robot to leave a trail when it moves
Pen up
Retracts the pen, preventing it from leaving any trails
Auxiliary commands
Beep
Tells the robot to beep
Table 1: A list of command blocks used in this work
The movement blocks feature a built-in screen showing a number ranging from 0 to 99.
Children can turn a knob on the side of the block to change this value. The value determines
the amount of time a movement block performs the action.
The command blocks must be attached to a master block. This master block automatically
discovers the number of blocks, the type of each block, and the sequence of the blocks. The
master block then sends the commands to the floor robot over a wireless communication
link.
The floor robot was built using Lego Bricks, except for the pen levitation control
mechanism where a custom designed mechanical structure was used. The robot’s movement
is controlled using a GoGo Board, an open robotics platform for children [6]. The GoGo
Board was selected because of its simplicity and it supports wireless communication.
Robo-Blocks allows children to debug their program through the step-by-step button on the
master block. When something goes wrong or happens unexpectedly, children can choose to
analyze the situation by executing one command at a time.
3. Evaluation

Twelve students with ages between five and eight years old participated in the evaluation
process. There were five males and seven females. None of these students had any prior
programming background. Six students worked in groups of two. Thus, a total of nine cases
were performed. Each case lasted approximately two hours.
There were two activities designed for this experiment. (A) Solving a Maze. After a brief
introduction of Robo-Blocks, students were challenged to put together a program (sequence
of blocks) that would guide the robot through a given path. The condition was that the robot
must reach the destination without touching the rim of the path. A straight line was used as
an introductory path followed by an “L” path and a slightly more difficult “U” shaped path.
(B) Turtle Geometry. This is the same activity introduced by earlier works such as the
Button Box and the Curlybot described earlier where students program a robot to draw
geometrical shapes on the floor. Students learn to use the “pen-down” and “pen-up”
command blocks that determine whether or not the robot leaves a trail as it moves. The
researcher then challenges the student to draw simple shapes such as a triangle and a square.
Data used in the analysis of this research were collected from three main sources. First, all
the cases were recorded on video. The footage was extensively used to analyze the common
themes among participants. All students were interviewed with questions that indicated how
well they understood what they were doing and how they felt about the tools they were
using. Lastly, the researchers kept a journal of each case study that reflected the important
events that were observed.
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4. Findings

4.1 Usability and Engagement
All the participating students were clearly attracted by the design and use of Robo-Blocks.
Few students were slightly intimidated initially by the robot. The hesitation disappeared
after understanding what Robo-Blocks can do. The affect of pressing the run button and
seeing the robot move was clear (see figure 2). Given that none of the students had prior
exposure to robotics, this new experience is both exciting and engaging.

Figure 2: Images of students interacting with the Robo-Blocks system
Students were able to understand the function of the dial located on the action blocks. For
example, every student was comfortable with the concept of changing the value on a
“MOVE-FORWARED” block to determine how far the robot should move. Students
understood that if they want the robot to move forward and then return back to the starting
point they need to make sure the numbers on the “MOVE-FORWARED” and the
“MOVE-BACKWARDS” blocks are equal. Thus, the concept of a “command parameter”
was simple and comprehensible.

4.2 Step-by-Step and Debugging
When a program executes, the student usually pays attention to the robot more than the
blocks. The robot action is fast and students can easily lose track of what block the robot is
running. This is when the step-by-step ability became useful. Each time the student pressed
the “Step” button, one block was executed. This controllable behavior helped students to
better synchronize their thinking with the actual program being executed.
We have also found that the ability to step through instructions can help with debugging.
This observation was clearly seen when two students were trying to draw a triangle. The
desired action was for the robot to “MOVE FORWARD”, “TURN LEFT”, “MOVE
FORWARD”, “TURN LEFT”, and “MOVE FORWARD” (See figure 4). But they
incorrectly used a “TURN RIGHT” block on the second turn. Thus, the result was a zigzag
shape instead of a triangle. At that time, once the robot started moving, the students could
not pin point which block was causing the problem. But the cause became apparent once
they stepped through the code one block at a time.
We have observed the use of step-by-step as means for slowing down the execution and/or
debugging an error in six out of the nine cases we have conducted. Students in the remaining
three cases who did not use the stepping feature preferred to rely on their observations and
the effect of replacing blocks to proceed with their work. This later group accomplished less
work than the former. Among the three groups that did not use the step-by-step function,
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two were not able to finish drawing the shapes in activity (B). On the other hand, only one of
the six cases that used step-by-step did not finish the activity.

Figure 4: The left column shows the incorrect triangle program and the zigzag result. The
right colum shows the corrected program, which was assisted by utilizing the step-by-step
feature.
5. Conclusions
This work has contributed to the field of tangible programming by demonstrating how
debugging can be designed and implemented. Robo-Blocks is a tangible programming
framework that offers a step-by-step feature to run one instruction at a time. We have
showed how students appreciate this ability and how it can play an important role in the
learning process. Thus, we believe debugging abilities should be considered seriously when
designing any tangible system for children. Other debugging concepts such as break-points
and variable watchers could be explored with more sophisticated programs.
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Abstract: This paper investigated how one’s reading habit contributes to his/her blog
adoption. A survey was conducted for understanding the relationship between individual’s
reading habit, in terms of the reading attitude and reading behavioral pattern, and the
adoption of blogs. Eighty respondents were enrolled in the study. The result suggested that
reading habit is a significant predictor to blog adoption. A subsequent analysis showed that
people with a stronger reading habit tended to become an early blog adopter. Discussions
and implications are presented in this paper. This study hopes to give insights for Instructors
on adopting blogs for educational purposes.
Keywords: Reading habit, Blog adoption, Adoption of innovations

Introduction
Weblogs (or blogs) had its current form around 1997. Since then, there has been a steadily
growing body of bloggers and blog readers around the globe. Blogs are regularly updated
web pages which include journal-like text entries, pictures as well as other multimedia
content, and hyper texts linking to other web sites.
There have been a number of studies attempting to understand what motivates people
to use blog and why. Regarding blogging as a social activity, for example, Nardi, Schiano,
Gumbrecht, and Swartz [1] found five major motivations for blogging, including
documenting one’s life, providing commentary and opinions, expressing deeply felt
emotions, articulating ideas through writing, and forming and maintaining community
forums. There could be numerous reasons for people to blog or read blogs. However,
because both blogging and reading blogs are isomorphic to conventional writing and
reading in their cognitive dimension of self-reflection [2], there should exist some intrinsic
factors which motivate one to adopt blogs. From the viewpoint of diffusion of innovations
[3], blogging and reading blogs have apparent relative advantages over conventional writing
and reading [e.g., 4], and are compatible with the cognitive aspects of writing and reading
practices [2]. Current blogging tools are user-friendly, simple to use, and have observable
results. Such qualities of blogs, may have promoted the adoption of blogs as an extension of
one’s habitual reading practices. In other words, reading blogs can be simply a result of
one’s reading habit. This article presents a preliminary finding on the effect of reading habit
on blog adoption. Relevant discussions, implications will be addressed.

1. Literature review
1.1 Blog adoption
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Adoption is “a decision to make full use of an innovation as the best course of action
available” [3, p. 21]. It contains a psychological process leading up to one’s decision to
accept an innovation [5]. Blog adoption, therefore, can be defined as one’s decision to
accept and engage in the continual use of blogs.
There have been several studies investigating why people blog. Nardi, Schiano,
Gumbrecht, and Swartz [1] conducted an ethnographical study on 23 bloggers. From
in-depth interview, they found their informants typically found blogs through other blogs
they were reading, through their friends or colleagues, or through the link included in instant
messages or web pages.
Guadagno, Okdie, and Eno [6] suggested that personality factors may contribute to the
likelihood of being a blogger and predict who blogs. They investigated how the five
measures of personality in the Big Five personality inventory [7] contribute to blogging.
Their findings suggested that people who are high in the openness to new experience and
high in neuroticism are likely to be bloggers.
Deng and Yuen [2] proposed a framework to structure three major blogging behaviors:
blog writing, reading, and commenting. As shown in Figure 1, three blogging behaviors
were considered in both the social/psychological and cognitive dimensions along the
continuum between individual and community. In this framework, writing blogs allows
self-expression of personal feelings and thoughts, which foster self-reflection. Reading
blogs allows the reader to interact with the content and connect to the community for
self-reflection and inspiration. Commenting on blogs is a way to converse with the blog
author as well as the community for reflective dialogue and social support.
From the perspective of diffusion of innovations [3], blog writing, reading, and commenting
are not only compatible with conventional writing, reading, and commenting practices in
the cognitive dimension, but also have relative advantages of social expression, social
connection, and social interaction. Because nowadays blogging tools are user-friendly, easy
to use, and with observable and modifiable outcome, the adoption of blogs should not be
difficult. As Rogers (2003) pointed out, one needs to perceive at least some of the relative
advantages of blogging and is willing to cope with the uncertainty of this new media before
he or she can make the decision of adopting it. We claimed that there is still some factor that
drove one to adopt blogs and sustained the continual usage of blogging. And one’s writing
and reading habits are the very factors from within.

Fig. 1 Deng & Yuen’s (2011) framework for the educational affordances of blogs

1.2 Reading habit and reading blogs
A habit, according to Merriam Webster dictionary, refers to “a behavior pattern
acquired by frequent repetition or physiologic exposure that shows itself in regularity or
increased facility of performance”. Reading habit, in this study, was defined by one’s
attitude toward reading [8] and his/her behavioral pattern [9] with respect to the frequency
and regularity of reading. One who has the reading habit holds positive attitude to it, and
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reads mostly for pleasure and enjoyment [10, 11]; this reading behavior is habitual, which
occurs constantly and regularly.
Liu [12] conducted a survey to understand how the burgeoning of digital media
impacts reading behaviors. He found that people spend more time on reading due to
information explosion and digital technology, and there is an increasing amount of people
developing screen-based reading. He characterized screen-based reading behaviors by
“more time on browsing and scanning, keyword spotting, one-time reading, non-linear
reading, and more selective reading; while less time is spent on in-depth reading and
concentrated reading, and sustained attention is decreasing” (p. 705).
Apart from the social/psychological aspects of blogging [2], to a reader, who keeps a
reading habit, blogging may differ from reading conventional print materials in the form the
content was structured and manifested. Therefore, the adoption of blogs can be regarded as
an inclusion of a new medium (i.e., the web) into the habitual reading practices.

2. Methodology
2.1 Questionnaire
A questionnaire was developed to survey people’s reading habit and blog adoption. Based
on earlier studies investigating students’ reading habit [10, 11, 13], both the reading habit
and blog adoption were identified and measured by people’s attitude toward them and the
behavioral pattern they own. Ten question items were developed for identifying one’s
reading habit, and nine items were used for characterizing blog adoption. Each item was
rated on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
To obtain a bigger sample size, the questionnaire was distributed in six popular social
and blog websites (including Facebook, Twitter etc.) for a month. These websites were
chosen because they contained varieties of reading materials such as journals, articles,
books, newspapers, magazines, and freelance reading materials. Reading on these websites
was most likely for personal enjoyment, satisfaction, and pleasure, but not for school work.

2.2 Participants
There were 80 respondents participated in this study. There were 68 (85%) males and 12
(15%) females. Sixty-six of them (82.5%) were older than 35 years old. Sixty respondents
(75%) were graduate students, 20 of them (25%) were undergraduates.

3. Results
3.1 The effect of reading habit on blog adoption
The measures of one’s reading habit and blog adoption were the average rating of the
associated question items. The descriptive statistics of the measures of reading habit and
blog adoption are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the measures of reading habit and blog adoption
Blog Adoption
Reading Habit

N
80
80

Mean
3.49
4.01

S.D.
.66
.65
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A simple linear regression was used, with the measure of reading habit the independent
variable and that of blog adoption the dependent variable. The result of the regression is
presented in Table 2. Reading habit is a significant predictor to the adoption of blogs (F [1,
78] = 19.81, p < .01).
Table 2. The result of simple linear regression
Model
Regression
Residual
Total

SS
7.02
27.62
34.64

df
1
78
79

MS
7.02
.35

F
19.81

Sig.
.00

3.2 Reading habit and early/late blog adoption
Rogers [3] categorized individuals into five types of adopters according to the time they
adopted an innovation. The previous analysis showed that reading habit contributes to blog
adoption. A further analysis was taken to explore if the heaviness of individual’s reading
habit may have influence on him or her to become an early or late adopter. Respondents’
reading habit was categorized into two groups – heavy and light – by their average rating on
the question items of reading habit. Those who have a mean rating above 4.0 were labeled
heavy readers, and those below 4.0 were light readers. Similarly, respondents were grouped
into early and late adopters by the year 2007. The year was so selected because it had been
10 years since 1997 when blogs have its current form, and it had been a matured tool of web
2.0 at 2007. The descriptive statistics of the grouping were presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the grouping

Reading
habit

Heavy

Light

Total

Mean
S.D.
N
Mean
S.D.
N
Mean
S.D.
N

Blog adoption
Early
3.72
.58
27
3.08
.71
11
3.53
.68
38

Late
3.85
.51
13
3.28
.65
29
3.46
.66
42

Total
3.76
.55
40
3.23
.66
40
3.49
.66
80

The heavy reader group had a significantly higher score on the measure of blog
adoption than the light reader group (F [1, 78] = 15.14, p < .01). Also, it is interesting in
Table 3 that two-thirds of heavy readers were categorized as early adopters, whereas more
than two-thirds of light readers were late adopters. A logistic regression was applied to
examine if the heaviness of reading habit influences people to become an early or late blog
adopter. The dependent variable is the grouping of blog adoption (1 for early adopter, 2 for
late adopter) and the independent variable the grouping of reading habit (1 for heavy reader,
2 for light reader). The result of the logistic regression is presented in Table 4. In Table 4,
the Exp (B) is 5.48, which is larger than 1.0, means that heavy reading habit contributes to
becoming an early blog adopter. The heaviness of reading habit is a significant predictor to
early or late blog adoption (B = 1.70, Wald = 12.08, p < .01).
Table 4. The logistic regression
Reading habit group
Constant

B
1.70
-2.43

S.E.
.49
.76

Wald
12.08
10.17

df
1
1

Sig. Exp(B)
.001
5.48
.001
.09
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The Chi-square of this model was 13.20 (p < .01), which showed that this is a significant
model for predicting blog adoption.

4

Discussions and conclusion

This study presented the theoretical framework of how one’s reading habit may have
impacts on his or her blog adoption, and reported the preliminary results on the analysis of
this hypothesis. It was shown that reading habit plays a significant role in predicting one’s
blog adoption. A further analysis was conducted on exploring the relationship between the
heaviness of one’s reading habit and the time of being early or late blog adoption. The
finding showed that heavy readers tend to be early blog adopters, and light readers late
adopters. Instructors may apply this finding for designing pedagogical meaningful learning
activities while using blogs in education. However, it is not clear what caused this
phenomenon. More studies will need to be taken to understand how reading habit, along
with other kinds of habit, may influence one to adopt blogs, or other innovative technology.
Also, it is necessary to reach a broader bloggers and blog readers to have a bigger and more
heterogeneous sample in blogging behaviors, so that how one’s habit may have influence on
the adoption of blogs can be more clear.
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Abstract: Peer Response is an approach to help each other in revision. However, such a
collaboration approach usually has to face a challenge of higher time cost for information
sharing, in particular, in a paper-and-pencil based environment. Therefore, the aim of this
study is to investigate how to implement a computer supported peer response approach at
elementary writing classes and evaluate the effects of this approach on writing
improvement. Latent semantic analysis was used to analyze the richness of vocabulary in
writing and a questionnaire was used to investigate pupil’s perception towards such a peer
response approach. We found that this approach not only enhances the communication
between student readers and writers, but also expands their length of writing and improves
the richness of vocabulary in revision. Meanwhile, it is found that both peer writers and peer
readers can benefit from this computer supported approach, such as promoting
self-reflection or increasing motivation for revision. To the end, all elementary participants
showed a stronger agreement on the perception of peer response on writing.
Keywords: elementary writing, latent semantic analysis, peer response, revising

1. Introduction
Revising plays a key element in the writing process [6]. Among various revising methods,
peer response [5] is an approach which allows peers to share efforts to enrich ideas and
clarify meaning of content in writing without increasing teachers’ workload. With this
approach, writers in advanced studies or adults, who are block in the revision process,
usually can receive different opinions from other peer readers, who are writers as well, to
improve their writing quality.
However, such collaboration usually has to face a high time cost challenge for information
sharing, especially, in a traditional paper-and-pencil environment. Therefore, it is critical to
find a solution to implement peer response activities with technology support at a low cost
to help the revision of student writing, in particular, when we note that the similar block
situation in adult writing is also found in the observation of revision of elementary student
writing.
Consequently, the aim of this study is to investigate how to implement a computer
supported peer response approach at elementary writing classes and to evaluate the effects
of such an approach on writing improvement. This study can contribute to develop a
potential model of computer supported peer response activates integrated with writing
processes at a low cost of time for elementary writing classes. By doing so, children may
benefit not only in their writing, but also in the learning of collaboration.
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2. Literature Review
A computer supported writing environment can be useful to support writing activities [7],
such as drafting and revising. However, such a useful mechanism still cannot address the
issue of low motivation in children’s revision. For example, Beal [1] examined a lot of
studies on young writers’ revision and found they were reluctant to revise their writing
unless they received strong encouragement and support from adults. Therefore, various
supportive approaches were proposed for improving revision, such as single peer feedback,
multiple-peer feedback [12] and expert feedback [8].
Among these approaches, the peer feedback approach seems a useful way to be
implemented in a writing class. For instance, Topping [12] studied the reliability, validity
and utility of self and peer assessment. His findings suggested that peer assessment
demonstrates the highest reliability and validity, among the assessment groups of self, peer,
and professional teachers. It implies peer feedback approach can also take the position of an
adult expert to support student’s revision and alleviate teachers’ workload.
Peer Response, a kind of peer feedback, advocated by Elbow [5] is widely applied for the
improvement of rewriting, such as EFL writing [10]. His approach more focused on positive
and supportive interaction among group members. A writer can receive informative points
of view from multiple channels, not just only from one teacher feedback. Due to such
collaboration, Elbow [5] indicated that peer response provides several benefits for writing,
including solving stuck thoughts, enriching ideas, and clarifying meaning of texts.
Therefore, research into improving student revision with computer supported peer feedback
approaches has mushroomed (e.g., [9]).
However, most of the subjects in previous research are students in advanced studies,
probably with better communication skills and cognitive abilities than pupils. For example,
Beal and Flavell [2] found children often overestimated the expressed meaning of their
written texts. Thus, it is unsure how elementary students will react to computer supported
peer response activities. Therefore, there is a need to enhance the comprehensibility of
written feedback. In this vein, this study investigates how to implement a computer
supported peer response approach in an elementary writing class. Meanwhile, we also
examine how this approach can affect elementary student writing in revision, and how
pupils react to such computer supported peer response activities.
3. Methodology Design
3.1 Participants
The study was conducted at a rural elementary school in Taiwan. Twenty-nine 3rd graders
from a same class were all recruited, including 14 boys and 15 girls. They had no
experiences of peer feedback before. They were required to have basic computer, Internet
skills, and Chinese typing skills. More specifically, at least their typing speed is as fast as
their hand writing speed.
3.2 Research Apparatus
The research apparatus used in this study includes: (1) a computer supported peer response
writing group system; (2) a questionnaire to identify pupils’ perception on peer response.
The following sections illustrated the writing system and questionnaire in detail.
3.2.1 Computer Supported Peer Response Writing Group System
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Figure 1. A snapshot of “writing class-small
peer response group-student writing area”
hierarchy

Figure 2. A student writing area with
several writing assignments

A computer supported peer response writing group system with a forum-based mechanism
was designed for this study. A three-level hierarchical structure was adopted for this system,
including writing class, small peer response writing group, and student writing area (Fig. 1).
This structure is similar to the organization of a real classroom: a class, several small student
groups in a class, and an individual student in each group.
3.2.2 Questionnaire
A questionnaire was designed based on a previous study of Lockhart & Ng [11] to analyze
students’ perception towards our peer response approach in revision process. It comprised
of 11 question statements, such as the preference of role playing of a giver or a receiver of
feedback, the helpfulness of peer response on student revision. All question statements used
a four-point rating scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (4) to reflect their
attitudes towards peer response.
3.3 Procedure
Based on participants’ learning abilities, they were evenly allocated into seven groups of
four or five students, and seated next to group members. This study consisted of three main
steps: Drafting (80 minutes) – Computer Supported Peer Response (80 minutes) – Revising
(40 minutes). When drafting, each student posts a new draft as an initial thread into his/her
writing area as a new writing assignment. Thus, a student area can have many writing
assignments (Fig. 2). In peer response sessions, members in a same group access their peer’s
drafts and post a response message to the initial thread (the drafting thread). At the end of
online peer responses, a 5-minute face-to-face peer response interaction is conducted at a
physical classroom to clarify the meaning of posted responses. Finally, the author posts a
revised draft thread at the end of response threads.
3.4 Data Analysis
To conduct an automatic segmentation and analysis of words/phrases in Chinese writing, a
tool [3] of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) for Chinese documents was adopted. This tool
was applied to help the quantitative analysis of revision on the amount of Chinese characters
and words, instead of using human power.
4. Result and Discussion
Only 25 students completed their whole writing assignments, which were considered in our
results. They completed seven pieces of descriptive/narrative writing in a school year. As a
preliminary analysis, we only evaluated student writing performance in assignments of #2,
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#3, and #7, based on the length of writing assignments and the richness of vocabulary. Then,
we investigated pupils’ perception on peer response in writing.
4.1 Length of Writing & Richness of Vocabulary
Table 1
Mean Length of Drafts and
Revisions (N=25)
# Writing
Mean
SD
t value
#2 Revision
364.92
195.776 3.048 **
#2 Draft
328.16
170.479
#3 Revision
333.80
226.644 2.276 *
#3 Draft
277.72
148.507
#7 Revision
562.52
252.323 3.177 **
#7 Draft
496.72
226.188
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01

Table 2
Mean Number of Words in Drafts and
Revisions (N=25)
# Writing
Mean
SD
t value
#2 Revision
76.52
30.226 1.968
#2 Draft
72.56
27.189
#3 Revision
69.56
30.103 3.237 **
#3 Draft
61.56
25.650
#7 Revision
112.92
32.275 3.987 **
#7 Draft
104.28
32.115
** p<0.01

Tables 1 and 2 present paired-sample t-test results on revisions and drafts for the analysis of
length of writing, and richness of vocabulary, respectively. The significant growth in length
indicates that our approach increases writers’ motivation and efforts in revision to express
more intended thoughts into written texts. This finding is in line with a previous study of
peer comments by Cho, Schunn, and Charney [4]. Additionally, the significant growth in
richness of vocabulary implies various peer responses may inspire students to learn more
vocabulary from high-achieving students’ writing, and have new thoughts about writing.
Therefore, the use of computer supported peer response in elementary writing can enrich the
content and ideas in writing, which are expressed in the length and richness of vocabulary.
4.2 Students’ Perception on Computer Supported Peer Response
Twenty-eight students completed the questionnaire at the end of second semester, except
one girl, who transferred to another school. In general, participants showed a high
agreement on the perception on computer supported peer response, according to the mean of
Q11 (3.46, In general, I like the peer response activities in this study). Besides, participants
also had high agreement on the following two perceptions.
Perception on role playing of givers and receivers. Means of Q2 (3.04; I like to receive
peer’s responses to my drafts) and Q3 (3.18; I like to give suggestions and feedback to my
peer’s drafts) are above the agree level. This indicates pupils, on average, are more willing
to give or receive feedback to or from peers, in contrast with their initial attitudes, such as
anxiety, anger while receiving feedback. This is essential to successfully enhance the
interaction between writers and readers in computer supported peer response activities.
Perception on helpfulness of peer response for readers and writers. Means of Q4 (3.07;
While responding, I think it is helpful to help me to discover new ideas for my own writing)
and Q5 (3.25; While responding, I think it is helpful to help me to think how to revise my own
drafts) were both above the agree level. It reveals this response approach can also help
student readers in self-reflection on their own writing even in the process of providing
feedback. This reflection includes discovering new ideas to enrich writing contents and
approaches to revise their own drafts. On the other hand, means of Q9 (3.18; I will revise my
drafts after reading received responses) and Q10 (3.32; I think the comments from peer
response is helpful to my coming revising task) imply student writers are more intending to
revise their writing after receiving peer feedback and agree that peer response is helpful in
their revision.
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5. Conclusion
This paper presents an empirical study of a computer supported approach to support small
peer response groups in elementary writing classes. This approach was integrated into an
online writing system to investigate how peer response can help students revise their drafts,
and how pupils react to this peer response approach. We found that students are willing to
express more intended thoughts into content and generate more ideas with more rich
vocabulary and more complex sentences in their writing. Findings from the questionnaire
also suggest that this approach is beneficial to both writers and readers, such as
self-reflection or motivation for revision.
However, this is a preliminary study. Further analysis needs to be undertaken to provide
more detailed information. For example, there is a need for future research to investigate the
types of feedback provided by peers. Besides, a limitation of this study is that part of this
experiment was conducted at after school club time in order not to interfere with normal
teaching tasks. When students are familiar with this approach, we will consider transferring
most of peer response activities (such as delivering, reading of writing, and giving
responses, except the oral interaction) to network as after school activities to reduce
required time in a physical classroom. Then, this computer supported peer response
approach can be integrated into elementary writing classroom settings as a regular element
in the writing process to improve pupil’s writing abilities at a low cost of time.
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Abstract: In this study, a multimedia web-based English learning (MWBEL) system is
implemented to assist undergraduate English learning as second language acquisition
(SLA). The objectives of this study are to help the MWBEL system developers and
university staffs to recognize what factors actually influence college student’s intentions to
use such a virtual learning environment. The research results indicate that students in SLA
courses hold positive motivations towards the MWBEL system and exposed a possible
benefit from its use in the long run. However, they also convey some negative opinions of
the MWBEL system, suggesting additional improvement of the relative underlying factors
of multimedia web-based English learning.
Keywords: Multimedia, second language acquisition, web-based English learning

Introduction
In today’s Internet era, the prevalence of web-based applications makes learning and
teaching through the Internet become the most popular way in education. Computer use and
Internet access can provide a flexible option for information and knowledge acquisition and
may further improve education quality. As the wide spread of web-based English learning
courses continue to impact students around the world, it is critical to gain a better
understanding of the influencing factors to improve student’s language learning. Moreover,
the integration of web-based technology with language learning has shifted the focus from
teacher-centered classroom toward learner-centered environment which empowers the
learner with the control over the lesson content and the learning process. Thus, this research
was proposed to examine the underlying factors and causal relationships in predicting
university second language acquisition (SLA) student’s intentions to use a multimedia
web-based English learning (MWBEL) system. The empirical results are expected to
proffer instrumental suggestions to improve student’s English learning performance via
multimedia web-based learning.
1. Literature review
1.1 Multimedia Web-Based English Learning (MWBEL)
A multimedia web-based English learning (MWBEL) environment integrates the use of
multimedia with web-based technologies and has become a new trend for English teaching
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and learning in Taiwan. From an integrative view, the Internet can not only integrate image,
sound, graphics and text to help students understand the course subjects, but also to integrate
the four language skills together in one piece of language learning courseware. Student’s
perceptions, belief, and attitudes regarding computer-assisted and multimedia web-based
language learning have been the concern of many studies (e.g., [1]). Since learning is part of
social activities and learning process can be highly influenced by social interactions with
others, learning activities enable students not only to cooperate with each other but also to
enhance learning efficiency through active interaction with others [5]. Understanding how
to effectively improve the interactivity is crucial for system designers and instructors to
realize why or why not a web-based learning system can be successful.
1.2 Theoretical Development
Drawing on the concepts from technology acceptance model (TAM) and social cognition
theory (SCT), this study proposed a research model and developed an instrument for
measuring student’s intentions to use this system. As Figure 1 shown in section 4, the model
hypothesizes that perceived enjoyment (PE) and system characteristics (SC) are underlying
determinants of the perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU) of the
MWBEL system; negative affect (NA) and social influence (SI) are underlying
determinants of self-efficacy (SE), while the constructs, in turn, influence behavioral
intentions to use the technology. Because TAM is used as the baseline model of this study,
the hypothesized relationships in TAM will be verified. Therefore, we proposed:

H1: Perceived Usefulness (PU) has a direct effect on Behavioral Intentions (BI) to use
the MWBEL system.

H2a: Perceived Ease of Use(PEOU) has a direct effect on Behavioral Intentions(BI) to
use the MWBEL system.

H2b: Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) has a direct effect on Perceived Usefulness (PU).
Venkatesh [12] argued that users who perceive training experience to be enjoyable are
more likely to perceive the system to be easier to use and the perceived ease of use has
positive effect on behavioral intentions to use the system. Other researchers extended the
technology acceptance model by incorporating motivation variables in order to predict the
use of web-based information system and the results indicated that enjoyment has
significant effect on usefulness and ease of use. Thus, we proposed:

H3a: Perceived Enjoyment (PE) has a direct effect on Perceived Usefulness (PU).

H3b: Perceived Enjoyment (PE) has a direct effect on Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU).
In TAM related research, system characteristics have been examined to be external
variables towards users’ acceptance of information technology through the mediation of
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Davis [3] suggested that system
characteristics can be fully mediated by TAM model on usage behavior. Igbaria et al. [7]
also confirmed in their study the effects of system characteristics on perceived usefulness
and ease of use. Hence, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H4a: System Characteristics (SC) have direct effect on Perceived usefulness (PU).

H4b: System Characteristics (SC) have direct effect on Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU).
Taylor and Todd [11] suggested that self-efficacy has significant indirect influences
on behavioral intentions. Compeau et al. [2] developed a model to test the influence of
computer self-efficacy on computer usage and the finding showed that self-efficacy has
significant positive influence on use. Ma and Liu [8] found that Internet self-efficacy has a
significant impact on behavioral intentions to use web-based electronic medical records.
Based on the previous studies, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H5: Self-Efficacy (SE) has a direct effect on Behavioral Intentions (BI) to use.
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According to TRA, the direct effect of social influence to behavior intentions is
attributed to individual’s belief about one or more important referents would think he/she
should perform certain behavior even though the behavior is not favorable. Moreover,
within the concept of SCT, self-efficacy is based on the reciprocal relationship between
cognitive and behavioral concept which can be influenced by environmental factors, such as
social pressure and peer influence. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H6a: Social Influence (SI) has a direct effect on Behavioral Intentions (BI).

H6b: Social Influence (SI) has a direct effect on Self-Efficacy (SE).
Pare and Elam [9] conducted a study regarding the adoption of personal computer and
concluded that anxiety has a negative effect for user to utilize system software. Compeau et
al. [2] tested the influence of anxiety on computer usage and the result showed that there is
no significant influence exists. However, in a web-based language learning environment
supported by multimedia language instruction system, students can benefit from the
non-threatening environment to support their learning [10]. Thus, we proposed:

H7: Negative Affect (NA) has a direct effect on Self-Efficacy (SE).
2. Methodology
2.1 Research Design and Instrument Development
A cross-sectional field survey was conducted with data collected from a
technical-vocational college. Those for perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and
behavioral intentions to use were adapted in our model from previous studies on TAM. The
construct of system characteristics was derived from the study of Davis et al. [4]. The scales
for self-efficacy were based on the prior work of Compeau et al. [2]. The construct of social
influence was adapted from Taylor and Todd [11]. The measures for perceived enjoyment
were captured using three items from prior related research, and other constructs were
derived from the actual teaching experience of researchers. An iterative personal interview
process was conducted to refine the initial questionnaire items.
2.2 Participants
This study was conducted in a well-known technology college located in the southern part
of Taiwan. The subjects for this study were students who have the experience to use the
MWBEL system. Students who enrolled in an SLA course were coded and randomly
selected from the administration affairs system of this vocational-technical college. For
each question, the respondents were asked to circle the response which best described their
level of agreement. Finally, a total of 258 out of the 283 questionnaires distributed were
collected, giving response rate of 91 percent. Fifty-five participants gave incomplete
answers and their results were dropped from the study. This left 218 sets of data for
statistical analysis, a 77 % valid return rate.
3. Data analysis and results
3.1 Measurement assessment
To ensure the phenomena captured, in this study, representing the constructs of the
conceptual framework, the validity and reliability of the instrument were assessed by PLS
method. All items have significant factor loadings above the threshold value, 0.707 [6]. All
constructs in the model exhibit good internal consistency as evidenced by their composite
reliability scores (Table 1). The composite reliability coefficients of all constructs in the
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proposed conceptual framework (Figure 1) are more than adequate, ranging from 0.89 for
the construct of social influence to 0.96 for behavioral intentions to use the MWBEL system.
To show discriminant validity, each construct square root of the AVE has to be larger than
its correlation with other factors. All constructs meet this requirement. Finally, the values
for reliability are all above the suggested minimum of 0.7 [6]. Thus, all constructs display
adequate reliability and discriminant validity (Table 2). All constructs share more variance
with their indicators than with other constructs. Thus, the convergent and discriminant
validity of all constructs in the proposed conceptual framework can be firmly assured.
Table 1. Factor analysis
Construct
Perceived enjoyment
System characteristics
Social influence
Negative affect

Item
PE1-3
SC1-6
SN1-4
NA1-4

Loading
0.94-0.95
0.84-0.87
0.82-0.87
0.81-0.84

Construct
Perceived usefulness
Perceived ease of use
Self-efficacy
Behavioral intentions

Item
PU1-5
PEOU1-5
SE1-4
BI1-3

Loading
0.84-0.89
0.80-0.87
0.88-0.90
0.92-0.96

Table 2. Inter-correlation among constructs
Construct
PU
PEOU
SC
SE
NA
PE
SI
BI

PU
0.87*
0.56
0.63
0.53
-0.20
0.68
0.50
0.65

PEOU

SC

0.85
0.64
0.75
-0.23
0.56
0.64
0.62

0.87
0.63
-0.24
0.65
0.60
0.67

Construct
SE
NA

0.89
-0.28
0.63
0.62
0.64

0.86
-0.26
-0.21
-0.27

PE

SN

BI

0.95
0.54
0.80

0.85
0.54

0.94

Composite
Reliability
0.94
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.92
0.96
0.89
0.96

*Diagonal elements are the square roots of AVE.

3.2 Test of the Structural Model
The path coefficients and explained variances for the proposed model in this study are
shown in Figure 1. Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, self-efficacy, and social
influence account for 56% of the variance explained in behavioral intentions to use the
MWBEL system. Perceived enjoyment, system characteristics, and perceived ease of use
together explain 55% of the variance in perceived usefulness, while perceived enjoyment
and system characteristics explain 45% of the variance in perceived ease of use. The
construct of self-efficacy was contributed by Social influence and negative affect with the
explained variance of 44%. Therefore, overall, the model has strong explanatory power for
the construct of “behavioral intentions to use the MWBEL system”.
4. Discussions and Conclusion
Over the past few decades, the importance of web-based instruction to SLA education in
English has increased significantly in Taiwan. The research findings suggested general
adequacy and applicability of the proposed conceptual framework in the multimedia
web-based English learning settings. In addition, this study employed a rigorous scale
development procedure to establish an instrument to weigh up student’s behavioral
intentions to use the multimedia web-based language learning system. Web-based learning
program directors, system developers and instructors can make the best of this MWBEL
system instrument for understanding of student’s inclinations and take necessary corrective
actions to improve. Besides making an overall assessment, the instrument can be adapted to
compare student’s perceptions and intentions for different web-based learning systems with
specific factors (i.e. learner interface, learning community, content, and personalization).
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The research model might also be tailored to counterpart the specific research or practical
needs of specific computer aided instruction (CAI) environment. The generality of the
results can also serve as a useful refereed basis for the comparative analyses in the future.

Figure1:Research model and PLS analysis results
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Abstract: This paper presents a review of methodologies and techniques for the design of
learning pedagogies and cognitive interfaces within a knowledge management framework.
We refer to instructional design principles for the former and to human factors engineering
for the latter. Subsequently, we propose a KM-e-learning framework which synergizes
both the design of e-learning pedagogies and the design of cognitive interfaces as parallel
processes. Our target learners are the remote Bario community in Sarawak, Malaysia. We
will help them to develop means to create, acquire, store and share knowledge in order to
improve on their English using their community’s captured knowledge to build effective
community of practice. We hope to extend this work to other remote communities.
Keywords: Human Factor Engineering, HCI, Knowledge Management, e-learning,
cognitive interface.

Introduction
Remote rural communities are starved of information and are hungry for new information from any source
that relates directly to their daily needs for their livelihood and cultural sustenance [3].The e-Bario project
has changed the life of one such community, the Bario community. The project aims to determine
opportunities for social development available from the deployment of information and communication
technologies within remote communities in the state of Sarawak and to enable the rural communities to have
equal access to ICTs, specifically the Internet. Through the e-Bario project, a community Telecentre has
been established to allow the local communities to communicate with the outside world through VSAT
satellite dishes and 6 public telephone booths. In addition, both lower secondary and primary schools have
been equipped with computer labs and the teachers and students are required to learn computer literacy
skills.
On the educational front, with the e-Bario project, learners in the Bario schools have gained access to
multimedia CDs provided by the Ministry of Education. These multimedia CDs have enriched students’
understanding, accelerated learners’ learning of the English language, broadened their knowledge towards
the use of ICT and expanded their learning horizons [3].
The e-Bario Telecentre set up through the e-Bario project has created a place, which enables online
discussions among the Kelabit communities. However, the online discussions are often in the form of e-mail
correspondences between tour guides in Bario and interested tourists. Students often use the Internet but it is
to chat using ICQ. They have yet to utilize the available Internet access for educational purposes.
Furthermore, Bario is a popular tourist destination due to the Bario community’s culture as well as the lush
flora and fauna and historical artifacts. Hence, they are developing online facilities to preserve their cultural
heritage for the development of the community’s ecotourism industry. They intend to capture and assemble
a digital library of Kelabit writings and songs [3].
In this paper I am focusing on the synchronization of e-learning system with Human Computer Interface,
HCI principles within a KM framework carrying 5 interrelated processes with distinct methodology and
techniques adopted to meet the above needs.

1. Problems addressed
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Problems addressed in this thesis are:
1. As community resources in Bario have been mobilized towards achieving the project’s goals and as
nearly all influential members of the community are aware of the aims and potential of the project, there
is now a need to capture the Bario community’s rich tacit knowledge and help them improve their
English using culture-specific problems and scenarios. Towards this end, the first research question is
two-fold. The first aspect is what knowledge is core to the remote Bario community? The second aspect
is what KMS features will be helpful in capturing this core knowledge and enhancing its development?
2. In order to encourage the Bario community to develop their own knowledge within their communities
of practice, the design and development of ICT and learning activities/materials have to be user-friendly
and relevant to the user/community. The second research question arises from the use of hierarchical
cognitive task analysis, a method fundamental to cognitive engineering, to effectively design userfriendly ICT systems. The question is, having identified the hierarchy of cognitive tasks to be carried
out, how can we design the presentation of information to create informative interfaces suitable to the
Bario community?
3. The design of instruction or instructional design aims at creating meaningful interaction. The question
is, how can we create meaningful interactions using collaborative ICT technologies and the informative
interfaces?
4. Last but not least, prior to dissemination of knowledge, there is a need to evaluate the knowledge
captured. However, considering that e-learning is implemented within a KM framework, the evaluation
should be multidisciplinary. The fourth research question is what should we look for and how should we
evaluate these?

2. KM-related work
Knowledge Management can be defined as the collection of processes that guide the creation, dissemination
and use of knowledge in an organization. In the subsequent subsections, we elaborate on these processes
and how review of prior literature has helped us to develop and refine our Knowledge Management elearning framework/model.

Phase 1: Knowledge Identification
The phase involves identifying research context, performing analysis and planning. The context here refers
to a community where the research is applied. After identifying the context, an analysis of the community
background, culture and environment will be carried out. This analysis facilitates in identifying knowledge
items to be acquired (Phase 2). The next activity is planning, which, involves determining the benefits,
requirements, objectives and budget to be implemented in the study.
Objective:
Discipline:
Evaluation methods/
Criteria:

To identify the target communities needs, cultures, background.
Human Factors Engineering [4]
Human-computer interface design is not to be viewed as peripheral to the primary
concerns of software engineering. Instead, a user-centered, or practice-centered,
system design approach is embraced in which the questions that drive design
include the following:
 What are the goals and constraints in the application domain?
 What range of tasks do domain practitioners perform?
 What strategies do they use to perform these tasks today?
 What factors contribute to task complexity?
 What tools can be provided to facilitate the work of domain practitioners
and achieve their goals more effectively?
 What are the goals and constraints in the application domain?

Phase 2: Knowledge Acquisition
Members of the community create their own knowledge through interactions and this traditional knowledge
is mostly stored in their minds (tacit knowledge). Thus, in this phase, the existing knowledge is acquired
from the target community. Interviews and surveys will be carried out to collect data and it will be stored in
a database for the purpose of the e-Learning content. This data may include the names of animals, plants,
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fish and others that are commonly found within the community’s environment.
Objective:
Methodology
Evaluation
methods/
Criteria

Methodology
Evaluation
methods/
Criteria
Reference 1:
Evaluation
methods/
Criteria

Reference 2:
Evaluation
methods/
Criteria

To integrate the design of learning pedagogy with HCI’s cognitive principles
Merrill’s First Principles of Instruction
1. Problems /task centered
2. Activation
3. Demonstration
4. Application
5. Integration
HCI components from ACM
• HCI. Human factors
• HCI. Human-Centered Evaluation
Zhang et al (2010) [6]
 Psychological theory and learning theory- from Gagne’s
HCI and animation have added to influence the following three stages: acquire attention,
stimulate the recall of prior learning by using pop-up window and hyperlinks, and present
the stimulus content and to lead the change of the learner’s internal cognitive learning
process and mental model.
A set of 17 subjective and objective questions has been used to test the subjects’
knowledge and then the tests were scored to measure the quality of subjects’ mental
models. The findings have proven that HCI and animation features of e-learning have
positive influence on learners’ cognitive perception and structuring psychological process
of learning by comparing a traditional web design course and an e-learning web design
course
Belisle et al (1997)[1]
All User/learner needs and technological advances were studied and matched, in order to
produce a contextualized browser, integrating specific functionalities that provide learners
with ‘cognitive tools’ to develop navigation competencies.
The main steps of this software design process:
a) understanding the operational context : domain, users, tasks and goals;
b) investigating the cognitive processes involved in Web navigation and relating these
processes to functionalities in the NESTOR browser;
c) integrating cognitive and software engineering into a coherent model of the system;
d) implementing a first prototype and evaluating usability.
Pre-experiment and post-experiment questionnaires were filled out by both teachers and
learners in order to assess computer literacy, previous experience, ease of use.
Results show that the graphical map was heavily used (both as a production tool by
teachers and as an access tool by learners) while the annotation system had some usability
problems and the concept-map was only slightly used. Learners can attach annotations in
the NESTOR to every visited document. The Annotations contain a free text, an HTML
document and an icon. It facilitates cognitive tracing and also facilitates the establishment
of landmarks (icons) and routes (individual pathways) and thus the development of
navigation abilities. However, both annotation and concept-mapping tasks are demanding
and should be evaluated in the course of long-term use.

Phase 3: Knowledge Organization
This phase involves categorizing and storing collected data. Data needs to be filtered based on identified
subject areas. It is done to ensure accessibility and to ease the process in developing the course content.
Once filtered, the classified data is stored in a database.
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Phase 4: Knowledge Dissemination
After organizing and storing data, the next process is sharing the knowledge. Data is retrieved to develop the
course content. In this phase, appropriate learning theories such as constructivism can be applied to design
learning modules. The learning modules are built upon information that has been acquired, using English as
the medium of instruction. Hence, modules are designed to not only share local knowledge but also to
provide skills in writing and speaking in English. Besides that, instructions are designed based on an existing
instruction design method, which is the Merrill’s first principle of instructions. There are five major phases
in this instructional design model and namely; identify problems/tasks, construct instructional analysis by
activating the problems and develop formative evaluation and use the knowledge in real world after gone
through observation from demonstration and apply it by the users themselves . Each of these phases has its
own purpose in ensuring proper delivery of instruction to learners. A suitable e-Learning platform is then
chosen to accommodate all learning modules which have been designed earlier. It is customized to provide
learners an environment that will assist in their learning.
A comparative study is done to measure local knowledge competency and English language proficiency of
the target learners. Two tests are performed, which are, pre-test and post-test. Pre-test is carried out before
the e-Learning system is deployed in the community while post-test will be carried out at the end.

Phase 5: Knowledge Adaptation
The final phase is the implementation of the e-Learning system to the target community. Getting to know the
community to identify their learning needs are important before implementing the learning programme. This
is to ensure full participation from the community and as well as to achieve the learning objectives. Level of
IT skill among the community members will be measured to check whether an IT skill training session
should be done first to improve their skill. Other challenges will also be identified to assist in the knowledge
process.

3. KM-e-learning framework
Our Knowledge Management-e-learning framework/model is as illustrated in Fig. 1 below.

Figure 1: Proposed framework for culture-specific KM e-learning development
Based on the above literature review in our study, we will design MOODLE, an open source LMS with the
following features corresponding to our KM-e-learning framework:
Component
Target
Community:
Culture,
Background

Course
Content

Features
Human
Factors
Engineering

Objectives
 To identify what knowledge is
significant to the local
communities in helping them
to learn English Language,
ICT and to promote tourism.
 To identify how to acquire and
capture knowledge from the
local communities, i.e. how to
motivate the community to
contribute to the KM system.
 To identify how to organize
knowledge in a taxonomy

Criteria
To develop culture-specific learning
materials in Modules/level of difficultyto avoid overloading learners cognitive
capacity

Provide Hierarchical concept map at
the notice board- to direct the learner to
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relevant and acceptable to the
local communities.
Instructional
Design and
learning
activities

Merrill’s’
First
Principle of
Instruction

 To identify how to disseminate
information to as wide a
community as possible in a
user-friendly manner.

Technology
and
Sustaining
System

Moodleopen source
LMS

To implement a domain specific
application by encouraging
knowledge sharing through web
based applications and evaluates
its effectiveness in increasing
knowledge
dissemination/transfer.

navigate the learning materials-user
friendly and to create self-regulated
learning environment.
Flexible array of course activities Forums, Quizzes, Glossaries,
Resources, Choices, Surveys,
Assignments, Chats, Workshops such
as interactive activities in Kelabit
language- through CoP concept
Incorporate feedback in the domain
specific application from heuristic
evaluation and cognitive principles.

4. Conclusion
The implementation of e-learning as a tool to help and enhance the process of learning based on the unique
circumstances of the environment in Bario will bridge the gaps between rural and urban areas. It is very
significant that e-learning will give hope and empowerment and stimulate innovation among those low
income Bario who lack opportunity and consequently lack hope for the future. With the provision of elearning, the Bario communities will be able to share the benefits that the people in urban areas or the world
enjoy. Moreover, with knowledge gained through e-learning, great ideas will be stimulated and this may
upgrade their standard of living. In addition, with the presence of e-learning, the Bario communities will be
no longer isolated from the rest of the world.
Consequently, the provision of e-learning will give Bario communities more hope, motivation and freedom
to move forward in life instead of live for the day and try to make ends meet. We hope that this KM elearning framework will eventually be adapted to other remote communities.

5. Research Implication
To achieve the KM e-learning framework with the Matrix methods, the paper proposes to combine the
learning from examples concepts with the hint-based feature recognition approaches. The method applies
knowledge acquisition techniques for generating knowledge hints automatically. Hints are extracted from
the knowledge base for every problem statement in a given taxonomy. In particular, the method includes two
main processing stages, learning and knowledge hint recognition. During the learning stage and knowledge
stage, hints are extracted from knowledge base. Then, these hints base are utilized in the problem solving
stage to improve their ICT skills.
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Abstract: Learning technologies viewed as learning tools, such as smart phones or
netbooks, are increasingly applied to support classroom language learning for teachers and
students to conduct a more effective and appealing activity. Recent studies indicated that
writing anxiety is a widespread phenomenon in classrooms, especially in Taiwan, and the
attitude towards writing critically affects the motivation and performance in a writing task.
How to make students engage in their writing and how to encourage students to write more
without fear are issues to be concerned. In this study, a computer-supported reading-writing
learning system was implemented to support the proposed “2Rs” learning
framework—freewriting conjoined with theme-based reading— in a one-to-one digital
classroom. This study also conducted an empirical evaluation and the results showed that
“2Rs” learning could significantly improved participants’ attitudes to the interest in
composition, the confidence in writing competency and idea generation, and the sense of
writing ownership. Such results suggest that “2Rs” learning in one-to-one environment may
be a potential avenue for motivating students to read more, think more and write more in the
language arts learning activity.
Keywords: reading-writing, writing attitude, writing idea generation, one-to-one

Introduction
In recent decades, the foci of writing instruction approaches have been shifted from the
views of behaviorism to cognitive or socio-cultural perspectives [10][17]. An affective
factor, an influential element, affects all phases of the writing process [16]. For example,
regarded as an affective factor, students’ attitude toward writing was found critically
affecting their motivation and performance in a writing task [11]. Writing attitude is highly
related to writing achievement [1]. Nevertheless, when we look first at the problem with the
students’ writing, writing apprehension or writing anxiety is a widespread phenomenon in
students writing [5]. In particular, apprehensive writers would try to avoid both writing tasks
and instruction and, as a result, do not have sufficient practice to develop as proficient
writers [7]. The students who have high level of anxiety on writing tasks will reflect in their
attitude and behavior toward writing as well as in their written artifacts [12]. The writing
attitude seems to be concerned in priority for teaching composition.
Writing might be viewed as complex problem solving processes. Most language learners at
all levels believe that writing is one of the most difficult language skills to master [15].
Rohman (1965) [18] divided writing into three stages, including Pre-Writing, Writing, and
Re-Writing. Among these writing stages, the pre-writing has been recognized as relevant to
successful writing at the beginning, especially for those novice or struggling writers [2].
Within the area of pre-writing study, freewriting has emerged as one of the most effective
pre-writing skill [13]. Students just write down whatever comes to mind without regard to
spelling, grammar, etc., and make no corrections. The major principle of freewriting is
nonstop writing without editing or looking back [6]. The way of freewriting will make
writing less blocked and help students past the barriers of beginning to write, and then
makes them confident in that they have something worthwhile to say as well as promoting
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their motivation and attitude toward writing. Fishman (1997) [8] finds that freewriting is an
effective way for students to get started, an opportunity to discover they do have topics they
care about.
On the other hand, reading and writing are complementary and constructive processes.
Many researchers have viewed reading and writing as more connected relationship. It is
believed that both reading and writing rely on a common base of knowledge [9]. When it
comes to the connection of reading and writing, students as readers can gain considerable
prior knowledge or experiences from text for their subsequent writing as well as the
audience awareness can be evoked to help writers to anticipate miscommunication or
confusion and, thus, to write better. Meanwhile, students who were excused from writing
assignments but engaged in extensive reading still evidenced large gains in writing ability
[4]. Moreover, even at the prewriting stage, reading paired with prewriting before
composing was evidenced to be the most effective prewriting instructional strategy on
students’ compositions [2]. The integration of reading and writing in instruction is able to
bring great benefits to students, having better reading comprehension and writing fluency.
To address the aforementioned issue, there are two main research questions: (a) how is the
effect of the “2Rs” learning system toward students’ writing attitude? (b) how does the
“2Rs” learning system affect students’ writing performance, especially in ideas generation
at prewriting?
1. “2Rs” Learning framework and learning scenario
This study is one part of One-to-One Digital Classroom Project in Taiwan. The term
“one-to-one” means that each student has one or more than one mobile learning device to
support or enhance a student’s learning [3]. In addition, under this project, a student can use
a lightweight notebook to learn not only language art but also mathematics in and out of
school. However, the domain subject of this study is dealing with Chinese composition,
especially emphasizing on a student’s affective aspect and writing ideas generation at
prewriting. There was a pilot study and we designed and implemented the
computer-supported learning system to support a freewriting activity in a digital classroom
[14]. We believed that the way of extensive reading and writing—considerable input and
ouput—would play a critical role in language art learning and effectively increase a
student’s language ability. In this study, in order to stimulate a student’s writing idea and
abundantly supply background knowledge, we conducted the further investigation and
organized seven themes for compositions and each theme had two or three subtopics for
students to freewrite ideas down as well as four relative articles corresponding to each
freewriting subtopic are arranged for students to read. Furthermore, they can acquire new
vocabularies by the vocabulary explanation function, which shows the phonic, meaning,
and usage example of the vocabulary. After inspiration and input from reading, students can
easily jot down whatever comes to mind at the time. The major requirement is that students
never stop writing lasting for ten to fifteen minutes. In such a time, students are engaged in
freewriting and are productive.
2. Method
2.1 Participants
Participants were 29 pupils at third grade of a primary school in Taiwan. All students were
all native speakers of Chinese and were in the same classroom. At the beginning of the
school year, the class was newly assembled in a normal distribution from all third grade
students. All children were assigned netbooks as their learning devices to conduct
one-to-one digital classroom project. The school was viewed as a rural school district and
most of the children came from working class families. The experiments were conducted
twice a week for two semesters and each time lasted about forty minutes in one class. At the
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beginning, we also held a Chinese typing training program around two months in order to
make sure that all participants can type Chinese characters fluently and their thoughts won’t
be blocked due to typing input. At the end of training program, participants’ Chinese typing
speed on the average is 17.9 characters per minute higher than 12.3 characters for
hand-write speed.
2.2 Satisfaction towards the computer-supported “2Rs” learning experience
The satisfaction questionnaire was designed in four-point scale format to assess the level of
learning satisfaction and motivation of “2Rs” learning experience. Twenty-eight copies
were validated in the survey. Table 1 shows the results of the students’ responses to the
questionnaire. Analysis with one-sample t-test, using 2.5 as the expected mean, found that
all items were statistically significant at the 0.05 level (p<.05).
Table1. The results of the questionnaire towards the “2Rs” learning experience
Item (N=28)
1. After theme-based reading, it can stimulate me more writing ideas in
freewriting.
2. In theme-based reading session, the explanation of vocabulary prompted by
the system can help me quick understand the difficult words in the articles.
3. In theme-based reading session, I often use vocabulary prompt function to
acquire new vocabularies.
4. I always follow the strategy of freewriting to write down my ideas.
5. I feel more confident in writing through the way of freewriting.
6. I feel less fear about composition through the way of freewriting.
7. In freewriting session, no matter how hard I try, I still don't know what to
writing down. (Reverse item)
8. In freewriting session, I have quite a lot of ideas which cannot write down in
time due to my slow typing speed. (Reverse item)
9. In freewriting session,I get a great sense of accomplishment when I write
more ideas in words.
10. It is much easier to write in a way of freewriting paired with reading than of
directly composing an essay.
11. After two semesters of "2Rs" learning, I feel more interested in composition.
#
1 = Strongly disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Agree; 4 = Strongly Agree

Mean#

SD

3.36

0.78

5.8

0.000

3.43

0.57

8.6

0.000

2.96

0.88

2.8

0.010

3.39
3.39
3.00
2.04

0.57
0.74
0.86
1.00

8.3
6.4
3.1
-2.5

0.000
0.000
0.005
0.021

1.96

1.14

-2.5

0.019

3.39

0.79

6.0

0.000

3.39

0.69

6.9

0.000

3.07

0.94

3.2

0.003

t-value p-value

From the function of system feasible aspect, although only 67.9% of the students agreed that
they often use the vocabulary prompt function to acquire new words, more than 95% of the
students rated positively and stated that the explanation of vocabulary prompted by the
system can really assist them to overcome the difficult words in the articles immediately. In
addition, 96.4% of the students gave high positive responses, in terms of freewriting, to
reveal that they appreciate the strategy of freewriting, which makes them fear less about
composition as well as become more confident in writing. Moreover, when students success
in writing ideas generation, they will get a great sense of accomplishment. 82.1% of the
students indicated that reading can really stimulate them to write down more ideas during
freewriting session. Namely, it shows that reading can benefit writing ideas generation. On
the other hand, 75% of the students also showed that typing speed would not affect their
writing ideas output because of two months of Chinese typing training. Most important, in
regards to “2Rs” learning, 89.3% of the students expressed that freewriting conjoined with
theme-based reading pedagogy makes composition much easier than usual in school and
consequently students become more interested in composition. On the whole, students gave
high appreciation to the proposed “2Rs” learning activity design which can lower writing
barriers to lead successful writing and positively affect student’s attitude toward writing.
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2.3 Writing ideas analysis of freewriting
In order to realize students’ performance in freewriting, we tried to analyze their writing
ideas of freewriting. Figure 1 shows the results of writing ideas analysis. Each line segment
means one theme of a composition including two or three relative subtopics (e.g., T01 and
T02, T07, T08 and T09) and there are 16 freewriting subtopics for seven compositions.
Ideas of students’ freewritings were coded by two Chinese language experts. An idea of
writing is defined as a proposition that can clearly convey information and meaning of
though. When a student writes a sentence involving different characters, events, time,
spaces, etc., we will calculate it as different writing ideas. One third of total samples (six
subtopics of freewritings) were coded by one expert, and another, meanwhile, coded all
freewritings. The Spearman correlation was conducted to validate consistency and the
correlation coefficient turned out to be a very high .97 (r=.970, p < .01).

Figure 1. The results of writing ideas analysis of freewriting
As shown in Fig. 1, we found that the number of ideas on average, overall, is from 7.0 to
15.6, and most of the line segments go up except the lines of theme #1 (T01, T02) and theme
#4 (T07, T08, T09). The finding shows that students can gradually produce more ideas
through the proposed “2Rs” learning as the experiment progresses. In other words, the
theme-based reading can stimulate students to think more and recall much experience as
well as freewriting makes student write fluently without thinking too much and just jotting
down whatever comes to mind. However, for theme #1, ideas inclined to go down because
students were not quite familiar with freewriting, and we found that most students at T02
seemed to hesitate to write down any clue in mind, even some useless ideas. They still tried
to use elegant words and forced themselves to write perfect sentences. After continuously
training, the situation went better. On the other hand, for theme #4, we found that it was
concerned with a topic issue. The theme #4 was talking about “what will you be in the
future” and the theme was abstract for them in comparison to the other themes, such as
“school athletic meet”, “the experience of going to see a doctor”, ”my teacher”, “an
impressive experience”, “thank you for giving me help” and “a wonderful trip”. According
to the field observation, we found that for Grade 3 students, they are just familiar with
limited occupations, mostly from parents’ jobs or the teacher. That is why students generate
limited ideas at subtopics of T08 and T09, and describe less in words about future careers. In
general, the trend of students’ performance on ideas is increasing.
3. Conclusions
In this study, a computer-supported reading-writing learning system was implemented to
support the proposed “2Rs” learning activity in a one-to-one digital classroom. Seven
themes for compositions including sixteen subtopics for freewriting learning materials were
also designed. The results of the empirical study show that using “2Rs” learning system
improved students’ writing performance, especially in ideas production at a prewriting
stage. Futhermore, the theme-based reading can immediately supply students’ background
knowledge for writing and stimulate students to think more as well as freewriting makes
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student write fluently without fear. The findings in terms of writing attitude show that the
“2Rs” learning pedagogy can positively affect students’ attitude toward writing. More
specifically, students are more awareness of attitude changes in daily’s writing practice.
They would be willing to spend more time on writing or discuss writing with classmates in
school. Students also indicated that their thinking wound not be blocked through the
freewriting strategy and writing seemed to become much easier than before. Most
important, students felt more confident in their writing and showed high interest in
composition.
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Abstract: In technology mediated learning while relative advantages of technologies is
proven, lack of contextualization and process centric change, and lack of user driven change
has kept intervention and adoption of educational technologies among individuals and
organizations as challenges. Reviewing the formal, informal and non-formal learning
environments, this study focuses on the formal part. This paper coins the term „Educational
Process Reengineering (EPR) based on the established concept of „Business Process
Reengineering (BPR) for process improvement of teaching learning activities, academic
administration and evaluation and assessment. Educational environments are flexible and
not governed by standard operating procedures, making technology use lithe. Theory of
„diffusion of innovations‟ is recommended to be integrated to reason and measure
acceptance or rejection of EPR selected technology and address root cause. Future work is to
elaborately demonstrate use of proposed conceptual process design for integrated education
process reengineering and diffusion reasoning.
Keywords: diffusion of innovations, technology enhanced learning, formal learning
environment, educational process reengineering

Introduction
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in education generally termed
eLearning is the field of interest for scholars primarily from the disciplines originating from
education or pedagogy and computer science and engineering or IT. The core objective of
research being “to improve the education system” remained far from catching up with
adoption compared to the progress made in the field of “e” in the dot com and tech boom
era. Formal, informal and non-formal learning environments are different contexts of
education or learning. Appropriate use of ICTs for improved learning achievements gave
rise to constellations of questions. Much of the effort had been around the question “how to
select and/or how to adopt ICTs for improved teaching-learning process?” This resembles
the quest of business entities to improve business processes. However, Business Process
Reengineering [3], [6] have enabled business entities to successfully redesign process for
performance improvements and embrace technology after the initial ICT adoption failures.
eLearning field lack such an approach. Theory of diffusion of innovations [13] faciliatates
reasoning adoption or non-adoption by individuals and within or among organizations, and
guides change agents to diffuse among the targeted users. For eLearning initiatives to
effectively implement ICTs for both education and administration, diffusion theory has
much to contribute. Given the scope for a need for generic approach or methodology for
“formal educational process and practical improvement with ICTs”, this paper has the
following objectives.
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Objectives
 To review contexts of formal, non-formal and informal learning environments.
 To introduce with the concept of Educational Process Reengineering (EPR) for formal
learning environment
 To relate diffusion of innovations with EPR for educational technology adoption
 To integrate conceptual model of EPR and diffusion processes for formal learning
environment
1. Learning Environment as Contexts of Education
Increasing emphasis is given on the context and place of educational experiences [14] based
on the understanding that learner is embedded to the contexts and thereby experiences and
outcomes are shaped [12]. The term context is an inter-connected and often inter-dependent
network of factors including content, pedagogy, assessment, control, location, relationships,
organization, supervision and schedules [14]. Formal, non-formal and informal learning
environments are the three broad educational contexts [10] that can provide different
educational experinces with technologies. Each of these contexts include different
constellation of factors for experiencing education differently (with or without ICTs) [2].
Formal learning environments include elementary school through universities, which have
hierarchical levels, recognition and inter-related grading systems [10]. Non-formal learning
environments are organized settings (e.g. after-school activities, self-help groups, in-service
training, educational programs of radio of television) but highly flexible through which
diffusion communication is conducted by “change agents” [13, pp. 335-370] through
learning process [10]. Informal learning environments are embedded with the daily social
activities and life, in which context every individual attain skills, attitudes, values and
knowledge from natural situations, from family, neighbors, and peers; play and work; and
public places like library and marketplace; and mass media [10]. Claiming to contribute by
coining “educational” process reengineering this paper attempts to contribute to formal
context only, which focuses institutional processes but considers individual role and
autonomy aspects as well. However, informal learning constitutes the largest portion of
learning experiences (mostly not formal curriculum related), with long-lasting results which
transpires over time [14], and is highly effective [12]. Therefore, the greater part of the
challenge yet remains as a future scope.
2. Information and Communication Technologies in Formal Learning Environment
Defining ICT has become complex with the rapid advancements of mixed media (e.g. 3G
Smart phones, iPad, iPod etc.), mixed information services delivery centres (e.g.
telecentres) [7] along with the mass media technologies and, educational technologies (e.g.
Smartboard, clicker etc.). Use of ICTs, particularly computer and Internet, covers the largest
proportion of literate in formal contexts discussed on cognitive, attitudinal and academic
outcomes [11], [9], along with effective pedagogy [1] integrating technologies in
teaching-learning process on curricular content. The holistic organizational goal, policy,
stakeholder requirements and performance parameters of the processes embedded in formal
educational environments had not been addressed significantly. Proposed Educational
Process Reengineering (EPR) is expected to contribute by selecting, prioritizing,
appropriating and training ICTs for improving teaching-learning process through each
educational institute‟s initiatives.
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3. Educational Process Reengineering with Information and Communication
Technologies
The concept of Educational Process Reengineering (EPR) is based on Business Process
Reengineering (BPR). BPR is defined differently by scholars with different core focuses.
BPR is an analysis and design of work flows and processes within and between
organizations [3], which stresses on process redesign. BPR is the fundamental rethinking
and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in prioritized
performance indicators or measures, such as quality, cost, time, service, and speed etc. [6],
which stress on reengineering with performance improvement. O'Neill & Sohal [16]
conducted extensive literature review on definition, tools, challenges and process contexts
of BPR, which focused on the business organizations. Among these approaches, the concept
of fundamental rethinking and redesign [6] can be applied in educational institutes for the
administration and teaching learning processes. Draheim [4] discussed that in order to
implement technology tools, especially the enterprise resource planning applications,
organizational processes are redesigned and reengineered. The application of the
technology is also adopted by users and organizations to meet the process context.
In the context of education this paper proposes the term “Educational Process
Reengineering” for performance improvements of teaching learning activities (TLAs) [17,
pp. 104-162], educational evaluation and assessment [17, pp. 195-246], and academic
administration. In most cases Academic or educational administration including
registration, exam plan, accounts etc. follow “standard operating procedures” and some
institutes have reliably adopted technologies for operations, maintenance and management.
However, the flexible part of curriculum specific processes involving teachers, students and
secretaries or administrative personnel require much attention as technology enhanced
learning integration has become popular and lacks a scientific approach. Going through the
process of EPR institutes can select appropriate technologies to improve the core
teaching-learning processes. Based on the detailed methodologies for BPR [15] fig.1 depicts
the EPR project phases. Project preparation phase will include briefing the
decision-making management about the process of project methodologies and request for
organizing groups of users (i.e. teachers, students and academic administrative personnel).
Phase 2 will be to organize separate groups of stakeholders from each department of
academic disciplines with different practices. A separate mixed group of stakeholders will
be organized for joining in the phase 5. Multi-disciplinary team will be organized including
experts from pedagogy (both teaching-learning activity and assessment), educational
technology (the service provider) and project initiating organization‟s policy and practice.
Phase 3 on AS-IS process modeling will result in the current practice process flow charts for
each department from workshops of each stakeholder groups, moderated by the service
provider. Phase 4 on TO-BE process modeling will be considering the AS-IS process
modeling in participation of expert groups. The technology experts will begin with the
recommended process with the alternative ICT selection suggestions. Pedagogy experts and
the policy and practice experts will address the required change managements. The outcome
would be a documented agreement and policy update by the educational institute for
acceptance of changes. Phase 5 on ICT or software evaluation will start with mixed
stakeholder group workshop followed by separate groups for feedback on alternative ICTs.
Prioritized ICT will be selected and approved by groups and organization decision-makers.
Phase 6 will begin diffusion communication appropriate for the organization and users as a
continuous process. Phase 7 having overlapping with phase 6 will initiate system
implementation.
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1. Project
Preparation

5. ICT or
Software
Evaluation

2. Multi-disciplinary
Team building and
Participant User Group
Selection

4. TO-BE
Educational
Process Modeling

3. AS-IS
Educational
Process Modeling

6. Organizational
and Individual
Diffusion Strategy
5. System
Implementation
Planning

Figure 1: An Overview of the Methodologies for EPR and for Educational Software
Selection (Adapted from [15])
4. Theory of Diffusion of Innovations
This paper takes Roger‟s [13, p. 4-7] standpoint for the word diffusion which includes both
the planned and the spontaneous spread of new ideas, which is addressed in the approach of
EPR methodlogies. Access to new ICTs and software tools enables adoption in educational
contexts and changes practices. While teachers and administrative personnel typically
remain for longer years with an institution, students do not. The dynamics of social change
among students using some technologies and the teachers being from a „different age‟ for
the newer students might create „technology led social gap‟. Furthermore, “technology
transfer should stress context over content and process over prescription” [5, p.317]. The
transfer of technologies is required to be from the educational institute for teachers and
academic administrative personnel to best diffuse the technology. The characteristics of the
technologies can be diffused with precise communication channels. A communication
channel is the means by which messages get from one individual to another [13, p. 18].
These channels can be grouped into mass media channels (radio, television, newspaper,
community radio), telecentre [7], interpersonal channels (face-to-face and information
support centers), and multimodal or multimedia (mobile, computer and Internet tools).
Through communication three types of knowledge are exchanged, which are, awareness
knowledge, how-to knowledge, and the underlying functional principles-knowledge. For
transfer of knowledge, either needs or awareness of innovations can come first [13,
pp.162-165]. “A need is a state of dissatisfaction or frustration that occurs when one‟s
desires outweighs ones actualities, when wants outrun gets” [13, p.164]. In situations, one
might want something but not need it. Incentives or subsidies (as relative advantage) speed
up the rate of adoption. Incentives can take variety of forms, e.g. adopter versus diffuser,
individual versus system, positive versus negative, monetary versus nonmonetary,
immediate versus delayed [13]. Diffusion of educational technologies among teachers had
been reported challenging. There must be an institute provided support system to facilitate
teachers to increase the benefits from educational technologies. In most cases, the
curriculum or teaching learning activity or assessment would require change to ensure the
alignment of course objective and technology adoption. Rogers detailed two diffusion
processes, firstly for individual‟s decision making process [13, p. 163] and secondly for
organizations innovations process [13, p. 392]. The proposed EPR is a combination of BPR
and Rogers‟ innovations process for organizations [13, pp. 371-404] in the phase 6 of EPR
diffusion communication process for individuals or users begin.
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5. Future Work
The proposed EPR process or methodologies is a result of the authors‟ finding on
significantly low teaching-learning use of two web-based educational technologies for
blended learning, provided and maintained by a university‟s dedicated elearning
deployment section. Educational software selection and deployment had not been based on
teaching-learning process improvement scopes, sufficient training for users, continuous
support and diffusion communication strategy. One department from each of the faculty of
social sciences and humanities are selected for a case study, as the departments have
autonomous decision making ability. The case study is expected to enlighten the authors to
elaborate the EPR and diffusion strategies to develop a generic framework. The case is in a
developed country of Europe. A second case study is in progress in connection with a rural
secondary and higher secondary educational institute of a developing country [8]. The case
has selected four subjects of four classes as part of national public-private-partnership
project in Bangladesh and would attempt to generalize the EPR towards the framework
outcome.
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Abstract: Students are often time poor and find it difficult to manage their time in relation
to study and other external factors including work. Online study is no exception to this and
in many cases where the student is studying in an online only environment, they are also
working in full time employment. Higher Education institutions are now offering an
abundance of courses online to attract more under-graduate and post-graduate students. It is
in this sense that there is an ever-increasing need to understand the student of today and find
ways to connect with them and support them in their studies. This paper will report on a
small-scale case study of an undergraduate online-only group of first year education
students and their associated online experiences in developing a sense of community whilst
interacting with a learning management system and its associated tools. Further the paper
will explore the mis-conceptions that are widely held by course designers and lecturers
involved with online courses.
Keywords: e-learning, web-based learning, Internet Based Students, External Students,
Online learning, Virtual environments, communities of practice

Introduction
Over the last decade the Internet has evolved from being a tool used by a few dedicated
educators to a tool used by the majority of educators, even if it is for the simple searching of
information and resources. Where it was once used in an ad-hoc manner, it has now become
mainstream and compulsory in a large number of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). Its
flexibility and access have been a driving force for its success in Higher Education [1; 11],
especially through the use of learning management systems (LMS). However, there is often
a number of myths associated with the use of the Internet in learning and teaching activities
[2; 12]. These myths include the potential cost savings of running classes in an online only
mode, decreased preparation for online classes as compared to traditional classes, provision
of even more information and resources to further enhance the learning experience and a
decrease in absenteeism and dropouts due to online learning [12]. It is also in this context
that another myth surfaces around the information and communication technology (ICT)
literacy skills of new students entering an online course for the first time.
The ICT literacy skills are essential to any student participating in an online only course,
however, it is often assumed that a large majority of new students would have these skills
because they are of Generation Y (born after 1980). Labels such as this are often applied to
today‟s student that also often identifies them as being a digital native [3] or of Generation
C, which is often referred to as a generation of content creators [5]. This has had a flow on
affect that implies that many new students should be competent in using digital
technologies, as they have grown up with the technologies. However, this is not always the
case [3], yet a number of academic institutions have mandatory requirements for online
participation in all units and courses of work for access to resources and content (including
enrolment procedures).
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In an attempt to understand and respond better to today‟s online learner, this paper will
describe a small scale study (N=40) of first year under-graduate students who are studying
completely online with no face-to-face or blended learning opportunities. The study is a
work-in-progress which will also attempt to provide recommendations for future online
course design.

1. The Community Approach
With the adoption of learning management systems in HEIs there is a commonly held
observation that these systems will bring together all the necessary online tools (e.g. forums,
wiki‟s, blogs) that are needed for a successful online course. There has also been an
emphasis on the web 2.0 notion of online tools which makes these resources much more
accessible to the student [14] and more akin to the tools that they are believed to be using in
their personal lives. It is through these systems and tools that educators attempt to facilitate
a sense of community through the various interactions that will occur. In essence, the
formation of communities of practice (COP), has been a central theme in using Internet
based tools [14; 4]).
Brown [4] claimed that the “most promising use of the Internet is where the buoyant
partnership of people and technology creates powerful new online learning communities”
(p. 19) and Nonaka [13] argued that “communities of interaction contribute to the
amplification and development of new knowledge” (p. 15). Notions such as these, and
those raised incidentally in the previous section, of online learning communities allow
educators to rethink their approaches to teaching and learning to create environments which
are both collaborative and social. Online communities – including collaboratories [17] – are
said to be creative, challenging and thought provoking in nature [8].
Participation in active communities allows students with a shared sense of identity [6] the
opportunity to solicit and share knowledge while developing common ground or
inter-subjectivity with their peers and teachers [9; 15]. Further to this, communities allow
individuals, through moving from “interpersonal to intrapersonal” to consolidate personal
understanding and meaning [7], (p. 36). In this, they are not dissimilar to Woodruff‟s [16]
definition of such communities as an “amalgamation of ideas” (paragraph 3).
2. Todays’ Student
This study of first year education students (N=40) occurred in first semester 2011 (still in
progress) and identified that 22.5% of the students could be labeled as Generation Y
students, with the remainder being Generation Z (born 1979 or before). To make the
assumption that a majority of the students in this course could be labeled digital natives
would be a mistake. Only 22.5% of the students could be seen as digital natives – having
grown up with the technologies.
Of these 22.5% of students that could be labeled digital natives only 1 student did not have a
problem during the university enrolment procedure even though only one of the Generation
Y students felt nervous about using a computer. From the total number of participants, 65%
(n=26) of students indicated some problem or frustration during the enrolment process.
When students were surveyed about their enrolment experience, a student commented, “No
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- found it very frustrating and had to call student services 3 times - isn’t explained well in
the step by step instruction”.
With a number of universities taking their enrolment to an online only process, results here
indicate that there are a number of issues for students including those deemed to be in the
category of digital natives. There is a real need to ensure that all students have a seamless
process in online enrolment, especially of they have never been subject to using the Internet
to complete forms.
While there can be seen to be issues from an enrolment perspective, it is interesting to note
that 77.5% of students used web 2.0 application such as Facebook©, while 75% of students
chatted with others through instant messaging tools such as MSN Messenger© or Yahoo©.
This does indicate that students were able to use social media tools that were important to
them and allowed them to connect on a social nature. In education there tends to be very few
digital tools designed specifically for Higher Education [10] and there seems to be a real
disconnection between playing (or interacting outside of formal education) and learning
[12].
While the notion of a community of learners is identifies as strength in online education,
establishing this sense of community can be very difficult where students do not actively
participate unless it is compulsory for marks. Students in the study were given opportunities
to participate using Discussion Forums and Wiki‟s, however 100% of students did not use
the discussion Forums within the LMS, with many citing difficulties in using the
Blackboard environment. The Wiki exercise for students was a little more successful with
17.5% of students making a single contribution only (excluding moderator posts and
messages), while there were a total of 101 views of the wiki indicating multiple views by
some participants. The success rate of these web 2.0 based tools within Blackboard was
limited with many students indicating that they could not see them as useful. When asked
about the usefulness of the Discussion Forum‟s and Wiki a student responded claiming,
“these forums could be useful but I need to choose what things will most help my assignment
as I don’t have much time after work”.
As is evidenced in this study, building a sense of community through commonly used tools
is difficult, especially when students are time poor. 95% of all the students participating in
this online course worked in full time job in an educational centre as ac carer or
administrator. Students were primarily focused on completing the assessment and passing
the unit as opposed to establishing this sense of community. However, there was one tool
which seemed to be very successful with this group, with an average of 67.5% of students
participating and on some occasions there was 100% full participation. This tool was a real
time synchronous application called Eluminate© which allowed students to use real time
text and audio based chat as well as share information through a virtual whiteboard. When
students were asked if they found the Eluminate© sessions useful 85% of the participants
responded positively to these sessions. When students were asked to give reasons why they
found the Eluminate© sessions useful, one student responded claiming that they “can get
instant feedback, listen to other views, can be used to play back for missed information”.
An initial analysis of the recorded Eluminate© sessions has revealed that students wee
initially most concerned about how they should complete their assessment tasks and often
asked for clarification. Once the clarification had been resolved, students would then
participate in the planned non-compulsory online discussion (moderator initiated). This
discussion was focused on trying to develop argument and often involved starter statements
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that would evoke a critical response. For example, “Students in the early years should use
drill and practice type software to reinforce concepts developed in class” or “Students in
early childcare centres do not need to be taught about ethics and Morals as it will only
apply to them when they want to download music when they are older” (Moderator, 2011).
Students commented on how much they enjoyed these sessions with one student claiming
that these Eluminate sessions are the best, I really wish all our other units used these – I will
really miss them”. It was the real time synchronous communication with active
participation with the lecturer that made these sessions such a great success for so many
students. This was something that could not be achieved through the other web 2.0 tools
that were available within the Blackboard© environment.
3. Future Online Course Design
While the study attempted to understand current behaviours of how students work online
and to identify ways to connect with online only external students, it is still a work in
progress with these initial observations able to assist future online course design. The
development of a community of practice is seen as a strong proponent in any online course,
yet the reality of that sense of community could only partially be realised through the
synchronous online Eluminate© sessions held each week at 1930hrs on a Monday night. In
this case study, students were time poor and exhausted with many of them in full time
employment. This was another complexity that had to be considered in the design of the
course and how best to connect with the students.
Future planning should consider the background of the students coming in to the course and
avoid stereotypical labels that are often applied. Even if students have grown up with the
technology, it does not automatically mean that he students will be confident with using the
tools within an LMS, even if they are regular users of other online tools such as Facebook©
that they use in their own leisure time. There is often a large disconnect between these
social tools and learning. In this study, there were students who could be classified as
Generation Z that were more confident and familiar with using online tools as opposed to
those classified as Generation Y or digital natives.
In designing an online course an LMS should be a starting point and should not be
considered the total solution, but rather part of the overall solution. Multiple online tools
coupled with an LMS would allow for the online designer to better match the technologies
to the experiences of the user, hence providing a much richer experience. Supporting this
would be the need for more specifically designed educational online learning tools.
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Effects of Different Types of Online Student
Question-Generation on Learning
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Abstract: This study investigated the comparative effects of multiple-choice and
short-answer online student question-generation on academic performance and cognitive
strategies use. Two 6th grade classes from one elementary school participated for eight
weeks. An online learning system was adopted. Results from the MANCOVAs found that
students in the multiple-choice group had significantly elevated scores on higher cognitive
levels achievement assessment and elaboration strategy use than those in the short-answer
group. No significant difference was found, however, in academic performance assessing
lower-cognitive level, or the use of rehearsal or organization strategies. Recommendations
for classroom implementation were provided.
Keywords: academic performance, cognitive strategies use, multiple-choice, short-answer,
student question-generation

1. Introduction
Empirical studies generally support student question-generation as an effective
learning strategy [1-2]. A closer analysis reveals that existing studies were mostly
conducted in the context of short-answer question or story problem generation [3].
Analytically speaking, in terms of learning tasks involved, both short-answer and
multiple-choice question-generation require students to come up with the question and its
answer or solution. Multiple-choice question-generation, nevertheless, has the added task of
generating three plausible alternatives for each composed question.
According to information processing theory, learning occurs through different types and
levels of information processing. Cognitive strategies, including rehearsal, organization,
and elaboration, are called for to transfer or relate received information from short-term to
long-term memory [5]. As different types of questions direct learner attention to different
sources of information [6], and short-answer and multiple-choice question-generation entail
different tasks to be completed, questions related to whether multiple-choice question
generation would perform differently, as compared to short-answer question-generation, for
the enhancement of student cognitive development is worthy of investigation. Specifically,
two research hypotheses were investigated:
1. There would be significant difference in academic performance between students
assigned to the multiple-choice question-generation (named MC QG) and those
assigned to the short-answer question-generation (named SA QG) groups.
2. There would be significant difference in cognitive strategies use (rehearsal, organization,
and elaboration) between students assigned to the MC QG and those in the SA QG
groups
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2. Methods
Two 6th grade classes from one elementary school participated and were randomly
assigned to two different treatment groups: MC QG (N=27) and SA QG groups (N=32).
During the 8-week study, students were directed to compose three questions of their
respective type on social studies covered the current week in one morning study session. An
online learning system named Question Authoring & Reasoning Knowledge System [4] was
adopted to support the learning activities.
Two instruments on academic performance were included. One was the midterm
exam that the participating school centrally administered to test student “remembering” of
covered instructional content (lowest cognitive level in Anderson and Krathwohl
classification of educational goals) [7]. The other test intended to tap on student
“understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating” of covered instructional
content (higher cognitive levels in Anderson and Krathwohl’s taxonomy) [7]. The
“Cognitive Strategies Use” Questionnaire was used to assess if there is any differential
utilization of three types of cognitive strategies: rehearsal, organization, and elaboration.
The 18-item 6-point Likert-scale questionnaire, adapted from the “Cognition” subscale of
“High School Students’ Self-Regulated Learning Inventory” [8], was pre-tested, revised,
and validated.
The multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was adopted for both
hypotheses testing. Student test scores on social studies from the prior semester was used as
the covariate for hypothesis #1 testing while their responses to the questionnaire completed
prior to the beginning of the study was used as the covariate for hypothesis #2 testing.

3. Results
The result of MANCOVA showed that different question types had a statistically
significant effect on academic performance (Wilks’s λ = .869, F(2, 55) = 4.16, p<.05).
Follow-up ANCOVA indicated that students in the MC QG group (M=20.37, SD=5.15,
adjusted M=19.28) performed significantly better than those in the SA QG group (M=14.50,
SD=6.66, adjusted M=15.59) on test primed on higher cognitive levels. On the other hand,
students in the two groups had similar performance on midterm exam, which assessed recall
and remembering (MC group: M=86.37, SD=4.39, adjusted M=85.07; SA group: M= 82.53,
SD=7.78; adjusted M=83.83).
The MANCOVA result showed that there was a significant effect of different
question types on student cognitive strategies use (Wilks’s λ = .84, F(3, 52) = 3.336, p<.05).
Further analyses revealed that the two treatment groups did not differ significantly in
rehearsal and organization strategies use. However, students in the MC QG group (M =
25.556, SD = 4.878, adjusted M = 25.792) exhibited higher level of elaboration strategies
use than those in the SA QG group (M = 21.94, SD= 7.85; adjusted M = 21.70).

4. Discussion & Conclusions
The study found that the MC QG strategy enhanced student performance on higher
cognitive level achievement assessment and facilitated more frequent use of elaboration
strategies than the SA QG did. However, no significant effects were observed on student
academic performance assessing lower-cognitive level, or the use of rehearsal or
organization strategies.
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As analyzed, different learning tasks are required of MC and SA question-generation,
which presumably would direct students to activate different cognitive processes and lead to
different educational outcomes. Specifically, for MC QG, in addition to the construction of
a question-stem and the correct answer for the conceived question, distracters are needed.
Candidates for distracters are those primed on differentiating critical distinctive features
among related concepts, principles, or those probed on building linkages among newly
acquired contents, previously learned topics and past personal experience. Under MC QG
situations, students should be more likely to be intellectually challenged and actively
engaged in deep mental processes [3]. In other words, from the perspectives of
information-processing theory, accomplishing the task of generating multiple-choice
questions demands more frequent deployment of higher cognitive level processing and
strategies use. As attested in the study, MC QG was more effective in elaboration strategy
activation and higher cognitive levels academic performance than SA QG.
With its focus on integrating new information with existing knowledge, elaboration,
among the three cognitive strategies, has been suggested as the most powerful and effective
for meaningful learning [9]. In light of the findings of the present study, instructors are
suggested to choose multiple-choice question-generation type if higher cognitive strategies
and students performance in higher cognitive levels are aimed for.
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Abstract: At ETH Zurich undergraduate lectures in physics are supplemented with short
audio-visual summary podcasts. Each podcast episode is published hebdomadally and
covers 4 hours of lecture. An evaluation survey revealed that the summary podcasts are
potentially useful learning aids. The achieved benefits are consistent with the relatively
small production costs.
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Introduction
In Higher Education (HE) the use of podcasts has extremely widespread over the last years
[1]. Podcasting in traditional lecture settings, however, is often reduced to the audio-visual
recording of the full lecture, which then is deployed via internet channels, such as
RSS-feeds or iTunesU. In the context of distance learning and Open Educational Resources
(OER) full lecture podcasts may play an important role, whereas the pedagogical benefits of
these virtual lectures have been discussed quite controversially [2] [3] [4]. Recent research,
however, attests that podcasts with additional content and supplementing the lectures can
positively support the learning process. Especially podcasts providing revisions or
summaries of lectures turn out to be extremely valuable [5] [6].
1. Summary podcasts at ETH Zurich
Since 2009 we have been supplementing 8 traditional physics lectures (undergraduate level,
100-350 students) with a weekly updated summary podcast. Each of the so far produced 108
podcast episodes takes 10-15 minutes play time and covers four hours of lecture. The
podcasts are delivered as “enhanced podcasts” (AAC/M4A) including audio and static
visual elements such as formulas, figures, pictures, texts (Fig. 1).

Fig 1: Summary podcast on the iPhone
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Our motivation to introduce summary podcasts for lectures is based on the following goals:
 Pedagogical outcomes: A summary podcast is an adequate way to bridge sequences
of lecture sessions. By means of this podcast, structural elements such as “activating
prior learning” at the beginning and the “review summary” at the end of a lecture
session are taken out of the lecture context. These elements are electronically
archived for independent learning opportunities between two lecture sessions.
Moreover, the podcast can be augmented by further relevant items, such as
contextual embedding of the topics and specific learning hints. Thus, each episode
supports students in reviewing the past session and in preparing the forthcoming
session. Furthermore, the full collection of podcast episodes is helpful for students
when they prepare their final exam. Students can recap the whole lecture in a very
condensed way and identify vague topics that they have to look up in detail.
 Mobility: The podcast augments traditional learning opportunities in the way that it
can be used in many different learning environments. E.g., students can listen to the
podcast on their way to the campus and recap the preceding lecture just before the
new one starts.
 Teaching management: By producing a weekly summary, lecturers can better reflect
their teaching practice. Besides, the recorded summaries help them to prepare
recurrent lectures.
 Open resources: The freely available summary podcast (e.g. on iTunes) makes the
syllabus transparent to teachers from other institutions (Fig. 2).
At the end of each term, we surveyed the use of these podcast episodes by means of a
standardized questionnaire. Students submitted a total of 649 records, which could be
analyzed. Additionally, all the involved teachers were interviewed about their experiences
made during the production of the podcasts.

Fig 2: Summary podcasts available in iTunes
2. Results and discussion
Pedagogical outcomes / mobility
The survey revealed that 79% of the students made use of the podcast during the lecture
time. About 1/3 of them spend more than 30 minutes with each episode and used further
material (lecture script, personal notes, etc.) while listening to the podcast. This is a good
indicator that the podcast is used seriously in the students’ learning process. 25% played the
podcast on a mobile device, while the great majority played it on a computer. Thus, mobility
seems to be less relevant in students’ learning behavior. We compared the group of podcast
users to the group of non-users and could identify that podcast users significantly felt better
prepared for the final exam. Non-users, on the other hand, globally invested less time in
self-directed learning activities than podcast users. The podcast seems to stimulate learning
activities and to strengthen students’ assertiveness.
We also carried out a second survey after the final assessment and asked students if the
podcast has been useful to prepare for the exam. 77% (N=160) have (re)used the podcast
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during the preparation phase and 23% found it very or extremely helpful. We also tried to
correlate the two groups, users and non-users, with the achieved exam grades, but no
significant difference could be observed. The available data turned out to be not suitable for
an analysis of that kind, as the number of grades submitted by the students was too sparse
and too inconsistent.
Teaching management
The production process is optimized in order to reduce the additional time resources of the
lecturers to a minimum. Usually the lecturer spends 60-90 minutes for recording a single
podcast episode and for preparing the figures. Lecturers feel fine with this additional time
investment. An assistant (senior student) compiles the episode by adding the selected
figures and other visual material to the recorded audio file. The final episode is then
published via an updated RSS-feed. The involved assistants take this opportunity to refresh
their knowledge on the lecture topics.
3. Conclusions
To summarize, podcasts used as lecture summaries can support students in their learning
process, but should not be considered as an absolute remedy to learning problems. Further
investigations have to prove that the deployment of supplemental learning resources has a
positive impact on a sufficient great number of students.
The question of profitability has to be raised. In this context, the transfer of summary
podcasts from academic to corporate environments also seems to be relevant. We designed
the summary podcasts as a supplementary learning aid. In our specific context, the podcast
reaches a sufficient large number of students to justify its investment costs.
Based on the results of the survey and on the interviews with the lecturers we are
continuously expanding the production of summary podcasts to more lectures. Ongoing
surveys will further investigate the pedagogical impact of these podcasts. With our
contribution, we want to enter the discussion on learning effects of podcasts, currently a
highly prominent topic being controversially discussed.
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Abstract: Recently, BOT has caused many security incidents and given us serious damage.
Information security incidents often occur based on computer user’s lack of knowledge
and/or false recognition on BOT, and anti-BOT education is essential especially for young
generation. This paper shows our experience of practical anti-BOT education for high
school students, and describes how to improve their information security capabilities.
Keywords: anti-BOT education, Information security education, BOT

Introduction
When BOT, a kind of malicious software, infects a user computer, the computer could be
controlled remotely through the Internet. The computers infected by BOT cooperatively
configure a BOT network, and are employed to practice systematically information security
attacks such as sending spam mails, DDoS(Distributed Denial of Service) and password
exploitation. Even if a computer is infected by BOT, no symptom of the infection appears
generally. So the user can't find the infection until the above attacks get realized and the user
recognizes his own assistance to the attacks. In particular, most of high school students have
never experienced the threat of BOT and don’t have sufficient knowledge about BOT.
Considering the situation, we discussed anti-BOT education scheme in a high school;
Kanagawa sogo sangyo high school and put it into practice as a special lesson program. That
is, the anti-BOT education scheme is deployed as a school setting subject "Information
Security" at Kanagawa sogo sangyo high school. The following in this paper outlines and
evaluates effect of the anti-BOT education.
1. School setting subject “Information Security”
Kanagawa sogo sangyo high school developed the school setting subject “Information
Security”. The school setting subject is specially arranged by the school itself, which is
different from the usual subjects designated by official education authorities. According to
the government course guidelines in Japan [1], school setting subject is defined to be set up
with the purpose to contribute formation of unique curriculum that features regionality and
reflects reality of concerned schools and students.
Objectives of “Information Security” are "Acquiring the basic knowledge of information
security, to enable implementation and analysis of information systems security policy."
Curriculum of the school setting subject “Information Security” is constructed from
anti-malware measures, incident response, encryption, authentication and management.
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2. Practice of anti-BOT education
This chapter describes anti-BOT education in "Information Security". The lesson
includes 56 students at second grade and third grade. The lesson for the anti-BOT education
was executed on November 18 and 26, 2010. The content of this lesson is shown in Table 1.
First, BOT’s operation for DDoS attacks and mail spamming was presented for discussion
in the lesson. It seems difficult for high school students to understand details of BOT
because most of them are beginners in terms of information security. Therefore, we
promoted understanding of the outline of BOT activities, rather than its technical
configuration. Concretely, a representative operation of BOT was explained graphically,
which consists of herder, control server and the PC infected by BOT. Chain of commands
used for BOT was also shown to assist further understanding.
Preceding to learning of BOT threats, the students studied computer viruses and their
countermeasures. Based on the study, we asked if the students can control infection of BOT.
As a result, many students answered effective measures were antivirus software. Actually it
is hard to detect BOT infection by the antivirus software. So, we illustrated some methods to
check the infection. Investigation of hosts file, as the first method, is introduced [2]. That is,
content of hosts file in C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\etc (for Windows XP) is examined
to detect an illegal connection. This method is thought a simple way for student, and can
prevent the threat of BOT reliably. The second method is usage of CCC (Cyber Clean
Center) cleaner, a tool developed by just to remove BOT [3]. Here, CCC is anti-BOT
organization running in cooperation with the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. CCC monitors BOT
operations in the Internet and distributes the CCC cleaner to the PC users supposed to be
infected. We instructed the students how to use the CCC cleaner.
Table1 Contents on BOT lesson.
Item
Contents
Previously survey
- Survey for BOT awareness
Overall understanding of the BOT
- Overview of BOT
- Behavior features of BOT
- BOT Network Configuration
- Examples of threats caused by BOT
Measures of BOT
- measures to prevent BOT infection
- method to detect BOT infection
Investigation of hosts file
Use of CCC Cleaner
Posterior survey
- Survey with a questionnaire

3. Result of posterior survey
At the end of lesson we conducted a survey by using a questionnaire. Table2 contains the
six survey items from Q1 to Q6. The answers for each question is ranked from 1 to 5 and
their average rank are shown in the table. As for Q1 and Q2, it can be said that the
comprehension about lesson contents and threats to BOT are good.
For Q3, it can understand that the students cannot practice measures to BOT very much.
And for Q4, It is clear that students do not receive direct or indirect damage from BOT.
These responses have been brought about by features of BOT. Therefore, it is necessary to
practice effective measures to BOT for the students. In concrete terms, we instructed the
students to practice about an investigation method for BOT infection treated in this lesson.
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At result, it is reported from the students that approximately 74% of them carried out the
investigation methods. This fact shows that the students were highly concerned about BOT.
As further reports, it is shown that approximately 8% of students (three) were infected. For a
concrete investigation method, three students checked hosts file, and one student of those
used CCC cleaner.
On the other hand, as for Q5, a pessimistic answer is conspicuous about social measures
of BOT. And for Q6, it is made a low reply for the question about whether the problem for
BOT is solved in the near future. From such situation, students feel that malware measures
including the computer viruses do not advance as whole society.
From these results, the students were able to understand information security incident
measures of BOT through this lesson.
Table2 A result of posterior survey.
Survey item
Q1.Were you able to understand lesson contents?
Q2.Do you feel information security threats to BOT?
Q3.Do you practice BOT measures?
Q4.Have you encountered damage by BOT?
Q5.Do you think that social measures of BOT advance?
Q6.Will you think that the problem for BOT is solved in the near future?

Average Rank
4.24
4.50
3.01
1.56
3.29
2.70

4. Issue
The school setting subject "Information Security" is thought effective to let the student be
aware of BOT threats as one of the information security incidents. However, an
inappropriately interested student for BOT may appear and misuse the knowledge obtained
in the lesson. Such a dilemma accompanies the practice of the information security
education. This is because the consideration for both of the defense side and the attack side
is indispensable to understand information security. Therefore, in the practical lesson of
“Information Security”, it becomes the issue to instruct the students that they would observe
information ethics.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we described about lesson practice about BOT as the school setting subject
"Information Security" in Kanagawa sogo sangyo high school and its education effect. We
hope that we would realize the lesson jointly with security vendors as industry-academia
collaboration and want to expand information security education.
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Abstract: Information education is actively carried out in the world because of the rapid
development of information environment. The information education in schools contains
the contents of human communication, morals and ethics. The information morals and
ethics education contains current case studies varying as time. Therefore, the information
education with unchanged thinking is necessitated. In this report, we construct a framework
of information ethics education based on the directions of human action and mind.
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Introduction
We usually exchange information by communication each other.
The excessive
communication causes some problems of slander, fraud and others [1]. Such problems are
recently treated in school education [2]. We analyze textbooks of information in senior
high schools [3], and we evaluate the direction of human action on the textbooks.
Information morals education contains morals related current evidences. The evidences are
varying as time, so we treat not the time-variant evidences but the time-invariant concept in
this study. Further, we construct a new framework of information ethics education based
on the directions of human action and mind.

1. Direction of human action and mind
We had already analyzed the textbooks of information in Japan by extracting the evidences
related to information morals [3]. The evidences are varying as time. We will not be able
to utilize the time-varying evidences in future. So, the time-invariant upper concept is
necessitated. In order to construct a fundamental idea of information ethics framework, we
invest the direction of morals and ethics.
The morals and ethics are related to human action and mind, respectively. We interpret the
information morals from the view point of human action. Five directions of human action
are obtained as an interpretation of information morals, i.e., (a) Autonomy, (b) Respect, (c)
Allowance, (d) Collaboration and (e) Defense. We evaluate the information ethics form the
view point of human mind. Four directions of human mind are obtained as an interpretation
of information ethics, i.e., (1) Regard, (2) Affection, (3) Consideration, and (4)
Understanding. The results are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Information
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(d) Collaboration
[P←→OP]

OP
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P

OP
(e) Defense
[P｜←OP]

(4) Understanding

Fig1. Interpretation of the information morals
based on human action

(3) Consideration

Fig2. Interpretation of information ethics
based on human mind

2. Framework of information ethics education
We can extend the previous results of the directions of information morals and ethics to the
framework of information ethics education. The derived framework of information ethics
education is shown in Fig. 3, where the column means the direction of human action and the
row means the direction of human mind. The framework can be utilized in preparation of
school classes.
Direction of
action
Direction
of mind

(a)
Autonomy

(b)
Respect

(c)
Allowance

(d)
Collaboration

(e)
Defense

(1) Regard
(2) Affection
(3) Consideration
(4) Understanding

Fig. 3 A framework of information ethics education
We verify the utilization of the proposed framework by analyzing the components of widely
used web contents. The treated contents consist of twelve components. We extract
directions of human action and mind from each component.
We apply the derived
direction of human action to the corresponding column of the framework and the derived
direction of human mind to the corresponding row of the framework.
We set the
component on the cross point of the selected column and row. We repeat this procedure.
We select the components of Web contents in the order from upper left to lower right. We
can verify the validity of framework of information ethics education because the resultant
order of components is similar to the original order. .
The setting method of arrows is as follows: The method contains two loops. The inner
loop means the procedure along the direction of human action. The outer loop means the
procedure along the direction of human mind. The general algorithm is shown below.
Loop (Procedure in row order) {
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Loop (Procedure in column order) { }
}
The inner loop of the general algorithm is carried out by the following rule. First, the left
and right sides are set on the first column, and right side is shifted to the right one by one. In
the range, the left side is shifted one by one to the right side. Further, the used order of
components is determined by bit-reversal order of inner column elements of the range. The
detailed algorithm of the inner loop is shown below.
Loop (Set the left and right sides on the first column. Increment the right side.) {
Loop (Fix the right side. And shift the left side one by one to the right.) {
The used order of components is determined by bit-reversal order of inner
column elements of the range.
}
}
The detailed algorithm of the outer loop is similar to the algorithm of the inner loop.
We treat the CEC’s Web contents as widely used contents. The contents consist of twelve
components. The depicted doted circles are derived by extracting from the each component
along to the idea of human action and mind. The obtained arrows go from the upper left to
the lower right. The resultant flow of the components is depicted in fig. 4. This direction
means the desired direction of the time-invariant information ethics education.
Direction of
action
Direction
of mind

(a)
Autonomy

(b)
Respect

(c)
Allowance

(d)
Collaboration

(e)
Defense

(1) Regard
(2) Affection
(3) Consideration
(4) Understanding

Fig. 4 Verification of the proposed framework

Conclusion
We construct the framework of information ethics education based on the directions of
human action and mind, which means the time-invariant information ethics education.
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Using time management system with SQ3R
method to improve student’s time
management capability
LanAnh Pham*, Gwo-Dong Chen, Liang-Yi Li & Thanh-Dung Dang
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Abstract: In this study, we designed a time-scheduling prototype to coach students how to
dispatch time. This prototype is designed based on SQ3R learning strategy and through this
learning strategy to raise their motivation on doing time management. The preliminary
evaluation of our system shows that student allocate their learning time more practical to
attain the goals. They also feel the needs of changing their learning attitudes and habits to be
more effective in studying.
Keywords: Time management, SQ3R, Motivation, Learning.

Introduction
Time management is an effective method to assist students in achieving learning goals.
However, most of the students do not manage their time for their study. They encounter
many problems in doing time management. For example, they don’t have the ability to
structure their study time and adapt a schedule and they lack of motivation to do time
management.
In this study, we propose a solution of a time-scheduling prototype that concentrates on
motivating and guiding students to dispatch time in their studying plan to make the greatest
benefits on their efforts. Students learn to set practical schedules by employing SQ3R
learning strategies on their time management process.

1. Description of time-scheduling system
The system comprised three basic modules: the planning module, status module, and
reading module. Planning module is designed to help students easily survey and question to
define a clear goal and measure amount of time on the task. In our observation, page
number, table of contents, title, deadline are factors that student needed when they survey
the reading for making plan. Thus, student can reference all those information in the first
time of surveying. Based on SQ3R’s five steps of learning, the system helps student to
create a reference base for defining the clear and feasible goals to attain. Plan is represented
in a chronological model. Overall goal for total plan and detail steps for action plan. When a
student make plan for their learning, they create a systematic process of steps needed to
achieve the most learning according to their schedule time. The plan is synchronized with
the course ware. So students can consistently track the specific reading item in the context.
In the reading module, the plan was synchronized with the correspondent reading window.
Student can read without necessary turning back to the planning interface for plan checking.
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This design is to help reduce disorientation when the student switch in and switch out many
interfaces while studying.
During the reading progress, when students read a session, the system record start time and
end time of each reading item, using time-based tracking technique. By analyzing data from
the database, the system created a daily/ weekly/monthly time log of each reading session.
The information of learning status (how much time did I spend on this reading session? How
many percentages did I actually learn compared to the plan) was represented to students in
the module of status, specifying which current page he was at; comparing to the page
position in his plan.
Status module was composed of two sub-modules: my status & friend’s status, with
purposes of reviewing schedule and take adaption when student feel necessary. Status
module also plays a motivational role in doing time management.

2. Evaluation and Results
Five students participated into a pilot test. The pilot test use interview and observation
methods and intended to answer the three questions
2.1 Student’s current planning situation
Most of the participants were found not doing time management in studying. They
remembered the deadline and arrange their time to do the task just before the deadline, based
on the important level of the task. When asking about their schedule-controlling in the past
experience. Participants were reported often failed to meet a deadline in their studying plan.
They put off their task because they cannot finish it as scheduled. Most of the participants
did not aware of improving the situation by using different time management skills. They
did not have the motivation.
Below is the common information that participants reference when making plan. Besides
the table of contents, title of chapter, page number, and further information in the reading
are considered. The number of the occurrence of each behavior is A=57.1 % B=14.2 %
C=14.2 % D=14.2 %.

Behavior A: Using the table of contents to know the structure of the textbook, and then
checking the page number to estimate time of reading.

Behavior B: Reading the table of contents, turning each page to get more information
on the reading, and then checking the page number to estimate time on reading.

Behavior C: Looking at the table of content, then go to check each title and then
checking the page number to estimate time on the reading.

Behavior D: Looking at the title, page number and scanning in the content of the
reading to measure time on the reading.

2.2 The usage of time-scheduling system
When participants used the system with SQ3R method, they reported that using SQ3R
learning strategy in the time-scheduling system was helpful. Because they could measure an
amount of time on each reading session more concretely when seriously follow each step of
SQ3R method to allocate time. However, participants reported that they encountered
difficulty in measure time on questioning step, especially in the first time of surveying.
Because questioning while reading also were not their studying habit, but 100% of
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participants agreed that questioning is not only useful for studying effectively, but also can
assist them in evaluating and focusing time on the key points of content.
The status–checking function was reported to stimulus participants in doing time
management. However, 100% of participants suggested including this status-checking
function in the planning interface for referencing from the beginning of scheduling.
Especially, 100% of participants ask to have a note-taking function in this time-scheduling
system. They felt that the note-taking function can only engage them in learning, but also
convenient to make a note of schedule adaption while reading. Because participants felt
being distracted when coming back to the planning interfaces for adapting time while they
are reading.
Participants also gave valuable suggestions on designing a more interactive interface such
as including sound and animation for reminder function that we did not have in this version.
These comments and suggestions will be considered in the future version of the
time-scheduling system.

2.3 Summary
The results showed that in both cases, participants did not finish all the reading in the
schedule. However, there was a larger percentage of reading completion of using the system
compared to the percentage of not using the system. 100% of the participants completed
greater than 80% of the reading when using the system, while 100% of the participants
completed smaller than 50% of the reading by using their own method. Three participants
said that they were eager to use the system in their studying. Two participants agreed to use
the system in their studying if the status-checking function and the interaction design of the
interface were improved. Even though, 100% of the participants agreed that using the
time-scheduling system with SQ3R was useful.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to improve creative personality of elementary school
students with convergence study program based STEAM education. Creative personality is
an intersection between creativity and personality. Recently creativity in education is a
global trend. But personality is as important as that. Many research about creativity in
education have been done, but research about personality aspect of creativity are not
enough. That is STEAM education. STEAM is one of convergence study and based STEM.
STEM is a convergence with Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics. STEAM is
adding Art to STEM. This Art means linguistic, liberal, manual, physical, fine art. Many
researches about fine art in edu, music in edu, physical in edu, and etc. indicate that art exert
a favorable influence on personality of students. So, Art of STEAM will develop creative
personality of elementary school students.
Keywords: Convergence Education, Creative Personality, Educational Robot, Project
Based Learning.

Introduction
Scholars have researched about improving students’ creativity since Guilford spoke for
importance of creativity at APA in 1957. Guilford improved character of creative thinking
ability and its measuring tools, Calvin W. Taylor and Brenster Ghiselin studied creativity
standard problem & education for improving creativity. Also, personality is very important
in recent studies about creativity[1].
Arthur Cropley added personality aspect in elements of creativity, Mike Martin said it is
very important that persuing creativity and personality at the same time in especially
science sphere.
Goldman suggested that improving personality is very important task that children adapt
in given environment and make a balance, show each social capability properly. But good
& holistic education is achieved when intelligence and personality are harmonizing
properly. So, separate-educated subjects have to fusion for harmonizing[2].
One being representative convergence education is STEAM.
STEAM is Science & Technology interpreted through Engineering & the Arts, all
understood with elements of Mathematics. Accordingly, I will apply to improve creative
personality of elementary school students with developing convergence study program
based on STEAM[4].
1. Theoretical Contemplation of Convergence Education
1.1 The Definition of Convergence Education
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Convergence is the approach toward a definite value, a definite point, a common view or
opinion, or toward a fixed or equilibrium state[5]. Sung-ho Kwan(2009)have presented that
convergence study is a new study provided by converged two of more area of knowledge
and study[6].
It is not that linking two or more kind of subjects, adding shortage of one than others. It
means to make a new concept of curriculum by fusion of two or more kind of subject based
on common principle between subjects or common issue, common interest. For example, A
and B are subjects. Convergence education means ‘A+B=C+α’. ‘α’ means creative
products[7]. Relationship between integrated education and convergence education is
shown below to help understand of this study.
2. Educational Robot
Educational robot has been developed for algorithm education through direct experience.
Robotics includes all types of programmable machines that perform actions based on inputs
from sensors[8].
Pico-Cricket is designed for more artistic and expressive projects. The Pico-Cricket can
control not only motors but also multi-colored lights and music-synthesis devices, so
children can use Pico-Cricket to build their own musical instruments and light sculptures.

[Figure 1] Picoblock software

[Figure 2] Picocricket Hardware

3. STEAM Education
STEAM is one of convergence study, an advanced concept of
STEM. STEM is fusioned with Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics.
STEAM is an expanded concept of STEM, added Art from
Georgette Yakman, Virginia Tech.
[Figure 3] is the STEAM Pyramid, the concept of STEAM.
STEAM is Science & Technology interpreted through
Engineering & the Arts, all understood with elements of
Mathematics.
[Figure 3] The STEAM Pyramid
4. Creative Personality
Creative Personality is an attempt to enact creativity in personalized aspect.
Subordinate factors of creative personality is enacted various point of view.
Davis put together common properties of creative personality that definite differently
among many scholars. They are self-confidence, adventure, persistence, humor, curiosity,
wide interests, imagination. Research in Creativity, recognize and personalize aspect are
both important. Those are complementary relation.
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5. Methodology of the Convergence Study Program
5.1




Directivity and select content of Study program
Prepare standards and emphasis on convergence study, Project based learning, STEAM.
Recognize using capability and limitation of educational robot.
Consider elementary school students’ interest, study level, learning ability.

5.2 Designing the Model for Teaching
[Table 1] Convergence PBL based on STEAM and Content[9]

PBL
(Kim Dae-Hyun)
Introduction
Decide project
Make a plan
Investigation and
expression
Finish
evaluation

Convergence PBL
based on STEAM

Introduction


Decide project

and make a plan


Project and me
Present resultand
find Art elements

Finish and

evaluation


Content
Introduction Project based learning program
Motivation
Decide topic
Decide subtopic and make teams
Secure study sources
Investigate and research, sharing datas, Meeting
and collaboration, sharing and expanding
thinkings, Express topic with Art elements
Present research result
Find Art elements
Evaluate various methods
Finish and reconstruct

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this study,
First, we developed the Convergence PBL Study program to improve creative personality of
elementary school students’ with Art elements of STEAM.
Second, Study of STEAM is not enough. Art of STEAM could improve creative personality.
Third, it would be positive effects on learner’s attitude through using educational robot.
To inspect the effect of convergence study program based STEAM, we have to apply this
method to real class. Developed convergence study program will be taught to students in
class and we’ll observe the students’ learning activities and analyze outcomes of learning.
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Abstract: This study implemented science learning contents by GoGo Board, an open
source hardware, and NetLogo, a free software. We built a customized GoGo Board,
incarnated experimental environment for learning using various sensors and then utilized
NetLogo to develop exploratory science contents. The selected topics cover heat
equilibrium for changing temperature appeared in the textbook of middle school science
class. With the proposed devices, students can visualize the change of temperature cold and
hot waters in terms of heat equilibrium. The developed simulation contents were validated
with computational checking procedures using one of the NetLogo's special features. At the
end, we report the evaluation results with two K middle school students for formative
evaluation.
Keywords: simulation-based contents, NetLogo, GoGo Board, formative evaluation

Introduction
As the importance of knowledge service emerges nowadays, Microcomputer Based
Laboratory(MBL) learning method has been implemented for science experiments from
elementary schools to high schools. MBL education brings computer into laboratories and
grows science education with advanced education methodology. However, teachers are
experiencing difficulties on preparation of MBL education and equipments for MBL are
being phased out because of its expensiveness.
This paper aims at implementing experimental devices with which students can explore
scientific ideas using GoGo Board and NetLogo that connect real and simulated worlds[1,
2]. Related research literature was reviewed to design a simulation-based learning model
using computer simulation and robot-related activities.
In order to construct devices for exploratory experiments, GoGo Board was applied for
developing the interface of Micro-Based Laboratory(MBL) devices with several sensors.
NetLogo was used for connecting MBL devices (real world) and simulated experiments
(virtual world).
The GoGo Board is open-source hardware that can be easily assembled according to movie
manual without any limitation. With NetLogo that has been widely used as freeware it is
easy to develop simulation-based contents using Logo language grammar.
The main part of this thesis shows how to design and develop a proposed experimental
devices in the heat equilibrium for changing temperature appeared in the textbook of middle
school science class. With this device, students can visualize the change of temperature cold
and hot waters in terms of heat equilibrium.
1. Implementation of science learning contents
The simulation in education represents actual of the situation in the computer therefore
students learn in the similar to the actual environment. Students could be enhanced the
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interesting and incentive of studying. The simulation can be classified into four types. The
physical simulation is not real experiment on physical phenomena. Students do not have to
conduct an experiment in a real laboratory with experimental tools. They can do experiment
using the computer. Iterative simulation is for the students to select and input parameters, to
observe certain phenomena and to interpret the result during each simulation cycle.
Procedural simulation is method for students to learn the order of behavior for achieving
goal. Situational simulation supports various situations for learners who study with human
and organizational behavior and attitude[3].
The learning environment proposed by this paper makes it easy for students to do activities
such as finding proper sensors and assemble them, building an experimental tool by
connecting sensors to GoGo Board and developing learning contents using NetLogo which
can be embedded into GoGo Board. We expect that this activity will encourage student’s
participation, motivate their interests and eventually make science education be more
effective. We also anticipate that this learning environment will help student with learning
capability by building and manipulating robot that promotes creativity, problem solving
ability, logical thinking[4]. We built science experiment contents using the GoGo Board and
NetLogo for science curriculum.
1.1 Initial model: Calculating temperature with flower blossom
Initially, the experimental design for 'calculating temperature in various circumstances'
from 'calculating temperature' was conducted with 3rd graders. Students in this experiment
connected temperature sensors to the input module of the GoGo Board, choose a good and
bad place for sunlight then calculate temperature of these places. Using the GoGo Board, the
measured data for temperature change were sent to computer in real-time. NetLogo shows
the result of the data, students can observe the science experiment result visually by seeing
how fully the flower on the screen is blossomed (left picture of Figure 1). Students can
become very active when they interact with the environment and asking their own questions
to the nature. They often internalize what they experience[5].

Figure 1. Calculating temperature of hot and cold water
1.2 Connecting real and virtual world: Second version of calculating temperature

The contents for calculating temperature in various circumstances were reviewed by our
research team and found that Agent-Based Modeling program can be applied to model heat
equilibrium phenomenon. The interaction among hot water and cold water can be observed
by the student by importing sensor data from GoGo Board (right picture of Figure 1). In
order to understand the underlying scientific phenomenon, simulation for the virtual world
can be programmed using NetLogo. By watching the temperature graphs of hot and cold
water and observing molecule interactions in terms of energy diffusion, students can
explore how the heat equilibrium is attained finally. Red and blue dots indicate hot and cold
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water molecules respectively. There are two graph windows; top window displays the
sensor data from GoGo Board and bottom window shows the simulated ideal equilibrium
model.

Figure 2. Molecule interactions of hot and cold water
By comparing two different data display, students might pose exploratory questions by
themselves on the gap between two windows. By manipulating different parameters on the
simulation window, they can explore major aspects of heat equilibrium. Connecting the real
experiment and virtual simulation, students can understand scientific phenomena in terms of
nature’s reaction tolerating error data.
2. Formative Evaluation
The developed simulation contents were validated with computational checking procedures
using one of the NetLogo's special features. Several simulated runs using Behavior Space
functionality validated outputs for the developed contents by comparing three graphical
outputs from real world device (MBL-based sensor model), virtual world (NetLogo model)
and the ideal model (heat equilibrium model).
In order to evaluate the developed devices and models, two K middle school students were
recruited during the December 2010. While they joined the exploratory activities with the
developed devices and models, several questions were posed. According to the video
analysis, the overall reactions of the two students showed that they would take advantages
of using such simulated environments for better engaging with science inquiry.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on simultaneous piano playing and singing, which is
considered to fall in the field of physical skills. The authors previously proposed and
implemented an educational approach that makes use of multimedia learning materials and
annotated musical scores. In order to clarify the roles of these materials, this paper discusses
how learners acquire a physical skill in an educational approach that makes use of only
annotated musical scores. The paper reveals that there is a limit to the effectiveness of using
only annotated musical scores to acquire such a physical skill, and that multimedia materials
are also important for the effective development of physical skills.
Keywords: physical skill, learning approach, video submitting, meta-cognition

Introduction
Furukawa et al. defined a “physical skill” as an “advanced skill physically acquired
through practice” [1]. Activities that require physical skills range widely from dance to
manual craftsmanship, the playing of musical instruments, sports science, and medical care.
Furukawa et al. have identified problems encountered in acquiring a physical skill, and the
need for support systems. Suwa found it important to express a physical skill in a
meta-cognitive language, which serves as a support tool for acquiring such a skill [2][3]. He
introduced studies in which a skill was expressed in such a language. He referred to his
previous study in which meta-cognition had been applied to the activity of singing. The
study identified a correlation between the volume of expressions of a skill in the
meta-cognitive language and the performance of the learners, and found that learners can
improve their singing performance by undertaking the process of expressing the skill they
were learning in a meta-cognitive language for a certain period. Saito argued that the
capacity for intercorporate imagination of physical skills (ability to mimic or copy skills) is
central in the acquisition of physical skills [4].
The educational approach we have adopted so far (Nakahira et al., [5][6]) focused on
physical skills for the simultaneous playing of a musical instrument and signing –
specifically, simultaneous piano playing and singing. The approach has combined the
learner’s capacity for intercorporate imagination and expression of skills in a
meta-cognitive language. Specifically, the approach has required the individual learner (i) to
view a video of a model performance (capacity for intercorporate imagination), (ii) to mimic
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it while referring to the guidance comments created on the basis of a certain instructional
approach and added to the musical score, and (iii) to submit and critically review videos of
his or her own performance. Nakahira et al. reported that these requirements had led to
improvements in the learners’ performance [6]. However, since (i) and (ii) were introduced
simultaneously, it was difficult to verify which of these contributed more significantly to the
improvement of the learners’ performance.
To clarify the effectiveness of these requirements, this paper focuses on the use of annotated
musical scores, and studies how this affects learners in acquiring the physical skill of
simultaneous piano playing and singing.

1. Environment of the Experiment

In this experiment, the proposed learning approach was applied to 10 third year
undergraduate students and one graduate student in K Women’s University. The approach is
shown in as below. First, each student selected one or two songs that she wanted to practice
for simultaneous piano playing and singing, took a video of her performance using a digital
camera, and submitted the video to a designated server via a Webpage. Later, she was given
an annotated musical score created according to the process described in Fukami et al. [7],
and practiced the song, referring to the annotated score. After about one week of practice,
she took a second video of her performance, and submitted it to the server. At the same time,
she was requested to submit a report describing how her performance had changed after
referring to the annotated musical score.
A key element in this experiment is how to express the required skills accurately in the
meta-cognitive language. Annotated musical scores, which embody this process, were
created using the instructional approach for e-learning reported by Fukami et al. [7]. Users
of the annotated musical scores were students in an institute of pre-school teacher education.
The learners’ previous familiarity with music in general and piano playing in particular
were widely varied. Since an annotated musical score cannot be used effectively unless it is
adjusted to the individual student’s musical capability and level of skills in piano playing
and singing, the authors created annotated musical scores according to an instructional
approach called the ADDIE model (Gagne et. al., [8]).
A conceptual image of an annotated musical score developed through these phases (Fukami
and Akahane,[9]) is shown in Fig. 2. Special features of the developed annotated musical
scores are (i) that overall advice on how to play the song is shown at the top of the musical
score, (ii) that if the same phrase appears more than one, finger numbers are shown only the
first time it appears, so that students will learn to discover the same phrase elsewhere, and
(iii) that use of musical terminology is avoided as far as possible in order not to baffle
beginners.

2. Data Analysis and Discussion

We show the students’ self-evaluation of the two videos of their performance: one video
submitted before and the other after the use of the annotated musical score. The items in
which a large number of students felt they made improvements after using the annotated
musical score are (1) the feel of the song, (2) finger movements, and (3) the lengths of
musical notes and rests. In contrast, many felt that they made little improvement in
enunciation. Many responded that they did well even before the use of the annotated
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musical notes in (4) posture during performance, and (5) breaths. The instructors found that
the students made no improvements in (6) balance in sound volume between singing voice
and the piano, and (7) balance in sound volume between the right and left hands even though
the students concerned thought that they made improvements.
The above results reveal the following. The annotated musical scores are effective for those
performance aspects that students have difficulty in recognizing just from viewing the
model performance, such as the feel of the song, finger movements, and lengths of musical
notes and rests. The annotated musical scores successfully expressed these aspects in a
meta-cognitive language. However, the annotated musical scores failed to reliably convey
techniques for those aspects that students cannot recognize unless they actually listen, such
as balance in sound volume, and those aspects of physical skills that require a long time of
practice to acquire.

3. Conclusions

The evaluation results show that the annotated musical scores created according to the
ADDIE process successfully expressed the technical aspects the creator wanted to convey,
such as the feel of the song, finger movements and the lengths of musical notes and rests, in
a meta-cognitive language. However, the annotated musical scores were less successful in
conveying the technical aspects that students cannot recognize unless they actually listen
many times, such as balance in sound volume between singing voice and the piano, and
balance in sound volume between the right and left hands.
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Abstract: A recent study of ours suggested that the very presence of a Teachable Agent
(TA) from a mathematics learning game might affect students’ test performance when the
TA reappeared in the margin of a regular, digital math test. We hypothesized that this effect,
which seemed to particularly target low-achievers, was due to the students’ mindset
changing from that of “taking a test” to that of “teaching a TA”, besides offering
low-performers with a unique opportunity to act as teachers. Here, we propose a framework
for exploring these effects further, particularly with respect to the personal relationship
students form with their TA and in relation to socially valued goal orientations. We outline
three planned studies of TA-related social-motivational factors. The results would be useful
for designing computerized tests that ease motivational constraints associated with
traditional test situations at school, and construe more socially supportive test environments.
Keywords: Teachable Agents, testing, social motivation, goal orientations

1. Research Background
1.1 Affecting Social Motivation with Teachable Agents (TAs)
Teachable Agents, TAs, is a form of educational technology based on the idea that a good
way to learn is to teach someone else. TAs provide teaching opportunities for students
through interactions with a computer agent guided by AI techniques. Studies of TAs suggest
that students develop a sense of social relationship to their TAs, which can have positive
effects on learning through an impact on motivational factors [1]. In particular, students’
feelings of responsibility and engagement from developing a social relation to their TAs has
been proposed as an explanatory mechanism as to why students seem to make greater efforts
and spend more time on learning material when using a TA, than when alone. Importantly,
the core benefits of using TAs in education may be attributed less to the AI technique itself,
and rather to the social arrangement of a Master/Apprentice scheme that positions the
student in an instructive, leading role.
In a recent study [2], we examined whether social-motivational effects from working with
a TA might transfer from the formative learning phase to a summative test situation. We let
49 students (9-10 years old) perform a digital pretest of math skills, followed by an
eight-week period of playing a TA-based educational math game in school. The students
were then divided into two groups, matched according to their pretest scores, and randomly
assigned one of two posttest conditions: either with their TA present, or without their TA.
The results showed that low-performers on the pretest increased their scores as much as
70% when tested with the TA, whereas high-performers showed no significant increase. We
reasoned that low-performers might be particularly motivated by reframing the testing
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situation from that of “taking a test” to that of “teaching a TA” and that low-performing
students benefited more because for them, the TA provided a unique opportunity to teach
someone else. Yet it is unclear what specific factors of the student-TA relationship form and
influence such hypothesized effects, in relation to what students perceive as “learning” or
“being tested”.
1.2 Social Motivation and Goal Orientations toward Test Performance
One approach to explaining social-motivational influence on test performance is in terms of
the different goal orientations that students have for performing well at school. Broadly, one
may distinguish between social goals and task-related goals as to the efforts students make
in an educational setting:
Social goals reflect such motivations as gaining approval from others, establishing
personal relationships and cooperating with peers.
Task-related goals reflect such motivations as mastering subject matter, meeting a specific
standard of achievement or challenge, and satisfying intellectual curiosity.
It is important to recognize that being a successful student entails both types of goals, and
that prosocial behavior in the classroom in fact has been shown to correlate positively to
academic grades and test scores (see [3] for a review and discussion of studies).
A central issue to research on social-motivational processes is how social and task-related
goal orientations interact. Some schematic models have been proposed in terms of the types
of relations between goals (Fig. 1). With respect to a TA, it raises questions as to what extent
a virtual character may carry out the same kind of motivational influence for performance
outcomes as is exercised in a human social environment. A TA makes a particular case as to
both limitations (of being non-human) and potentials for social interaction. For example,
unlike human peer students, the TA can be included in a (digital) test form and thus
reproduce social goals also in the actual test situation. Whether or not social goal pursuits
benefit test performance is hypothetically due to whether or not task goals are perceived
independent of social goals (Fig. 1: A) or somehow dependent on social goals (Fig. 1: B, C).

Fig. 1. Models for describing the relations between social and academic (school) pursuits
and achievement, as presented by Wentzel [3].
2. Present Research Objectives
In our on-going work, we aim to conduct a series of empirical studies, drawing from our
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observations of how particular social-motivational factors associated with a TA may work
differently for groups of students with different motivations, in terms of goal orientations. A
central question is what types of goal pursuits distinguish low-performers from
high-performers with a TA. This knowledge may then be used for designing computerized
tests and test situations that utilize students’ natural motivations to perform well at school.
3. Three Studies of Social-Motivational Factors in relation to Goal Pursuits with a TA
3.1 History and Familiarity with the TA
Would the presence of a TA in a test affect test performance even without the extensive
(eight-week) period of interacting with the TA in our previous study [2]? We hypothesize
that social goal-oriented students benefit more from a familiar TA in a test, whereas
task-oriented students may regard “teaching the TA” as simply another task to be solved and
thus do not attribute much importance to the familiarity aspect. Performance effects of using
both familiar and unfamiliar TAs in a test situation will be assessed, with respect to
students’ social and task-related goal pursuits (cf. Fig. 1: A).
3.2 Personal Attachment and “Ownership” of the TA
A second planned study addresses the importance of students being assigned a personal TA
(e.g. carrying their name or distinct visual features) that follow them from a learning phase
to a test situation, compared to having a general TA without distinct features. We
hypothesize that strengthening the student-TA bond through personalization would benefit
more social goal-oriented students within a developmental perspective (cf. Fig. 1: B).
3.3 Expressions of authority and compliance of the TA
In a third study we are interested in examining the importance of maintaining the certain
power relation expressed in the Master/Apprentice scheme between the student and the TA.
That the TA appears “teachable” and less knowledgeable than, and thus subordinate to, the
student is an inherent feature of this relationship. Would the students’ approach to the TA be
affected by the TA’s expressions of authority, as reflected in the pop-up dialogues when
requesting the student to answer questions? One hypothesis is that authority statements (e.g.
“Teach me this item!”) may reactivate the conventional social goal in the classroom, that is,
behaving like a student rather than a teacher. This might negatively affect the student’s
self-evaluation of mastering the tasks at hand and lead to decreased performance. A
counter-hypothesis is that the student performs better, because he/she is used to complying
with authoritative requests and dealing with authority figures in the classroom. Differential
effects may depend on students’ hierarchical ordering of task-related goals in relation to
social (compliance) goals for performing well on the test (cf. Fig. 1: C).
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Abstract: In recent years, educational research showed an increasing interest in
understanding learners’ conceptions of learning in different learning contexts. However,
few studies investigated the idea of learning conceptions about web-searching. In addition,
most studies focused on understanding students’ conceptions of learning, but few focused
on teachers’, especially kindergarten teachers'. Therefore, through a large-scale
questionnaire, the aim of this study was to investigate pre-service and in-service
kindergarten teachers’ learning conceptions of web-searching and the differences between
these two samples.

Keywords: web-searching, conceptions of learning, kindergarten teacher

1. Introduction
Internet had been widely used in the educational field. Therefore, more and more
teachers nowadays were required to apply more technology skills into their teaching and
professional development. Moreover, educational research showed an increasing interest
in understanding learners’ conceptions of learning in different learning subjects, and this
idea had been applied in e-learning as well. Some studies investigated the students’
learning conceptions in online discussions [1, 2, 3] and some explored students’
conceptions in distance education in general [4]. However, few studies investigated the
idea of learning conceptions about web-searching. In addition, most studies focused on
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understanding students’ conceptions of learning, but few focused on teachers’. Majority
teachers nowadays had a dual identity. Being teachers, they used Internet to search for
information related to their teaching and professional development; and being students,
they used Internet to gather information to fulfill requirements of professional
development programs. Therefore, it was important to find out teachers’ learning
conceptions of web-searching. The aim of this study was to investigate: 1) what were preservice and in-service kindergarten teachers’ learning conceptions of web-searching? and
2) what were the differences between pre-service and in-service kindergarten teachers’
learning conceptions of web-searching?

2. Methodology
2.1 Sample
A sample of 391 pre-service kindergarten teachers and 204 in-service kindergarten
teachers participated in this study. These pre-service teachers were currently studying in
departments of Early Childhood Education or Child Care in three universities in Tainan.
The in-service teacher samples came from 50 kindergartens in Tainan.
2.2 Instrument and data analysis
There were 20 five-point Likert-scale items in the questionnaire. The overall reliability
(Cronbach’s alpha) for conception was 0.95 for the pre-service sample and 0.94 for the inservice sample. As showed in Table 1, there were four scales in the questionnaire. The
reliability coefficients within each scale were calculated both for the pre-service and the
in-service sample.
Table 1. Cronbach’s alpha values for the instrument
Pre-service
Scale 1: Knowledge
0.85
Scale 2: Applying
0.86
Scale 3: Understanding
0.90
Scale 4: New Way
0.90
Composite
0.95

In-service
0.85
0.75
0.89
0.89
0.94

3. Results and discussions
The one-sample t -tests showed that both pre-service and in-service kindergarten teachers’
held statistically strong learning conceptions about web-searching. Because most
participating pre-service and in-service teachers in this study grew up and taught in this
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technology era, it was understandable that they had positive learning conceptions about
web-searching and considered web-searching as an effective way of learning.
Table 2. Descriptive information for learning conceptions of web-searching and
differences between pre-service and in-service teachers’ scale scores
Pre-service
In-service
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
t
Scale 1
4.12
0.63
4.39
0.50
5.75***
Scale 2
3.98
0.62
4.27
0.58
5.71***
Scale 3
4.00
0.58
4.30
0.55
6.20***
Scale 4
3.98
0.57
4.26
0.59
5.53***
*** p<.001
Table 2 also showed that in-service teachers held more positive learning conceptions in all
scales than pre-service teachers (t=5.75, 5.71, 6.20 and 5.53, p< .001). This might be
resulted from three reasons. First, in-service teachers had more experiences of using websearching for professional developments. Second, in-service teachers had more
opportunities to use web-searching to learn than pre-service teachers. Third, in everyday
teaching practice, in-service teachers were more conscious of their limitations of
knowledge and teaching skills than pre-service teachers; therefore, they had stronger needs
to learn from web-searching for professional development.
In conclusion, results from this study indicated that both pre-service and in-service
teachers had positive attitudes towards web-searching learning. And in-service teachers
held stronger learning conceptions then pre-service teachers.
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Abstract:Prediction is a higher-order thinking skill. In this study, a technology supported
prediction-based learning framework which covers buildingprior-knowledge,
exploringenvironments, finding clues and inferring results is proposed. A learning camp,
“Little Weather Scholars,” was carried out based on the framework, which focused on the
design and implementation of a learning course for elementary students to train their ability
to make weather forecasts. Sixty-four4thto 6thgraderspupils coming fromthirty-one
elementary schools in Taipei Cityparticipated in the camp. The results indicate that with the
help of the scaffolding, the students could complete the process to make their own weather
forecast.
Keywords:Weather forecast practicing; Taipei weather inquiry-based learning network

Introduction
Higher-order thinking skills which cover inquiry [3], prediction, problem solving and so on
are more and more important for the students to face the 21stcentury challenges.Regarding
the prediction skill, when the students engage inthe prediction-based learning activity, they
need multiple skills, including questioning, hypothesizing, planning, carrying out
investigations, making conclusions etc. Besides, the learners should construct knowledgeby
themselves, making use of sophisticated information-gathering tools, and collaborative
interactions with their peers. Prediction activities provide learners a valuable context to
acquire, clarify, and apply toatangiblescience concepts. The activities also help the learners
to develop cognitive abilities and science domain knowledge. Prediction learning activities
emphasize on posing questions, gathering and analyzing data, and constructing
evidence-based arguments. In this study, a technology supported prediction-based learning
framework is proposed and designed. Based on the prediction-based learning framework, a
weather forecast campnamed“Little Weather Scholars”was implemented. The camp
practiced results reveal that by providing appropriate scaffoldings, the students could have
better weather forecast ability and have much understanding about the weather domain
knowledge in the meantime.
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1. Technology Enhanced Prediction-Based Learning
By providing the students with the opportunity to pursue undefined answers to questions,
prediction-based learning can enable students to discover new principles and refine their
understanding of the concerned domain.However, implementing prediction-based learning
in classroom has a lot of challenges for the teachers and the students. Technology offers new
opportunities to support prediction-based learning. In this session, a technology supported
predication-based learning framework is proposed. The framework includes four phases;
they are building prior-knowledge, exploring environments, finding clues, and inferring
results. Each phase is elaborated below:
 Building Prior-Knowledge: The goal of this session is to help the students to have a
stronger background on the subject.
 ExploringEnvironment: At this phase, the learners need an environment where has a
lot of raw data to study, analyze and explore.
 Finding Clues: Based on the explorationenvironment, the students can find some clues
to make further decisions.
 Inferring Results: At the inferring results stage, the students need to make conclusion
about their predictions.
2. An Example of Prediction-Based Learning: “Little Weather Scholars” Camp
The “Little Weather Scholars” camp was a scaffolding weather forecast learning and
practicing activity for 4thto 6thgraders pupils. It took place on May 2and 8, 2010 for totally
one and a half days. There were sixty-four students from thirty-one elementary schools in
Taipei City attendingthe activity. The activity, according to the technology supported
prediction-based learning framework guide, comprised four phases listed below:
 Building Prior-Knowledge: Weather Forecast Learning Course
The weather forecast learning course comprises five parts. They are basic lectures of
weather forecast, introduction of weather maps, drawing simple weather map,
transformation of weather information, and weather forecast practicing. The course
also includes a weather experiencing lesson and a lecture on the characteristics of
EastAsian rainy season to enhance their understanding of the weather changesin
season.
 Exploration Environment: Taipei Weather Inquiry-based learning Network (TWIN)
Once the students learnt the knowledge of forecast, they need an environment to
explore and to collect data. In Taipei City, there is a city-wide wireless weather sensor
network (TWIN) which is a network with sixty weather sensor nodes. TWIN provides
a huge Taipei area weather data for the students to explore. At this stage, the students
can explore the weather data on the TWIN platform [1].
 Finding Clues: Scaffolding Weather Forecast Practicing
After all of the lessons of the first day, next, the instructor guided students to read and
analyze forecast weather mapsannounced from Central Weather Bureau (CWB).
Students could refer to the forecast values of the highest temperature, lowest
temperature and probability of precipitation (POP) in Taipei City thatwasannounced
by CWB to make their own forecasts and write down the affecting elements and
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factors. They also could refer to the measured data in Taipei weather station and adapt
their forecast values based on the public information and forecasted weather changes
made by CWB.
Inferring Results: Producing the Weather Forecast Report
All the students were requested to produce a weather forecast report according to their
data. The report was a worksheet which includes the highest temperature, the lowest
temperature, rain rate, and the reasons which are for supporting for their forecast.

3. Evaluating the Accuracy of Weather Forecasting
The effective samples were fifty-six copies from two classes of the camp. There were thirty
copies from class A and twenty-six from class B. Among them, 27% were from 4thgraders;
44%, 5thgraders; and 29%, 6thgraders. Regarding the temperature forecast, the mean
absolute error(MAE)was 1.7°C for class A and 1.8°C for class B. It showed that the learning
results were almost no difference between the two classes. In addition, the MAE for 4th, 5th,
and 6thgraders were 1.9°C, 1.7°C, and 1.6°C, respectively.It obviously refers to that the
higher grade students could make better forecast.Analyzing students’ weather forecast
behaviors showed that 14 of them (25%) completely adopted CWB’s May 1, 2010forecast.
On the other hand, 42 students (75%) referred to CWB’s forecast but made their own
forecast. Among them, 44% of 4thgraders, 80% of 5thgraders, and 93% of 6thgraders
proposed their own forecast. It also reveals that the higher grade students had much courage
to put forward their views.
4. Conclusions
In this study, a technology supported prediction-based learning framework is proposed, and
a prediction-based learning event, “Little Weather Scholars” camp is elaborated. Sixty-four
4th to 6th graderspupils from thirty-one elementary schools were recommended to attend this
camp.They completed the process of weather forecast practicing on lowest temperature,
highest temperature andPOP [2].The results showed that with the help of the scaffolding the
students could complete the process to make their own weather forecast. 93% of 6thgraders
could make self-judgment and modify CWB weather forecast. 80% of 5thgraders and 44%
of 4thgraders could also do so. Among the self-judgment forecasters, 83% of them the
MAEs were lower than CWB’s MAE. The results also revealed that providing appropriate
scaffolding lessons could effectively enhance elementary students’ abilitiesto reasonably
interpret and apply weather forecast information in their daily lives.This study demonstrates
the benefits and potential of the prediction-based learning.
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